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APPENDIX.

Introduction.

General Bibliographical Works, treating on the Editionsy Uteiary
History, Criticism, 8fc. of the Bible*

1. -tJiBLiOTHECA Sacra in blnos syllabos distincta. Quorum prior, qui
jam tertio auctior prodiit, omnes sive Textus Sacri sive Versionum ejus-

dem qu&,vis Iingu& expressarum editiones, necnon praestantiores MSS.
Codices, cum notis historicis continet : Posterior vero continet omnia
eorum opera quivis idiomate conscripta, qui hue usque in Sacram Scrip-
turam ediderunt, simul collecta, tum ordine alphabetico disposita, tum
serie sacrorum librorum, Huic coronidis loco subjiciuntur Grammaticae
et Lexica Linguarum praesertim orientalium, quae ad illustrandas sacras

paginas aliquid adjumenti conferre possunt. Labore et industria Jacobi
Le Long. Parisiis 1723, 2 tomis folio.

The third and best edition of a most laborious work. Tlie first edition appeared at

Paris in 1709, in 2 vols. 8vo. : the second, at Leipsic, in tlu; same year, with additions

by C. F. Boerner.

2. Discours Historique sur les principales Editions des Bibles Poly-
glottes. Par I'Auteur de la Bibliotheque Sacree. [Jacques Le Long.]
Paris, 1713, 8vo.

3. Bibliotheca Sacra post Jacobi Le Long et C F. Boerneri iteratas

curas ordine disposita, emendata, suppleta, continuata ab Andrea Gott-

lieb MASCII. Halae, 1774;—1797. 5 vols, ito. frequently bound in two
thick volumes.

This elaborate work, which was discontinued for want of adequate support, is confined

to the printed editions of the Holy Scriptures. Part I. contains editions of the original

Hebrew and Greek text. Part II, in three volumes, treats on the Greek, Oriental, and

Latin versions, and on editions of them; and the last volume comprises a supplement to

the preceding volumes.
We have been largely indebted to this publication for much information concerning the

printed editions of the Old and New Testament. To this valuable work the Bibliol/ieca

Biblica Serenissimi Wuerlemhergensium Ducis, oliin Lorkiana, published by J. G. C. Adier,

at Altona, in 1787, (in five parts forming two quarto volumes) is an indispensable sup-

plement. It is very justly characterised by Bp. Marsh as " a catalogue of great merit

and utility," and contains notices of some versions and translators, which have escaped

even the researches of Dr. Masch,

4. Calmet (Augustin) Bibliotheca Sacra, or a Catalogue of the best

books that can be read in order to acquire a good understanding of the

Scripture. Folio.
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2 General Bibliographical Treatises

This Catalogue fills a considerable portion of a volume in the various French editions

of Calmet's Dictionary of the Bible. It also occupies two hundred and eighty-four pages

of the third volume of the English Translation of tliat Dictionary, in folio. It contains

copious notices of the earlier biblical critics and commentators, and other writers on Scrip-

tural Antiquities, &c. This valuable Catalogue is omitted in the quarto edition of Calmet's

Dictionary, published by the late Mr. C. Taylor.

5. Job. Christophori Wolfii Bibliotheca Hebraea ; sive Notitia turn

Auctorum Hebraeorum cujuscumque setatis, turn Scriptorum, quae vel

Hebraicae primum exarata, vel ab aliis conversa sunt, ad nostram aetatem

deducta. Accedit in calce Jacobi Gaffarelli Index Codicum Cabbalistic.

MSS., quibus Job. Picus, Mirandulanus Comes, usus est. Hamburgi at

Lipsiae, 1715—33, 4 tomis, 4to.

6. Jo. Georgii Walchii Bibliotheca Theologica Selecta, literariis

adnotationibus instructa. Jenae, 1757—8—62—65, 4 vols. 8vo.

All who are conversant in sacred literature have borne willing testimony to the accu-

racy and research of Walchius : how much the author of tliis work is indebted to his

labours, the frequent references made to them will sufficiently attest. The third and

fourth volumes are chiefly interesting to biblical students. In 1770 Walchius published a

Bibliotheca Patristica, which contains an excellent account of treatises on the lives and

erudition of the fathers of the church, and on the editions of their writings.

7. A Concise View of the Succession of Sacred Literature, in a Chro-

nological Arrangement of Authors and their Works, from the Invention of

Alphabetical Characters to the Year of our Lord 345. By Adam Clarke,
A.M. [now L.L.D.] London, 1821, 12mo.

8. A Course of Lectures, containing a Description and Systematic

Arrangement of the several Branches of Divinity, accompanied with an

Account both of the principal Authors, and of the Progress which has

been made at different Periods, in Theological Learning. By Herbert

Marsh, D.D. [Bishop of Peterborough.] London, 1810—1823. 8vo.

Seven parts of these Lectures have been published. They embrace almost every to])ic

of Biblical Criticism and Interpretation, and also the genuineness, authenticity, and credi-

bility of the Scriptures; and are particularly valuable for their bibliographical and critical

notices of the principal writers who have treated on these subjects,

9. Illustrations of Biblical Literature, exhibiting the History and Fate
of the Sacred Writings, from the earliest Period to the present Century

;

including Biographical Notices of Translators and other eminent Biblical

Scholars. By the Rev. James Townley, [now D.D.] London, 1821,
3 vols. 8vo.

" The ample volumes before us comprise a rich fund of instructive and pleasing infor-

mation on the subject of Sacred Bibliography. They have been compiled from a great
variety of publications, many of them inaccessible to the generality of readers, and some of
them of extreme rarity.". . . . " The industry and the accuracy of Mr. Towuiey will entitle

his volumes to the approbation of the critic and the patronage of tii^ public. They afford

a more comprehensive view of the progress of Biblical Translations and of the Literary
and Ecclesiastical History of the Holy Scriptures than is to be found in any other work."
(Eclectic Review, N. S. vol. xviii. pp. 386. 407.)

10. Bibliotheca Biblica : a Select List of Books on Sacred Literature,
with notices Biographical, Critical, and Bibliographical. By William
Orme. London, 1824', 8vo.

For many of his titles and notices of books, Mr. Orme has been indebted to the pre-
sent Work, to which he has honourably acknowledged his obligations. " The theolou-ical

student cannot fail to derive much advantage from it; and the more learned divine will

find it an excellent supplement to the Bibh'otheca Theologica Selecta of the laborious
Walchius, or to the erudite Bibliotheca Sacra of Le Long." (British Critic, N. S.
vol. xxii. p. 486.)
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11. Bibliothfeque Sacr^e Grecque-Latine ; contenant le Tableau Chro-
nologique, Biographique, et Bibliographique, ties Auteurs Inspires et des
Auteurs Ecclesiastiques, depuis Moise jusqu'a Saint Thomas-d'Aquin.
Ouvrage ivdige d'apres Mauro Boni et Gamba. Par. Cli. Nooier. Paris,

1826. 8vo.

A convenient and useful summary of biblical and ecclesiastical Bibliography. The
antlior first gives a concise biographical notice of the sacred and ecclesiastical writers, and
then specifies the principal editions of their works. A List is then subjoined of the

Collections of tlie Canons and Acts of Councils and of the Canon Law, of Ecclesiastical

Biographers, and of the Works of tiie Greek and Latin Fathers, and other Ecclesiastical

Writers, and of the Greek and Latin Christian Poets.

12. Bibliotheca Sussexiana. A Descriptive Catalogue, accompanied
by Historical and Biographical Notices, of the Manuscripts and Printed

Books contained in the Library of His Royal Highness the Duke of
Sussex. By Thomas Joseph Pettigrew, F.R.S. &c. &c. Vol. I. in Two
Parts. London, 1827. Imperial 8yo.

This magnificent Publication has a special claim to be noticed in the present Catalogue

of Bil)lical Works, on account of the diversified and important nifornialion which it

communicates respecting Editions of the Holy Scriptures, and which is not to be found
in the bibliographical treatises already described.

The first portion of the Bibliotheca Sussexiana is appropriated to Manuscripts, the

number of wh'cli amounts very nearly to three hundred : these are arranged according to

languages, viz. In Hebrew, Greek, Latin, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Dutch,

English, Irish, Arabic, Persian, Armenian, Pali, Singhalese, and Burman.
The second part treats on Printed Editions of the Holy Scriptures, disposed under

the following titles, viz. Polyglotts of the Old and New Testaments and of detached

portions thereof; — Hebrew Bibles, Hebrew and Hebrew- Samaritan Pentateuchs, and
portions of the Old Testament in Hebrew ; — Greek Bibles, Greek Pentateuch, and

portions of the Old Testament in Greek ;— Latin Bibles, and parts of the Old Testainent

in Latin : forming an aggregate of four hundred and ninety-nine articles, many of which

are among the rarest and most valuable in sacred Bibliography.

A second volume of this Catalogue is announced as nearly ready forpublication: it contains

the history of the remaining versions of the Old and New Testament, or of parts thereof,

both antient and modern, viz. The Syriac, Peschito, Philoxenian, and PaloBstino-Syriac
;

the Araliic, Persic, Egyptian, Ethiopic, Armenian, Latin, Gothic, Sclavonic, Anglo-

Saxon, German, English, French, Italian, Bohemian, &c. &c., all of which are disposed in

chronological order.

Much as has been accomplished by preceding authors who have treated on Sacred Biblio-

"raphy, the laborious researches of Mr. Pettigrew have enabled him to contribute large

and important additions to this branch of literature. He has accurately and minutely

described the several editions of the Scriptures, and his Bibliographical Notices correct the

errors, and supply the deficiencies of former writers. Curious specimens of metrical

Versions are introduced, besides numerous biographical and critical anecdotes of authors

and editors. The numerous engravings are executed in the highest style of the chalco-

graphic art. Creditable as the work is to Mr. Pettigrew, in a literary point of view, it

would be injustice to the distinguished owner of this magnificent library, not to acknow-

ledge the very liberal facility with which His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex

permits it to be consulted by scholars.

There are copies of this Catalogue in small folio, the typographical splendour of which

is unequalled.
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Hebreto Bibles.

I. Holy Scriptures.

1. Entire Texts and Versions ofthe Bible,

i. Principal Editions of the Hebre'uo Bible.

Bishop WALTON^ Carpzov^, and particularly Le Long, have

treated at great length on the various editions of the Hebrew Scriptures.

These have been divided by De Rossi and others into Masoretic and

Non-Masoretic editions, — a distinction, the utility of which is not per-

ceived. In the present section, Dr. Masch's improved edition of Le
Long's Bibliotheca Sacra^ has been chiefly followed. The various im-

pressions of the Hebrew Bible may be divided into the four following

classes, viz.

(1.) Editiones Principes, or those first printed.

(2.) Editiones Primariae, or those which have been adopted as the

bases of subsequent impressions.

(3.) Editions, the text of which is accompanied with Rabbinical Com-
mentaries.

(4.) Editions, which are furnishjed with Critical Apparatus,

(1.) Editiones Principes.

1. Psalterium Hebraicum, cum commentario Kimchii. Anno 237.

(1477) 4to.

The^rsf printed Hebrew book. It is of extreme rarity, and is printed with a square Hebrew
type, approaching that of the German Jews. The text is without points, except in the

four first psalms, which are clumsily pointed. The commentary of Rabbi Kimchi is

subjoined to each verse of the text in the rabbinical character, and is much more complete

than in the subsequent editions, as it contains all those passages which were afterwards

omitted, as being hostile to Christianity.

2. Biblia Hebraica, cum punctis. Soncino, 1488, folio.

The first edition of the entire Hebrew Bible ever printed. It is at present of such extreme

rarity, that only nine or ten copies of it are known to be in existence. One of these is

in the library of Exeter College, Oxford. At the end of the Pentateuch there is a long

Hebrew subscription, indicating the name of the editor (Abraham Ben Chajim), the place

where it was printed, and the date of the edition. This very scarce volume consists,

according to Masch, of 373 (but Brunet says 380) folios, printed with points and accents,

and also with signatures and catchwords. The initial letters of each book are larger than

the others, and are ornamented. Dr. Kennicott states, that there are not fewer than twelve

thousand verbal differences between this edition and that of Van der Hooght ; his assertion

is questioned by Masch. The researches of biblical critics have not succeeded in ascertain.

» Prolegom, cap. iv. De Bibliorum Editionibus prascipuis.

9 Critica Sacra, pars i. cap. 9. pp. 387—428.
s Bibliotheca Sacra, post. Jacobi Le Long et C. F. Boerneri iteratas curas ordine

disposita, emendata, suppleta, continuata ab Andrea Gottlieb Masch. Halae, ^to.
1778—85—90. 4 vols, with Supplement. The account of Hebrew editions is in the first

volume, pp. 1—186. 331—424. DeBure's Bibliographie Instructive, torn. 1. (Paris 1763),
and Brunet's Manuel du Libraire, et de 1' Amateur de Livres, (4 vols. 8vo. Paris 1820,
Sd edit.) have also been consulted occasionally.
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iwg what manuscripts were used for this Hebrew Bible. It is, however, acknowledffed
that these two very antient editions are equal in value to manuscripts.

(2.) Editio7ies Primarice, or those which have bee?i adopted a& the bases

ofsubsequent imjiressions.

1. Biblia Hebraica, 8vo. Brixiae, 1494'.

This edition was conducted by Gerson, the son of Rabbi Moses. It is also of extreme
rarity, and is printed in long lines, except part of the Psalms, which is in two columns.
The identical copy of this edition, from which Luther made his German translation, is
said to be preserved in the Royal Library at Berlin. This edition was the basis of, 1. The
Hebrew Text of the Complutensian Polyglott ; 2. Bomberg's first Rabbinical Bible,
Venice, 1518, in 4 vols, folio; 3. Dtxniel Bomberg's 4to. Hebrew Bible, Venice, 1518

;

4. His second Hebrew Bible, 4to. Venice, 1521 ; and, 5. Sebastian Munster's Hebrew
Bible, Basil, 1536, in 2 vols. 4to.

2. Another primary editroa is the Biblia Hebraica Bombergiana II. folio,

Venice, 1525, 1526, folio.

This was edited by Rabbi Jacob Ben Chajim, who had the reputation of being pro-
foundly learned in the Masora, and other branches of Jewish erudition. He pointed the
text according to the Masoretic system. This edition is the basis of all the modern pointed
copies.

(3.) Editions of the Bible with Rabbinical Commentaries.

Besides the Biblia Rabbinica I. et II. just mentioned, we may notice in

this class the three following editions, viz.

1. Biblia Hebraica cum utraque Masora, Targum, necnon commen-
tariis Rabbinorum, studio et cum praefatione R. Jacob F. Chajim, Venetiis,

1547—1549, 4 tomes in 2 vols, folio.

This is the second of Rabbi Jacob Ben Chajim's editions ; and, according to M, Bru.
net, is preferable to the preceding, as well as to another edition executed in 1568, also

from the press of Daniel Bomberg.

2. Biblia Hebraea, cum utraque Masora et Targum, item cum com-
mentariis Rabbinorum, studio Joannis Buxtorffii, patris ; adjecta est ejus-

dem Tiberias, sive commentarius Masoreticus. Basileae, 1618, 1619, 1620,
4 tomes in 2 vols, folio.

This great work was executed at the expense of Lewis Koenig, an opulent bookseller

at Basle : on account of the additional matter which it contains, it is held in great esteem

by Hebrew scholars, many of whom- prefer it to the Hebrew Bibles printed by Bomberg.
Buxtorf's Biblia Rabbinica contains the commentaries of the celebrated Jewish Rabbins,

Jarchi, Aben Ezra, Kimchi, Levi Ben Gerson, and Saadias Haggaon. An appendix is

subjoined, containing, besides the Jerusalem Targum, the great Masora corrected and
amended by Buxtorf, the various lections of the Rabbis Ben Ascher and Ben Naphtali.

Buxtorf also annexed the points to the Chaldee paraphrase. The Tiberias published by

Buxtorf in 1620, was intended to illustrate the Masora and other additions to his great Bible.

3. Biblia Hebraica Magna Rabbinica. Amstelodami 1724-27. 4 vols,

folio.

" This is unquestionably the most copious and most valuable of all the Rabbinical Bibles,

and was edited by Moses ben Simeon of Frankfort. It is founded upon the Bomberg
editions, and contains not only their contents, but also those of Buxtorf's, with additional

remarks by the editor." Bib). Sussex, vol. i. part ii. p. 188. In pp. 189—195 there is

a copious and interesting bibliographical description of this edition.

(4.) Editions with Critical Notes and Apparatus.

1. The first edition of the Hebrew Bible, printed by Bomberg, and

edited by Felix Pratensis (Venice, 1518), contains the various l6ctions

of the Eastern and Western recensions ; which are also to be foand in

Buxtorf's Biblia Rabbinica*
(a) 3
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2. BIblia Hebraica, cum Latina Versione Sebastian! Munsteri.

BasilejE, 1534-, 1535. 2 vols, folio.

The Hebrew type of this edition resembles the characters of tlie German Jews : the

Latin version of Munster is placed by the side of the Hebrew text. Though the editor

has not indicated what manuscripts he used, he is supposed to have formed his text upon

the edition printed at Brescia in 1494, or the still more early one of 148S. His prole-.

gomena contain much useful critical matter ; and his notes are subjoined to each chapter.

This is the first edition of the Hebrew Bible printed in Germany.

3. Biblia Sacra Hebrsea correcta, et collata cum antiquissimis exem-

plaribus manuscriptis et hactenus impressis. Amstelodami. Typis et

sumptibus Josephi Athiae. 1661. 8vo.

An extremely rare edition of a most beautifully executed Hebrew Bible. The impres-

sion of 1667 edited by Leusden, is said to be the most correct. So highly were the labours

of the printer, Athias, appreciated, that the States General of Holland conferred on him a

gold chain with a gold medal appendant, as a mark of their approbation.

4. Biblia Hebraica, cum notis Hebraicis et Lemmatibus Latinis, ex

recensione Dan. Ern. Jablonski, cum ejus Praefatione Latina. Berolini,

1699. large 8vo.

Dr. Rossi considers this to be one of the most correct and important editions of the

Hebrew Bible ever printed. It is extremely scarce. Jablonski pul)lished another edition

of the Hei)rew Bible in 1712 at Berlin, witiiout points, in large 12mo ; and subjoined to

it Leusden's Catalogue of 2294 select verses, containing all the words occurring in the

Old Testament. There is also a Berlin edition of the Hebrew Bible without points, in

1711, 2^mo, from the press of Jablonski, who has prefixed a short preface. It was begun

under the editorial care of S. G. Starcke, and finished, on his death, by Jablonski. Masch

pronounces it to be both useless and worthless.

5. Biblia Hebraica, edente Everardo Van der Hooght. Amstel. et

Ultraject. 8vo. 2 vols. 1705.

A work of singular beauty and rarity. The Hebrew text is printed after Athias's

second edition, with marginal notes pointing out the contents of each section. The cha-

racters, especially the vowel points, are uncommonly clear and distinct. At the end,

Van der Hooght has given the various lections between the editions of Bomberg, Plantin,

Athias and others. Van der Hooght's edition was reprinted at London in 2 vols. 8vo,

1811, 1812, under the editorship of Mr. Frey, and is executed with great beauty.

6. Biblia Hebraica ex aliquot Manuscriptis et compluribus impressis

codicibus ; item Masora tam edita quam manuscripta, aliisque Hebraeorum

criticis diligenter recensita. Cura ac studio D. Jo. Henr. Michaehs.

1720, 2 vols, large Svo. There are also copies in 4to.

This edition has always been held in the highest estimation. The text is printed from

Jablonski's Hebrew Bible (Berlin, 1699); and there were collated for this edition

five manuscripts in the library of Erfurt, and nineteen of the best printed editions. A
selection of various readings, and parallel passages, both real and verbal, is subjoined, to-

gether with brief notes on the most difficult texts of the Old Testament. Michaelis has

prefixed learned prolegomena to this edition.

7. Biblia Hebraica secundum editionem Belgicam Everardi Van der

Hooght, collatis aliis bonge notae codicibus, una cum Versione Latina

Sebastian! Schmidii. Lipsiae, 1740. 4to.

A tolerably accurate reprint of Van der Hooght's text, but upon very indifferent type, with

additional various readings. The Latin version of Sebastian Schmidt is placed opposite to

the Hebrew Text. To the work are prefixed, 1. A Preface, by J. C. Clodius, vindicating

the edition of Van der Hooght against some critical censures ; 2. Van der Hooght's pre-

face, with the testimonies of some eminent scholars in favour of his edition ; and, S. The

Testimony and Judgment of the Theological Faculty of Strasburgh in favour of Sebastian

Schmidt's Latin Translation. Masch, Bibliotheca Sacra, part i. p. 158.

8. Biblia Hebraica -cum notis criticis, et Versione Latina ad notas

criticas facta. Accedunt Libri Grasci, qui Deutero-canonici vocantur, in

tres Classes distributi. Autore Carolo Francisco Houbigant. Lutetias

Parisiorum, 1753, 4 vols, folio.

The text of this edition is that of Van der Hooght, without points ; and in the margin of

the Pentateuch Houbigant has added various lections from the Samaritan Pentateuch,
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He collated twelve manuscripts, of which however he is said not to have made all the use
he might have done. Houl)igant has also printed a new Latin version of his own, expres-

sive of such a text as his critical emendations appeared to justify and recommend. The
book is most beautifully printed, but has not answered tiie liigh expectations that were en-
tertiiined of it. (See Bishop Marsh's criticism on it, in his Divinity Lectures, partii.

pp. 101— 104. and also Bibl. Sussex, vol. i. partii. pp. 192— 194.)

9. Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum cum variis Lectionibus. Edidit
Benjaminus Kennicott, S. T. P. Oxonii, 1776, 1780. 2 vols, folio.

This splendid work was preceded by two dissertations on the state of the Hebrew text>

published in 1753 and 1759; the object of wlu'ch was to shew the necessity of the same
extensive collation of Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament as had already been un-
dertaken for the Greek manuscripts of the New Testament. The utility of the proposed
collation being generally admitted, a very liberal subscription was made to defray the

expense of the collation, amounting on the whole to nearly ten thousand pounds, and the

name of his late majesty headed the list of subscribers. Various persons were employed
both at home and abroad : but of the foreign literati the principal was Professor Bruns of
the University of Helmstadt, who not only collated Hebrew manuscripts in Germany, but
went for that purpose into Italy and Switzerland. The business of collation continued
from 1760 to 1769 inclusive, during which period Dr. Kennicott published annually an
account of the progress which was made. More than six hundred Hebrew manuscripts,

and sixteen manuscripts of the Samaritan Pentateuch, were discovered in different libraries

in England and on the Continent; many of which were wholly collated, and others con-

sulted in important passages. Several years of course elapsed, after the collations were
finished, before the materials could be arranged and digested for publication. The varia-

tions contained in nearly seveii hundred bundles of papers, being at length digested (includ-

ing the collations made by Professor Bruns) ; and the whole when put together being
corrected by tlie original collations, and then fairly transcribed into thirty folio volumes,

the work was put to press in 1773. In 1776, the first volume of Dr. Kennicott's Hebrew
Bible was delivered to the public, and in 1780, the second volume. It was printed at the

Clarendon Press : and the University of Oxford has the honour of having produced the

first critical edition upon a large scale, both of the Greek Testament and of the Hebrew
Bible— an honour which it is still maintaining by a similar edition, hitherto indeed un-
finished, of the Greek version, commenced by the late Rev. Dr. Holmes, and now con-

tinuing under the editorial care of the Rev. Dr. Parsons.
" The text of Kennicott's edition was printed from that of Van der Hooght, with which

the Hebrew manuscripts, by Kennicott's direction, were all collated. But, as variations in

the points were disregarded in the collation, the points were not added in the text. The
various readings, as in the critical editions of the Greek Testament, were printed at the

bottom of the page, with references to the correspondent readings of the text. In the

Pentateuch the deviations of the Samaritan text were printed in a column parallel to the

Hebrew ; and the variations observable in the Samaritan manuscripts, which differ from
each other as well as the Hebrew, are likewise noted, with references to the Samaritan

prhiled text. To this collation of manuscripts was added a collation of the most distin-

guished editions of the Hebrew Bible, in the same manner as Wetstein has noted the varia-

tions observable in the principal editions of the Greek Testament, Nor did Kennicott
confine his collation to manuscripts and editions. He further considered, that as the quota-

tions from the Greek Testament in the works of ecclesiastical writers afford another source

of various readings, so the quotations from the Hebrew Bible in the works of Jewish writers

are likewise subjects of critical inquiry. For this purpose he had recourse to the most
distinguished among the rabbinical writings, but particularly to the Talmud, the text of

which is as antient as the third century. In the quotation of his authorities he designates

them by numbers from 1 to 692, including manuscripts, editions, and rabbinical writings,

which numbers are explained in the Dissertalio Generalis annexed to the second volume.
" This Dissertatin Generalis, which corresponds to what are called Prolegomena in other

critical editions, contains, not only an account of the manuscripts and other authorities

collated for this edition, but also a review of the Hebrew text divided into periods, and
beginning with the formation of the Hebrew canon after the return of the Jews from the

Babylonish captivity. Though inquiries of this description unavoidably contain matters

of doubtful disputation, though the opinions of Kennicott have been frequently questioned,

and sometimes justly questioned, his Disserlalio Generalis is a work of great interest to

every biblical scholar. Kennicott was a disciple of Capellus both in respect to the in-

tegrity of the Hebrew text, and in respect to the preference of the Samaritan Pentateuch :

but he avoided the extreme, into which Moriiuis and Houbigant had fallen. And though
he possessed not the rabbinical learning of the two Buxtorfs, his merits were greater than

some of his contemporaries, as well in England as on the continent, were willing to allow."

Bishop Marsh's Divinity Lectures, partii. pp. 105—108. For a very copious account of

(A) 4.
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Dr. Ketinicott's edition of the Hebrew Bible, see the Monthly Review (O. S ), vol. Iv.

pp.92— 100. vol. Ixiv. pp. 173—182. 321—328. vol. Ixv. pp. 121— 131.

To Dr. Kennicott's Hebrew Bible, M. De Rossi published an important supplement at

Parma (1784—1787), in four volumes 4to. of Varies Lectiones Veteris Testamenti. This

work and Dr. Kennicott's edition form one complete set of collations. Of the immense
mass of various readings which the collations of Dr. Kennicott and M. De Rossi exhibit,

multitudes are insignificant : consisting frequently of the omission or addition of a single

letter in a word, as a vau, &c. " But they are not therefore useless. All of this class

contribute powerfully to establish the authenticity of the sacred text in general by their con-

currence ; while they occasionally afford valuable emendations of the sacred text in several

important passages, supporting by their evidence the various readings suggested by the

antient versions derived from manuscripts of an earlier date." (Dr. Hales's Analysis of

Chronology, vol. ii. booki. p. xiv. ) In the first volume of Dr. Masch's edition of Le
Long's Bibliotheca Sacra, there is a valuable collection of various readings made from the

Masoretic and Non-Masoretic printed copies of the Hebrew Bible. See pp. xl— cxviii.

10 Biblia Hebraica, olim a Chrlstiano Reineccio edita, nunc denuo cum
variis lectionibus, ex ingenti codicum copia k B. Kennicotto et J. B. De
Rossi collatorum, ediderunt J.C. Doederlein et J.H.Meissner. Lipsise,

1793, 8vo.

This edition was undertaken by the celebrated Dr. Doederlein and Professor Meissner,

in order to supply those lovers of Hebrew literature who may not be able to consult the

expensive volumes of Kennicott and De Rossi. They have selected the principal various

readings of those eminent collators ; but Professor Jahn asserts that the text is very incor-

rect. The fine paper copies are beautiful and convenient books ; but those on common
paper are scarcely legible. They are usually bound in two volumes. In 1818 a second

edition of this valuable Hebrew Bible was published at Halle, with a new preface by

Dr. Knappe, intitled : Biblia Hebraica olim a Christ. Reineccio evulgata, post ad fidem
rec'Hsionis ^[usereticte, cum variis lectionibus ex ingenti codd, mss. copia a Benj. Kenni-

cotto et I, B. De Rossi collatorum edita, cur. J, C. Doederleinio et I. H. Meissnero.

Quorum editioni ante hos XXV. annos e bibliopolio Lipsiensi emissce, nunc emptionis jure in

libr. Orphanotrophei Halensis translatw, accessit G. Chr. Knappii prafalio de editionibus

Bibliorum Haknsibus, 8«;o. Halae, Libraria Orphanotrophei. According to the Journal

General de la Litt^rature Etrangere (Jan. 1819), the above-noticed edition of 1793 con-

sisted of ten thousand copies ; the unsold stock of which were disposed of to the trustees

or governors of the Orphan House at Halle, by whom the title-page was altered to the

date of 1818, and a new jireface was added by Professor Knappe relative to the editions of

the Bible published at Halle.

11. Biblia Hebraica. Digessit et graviores Lectionum varietates ad-

jecit Johannes Jahn. Viennae, 1806, 4 vols. Svo.

Professor Jahn has long been distinguished for his successful cultivation of Oriental

literature. In his edition the text is very distinctly printed, the principal Hebrew points

are retained, and the poetical parts of the Old Testament are metrically arranged : it is

conveniently divided into four vols. ; of which Vol. I. contains the Pentateuch. — Vol.

II. contains the Historical Books of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Samuel, Kings, Ezra, Esther,

and Nehemiah. — Vol. III. comprises the Prophetical Books thus arranged;— Amos,

Hosea, Micah, Isaiah, Joel, Nahum, Habakkuk, Obadiah, Zephaniah, Jeremiah, Lament-

ations, Ezekiel, Daniel, Haggai, Zechariah, .Jonah, Malachi. — Vol. IV. contains the

Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Song of Solomon, and Ecclesiastes. The Books of Chronicles are

scattered through the first and second volumes ; being placed in a second column against

their parallel passages, in the other historical Books.

Each Book is judiciously divided into greater or less sections, to which is prefixed a

short analysis of their contents. The division into chapters is preserved, and their num-
bers are noted at the heads of the sections. The numbers of the verses are also marked

in the margin. The Masoretic Notes, which are generally added in the margin of the

Hebrew Bibles, are retained, with the exception of a Very feW, which relate to the accents,

and mark the middle of a book. They are all expressed at full length, and many of them

are also accompanied with a Latin version. The Jewish criticisms, which are in some

editions added at the end of each book, are omitted by Professor Jahn, as being of no use

to the Christian reader. To the text are subjoined the more important various readings :

and in some more difficult places, all the variations that cOuld be found are carefully given.

These various readings are taken from the collations of Bishop Walton, Grabe, Montfau-

con. Dr. Kennicott, De Rossi, and Dr. Holmes. The text is that of Van der Hooght,

from which the editor has departed only in nine or ten places, in which many other edi-

tions had preceded him, and which are supported by numerous and very weighty authori-
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ties. There are copies on fine paper in 8vo., which are very beautiful, and also forty

copies in 4to., which are very rare.

12. Biblia Hebraica, or the Hebrew Scriptures of the Old Testament,
without points, after the text of Kennicott, with the chief various read-

ings, selected from his collation of Hebrew manuscripts, from that of De
Rossi, and from the antient versions ; accompanied with English notes,

critical, philological, and explanatory, selected from the most approved
antient and modern English and Foreign biblical critics. By B. Booth-
noYD [now D. D.] Pontefract and London, 1816, 2 vols. 4to.

This is perhaps the cheapest Hebrew Bible, with critical apparatus, that is extant ; it

was published originally in parts, the first of whicli appeared in 1810. It is peculiarly

interesting to the Hebrew scholar and critic, as it contains, in a condensed form, tlie sub-

stance of the most valuable and expensive works. An eminent critic has observed, " Mr.
Boothroyd has evidently spared neither expense nor labour to furnish the student with in-

teresting extracts, which are calculated to assist him as well in interpreting as in obtaining

a critical acquaintance with the original text. A good philological note is frequently of
more importance towards the elucidation of a difficult passage than a long theological

comment, which is often little better tlian a detail of contrary opinions. There is evidently

some hazard of adopting fanciful and conjectural corrections in so extensive an undertak-
ing as this, which is principally compiled from preceding authors of almost every descrip-

tion. Against this danger the sobriety of the editor's judgment has been a powerful pro-

tection ; and as his avowed object was the solid instruction of the purchasers of his book,

he has, in a commendable manner, accomplished his purpose." (Eclectic Review, vol. vii.

p. 34. New Series.) The type is very clear; and the poetical parts of the Hebrew
Scriptures are printed in hemistichs, according to the arrangement proposed by Bishop
Lowth, and adopted by Archbishop Newcome. There are copies in royal 4to.

13. Biblia Hebraica secundum editionem Everardi Van der Hooght,
denuo recognita et emendata a Juda D'Allemand, Linguae Sanctae Doc-
tore. Editio longfe accuratissima. Londini, 1822. 8vo.

The edition is slereolyped : it is printed after Van der Hooght's text ; in preparing

which for the press, the learned editor, Mr. D'Allemand, states that he discovered not

fewer than two hundred errata. These he has carefully corrected, and by repeated and
most attentive revision he has perhaps done all that human industry can accomplish, in

order to produce an accurate edition of the Hebrew Bible. In addition to the care pre-

viously bestowed by the editor, every page was revised four times, after the stereotype

plates were cast, by persons familiar with the Hebrew Language. Van der Hooght's his-

torical summaries of the contents of each chapter are omitted, in order that the expense of

the book may not be unnecessarily increased. The various readings and Masoretic notes

are very neatly and clearly exhibited at the foot of each page. Upon the whole, this edi-

tion (especially the fine paper copies) may safely be pronounced the most beautiful, as well

as the cheapest edition of the Hebrew Scriptures ever published. To its great accuracy

a learned Polish Rabbi has borne testimony. (See Jewish Expositor, September 1825,

p. 346.)

Of the minor editions, containing the Hebrew text only, without any

critical apparatus, the following have been recommended to biblical

students, viz.

L The most useful Hebrew Bible, for any person who is moderately

acquainted with Latin, is that of Benedictus Arias Montanus, with an

interlineary Latin translation, printed by Christopher Plantin at Antwerp,

1572, 1.684, folio.

2. Biblia Hebraica, accurante M. Christiano Reineccio. Lipsiae, 1725,

1729, 1756.

These are neat and accurate editions. Masch mentions another edition dated 1 729, in

quartu, in which the books are arranged according to the order adopted in the editions of

the German translation of the Bible.

3. Biblia Hebraica manualia ad optimas quasque editiones recensita,

atque cum brevi lectionum Masorethicarum Kettriban et Krijan resolu-

tione ac explicatione^ Edita a Johanne Simonis. Halte, 1752, 1767, 8vo.
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The second edition of 1767 is the best. The text of both is that of Van der Hooght.

Tliere is a short yet full Hebrew and Latin Lexicon at the end of both editions, which

have the additional merit of being portable, cheap, and useful.

4. Biblia Hebraica sine punctis. Amstelodami, 1701, small 8vo.

This is usually though incorrectly called Leusden's Hebrew Bible. The real editor was

Maresius ; Leusden wrote a preface to the Hebrew Bil)le printed at Amsterdam, 1694,

8vo. which abounds with errors. With the edition of 1701 is frequently bound up a neat

and accurate edition of the Greek Testament, printed by Wetstein at Amsterdam, 1740,

in small Svo.

5. Victorini Bythneri LyraDavidis regis, sive Analysis Crltico-Prac-

tica Psalmorum ; qua Voces Ebraeae explicantur, ac consensus Textus

Sacri cum Paraphrasi Chaldaica ac Septuaginta Virorum Interpretatione

Graeca monstratur. Londini, 1650, I66t, 1679, 4to. ; Tiguri, 1664, 1670,

Svo. ; Glasguae (in aedibus academicis) et Londini, 1823. Svo.

Bythner's Lyra Prophetica has long been known, as perhaps the most valuable help to

the critical and grammatical study of the Book of Psalms. The late reprint, at the university

press of Glasgow is very beautiful.

ii. Hebi'deo-Saviaritan Pentateuch.

1. Christophori Cellarie Horse Samaritanse : hoc est, Excerpta Pen-

tateuch! Sauiaritange Versionis, cum Latina Interpretatione nova et Anno-
tationibus perpetuis. Etiam Grammatica Samaritana copiosis exemplis

illustrata, et Glossarium, seu Index Verborum. Cizae, 1682. 4to.

2. Pentateuchus Hebraeo-Samaritanus, charactere Hebraico-Chaldaico

editus, cura et studio Benj. Blayney, S. T. P. Oxonii, 1790. Svo.

The text of the Hebrajo- Samaritan Pentateuch, which was printed in Bishop Walton's

Polyglott, described in p. 29. infra, has been adopted as the basis of this edition, to which

have been added various readings from Dr. Kennicott's edition of the Hebrew Bible,

already noticed.

iii. Prindpal Editions of the Greek Testament, and of Detached Books
thereof.

Besides the works of Le Long and Masch, the history of the various

editions of the Greek Testament is treated at considerable length by
Pritius', by Dr. Mill and Wetstein in the Prolegomena to their critical

editions of it, by Michaelis and his learned annotator Bishop Marsh-, Dr.
Griesbach^, Professors Beck'*, and Harles-'', by Mr. Butler", and by Dr.
Clarke.'^ To their labours, which have been consulted for this section, the

reader is once for all referred, who is desirous of studying this important
branch of the literary history of the sacred writings.

The following table exhibits the four principal Standard-Text-Editions

of the Greek Testament, together with the principal editions which are

founded upon them.^

> Introd. ad Lect. Nov. Test. pp. 403—423.
2 Introduction to the New Test. vol. ii. parti, pp. 429—494; partii. pp. 844— 885.

Bishop Marsh's Divinity Lectures, part i. pp. 98—110.
;
partii. pp. 1—46.

3 Nov. Test. vol. i. prolegom. pp. iii—xxxix.

4 Monogrammata Hermeneutices Novi Testamenti, pp. 110— 115.
5 Brevior Notitia Literatura; Grwcas, pp. 656—664. ; and also vol. iv. of his improved

edition of Fabricius's Bibliotheca Graca, pp. 839—856.
6 Hone Biblicre, vol. i. pp. 150— 169.

7 Bibliographical Dictionary, vol. vi. pp. 168—203.

8 This table is taken from Masch and Boerner's edition of Lo Long's Bibliotheca

Sacra, and from Dr. Dibdin's Introduction to the Knowledge of the Classics, vol. i.

p. 55. 3d edit, with the requisite corrections and additions.
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1. Erasmus. 1516-19-22-27-35.
/" \
Jldus. Fol. Gr. \5\S. — Gerhelii. Qto. Gr. 1521 Cephalceus. Oct. Gr, 1524.

—

Bebelim. Oct. 1524. Gr. 1531-55— Cu^m^MS. Oct. Gr. 1534. — P/ai/m. Oct. Gr.
1538-40-43.

2. COMPLUTENSIAN. 1514'.

Planlin. Oct. Gr. 1564-73-74-90-91-IGOl-l 2. Fol. Gr. et Lat. 1572. Oct. 1574-83.
Fol. 1584 Geneva. Gr. 1G09. 24mo. 1619,1620. QXo. — Gold/iageii. {MeiUz)
1753. Oct. -- Gnttz{Tulnngcii) 1821. Oct.

3. RoBT. Stephens. 154.6-49-50.

Oporimis. Duor]. Gr. \552.— Wechel. Fol. Gr. 1597. Duod. 1600. Fol. 1601. Duod.
16'29.—Imp. Nicohd Didcis. Fol. Gr. 1687.— Edit. Regia. Fol. Gr. 1642.— CnV/jm.
Duod. Gr. 1,"353-63- 1604. Duod. Gr. et Lat. 1612-22 Froschoveri. Oct. Gr.
1559-66. — BnjUuger. Oct. Gr. \56S.— Voegelii. Oct. Gr. 1564.— Vignonii. Duod.
Gr. 1584-87-1613-15.— i?t's«?. Fol. Gr. et Lat. 1565-82-89-98-1642.

—

Millii. Fol.

Gr. MOI.—Kusteri. Fol. Gr. \7 10-23. - Birchii. Gr. 1788. Fol. et Qto Hard//.

Oct. Gr. 1768, 1776. 1819.— Fal])i/. Gr. 1816; 1826. Oct.

4. Elzevir. 1624-33. &c.

Boederi. Oct. Gr. l645.—CiirceUa;i. Oct. Gr. 1658-75-85-99.

—

Felli. Oct. Gr. 1675.

—Konigii. Oct. Gr. 1697-1702.

—

Gregorii. Fol. Gr. 1703.— G. D. T. M.D. Oct.

Gr. 1711-35.— Wetslenii. Fol. Gr. 1715.

—

Birrii. \1A9. Oct Basil. 1825. Oct.

—

Lo7id. 1827. 48mo.

The editions of Bengel, Bowyer, Griesbach, Alter, Harwood, and Knappe, are not

formed on the text of either of the above editions.

Of the various editions of the Greek Testament, which have issued

from the press, the following more particularly claim the notice of the

biblical student.

1. Novum Instrumetu omne diligenter ab Erasmo Roterodamo re-

cognitum et emendatum. BasilciE, 1516, folio. Gr. Lat. edit, princeps.

Erasmus had the distinguished honour of giving to the world the first edition of the

entire New Testament, i It was reprinted in 1519, 1522, 1527, and 1535.

The first edition is of extreme rarity, and was executed with great haste, in the short

space of five months. Some of the manuscripts which he consulted are preserved in the

public library at Basle, but none of them are of very great antiquity. For the first edition

he had only one miitilated manuscript of the Apocalypse (since totally lost) ; he therefore

filled up the chasms with his own Greek translations from the Latin Vulgate. The pub-
lication of this edition, in which he omitted the controverted clause in 1 John v. 7. because

it was not in any of bis manuscripts, involved him in a literary contest with the divines of

Louvain, and witli Stunica, the most learned of the Complutensian editors.- The editions

of 1516, 1519, and 1522, were published before he saw the Complutensian Polyglott,

from which he corrected the edition of 1527, particularly in the Apocalypse. Erasmus's

editions were repeatedly printed after his death, particularly at Basle, Frankfort, and
Leipsic. All his editions are much esteemed, notwithstanding their faults, and in some
respects they are considered as equal to manuscripts. In the first edition Dr. Mill dis-

covered about 500 vitiated passages, and about one hundred genuine ones; a copy, on

vellum, is in the Cathedral Library at York. Mr. Nolan has satisfactorily vindicated the

character of Erasmus, as a sound critic and editor of the New Testament, from the charges

of Dr. Griesbach. Inquiry into the Integrity of the Greek Vulgate, pp. 410—419.

1 The first portion ever printed was executed by Aldus Manutius at Venice, in 1504.

A copy is in the Royal Library of Wirtemburg at Stutgard. The whole of St. John's
Gospel was published at Tubingen, in 1514.

2 In his disputes witii Stunica, Erasmus professed his readiness to insert this verse if it

were found in a single manuscript. Though Stunica could not produce one, yet as it was
afterwards discovered in the Codex Britannicus (or Montfortianus), a manuscript of no
great antiquity, Erasmus felt himself bound to insert it, and accordingly admitted it info

his thiril edition of 152i'.
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2. Novum Testamentum, Graece et Latine. ComplutI, 1514.

This forms the fifth volume of the Complutensian Polyglott noticed in p. 27.

infra. Though it bears the date of 1514, yet as it was not allowed to be sold generally

until 1522, before which time Erasmus had printed three editions of the New Testament,

it is in fact entitled only to the second place in our list. The Greek text of this edition

is printed without spirits, but the vowels are frequently accented. The characters seem
to have been cut in imitation of those found in manuscripts of the twelfth century ; and
were probably taken from some manuscripts of that age, which were consulted by the

Complutensian editors. The Complutensian edition contains the celebrated text relative

to the heavenly witnesses in 1 John v. 7, 8. of which we have given an engraved fac-

simile, infra. Vol. IV. Part II. Ch. V. Sect. V. § VI. Wetstein, Semler, and other

Protestant critics charged the editors with having altered the text, in order to make it con-

formable to the Latin Vulgate ; but this charge has been refuted by Goeze and Griesbach.

Their vindication is pronounced satisfactory by Michaelis (who considers the Apocalypse

to be the best edited part of the Complutensian Greek Testament) ; and also by his anno-

tator. Bishop Marsh, who states that this charge, in general, is not true. For though he

is of opinion, that in some few single passages,— as in Matt. x. 25. and 1 John v. 7

they follow the Vulgate in opposition to all the Greek manuscripts, he has ascertained,

from actual collation, that there are more than two hundred passages in the Catholic

Epistles, in which the Complutensian Greek text differs from the text of the Vulgate, as

printed in the Complutensian edition.

The manuscripts used for this edition are characterised as being very antient and very

correct, but this assertion is contradicted by internal evidence. The manuscripts them-
selves, which were deposited in the library at Alcala, are no longer in existence '

; and it

is a most remarkable fact, that " wherever modern Greek manuscripts, manuscripts

written in the thirteenth, fourteenth, or fifteenth centuries, diflfer from the most antient

Greek manuscripts, and from the quotations of the early Greek fathers, in characteristic

readings, the Complutensian Greek Testament almost invariably agrees with the modern,

in opposition to the antient manuscripts. There cannot be a doubt, therefore, that the

Complutensian text was formed from modern manuscripts alone." (Bishop Marsh's

Divinitv Lectures, part i. p. 95.) The researches of the Danish professor Birch have

shewn that the Complutensian editors have made no use whatever of ihe Codex Vaticanus^

though they boasted of valuable manuscripts being sent to them from the Vatican library.

3. SimoniS CoLIN.«I.—'H Kaivr) A(a2rij>t»j. Ev "ktvTBria ruv va^YjO-iuv, Trajia

ra Hiuuvi KoKivxiu, Sfitt^^ptou jj.rjvoi; devre^ov (p^ivovroi;, stej utio t^? S'soyovjaj a.

f. X. S. (Paris, 1534, Svo.)

An edition of singular rarity, beauty, and correctness. Colinaeus was a very careful

printer. He has been unjustly charged with partiality in following some unknown
manuscripts

;
but from this accusation he has been fully exonerated by Dr. Mill and

Wetstein.

4. Novum Testamentum, Graece. Lutetiae, ex officina Robert! Ste-

PHANI Typographi, Typis Regiis. 1546, 12mo. 1549, 12mo. 1550, folio.

The first of these editions is usually called the mirificam Edition, from the intro-

ductory sentence of the preface, mirificam regis noslri optimi et prcsstanlissimi principis

liberalitatein. It has always been admired for the neatness of its typography, as well as

for its correctness, onli/ twelve errata (it is said) having been discovered in it. Robert

Stephens compiled this edition chiefly from the Complutensian, and the fifth edition of

Erasmus, and from fifteen antient manuscripts in the Royal Library at Paris, which were

collated for him by his son Henry, then a young man of only 18 years of age. Griesbach

• Great anxiety prevailed in the literary world, in the course of (he last century, to

examine the manuscripts from which the Complutensian Polyglott was composed. Pro-

fessor Moldenhawer, who was in Spain in 1784, went to Alcala for the express purpose

of discovering those manuscripts, and there learnt, to his inexpressible chagrin, that about

.S5 years before, they had been sold by a very illiterate librarian, who wanted room for

some new books, co?no membranas inuliles (as useless parchments), to one Toryo, a dealer

in fire-works, as materials for making rockets ! Martinez, a man of learning, and par-

ticularly skilled in the Greek language, hearing of the circumstance soon after they were

sold, hastened to rescue these treasures from destruction. He arrived tirtie enough to

save a few scattered leaves, which are stated to be now preserved in the library at Alcala.

It does not, however, appear that Moldenhawer saw these fragments. " Oh !" says Mi-
chaelis, witii becoming indignation, " that I had it in my power to immortalize both

librarian and rocket-maker ! The author of this inexcusable act— this prodigy of bar-

barism— \<-as the greatest barTjarian of the present (18th) century, rtnd happy ortly in

being unknown." Michaelis, vol. ii. pp. 440, 441.
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(torn, i. proleg. pp. xlv—xxxi.) has given a long and critical examination of this edition,

and of the manuscripts consulted by Stephens for his three editions. Stephens's first

edition differs from the Complutensian text in 581 instances, exclusive of the Apocalypse,
in which he closely follows Erasmus.

The second edition closely resembles the first in its exterior appearance, but differs from
it in 67 places ; of which four are doubtful readings, 37 not genuine, and 26 genuine

;

so that this latter edition has eleven readings of less authority than the former, to which
however it is preferred on account of its greater rarity and correctness. It is this second
edition which has the remarkable erratum piilres for j/lures, in the last line but one of the
first page of the preface, occasioned by the transposition of a single letter.

The third edition of 1550, in folio, is a chef-d'oeuvre of splendid typography. It was
once supposed to have been formed entirely on the authority of Greek manuscripts, which
Stephens professes, in his preface, to have collated for that purpose, a second and even a
third time. So far, however, was this from being the case, that the researches of critics

have shown that, except in the Apocalypse, it is scarcely any thing more than a reprint of
Erasmus's fifth edition. Though its value as a critical edition is thus considerably re-

duced, the singular beauty of its typography (which has rarely been exceeded in modern
times), has caused it to be considered as a distinguished ornament to any library, Robert
Stephens reprinted the Greek New Testament at Geneva in 1551, in 8vo. with the Vul-
gate and Erasmus's Latin versions, and parallel passages in the margin. This is the scarcest
of all his editions, and is remarkable for being the first edition of the New Testament
divided into verses,

5. Novum Testamentum, cum vereione Latina veteri, et nova Theodori
Bez/e. Genevas, folio, 1565, 1576, 1582, 1589, 1598.

The New Testament of 1565 is the first of the editions conducted by Theodore Beza,
who was a native of France and a protestant, and fled to Switzerland on account of his

religion. " The critical materials which he employed were for the most part the same
as those which had been used by Robert Stephens. But he had likewise the advantage
of that very antient manuscript of the Gospels and the Acts, which he afterwards sent to
the university of Cambridge, and which is known by the name of the Codex BezEe. He
had also a very antient manuscript of St. Paul's Epistles, which he procured from Cler-
mont in France, and which is known by the name of the Codex Claromontanus. Lastly,
he had the advantage of the Syriac version, which had been lately published by Tremel-
lius, with a close Latin translation. But the use which he made of his materials was not
such as might have been expected from a man of Beza's learning. Instead of applying
his various readings to the emendation of the text, he used them chiefly for polemical pur-
poses in his notes. In short, he amended Stephens's text in not more than fifty places

;

and even these emendations were not always founded on proper authority." (Bishop
Marsh's Lectures, parti, p. 109.) Beza's third edition of 1582 is considered as the most
complete of those printed under his own eye : but all his editions have the Vulgate Latin
version, and a new one of his own, together with philological, doctrinal, and practical

notes. The edition of 1598, being esteemed the most accurate of any that had before been
published, was adopted as the basis of the English version of the New Testament, published
by authority in 1611. This testimony of the Anglican church is highly honourable to
its merit. The reprint of Beza's Testament, at Cambridge (1642 folio), with the addition
of Joachim Camerarius's notes, is considered as the edilio optima.

6. Novum Testamentum Graecb. Lugd. Bat. Ex Officina Elzevir-
lANA, 12mo. 1624.

This is the first of the celebrated Elzevir editions, and deserves (says Bishop Marsh) to

be particularly noticed, because the text of the Greek Testament, which had fluctuated in

the preceding editions, acquired in this a consistency, and seemed, during upwards of a
century, to be exposed to no future alterations. The text of this edition has been the

basis of almost every subsequent impression. Wetstein adapted his various readings to it

;

and it has acquired the appellation of " Texlus Receptus." " The person who conducted
this edition (for Elzevir was only the printer) is at present unknown ; but, whoever he
was, his critical exertions were confined within a narrow compass. The text of this edition

was copied from Beza's text, except in about fifty places ; and in these places the readings
were borrowed partly from the various readings in Stephens's margin, partly from other
editions, but certainly not from Greek manuscripts. The teatus receptus therefore, or the

text in common use, was copied, with a few exceptions, from the text of Beza. Bcza him-
self closely followed Stephens : and Stephens (namely in his third and chief edition) copied
solely from the fifth edition of Erasmus, except in the Revelation, where he followed some-
times Erasmus, sometimes the Complutensian edition. The text therefore in daily use
resolves itself at last into the Complutensian and the Erasmian editions." (Bishop Marsh's
Lectures, part i. p. 1 10.

)
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The Elzevir edition of 1624 was reprinted at Leyden in 163S, and a third time in 1G41,

at Amsterdam in 1656, 1662, 1670, and 167S, and also at Sedan, in 1628, Gr. — Of tliese

various impressions, the Leyden edition of 1633 is the hest and in most request: it is the

lirst that has the text divided into separate verses. Tlie edition printed l)y Jannon, at

Sedan, has long been regarded as a typograpliical curiosity. It is, however, greatly infe-

rior in point of execution to the beautifully small and clear edition printed by Bleau at

Amsterdam in 1633. (Brunet, Manuel, torn. iii. pp.432, 433. Dibdin's Introd. to tlie

Classics, vol. i. pp. 136, 137.) Good copies of these miniature editions are scarce and
dear; but tliey are both surpassed in smallness of size and in typographical neatness by
the London edition of 1827 published by Mr. Pickering. See No. 46. p. 27. infra.

1. Novum Testamentum, studio et labore Stephani CuucELLiEi. Am-
stelgedanii, 1658, 12mo. 1675, 1685, 12mo. 1699. 8vo. Gr.

All the editions of Curcellaus or Courcelles are in great repute for their beauty and

accuracy ; the text is formed on that of the Elzevirs. He has collected the greatest num-
ber of various readings to be found in any edition of the New Testament prior to that in

the sixth volume of I$ishop Walton's Polyglott. These various lections are given from a

collation of manuscripts and printed editions, and are partly at the foot of the page, and

partly at the end of the Acts and St. Paul's Epistles. Curcellajus has also given a valu-

able collection of parallel passages. The edition of 1675 contains a prologue or preface to

St. Paul's Epistles, which Boeder had printed a few years before from a manuscri|)t

brought from the East by Stephen Gerlachius, and differs from the first edition only in

having all the various readings placed at the foot of the page. The third and fourth edi-

tions were printed after the death of Curcellaeus, and differ from the second only in having

the text printed in columns. In 1695, John Gottlieb MoUer, a divine of Rostock, pub-

lished a dissertation against the Curcelleean editions, entitled Curcellccus in edilione origincdis

N. T. iextus variantiuni leclioninn ct paraUelorum Scnptur(P Locoruin additnmetttis vestita,

socinizans. llimipseus (Com. Crit. ad Nov. Test. p. 280) has charged Courcelles with

unnecessarily multiplying various readings, and making them from conjecture, in order to

subserve the Socinian scheme. Michaelis admits that these charges are not wholly un-

founded. The passages noticed by Rumpoeus are 1 John v. 7. ; John x. 30. and xvii. 22.,

concerning the doctrine of the Trinity ; Rom. ix. 5. 1 John v. 20., and John xvii. 3. con-

cerning tlie Son of God ; and Rom. iii. 25. Matt. xxvi. 39. 42. concerning the satisfac-

tion made by Jesus Christ. All the editions of Curcellajus are scarce and dear.

8. Novum Testamentum, Gr. Lat. in the fifth volume of the London
Polyglott, described in p. 29. hifra.

This edition is deserving of particular notice, as being the first edition of the New Tes-

tament that is furnished with a complete critical apparatus. The text is that of Robert

Stephens's folio edition of 1550, whose various readings Bishop Walton has incorporated

in his sixth volume ; and in addition to them he has given a collection of extracts from

sixteen Greek manuscripts, which were collated under the direction of Archbishop Usher.

" They are described at the head of the collation in the sixth volume by VValton himself;

and a further account of them is given in the Prolegomena to Mill's Greek Testament,

(§ 1372— 1396), and in Michaelis's Introduction to the New Testament, (vol.ii. cliap.viii.)

But the extracts from the Greek manuscripts were neither the sole nor the chief materials

which the Polyglott afforded for the emendation of the Greek text. In addition to the

Latin Vulgate, it contains the Syriac, the Arabic, and the Ethiopic versions of the New
Testament, with the Persian in the Gospels. And these oriental versions are not only

arranged in the inost convenient manner, for the purpose of comparing them with the

Greek, but they are accompanied with literal Latin translations, that even they, who are

unacquainted with the oriental languages, might still have recourse to them for various

readings, though indeed with less security, as every translator is liable to make mistakes."

<— (Bishop Marsh's Lectures, partii. p.5.)

9. Ty;? Kaivrii Ata^yjv.yii; Aicavra. Novi Testamenti Libri Onines. Ac-

cesserunt Parallela Scripturae Loca, nee non variantes Lectiones ex plus

100 MSS. Codicibus et antiquis versionibus collectae. Oxonii, e Theatre

Sheldoniano. 1675, Svo.

This edition was superintended by the learned Dr. John Fell, Bishop of Oxford, whose

design in giving it to the public was, to remove the apprehensions which had been raised in

the minds of many persons ignorant of criticism, relative to the supposed uncertainty of

the Greek text in the New Testament, by the great number of various lections contained

in Bishop Walton's Polyglott. To show how little the integrity of the text was affected

by them. Bishop Fell printed them under the text, that the reader might the more easily

compare them. To the readings copied from the London Polyglott, he added those quoted

by CurcellaJiis, and the Barberini readings, also Marshall's extracts from the Coptic and
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Gothic versions, and the readin|3 of twelve Bodleian, four Dublin, and two Paris manu-
scripts. As Bishop Fell's edition sells at a low price, it may be substituted for the more
expensive critical editions of the New TL-stament by those who cannot j)urchase them.

The text is formed according to that of Robert Stephens, and the Elzevirs ; though Wet-
stein has accused it of retaining the errors of the former, as well as of some of Walton's Po-
lyglott. Bishop Fell's edition was reprinted at Leipsic in 1697 and 1702, and at Oxford
in 1703, in folio. This magnificent edition, which takes its name from the editor. Dr.
Gregory, contains no accession of critical materials, and sells at a low price.

10. H Kcctvrj Aia^-zivty). Novum Testamentum Graecum, cum lectionibus

variantibus MSS. Exemplarium, Versionum, Editionum, SS. Patrum et

Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum, et in easdem notis. Studio et labore Joan-
nis MiLHi, S.T. P. Oxonii, e Theatro Sheldoniano. 1707. folio.

The labour of thirty years was devoted to this edition by Dr. Mill, who finished it only
fourteen days before his death. The text, which is that of Robert Stephens's edition of

1550, is beautifully printed ; and the various readings and parallel passages are placed
below. Dr. INIill has inserted ail the previously existing collections of various readings

;

he collated several original editions, procured extracts from hitherto uncollated Greek
MSS. and revised and augmented the extracts from the Gothic and Coptic versions which
had appeared in Bishop Fell's edition ; and added numerous readings from other anticnt

versions, and from the quotations of the New Testament in the writings of tlie fathers.

The prolegomena contain a treasure of sacred criticism. Michaelis observes that, " not-

withstanding those of Wetstein, they still retain their original value, for they contain a
great deal of matter which is not in Wetstein ; and of the matter which is common to

both, some things are more clearly explained by Mill." This edition was reprinted by
Kuster at Rotterdam, in 1710, in folio, with the readings of twelve additional MSS.,
some of which had been previously but imperfectly collated. Whatever readings were
given in Mill's appendix, as coming too late for insertion under the text, were in this

second edition transferred to their proper places. In point of accuracy, however, Kuster's
edition is considered inferior to that of Dr. Mill. There are copies of Kuster's edition

with the date of Amsterdam 1723 in the title-page; but Masch says that it probably is

nothing more than the edition of 1710 with a new title-page. Some copies are also

dated 1746. To render this edition more easy of reference, the Rev. Joseph Hallett,
jun. a learned dissenting minister, in 1728, published an Index, containing an account of
the MSS. consulted by Mill and Kuster; intitled Index Libroriim MSS. Grcecorum et

Versionum Anliqiiarum Novi Fcederis, quos viri eruditissinii J. Millius et L. Kuslerus cuvi

terlid editione Slephanicu contulerunt. This publication is in 8vo., and is not of common
occurrence.

The various readings of Dr. Mill, amounting to 30,000, were attacked by Dr. Whitby,
in 1710, in an elaborate work entitled Examen Varinntium Lectionuin Johannis Millii,

with more zeal than knowledge of the sacred criticism. It was afterwards annexed to

Whitby's Commentary on the New Testament. Dr. W. 's arguments were applied by
Anthony Collins against Divine Revelation, in his Discourse on Free-thinking ; which
was refuted by Dr. Bentley under the assumed title of PIdleleutherus Lipsiensis, " whose
reply," says Bishop Marsh, " has been translated into several foreign languages, and
should be studied by every man who is desirous of forming just notions of biblical

criticism." (Lectures, part ii. p. 13.)

11. Dr. Edward Wells published an edition of the Greek Testament,
at Oxford, in 4to. in detached portions, between the years 1709 and 1719.
It is noticed among the commentaries infra, in this Appendix ; but " as it

exhibits a corrected text of the Greek Testament, it claims also a place
in the present list of editions, though subsequent improvements in sacred
criticism have in a great measure superseded the emendations of Dr.
Wells." (Bishop Marsh.) Dr. Nares, in his Strictures on the Unitarian
Version of the New Testament, has made frequent and honourable
mention of the critical labours of Wells.

12. H Kajv/; AtaSrvjx*;. Novum Testamentum, post priores Steph.CurcellEei
et D. D. Oxoniensium labores. Cum prolegomenis G.D.T.M. et notis in

fine adjectis. Amstelodami,exOfficina Wetsteniana. 1711, 1735,small 8vo,

These are most beautiful editions, but the second is said to be the most accurate. The
editor of \hQfirst was Gerard von Maestricht (Gerardus De Trajeclo Mosa) a syndic of the
republic of Bremen ; the second was revised by the celebrated critic J. J. Wetstein.
Having been published by his relative Henry Wetstein, a bookseller cf Amsterdam, these
editions of the New Testament are sometimes improperly called Wetstein's; and from the
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name of Curcellaeus being printed in the title, they are in most catalogues erroneously

styled Nov. Test. Grcec. Curcellcei.

The text is formed on the second Elzevir edition of 1633, and Curcellaeus's editions.

It has the most judicious selection of parallel texts ever appended to any edition of the

New Testament. These are placed immediately under the Greek text, and below them
is a selection of various readings, taken from upwards of 1(X) manuscripts and versions.

Prefixed are very useful prolegomena, containing an account of manuscripts and collectors

of various readings, with 43 critical canons to enable the reader to determine, concerning

the various lections exhibited in the work ; an abstract of Dr. Whitby's Exameii above

noticed; and the prefaces of Henry Wetstein, Curcellaus, and Bishop Fell. These
editions are ornamented with an engraved frontispiece, copied from that of the splendid

folio Paris edition of 1642, a plan of Jerusalem, an ichnograph of the Temple, and two
maps. At the end there are 38 pages of critical notes, containing an examination of the

most important various readings wiiich occur in the course of the work. Michaelis does

not speak very highly of the edition of 1711 ; but Dr. Dibdin says that, upon the whole,

the edition of 1735 " may be considered as the very best critical duodecimo (rather small

octavo) edition of the Greek Testament, and the biblical student will do well to procure so

valuable and commodious a publication." (On the Classics, vol. i. p. 97.) '

13. Acta Apostolorum Graeco-Latina, Literis Majusculis. E Codice
Laudiano characteribus uncialibus exarato et in Bibliotheca Bodleiana

adservato, descripsit ediditque Tho. Hearnius, A. M. Oxoniensis, qui

et Symbolum Apostolorum ex eodem codice subjunxit. Oxonii. E Theatre

Sheldoniano, 1715. 8vo.

The Codex Laudianus of which this edition is a transcript, is described in Part I.

Chap. III. §4. of the present volume : a fac-simileof the MS. is prefixed. This is the

scarcest of all Mr. Hearne's publications ; the impression was limited to one hundred and

twenty copies, at ten shillings each. A copy was sold at the sale of the Rev. Dr. Heath's

library, in 1810, for the sum of thirteen pounds tiuo shillings : it now adorns the very valuable

library of the Writers to his Majesty's Signet at Edinburgh. There is another copy in

the Library of the British Museum.

14. The New Testament in Greek and English, containing the Original

Text, corrected from the authority of the most authentic Manuscripts,

and a new Version, formed agreeably to the Illustrations of the most
learned Commentators and Critics. With Notes and various Readings.

[By W. Mace.] London, printed for J. Roberts, 1729. 2 vols. 8vo.

This is a beautifully printed book; whose editor has altered various passages in con-

formity with the Arian liypothesis. His arbitrary alterations and bold criticisms were

exposed by Dr. Leonard Twells in A Critical Examination of the late New Text and
Version of the Greek Teslametit. London, 1732, Svo. Michaelis has also very severely and

justly censured the very great liberties taken by Mace. Introd. to N. T. vol. ii. pp. 463,

464.

15. H Kajvvj Aia9i))fJ5. Novum Testamentum Graecum. Edente Jo.

Alberto Bengelio. Tubingae, 1734-, Uo. 1763, 4to.

This is an excellent edition, formed with an extraordinary degree of conscientiousness,

sound judgment, and good taste. Jo!m Albert Bengel, or Bengelius, as he is generally

called in this country, abbot of Alpirspach in the duchy (present kingdom) of Wirtem-

burg, was led to direct his attention to sacred criticism, in consequence of serious and

anxious doubts arising from the deviations exhibited in preceding editions ; and the result

of his laborious researches was, the edition now under consideration. The text is preceded

by an Introductio in Crisin Novi Teslamenli, and is followed by an Epilogns and Appendix.

The text is not formed on any particular edition, but is corrected and improved accord-

ing to the editor's judgment ; and so scrupulous was Bengel, that he studiously avoided

inserting any reading which did not exist in some printed edition, except in the Apoca-

lypse; in which book alone he inserted readings that had never been printed, because

it had been printed from so few manuscripts, and in one passage had been printed by

Erasmus from no manuscript whatever. Beneath the text he placed some select readings,

reserving the evidence in their favour for his Apparatus Criticus. His opinion of these

I In 1720, the celebrated critic, Dr. Richard Bentley, circulated proposals for a new-

edition of the Greek Testament, with various lections, which was never executed The
proposals themselves are printed in the Biographia Britannica, (article Bentley, note Jl'.) ;

and the illustrative specimen, Rev. xxii. is given in Pritius's Introd. ad Lect. Nov. Test,

pp. 415— 419.
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marginal readings he expressed by the Greek letters o, )3, y, S, and e, and some few other

marks. Thus o denotes that he held the reading to be genuine
; ft tliat its genuineness

was not absolutely certain, but that the reading was still preferable to that in the text;

7, tliat the reading in the margin was of equal value with that in the text, so that he could
not determine which was preferable ; 5, that the reading in the margin was of less value

;

and 6, that it was absolutely spurious, though defended by some critics. Bengel's edi-

tion was printed, after his death, by Burke, at Tubingen in 1763, 4to. witli important

corrections and additions. Several small impressions of Bengel's Greek Testament have

been printed in Germany, without the Critical Apparatus; viz. at Stutgard, 1734, 1739,
1753, 8vo. ; at Tubingen, 17G2, 1776, 1790, 8vo. ; and at Leipsic, 1737, 8vo.

16. HKa*>7) AtaSr-zjvtvj. Novum Testamentum Grcecum editionis receptse,

cum Lectionibus Variantibus Codicum MSS. Editionum aliarum, Versio-

num et Patrum, necnon Commentario pleniore ex Scriptoribus veteribus,

Hebraeis, Graecis, et Latinis, historiam et vim verborum illustrante.

Opera et studio Joannis Jacobi Wetstenii. Amstelacdami. 1751> 1752,
2 vols, folio.

Of all the editions of the New Testament, this is pronounced by Micbaelis to be the

most important, and tlie most necessary to those who are engaged in sacred criticism.

Wetstein's Prolegomena, which contain a treasure of sacred criticism, were first published
in 1 730. The text is copied from the Elzevir editions ; the verses were numbered in

the margin ; and the various readings, witli their authorities (containing a million of quo-
tations), are placed beneath the text.

Wetstein's edition is divided into four parts, each of which is accompanied with Pro-
legomena, describing tlie Greek manuscripts quoted in it. The first part contains the four

Gospels; the second, the Epistles of St. Paul; the third, the Acts of the Apostles, and the

Catholic Epistles ; and the fourth, the Apocalypse. To the last part are annexed two
Epistles in Syriac, with a Latin version ; which, according to Wetstein, were written by
Clement of Rome. But Dr. Lardner has shewn that they are not genuine. (Works,
8vo. vol. xi. pp. 197-226. 4to. vol. v. pp. 432-446.) The critical observations on
various readings, and on the interpretation of the New Testament, "must be studied," says

Bishop Marsh, '' by every man who would fully appreciate the work in question."

Micbaelis has criticised the labours of Wetstein with great severity ; but the latter has been
vindicated by Bishop Marsh, both in his notes on Micbaelis (pp. 865-877), and in his

Divinity Lectures (part ii. pp. 21-23).

17. H Kcx.li/yj AiaS/jvtij, sive Novum D. N.J. C. Testamentum Graecum
cum Variantibus Lectionibus, qu£e demonstrant Vulgatam Latinam ipsis fe

Graecis Codicibus hodienum extantibus Authenticam. Accedit Index
Epistolarum et Evangeliorum, Spicilegium Apologeticum, et Lexidion
Greeco-Latinum. Cura et Opera P. Hermanni Goldhagen. Editio

Catholica et Novissima. Moguntiae, 1753. 8vo.

Micbaelis states that he has never been able to discover from what edition Goldhagen
took his text; he has given fifty-two readings from the Codex Molshemiensis, a manuscript
containing the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, and which formerly belonged to the college of
Jesuits at Molsheim in Alsace. (Introd. to New Test. vol. ii. parti, pp. 283. 490.) The
book is not common : a copy is in the British Museum.

18. H Ka(v'/) AtaS'/jx'/j. Novum Testamentum Graecum. In Sectiones

divisit, Interpunctiones accurate posuit, et Dispositionem Logicam adjecit

Christianus ScHOETTGENius. Lipsiae, 174'4 ; 174'9, 8vo. Wratislaviae,

1765. 8vo.

The divisions into sections and the punctuation are reputed to be judiciously executed.

The ordinary divisions of chapters and verses are retained in the margin. An account of
the principal alteratio.is is given in the appendix.

19. Novum Testamentum Graecum ad fidem Graecorum solum MSS.
nunc primum exprcssum, adstipulante Jo. Juc. VVetstenio, juxta Sectiones

Alberti Bengelii divisum ; et novii interpunctione saepius illustratum.

Accessere in altero voluniine emendationes conjecturales virorum docto-

rum undecunque collectae. Londini, cura, typis et sumptibus G. [ulielmi]

B. [owYER.] 1763. 12mo. 2vols.

A very valuable edition, and now scarce; it was reprinted in 1772, but not with the

same accuracy as the first edition. The conjectures were published in a separate form in

VOL. II APP. (b)
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1772, and again in 4to. in 1782, to accompany a handsome quarto edition of tlie Greek
Testament, which was published by Mr. Nichols in 1783, with the assistance of the Rev.

Dr. Owen. It is now extremely rare and dear. The conjectures were reprinted in 1812

with numerous corrections and additions. In his edition of the New Testament, Mr.

Bowyer adopted the emendations proposed by Wetstein. '

20. Novum Testanientum, Graece et Latine, Textum denuo recensuit,

Varias Lectiones numquam antea vulgatas collegit— Scholia Graeca—
addidit — Animadversiones Criticas adjecit, et edidit Christ. Frid. Mat-
THiEi. Rigse, 1782-1788, 12 vols. 8vo.

Of Professor Matthai's recension of manuscripts some account has already been given

in Parti. Chap. III. Sect. III. § 1. of this volume. " The scurrility, which the professor

mingled in his opposition to Griesbach's system of classification, tended greatly to injure

the work at tlie time of its appearance, and to lower the author in the esteem of the candid

and moderate ; but now that the heat of controversy has cooled down, the vulue of his

labours begins to be more highly appreciated, and more impartially appealed to, on the

subject of the various readings of the Greek text." (Dr. Henderson's Biblical Researches,

p. 53.) The late Bishop Middleton considered it as by far the best edition of the Greek

Testament extant ; and though Micliaelis has criticised it with considerable severity, he

nevertheless pronounces it to be absolutely necessary for every man who is engaged in the

criticism of the Greek Testament. As, however, Matthaji undertook a revision of the

Greek text on the authority of one set of manuscripts of the Byzantine family, Bishop

Marsh regrets that he made so partial an application of his critical materials. " And since

no impartial judge can admit that the genuine text of the Greek Testament may be esta-

blished as well, by applying only h pari of our materials, as by a judicious employment of

the whole, the edition of Matthsei is only so far of importance, as it furnishes new mate-

rials for future uses ; iiiaterials, indeed, which are accompanied with much useful infor-

mation and iTiany learned remarks." (Bishop Marsh's Lectures, partii. p. 31.)

21. Novum Testanientum Grsece. Ad Codices Mosquenses utriusque

Bibliothecae S.S. Synod! et Tabularii Imperialis, item Augustanos, Dres-

denses, Goettingenses, Gothanos, Guelpherbytanos, Langeri, Monachien-

ses, Lipsienses, Nicephori et Zittaviensem, adhibitis Patrum Groecorum Lec-

tionibus, Editionibus N. Testamenti principibus et Doctorum Virorum

Libellis criticis, iterum recensuit, Sectiones majores et minores Eusebii,

Euthalii, et Andreae Caesariensis notavit, primum quoque nunc Lectiones

Ecclesiasticas, ex usu Graecae Ecclesiae designavit, ac Synaxaria Evan-

geliarii et Praxapostoli addidit, et Criticis interpositis Animadversionibus

edidit Christianus Fridericus de MAXTHiEi. Wittenbergae, 1803-1806,

3 tomis 8vo.

This second edition of Matthaji's Greek Testament is seldom to be met with. A copy

of the first volume is in the library of the British Museum. The critical annotations of the

editor are placed at the end of the volume ; the various readings are at the foot of each page.

22. H Ka^^yj Aty.^rj-/i.ri. The New Testament collated with the most

approved manuscripts ; with select notes in English, critical and explana-

tory, and references to those authors who have best illustrated the

sacred writings. By Edward HAUwrooD, D.D. London, 1776, 2 vols.

12mo. 1784, 2 vols. 12mo.
" This edition," says the learned annotator of Michaelis, " is certainly entitled to a

place among the critical editions of the Greek Testament, though it is not accompanied

with various readings : for, though Dr. Harwood lias adopted the common text as the

basis of his own, he has made critical corrections wherever the received reading appeared

to him to be erroneous. Tiie manuscripts, wliich he has generally followed when he de-

jiarts from the common text, are the Cantabrigicnsls in the Gospels and Acts, and the

Claromontanus in tlie Epistles of Saint Paul." Tiiese Dr. Harwood considered as ap-

proaching the nearest of any manuscripts now known in the world to the original text of

the sacred records. " It is not improbable that this edition contains more of the antient

' Dr. Griesbach's first edition of the New Testament should, in strictness, be noticed

here ; but as it is superseded by his second and greatly improved edition, described in

pp. 21, 22. t/i/rrt, it is here designedly omitted. The edition of Koppe, being accom-

panied with a commentary, is noticed infra, among the commentators on the New Tes-

tament.
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and genuine text of the Greek Testament than those which are in common use : but as

no single manuscript, however antient and venerable, is entitled to such a preference as to

exclude the rest, and no critic of the present age can adopt a new reading, unless the general
evidence be produced, and the preponderancy in its favour distinctly shewn, tlie learned

and ingenious editor has in some measure defeated his own object, and rendered his labours

less applicable to the purposes of sacred criticism." (Bishop Marsh's Micliaelis, vol. ii.

part ii. pp. 884, 885.) At the end of the second volume there is a catalogue of the prin-

cipal editions of the Greek Testament, and a list of the most esteemed commentators and
critics. The work is very neatly printed ; and under the Greek text are short critical

notes in English, chiefly relating to classical illustrations of Scripture. In the list of com-
mentators and critics, those are most commended by Dr. Harwood who favour the Socinian

sclieme, to which he was strongly attached, and he therefore admitted or rejected a variety

of readings, according as they favour or oppose the Socinian doctrine.

23. Novum Testamentum Graecum, e Codice MS. Alexandrine, qui

Londini in Bibliothec^ Musei Britannici asservatur, descriptum a Carolo
GodotVedo Woide. Londini, ex prelo Joannis Nichols, typis Jacksonianis,

1786. folio.

This is an elegant fac-simile edition of the Alexandrian Manuscript, which is preserved

in the British Museum, and is described in Part I. Chap. III. Sect. ill. § 2. of this volume,

supra. Twelve copies were printed on vellum. The fac-simile itself fills two hundred and
sixty pages: and the preface, comprising twenty-two pages, contains an accurate description

of the Manuscript, illustrated by an engraving representing the style of writing in various

manuscripts. To this is subjoined an exact list of all its various readings, in eighty-nine

pages; eacii reading is accompanied with a remark, giving an account of what his predecessors

Junius (i e. Patrick Young) Bishop Walton, Drs. Mill and Grabe, and Wetstein, had per-

formed or neglected. The preface of Woide, and his collection of various readings, were
reprinted, with notes, by Professor Spohn, at Leipsic, in 1790, in 8vo. To complete this work
there should be added the following : Appendix ad EdiUonem Novi Testamenti Grceci, e Codice

Alexandrino descripli a C. G. Woide. Oxanii : e Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1799. folio.

This splendid work was edited by the Rev. Dr. Ford, who added many useful notes.

Long before Dr. Woide executed his fac-simile edition of the New Testament from the

Alexandrian manuscript, it had been suggested to King Charles I., to cause a fac-simile

of the entire MS. to be engraved. But the importance and value of such an undertaking

do not appear to have been understood— at least they were not duly appreciated— by that

monarch : he therefore refused to have it done. The circumstance is thus related by the

industrious antiquary Aubrey, in his inedited " Remaines of Gentilisme and Judaisme,"
preserved among the Lansdowne MSS. in the British Museum, No. 2:31. folio 169.

Writing on the disputed clause in 1 John v. 7. Aubrey says:—
' The last clause of this verse is not found in the ancient MSS. copies, e. g. that in the

Vatican Library, and y* Tecla MS. in S'. James's Library and others: as it is not in an
old MS. in Magdalen Coll; Library in Oxford. Tliat at S'. James's was sent as a Pre-
sent to King Charles the first, from Cyrillus Patriark of Constantinople : as a jewel of

that antiquity not fitt to be kept amongst Infidels. Mr Rosse (translator of Statius)
gott him the place [of]

was Tutor to y^ D. of Mo'imouth who made him Library Keeper at S'. James's : he de-

sired K. Cha. I. to be at y* cliardge to have it engraven in copper plates : and told bira

it would cost but £'200, but his Ma'*" would not yield to it. Mr. Ross sayd " that it

Would appeare glorious in History, after his Ma'**' death." " Pish," sayd he, " I care

not what they say of me in History when I am dead." H. Grotius, J. G. Vossius,

Heinsius, &c. have made Journeys into England, purposely to correct their Greeke Testa-

ments by this Copy in S'. James. S^ Clir. Wren sayd that he would rather have it en-

graved by an Engraver that could not undtrstand or read Greek, than by one that did."

—

The value of such an undertaking has been better understood in our times : and the

British Parliament has nobly guaranteed the expense of the Fijc-simile Edition, which is

now in progress under the editorship of the Rev. II. H. Baber. See an account of it,

infra, in No. 17. p. 38.

24-. Novum Testamentum Graecum, ad Codicem Vindobonensem
Graece expressum: Varietatem Lectionis addidit Franciscus Carolus Al-
ter. 1786, 1787, 2 vols. 8vo.

This edition differs entirely from those of Mill, Wetstein, and Griesbach. " The text

of this edition is neither the common text nor a revision of it, but a mere copy from a sin-

"Ic manuscript, and that not a very antient one, (the Codex Larabecii I.\ in the imperial

library at Vienna. The various readings, which are not arranged as in other editions, but

printed in separate parcels as made by the collator, are likewise described from Greek

raanuicripts in the imperial library : and the wlwle collection was augmented by extracts
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from the Coptic, Sclavonian, and Latin versions, which are also printed in the same indi-

gested manner as the Greek readings. Alter's edition therefore contains mere materials

for future uses." (Bp. Marsh's Lectures, partii. p. 32.) Where the editor has discovered

manifest errata in the Vienna manuscript, he has recourse to the text of Stephens's edition

of 1546. — See a more copious account of this edition in Micliaeh's, vol. ii. pp. 880—882,

where it is said that Alter's edition is a work with which no one engaged in sacred criticism

can dispense.

25. Quatuor Evangelia, Graecfe, cum Variantibus a textu Lectionibus

Codd. Manuscriptorum Bibliothecse Vaticanae ; Barberina^ Laurentianse,

Vindobonensis, Escurialensis, Havniensis, Regiae
; quibus accedunt Lec-

tiones Versionum Syrarum Veteris, Philoxenianae, et Hierosolymitanie,

jussu et sumptibiis regiis edidit Andreas Birch. Havniae, 1788, folio

et -ito.

This splendid and valuable work, containing only the four Gospels, is the result of the

imited labours of Professors Birch, Adler, and Moldenhawer, who for several years tra-

velled into Germany, Italy, France, and Spain, at the expense of the king of Denmark,

in order to examine and collate the precious remains of sacred antiquity. Birch collated

all the Greek manuscripts quoted, except those in the library of the Escurial, whicii were

collated by Moldenhawer. The Syriac collations were made by Adler. A detailed ac-

count of these manuscripts is given in the Prolegomena ; from which we learn that the

manuscripts which passed under his inspection were very numerous. In the "Vatican,

forty were collated ; in the Barberini library ten ; in otlier Roman libraries, seventeen ; in

the libraries at Florence, and in other parts of Italy, tliirty-eigiit ; in the imperial library

at Vienna, twelve ; and in the royal library at Copenhagen, three. The text is from

Robert Stephens's edition of 1550; but the great value of this splendid work, and in which

it surpasses all former editions, consists, ^r5/, in the very complete extracts which are given

from the celebrated Codex Faticanus described in Part I. Chap. III. Sect. III. § 2. of this

volume ; and, secondly, in the extracts from the Versio Syra Hierosolymilana, which is

remarkable for its agreement with tlie Codex Beza3, where it is wholly unsupported by any

other authority ; a circumstance which shows the value and antiquity, not so much of the

manuscripts themselves, as of the text which they contain.

In 1798, Professor Birch published, at Copenhagen, in 8vo. a collection of various read-

ings to the Acts and Epistles, drawn from the same sources; intituled Vance Lectiones ad

ti'xtum Jictorum Aposlolonnn, Epislolarum Catliolicarum el Fault, e Codd. Greeds MSS.
BibliothecfB ValicanfF, BarberitKC, Augustinianorum Eremilanim RomcB, BorgiancB Veliiris,

Nenpulitanis Region, LaurentiniancB, S. Marci Venelorum, Vindobonensis Ctesarets, et Haf-
niensis Regice, coUectce et edita; uh Andrea Birch, Tlieol. D. et Prof. ,- in 1800, he published

a similar collection of various readings to the Apocalypse; and in 1801, various readings

to the four Gospels. The completion of the magnificent edition of the Greek Testament,

be<run in 1788 was prevented by a calamitous fire at Copenliagen, which consumed the

royal printing office, together with the beautiful types and paper, which had been procured

from Italy, for that purpose.

26. XIII Epistolarum Pauli Codex.Graecus, cumVersIone Latina vetere,

vulo-o Ante-Hieronymiana, olim Boernerianus, nunc Bibliothecae Elector-

alis Dresdensis, summa fide et diligentia, transcriptus et editus a C. F.

Matth^i. Meissa?, 1791; (reprinted in 1818) 4to.

Of the Codex Boernerianus, of which manuscript this publication is a copy, an account

has been o-iven in a former part of this volume. The transcript is said to be executed

with great accuracy, and is illustrated with two plates.

27. Codex Theodori Bezae Cantabrigiensis, Evangelia et Acta Aposto-

lorumcomplectens,quadratis Uteris, Grajco-Latinus. Academia auspicante

venerandae has vetustatis reliquias, summa qua fide potuit, adumbravit,

expressit, edidit, codicis historiam praefixit, notasque adjecit, Thomas
Kipling, S. T. P. Coll. Div. Joan, nuper socius. Cantabrigiae e prelo

academico, impensis Academiae. 1793. 2 vols, folio.

This fac-simile of the Codex Bezte (which manuscript has already been described) is

executed with the utmost typographical splendour. In a preface of twenty-eight pages,

the learned editor discusses the high antiquity of the manuscript ; its nature and excel-

lence ; its migrations ; the various collations of it which have been made at different times
;

and concludes with a very brief description of the manuscript itself, and an Index Capitum.

To this succeeds the text of the manuscript, which is divided into two parts or volumes
;

the first ending with page 412, and the second containing pages 413 to 828. Opposite to

the modern supplement, which concludes the Gospels, on page 657, is the end of the
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Latin version of Saint John's third Epistle. Pages 829 to 854 contain Dr. Kipling's

notes. The impression of tiiis fac simile was limited to two hundred and fifty copies ; and it

usually sells for six or eight guineas, according to the condition and binding of the copies.

Dr. Kipling's fac-simile was criticised, with great severity, in the Montldy Review, (N.S.

)

vol.xii. pp. 'i4 1—246. And his preface was attacked, in no very courteous manner, in a
pamphlet entitled ' Remarks on Dr. A'ijtling's Preface to fieza. Part the First. By Thomas
Eilwards, LLD.' 8vo. 1793. No second part ever appeared.

Although the execution of this noble undertaking did not answer the expectations of
some learned men, in consequence of which it was held in comparatively little estimation

for many years, yet its value is now more justly appreciated. " A critic of the first cele-

brity, who would have gladly seized an opportunity of exposing Dr. Kipling, was unable
to detect the smallest error in the text. Person himself collated the printed copy with the

original manuscript ; and the only fault he could detect, was in a single letter of the mar-
gin. This fact must surely place the value of Dr. Kipling's publication far beyond the

reach of controversy." (Brit. Crit. vol. xi. p. 619.)

28. Novum Testamentum Graece, Textum ad fidem Codicum Versionum
et Patrum recensuit et Lectionis Varietatem adjecit D. Jo. Jac. Gries-
BACH. Londini, et Halae Saxonum, 1796, 1806. 2 vols, large 8vo. Editio

secunda.

Of all modern critical editions of the Greek Testament, this of Griesbach is universally

allowed to be the most valuable and complete, notwithstanding the different opinions enter-

tained by some learned men relative to the correctness of his system of »-ece/i5W7is or editions

of manuscripts.

Dr. Griesbach commenced his critical labours, first, by publishing at Halle, in 1774, the

historical books of the New Testament, under the following title : Lihri Historici Novi
Tcstamenti, Greece, Pars i. si<<lens Synopsin Euangeliorum Matlhcvi, Marci, el Lucca. Tex-
tum ad Jtderri Codd. Versionum et Patrum eniendavit et leclionis varietatem adjecit Jo. Jac.

Griesbach. (2d edit. Halas, 1797, 3d edit. Halaj, 1809.) 8vo. pars ii. sistetis Evangelium
Johannis et ^cla j4postoloriun, Halce, 1775, 8vo. This edition was published as a manual
or text book for a course of lectures which Professor Griesbacli was at that time delivering

at Jena, and in which he explained the first three evangelists synoptically, that is to say, by
uniting together the three narrations of the same event. The received text, which is

adopted, is divided into one hundred and thirty-four sections, and is printed in three

columns; and Griesbach indicated by various marks the alterations which lie judged neces-

sary to be made. The various readings, taken from the edition of Mill, Bengel, and Wet-
stein, were not chosen until they had undergone a very severe revision ; but this edition

also contained other lections, which the learned editor found in manuscripts preserved in

the British IMuseum at London, and also in the Royal Library at Paris.

In 1775, Dr. Griesbach published the Apostolical Epistles and the Apocalypse, in a
similar manner ; but as many persons had expressed themselves dissatisfied with his synop-
tical arrangement of the historical books, he printed another edition of them in 1777, in

the usual order. This volume forms thefirst part of hisJirst edition, of which the Epistles

and Revelation, printed in 1775, are considered as the second part. A few copies were
struck off in 4to, which are both scarce and dear. This edition is of a very convenient and
portable size, and was that principally used in the Universities of Germany. Dr. Hales
prefers it to the second edition, because he thinks that Griesbach was at that time more
scrupulous of innovating upon the text than he afterwards was.

The first volume of the second edition appeared in 1796, in large octavo, with the im-
print of Londini et Hnlce Saxonum in the title-page ; and the second with that of Ha/cB Sax-
onum et Londini, on account of the expense of the paper of the fine copies having been
munificently defrayed by his Grace the late Duke of Grafton, at that time Cliancellor of
the University of Cambridge. These are most beautiful books, and are now only procur-
able at a very high price, though, through his Grace's liberality, they were originally sold,

we believe, at twelve or fourteen shillings per volume. Fifty copies are said to have been
struck off on large paper in quarto. But the whole of these two volumes was printed at

Jenaj under Griesbach's own eye.

Jn addition to the various readings exhibited in Griesbach's first edition, he has collated

all the Latin Versions published by Sabatier and Blanchini ; and has corrected the mistakes
made by Mill, Bengel, and Wetstcin, in their quotations from the oriental versions. He
has also inserted the principal readings collected by iMattha2i, Birch, and Alter, together
with extracts from the two Wolfenbiittel manuscripts collated by Knittel ; and has given
the readings of the Sahidic version, furnished by Woidc, Georgi, and Miinter. Of the

Armenian version a collation was made for him by M. Bredenkampf of Bremen ; and the
Sclavonic version was collated for him by M. Dohrowsky at Prague,
The first volume contains the four Gospels. To these are prefixed copious prolegomena,

exhibiting a critical histoi^y of the printed text, a catalogue of all the manuscripts from
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which various readings are quoted, and an account of the method pursued by Griesbach in

executing this second edition, together with the principal rules for judging of various read-

ings. The text is printed in two columns, the numbers of the yerses being placed in the

margin, below which are the various lections.

The second volume contains the remaining books of the New Testament, which is pre.

ceded by an introduction or preface, accounting for the delay of its appearance, and an
account of the manuscripts consulted for that volume. At the end areforty pages, sepa-

rately numbered, consisting of a Diatribe on the disputed clause relative to the three wit-

nesses in 1 John v. 7, 8. and of additional various readings to the Acts of the Apostles,

and Saint Paul's Epistles, with two pages of corrections. Griesbach's second edition was
reprinted at London in 1809, in two elegant 8vo. volumes; one by Mr. CoUingwood of

Oxford, and the other by Mr. R. Taylor ; the text is printed in long lines, and the notes

in columns, and Griesbach's addenda of various readings are inserted in their proper places.

A very few inaccuracies have been discovered in these insertions, which perhaps could
hardly be avoided in a work of such minuteness. This edition, which consisted of one
thousand copies, having been exhausted, a second London edition issued from the press of
Messrs. R. & A. Taylor, in two volumes, 8vo. 1818. It is executed in the same hand-
some form as before, and possesses some advantages even over Griesbach's own second
edition. In the first place, the addenda of various lections above noticed have been newly
collated, and inserted in their various places with great accuracy. Secondly, the reading
of Acts XX. 28. in the Vatican manuscript (which Griesbach could not give in consequence
of Professor Birch, who collated it, having lost or mislaid his memorandum of that parti-

cular text) is here printed from a transcript obtained by Mr. R. Taylor from the keeper of
the Vatican library. The reading of the clause in question, in the Codex Vaticanus, is

thus determined to be conformable to the lection of the Tertus Receptns, viz. Trju EK«A.r;-

crtav rov &eov, the Church of God, And lastly, as Griesbach in his Leipsic edition of 1 805,
preferred some readings different from those adopted in that of Halle, 1796— 1806, a Sy-
noptical Table is given indicating such differences. Bishop Marsh has given a high

character of the labours of Dr. Griesbach, in his Divinity Lectures, part ii. pp. 44, 45.

See some strictures on them in Dr. Hales's Treatise on Faith in the Holy Trinity, vol. ii.

pp. 61—64.

To complete Griesbach's edition of the New Testament there should
be added the following publications :

1. Curgg in Historian! Ttxtus Grseci Epistolarum Paulinarum. Jcnae, 1777, 4to.

2. Symbolse Criticse, ad supplendas et corrigendas variarum N. T. Lectionum Collec-
tiones. Accedit multorum N. T. Codicum Graecorum Descriptio et Examen. Halae,

1785, 1793, 2 vols, small 8vo.

3. Commentarius Criticus in Textum Gra^cum Novi Testament!. Particula prima,
Jenae, 1798. Particula secunda, Jena;, 1811.

29. Novum Testamentum, Grsec^. Ex Recensione Jo. Jac. Gries-
BACiiii, cum selecta Lectionis Varietate. Lipsia?, 1803—1807, 4 vols,

imperial 4to, or folio.

This is a most sumptuous edition ; the text is formed chiefly on that of Griesbach's
second edition, and on that of Knappe noticed below. The type is large and clear ; the

paper beautiful and glossy ; at the foot of the page are some select various readings ; and
each volume is decorated with an exquisitely engraved frontispiece.

30. Novum Testamentum, Graecc. Ex Recensione Jo. Jac. Gries-
BAciiii, cum selecta Lectionum Varietate. Lipsise, 1805, 2 vols. 8vo.

1825, 2 vols. 8vo.

This edition contains the text, together with a selection of the principal various readings,

and an extract from the Prolegomena of the second edition. It is very neatly printed,

and forms a valuable manual for constant reference. This is the edition now chiefly used

in the universities of Germany. Griesbach's text has been reprinted at Cambridge in New
England (North America), at the press of Messrs. Wells and Hilliard, in two handsome
volumes, 1809, 8vo. The typography of the large paper copies is very beautiful. Gries-

bach's text has also been reprinted at the Glasgow University Press in 1817, 18mo. It is

a most beautiful little book.

31. Evangelium secundum Matthaeum, ex Codice Rescripto in Biblio-

theca Collegii SSae. Trinitatis juxta Dublin : Descriptum Opera et

Studio Johannis Barrett, S. T. P. Soc. Sen. Trin. Coll. Dublin. Cui
adjungitur Appendix Collationem Codicis Montfortiani complectens.

Dublini /Edibus Academicis excudebat R. E. Mercier, Acadcmias Typo-
graphus, 1801, 4to.
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Tlie Prolegomena till fifty-t\<'0 pages, and comprise, 1. A description of the manuscript

itself, witli an account of its age, and the mode of collating it adopted by the learned

editor; and, 2. An elaborate dissertation reconciling the apparent discrepancies between
the genealogies of Jesus Christ as recorded by the Evangelists Matthew and Luke. The
fragments of the Codex Rescriptus are then exhibited in sixty-four fac-simile plates, and
are also represented in as many pages in the common Greek small type. This truly elegant

volume concludes with a collation of the Codex Montfortianus with Wetstein's edition of

the New Testament, which occupies thirty five pages. An account of this manuscript is

given in Part I. Chap. III. Sect. III. § 4.

32. Novum Testamentum Graece. Recognovit atque insigniorcs lec-

tionum varietates et argumentorum notationes subjecit Geo. Christian.

Knappius. Halae, 1 797, Svo. ; 2d edit. Halae, 1813, 2 vols. 8vo. ; 3d edit.

Halae, 1824, 2 vols. 8vo. ; Londini, 1824, 2 vols, in one, 8vo.

In this edition of the New Testament, which received the warm approbation of Gries-

bach in his preface to the splendid edition above noiiccd, Dr. Knappe has availed liimself

of Griesbach's labours; and has admitted into the text not only those readings which the

latter considered to be of undoubted authority, but likewise some others which Dr. K.
himself regarded as such, but without distinguisliing either of them. Such words also, as

it might on the same grounds be thought right to exclude from the text, as not originally

belonging to it, are here enclosed in brackets, partly of the common kind, and partly

formed on purpose for this edition. The most probable readings are marked with an
asterisk ; to all of them the word alii is prefixed, in order to distinguibh them from the rest

of these lections, which in reality are those in which the exegetical student is chiefly inte-

rested. Great attention is paid to typographical and grammatical accuracy, to the accents,

and to tlie punctuation, which differ in this edition from those of Leusden or Gerard von
Maestricht in more than three hundred places. Very useful summaries are likewise added
under the text. This valuable edition is not common in England. The second impression,

published in two volumes, in 1813, is very neatly printed, and is corrected throughout.

In editing it Dr. K. has availed himself of Griesbach's second volume, which was not

published when his first edition appeared. The tliird edition is a neat reprint of tlie second,

of which the London edition is also a reprint.

33. H Kaivfi AxaS-'/jK/). The New Testament in Greek, according to the

Text of Mill and Stephens, and the Arrangement of Mr, Reeves's Bible.

[Edited by John Reeves, Esq.] London, 1803, 8vo.

This edition is printed with singular neatness.

34. Novum Testamentum Graece, ex Recensionc Griesbachii, nova
Latina versione illustratum, Indice brevi prsecipuae lectionum et interpre-

tationum diversitatis instructum, edidit Henricus Augustus Schott.
Lipsiae, 1805; Editio secunda, 1811 ; Editio tertia, 1825, Svo.

The text is formed after that of Gricsbach ; under it are printed the most important

various readings, together with very concise notes. The Latin version in the third edition

professes to be so much corrected, as to be in effect a new translation.

35. Novum Testamentum Graece. Lectiones Variantes, Griesbachii

judicio, iis quas textus receptus exhibet anteponendas vel aequiparandas,

adjecit Josephus White, S.T. P. Linguarum Heb. et Arab, in Academia
Oxoniensi Professor. Oxonii, e Typographeo Clarcndoniano, 1808, 2 vols,

crown 8vo.

This is a very neat and accurate edition. The Textus Receptus is adopted; and Pro-
fessor White has contrived to exhibit in a very intelligible form— 1. Those readings which in

Griesbach's opinion ouglit, either certainly or probably, to be removed from the received

text ; 2. Those various readings which the same editor judged either preferable or equal

to those of the received text; and, 3. Tliose additions which, on the authority of manu-
scripts, Gricsbach considers as fit to be admitted into tlie text. " An intermediate advan-

tage to be derived from an edition thus marked is pointed out by the learned editor at the

conclusion of his short preface ; viz. that it may thus be seen at once by every one, how
very little, after all the labours of learned men, and the collation of so many manuscripts

and versions, is liable to just objection in the received text." (British Critic, vol. xxxiv.

(O. S.)p. 286.

36. Novum Testamentum Graecum ; juxta exemplar Wetstenii, Glas-
guae, et J. J. Griesbachii, Halae inipressuni : accedunt Prolegomena in

(B)4
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Evangelia, in Acta, et in Epistolas Apostolorum. Accurante Gulielmo
Whitfield Dakins. Editio Stereotypa, Londini, 1808, royal 8vo.

37. Novum Testamentuni Graecum et Latinum, secundum curam
Leusdenii et Gricsbachii, editum ab A. H. Aitton. Lugduni Bata-

vorum, 1809, 18mo.

A neat impression, into the text of which the editor has introduced most of Griesbach's

emendations.

38. Novum Testamentum Graecfe. Lectiones Variantes Griesbachii

prsecipuas, necnon quamplurimas voces ellipticas, adjecit Adamus Dick-
inson. Edinburgi, typis academicis. 12mo. 1811 ; edit, secunda, 1817.

This edition is avowedly designed for young students of the Greek Testament. The
principal elliptical words are printed at the foot of the page; they are selected from Bos,

Schoettgenius, and Leisiier. The chief various readings of Griesbach are prefixed in four

pages. The text is that of Dr. Mill, and is very neatly stereotyped.

39. Testamentum Novum Graece, ad fidem Recensionis Schoettgenianae

;

addita ex Griesbachii apparatu Lectionis varietate praecipuae. Upsalae

;

Svo. 1820.

A reprint of Schoettgenius's text, which has been noticed in p. 17. of this Appendix,

with the addition of select various readings from Griesbach.

40. Novum Testamentum Graece. Ad fidem optlmorum librorum re-

censuit A. H. Tittmannus. Lipsiae, 1820, 18mo. Lipsise, 1824', 8vo.

The text of the edition, in 18mo., is a corrected one; that is, Professor Tittmann has

inserted in it such various readings as are in his judgment preferable to those commonly
received, and which have been approved by tlie most eminent critics ; and he has printed

an index of tlie altered passages at the end of the volume. Its portability, in addition to

its intrinsic excellence, is no mean recommendation of it to students of the New Testament

;

the Greek characters, though small, being very distinctly and neatly stereotyped. The
Svo. edition of the same text is beautifully stereotyped. There are copies of both editions

on fine paper.

41. 'H KAINH AIA0HKH. Novum Testamentum Manuale. Glasguae,

ex Prelo Academico : impensis Rivingtons et Cochran, Londini, 1821.

32mo.

This edition contains the Greek text only; it follows the text of Aitton, except in a few

instances, in which the received readings are supported by the best authorities, and con-

sequently are most to be preferred. This edition is beautifully printed on the finest blue-

tinted writing paper : it was read six times, with the utmost care, in passing through the

press, and will l)e found to be unusually accurate. No contractions are used.

42. Novum Testamentum Graeco-Latinum. Vulgata Interpretatione

Latina Editionis dementis VIII. Graeco Textui ad Editionem Complu-
tensem diligentissime expresso e regione opposita. Studio et cura Petri

Aloysii Gratz. Tubingae, 1821, 2 tomis 8vo.

An edition which is not of very common occurrence in this country. Tlie first part or

volume contains the four Gospels ; the second, the remaining Books of the New Tes-

tament. The Greek text is a reprint of that in the Complutensian Polyglott, with the

exception of the contractions, and the correction of some orthographic errors : opposite to

this is the Latin Vulgate version, according to the Clementine Recension. At the foot of

each page are exhibited various readings, from Robert Stephens's third edition, printed in

1550 ; from Mattha'i's critical edition, and from Griesbach's last edition. To the labours

of these editors Professor Gratz pays a brief but higli tribute of commendation. In order

to ensure correctness, the proof sheets were repeatedly read by the editor and his friends.

After the editor's preface, follow the preface of Jerome on the four Gospels, addressed to

Damasus, bishop of Rome, and Pope Clement Vlllth's preface to his edition of the

Latin Vulgate Bible : together with a synopsis of the four Gospels, and parallel passages.

The fine paper copies are very beautiful books : there is one in the Library of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, from an examination of which the preceding descri])tion is

drawn up. The frequent appeals made to the Complutensian text, and the extreme rarity

of that Polyglott, concur to render this edition by Professor Gratz an acceptable present

to the Biblical Critic.
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43. Novum Testamentum. Textum Graicum Griesbachil et Knappii
denuo recognovit, Delectu Varietatum Lectionis Testimoniis confirmat-

arum, Adnotatione cum Critica turn Exegeticfl et Indicibus Historico et

Geographico, Vocum Graecarum Infrequentiorum et Subsidiorum Criti-

corum Exegeticorumque, instruxit Joannes Severinus Vater, Theol.
Doct. et Prof. Hal. Halis Saxonum, 1824, 8vo.

" Of the various critical editions of the New Testament, which of late years have been
given to the public, this is not only one of the neatest, but one of the cheapest : it is, in
every respect, a practical edition, equally adapted to the lecture-room and to the private
study. It will not, indeed, render unnecessary the critical labours of VVetstein, Griesbach,
or Matthsei, but it will be a valuable substitute for tliem to those students who have not
the time or the means of purchasing their costly but valuable labours. The following is

the plan on which Professor Vater has formed his edition :

" The text of each book or epistle is exhibited in continuous paragraphs, witli the num-
bers of tlie chapters and verses in the margin, for the convenience of reference ; and in
the Gospels the parallel passages are also referred to in the margin. The punctuation of
the text is frequently improved. Below the text are exhibited, in long lines, the principal
various readings, divested of Griesbach's stenograpliic marl<s, with the authorities on which
tliey rest; and, beneath them, in two columns, are brief but satisfactory exegetical notes
on passages which are really difficult. Four indexes are subjoined, viz. 1. Historical and
Geographical, of the Names of Persons and Places, occurring in the New Testametit;
2. Of the more difficult and unconnnon Greek words; 3. Of tlie Manuscripts and other
critical aids for determining various readings ; and 4. Of Exegetical or Expository Aids,
comprising a list of tlie best commentaries on particular books, chapters, or verses

The book is printed on two papers— one inferior, which is bad enough; the other on a
better sort of paper, which is both easy to read, and pleasant to the eye." (Universal
Review, vol. ii. pp. 683, 684.)

44. H K'xtvfj Atcc^'^y.-^. Novum Testamentum Greece. Textui ante
Griesbachium vulgo recepto, additur Lectionum Variantium earum prae-

cipue, quae a Griesbachio potiores censentur, Delectus. Basilese, 182.5.

2 tomis Svo.

This very neat edition may occasionally be met with. The text is reprinted from an
edition of the Greek Testament, edited at Basle by Andrew Birr, in 1749; who added a
copious selection of Parallel Passages. The preface to the present edition is signed with
the initial letters J. H. Whoever the editor may be, he has in many passages improved
the punctuation, as well as the selection of parallel texts. Those various readings of
Griesbach's which affi?ct the sense are retained ; and the editor has sometimes successfully

vindicated the ordinary Greek text against the proposed alterations of that critic. The
Epistle of Jude is placed immediately after St. Peter's second Epistle, on account of the

similarity of its subject. The passages cited from the Old Testament are exhibited in a
very distinct form.

45. Novum Testamentum Grsech. Textum ad Fidem Codicum Ver-
sionum et Patrum recensuit, et Lectionis Varietatem adjecit D. Jo, Jac.

Griesbacb. Volumen I., Quatuor Evangelia complectens. Editionem ter-

tiam emendatam et auctam curavit D. David Schulz. Berolini, 1827, Svo.

A new edition of Dr. Griesbach's revision of the Greek text of the New Testament
having become necessary, the task of editing it, with such additional various readings as

have been discovered since the date of that distinguished critic's last labours, was confided

to Dr. Schulz, who has executed it in the following manner ;

In the first place, he procured and collated the various printed books of which Griesbach

had made use in preparing his edition, as well as the various critical materials which the

researches of learned men had discovered within the last thirty years ; that is, from the

date of the first vo'umc of his second edition, in 1796. Dr. Schulz then proceeded to

correct all the typographical errors he had detected; and he expunged a great number of

stops, especially commas, which (he states) had been unnecessarily introduced by modern
editors, and which in many instances only tended to obscure the sacred text. He lias

also deviated in very many places from the received mode of placing certain accents, and
has made various improvements in the spelling of certain words.

These preliminary steps having been taken. Dr. Schulz collated anew the principal

authorities cited by Griesbach, to which he could procure access, and noticed in what
respects they dillered from the notation of former editors. He then inserted readings

from some new manuscripts and versions, which had hitherto been either little known or

altogether neglected. More particularly, lie collated anew,

1. The Alexandrian Manuscript of the New Testament, edited by Dr. Woide, the Cam-
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bridge Manuscript edited by Dr. Kipling, and the Latin Manuscripts edited by Sabatier

and Blanchini ; to which he added a collation of the celebrated Codex Vaticanus from
the papers of Dr. Bentley, which was printed at Oxford in 1799 in the Appendix to Dr.
Woide's edition of the Alexandrian MS., and was unknown to Griesbach, and which in

many instances differs from Dr. Birch's readings collected from the same manuscript.
2. Dr. Barrett's splendid fac-simile of the Codex Rescriptus of part of Saint Matthew's

Gospel published at Dublin in 1801, and here noted by the letter Z.

3. The CTi/ire collation of the Codex Cyprius, made and described by Dr. Augustine
Scholz, from whose Biblico- Critical Travels he has selected the various readings contained
in certain MSS. preserved in the Royal Library at Paris, which he has noted by the num-
bers 240, 241, 242, 243, and 244. To these are added the principal various readings
from

4. The Codex Rehdigeranus, containing a Latin Ante-Hieronymian Version of the

four Gospels, wliich the editor had himself transcribed in the year 1813.
5. 'I he Codex Messanensis L of the fourteenth or fifteenth century, in quarto, inspected

by Miinter ; of which an account is given in Dr. Birch's Prolegomena ad Varr. Lectt.

Evv. p. xciii. et seq. This MS. is numbered 237 by Dr. Schulz.

6. The Codex Syracusanus in the Landolini Library, which was also inspected by Dr.
Miinter, and which is described by Birch, p. xcvi. ct seq. This is numbered 233.

7. The Berlin Manuscript of the four Gosjels, of the eleventh century, of which a
description was published by Pappelbaum in 1823. It is numbered 239.

8. The Codex Gronovianus 131., a manuscript of the four Gospels collated by Der-
mout in his Collectanea Critica in Novum Testamentum, part i. (Lugd. Bat. 1825) : this

is numbered 245.

9. The Codex Meermannianus, containing the four Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, the

Epistles of James, Peter, 1 John, and a fragment of the epistle to the Romans, also col-

lated by Dermout : this is numbered 246.
10. The readings of the Gothic Version, from Zahn's correct edition published in !805,

and the new readings contained in the fragments of this version first published by Ma'i in

1819, together with the fragments of the Sahidic Version published in the Appendix to

Woide's fac-simile of the Codex Alexandrinus, and the fragments of the Basmurico- Cop-
tic Version edited by Engelbreth in 1811.

Dr. Schulz has also enriched his edition with many valuable notes of C. Benedict
Michaelis, relative to the Syriac, Arabic, Persian, and Ethiopic versions, which that dis-

tinguished critic had written in his own copy of Kuster's edition of tlie New Testament,
which is now deposited in the Library of the Orphan House at Halle. Further, Dr. S.

had constantly open before him the more valuable critical editions of the New Testament,
as well as other works which might afford him any assistance, including the editions of
Stephens, Mill, Wetstein, Birch, Matthsi (two editions), and Knappe, and also Gries-
bach's edition printed at Leipsic in 1809, which differs from his own second edition in

very many respects ; but which exliibits that form and condition of the sacred text which
in his latter years and maturest judgment Dr. Griesbach deemed to be true and correct.

The readings peculiar to these later editions have been diligently noted,

The Symbolae Critica and other works of Griesbach mentioned in page 22, together
with the critical publications of Gersdorf, Bode, Bowyer, Valckenaer, and Wassenberg,
were in like manner constantly at hand ; and in doubtful or more important cases, the best
editions of the most valuable of the Fathers were consulted.

The typographical execution of this edition is much more commodious than that of
Griesbach's second edition, There, the text was printed in two columns, and the notes
were printed in a mass in long lines, with the notation of chapters and verses in the margin,
which rendered it perplexing to the eye to compare the various readings therein contained.
In Dr. Sthulz's third edition the text is printed in long lines, and the notes are very dis-

tinctly exhibited in two columns, each note forming a distinct paragraph. The conve-
nience, thus affbrded in consulting tlie work, is very great. Besides the editor's preface,
and the corrected preface of Griesbach (which is enlarged in the catalogue of MSS ), the
volume now published contains the four Gospels : at the end there are eighteen closely-
printed pages of addenda, which ought to be carefully transcribed and inserted in their
proper places before the book can be advantageously consulted : these addenda have prin-
cipally been caused by the acquisition of many hundreds of various readings, obtained
from M. Dcrmout"s Collectanea Critica in Novum Testamentum (of which an account
will be found in a subsequent page", and which did not come into Dr. Schulz's possession
until after the present volume was finished. Such additions are unavoidable in a work
embracing so many thousand minute references and figures, and every candid scholar will
readily extend to sucli a laborious undertaking as the present the liberal apology offered
by Bishop Marsh for Wetstein ; — " That mistakes and oversights are discoverable in the
work, detracts not from its general merits. No work is without them, and least of all can
consummate accuracy be expected where so many causes never ceased to operate." (Bp,
Marsh's Divinity Lectures, part ii. p. 23.)
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The volume, of which a concise account has thus been attempted, contains only the four
Gospels : the second volume will comprise the remaining books of the New Testament.
The work is very neatly printed : and the fine paper copies are handsome library books.

46. Novum Testamentum Greece. Londini, impensis G. Pickering,

1827, 48mo.
This is the first Greek Testament printed with diamond type, and is also the smallest in

point of size which has ever been printed. The matrices from which the types were cast,

were cut by Mr. Caslon. The text is stated to be exactly copied from the Elzevir edition

of IG24 : and, in order to ensure the greater correctness, every proof sheet was critically

examined eight times. There is a frontispiece exquisitely engraved on steel, representing

the Last Supper, after the celebrated picture by Leonardo da Vinci. This edition is from
the press of Mr. Corrall, by whom several beautiful miniature editions of classic authors

have been executed for the same publisher.

iv. Polyglott Bibles, or Editions of the Old mid Nexv Testaments 'with

Versions in several Lanaimi^es.

The honour of having projected the first plan of a Polygott Bible is

due to the illustrious printer, Aldus Manutius the elder ; but of this

projected work only one page was printed : it contains the first fifteen

verses of the first chapter of the Book of Genesis, in collateral columns of
Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. The typographical execution is admirable ;

M. Rcnouard has given a fac-simile of it in the second edition of his ex-
cellent work on the productions of the Aldine Press.' A copy of this

specimen page, (perhaps the only one that is extant,) is preserved among
the manuscripts in the Royal Library at Paris, No. mmm.lxiv.

In 1516 there was printed at Genoa, by Peter Paul Porrus (in .^dibus
Nicolai Justiniani Pauli) the Pentaglott Psalter of Augustin Justiniani

Bishop of Nebo. It was in Hebrew, Arabic, Chaldee, and Greek, with
the Latin Version, Glosses, and Scholia. In 1518 John Potken published
the Psalter in Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and Ethiopic, at Cologne. But the
first Polyglott edition of the entire Hebrew Bible was that printed at

Alcala in Spain, viz.

]. Biblia Sacra Polyglctta, complectentia Vetus Testamentum, Hc-
braico, Graeco, et Latino Idiomate ; Novum Testamentum Grascum et

Latinum ; et Vocabularium Hebraicum et Chaldaicum Veteris Testa-
menti, cum Grammatica Hebraica, nee non Dictionario Graeco ; Studio,

Opera, et Impensis Cardinalis Francisci Ximenes de Cisneros. Industria

Arnaldi Gulielmi de Brocario artis impressorie magistri. Compluti, 1514,
1515. 1517. 6 vols, folio.

The printing of this splendid and celebrated work, usually called the Comp/utensian
Po/i/glulf, was commenced in 1502 : though completed in 1517, it was not published until

152'/, and it cost the munificent Cardinal Ximenes 50,000 ducats. The editors were
JElius Antonius Ncbrissensis, Demetrius Ducas, Ferdinandus Pincianus, Lopez de
Stunica, Alfonsus de Zamora, Paulus Coronellus, and Johannes de Vergera, a physician

of Alcala or Complutuln. The last three were converted Jews. This Polygott is usually

divided into six volumes. The four first comprise the Old Testament, with the Hebrew,
Latin, and Greek in three distinct columns, the Chaldee parajihrase being at the bottom
of the page with a Latin interpretation ; and the margin is filled with Hebrew and Chaldee
radicals. The fifth volume contains the Greek Testament, with the Vulgate Latin version

in a parallel cohinin; in the margin there is a kind of concordance, referring to similar

passages in the Old and New Testaments. And at the end of this volume, there are,

1. A single leaf containing some Greek and Latin verses ; 2. InlerpreUiliones HebrcBorvm,
Clmldceurum, Grcecorumqiie A'oHiiVn/wi A'ovi Tcslamenli, on ten leaves : and 3. Inlroductio

quam brevis ad Grcecas I.iltcras, Hic. on thirty-nine leaves. The sixth volume contains,

1. A separate title; 2. Vticabularium Hebraicum totius Veteris Teslamenii, cum omnibus
dictijuibus Cluildccis, in eodcm Velen Tcstamento conlenlis, on one hundred and seventy-

' Renouard, Annates de I'lmprimerie des Aides, torn, iil pp. 44, 45, (Paris, 1826.)
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two leaves ; 3. An alpbabetical Index, on eight leaves, of the Latin words occurring in

different parts of the work ; 4. Interpretalmies Hebraicorum, Chnhlaicoruni, Grcecorwnque
Kominum, Veteris ac Novi Testcimenti, secundum Ordinem Alphaheti ; 5. Two leaves in-

titled Nomina quee seqtmntur, smit ilia, qua in ulroque Testamento vicio Scriptomm sunt

ciliter scripta qiunn in HebrcBo et Grceco, el in aliquibus Bibliis nostris anliquis, Sec. 6. Fif-

teen leaves intitled Inlroducliones arlis Grammatica; Hebraicee et jtrimo de modo legendi et

pronunliandi. These several pieces are sometimes placed in a different order from that

above indicated. It is not known what is become of the manuscripts that were consulted

for this edition. The impression was limited to 600 copies ; three were struck off on
vellum. One of these was deposited in the Royal Library at Madrid ; and another in the

Royal Library at Turin. The third (which is supposed to have been reserved for Cardinal

Ximenes), after passing through various hands, was purchased at the Pinclli sale, in 1789,
for the late Count M'Carthy of Thoulouse, for four hundred and eighty-three pounds.

On the sale of this gentleman's library at Paris, in 1817, it was bought by George Hib-
bert, Esq. for 16,100 francs, or six hundred and seventh/six pounds, three shillings a7idJour
pence. Copies of the Complutensian Polygott, on paper, are in the Libraries of the

British Museum and Sion College, and also in several of the College Libraries in the two
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. For much interesting additional information re-

specting the Complutensian and other Polygiott Bibles, see Mr. Pettigrew's Bibl. Sussex,

vol. i. part ii. pp.3— 124.

2. Biblia Sacra Hebraice, Clialdaice, Graece, et Latine, Philippi II.

Regis Cathol. Pietate, et Studio ad Sacrosancta; Ecclesiae Usum, Cliris-

tophorus Plantinus excudebat. Antverpiae, 1569— 1572, 8 vols, folio.

Five hundred copies only were printed of this magnificent work, which is sometimes

called the Royal Polt/glott, because it was executed at the expense of Philip II. King of

Spain, and the ylritwerj) Polyglolt from the place where it was printed. The greater part

of the impression being lost in a voyage to Spain, this Polygiott has become of extreme

rarity. It was printed in Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and Chaldee ; and contains, besides tlie

whole of the Complutensian Polygott, a Clialdee paraphrase of part of the Old Testament,

which Cardinal Ximenes had deposited in the Public Library at Alcala, having particular

reasons for not publishing it. This edition also has a Syriac version of the New Testa-

ment, and the Latin translation of Santes Pagninus, as reformed by Arias Montanus, the

principal editor of tliis noble undertaking. The sixth, seventh, and eighth volumes are

filled with lexicons and grammars of the various languages in which the Scriptures are

printed, together witli indexes, and a treatise on sacred antiquities. The Hebrew text is

said to be compiled from the Complutensian and Bomberg editions.

3. Biblia. 1. PIcbraica. 2. Samaritana. 3. Clialdaica, 4. Gia^ca.

5. Syriaca. 6. Latina. 7. Arabica. Lutetias Parisiorum, excudebat
Antonius Vitrc. 164-5. 10 vols, large folio.

This edition, which is extremely magnificent, contains all tliat is inserted in the Com-
plutensian and Antwerp Polyglotts, with the addition of a Syriac and Arabic version oftiie

greatest part of the Old, and of the entire New Testament. The Samaritan Pentateuch,

with a Samaritan version, was printed for the first time in this Polygiott, the expenses of

•which ruined the editor, M. Le Jay. His learned associates were Philippus Aquinas,

Jacobus Morinus, Abraham Ecliellensis, Gabriel Sionita,&C, The Hebrew text is that of

the Antwerp Polygiott. There are extant copies of Le Jay's edition of the Polygiott

Bible, under the following title, viz. Biblia Alexandrina HcptagloUa mtspiciis S. D. Alex-

andri VII. anno sessionis ejus xii. feliciler inchoati. Luteticc Parisiorum prostant apud
Joannem Jansonium a Waesberge, Johannejn Jacobum Chipper, Elisceum Weirstrael, 1 666.

4. Biblia Sacra Polyglotta, complectentia Textus Originales, He-
braicam cum Pentateucho Samaritano, Cbaldaicum, Graecum, Versio-

numque antiquarum Samaritana^, Gra^cae LXXIIInterpretum, Cbaldaicae,

Syriacae, Arabicae, iEthiopicse, Vulgatae Latinae, quicquid comparari
poterat . . . . Edidit Brianus Walton, S. T. D. Londini, imprimebat
Thomas Roycroft, 1657j 6 vols, large folio.

Though less magnificent than the Paris Polygiott, this of Bishop Walton is, in all other

respects, preferable ; being more atnple and more commodious. Nine languages are used
in it, though no one book of the Bible is printed in so many. In the New Testament,
the four Gospels are in s'x languages; the other books, only \n Jive ; those of Judith and
the Maccabees, only in three. The Septuagint version is printed from the edition printed

at Rome in 1587, wiiich exhibits the text of the Vatican manuscript. The Latin is the

Vulgate of Clement VIII. The Clialdee paraplirase is more complete than in any former
pul>lication. The London Polygiott also has an intcrlincary Latin version of the Hebrew
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text ; and soino parts of the Bible are printed in Etliiopic and Persian, none of which are

found in any preceding Polyglott.

Tlie FIRST volume, besides very learned and useful Prolegomena, contains the Penta-
teuch. Every sheet exhibits, at one view, 1st, The Hebrew Text, witli INIontanus's inter-

lineary Latin version, very correctly printed : 2. The same verses in tlie Vulgate Latin :

3. The Greek version of the Septuagint, according to tlie Vatican MS. with a literal

Latin Translation by Flaminius Nobilis, and the various readings of the Alexandrian MS.
added at the bottom of the column : 4. The Syriac version, with a collateral Latin trans-

lation : 5. The Targum, or Chaldee Paraphrase, of Onkelos, with a Latin translation :

6. The Hebrteo-Samaritan text, which is nearly the same with the unpointed Hebrew,
only the character is different ; and the Samaritan version, which differs vastly from the

other as to the language, though the sense is pretty nearly the same ; and therefore one
Latin translation (with a few notes added at the bottom of the column) serves for both :

7. The Arabic version, with a collateral Latin translation, which in general agrees with

the Septuagint. This first volume also contains, or should contain, a portrait of Bishop
Walton, engraved by Lombart ; and a frontispiece, together with three plates relating to

Solomon's temple, all engraved by Hollar. There are also two plates containing sections

of Jerusalem, &c. and a chart of the Holy Land. These are inserted in Cajjellus's Trea-
tise on the Temple. That part of the Prolegomena, in this volume, which was written

by Bishop Walton, was commodiously printed in octavo, at Leipsic, in 1777, by Professor

Dalhe. It is a treasure of sacred criticism.

The SECOND volume comprises the historical books in the same languages as are above
enumerated, with the exception of the Samaritan (which is confined to the Pentateuch)

and of the Targum of Rabbi Joseph (surnamed the blind) on the Books of Chronicles,

which was not discovered till after the Polyglott was in the press. It has since been pub-
lished in a separate form, as is noticed in the following page.

The THIRD volume comprehends all the poetic and prophetic books from Job to Malachi,

in the same languages as before, only that there is an Ethiopic version of the book of
Psalms, which is so near akin to the Septuagint, that the same Latin translation serves for

both, with a few exceptions, which are noted in the margin.

The FOURTH contains all the Apocryphal Books, in Greek, Latin, Syriac, and Arabic,

with a two-fold Hebrew text of the book of Tobit ; the first from Paul Fagius, the second
from Sebastian Monster. After the Apocrypha there is a three-fold Targum of the Pen-
tateuch : the first is in Chaldee, and is ascribed to Jonathan Ben Uzziel : the second is in

Chaldee also : it takes in only select parts of the Law, and is commonly called the Jerusa-

lem Targum : the third is in Persic, the work of one Jacob Tawus, or Toosee, and seems

to be a pretty literal version of the Hebrew Text. Each of these has a collateral Latin

translation. The two first, though they contain many fables, are exceedingly useful,

because they explain many words and customs, the meaning of which is to be found no
where else; and the latter will be found very useful to a student in the Persian language,

though it contains many obsolete phrases, and the language is by no means in the pure
Shirazian dialect.

The FIFTH volume includes all the books of the New Testament. The various languages

are here exhibited at one view, as in the others. The Greek text stands at the head, with

Montanus's interlineary Latin translation ; the Syriac next ; the Persic third ; the Vul-
gate fourth; the Arabic fifth; and the Ethiopic sixth. Each of the oriental versions has

a collateral Latin translation. The Persic version only takes in the four Gospels ; and
for this, the Pars Altera, or Persian Dictionary, in Castell's Lexicon, was peculiarly

calculated.

The SIXTH volume is composed of various readings and critical remarks on all the pre-

ceding versions, and concludes vvith an explanation of all the proper names, both Hebrew
and Greek, in the Old and New Testaments. The characters used for the several oriental

versions are clear and good; the Hebrew is rather the worst. The simple reading of a

text in the several versions often throws more light on the meaning of the sacred writer,

than the best commentators which can be met with. This work sells at from twenty-five

pounds to seventy guineas, according to the difference of condition. Many copies are

ruled with red lines, which is a great help in reading, because it distinguishes the different

texts better, and such copies ordinarily sell for three or four guineas more than the otiiers.

In executing this great and splendid work, Bishop Walton was assisted by Dr. Edmund
Castell, Dr. Tho. Hyde, Dr. Pocock, Dr. Liglitfoot, Mr. Alexander Huish, Mr. Samuel
Clarke, Louis de Dieu, and other eminently learned men. ' It was begun in October

1 Concerning these, as well as the literary history of the London Polyglott, the reader w ill

find much and very interesting information in the Rev. H. J. Todd's I^Iemoirs of the Life

and Writings of the Right Rev. Brian Walton, D.D., Lord Bishop of Chester, editor of

tiic London Polyglott Bible. With notices of his coadjutors in that illubtrious work ; of

the cultivation of oriental learning, in this country, preceding and during their time ; and
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1633, and completed in 1657; the first volume was finished in September 1654; the

second in July 1655; the third in July 1656; and the fourth, fifth, and sixth, in 1657,
tliree years before the Restoration. (Tlie Parisian Polyglott was seventeen years in the

press !j

This work was published by subscription, under the patronage of Oliver Cromwell,
%vho permitted the paper to be imported duty-free ; but the Protector dying before it was
finished. Bishop Walton cancelled two leaves of the preface, in which he had made honour-

able mention of his patron, and others were printed containing compliments to Charles II.

and some pretty severe invectives against republicans. Hence has arisen the distinction

of republican and /o^a/ copies. The former are the most valued. Dr. A. Clarke and Mr.
Butler have both pointed out (especially the fonner) the variations between these two
editions. For a long time, it was disputed among bibliographers, whether any dedication

was ever prefixed to tlve London Polyglott. There is, however, a dedication in one of the

copies in the Royal Library at Paris, and another was discovered a few years since, which
was reprinted by the late Mr. Lunn, in large folio, to bind up with other copies of the

Polyglott; it is also reprinted in the Classical Journal, vol. iv. pp. 355-r!61. In the

first volume of Pott's and Ruperti's Sylloge Commentationum Theologicarum, (pp. 100
-137.) there is a collation of the Greek and other versions, as printed in the London
Polyglott, with the Hebrew text of the Prophet Micah, accompanied with some explan-

ations by Professor Paul us. ' To complete the London Polyglott, the following publica-

tions should be added, viz.

1. Paraphrasis Ckaldaica in librum priorem et posteriorem C/ironicorum. Auclore Rabbi

Josepho, rectore Academice in Syria : cum versione Latina a Davide Wilkins. Cantabrigise,

1715, 4to,

2. Dr. Castell's Lexicon Heplaglotton ; of which an account is given in a subsequent

part of this Appendix.

The purchaser of the London Polyglott should also procure Dr. John Owen's Co7i-

sideralions on the Polyglott, 8vo. 1 658 : Bishop Walton's Reply, entitled The Considerator

considered, ^c. 8vo. 1659: and (a work of much more importance than either) Walton's

Inlroduclio ad Leclionein Linguarum Orientnlium, Hebraicis, Chaldniar, Samaritance,

Synacee, Arabicce, PersiccB, ^thiopicm, Armenic^p, Copticee, ^-c. ISmo. London, 1615.

Bishop Walton's Polyglott having long been extremely scarce and dear, it has been

the wish of biblical students for many years, that it should be reprinted. In 1797, the

Rev. Josiah Pratt issued from the press, A Prospectus, ivith Specimens, of a neiv Polyglott

Bible in Quarto, fur the Use of English Students, and in 1799, another Prospectus, with

Specimens, of an Octavo Polyglott Bible; but, for want of encouragement, the design of

the estimable editor has not been carried into execution. A similar fate has attended

The Plan and Specimen ofBIBLIA POLYGLOTTA BRITANNICA, or an enlarged

and improved edition of the London Polyglott Bible, with Castell's Heptaglott Lexicon, which

were published and circulated by the Rev. Adam Clarke, LL.D. F.S. A. in 1810, in

folio. The reader may see them reprinted in the Classical Journal (where, however, no
notice is taken of the author of the plan), vol. iv. pp. 493-497. An abstract of this plan

is given in the Bibl. Sussex, vol. i. partii. pp. 66-68.

5. Biblia Sacra Quadrilinguia Veteris Testamenti Hebraici, cum Ver-

sionibus e regione positis, utpote versione Grseca LXX Interpretum ex

codice manuscripto Alexandrine, a J. Em. Grabio primum evulgata—
Item versione Latina Sebast. Schmidii noviter revisa et textui Hebraeo

acctiratius accommodata, et Germanica bcati Lutheri,ex ultima beati viri

revisione et editione 1544-4'5 expressa Adjectis textui Hebraeo Notis

Masoretbicis et Grae.^se Version! Lectionibus Codicis Vatican! ; notis

pbilologicis et exegeticis alils, ut et summariis capitum ac locis parallelis

locupletissimis ornata. Accurante M. Christ. Reineccio. Lipsiae, 1750,

3 vols, folio.

The comparative cheapness of this neatly and accurately-printed work renders it a

valuable substitute for the preceding larger Polyglotts. Dr. A. Clarke, who states that

he has read over the whole of the Hebrew and Clialdee text, with the exception of part of

of the authorised English version of the Bible, to a projected revision of which, Dr. Wal-
ton and some of his assistants in the Polyglott were appointed. To which is added, Dr.

Walton's own vindication of the London Polyglott. London, 1821, in 2 vols. 8vo.

' For a more particular account of the London Polyglott, we refer the reader to Dr.

Clarke's Bibliographical Dictionary, vol. i. pp. 248-270 ; vol. ii. pp. 1-12; Mr. But-
ler's Ilorai Bibiicse, vol.i. pp. 138-149; and Mr. Dibdin's Introduction to the Know-
ledge of the Editions of the Greek and Latin Classics, 3d edit. vol. i. pp. 13-27, from

which publications the above account is abridged.
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the Pentateuch, pronounces it to be one of the most correct extant. Unhappily it is not

often seen in commerce.

6. Biblia Sacra Polyglotta, Textus Archetypos Versionesque praj-

cipuas ab Ecclesia antiquitus receptas complectentia. 4to. et 8vo. Lon-

dini, 1821.

The great rarity and consequent high price of all former Polyglotts, which render them

for the most part inaccessible to biblical students, induced Mr. Bagster, the publisher, to

undertake this beautiful and (what to biblical students is of the utmost importance) cheap

edition, which will fonn one volume in quarto, or four volumes in small octavo, comprising

the original Hebrew text of the Old Testament, the Samaritan Pentateuch, the Septuagint

Greek version of the Old Testament, the Vulgate Latin, and the authorised English ver-

sion of the entire Bible, the original Greek text of the New Testament, and the venerable

Peschito or Old Syriac version of it. The types, from which this Polyglott is printed,

are entirely nevv, and, together with the paper, of singular beauty. The Hebrew text is

printed from the celebrated edition of Van der Hooglit (noticed in p. 6.) 5 the Samaritan

Pentateuch is given from Dr. Kennicott's edition of the Hebrew Bible, and is added by

way of Appendix. The Septuagint is printed from Bos's edition of the Vatican text
;

and at the end of the Old Testament there arc given the various readings of the Hebrew
and Samaritan Pentateuchs, together with the Masoretic notes, termed Keri and Ketib,

the various lections of the Alexandrian manuscript as edited by Dr. Grabe, and the

Apocryphal chapters of the book of Esther, The Old Testament has been completed for

several years. It was announced tliat the Greek text of the New Testament would be

printed from Mill's edition of the Textus Receptus, with the whole of the important

readings given by Griesbach in his edition of 1805 (noticed in p. 22. sujrra) ; the Peschito

or Old Syriac version, from Widmanstadt's edition, published at Vienna in 1555, col-

lated with the very accurate edition lately executed under the auspices of the British

and Foreign Bible Society. The Apocalypse, and such of the Epistles as are not found

in the Peschito, were to be given from the Philoxenian or New Syriac version. The text

of the Latin A'^ulgate version was to be taken from the edition of Pope Clement VII

L

The authorised English version is accompanied with marginal renderings and a new
selection of parallel texts. Although octavo copies of the Greek text, Latin Vulgate,

and English version of the New Testament, have been published for several years, the

quarto edition of this Polyglott remains unfinished. The same publisher, towards the

close of the year 1826', announced another Polyglott Bible, in small folio, and in eight

languages, viz, Hebrew, Greek, Latin, Syriac, English, French, German, and Italian.'

Several editions of the Bible are extant, in two or three languages,

called Diglotls and Triglotts, as vvell as Polyglott editions of particular

parts of the Scriptures. For an account of these, we are compelled to

refer the reader to the Bibliotheca Sacra of Le Long and Masch, and

the Bibliographical Dictionary of Dr. Clarke, already cited. A com-

1 The publisher of the Polyglott Bible above noticed, in 1819 issued from the press an

octoglott edition of the Liturgy of the Anglican church, in one quarto volume, which may
justly be pronounced one of the finest specimens of typography that ever issued from the

British press. The eight languages, printed in this edition, are the English, French,

Italian, German, Spanish, Antient Greek, Modern Greek, and Latin. The English text

is given from a copy of the Oxford Edition of the Common Prayer Book. 'I'hc French

version is modern, and is well known to most readers of that language, having frequently

been i>rinted, and received with general approbation. The Psalms are printed from the

Basle Edition of Ostervald's Bible. The Italian is taken from the edition of A. Mon-
tucci and L Valletti, published in 1796, but revised throughout, and its orthography cor-

rected. The Psalms are copied from the Bible of Diodati. The German translation, by

the Rev. Dr. Kiiper (Chaplain of his Majesty's German Chapel, St. James's), is entirely

new, except the Psalms, which are taken from Luther's German Version of the Scriptures,

The Spanish, by the Rev. Blanco White, is for the most part new. The Psalms are

printed from Padre Scio's great Spanish Bible, published at Madrid in 1807, in sixteen

volumes. The translation into the Jntient Greek language is that executed by Dr. Duport

(a. d. 1665;, who was Regius Professor of Greek in the University of Cambridge. The
Psalms are from the Septuagint. The Modern Greek is an entirely new translation by

Mr. A. Calbo, a learned native Greek, of the island of Zante. And the Latin version is

nearly a reprint of the edition which was ftst printed by W. Bowyer, in 1720, with some

alterations and additions by the present editor (John Carey, I>L.U.}, sometimes taken

from the translation of Mr. Thomas Parsel, the fourth edition of which was published in

1727. The Psalms are from the Vulgate.
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plete account of all these Polyglott editions is a desideratum in English

literature.

Diglott Bibles.

1. Biblia Sacra Hebraica, cum interlineari interpretatione Latina

Xantis Pagnini : accessit Bibliorum pars, qua) Hebraice non reperitur,

item Novum Testamentum, Graecb, cum Vulgata Interpretatione Latina

Studio Benedict! Ariae Montani. Antwerpiee, 1572, loSl. Geneva;,

1609, 1619, (with a new title only.) Lipsiae, 1657, folio.

" You will find the edition of the Hebrew Scriptures by Arias Montanus more useful

to you than perhaps any other." (Bishop Gleig's Directions for the Study of Theology,

p. 93.) The edition of 1572 forms the sixth volume of the Antwerp Polyglott (p. 28.

supra) : as it is the first, so it is the best edition. The octavo editions, ex qfficind Plcail-

inicmd Rnphelengii (Lugdimi Batavorum), 1599 or 1610-1613, in nine volumes, are of

very little value. In the folio editions above noticed, the Latin word is placed above the

Hebrew and Greek words, to which tliey belong. The Latin version of Xantes or Santes

Pagninus is corrected by Montanus, and his learned coadjutors, Raphelenge, and others.

2. Biblia Hebraica, i. e. Vetus Testamentum, seu Hagiographi Canonici

Veteris nempe Testamenti Libri, que originario nobis etiamnum ore le-

guntur, ex Hebraico in Latinum ad litteram versi, adjecta editione Vul-

gata. Hebraic^ et Latinfe, cura et studio Ludovici de Biel, e Societate

Jesu. Vienna;, 174'3. 4 vols. 8vo.

This is an elegant edition, little known in this country, but in many respects highly-

valuable. It contains the Hebrew, and two Latin versions,— that of the Vulgate edition

in 1592, and that of Arias Montanus. It is ornamented with Vignettes, and the initial

letters, which are well engraved on copper, represent some fact of sacred history, to which

the immediate subject is applicable.

3. The Old Testament, English and Hebrew, with remarks, critical

and grammatical, on the Hebrew, and corrections of the English. By
Anselm Bayley, LL.D. London, 1774. 4 vols. 8vo.

The Hebrew text is printed in long lines on the left hand page ; and the authorised

English version, on the right hand page, divided into two columns. The critical notes,

which are very few, are placed under the English text. The Hebrew text is accompanied,

throughout, with the Keri and Ketib ; but all the accents, &c. are omitted, except the

athnach, which answers to our colon, and the soph pashuk, which is placed at the end of

each verse in the Bible. At the end of each book is given an epilogue, containing a

summary view of the history, transactions, &c. recorded therein. The work is ornamented

with a frontispiece, representing Moses receiving the tables of the law on Mount Sinai,

and two useful maps; — one of the journeying of the Israelites, in which each station is

numbered ; and another of their settlement in the promised land. The letter-press of the

Hebrew is very unequally distributed over the pages ; some are long, and others short

;

some are wide, and others narrow. On some pages not fewer than thirty-seven lines are

crowded together, while others contain only twenty-three. In other respects, Dr. A. Clarke

Ijronounces it to be a pretty correct work ; but, besides the errata noticed by the editor,

he adds, that the reader will find the sentence— thou shalt visit thy habitation, left out of

the English text, in Job v. 24.— Bibliogr. Die. vol. i. p. 274.

V. Antient Versions of the Old and New Testament.

(1.) Targums, or Chcddee Paraphrases of the Old Testament.

1. Targum, seu Paraphrasis Chaldaica Onkelosi in Pentateuchum,

Latine, ex versione Alfonsi de Zamora. Venetiis, 1747, 4to.

Also in the Complutensian, Antwerp, Paris, and London Polyglotts. This version of

the Targum of Onkelos was likewise printed at Antwerp, 1616, and at Venice, 1609,

in folio.

2. Thargum, hoc est, Paraphrasis Onkeli Chaldaica in Sacra Biblia

;

ex Chaldaico in Latinum fidelissime versa, additis in singula fere capita
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succinctis annotationibus, Authore Paulo Fagio. Pentateuchus, sive

quinque libri Moysis. Tom. I. Argentorati, 1546, folio.

One volume only of this work was published. Fagius's learned annotations are inserted

in the Critic! Sacri.

3. Targum Pseudo-Jonathanis in Pentateuchum, Latine, ex verslone

Antonii Cevaierii. Londini, 1657, folio. (In Bp. Walton's Polyglott.)

4. Targum Hierosolymitanum in Pentateuchum, Latine, ex versione

Antonii Cevaierii. Londini, 1657, folio. (In Bp. Walton's Polyglott.)

Bp. Walton states that the Latin version of Chevalier is more faithful than that pub-
lished by Francis Taylor, at London, in 1649, 4to.

5. Targum Jonathanis in Josue, Judices, Libros Regum, Isaiae,

Hieremiae, Ezechielis et XIL Minorum Prophetarum, Latine, ex versione

Alfonsi de Zamora, a Benedicto Aria Montano ad Hebraicam et Chal-
daicam veritatem correcta, folio. (In the Antwerp, Paris, and London
Polyglotts.)

Various otlier editions of the Targum of Jonathan Ben Uzziel are noticed in Masch's
and Boerner's edition of Le Long's Bibliotheca Sacra, Part ii. vol. iii. pp. 654

—

656.

6. Targum R. Josephi Cceci et aliorum in Chetuvim, Latine, ex ver-

sione Alfonsi de Zamora, et recognitione Ariae Montani, folio.

7. Targum in Psalmos, Ecclesiasten, et Librum Esther, ex versione

Ariae Montani, folio.

Both the preceding Targums are found in the Antwerp, Paris, and London Polyglotts;

in the last, the translation has been further revised by Dr. Edmund Castell.

8. Liber Jobi, Chaldaice et Latine, cum notis. Opera et studio Johannis
Terentii. Franeckerse, 1663, 4to.

The Latin translation is that of Alfonso de Zamora, revised by Montanus, and further
corrected by the editor. Masch pronounces this to be a rare and erudite publication.

9. Cantica Canticorum et Ecclesiastes Salomonis paraphrastico ser-

nione conscripti, et ex Chaldaea lingua in Latinam versi per Erasmum
Oswaldum Schreckenfuchsium. Basileae, 1553, 8vo.

10. Chaldaica Paraphrasis Libelli Ruth, a mendis repurgata, et punctis
juxta analogiam grammaticam notata, cum Latina Interpretatione et An-
notationibus, per Joannem Mercerum. Parisiis, 1564, 4to.

11. Paraphrasis Chaldaica Librorum Cbronicorum, Latine cura Mat-
thiae Friderici Beckii. Augustae Vindelicorum, 1680-83-84, 2 vols. 4to.

12. Paraphrasis Chaldaica in Librum priorem et posteriorem Cbroni-

corum. Auctore Rabbi Josepho, Rectore Academiae in Syria. Nunc
demum a Manuscripto Cantabrigiensi descripta, ac cum Versione LatinS,

in lucem missa a Davide Wilkins. Cantabrigiae, 1717, 4to. Amstelodami,

1725, 4to.

The manuscript, from which this edition was printed, was written A.D. 1477. It was
discovered by Mr. Samuel Clarke, an eminent oriental scholar, in the University of Cam-
bridge ; and, besides the Chaldee paraphrase on the books of Chronicles, it contained the

books of Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Daniel, Ezra, and Neheiriah, with a targum or para-

phrase on each. The book is elegantly printed, the Chaldee text with vowel points being

on the right hand page, and the Latin translation on the left : both are divided into verses.

The copies, dated Amstelodami, 1725, are the same as those printed at Cambridge, but
with a new title page.

VOL. II. APP. (c)
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(2.) Antient Greek Versions.

[i.] The Septuagint.'

The following table exhibits the four principal Standard Text Editions

of the Septuagint Greek version, together with the principal editions

which are founded upon them.

1. COMPLUTENSIAN TexT, 1514.

Antwerp Polyglott, Fol. Gr. Lat. &c. 1569—72 Commelini. Fol. Gr. 1586, 1599,

1616.— ;/'oWm. Fol. Gr. \596.—Hutteri. Fol. 1599. Gr. Lat. &.C.—Paris Polyglott,

Fol. Gr. Lat. &c. 1629-45.

2. Aldine Text, 1518.

Cephalcei. Oct. Gr. 1526 Hervagii. Fol. Gr. 1545.—Brylingei'i. Oct. Gr. 1550

IVec/ielii H<Bred. Fol. Gr. 1597.

3. Roman or Vatican Text, 1587.

Wultoni Polyglotta, Fol. Gr. Lat. &c. 1657 Morini. Fol. Gr. Lat. 1628

—

Daniel.

Qto. et Oct. Gr. 1653, 1665, \6?,3.—Chiveri. Oct. Gr. 1697.

—

Bosii. Gr. Qto. 1709.
—Millii. Oct. Gr. 1725.

—

Reineccii. Oct. Gr. 1730, 1757

—

Kirchneri. Oct. Gr.

1759 Holmesii. Fol. Gr. 1798, &c. The editions printed at Oxford, Oct. Gr. 1805,

1817.— Fa/;w, 1819.—i. Von Ess, 1824.

4. The Alexandrian Text, 1707-9-19-20.

Breitingeri. Qto. Gr. 1730-33.

—

Reineccii Biblia Quadrilinguia. Fol. Gr. Lat, &c. 1750.

Baberi. Fol. 1816-27.

Of the various editions of the Septuagint Greek version, which have

issued from the press, the following more particularly claim the notice

of the biblical student. Most of them contain the New Testament, in

addition to the Old ; but as the principal editions of the former have

already been described, no notice will be taken of them.

1. Biblia Graeca ; cum versione Latina ad verbum. In Bibliis Poly-

glottis Compluti editis, 1514, 1515, 1517.

The text of this edition was comijosed after several manuscripts which the editors

neglected to describe ; they have frequently been charged with having altered the Greek
text, to make it harmonise with the Hebrew, or rather with the Vulgate version, and
with having filled up the chasms in the Alexandrian or Septuagint version from other

Greek interpreters For a further account of the Complutensian Polyglott, see pp. 27, 28.

of this Appendix.

2. Tiavra ra, vcar' £^o^7ji/ Y.aXovfXEi'a BiSXia S'Eja^ ^vjXa^vj <ypa(pyj<; 7raXa«a? t£

nai veai;.—Sacrae Scripturae Veteris Novaequjc omnia. Venetiis, 1518,

small folio.

This edition appeared in 1518, two years after the death of Aldus Manutius ; it was
executed under the care of_his father-in-law, Andreas Asulanus. The text was compiled

from numerous antient MSS. Archbishop Usher is of opinion, that in many instances it

follows the readings of Aquila's version, instead of those of the Septuagint. The Aldine

text, however, is pronounced by Bishop Walton to be much purer than that in the Com-
plutensian Polyglott, to which it is actually prior in point of time ; for though tlie Poly-

glott bears date 1514-1517, it was not published until the year 1522. Father Simon and

M. de Colomies concur in speaking very highly of the execution of the Aldine edition.

1 This notice of the principal editions of the Septuagint version is chiefly taken from

Masch and Boerner's edition of Le Long's Bibliothecii Sacra, part ii. vol. ii. pp. 263-

323. Many other editions of this version, and of detached books of it, are there described,

which we have not room to detail.
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3. Tvji; ©£(3!^ Ppx^yji, TraXcttcci; SjyAaSvj xai vsaq anvavra. Divinae Scrlpturae

Veteris Novicque omnia. Argentorati, apud Wolphium Cephalaeum, 1526.
4 vols. 8vo.

This edition is of great rarity: the fourth volume contains the New Testament. It

follows tlie text of Aldus, and is not only well and correctly printed, but possesses the

additional merit of judicious punctuation. Tiiough the chapters are distinguished, the

text is not divided into verses ; and a space is left at the beginning of each chapter for the

insertion of the initial letter. The Apocryphal books, and a small but valuable collection

of various readings, are added in this edition by the editor John Lonicerus, a disciple and
follower of the illustrious reformer. Dr. Martin leather. Copies of this edition are some-
times to be met with, having the date of 1,529. They arc however all of the same im-
pression, the beginning of the preface being altered, the name of Lonicerus omilled, and
that of Jerome submitted for Luther, with a new title-page.

4. T'/jij Qdsty^q Vpa.'P'fji;, TTscXcciaq ^rjXa.'drj y.a,i vea; a-Kavra. Divilise Scripturas,

Veteris ac Novi Testamenti omnia, innumeris locis nunc demum, ct

optimorum librorum coUatione et doctorum vivorum opera, multo quam
unquam emendatiora, in lucem edita. Cum Caes. Majest. gratia et pri-

vilegio ad quinquennium. Basileae, per Joannem Hervagium, 154^5, folio.

In this rare and little known edition, the text of Lonicerus is chiefly followed; it is said

to surpass in correctness both the Strasburg and Venetian editions, and also has some
valuable various readings. The preface was written by Melancthon.

5. Biblia Grseca, Graecfe et Latine. . . . Basileae, per Nicholaum Brj-
lingerum. 1550, 5 vols. 8vo.

Each of the five volumes, of which this edition consists, has a distinct title-page which
is printed by Masch. The Greek and Latin are placed in opposite columns ; the former
from the Aldine text, the latter from the Vulgate, as printed in the Coniphitensian Poly-
glott. The type, though rather too small to be read with ease, is pronounced by Masch
to be distinct and neat.

6. 'H YlaXanx. /^ ia,^'f\Y.'f], vcara tovi; 'E^^ofJ.fiv.ovia, ti' av^Evriai; 'S.vcrrov E' ocy^pov

Apxi^piui; s-^io^eta-a.— Vetus Testamentum Graecum, juxta LXX Inter-

pretes, studio Antonii Cardinalis Carafte, ope virorum doctorum adjuti,

cum prefatione et scholiis Petri Morini. Romae ex Typographia Francisci

Zannetti, 1586, folio.

A beautiful edition, of great rarity and value. The copies of it are of two dates ;
—

some, with m. d.lxxxvi, as they originally appeared, and others with the date of m.d. lxxxvii,

the figure i. having been subsequently added with a pen. The latter copies are most com-
monly met with, and hence this edition is usually dated 1587. They contain 783 pages of
text, preceded by four leaves of preliminary matter, which are followed by another (sub-

sequently added;, intitled Corrigenda in notationibus Psallerii. This last-mentioned leaf i&

not found in the copies bearing the date of 1586, which also want the privilege of Pope
Sixtus V. dated May 9th, 1587, at whose request and under whose auspices it was under-

taken by Cardinal Antonio Carafa, aided by Antonio Agelli, Peter Morus, Fulvio Ursino,

Robert Bellarmin, Cardinal Sirlet and others. The celebrated Codex Vaticanus 1209

was the basis of the Roman or Sixtine edition, as it vi usually termed; but the editors did

not exclusively adhere to that MS., having changed botli the orthography and readings

whenever these appeared to them to be faulty. Such is the opinion of Drs. Hody and

Grabe, Eichhorn, Morus, and other eminent critics ; (hough the late Dr. Holmes has

contended that the text of the Roman edition was printed from one single MS., which

was exclusively followed throughout. The first forty-six chapters of Genesis, together

with some of the Psalms, and the book of Maccabees, being obliterated from the Vatican

manuscript through extreme age, the editors are said to have supplied this deficiency by
compiling those parts of the Septuagint from a Grecian and Vet^etian MS. out of Cardinal

Bessarion's library, and from another which was brought to them from Calabria. So great

was the agreement between the latter and the Codex Vaticanus, that they were supposed

to have been transcribed either the one fiom the other, or both from the same copy. Various

readings are given to each chapter. This edition contains the Greek text only. In 1588,

Flaminio Nobili printed at Rome in folio. Veins Teslameiilum secundum LXX. Laliiie

redditum. This Latin version was not composed by him, but compiled out of the frag-

ments of the antient Latin translations, especially the Old Italic. It is a splendid volume,

and of considerable rarity. The Roman edition was reprinted at Paris in 1628, in three

folio volumes; the New Testament in Greek and Latin forms the third volume. Tiiis

reprint is in great request, not only for the neatness and correctness of its execution, but
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also for the learned notes which accompany it. Some copies are occasionally met with,

dated Parisiis, Piget 1641, which might lead us to suppose that they were distinct editions.

'De Bure however says, that they are but one and the same edition, with a new title-page,

probably printed by the bookseller who had purchased the unsold copies.

7. T'/j< &£taq rj)a^')j(;, TtaXaiac, SijXaSvj xa< vsaij, aicawa. Divinae Scripturae,

nempe Veteris ac Novl Testamenti, Omnia .... Francofurti, apud An-
dreae Wechelii Haeredes, 1597, folio.

This edition is formed after that of Hervagius, the errors of the latter being previously

corrected. It has a collection of various readings, taken from the Complutensian, Ant-
werp, Strasburg, and Roman editions. Morinus charges the editor (who is supposed to

have been Francis Junius or Frederick Sylbergius) with abandoning the Aldine text in

four chapters of the book of Exodus, and in the twenty-fourth chapter of the book of Pi o-

verbs, and substituting the Complutensian text in its stead. It is very neatly printed on
dear types, and is divided into verses.

8. 'H IlaXaja AjavTjKv; v.ocra tcv? E/3Xo;M.'/^oj't«. Vetus Testamentum Grae-

cum, ex versione Septuagintainterpretum. Londini, excudebat Rogerus
Daniel, 1653, 4to.

This edition is frequently mentioned in catalogues as being both in quarto and in octavo.

Masch states that there is but one size, viz. in quarto, though the paper be different. It

professes to follow the Sixtine edition : but this is not the fact ; the editors having altered

and interpolated the text in several places, in order to bring it nearer to the Hebrew text

and the modern versions. The errors of this edition have been retained, 1 . In that printed

at Cambridge in 1653, <Svo. with a learned preface written by Bishop Pearson (whose
initials are at the end); and 2. In the very neat Cambridge edition printed by JField in

1665, in three volumes 8vo. (including the Xiiturgy in Greek and the New Testament.)
Field's edition was counterfeited, page for page, by John Hayes a printer at Cambridge,
"who executed an edition in 1684, to which he put Field's name and the date of 1665. The
fraud however may easily be detected, by comparing the two editions; the typography of

the genuine one by Field being very superior to that of Hayes. The genuine Cambridge
edition was reprinted at Amsterdam, in 168.'5, in 12mo. without the Greek Testament.
The editing of it is commonly, but erroneously, ascribed to Leusden. The omission of

Bishop Pearson's initials at the end of the preface has caused the latter to be attributed to

Leusden. Tiie book is very neatly, but very incorrectly, printed in two columns, divided

into separate verses. The Apocryphal books, which are found in the Cambridge edition,

are altogether omitted.

9. 'H IlaXata Aja2r/)Ki7, jtarsi tod^ E/33ojW>)KoyTa. Vetus Testamentum Grae-

cum, ex versione Septuaginta interpretum, cum libris Apocryphis, juxta
exemplar Vaticanum Romae editum, et Anglicanum Londini excusum,
Lipsa;, 1697, 8vo.

The editors of this impression were M. J. Cluver, and Tho. Klumpf ; though inferior

to the London and Amsterdam editions in beauty of execution, it is very far superior to

them in point of correctness. The prolegomena of John Frickius prefixed to it, contain

a critical notice of preceding editions of the Septuagint Version, which is said to be very

accurate.

10. Vetus Testamentum Grsecum, ex versione LXX Interpretum,

•ex antiquissimo MS. Codice Alexandrino accurate descriptum, et ope
aliorum exemplarium ac priscorum scriptorum, prassertim vero Hexa-
plaris Editionis Origenianae, emendatum atque suppletum, additis saepe

asteriscorum et obelorum signis, summa cura edidit Joannes Ernestus

Grabe, S.T.P. Oxonii, 1707, 1709, 1719, 1720. 4 vols, folio, and 8
vols. 8vo.

This splendid edition exhibits the text of the celebrated Codex Alexandrinus, now de-

posited in the British Museum. Though Dr. Grabe prepared the whole for the press,

yet he only lived to publish the Octateuch, forming tlie first volume of the folio edition,

in 1707, and the fourth, containing the metrical books, in 1709. The second volume,
comprising tlie historical books, was edited by Francis Lee, M. D. a very eminent Greek
scholar, in 1719 ; and the third volume, including the prophetical books, by W. Wigan,
S.T. D., in 1720. This edition gives a fair representation of the Alexandrian Manu-
script where itwas perfect ; but where itwas defective and incorrect, the passages sup-

plied and corrected readings are given, partly from the Codex Vaticanus, and partly from

ihe Con^pluteusian edition, in a smaller character than that employed in the text, tlie£rro-
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neous lections being printed in the margin. The prolegomena of Dr. Grabe contain a
treasure of sacred criticism. Dr. Grabe designed to have added copious notes to this work,,
but was prevented by death from composing them. After tlie folio sheets were struck
off, the pages were divided, and over-run into an octavo form, to prevent the book from
being piratically printed in Germany.

11. 'H UacXccia AiaS'rjzv) Kara Ton? E|3Sp/xy)>to>'Ta. Vetus Testamentum ex
Versione Septuaginta Interpretum secundum Exemplar Vaticanum
Romae editum, accuratissime denuo recognitum ; una cum scholiis ejus-

dem editionis, variis Manuscriptorum Codicum Velerumque Exempla-
lium Lectionibus, necnon fragmentis Versionura Aquilse, Syramachi, et

Theodotionis. Summa cura edidit Lambertus Bos. Franequerae. 1709.
4^0.

An elegant and accurate edition, which is deservedly esteemed. The preface of the
editor, Professor Bos, contains a critical disquisition on the Septuagint Version and its.

utility in sacred criticism, together with an account of the preceding principal editions.

Bos's text was reprinted at Amsterdam in 1725, in two 8vo. vols, under the editorial care
of David Mill. It contains some various readings from some MSS. at Leyden, which
however are of no great critical value.

12. 'H UccXaia, Aia,^v]y.r] Kara, tcvi; 'E.^oy.fjY.ov.rx. VetUS Testamentum eX
Versione Septuaginta Interpretum, olim ad fidem Codicis MS. Alexan-
drini summo studio et incredibili diligentia expressum, emendatum et
suppletum a Joanne Ernesti Grabio, S.T. P. Nunc vero exemplaris
Vatican! aliorumque MSS. Codd. Lectionibus var. nee non criticis

dissertationibus illustratum insigniterque locupletatum, summ&, cura
edidit Joannes Jacobus Breitingerus. Tiguri Helvetiorum. 1730-1-2.
4 vols. 4;to.

This edition is a correct reprint of Dr. Grabe's edition, to which are added, at the foot

of the page, the various readings of the Roman or Vatican edition, and of three manuscripts
belonging to the library of the Academy at Basle. The beauty of its typography and'
paper, and its critical value, concur to render this edition highly valuable ; it is conse-
quently both scarce and dear. Michaelis pronounces, it to be the best edition of the Sep-.

tuagint ever printed, that is, up to his time.

13. 'H YlaKata. Ata^-qyt.'q xaxa tov? E/3So;w-;)vtovTa. Vetus Testamentum Grae-
cum ex Versione Septuaginta Interpretum, una cum Libris Apocryphis,
secundum Exemplar Vaticanum Romae editum et aliquoties recognitum,
quod nunc denuo ad optimas quasque editiones recensuit, et potiores

quasdam Codicis Alexandrini et aliorum lectiones variantes adjecit M.
Christianus Reinegcius. Lipsiae, 1730. 8vo. 1757. 8vo. edit, secunda.

A neat and commodious edition, though the type is rather too small. The apocryphal
books are at the end of the volume.

14". 'H UaXata. AtaSrrjvt-;). Vetus Tcstamentum ex versione Septuaginta,

Interpretum, ad Exemplar Vaticanum Romae editum ex optimis codici-

bus impressum. Accesserunt Libri Apocryphi. Halae, sumptibus Or-
phanotrophei. 1759. 12mo.

An edition of more promise than execution. Masch denounces it as very incorrect, and
says, that instead of being taken from the best codices (as the editor professes), or editions,

it agrees with the London, Cambridge, and Leipsic editions.

15. Vetus Testamentum Graecum, cum variis Lectionibus, edidit Ro-
bertus Holmes, D.D. Decanus Wintoniensis. Tom. I. Oxonii, e Typo-
grapheo Clarendoniano. 1798. folio.

Vetus Testamentum Graecum, cum variis Lectionibus. Editionem a

Roberto Holmes, S.T. P. inchoatam continuavit Jacobus Parsons, S.T.B.

Tom. II.—V. Oxonii, e Typographeo Clarendoniano. 1818-27. folio.

To the university of Oxford belongs the honour of giving to the public this valuable

and splendid edition of the Septuagint Version. In the year 1788, the late Rev. Dr.

Holmes, Dean of Winchester, circulated proposals for collating all the MSS. of that ver-

sion known to be extant. These beins; liberally supported by public and private patrons,
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Dr. H. published annual accounts of his collations, which amounted to sixteen in num-

ber, up to the time of his decease. In 1795 he published, in folio, two Latin epistles to

the' Bishop of Durham, containing specimens of his proposed work ; and in 1798 ap-

peared the first part of vol. i. containing the book of Genesis : part ii. comprising

Exodus and Leviticus, was published in 1801 ; and the books of Numbers and Deute-

ronomy, which complete the first volume, in 1804. The date of 1798, therefore, in the

tit]e-pa<^e of the first volume, is not strictly correct. A general preface to this volume,

in four chapters, discusses the history of the Koivt), or common text of the Septuagint

Version, and its various corrections ; describes the MSS. consulted for this edition

(eleven of which were written in uncial letters, and upwards of one hundred in small

letters) ; and gives an account of the printed editions of the LXX., of the Fathers, and

other Greek writers quoted in the various readings, and of the several antient versions,

viz. the Old Italic or Ante-Hieronymian Latin, the Coptic, Sahidic, Syriac (made

from the Greek text), Arabic, Sclavonic, Armenian, and the Georgian versions, whence

various readings in the Pentateuch have been extracted. Each of the five books of

Moses is furnished with a short preface and an appendix ; and at the end of the

volume are eleven pages of addenda et emendanda. Dr. Holmes also published the

book of Daniel, in 1805, according to the text of Theodotion and the Septuagint, in

the same manner as the Pentateuch, a few months before his death. The text is printed

on a strono- and beautiful type, after the Sixtiiie or Roman edition of 1587; and the

deviations from it, which are observable in the Complutensian and Aldine editions,

and in that of Dr. Grabe, are constantly noted. The various lections arc exhibited

at the foot of the pao-e. On Dr. Holmes's death, in 1805, after a considerable but una-

voidable delay, the publication of this important work was resumed by the Rev. J. Parsons,

A.M. (now B. D.) under whose editorial care the second volume was completed in 1818.

It comprises all the historical books from Joshua to the second book of Chronicles inclu-

sively ; the several fasciculi of which were published in the following order, viz. Joshua in

1810 ;' Judges and Ruth in 1812 ; 1 Kings in 1813 ; and the five remaining books in the

four succeeding years, the whole being printed off in the early part of 1818. The third

and fourth volumes, containing the book of Job to the Prophet Jeremiah, inclusive, were

published between the years 1819-1825 : and the remaining (or fifth) volume, which con-

tains the Apocryphal books, between the years 1825 and 1827. The plan laid down by Dr.

Holmes has been followed by his learned successor, whose continuation is executed in

the same splendid and accurate manner as the Pentateuch. The reader will find a copious

and very interesting critique on \h& Jirst volume of this magnificent undertaking in the

Eclectic Review, \o\. ii. part i. p. 85-90, 214-221, 267-274, 337-348 ; and of the second

volume in the Classical Journal, vol. ix. pp. 475-479, and vol. xix. 367-372.

16. Psalterium Grsecum e Codice MS. Alexandrine, qui Londini in

Bibliotheca Musei Britannici asservatur, Typis ad Similitudinem ipsius

Codicis Scripturse fideliter descriptum, Cura et Lahore Henrici Herveii

Baber, A.m. Musei Britannici Bibliothecarii. Londini, 1812, folio.

This is an exact fac-simile of the book of Psalms, from the Codex Alexandrinus which

has been described in the former part of this volume. Tliere is a chasm of about nine

leaves in the original manuscript, from Psalm xlix. 19. to Psalm Ixxix. 12. The types

are the same as were used for Dr. Woide's fac-simile edition of the New Testament,

noticed in p. 19. supra. The numbers of the Psalms and verses are subjoined at tlie

foot of the page, for convenience of reference. Appropriate marks are introduced, to point

out words which have either become obliterated in course of time, or have been designedly

erased, or which have been re-written by a later hand. At the end of the volume there is

a collation of the various readings of the Alexandrian MS. of the book of Psalms, with the

Roman edition of the Vatican Text of the Septuagint, printed in 1 587. Twelve copies of

this elegant fac-simile were printed on vellum, to match with the same number of copies of

Dr. Woide's edition.

17. Vetus Testamentum Graecum e Codice MS. Alexandrine, qui Lon-

dini in Bibliotheca Musei Britannici asservatur, Typis ad Similitudinem

ipsius Codicis Scripturse fideliter descriptum, CurS, et Lahore Henrici

Herveii Baber, A.M. Londini, 1816-28, 4- vols, folio.

At the close of his preface to the preceding fac-simile edition of the Book of Psalms,

the Rev. H. H. Baber announced his intention of proceeding with the Old Testament, in

a similar manner : but this was an undertaking too vast and too extensive for an unbene-

ficed clergyman. In consequence, therefore, of a memorial by Mr. B., seconded by the

recommendation of several dignitaries of the Anglican church, as well as Professors and

heads of colleges in the two universities, the British Parliament engaged to defray the

expense of completing this noble work. (See the Memorial and other Proceedings in the

Literary Panorama, vol. i. N.S. pp. 405-478.) The three first volumes comprise the
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entire text of the Septuagiiff ; and the fourth volume contains the Notes and tlie Prolego-

mena. The whole is executed in a splendid folio size, and in such a manner as faithfully

to represent every iota of the original manuscript. The better to preserve the identity of

the original, Mr. Baber has introduced a greater variety of type than Dr. Woide could

command for his facsimile edition of the New Testament, togetlier with numerous wood-

cuts. The tail pieces, or rude arabesque ornaments at the end of each book, are also re-

presented by means of fac-similes in wood. The edition is limited to two hundred and

fifty copies, ten of which are on vellum. Tlie execution of the whole of this noble under-

taking is such as reflects the highest credit on the learned editor, and on his printers,

Messrs. R. and A. Taylor.

18. Vetus Testamentum Graecum ex Versione LXX secundum Ex-
emplar Vaticanum Romae editum. Accedunt variae Lectiones e Codice

Alexandrino necnon Introductio J. B. Carpzovii. Oxonii, e Typographeo
Clarendoniano. 1817. 6 vols. 8vo.

An accurate and beautifully-printed edition : there are copies on large paper. The in-

troduction is extracted from the second and third chapters of Carpzov's Critica Sacra, Part

III., wliich treatise is noticed in the subsequent part of this Appendix.

19. Vetus Testainentum ex Versione Septuaginta Interpretum, juxta

Exemplar Vaticanum, ex Editione Holmesii et Lamberti Bos. Londini,

in .^dibus Valpianis. 1819. 8vo.

This elegantly-executed volume is very correctly printed, after the editions of Holmes
and Bos, and (which cannot but recommend it to students in preference to the incorrect

Cambridge and Amsterdam reprints of the Vatican text,) its price is so reasonable as to

place it within the reach of almost every one.

20. 'H riaXaia AjaSijvtT) yiarcx, Tovq E^'bofjt.Yjy.ovTa. Vetus Testamentum ex
Versione LXX Interpretum, juxta Exemplar Vaticanum, ex editione

Holmesii et Lamberti Bos. Glasguas, 1822. 3 tomis 12mo.

This very neatly printed edition is also formed after those of Holmes and Bos : it was

executed at the university press of Glasgow,

21. 'H YlaXxta A(aSr-/)vt'/) itara tovi; E/SSo/x'/jxoi/Ta : seu Vetus Testamentum

Graece, juxta Septuaginta Interpretes ex auctoritate Sixti V. Editionis,

juxta Exemplar originale Vaticanum Romae editum quoad textum ac-

curatissime et ad amussim recusum, cura et studio Leandri von Ess.

Lipsiae, 1824. 8vo.

This edition is stereotyped, and is very neatly executed. There are copies on thick

paper, which are an ornament to any library.

22. Daniel secundum Septuaginta ex Tetraplis Origenis, nunc primum

editus e singulari Codice Chisiano annorum supra loccc. Romae, 1772.

folio.

For a full account of this splendid work, see Bibl. Sussex, vol. ii. part ii., pp. 281-283,

and Masch's Bihliotheca Sacra, Part ii. vol. ii. pp. 320-322. The octavo reprints, at

Gottingen in 1774, and at Utrecht in 1775, are very inferior to the origmal edition.

[ii.] Editions of Origen's Hexapla.

1. Hcxaplorum Origenis quae supersunt. Ex Manuscriptis et ex Libris

editis eruit et Notis ilkistravit D. Bernardus de Montfaucon. Acce-

dunt Opuscula quaedam Origenis anecdota, et ad calcem Lexicon He-

braicum ex veterum interpretationibus concinnatum, itemque Lexicon

Graecum, et alia. Parisiis, 1713. 2 vols, folio.

The best edition, unhappily very rare, of the remains of Origen's Hexapla. The first

volume contains a very valuable preliminary disquisition on the Hebrew Text, and on the

dilFcrent antient Greek Versions ; together with a minute account of Origen"s biblical

labours, and some inedited fragments of Origen, &c. To these succeed the remains of

the Hexapla, from Genesis to the Book of Psalms inclusive. The second volume com-
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prises the rest of the Hexapla to the end of the twelve minor prophets, together with
Greek and Hebrew Lexicons to the Hexapla.

2. Hexaplorum Origenis quae supersunt. Edidit, notisque illustravit

Car. Frider. Bahrdt. Lipsiae et Lubecae, ] 769-70. 2 vols. 8vo.

Professor Bahrdt undertook this edition for those who could not afford to purchase Mont-
faucon's magnificent edition. He has omitted, as unnecessary, the translation of the

fragments, the explanation of particular words occurring in the notes, and some scholia.

He has improved the arrangement of the materials collected by Montfaucon, and has added
some further fragments of Origen's Hexapla, from a Leipsic manuscript. Bahrdt has

also given many additional notes, which however are not distinguished from those of Mont-
faucon. The Hebrew words are given in Greek characters. This edition was severely

criticised by Fischer, in his Prolusiones de Versionibus Grsecis, p. 34. note.

The Fragments of the versions by Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus, collected by
Morin and others, are printed in the editions of the Septuagint Version executed at Rome
in 1587, at Frankfort in 1597, at London in 1653, at Leipsic in 1697, and at Franeker
in 1709.

3. Animadversiones, quibus Fragmenta VersionumGrsecarum V. T. a
Bern. Montefalconio collecta, illustrantur, [et] emendantur. Auctore Jo.

Gottfr. ScHARFENBERG. Specioiina duo Lipsiae, 1776-81. 8vo.

4. Curae Hexaplares in Jobum, e Codice Syriaco-Hexaplari Ambrosio-
Mediolanensi. Scripsit Henricus Middexdorpe. Vratislanse, 1817. 4to.

[iii.] ANOTHER ANTIENT GREEK VERSION.

1. Nova Versio Graeca Pentateuchi, ex unico S. Marci Bibliothecae Co-
dice Veneto. Edidit atque recensuit Chr. Frid. Ammon. Erlangae,

1790-91. 3 vols. 8vo.

2. Nova Versio Graeca Proverbiorum, Ecclesiastis, Cantici Canticorum,

Ruthi, Threnorum, Danielis, et selectorum Pentateuchi Locorum. Ex
unico S. Marci Bibliothecae Codice Veneto nunc primum eruta, et notulis

illustrata a Joanne Baptista Caspare D'Ansse de Villoison. Argento-

rati, 1784.

(3.) Antient Oriental Versions.

[i.] The Syriac Versions.

The Peschito or Old Syriac Version.

1. Biblia Syriaca Veteris et Novi Testamenti. Parisiis, 1645. folio.

(In Le Jay's Polyglott Bible.)

2. Biblia Sacra Veteris et Novi Testamenti. Londini, 1657. folio. (In

Bp. Walton's Polyglott Bible.)

3. Vetus Testamentum Syriace, eos tantum Libros sistens, qui in Ca-
none Hebraico habentur, ordine vero, quoad fieri potuit, apud Syros usi-

tato dispositas. In usum Ecclesiae Syrornm Malabarensium, jussu

Societatis Biblicae recognovit, ad fidem codicum Manuscriptorum emenda-
vit, edidit Samuel Lee, A. M. Linguae Arabicae apud Cantabrigienses

Professor. Londini, 1823. 4to.

This edition was printed under the patronage of the Church Missionary Society, and at

the expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society. Three manuscripts have been col-

lated for this edition, viz. 1. The valuable manuscript brought by the Rev. Dr. Buchanan
from Travancore in the East Indies, collated by Professor Lee ; 2. Another manuscript
belonging to the Rev. Dr. Adam Clarke ; and, 3. A manuscript of the Syriac Pentateuch
found by Mr. Lee in the Library of New College, Oxford. (Report of the Church Mis-
sionary Society for 1817-18, p. 154.)
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^. Novum TestamerTtura, Syriace, cura Albert! Widmanstadii. (Vien-
nae Austriacae, 1555.) 4to.

Tlie first edition of the Syriac New Testament : it is very rare. Dr. Masch has given
a long account of it in his Bibliotheca Sacra, part ii. vol. i. pp. 70-79. There are copies
dated Viennae Austriacae, 1562, 4to.; but they are the same edition with a new title-page.

5. Novum Domini Nostri Jesu Christi Testamentum Syriacum, cum
Versione Latina ; cura et studio Johannis Leusden et Caroli Schaaf.
Ad omnes editiones diligenter recensitum, et variis lectionibus, magno
labore coUectis, adornatum. Secunda editio a mendis repurgata. Lug-
duni Batavorum, 1717. 4to.

The first edition appeared in 1708; but copies are most commonly to be met with,

bearing the date of 1709. Micliaelis pronounces this to be " the very best edition of the

Syriac New Testament. The very excellent Lexicon, which is annexed to it, will ever

retain its value ; being, as far as regards the New Testament, extremely accurate and
complete, and supplying in some measure the place of a concordance." (Introd. to New
Test. vol. ii. part i. p. 17.)

6. Textus Sacrorum Evangeliorum Versionis Simplicis Syriacae, juxta
Editionem Schaafianam, collatus cum duobus ejusdem vetustis Codd. MSS.
in Bibliotheca Bodleiana repositis ; nee non cum Cod. MS. Commentarii
Gregorii Bar-Hebraei ibidem adservato, a Ricardo Jones. Oxonii, e

Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1805. ^to.

This publication is necessary to complete Schaaf 's edition ; it has two fac-similes of the

Syriac MSS. collated by the editor.

7. MiCHAELis ( Joannis Davidis) Curse in Versionem Syriacam Actuum
Apostolicorum ; cum Consectariis Criticis de Indole, Cognationibus, et

usu Versionis Syriacae Novi Fcederis. Gottinga^, 1755. 4to.

8. Novum Testamentum Syriace, denuo recognitum, atque ad fidem
Codicum Manuscriptorum emendatum. Londini, 1816. 4to.

A beautiful edition, executed at the press of iNIr. Richard Watts, for the use of the

Syrian Christians in India, by whom it is stated to have been received with the utmost
gratitude. Tliis edition was corrected for the press, as far as the Acts of the Apostles, by
the late Rev. Dr. Buchanan ; and was completed by the Rev. Samuel Lee, A.M. [now
B. D.] Professor of Arabic in the University of Cambridge. The expense of the edition

was defrayed by the British and Foreign Bible Society. There is an interesting commu-
nication by Prof. Lee concerning this edition, in Dr. Wait's Translation of Hug's Intro-

duction to the New Test. vol. i. pp. 368-370, notes.

The preceding are the principal editions of the Old Syriac Version. For a more
copious account of them and of various other editions, see Bp. Marsh's Translation of

Michaelis's Introduction to the New Testament, vol. ii. part i. pp. 4-18. and part ii.

536-546; also Masch's Bibliotheca Sacra, part ii. vol. i. pp. 71-102.

The Philoxenian Syriac Version.

1. Sacrorum Evangeliorum Versio SyriacaPhiloxeniana, ex Codd. MSS.
Ridleianis in Bibliotheca Collegii Novi Oxon. repositis ; nunc primum
edita, cum Interpretatione Latina et Annotationibus Josephi White. Ox-
onii, e Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1778. 2 tomis 4to.

2. Actuum Apostolorum, et Epistolarum tam Catholicarum quam
Paulinarum, Versio Syriaca Philoxeniana cum Interpretatione

LatinS. et Annotationibus Josephi White. Oxonii, e Typographeo Cla-

rendoniano, 1799. 2 tomis 4to.

[ii.] The Arabic Version.

1. Biblia Arabica Veteris et Novi Testamenti. Parisiis, 1645, folio,

(In Le Jay's Polyglott Bible.)
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2. Biblia Arabica Veteris et Novi Testamenti. Londini, 1657. folio.

(In Bp. Walton's Polyglott Bible.)

3. Biblia Sacra Arabica, Sacrae Congregationis de Propaganda Fide
jussu edita in usum Ecclesiarum Orientalium: additis e Regione Bibliis

Latinis Vulgatis. Romse, 1671. 3 tomis folio.

This edition was published under the inspection of Sergius Risius, the Romish Bishop
of Damascus. It is in Arabic and Latin. " But it is of no use, either to a critic or an
expositor of the New Testament, being altered from the Latin Version." (Michaelis,

vol. ii. part i. p. 93.}

4. The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments in the

Arabic Language. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1811. 4to.

This edition was superintended by the late Arabic Professor, the Rev. J. D. Carlyle.

Twelve copies were printed in large folio for presents : one of these is deposited in the

British Museum.

5. Novum D. N. Jesu Christi Testamentum, Arabice, ex Bibliotheca

Leidensi ; edente Thoma Erpenio. In Typographia ErpenianaLinguarum
Orientalium. [Lugduni Batavorum] Anno 1616. 4to.

Erpenius published this edition of the Arabic New Testament, from a manuscript said

to be written A. D. 1342, in the monastery of Saint John, in the desert of Theba'is : he

has copied his manuscript with singular accuracy, even where there appeared to be gram-
matical errors. Michaelis says that this is the most elegant, faitliful, and genuine edition

of the Arabic version, but is unfortunately very difficult to be procured.

6. Novum Testamentum Arabicum. Londini, 1727- 4to.

This edition, which consisted of ten thousand copies, was printed at the expense of the

Society for promoting Christian Knowledge, for tlie use of the Christians in Asia. Its

basis is the text of the Paris and London Polyglotts : but the editor, Solomon Negri, has

altered it in those passages which vary from the reading of our present Greek text. It is

therefore of no use either in the criticism or interpretation of the New Testament. The
same remark is applicable to

7. Quatuor Evangelia, Arabice, Romae, e Typographia Medicea, Romae,
1591. folio.

" This edition was printed at Rome in 1590 and 1591 in the Medicean printing-house:

1590 stands on the title-page, 1591 in the subscription : to some of the copies is annexed

a Latin translation." (Michaelis.)

This Version appears to have been made from the Greek Text. The Roman edition of

the Four Gospels was reprinted with some corrections in the Paris Polyglott, and again

with very numerous corrections from manuscripts by Bishop Walton in the London Poly-

glott.

For more particular accounts of the preceding and of other editions of the Arabic

Versions of the Old and New Testament, or of detached portions thereof, the reader is

referred to Masch, part ii. vol. i. pp. 110-139. ; Michaelis's Introduction, vol. ii. parti,

pp. 84-94. ; Schnurrer's Bibliotheca Arabica, pp. 389-397. ; and Hug's Introduction by
Dr. Wait, vol. i. pp. 445—454.

[iii.] The Persic Version.

1. Pentateuchi Versio Persica, interprete Jacobo filio Joseph Tavos,
seu Tawsensi, Judseo. Constantinopoli, 1546. folio.

This extremely rare edition, which is printed with Hebrew type, and accompanied with

the Hebrew Text, is reprinted in the fourth volume of the London Polyglott, with Persian

characters, and a Latin translation.

2. Quatuor Evangeliorum Domini nostri Jesu Christi Versio Persica

Syriacam et Arabicam suavissinie reddens : ad verba et mentem Graeci

Textiis fideliter et venuste concinnata Per Abrahamum Whelocum.
Londini, 1657. folio.

3. Evangelia Quatuor Persic^, interprete Simone F. Joseph Taurinensi,

juxta codicem Pocockianum, cum Versione Latina Samuelis Clerici.

Londini, 1657. folio. (In the fifth volume of Bp. Walton's Polyglott

Bible.)
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[iv.] The Egyptian Versions.

Coptic, or Dialect of Loxcer Egypt.

1. Quinque LIbri Moysis Prophetae in Lingua ^Egyptia. Ex MSS.
Vaticano, Parisiensi, et Bodleiano descripsit, ac Latine vertit David
WiLKiNS. Londini, 1731. 4to.

2. Psalterium Coptico-Arabicum. Romae, 1744. 4to.

3. Psalterium Alexandrinum Coptico-Arabicum. Romae, 1749, 4to.

Both these editions of the Coptic Psalter were printed, at the expense of the Congregation

de Propaganda Fide at Rome, for the benefit of tiie Coptic Christians in Egypt. The
Arabic version is placed by the side of the Coptic text,

4. Novum Testamentum iEgyptium, vulgo Copticum, ex MSS. Bod-
leianis descripsit, cum Vaticanis et Parisiensibus contulit, et in Latinum
Sermonem convertit David Wilkins. Oxonii, e Theatro Sheldoniano,

1716, 4to.

SaJiidic or Dialect of Upper Egypt.

5. Appendix ad Editionem Novi Testamenti Graeci e Codice Alexan-
drine descripti a G. C. Woide : in qua continentur Fragmenta Novi
Testament!, juxta Interpretationem Dialecti Superioris ^-Egypti, quae

Thebaica vel Sahidica appellatur, e Codd. Oxoniens. maxima ex parte

desumpta : cum Dissertatione de Versione -^gyptiaca, quibus subjicitur

Codicis Vaticani CoUatio. Oxonii. e Typographeo Clarendoniano. 1799.
folio.

This work, which contains llie completest collection of fragments of the Saliidic Version,

was prepared for the press by Dr. Woide, and published after Iiis death by the Rev. Dr.

Ford.

6. Friderici Munter Commentatio de Indole Versionis Novi Testa-

menti Sahidicae. Accedunt Fragmenta Epistolarum Paulli ad Timotheum,
ex Membianis Sahidicis Musei Borgiani, Velitris. Hafnioe, 1789, 4to.

Basfupj'ico-Coptic Dialect.

7. Fragmentum Evangelii S. Joannis Graeco-Coptico-Thebaicum, ex
Museo Borgiano, Latine versum et Notis illustratum ab Augustino An-
tonio Georgio. Romae, 1789. 4to.

Tliere is an interesting account of this publication in tlie Analytical Review, vol. xvi,

pp. 418—421.

8. Fragmenta Basmurico-Coptica Veteris et Novi Testamenti, quae in

Museo Borgiano Velitris asservantur, cum reliquis Versionibus iEgyptiis

contulit, Latine vertit, nee non criticis et philologicis adnotationibus

illustravit, W. F. Engelbreth. Hafniae, 1816, 4to.

This publication contains fragments of tlic first and fifth chapters of the Prophecies of

Isaiah, of the fourth chapter of St. John's Gospel, of St. Paul's first Epistle to the Corin-

thians, the Epistles to the Ephesians and to Philemon, the first Epistle to the Tliessalonians,

and of the Epistle to the Hebrews, in the Basmuric, Thebaic, and Memphitic Dialects,

with a literal Latin version. The corresponding Greek Text is placed at the foot of the

page. Notes are subjoined pointing out the various readings, with critical remarks.

[v.] Ethiopic Version.

No entire Ethiopic Bible has been printed. Masch (Bibl. Sacr. partii.

vol.i. pp. 145— 155.) has given an account of the various portions of the
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Old and New Testament which have appeared. Of these the following

are most worthy of notice.

1. Psalmi et Canticorum ^thiopice. Studio Johannis Potken.
Romae, 1513. 4to.

The first portion of the Etliiopic Scriptures ever printed. It is very rare : it Wds fe-

printed at Cologne in 1518, in folio.

2. Psalterium ^thiopice. Londini, 1657. folio.

In the third volume of Bp. Walton's Polyglott Bible : the text is taken from Potketi's

two editions, with various readings, and notes by Dr. Edmund Castell.

3. Testamentum Novum ; cum Epistola Pauli ad Hebraeos Quae
omnia Fr. Petrus ^^^thiops, auxilio piorum, sedente Paulo III. Pont.

Max. et Claudio illius regni imperatore, imprimi curavit anno salutis 1548.
[Romae] 4to.

This edition, which is of extreme rarity, is divided into two volumes and four separate

parts, viz. 1. The Gospels, the translation of which is much superior to that of the Epistles,

where the translator appears to have been unequal to the task. (The Epistle to the

Hebrews is placed after the Gospels, because it was the only one of St. Paul's Epistles

which they had received when they put to press the Gospels, Apocalypse, the Catholic

Epistles, and the Acts) ;—2. The Acts of the Apostles; — 3. The fourteen Epistles of

Saint Paul ; — 4. The seven Catholic Epistles ;— The Apocalypse is added as an Appen-
dix. The MS. of the Acts being very imperfect, its chasms were supplied from the

Vulgate. The Roman edition was reprinted in the London Polyglott : and a Latin

translation of the Ethiopic version was published by Professor Bode at Brunswick, in

1752-1755, in 2 vols. 4to. (Michaelis, vol. ii. pp. 95-98. 610-614. Masch, partii. vol. i.

pp. 152, 153.)

[vi.] The Armenian Versiok.

Biblia, Armenice. Venetiis. 1805, 4to.

The first edition of the Armenian Bible was printed at Amsterdam in 1666, 4to., and
was not very cordially received by the Armenian Christians, in consequence of its editor

Uscan, Archbishop of Erivan, having altered it conformably to the Romish Vulgate Latin

version. The second Edition, which was printed at Constantinople in 1705, also in 4to.,

is much more valuable : it was collated for Dr. Holmes's Edition of the Septuagint,

Separate editions of the Armenian New Testament were printed at Amsterdam in 1668
and 1698, and another at Venice in 1789, which was superintended by Dr. Zohrab, a

learned Armenian divine, who had collated a few manuscripts for it, and who accompanied
it with some short notes. In this impression, which was reprinted verbatim in 1816, the

editor marked 1 John v. 7. with an asterisk.

In 1805, the same learned editor published at Venice, at the expense of the college of

the monks of St. Lazarus, his critical edition of the entire Armenian Bible, for which he

made use of sixty-nine manuscripts, viz. eight of the entire Bible, fifteen of the Psalms,

thirty-two of the Gospels, and fourteen of the Epistles and Acts of the Apostles. He took,

for the basis of this edition, that manuscript of the whole Bible, which appeared to be the

most antient and accurate : such errors as were discovered he corrected by means of other

copies ; and in the margin he inserted the various readings, together with the number of

manuscripts by which they were supported, and a few critical explanations, when neces-

sary. In this edition, Dr. Zohrab has expunged 1 John v. 7., it being unsupported by
any of the manuscripts which he had collated. (Masch, partii. vol. i. pp. 173-180.

Cellerier, Introduction au Nouv. Test. pp. 185,186.) In 1825, Dr. Z. published a neat

edition of the New Testament in antient and modern Armenian, in one volume Svo. The
modern version is said to be very exact and literal.

(4.) Antient JVestern Versions.

[i.] The Latin Versions.

Ante-Hieronymian VersioiiSy or those made before the time of Jerome.

1. Vetvs Testamentvm secvndvm LXX Latine redditvm, et ex avtori-

tate Sixti V. Pont. Max. editvm. Additvs est Index Dictionvm et Lo-
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quutionum Hebraicartim, Graecarum, Latinarum, quarum observatio visa

est non inutilis futura. Romae, in iEdibvs Popvli llomani, 1588. folio.

This edition was designed as a companion to tiie celebrated edition of the Septua^int,
printed at Rome in 1586, and described in p. 35 of this Appendix. The editor, Flaminio
Nobili, witli the assistance of Antonio Agelli, collected with infinite labour all the fra"'-

ments of the Ante-Hieronymian versions, which he found cited in the works of the antient
Latin Fathers: the deficient passages he translated de novo into Latin, a circumstance
which diminishes the value of his work. (Masch, partii. vol. iii. pp. 6, 7.) This volume
is extremely rare: a copy of it is in the Library of the British Museum.

2. Bibliorum Sacrorum Latinae Versiones Antiquae, seu Vetus Italica,

et ceterae quaecunque in Codicibus MSS. et Antiquorum Libris reperiri

potuerunt : quae cum Vulgata Latina et cum Textu Graeco comparantur.
Accedunt Praefationes, Observationes, ac Notae, Indexque novus ad Vul-
gatam e regione editam, idemque locupletissimus. Opera et studio D.
Petri Sabatier. Remis, l743-4'9. 3 tomis folio.

The first two volumes contain the Old Testament, and the apocryphal books. There
are three versions of the Psalms, viz. the Old Italic Version, that of Jerome, and the
modern Vulgate Version. The New Testament forms the third volume. The Greek-
Latin MSS. consulted by Sabatier having chasms, he has supplied them from the modern
Latin Vulgate, and has sometimes added in the notes quotations from the Latin Fathers.
For a full description of this magnificent work, see Masch, partii. vol. iii, pp. 9, 10.

3. Evangeliarium Quadruplex Latinae Versionis Antiquae, seu Veteris
Italicae, editum ex Codicibus Manuscriptis, aureis, argenteis, purpureis,
aliisque plusquam millenariae antiquitatis : k Josepbo Blanching. Romae,
1749. 2 tomis folio.

A splendid edition of the four Gospels, taken from five manuscripts of the old Italic

version, viz. the codices Vercellensis, Veronensis, Corbeiensis, Brixianus, and Forojuli-
ensis. But Michaelis has reduced these to four, as the last-cited MS. contains only the
corrected version of Jerome, and therefore ought not to have been printed with the others.

(Introd. to New Test. vol. ii. p. 109.)

For bibliographical details of this edition, as well as of other portions of the Ante-Hiero-
nymian versions, the reader is referred to Masch, part ii. vol. iii. pp. 16-19.

3. Fragmenta Versionis Antiquae Latinae Ante-Hieronymianae Prophe-
tarum Jeremiae, Ezechielis, Danielis, et Hoseae, e Codice Rescripto
Bibliothecae Wirceburgensis. Edidit Dr. Fridericus Munter. Hafniae,

1821, 8vo. (In the Miscellanea Hafniensia Theologici et Philologici

Argumenti, torn. ii. fascic. i. pp. 81-148.)

The Codex Rescriptus, whence these fragments of an Ante-Hieronymian version have
been transcribed, was discovered by Dr. Feder, in the library of the university of Wurtz-
burg ; who copied nearly all that is legible, comprising portions of the prophecies of
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, and Hosea. Dr. Feder having allowed Dr. Frederick MUnter,
Bishop of Seeland, to make use of his labours, that learned prelate has here printed
the fragments in question. They differ materially from tlie fragments occurring in Saba-
tier's splendid publication above noticed. Bp. Miinter refers the date of the original

writing to the sixth or seventh century.

TJie Version of Jerome.

S. Eusebii Hieronymi Stridonensis Presbyteri Divina Bibliotheca ante

hac inedita ; complectens Translationes Latinas Veteris et Novi Testa-

menti, tum ex Hebraeis turn Graecis fontibus derivatas, innumera quoque
scholia marginalia antiquissimi Hebraei cujusdam scriptoris anonymi,

Hebraeas voces pressius exprimentis Studio et Lahore Monacho-
rum ordinis S. Benedicti e congregatione S. Mauri. Parisiis, 1693, folio.

(The first volume of the Benedictine edition of Jerome's works.)

For an account of Jerome's biblical labours, see Part I. Chap. II. Sect. IV. of the

present Volume. This edition is printed from six manuscripts. Editions of other por-

tions of Jerome's translation are described by Masch, partii. vol. iii. pp. 21-23.
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The Lati)i Vulgate Version.

The printed editions of the Latin Vulgate are so very numerous, that

two or three of the most important, or most accessible, can only be here

noticed. A particular description of all the editions is given by Masch,

part ii. vol. iii. pp. 58-372 ; and of the principal editions, by Brunet,

Manuel du Libraire, torn. i. art. Biblia. Two hundred and seventeen Latin

Bibles, principally of the Vulgate version, (many of which are of extreme

rarity,) are described in the Bibl. Sussex, vol. i. part ii. pp. 288—510.

\. Biblia Sacra Vulgatae Editionis, tribus tomis distincta. Romae, ex

Typographia Apostolica Vaticana, folio.

After the prucedmg title, we read the following on an engraved title-page ;

" Biblia Sacrae Vulgatae Editionis ad Concilii Tridentini praescriptum

emendata et a Sixto V. P. M. recognita et approbata. Romae, ex Typo-
graphia Apostolica Vaticana, M. D. XC."

Notwithstanding the great pains bestowed upon this edition, which by a bull was autho-

ritatively declared to be the standard of all future impressions, its extreme incorrectness

excited general discontent. At first, it was attempted to remedy the evil by printing the

requisite corrections on small slips of i>aper, which were to be pasted over the incorrect

passao-es : but Gregory XIV., who succeeded Sixtus V. in the pontificate, found it more

convenient to suppress the remaining copies of this edition, which has therefore become of

extreme rai-ity. (Renouard, Annales de I'lmprimerie des Aides, torn. ii. pp. 164-166.)

2. Biblia Sacrae Vulgatae Editionis Sixti V. Pontificis Max. jussu re-

cognita et edita. Romae, ex Typographia Apostolica Vaticana. 1592,

folio.

This edition was printed under the auspices of Clement VIII., the successor of

Sixtus v., whose constitution declares it to be the only authentic edition; it is the basis

of all subsequent editions, printed for the members of tlie Romish church. For an ac-

count of the fatal variances between these two revisions, see Part I. Chap. II. Sect. IV, §1,2.

of the present Volume. A third edition was printed in 1593, in 4to. They are both very

rare. Copies of them, as well as of the Sixtine edition, are in the British Museum.

3. Bibliorum Sacrorum Vulgate Versionis Editio. Jussu Christianissimi

Regis ad Institutionem Serenissimi Delphini. Parisiis, excudebat Fr.

Amb Didot, 1785, 2 tomis 4<to.

A chef-d'oeuvre of typography : only two hundred and fifty copies were printed with the

words " ad Institutionem Serenissimi Delphini" in the title-page. These bear a higher

price than the other quarto copies which were dedicated to the clergy of France. Peignot

states, that hvo copies of this edition were printed on vellum. There are copies of the same

edition in eight volumes, 8vo,, with a dedication to the Galilean clergy, by the printer,

F. A. Didot.

4. Biblia Sacra Vulgatae Editionis Sixti Quinti Pont. Max. jussu recog-

nita atque edita Romae ex Typographia Apostolica Vaticana MDXCIII.
Editio nova, auctoritate summi pontificis Leonis XIL excusa. Franco-

furti a. M. [ad Mcenum], 1826. Royal 8vo.

A beautiful and correct edition, which sells for U. \s. It contains all the prefatory and

other preliminary matter of the Roman edition ; and, besides the ordinary divisions of

chapters and verses, it also has the old subdivisions of A. B. C, &c., introduced by Car-

dinal Hugo, of which an account is given in the former part of the present Volume.

The Latin Vulgate is found in all the Polyglott editions of the Bible; and various other

editions may be met with, the price of which varies from twelve shillings to three or four

guineas and upwards, according to their rarity and condition.

5. Codex Quatuor Evangeliorum Latinus Rehdigerianus, Matthaeus et

Marcus, cum Textu Graeco et Editione Vulgata coUatus a Joh. Ephr.

ScHEiBEL. Vratislaviae, 1763, 4to.

The manuscript, the text of which is here published, is preserved in the library belong-

ing to the church of St. Elizabeth at Breslau.
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[ii.] Gothic Version.

1. Sacrorum Evangeliorum Versio Gothica ex Codice Argenteo emen-
data atque suppleta, cum Interpretatione Latina et Annotationibus Erici
Benzelii non ita pridem Arcliiepiscopi Upsaliensis. Edidit, Observa-
tiones suas adjecit, et Grammaticam Gothicain praemisit Edwardus Lye.
Oxonii, e Typographeo Clarendoniano. 1750, 4to.

The best edition of the Gothic version of the four Gospels. The first appeared at Dor-
drecht, under the superintendence of Francis Junius, in 1665', 4to, wliicii has the Anglo-
Saxon version annexed. For the second edition we are indebted to George Stiernhelm,
at Stockholm, in 1671, who has added tlie Swedish, Icelandic, and Latin Vulgate versions
to the translation of Ulphilas. This third edition was prepared for the press by the learned
Eric Benzel, archbishop of Upsal (who made a new copy from the original manuscript)

;

and was published after his decease by Mr. Lye, at Oxford, in 1760, in small folio. It is

executed in Gothic letters ; the errors of the preteuiiig editions are corrected ; and many
of the various lections, with which the Gothic version furnishes the Greek Testament, are
remarked in the notes.

2. Ulphilae Versio Gothica nonnullorutn Capitum Epistolae Pauli ad
Romanos, e Cod. Biblioth. Guelpherbytanae, cum Commentariis Fran-
cisci Antonii Knittel. [1762.] ito.

The fragment of the Gothic version, printed in this publication, has been reprinted, in

the following article, and also in the appendix to the second volume of Mr. Lye's Saxon
and Gothic Latin Dictionary.

3. Fragmenta Versionis Ulphilanae, continentia Particulas aliquot Epis-
tola; Pauli ad Romanos, ex Codice Rescripto Bibliothecae Guelpherby-
tanae eruta, et a Francisco Antonio Knittel edita, cum aliquot annotationibus
typis reddita a Johanne Ihre. Accedunt duae Dissertationes ad Philolo-
giam Moeso-Gothicam spectantes. Upsaliae, 1763, 4<to.

4. Johannis ab Ihre Scripta Versionem Ulphilanara et Linguam Moeso-
Gothicam illustrantia, ab ipso doctissimo auctore emendata, novisque ac-
cessionibus aucta, jam vero ob praestantiam ac raritatem collecta, et una
cum aliis scriptis similis argument! edita, ab Antonio Friderico Busching.
Berolini, 1773, 4to.

This volume, which is not of very frequent occurrence, contains Ihre's learned Disqui-
sition, intitled Ulphilas Illustratus; various fragments of Ulphilas's version ; five disserta-

tions illustrative of them ; a specimen of a Glossarium Ulphilanum, with prefaces prefixed

to it. In an appendix, the editor has subjoined dissertations on Ulphilas, by Heupelius
(with remarks on HeupeliUs by Oelrichsj, Esberg, and Soedermann ; specimens of critical

observations on the old Gothic translation of the Gospels, by John Gordon, a learned
Scottish advocate ; and a dissertation by Wachter, on the language of the Codex Ar-
genteus.

5. Ulfilas Gothische Bibel-ubersetzung, die alteste Germanische Ur-
kunde, nach Ihre'ns Text : mit einer grammatisch-wortlichen Lateinis-

chen Uebersetzung, und einem Glossar, ausgearbeitet von Fried rich

Karl FuLDA ; das Glossar umgearbeitet von W. F. H. Reinwald ; und den
Text nach Ihre'ns genauer abschrift dcr siibernen Handschrift in Upsal,

sorgfaltig berichtigt, samt einer historisch-kritischen Einleitung, versehen
und herausgegeben von Johann Christian Zahn. Weissenfels, 1805, 4to.

A learned preface by J. C. Zahn, in the German language, contains a history of the

Gothic version and of the various preceding editions of its fragments. To this succeed the

fragments themselves, in the Roman character. The text of them is given from a very
beautiful and exact copy, wliich the celebrated scholar Hire had procured to be made under
his own inspection, and witli the design of printing if. The editor has placed Ihre's

Latin translation by the side of the text ; and has also added an interlineary Latin version,

critical notes placed at the foot of each page, and an historical introduction. These are

followed by a Grammar of the Gothic language by F. K. Fulda, and by a Gothic Glos-
sary compiled by W. F. H. Reinwald. " The text is carefully given ; the grammatical

' There are copies dated in 1684 ; but they are said by Masch to be the same edition
with a new title-page. Partii. vol, iii. p. 706.
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and critical remarks added in the margin below, are short, directly applied to the point,

and well conceived ; and the whole of the rich apparatus of the book is valuable."—(Hug's
Introd. to the New Test, by Dr. Wait, vol. i. pp. 487, 488.) A copy of this curious and

valuable work is in the library of the British Museum.

6. The Gothic Gospel of Saint Matthew, from the Codex Argenteus of

the fourth century ; with the corresponding English or Saxon, from the

Durham Book of the eighth Century, in Roman Characters; a literal

English Lesson of each : and Notes, Illustrations, and Etymological Dis-

quisitions on Organic Principles. By Samuel Henshall, M. A. Lon-
don, 1807, 8vo.

7. Ulphilae Partlum Ineditarum, in Ambrosianis Palimpsestis ab Angelo

Maio repertarum, Specimen, conjunctis curis ejusdem Mali et Caroli

Octavii Castillionaei editum. Mediolani, 1819, 4to.

This work is illustrated by two plates ; the first containing fac-similes of the Codices

Rescripti discovered in the Ambrosian Lil)rary, (of which some account has already been

given,) and the other containing a fac-simile specimen of a Greek mathematical treatise, in

which the names of Archimedes and Apollonius are mentioned, and wliich signer Mai
discovered under some Lombard Latin writing of great antiquity.

[iii.] The Sclavonic Version.

Wiwlia, sinetz Knigi, wetchago i nowago sawieta pojasiku slowensku.

—

The Bible, that is to say, the Books of the Old and New Testament in the

Sclavonic language. Ostrog, 1581, folio.

Tills is the editio princeps of the entire Sclavonic Bible : an interesting account ofvarious

previous editions of detached portions of the Old and New Testament, as well as of the

pains bestowed in order to render this impression correct, will be found in Dr. Henderson's

Biblical Researches, pp. 78-82. Clement, (Biblioth. Curieuse, torn. iii. pp. 441-444.)

has given a minute description of it ; to which Dr. Diiidin acknowledges himself indebted

for part of his account of Earl Spencer's copy. (Bibliotheca Spenceriana, vol. i. pp. 90-

93.) But Dr. Henderson, from his residence in Russia, and his critical acquaintance

with the Sclavonic language, has been enabled to add much important information (which

does not admit of abridgment) relative to this and to subsequent editions of the Sclavonic

version, which was utterly unknown to those bibliographers. See his Biblical Researches,

pp. 83-86. 92-103.

[iv.] The Anglo-Saxon Versions.

1. Heptateuchus, Liber Job, et Evangelium Nicodemi, Anglo-Saxonice.
Historiae Judith Fragmentum, Dano-Saxonice. Edidit nunc primum ex
MSS. Codicibus Edwardus Thwaites. Oxoniae, 1699, 8vo.

The Anglo-Saxon version of the Heptateuch, that is, of the five books of Moses and the

books of Joshua and Judges, was made towards the close of the tenth century by ^Ifric,

archbishop of Canterbury ; and was published by Mr. Thwaites from an unique manu-
script preserved in the Bodleian library. The book of Job, also translated by j^ilfric, was
printed from a transcript of a MS. in the Cottonian Library (now in the British Museum)

;

and the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, from Junius's copy of the original manuscript

in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. The Danish-Saxon version of the

book of Judith (a fragment of which is given in the publication now under notice) was
made during the time when England groaned under the yoke of the Danish kings. A
few notes on iElfric's preface, and some various readings collected from an Anglo. Saxon
fragment of the book of Exodus, and the pseudo-gospel of Nicodemus, close this curious

and rare volume.

2. Psalterium Davidis Latino-Saxonicum Vetus, a Johanne Spelmanno,
D. Henrici fil. editum e vetustissimo exemplar! MS. in Bibliotheca ipsius

Henrici, et cum tribus aliis non multo minus vetustis collatum. Londini,

1640, 4to.

3. The Gospels of the fower Euangelistes translated in the olde Saxons
tyme out of Latin into the vulgare toung of the Saxons, newly collected
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out of auncient Monumentes of the sayd Saxons, and now published for

testimonie of the same. London, printed by John Daye. 1571, 4to.

The Anglo-Saxon text is divided into chapters, and is accompanied by the Englisli ver-
sion then in use, in a parallel column, divided into cliapters and verses " which," it is

stated in a prefatory note, " was observed for the better understanding of the reader."
The editor of this now rare volume was Matthew Parker ; it has a preface, written by the
celebrated martyrologist, John Foxe, by whom it is dedicated to Queen Elizabeth.

Two other editions of the Anglo-Saxon gospels have been printed, viz. by William
Lisle, in 4to., London, 1658 ; and by Tliomas Marshall, in 4to., Dordrecht, 1665, with
the Mfflso- Gothic version. Of the last edition there are copies, with Amsterdam, 1684,
in the title ; but these are the same edition with a new title-page.

vi. Modern Vei^sions of the Old and Nexv Testaments,

(1.) General Observations on the Circulation of the Scriptures.

I. Scarcity and high prices of the Scriptures.— II. Rude attempts to convey
an idea of their contents to the j^oor and illiterate.— Account of the

BiBLiA Pauperum.— III. Number and classification of the Translations

of the Bible into Modem Languages.

I. jLN the early ages of Christianity, however anxious its professors

must have been to become possessed of the sacred volume, — and how-
ever widely it was read in their assemblies for divine worship, — still the
publication of a version was not what it now is,— the emission of thou-
sands of copies into the world. It consisted, in a great measure, in trans-

lators permitting their manuscripts to be transcribed by others ; and so
long as the tedious process of copying was the only one which could be
resorted to, exemplars of the sacred writings must have been multiplied
very slowly. Before the inventions of paper and printing, manuscripts
were the only books in use, and bore such excessively high prices,

especially those which were voluminous, that few besides the most opulent
could afford to purchase them' : even monasteries of some consideration
had frequently only a missal. So long as the Roman empire subsisted in

Europe, the reading of the Scriptures in Latin universally prevailed : but,
in consequence of the irruptions of the barbarous nations, and the erection
of new monarchies upon the ruins of the Roman power, the Latin lan-

guage became so altered and corrupted, as no longer to be intelligible

by the multitude, and at length it fell into disuse, except among the
ecclesiastics.

In the eighth and ninth centuries, when the Vulgate Latin version had
ceased to be generally understood, there is no reason to suspect any in-

tention in the Church of Rome to deprive the laity of the Scriptures.
" Translations were freely made, although the acts of the saints were
generally deemed more instructive. Louis the Debonair is said to have
caused a German version of the New Testament to be made. Otfrid, in

the same " (that is, the ninth) " century, rendered the Gospels, or rather
abridged them,-,into German Verse : this work is still extant, and is, in

several respects, an object of curiosity. In the eleventh or twelfth cen-
tury, we find translations of the Psalms, Job, Kings, and the Maccabees,
into French. But, after the diffusion of heretical principles, it became
expedient to secure the orthodox faith from lawless interpretation.

1 Concerning tlie rarity and high prices of books, during the dark ages, the reader will

find several autlientic anecdotes in the first volume of an ' Introduction to the Study of
Bibliography,' (pp. 345-349), by the author of this work.
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Accordingly the council of Thoulouse, in 1229, prohibited the laity from

possessing the Scriptures ; and this prohibition was frequently repeated

upon subsequent occasions." '

II. Although the invention of paper, in the close of the thirteenth or

early in the fourteenth century, rendered the transcription of books less

expensive, yet their cost necessarily placed them out of the reach of the

middling and lower classes, who (it is well known) were immersed in the

deepest ignorance. Means, however, were subsequently devised, in order

to convey a rude idea of the leading facts of Scripture, by means of the

Block Books or Books of Images, as they are termed by Bibliographers,

of which the following notice may not be unacceptable to the reader.

The manufacturers of playing cards, which were first invented- and

painted in the fourteenth century, had in the following century begun to

engrave on wood the images of the saints, to which they afterwards added
some verses or sentences analogous to the subject. As the art of en-

graving on wood proceeded, its professors at length composed historical

subjects, chiefly (if not entirely) taken from the Scriptures, with a text

or explanation engraved on the same blocks. These form the Books of
Imaores or Block Books just mentioned : they were printed from wooden
blocks ; one side of the leaf only is impressed, and the corresponding

text is placed below, beside, or proceeding out of, the mouth of the figures

introduced.

Of all the Xtjlographic works, that is, such as are printed from wooden
blocks, the Biblia Pauperum is perhaps the rarest, as well as the most

antient ; it is a manual, or kind of catechism of the Bible, for the use of

young persons, and of the common people, whence it derives its name,

—

Biblia Pauperum,— the Bible of the Poor; who were thus enabled to

acquire, at a comparatively low price, an imperfect knowledge of some
of the events recorded in the Scriptures. Being much in use, the few

copies of it which are at present to be found in the libraries of the curious,

are for the most part either mutilated or in bad condition. The extreme

rarity of this book, and the circumstances under which it was produced,

concur to impart a high degree of interest to it.

The Biblia Pauperum consists of forty plates, with extracts and sen-

tences analogous to the figures and images represented therein ; the whole

are engraven on wood, on one side of the leaves of paper; so that, when
folded, they are placed opposite to each other. Thus, as the white sides

of the leaves may be cemented together, the total number is reduced to

twenty, because the first and last page remain blank. Copies, however,

are sometimes found, the leaves of wliich not having been cemented on

their blank side, are forty in number, like the plates. Each plate or page

contains four busts, two at the top, and two at the bottom, together with

three historical subjects : the two upper busts represent the prophets or

other persons whose names are always written beneath them ; the two

lower busts are anonymous. The middle of the plates, which are all

marked by letters of the alphabet in the centre of the upper compart-

ment^, is occupied by three historical pictures, one of which is taken

from the New Testament ; this is the ti/pe or principal subject, and occu-

pies the centre of the page between the two antitypes or other subjects

1 Hallam's View of Europe during the Middle Ages, vol. ii. p. 53G. 4to. edition.

2 They appear to have been first invented in 1390 by Jacquemin Gringonnour, a painter

at Paris, for the amusement of Charles VI. king of I'rance, who Iiad fallen into a con-

firmed melancholy, bordering on insanity. Rees's Cyclopaedia, vol. vi. article Cards.

3 These letters, Dr. Dibdin thinks, are the origin of the signatures which are used to

denote the order of the sheets in printed books. Bib. Spenc. vol. i. p. xxvi.
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wTilch allude to it. Tlfe inscriptions which occur at the top and bottom

©f the page, consist of texts of Scripture and Leonine verses.

Thus in the fortieth plate, of which our engraving is a copy ', the two

busts of David and Isaiah arc placed in the middle of the upper part of

the page, between two passages of the Bible. The^r^^ of these, on the

left of those prophets, is partly taken from the Song of Solomon (chap. v.

7, 8.) and runs thus ; Legitur in Cantico Canticarum quarto capifCt quod
•(or quo) sponsus alloquitur sponsam, el earn sumendo dixit ; " Tata puldira

et arnica men, et macula nan est in te. Veiii, arnica mea ; veni, coronabere"

Sponsus verus isle est Christus ; qui, in assumcndo earn sponsam, quce est

<inime sine macula omnis peccati, et introducit earn in requiem eternam, et

icoronal cum corona immortalitalis .^

The second passage, which is on the right of David and Isaiah, is taken

from the Book of Revelation, and runs thus :
" Legitur in Apocalypsi xxi°^

capite, quod angelus Dei apprehendit Jhoannem Evangelisiatn, cum esset in

^pirifu, et volens sibi osteudere archana Dei dixit ad eum ; " Veni, et osten-

dam, tibi sponsam, uxorem agni," Angelus loquitur ad ontnes in generali,

iit veniant ad auscultandum in spiritu agnum innocentem Christum, animam
innocentem coronantcmfi

Beneath the bust of David, which is indicated by his name, is a scroll

|)roceeding from his hand inscribed Tanquam sponsus dominus procedens

ile thalamo suo. [See Psal. xix. 5. Vulgate Version.]

Beneath Isaiah is ysaye vi, with a label proceeding from his hand in-

scribed Tanquam sponsus decoravit me corona. [See Isa. Ixi. 10. Vulgate

Version.]

The letter , fe . between these two labels denotes the order of the plate

or page, as the cuts in this work follow each other according to two sets

of alphabets, each of which extends from a to b only: wiien the first

series is completed, a second is begun, the letters of which are distin-

guished by two points a + b » c <Src.

In the central compartment, between the busts above described, is the

type or principal subject; it represents the rev/ards of the righteous in

•the eternal world, and the Redeemer is introduced as bestowing the crown
of life on one of the elect spirits. The antitype on the left is the daughter
of Sion, crowned by her spouse with the following Leonine verse,

Laus ale vere: sposu bn sest here^

that is,

Laus anime vere sponsum bene sensit habere.

The antitype on the right is an angel, speaking to St. John, with this

verse beneath

;

Spos"^ amat spusam X^ nimis et sjoeciosam;

that is,

Sponsus amat sponsam Christus nimis et speciosam.

From the left hand figure of the bust at the bottom of the plate proceeds

this label : corona ttia ccidigata [circumligata] siet [sit] ct calciame [cal-
ciaraenta] i peb'^ [in pedibus], with a reference to Ezekiel, ch. xxiv. The
twenty-third verse of that chapter [Vulgate Version] is most probably
the passage intended.

1 Made from the last plate or page of the exemplar, which was the late Mr. Willett'is.

See the engraving facing the title-page.

2 The above sentences are printed without the contractions, wliich are so numerous and
so complex, as to be with difficulty understood by any who are not conversant in antient
records and early-printed books,

^ See preceding note.
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From the figure on the right (which seems to have been designed for

the prophet Hosea, as the other figure maj' mean the prophet Ezekie)),

proceeds the label Sponsaho te mihi in sempiternum., &c. with a reference

to Hosea v. The passage alluded to will be found in Hos. ii. 19. which
runs thus:

—

Sponsaho te mihi in sempiternum, et sponsaho le mihi in jits-

titia, et in misericordia et in miserationihus. [Vulgate Version.]

The last line in our fac-simile of the Biblia Pauperura may be thus

read

:

V^ tuc gaudet aie sibi, qu bonu daf ome.

that is,

Versus. Tunc gaudent animce sibi quum bonum datur onine.

Bibliographers are by no means agreed concerning the age ' which they

assign to the curious volum.e above described. Mr. Dibdin 2, it is appre-

hended, dates it too low, in fixing it to the year 14'50: and though tlie

cuts are not designed in so heavy and Gothic a style as Baron Heinecken
ascribes to them, yet the execution of them on the wood-blocks is con-

fessedly very coarse, as our specimen (which is an exact fac-simile) will

abundantly prove. The form of the letters also is too Gothic, and too

void of proportion, to bear so late a date : indeed, if they be compared
with the letters exhibited in some of the fac-similes in the Bibliotheea

Spenceriana (which are supposed to have been executed between 1420
and 14'30), the similarity of coarseness in the shape of the letters will

render it probable that the Biblia Pauperum is nearly of equal antiquity.

In fact, it is this very coarseness of the letters (as Heinecken has remarked)

which has caused the edition above described to be preferred to every

other of the Biblia Pauperum. ^

' Baron Heinecken, who has exainuied several copies of this work witli minute atten-

tion, has discovered five different editions of the Biblia Pauperum ; the fifth is easily-

known, as it has fifty plates. In executing the other four editions, the engravers, he ob-

serves, have worked with such exactness, that there is very little difference between any of

them, so that it is impossible to determine which is the first. The attentive bibliographer,

however, will discover several variations. These are pointed out by Heinecken, who has

described the subjects of the different plates or leaves with much minuteness. As his inte-

resting work is in the liand of every bibliographer and amateur, it will be sufficient to refer

to his Idee d'une Collection d'Estampes, pp. £93-333 ; from which Santander has

abridged his neat account, Diet, du xv. Siecle, vol. ii. pp. 207-210. Lambinet (Re-
cherches sur I'lmprimerie, pp. 61—72;) and Daunou (Analyse des Opinions sur I'Ori-

gine de rimprimcrie, pp.7-15.) have short but interesting notices, relative to this and
the other Books of Images, which will repay the trouble of perusal to those who have not

the dear volume of Heinecken, or the elaborate work of Santander.

- Bibliotheea Spenceriana, vol. 1. p. xxvi.

3 The rarity of the Biblia Pauperum has caused the few copies of it, which are known
to be extant, to be sold for the most exorbitant prices. These indeed have varied accord-

ino- to the condition and difference of the several editions. The copy which Heinecken

describes as the first (and which is noticed above, cost at the sale of M. de Boze, in 1753,

1000 livres, (45Z. 15.?.) ; at the sale of M. Gaignat in 17G9, 830 livres, (3G/. 6s.) ; at the

sale of M. Paris in 1791, 51/. ; and that of Mr. Willet, in 1813, two hundred and forty-

five o-uineas ! The edition, described by Heinecken as the second, produced at M. Ver-

dussen's sale, in 1776, 250 florins of exchange, (about 241.) ; at that of M. la Valliere,

in 1783, 780 livres, (34/. 2s. Cd.) ; and at that of M. Crevenna, in 1789, 946 livres,

(41/. 7s. 9(1.) Copies of the Biblia Pauperum are in his Majesty's library (formerly

Gaignat's copy) ; in that of Earl Spencer ; the Bodleian and Corpus Christi Libraries, at

Oxford ; Bennet College Library, Cambridge : in the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, (it

is very imperfect) ; in the Royal Library at Paris (formerly Valliere's copy ; it is imper-

fect) ; and in the Public Library at Basle. For an account of the Specuhim Huinanee

Sulvalionis and the other curious Books of Images, see the author's Introduction to Biblio-

graphy, vol. ii. Appendix, pp. v^xiv. ; and Baron Heinecken's Idte Gi^n^rale d'une

Collection complete d'Estampes. Leipsic, 1771. 8vo.
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ni. The discovery of the art of printing in the fifteenth century, and
the establishment of the ghviious Reformation throughout Europe in the

following century, fiicilitated the circulation of the Scriptures. Wherc-
ever its pure doctrines penetrated, the nations that embraced it, adopting

its grand principle— that the Bible contains the Religion of Protestants,

were naturally desirous of obtaining the sacred volume in their respective

languages. And even in those countries into which the Reformed Doc-
trines were but partially introduced, it was found necessary to yield so

far to the spirit of the times, as to admit, in a limited degree, vernacular

translations among the people. ' Since the Reformation, wherever learned

and pious missionaries have carried the Christian Faith, the Scriptures

have been translated into the languages of its professors.

The total number of dialects, spoken in any part of the world, is com-
puted to be about five hundred ; and of these somewhat more than one
hundred appear to constitute languages generically distinct, or exhibiting

more diversity than resemblance to each other. Into upwards of one
hundred and fifty of these various dialects the sacred Scriptures have
been translated, either wholly or in part ; and not less than sixty of them
are versions in the languages and dialects of Asia- It is obvious that very
few modern versions can be of service in the criticism or interpretation

of the Bible ; but as the author has been censured for omitting them in

the first edition of this work, he has endeavoured to supply that deficiency,

and to procure the best information possible, on a topic so interesting to

every sincere professor of Christianity.

The modern versions of the Scriptures are twofold, viz. in the Latin
language, and in the vernacular language of all the countries in which
Christianity has been propagated : and both are made cither by persoiTS

in communion with the Church of Rome or by Protestants.

(2.) Modern Latin Versions of the Old and New Testaments,

£i.] Latin Versions of the entire Bible, or of the Old Testament^

Versions made hy Romanists

.

Of the modern Latin versions of the Old Testament, made by indivi-

duals in communion with the Church of Rome, those of Pagninus, Mon-
tanus, Malvenda, Cajetan, and Houbigant, are particularly worthy of
notice. ^

1. Pagninus, — Veteris ac Novi Testamenti nova translatio, per
Sanct. Pagninum edita. LiUgduni, 1528, in large 4to.

Sanctes Pagninus, a Dominican monk, was tlie first modern oriental scholar wlio

attempted to make a new translation of the Scriptures from tlie original languages. Hav-
iffg, in the course of his studies, been led to conceive that the Vulgate Latin Version of

Jerome (of which an account lias been given in the former part of this volume) was greatly

corrupted, he undertook to form a new translation of the Old Testament from the Hebrew,
fo'Jowing Jerome only where he thought that his version -corresponded to the original.

Under the patronage of the Popes Leo X., Hadrian VL, and dement VI., he devoted

twenty-five years to this great work ; which was first published at Lyons in 152S. The
Jews who read it attested its fidelity. The great fault of Pagninus is, that he has ad-
hered too closely and servilely to the original text ; and this scrupulous attachment has

made his translation obscure, barbarous, and full of solecisms. He has also altered the

' Historical Sketch of the Translation and Circulation of tlie Scriptures, by the Rev-
IMessrs. Thomson and Orme, (Perfli, 1815, 8vo.) p. 44,

- The materials of this section arc derived from Masch's and Bocrner's Edition of L
Long's Bibliotheca Sacra, vol. ii. W'alcliii Bibliothcca Theologica Selecta, vol. iv-

pp. 64-76. Carpzovii Crilica Sacra Veteris Testunieiiti, pp. 707-757. Simon's Hist-

Ciitique du Vieux Testament, livre ii. ch xxii.
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commonly-received names of men and cities, and has substituted others in their pfaCE>

which are pronounced according to the pronunciation of the Masorvtes.- Though thi»

translator's labours were very severely criticised by Father Simon,- yet he acknowledges his-

great abilities and learning : and all the latter commentators and critics concur in justly

commending his work, as being remarkably exact and faithful, and admirably adapted to

explain the literal sense of the Hebrew text. Pagninus afterwards translated tbe New
Testament from the Greek, which he dedicated to his patron. Pope Clement VII. It was
printed with the former at Lyons, in 1528. In 1557, Robert Stephens printed a new
edition of his translation in two volumes folio, with corrections ; but it contains only the

Old Testament of Pagninus's version. The New Testament is given in the Latin version

of Beza, which is noticed in p. 56. infra.

2. MoNTANUs.— Biblia Latina Pagnini, k Benedicto Aria Montano
recognita. Antverpiae, 158i. folio.

The translation of Pagninus was revised by Benedict Arias Montanus, who has erro-

neously been considered as a new translator of the Bible in the Latin language. His
chief aim was, to translate the Hebrew words by the same number of Latin ones; so that

he has accommodated his whole translation to the most scrupidous rules of grammar, with-

out any regard to the elegance of Ills Latinity. Montanus's edition, therefore, may be

considered rather as a grammatical commentary, than a true version, and as being adapted

to instruct young beginners in the Hebrew, than to be read separately : being printed

interlinearily, with tlie Latin word placed exactly over the Hebrew, it saves the student

the trouble of frequently referring to his Lexicon, In the New Testament, Montanus

changed only a few words in the Vulgate version, where he found it to differ from the

Greek. This revision has been very frequently printed in various sizes : it is also found

in the Antwerp, Paris, and London Polyglotts.

3. Malvenda.— Tliomse Malvendte Commentarii in Scripturam

Sacram, una cum nova ex Hebraeo translatione, variisque lectionibus.

Lugduni, 1650. 5 tomis folio.

The translation of Thomas Malvenda, a Spanish Dominican, being more grammatical

and barbarous than that of Montanus, is but little esteemed, and has fallen into oblivion.

4. Cajetan.— Librorum Veteris Testamenti, scilicet Pentateuchi,

Josuse, Judicum, Regum, Paralipomenon, Esdrae, Nehemiae, Job, Psalm-

orum, Proverbiorum Salomonis, et priorum trium capitum Esaia;, Versio

nova Latina ex Hebreeo a Thoma de Vio, Cardinale Cajetano, ope

duorum Linguam Hebrseam scientiura (alterius Hebrsei Magistri illius

lino-uce, alterius Christiani) instituta juxta methodum quam ipse tradidit in

praefatione commentariorum in Psalmos. Lugduni, 1639. 5 vols, folio.

The version which bears the name of Cardinal Cajetan, strictly speaking, is not his

production; having been made by two persons (one a Jew, the other a Christian), botli of

whom were well skilled in the original language of the sacred volume. Cajetan carefully

avoided those barbarous expressions which he must have used if his version had been

grammatically literal.

5. Houbigant. — Biblia Veteris Testamenti Latine, ex Versione Ca-

roli Francisci Houbigant. Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1753. 4 tomis folio.

The Latin version of tbe Old Testament, printed by Father Houbigant in his critical

edition of the Hebrew Bible (noticed in p. 6. supra), is not framed according to the

present Hebrew text, but according to the text, as he thought it should be corrected by

manuscripts, antient versions, and critical conjectures. The Latin Text of Houbigant's

version was also printed at Paris in 1753, in 8 vols. 8vo. TIjis version is much admired

for its elegance and energy.

Versions made hy Protestants.

Since the Reformation, several Latin versions of tlie Old Testament

have been made from the original Hebrew by learned Protestants. The
most esteemed are those of Munster, Leo Juda, Castalio, Junius and Tre-

mellius, Schmidt, Dathe, Schott and Winzer.

1. Munster.— Biblia Latina, ex Versione Sebastiani Munsteri.

Basileoe, 1534; 1516. folio.
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In the year 1534, Sebastian Munster printed at Basle a new translation of the Old
Testament from the original Hebrew, with the Hebrew Text: and in 1546 he published

a second edition, with the addition of some notes, which Father Simon thinks useful for

understanding the style of the sacred writings. Without rigidly adhering to the gram-
matical signification of the words, like Pagninus and Montanus, he has given a more free

and intelligible version : but by not deviating from the sense of the Hebrew text, he has

retained some of its peculiar idioms. He has also availed himself of the commentaries of

the best of tlie rabbinical writers. Though Simon freely censures particular parts of

Munster's version, he decidedly prefers it to those of Pagninus and Montanus : and Huet
gives him the character of a translator well versed in the Hebrew language, wliose style is

very exact, and conformable to the original.

2. Leo Juda. — Biblia Sacro-Sancta Testament! Veteris et Novl, e

sacra Hebraeorum lingua Gra^corumque fontibus, consultis simul ortho-

doxis interpretibus religiosissime, translatain sermonem Latinum. Tiguri,

1543, folio; ISii, 8vo., and various subsequent editions.

Tlie translation which bears the name of Leo Juda was commenced by him, but being

prevented by death from finishing the work, he left it to be completed by Theodore Bibli-

ander, professor of divinity at Zurich. • With the assistance of Conrad Pellican, who was
professor of Hebrew in the same place, Bibliander translated the rest of the Old Testa-

ment from the Hebrew ; the New Testament was undertaken by Peter Cholin and Ro-
dolph Gualter, two learned Protestants, at that time resident at Zurich. This version

was first printed 1543, and was reprinted by Robert Stephens at Paris, in 1545, with the

addition of the Vulgate version, in two columns, and with short notes or scholia, but with-

out specifying the translator's name. Though it was condemned by the divines at Paris, it

was favourably received by tliose of Salamanca, who reprinted it with some trifling alter-

ations. It is acknowledged to be very faithful ; and its style is more elegant than that of

Munster ; but the translators are said, in some instances, to have receded too far from the

literal sense.

3. Castalio.— Biblia J^atina, Interprete Sebastiano Castalione-
Basilesc, 1.573, folio ; Lipsiae, 1738. 4 tomis 12mo.

The Latin V'ersion of Sebastian Chatillon, or Castalio (as he is generally called) was
begun at Geneva, in 1542, and finislied at Basle in 1550, where it was printed in the fol-

lowing year, with a dedication to Edward VI. king of England. His design was, to

render the Old and New Testaments in elegant Latin like that of the antient classic

authors; but his style has been severely censured by some critics, as buing too much af-

fected, and destitute of that noble simplicity, grandeur, and energy, which eharacterise the

sacred originals. Professor Dathe, however, has vindicated this learned Protestant from
these charges. Castalio's version has been frequently reprinted : the best edition of it is

said to be that printed at Leipsic, in 1738, in 4 vols. 12nio. , but the folio edition, printed

in 1573, is in most request, not only on account of its beauty, but also because it contains

the author's last corrections, together with a very complete table of matters.

4. Junius and Tremellius,— Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra: sive

Libri Canonici prisca^ Judaeorum Ecclesiae a Deo traditi, Latini recens
ex Hebrajo facti brevibusque scholiis illustrati ab Immanuele Tremellio.
Accesserunt Libri, qui vulgo dicuntur Apocryphi, Latine redditi et notis

quibusdam aucti a Francisco Junio. Quibus etiam adjunximus Novi Tes-
tamenti Libros ex Sermone Syro ab eodem Tremellio, et ex Graeco a
Theodoro Beza in Latinum versos, notisque itidem illustratos. Secunda
curS, Francisci Junii. Genevae, 1590. 4to.

The version of Francis Junius and Immanuel Tremellius was first published at Frank-
fort on the Main, in four tomes folio, in the years 1575-76-79 : it was subsequently cor-
rected by Junius, and it has since been repeatedly printed. By the Protestant churches
it was received with great approbation ; and to this day it is held in great esteem for its

simplicity, perspicuity, and fidelity. Father Simon criticised it with great severity ; but
our learned countryman, Matthew Poole, in the preface to his Si/nopsis Crilicorum Sacro-
rum, reckons it among the best versions : and the ecclesiastical historian, Dupin, com
mends it for its close adherence to the Hebrew. Junius and Treinellius have been very
particular in expressing the article by demonstrative pronouns,

6. Schmidt. — Biblia Sacra, sive Testamentum Vetus et Novum ex
Unguis originalibus in Linguam Latinam translatum, additis Capitum Sum-
mariis et Partitionibus, a Sebastiano Schmidio. Argcntorati, 1696, 4to.
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Sebastian Schmidt was professor of oriental languages at Strasburgh. Of his version,

which was published after the author's decease, there have been several editions. It is

strictly literal ; and is chiefly useful to students in the Hebrew language.

6. Dathe.— Libri Veteris Testamenti, ex recensione Textus Ilebraei

et Versionum Antiquarum, Latine versi, Notis philologicis et criticis illus-

tratl a Joanne Augusto Dathio. Halae, 1773-89. 6 vols. 8vo.

The version of John Augustus Datlie, who was professor of oriental literature at Leipsic,

is deservedly in high repute for its general fidelity and elegance, both in this country and

on the continent. Prof. Dathe "never pulilished any part, until he had repeatedly explained

it in his public lectures, and convinced himself that no difficulty remained, but such as

could not be removed. I., this manner was his translation produced, which may be con-

sidered as a perpetual commentary," (Aikin's Biographical Dictionary, vol. x. Supple-

ment, p. 306.)

7. ScHOTT and Winzeu.— Libri Sacri Antiqui Foederis ex Sermone
Hebra30 in Latinum translati ; notatione brevi praecipuae Lectionum et In-

terpretationum diversitatis addita. Auctoribus D. Henrico Augusto
SciiOTT et Julio Friederico Winzer. Volumen primum. Altonas et

Lipsise, 1816. 8vo.

This volume comprises the Pentateuch only ; the first three books were translated by

M. Schott, and the two last by M. Winzer ; but the whole work has been so carefully re-

vised, that it appears to be the production of only one person. It professes to be very

close.

[ii.] Latin Versions of the New Testament.

1. Erasmus.— Novi Testamenti ^Editio postrema, per Desiderium

Erasmum, lloterodamum. Basileac, 1.53.5. 8vo.

The celebrated Erasmus has the honour of being the first translator of the New Testa-

ment into the Latin language from the original Greek, His object was, to give a faithful

and clear version, in wiiich it is admitted that he succeeded as far as it was possible at that

time. In this version he followed not only tlie printed copies ; but also four Greek manu-
scripts ; according to the example of Jerome, he varied but little from tlie Vulgate. The
first edition of his translation appeared with his Greek Testament in 1516, and was dedi-

cated to Pope Leo X., by whom it was highly commended in a letter of thanks which he

wrote to Erasmus. The pontiff's praises, however, did not prevent his labours from being

censured with great severity by certain writers belonging to the Romisli communion,
against whom Erasmus defended himself with great spirit. His version has been fre-

quently printed and corrected, both by himself and by his editors.

2. Beza.— Novum D. N. Jesu Christi Testamentum. Latine jam olim

a Veteri Interprete, nunc denuo k Tbeodoro Beza versum, cum ejusdem
annotationibus, in quibus ratio interpretationis redditur. Oliva lloberti

Stepbani [Genevse] 1.556. folio.

This version has been repeatedly printed. On account of its fidelity, it has always been

highly esteemed by Protestants of every denomination. Bishop Walton, indeed, was of

opinion, that he was justly charged with departing unnecessarily from the common read-

ings, without the authority of manuscripts ; but a careful examination of Beza's transla-

tion will shew that that distinguished prelate was in this instance mistaken. i

3. Chr. Guil. Thalemanni Versio Latina Evangeliorum Matthaei,

Marci, Lucae, et Johannis, itemque Actuum Apostolorum, edita a C.C. Titt-

manno. Berolini, 1781, 8vo. Tbe remaining books of tbe New Testament

were translated by M, laspis, and intitled,

Versio Latina Epistolarum Novi Testamenti, perpetua annotatione

illustrata a Godofredo Sigismundo Iaspis. Lipsiae, Vol. L 1793, Vol. II.

1797, 8vo. Editio nova, Lipsiae, 1821. 2 tomis 8vo.

4. Sacri Novi Testamenti Libri omnes, veteri Latinitate donati ab Hen-
rico Godofredo Reichardo. Lipsiae, 1799, Svo.

5. Sebastiani. — Novum Testamentum, ob frequcntes omnium In-

terpretatioiium Ilallucinationes, nunc demum ex Codice Alexandrine,
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Table II.

Versions in the Languages of Modem Asia,— continued.

Translation.
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adhibitis etiam complurlbus raanuscriptis variantlbusque Lectionibus

editis, summa fide ac curii Latine redditum. Omnibus Sacris Aiictoribus

Graecis, Sacris Criticis, Glossariis, et Instructioribus per totam Graiciam
Ecclesiasticis Viris dih'gentissime consultis. InterpreteLeopoldo Sebas-
TiANi Romano. Londini, 1817. royal 8vo.

M. Sebastian! is advantageously known to scholars as the editor of Lycophron (Romae,
1803, 4to.) His version is made from the Alexandrian Manuscript, with which tlie trans-

lator states that he collated several manuscripts and collections of various readings, avail,

ing himself also of every critical aid he could procure, and ])articularly of the writings of
the Greek fathers, and the assistance of the most learned of the modern Greek clergy. To
obtain the latter, M. Sebastiani expressly travelled through the whole of Greece. In all

doctrinal points, this version is made conformable to the tenets inculcated b>/ tlie church of
Home,

(3.) Versions iii the Languages of Modem Europe.

[i.] Versions in the Languages spoken in the British Isles.

English Protestant Versions, '

Altbough it is impossible, at this distance of time, to ascertain when or

by whom Christianity was first planted in this island, as well as the earliest

time when the Scriptures were translated into the language of its inhabit-

ants, yet we know that, for many hundred years, they were favoured with
the possession of part, at least, of the sacred volume in their vernacular
tongue. Of the Anglo-Saxon versions an account has already been given :

to which we may now add, that a Saxon translation of the Pentateuch,
of Joshua, part of the books of Kings, Esther, and of the apocryphal
book of Judith, and the Maccabees, is attributed to Elfric or Elfred, who
was archbishop of Canterbury, ad. 995.

A chasm of several centuries ensued, during which the Scriptures ap-
pear to have been buried in oblivion, the general reading of them being
prohibited by the papal see. The Jirst English translation of the Bible
known to be extant, was executed by an unknown individual, and is

placed by Archbishop Usher to the year 1290: of this there are three
manuscript copies preserved, in the Bodleian library, and in the libraries

of Christ Church and Queen's Colleges at Oxford. Towards the close of
the following century, John de Trevisa, vicar of Berkeley in the county
of Gloucester, at the desire of his patron, Lord Berkeley, is said to have
translated the Old and New Testaments into the English tongue. But
as no part of this work appears ever to have been printed, the translation

ascribed to him is supposed to have been confined to a ^ew texts, which
are scattered in some parts of his works (several copies of which are

known to exist in manuscript), or which were painted on the walls of his

patron's chapel at Berkeley Castle. It is by no means improbable, that,

before the invention of printing, recourse was had to the painting of the

principal events in the sacred history, on the windows of churches, in

order to convey some knowledge of Scripture flicts to the illiterate.

Among the finest specimens of this pictorial instruction, we may men-

' Our account of English translations is drawn from Lewis's History of the transla-

tions of the Bibie, prefixed to his edition of Wicklifle's New Testament, folio, 1731 •

Johnson's Historical Account of the several English translations of the Bible, orin-inally

published in 1730, in 8vo. and reprinted in tlie third volume of Bishop Watson's Collec-
tion of Theological Tracts; Archbishop Newcome's View of the English Biblical Trans-
lations, Dublin, 1792, 8vo. ; Mr. Whittaker's learned and elaborate Inquiry into the
Interpretation of Hebrew Scriptures, pp. 38-1 14 ; and Mr. Walter's Letter to the Bishop
of reterborough, on the Independence of the authorised Version of the Bible,
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tlon the beautifully-executed windows of King's College Chapel, Cam-
bridge. '

1. Wickliffe's Version.

The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, translated

out of the Latin Vulgat by John Wiclif, S. T. P. about 1378. To
which is praefixt a History of the Translations of the H. Bible and N.
Testament, &c. into English, both in MS. and print, and of the most re-

markable Editions of them since the Invention of Printing. By John
Lewis, M. A. London, 1731. folio. 1810. 4to.2

Nearly contemporary with John de Trevisa was the celebrated John Wiclif, or
Wickliffe, who, about the year 1380, translated the entire Bible from the Latin
Vulgate into the English language as then spoken, not being sufficiently acquainted
with the Hebrew and Greek languages to translate from the originals. Before
the invention of printing, transcripts were obtained with difficulty, and copies were
so rare, that, according to the registry of William Alnewick, bishop of Norwich, in

1429, the price of one of WicklifFe's Testaments was not less than four marks and
forty pence, or two pounds sixteen shillings and eight-pence, a sum equivalent to

more than forty pounds at present. This translation of the Bible, we are informed,

was so offensive to those who were for taking away the key of knowledge and
means of better information, that a bill was brought into the House of Lords, 13
Rich. II. A. D. 1390, for the purpose of suppressing it. On which the Duke of
Lancaster, the king's uncle, is reported to have spoken to this effect :

" We will not

be the dregs of all : seeing other nations have the law of God, which is the law of
our faith, written in their own language." At the same time he declared in a very
solemn manner, " That he would maintain our having this law in our own tongue
against those, whoever they should be, who first brought in the bill." The duke
was seconded by others, who said, " That if the Gospel, by its being translated into

English, was the occasion of running into error, they might know that there were
more heretics to be found among the Latins than among the people of anj^ other

language. For that the Decretals reckoned no fewer than sixty-six Latin heretics;

and so the Gospel must not be read in Latin, which yet the opposers of its English

translation allowed." Through the Duke of Lancaster's influence the bill was re-

jected ; and this success gave encouragement to some of Wickliffe's followers to

publish another and more correct translation of the Bible. But in the year 1408,
in a convocation held at Oxford by Archbishop Arundel, it was decreed by a con-

stitution, '•' Tliat no one should thereafter translate any text of Holy Scripture in

English, by way of a book, or little book or tract ; and that no book of this kind
should be read, that was composed lately in the time of John Wickliffe, or since

his death." This constitution led the way to great persecution, and many persons

were punished severely, and some even with death, for reading the Scriptures in

English. (Lewis's History, pp. 7— 18.)

No part of Wickliffe's version of the Scriptures was printed, until Mr. Lewis
pubhshed the New Testament in folio, in the year 1731. In 1739, his history of

translations was printed by itself in an octavo volume. Wiclif 's translation of the
New Testament was handsomely re-edited in quarto, in 1810, by the Rev. Henry
Hervey Briber, M. A. one of the Librarians of the British Museum; who prefixed

a valuable memoir of the life, opinions, and writings of Dr. Wiclif, and also an
Historical Account of the Saxon and English Versions of the Scriptures, previous to

the opening of the fifth century.

2. Tindal's Version.

In England, as in other parts of Europe, the spread of the pure doctrines of the

reformation was accompanied with new translations into the vernacular language.

' Tlicre is a peculiar correspondence between the paintings of the same window, in the

upper and lower divisions : for instance, in the upper division is painted a piece of his-

tory taken from the Old Testament; and in the lower division, is painted some circum-
stance selected from tlie New Testament, corresponding to that above it from the Old.

2 The titles of this and the following Englisli Versions are given from tlie copies pre-

served in tlie library of the British Museum, with the exception of Ilollybushe's New
Testament, in p. 62, and the Anglo-Genevese Bible, in p. OG.
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For the first printed ' English translation of the Scriptures we are indebted to

William Tindal, who, having formed the design of translating the New Testament

from the original Greek into English, (an undertaking for which he was fully

qualified,) removed to Antwerp in Flanders for this purpose. Here, with the

assistance of the learned John Fry, or Fryth, who was burnt on a charge of heresy

in Smithfield, in 1552, and a friar, called William Roye, who suffered death on the

same account in Portugal, he finished it, and in the year 1526 it was printed either

at Antwerp or Hamburg, without a name, in a middle-sized 8vo. volume, and with-

out either calendar, references in the margin, or table at the end.- Tindal annexed
a pistil at the close of it, in which he " desyred them that were learned to amende
if ought were found amysse." Le Long calls this " The New Testament translated

into English, from the German version of Luther;" but for this degrading appel-

lation he seems to have no other authority besides a story related by one Coch-
laeus^, an enemy of the Reformation, with a view of depreciating Tindal's

translation. Many copies of this translation found their way into England; and
to prevent their dispersion among the people, and the more effectually to enforce

the prohibition published in all the dioceses against reading them, Tonstal, bishop

of London, purchased all the remaining copies of this edition, and all which he
could collect from private hands, and committed them to the flames at St. Paul's

cross. The first impression of Tindal's translation being thus disposed of, several

other numerous editions were published in Holland, before the year 1530, in which
Tindal seems to have had no interest, but which found a ready sale, and those

which were imported into England were ordered to be burned. On one of these

occasions. Sir Thomas More, who was then chancellor, and who concurred with

the bishop in the execution of this measure, inquired of a person, who stood ac-

cused of heresy, and to whom he promisetl indemnity, on consideration of an
explicit and satisfactory answer, how Tindal subsisted abroad, and who were the

persons in London that abetted and supported him : to which inquiry the heretical

convert replied, " It was the Bishop of London who maintained him, by sending a

sum of money to buy up the impression of his Testament." The chancellor smiled,

admitted the truth of the declaration, and suffered the accused person to escape
The people formed a very unfavourable opinion of those who ordered the word of

God to be burned, and concluded, that there must be an obvious repugnance be-

tween the New Testament and the doctrines of those who treated it with this

indignity. Those who were suspected of importing and concealing any of these

books, were adjudged by Sir T. More to ride with their faces to the tails of their

horses, with papers on their heads, and the New Testaments, and other books

which they had dispersed, hung about their cloaks, and at the standard in Cheap-»

side to throw them into a fire prepared for that purpose, and to be fined at the

king's pleasure.

When Tonstal's purchase served only to benefit Tindal, and those who were'

employed in printing and selling successive editions of his Testament, and other

measures for restraining their dispersion seemed to have little or no effect, the pen
of the witty, eloquent, and learned Sir Thomas More was employed against the

translator; and the bishop granted him a licence, or faculty, dated March 7, 1527y

to have and to read the several books which Tindal and others published; and at

his desire Sir Thomas composed a dialogue, written with much humour, and de-

signed to expose Tindal's translation, which was published in 1529. In this

dialogue, he alleges, among other charges, that Tindal had mistranslated three

words of great importance, viz. the words priests, church, and charity; calling the

first seniors, the second congregation, and the third love. He also charges him
with changing commonly the term grace into favour, confession into knowledge,

penance into repentance, and a contrite heart into a troubled heart. The Bishop

of London had, indeed, in a sermon, declared, that he had found in it no less than

2000 errors, or mistranslations; and Sir Thomas More discovered (as he affirmed)

about 1000 texts by tale, falsely translated. In 1530, a royal proclamation was

' Though Wickliffe's translation is prior in point of time, no part of it was printed

before the year 1731.
' Specimens of Tindal's translation of the New Testament, as well as of the other early

Englisli translations of the Old and New Testament, are given (together witli concise bib-

liographical descriptions) in the appendix to the Rev. Dr. Cotton's " List of Editions of

the Bible, and of parts thereof," &c pp. 85-140.
3 In Actis Martini Lutheri ad an. 1526", p. 132.
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issued, by the advice of the prelates and clerks, and of the universities, fof totalfy

suppressing the translation of the scripture, corrupted by William Tindal. The
proclamation set forth, that it was not necessary to have the Scriptures in the English

tongue, and in the hands of the common people; that the distribution of them, as

to allowino- or denying it, depended on the discretion of their superiors; and that,

considering the malignity of the time, an English translation of the Bible would

rather occasion the continuance, or increase of errors, than any benefit to their

souls. However, the proclamation announced the king's intention, if the present

translation were abandoned, at a proper season, to provide that the Holy Scriptures

should be by great, learned, and catholic persons, translated into the Enghsh tongue,

if it should then seem convenient. In the mean time, Tindal was busily employed

in translating from the Hebrew into the English the five books of Moses, in which

he was assisted by Miles Coverdale. But his papers being lost by shipwreck in his

voyage to Hamburgh, where he designed to print it, a delay occurred, and it was-

not put to press till the year 1550. It is a small 8vo. printed at different presses-,

and with different types. In the preface he complained, that there was not so

much as one i in his New Testament, if it wanted a tittle over its head, but it had

been noted and numbered to the ignorant people for a heresy, who were made to

believe, that there were many thousand heresies in it, and that it was so faulty as

to be incapable of amendment or correction. In this year he published an answer

to Sir Thomas More's dialogue, containing his reasons for the changes which he

had introduced into his translation. The three former editions of Tindal's English

New Testament being all sold off, the Dutch booksellers printed a fourth in this

year, in a smaller volume and letter. In 1531, Tindal published an English version

of the prophet Jonah, with a prologue, full of invective against the church of Rome,

In 15.34, was published a fourth Dutch edition, or the fifth in all, of Tindal's New
Testament, in 12mo. In this same year, Tindal printed his own edition of the New
Testament in English, which he had diligently revised and corrected ; to which is

prefixed a prologue; and at the end are the pistils of the Old Testament, closing

with the following advertisement, " Imprinted at Antwerp, by Marten Emperour,

anno m. d. xxxiv." Another edition was published this year, in 16mo. and printed

in a German letter. Upon his return to Antwerp, in 1534, Iving Henry VIII. and

his council contrived means to have him seized and imprisoned. After a confine-

ment of about a year and a half lie was condemned to death by the emperor's

decree in an assembly at Augsburgh; and in 15.56, he was strangled at Vilvorde (or

Villetbrt) near Brussels, the place of his imprisonment, after which his body was

reduced to ashes. He expired, praying repeatedly and earnestly, " Lord, open the

KinT of England's eyes." Several editions of his Testament were printed in the

year of his death. " His papers seem to have remained in the hands of his friends;

at least so much of them as contained translations of the Old Testament from

Joshua to Chronicles inclusive, with prefaces to several different books of Scrip-

tures." Some writers on the History of English Bibles (by whose authority the

author was misled in preceding editions) have asserted that Tindal had little or no

skill in the Hebrew language, and therefore probably translated the Old Testament

from the Latin : but Mr. Walter has proved, by a copious and elaborate collation

of particular instances, that this able and pious martyr for the word of God was

fully competent to translate, and did actually execute his translation, directly from

the Hebrew original, and not from the German Version of Luther. (Letter to Bp.

Marsh, pp. 4,5-52. 75-90.) Few first translations, says the late Dr. Geddes, will be

found preferable to Tindal's. It is astonishing, says this writer, how little obsolete

the lan^uao-e of it is, even at this day; and in point of perspicuity, and noble

simplicity, propriety of idiom, and purity of style, no English version has yet sur-

passed it. (Prospectus for a new translation of the Bible, p. 88.)

3. Coverdale's Bible.

BIblia. The Bible, that is, the holy Scripture of the Olde and New
Testament faithfLilly and truly translated out of the Douche and Latyn

in to Englishe. jm.d.xxxv. folio.

This first English translation of the entire Bible was made from the Latin and

German, and dedicated to king Henry VIII. by Myles Coveudale, who was greatly

esteemed for his piety, knowledge of the Scriptures, and diligent preaching; on

account of which qualities King Edward VI. subsequently advanced him to the see
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of Exeter. In his dedication and preface, he observes to this purpose, that, as to
the present transhition, it was neither his labour nor his desire to liave this work
piit into his hand ; but " when others were moved by the Holy Ghost to undertake
the cost of it," he was the more bold to engage in the execution of it. Agreeably
therefore, to desire, he set forth this " special " translation, not in contempt of otiicr
men's translation, or by way of reproving them, but humbly and faithfully following
his interpreters, and that under correction. Of these, he said, he used five different
ones, who had translated the Scriptures not only into Latin, but also into Dutch.
He further declared, that he had neitlier wrested nor altered so much as one word
for the maintenance of any manner of sect, but had with a cleai* conscience purely
and faithfully translated out of the foregoing interpreters, having only before his
eyes the manifest truth of the Scriptures. But because such different translations,
he saw, were apt to offend weak minds, he added that there came more understand-
ing and knowledge of the Scripture by these sundry translations, than by all the
glosses of sophistical doctors ; and he therefore desires, that offence might not be
taken, because one translated " scribe," and another " lavvyer," one " repentance,"
and another "penance," or "amendment." This is the first English Bible allowed
by royal authority; and also the first translation of the whole Bible printed in our
language. It was called a " special" translation, because it was different from the
former English translations; as Lewis has shewn' by comparing it with Tindal's, It

is divided into six tomes or parts, adorned with wooden cuts, and furnished with
scripture references in the margin. The last page has these words : " Prynted in the
yeare of our Lorde m.d.xxxv. and fynished the fourth day of October." Of this

Bible there was another edition in large 4to. 1550, which was republished, with a
new title, 1553 ; and these, according to Lewis, were all the editions of it. Cover-
dale, in this edition of the English Bible, prefixed to every book the contents of the
several chapters, and not to the particular chapters, which was afterwards the case:
and he likewise omitted all Tindal's prologues and notes. Soon after this Bible was
finished, in 1 556, Lord Cromwell, keeper of the privy seal, and the king's vicar-general
and vicegerent in ecclesiastical matters, published injunctions to the clergy by the
king's authority, the seventh of which was, that every parson, or proprietary of any
pai'ish church within this realm, should, before the first of August, provide a book
of the whole Bible, both in Latin and in English, and lay it in the choir, for every
man that would, to look and read therein ; and should discourage no man from
reading any part of the Bible either in Latin or English, but rather comfort, exhort,
and admonish every man to read it, as the very word of God, and the spiritual food
of a man's soul, &c,

4. Matthew's Bible.

The Byble, wliich is all the Holy Scripture : In vi'hych are contayned
the Olde and Newe Testament, truly and purely translated into Engljsh.
By Thomas Matthew, m.d xxxvii. folio.

From the appearance of the types, it is most probable that this edition was
printed at Marlborow in Hesse; it was edited by Coverdale, though it bears the

name of Thomas Matthew, and it was published with the royal licence, which was
granted in consequence of Archbishop Cranmer's application to Lord Cromwell'-.

The Old Testament is Tindal's to the end of the second book of Chronicles; it then

becomes a mere copy of Coverdale's Bible with a few corrections, and continues so

to the end of the Apocryphal Books. The New Testament is wholly a transcript

of Tindal's version, as contained in his last published edition of the New Testament^.

In the year 1538, an injunction was published by Cromwell, as vicar-general of the

kingtlom, ordaining the clergy to provide, before a certain festival, one book of the

whole Bible, of the largest volume, in English, and to set it up in some convenient

place within their churches, where their parishioners might most commodiously
resort to read it. A royal declaration was also published, which the curates were

1 Hist, of Engl. Transl. p. 29.

2 Strype's Life of Cranmcr, p. 58.

3 Mr. Walter's Letter to tlie Bishop of Peterborough, pp. 101, 102. In the following

pages he has corrected various errors of preceding historians of the English Bibles, re-

specting Muttliew's (or rathcrj Coverdale's Edition.
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to read in their several churches, informing the people, that it had pleased the

king's majesty to permit and command the Bible, being translated into their mother-

tongue, to be sincerely taught by them, and to be openly laid forth in every parish

church. But the curates were very cold in this affair ', and read the king's injunctions

and declarations in such a manner, that scarcely any body could know or understand

what they read. Johnson- adds, that they also read the word of God confusedly;

and that they bade their parishioners, notwithstanding what they read, which they

were compelled to read, " to do as they did in times past, and to live as their

fathers, the old fashion being the best." Fox observes', that the setting forth of

this book much offended Gardiner and his fellow-bishops, both for the prologues,

and especially because there was a table in the book chiefly about the Lord's supper,

the marriage of priests, and the mass, which was there said not to be found in

Scripture. Strype, however, says*, it was wonderful to see with what joy this book

was received, not only among the more learned, and those who were noted lovers

of the reformation, but generally all over England, among all the common people;

and with what avidity God's word was read, and what resort there was to the

places appointed for reading it. Every one that could, bought the book, and busily

read it, or heard it read, and many elderly persons learned to read on purpose.

During a vacancy in the see of Hereford, it was visited by Cranmer, who enjoined

the clergy to procure, by the 1st of August, a whole Bible in Latin and English, or

at least a New Testament in these languages; to study every day one chapter of

these books, conferring the Latin and English together, from the beginning to the

end ; and not to discourage any layman from reading them, but encourage them to

it, and to read them for the reformation of their lives and knowledge of their duty.

5. Hollybushe's New Testament.

The Newe Testament both in Latino and Englishe, eche correspondent

to the other, after the vulgare Text, commonly called St. Jerome's.

Faithfully translated by Johan Hollybushe. London, m.d.xxxviii. 4to.

M.D.xxxix. 8vo.

This translation of the Latin Vulgate was executed by Myles Coverdale, who
dedicated it in his own name to Henry VIIL It is not known why he assumed the

fictitious name of John Hollybushe. We are indebted for our knowledge of this

edition to Mr. Walter's Letter to the Bishop of Peterborough, p. 51.

6. Cranmer's Great Bible.

The Byble in Englyshe, that is to saye, the content of all the holy

scripture bothe of y^ olde and newe testament, truly translated after the

veryte of the Hebrue and Greke textes by ye dylygent studye of diuerse

excellent learned men, expert in the forsayde tonges. Printed by Rychard
Grafton & Edward Whitchurch. Cum privilegio ad imprimendum

solum. M.D.XXXIX. folio.

In 1558, an edition in 4to. of the New Testament, in English, with Erasmus's

Latin translation, was printed, with the king's licence, by Redman. In this year it

was resolved to revise Matthew's Bible, and to print a correct edition of it. With

this view Grafton went to France, where the workmen were more skilful, and the

paper was both better and cheaper than in England, and obtained permission from

Francis I. at the request of King Henry VIIL to print his Bible at Paris. But not-

withstanding the royal licence, the inquisition interposed, and issued an order,

dated December 17, 1558, summoning the French printers, their English eniploj crs,

and Coverdale, the corrector of the work, and prohibiting them to proceed ; and 6lie

impression, consisting of 2500 copies, was seised, confiscated, and condemned to the

flames. Some chests, however, of these books escaped the fire, by the avarice of

the person who was appointed to superintend the burning of them ; and the English

proprietors, who had fled on the first alarm, returned to Paris as soon as it subsided,

1 Lewis, p. 108.
« Hist. Account, &c. in Bp. Watson's Collection, vol. iii. p. 94.

3 Acts, &c. vol. ii. p. 516.

Life of Cranmer, p. 64.
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anil not only recovered some of these copies, but brought with them to London the
presses, types, and printers, and resuming the work, finished it in the following year.

As soon as tlie papal power was abolished in England, and the king's supremacy
settled by parliament in 1534, Cranmer was very assiduous in promotino- tlie trans-
lation of the Holy Scriptures into the vulgar tongue ; well knowing hovv much the
progress of the reformation depended upon this measure. Accordingly, he moved
in convocation, that a petition should be presented to the king for leave to procure
a new translation of the Bible. This motion was vigorously opposed by Gardiner,
bishop of Winchester, and his party: but Cranmer prevailed. The arguments for a
new translation, urged by Cranmer, and enforced by Queen Anne Bullen, who had
then great interest in the king's affections, were so much considered by him, that,

notwithstanding the opposition, public and private, on the part of Gardiner and his

adherents, Henry gave orders for setting about it immediately. To prevent any
revocation of the order, Cranmer, whose mind was intent on introducing a free use
of the English Scriptures by faithful and able translators, proceeded without delay
to divide an old English translation of the New Testament into nine or ten parts,

which he caused to be transcribed into paper-books, and to be distributed among
the most learned bishops and others; requiring that they would perfectly correct
their respective portions, and return them to him at a limited time. When the
assigned day came, every man sent his appropriate portion to Lambeth, except
Stokesly, bishop of London. This laudable design of the archbishop failed; but
the business was executed by other persons, whom he countenanced and encouraged.
In April 1539, Grafton and Whitchurch printed the Bible, the title of which is

given at the head of this article. From its containing a prologue or preface by
archbishop Cranmer, as well as from its size, it is commonly termed " Cranmer's
Great Bible."' A magnificent and probably unique copy of it, on vellum, which
formerly belonged to Henry VII£., is preserved in the Library of the British Mu-
seum. It is richly illuminated ; and the vividness of the colours is very little

impaired. This edition has a beautiful frontispiece, designed by Holbein, and par-
ticularly described and exhibited in an engraving by Lewis : and in the text those
parts of the Latin version, which are not found in the Hebrew or Greek, are in-

serted in a smaller letter ; such, for instance, as the three verses of the 14th Psalm,
which are the 5th, 6th, and 7th, in the translation of the English liturgy, and the
controverted clause in 1 John v. 7, 8 ; and a mark is used to denote a difference of
reading between the Hebrew and Chaldee, afterwards explained in a separate trea-

tise. In this edition Matthew's Bible was revised, and several alterations and
corrections were made in the translation, especially in the book of Psalms. Tin-
dal's prologues and notes, and the notes added by others, in the edition of 1537,
were wholly omitted. The superintendence of this work was confided to Cover-
dale, who, in a sermon at St. Paul's Cross, defended his translation from some
slanderous reports which were then raised against it, acknowledging that " he him-
self now saw some faults, which, if he might review the book once again, as he had
twice before, he doubted not he should amend ; but for any heresy, he was sure
that there were none maintained in his translation." This is related by Dr. Fnlkc,
who was one of Coverdale's auditors.

7. Taverner's Bible.

The most sacred Bible, whiche is the holy scripture, conteyning the
olde and new testament, translated into English, and newly recognised
with great diligence after most fay thful exemplars, by Rychard Taverner.
London. Prynted by John Byddell. m.d.xxxix. folio.

Richard Taverner, the editor of the Bible which bears his name, was educated at

Christ Church, Oxford, patronised by Lord Cromwell, and probably encouraged by
him to undertake the work, on account of his skill in the Greek tongue. This is

neither a bare revisal of Cranmer's Bible, nor a new version ; but a kind of inter-

mediate work, being a correction of what is called " Matthew's Bible," many of
whose marginal notes are adopted, and many omitted, and others inserted by the

editor. It is dedicated to the king. After his patron's death, Taverner was impri-

soned in the Tower for this work; bnt he had the address to reinstate himself in

the king's favour. Wood« gives a particular account of Taverner; attributes his

1 Johnson's Hist. Ace. in Bp. Watson's Tracts, vol. iii. p. 76.

2 Hist, et Ant. Univ. Oxon, 1. ii. p. 264. Edit. 1674.
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imprisonment to the influence of those bishops who were addicted to the Romish
religion; and informs us, that his version was read in churches by royal authority.

8. Other Editions of the English Bible, during the Remainder
OF Henry VIII.'s reign, and the Reign of Edward VI.

In November 1 539, the king, at the Intercession of Cranmer, appointed

Lord Cromwell to take special care that no person, within the realm,

should attempt to print any English Bible for five years, but such as

should be admitted by Lord Cromwell ; and assigns this reason for the

prohibition, that the Bible should be considered and perused in one trans-

lation, in order to avoid the manifold inconveniences to which human
frailty might be subject from a diversity of translations, and the ill use

that might be made of it. In the year 1540, two privileged editions of

the Bible, which had been printed in the preceding year, issued from the

press of Edward Whitchurch. Lewis mentions three other impressions

of the " Great Bible," which appeared in the course of this year ; two
printed by Whitchurch, and one by Petyt and Redman. Cranmer wrote

a preface for the editions of the year 1540, from which we learn the

opinions and practice of those times. In May of this year, the curates

and parishioners of every parish were required by royal proclamation, to

provide themselves with the Bible of the largest volume before the feast

of All Saints, under the penalty of 405. for every month during which

they should be without it. The king charged all ordinaries to enforce

the observance of this proclamation ; and he apprised the people, that

his allowing them the Scriptures in their mother-tongue was not his duty,

but an evidence of his goodness and liberality to them, of which he ex-

horted them not to make any ill use. In May 154'1, one edition of

Cranmer's Bible was finished by Richard Grafton ; who, in the November
following, completed also another Bible of the largest volume, which was
superintended, at the king's command, by Tonstal, bishop of Durham,
and Heath, bishop of Rochester.

In consequence of the king's settled judgment, " that bis subjects

should be nursed in Christ by reading the Scriptures," he again, on the

7th of May, published a brief or decree, for setting up the Bible of the

great volume in every parish church throughout England. However,
this decree appears to have been very partially and reluctantly observed;

and the bishops were charged, by a writer in 1546, with attempting to

suppress the Bible, under pretence of preparing a version of it for pub-

lication within seven years. After the death of Cromwell in 154'(\ the

bishops inclined to popery gained strength ; and the English translation

was represented to the king as very erroneous and heretical, and destruc-

tive of the harmony and peace of the kingdom. In the convocation as-

sembled in Feb. 1542, the archbishop, in the king's name, required the

bishops and clergy to revise the translation of the New Testament, which,

for that purpose, was divided into fourteen parts, and portioned out to

fifteen bishops; the Apocalypse, on account of its difficulty, bein<j as-

signed to two. Gardiner clogged this business with embarrassing in-

structions ; and Cranmer clearly perceiving the resolution of the bishops

to defeat the proposed translation, procured the king's consent to refer

the matter to the two universities, against which the bishops protested

;

but the archbishop declared his purpose to adhere to the will of the king

his master. With this contest the business terminated ; and the convo-

cation was soon after dissolved. The Romish party prevailed also in par-

liament, which enacted a law that condemned and abolished Tindal's

translation, and allowed other translations to remain in force, under cer-

tain restrictions. After the passing of this act, Grafton, the king's printer,

was imprisoned ; nor was he released without giving a bond of 300/.
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neither to print nor sell any more English Bibles till the king and the

clergy should agree on a translation. In 1544', the Pentateuch was printed

by John Day and William Seres; and in IS^G, the king prohibited by
proclamation the having and reading of Wickliffe's, Tindal's, and Cover-
dale's translations, and forbad the use of any other than what was
allowed by parliament. From the history of English translations during
the reign of Henry VIII. we learn, that the friends to the reformation

conducted themselves with zeal and prudence in "the great work of in-

troducing and improving English translations of the Bible ; that they en-

countered many difficulties from the dangerous inconstancy of a despotic

prince, and from the inveterate prejudices of a strong Romish party ; and
that the English scriptures were sought after and read with avidity by the

bulk of the people.

Upon the accession of Ed. VI. the severe stat. 34 and 35 Hen. VIII.

c. I. was repealed, and a royal injunction was published, that not only the

whole English Bible should be placed in churches, but also the para-

phrase of Erasmus in English to the end of the four Evangelists. It was
likewise ordered by this injunction, that every parson, vicar, curate, &c.
under the degree of a bachelor of divinity, should possess the New Testa-
ment, both in Latin and English, with the paraphrase of Erasmus upon it

;

and that the bishops, 6cc. in their visitations and synods should examine
them, how they had profited in the study of the Holy Scriptures. It was
also appointed, that the epistle and gospel of the mass should be read in

English ; and that on every Sunday and holiday, one chapter of the New
Testament in English should be plainly and distinctly read at matins, and
one chapter of the Old Testament at even-song. But in the year 1549,
when the book of common prayer, &c. was finished, what nearly re-

sembles our present custom was enjoined, viz. that after reading the

Psalms in order at morning and evening prayer, two lessons, the first from
the Old Testament, and the second from the New Testament, should be
read distinctly with a loud voice. During the course of this reign, that

is, in less than seven years and six months, eleven impressions of the
whole English Bible were published, and six of the English New Testa-

ments ; besides an English translation of the whole New Testament,
paraphrased by Erasmus. The Bibles were reprinted, according to the

preceding editions, whether Tindal's, Coverdale's, Matthew's, Cranmer's,
or Taverner's ; that is, with a different text, and different notes. But it

is doubted by the writer of the preface to King James's translation,

whether there were any translation, or correction of a translation, in the

course of this reign.

In 1562, the " Great Bible," viz. that of Coverdale's translation, which
had been printed in the time of Henry VIII. and also in the time of King
Edward, was revised by Archbishop Parker, and reprinted for the use of

the church ; and this was to serve till that projected by his grace was
ready for publication.

9. Anglo-Genevese Version.

(1.) New Testament.

The Newe Testament of our Lord lesus Christ, conferred diligently

with the Greke and best approucd translations. With the arguments, as

wel before the chapters, as for euery Boke and Epistle, also diuersities of

readings, and moste proffitable annotations of all harde places : wherunto
is added a copious Table. At Geneva. Printed by Conrad Badius.

1557. 8vo. Second Edition, Geneva, 1560. 8vo. j

Tfiis translation was made by many of the principal English Reformers, who had
been driven to Geneva during the sanguinary persecutions of the bigoted Queen

VOL. II. APP. (e)
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Mary : it is the first, in our language which contains the distinctions of verses by
numerical figures, after the manner of the Greek Testament, which had been pub-

lished by Robert Stephens in 1551. R. Stephens, indeed, published his figures in

the margin ; whereas the Geneva editors prefixed theirs to the beginning of minute

subdivisions with breaks, after our present manner. When Queen Elizabeth

passed through London from the Tower to her coronation, a pageant was erected

in Cheapside, representing Time coming out of a cave, and leading a person clothed

in white silk, who represented Truth, his daughter. Truth had the English Bible

in her hand, on which was written " Verbum veritatis." Truth addressed the

queen, and presented her with the book. She kissed it, held it in her hand, laid it

on her breast, greatly thanked the city for their present, and added, that she would
often and diligently read it. Upon a royal visitation in 1559, the Bible, and Eras-

mus's paraphrase, were restored to the churches ; and articles of inquiry were

exhibited, whether the clergy discouraged any from reading any part of the Scrip-

tures. " Ministers were also enjoined to read every day one chapter of the Bible

at least ; and all who were admitted readers in the church were daily to read one

chapter at least of the Old Testament, and another of the New, with good advise-

ment, to the increase of their knowledge."

(2.) The entire Bible.

The Bible : that is, the Holy Scriptures, conteined in the Olde and

Newe Testament. Translated according to the Ebrewe and Greke, and

conferred with the best translations in divers languages, with most pro-

fitable annotations upon all the liarde places, and other thinges of great

importance, as may appeare in the Epistle to the Reader. Imprinted at

London by Christopher Barker, m.d.lxxvi. large ^to.'

The first edition of the Geneva Bible was printed at Geneva by Rowland Harle in

1 560. Eight years after, it was printed in two volumes folio, and again at Geneva,

1570, folio ; at London, in folio and quarto, in 1572, and in 1575 and 1576, in quarto.

The translators were bishop Coverdale, Anthony Gilby, William Whittingham,

Christopher Woodman, Thomas Sampson, and Thomas Cole ; to whom some add

John Knox, John Bodleigh, and John Pullain ; all zealous Calvinists, both in doc-

trine and discipline : but the chief and the most learned of them were the three

first. Professing to observe the sense, and to adhere as much as possible to the

words, of the original, and in many places to preserve the Hebrew phraseology,

after the unremitting labour and study of more than two years, they finished their

translation, and published it; with an epistle dedicatory to the queen, and another,

by way of preface, to their brethren of England, Scotland, and Ireland. Besides

the translation, the editors of the Geneva Bible noted in the margin the diversities

of speech and reading, especially according to the Hebrew ; they inserted in the

text, with another kind of letter, every word that seemed to be necessary for

explaining any particular sentence; in the division of the verses, they followed

the Hebrew examples, and added the number to each verse; they also not-d the

principal matters, and the arguments, both for each book and each chapte. ; they

set over the head of every page some remarkable word or sentence, for helping

the memory; they introduced brief annotations for ascertaining the text, and

explaining obscure words ; they set forth with figures certain places in the books of

Moses, of the Kings, and Ezekiel, which could not be made intelligible by any

other description ; they added maps of divers places and countries mentioned in

the Old and New Testament ; and they annexed two tables, one for the interpre-

tation of Hebrew names, and the other containing all the chief matters of the whole

Bible. Of this translation, there were above 50 editions in folio, 4to., or 8vo.,

mostly printed by the queen's and king's printer, between the years 1560 and 1616.

Editions of it were likewise printed at Geneva, Edinburgh, and Amsterdam. To
some editions of the Geneva Bible (as to those of 1599 and of 1611) is subjoined

Beza's translation of the New Testament, Englished by L. Tompson.

I In Lewis's History, pp. 264-269. (8vo. edit.) there is a full description of the contents

of this volume.
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10. Archbishop Parker's, or, the Bishops' Bible.

The holie Bible. Imprinted at London in povvlcs Churchyarde. by
Richard Jugge. m.d.lxviii. folio.

In the year 1 568, the Bible, proposed by Archbishop Parker three years before,
was completed. This edition, according to Le Long, was undertaken by royal
command ; and it is mentioned by Strype, to the honour of the archbishop, that
he had resolution to perform what Cranmer, as opposed by the bishops of his days,
had in vain endeavoured to accomplish. In this performance, distinct portions of
the Bible, at least 15 in number, were allotted to select men of learning and abili-

ties, appointed, as Fuller says, by the queen's commission j but it still remains
uncertain who, and whether one or more, revised the rest of the New Testament.
Eight of the persons employed were bishops ; whence the book was called
the " Bishops' Bible," and the " Great English Bible." The archbishop employed
other critics to compare this Bible with the original languages, and with the former
translations; one of whom was Laurence, a man famous in those times for his

knowledge of Greek, whose castigations the Bishops' Bible followed exactly. His
grace also sent instructions concerning the method which his translators were to
observe; and recommended the addition of some short marginal notes for the
illustration or correction of the text. But the particulars of these instructions are
not known. The archbishop, however, directed, reviewed, and finished the whole;
which was printed and published, in 1568, in a large folio size, and with a beautiful
English letter, on royal paper ; and embellished with several cuts of the most
remarkable things in the Old and New Testaments, and in the Apocrypha, with
maps cut in wood, and other engravings on copper. It has numerous marginal
references and notes, and many useful tables. It also has numerous insertions

between brackets, and in a smaller character ; which are equivalent to the Italics

afterwards used by James's translators. Dr. Geddes is of opinion ', that Italic

supplements were first used by Arias Montanus, who died in 1598. The several
additions from the vulgar Latin, inserted in the " Great Bible," are omitted; and
verse 7 of 1 John v., which was before distinguished by its being printed in a dif-

ferent letter, is here printed without any distinction ; and the chapters are divided
into verses. In the following year, 1569, it was again published in large 8vo. for

the use of private families. This Bible was reprinted in 1572, in large folio, with
several corrections and amentlments, and several prolegomena; this is called
" Matthew Parker's Bible." With regard to this Bible, Lewis - observes, that the
editions of it are mostly in folio and 4to., and that he never heard but of one in

8vo. ; for which he supposes this to be the reason, that it was principally designed
for the use of churches. In the convocation of the province of Canterbury, which
met in April 1571, a canon was made, enjoining the churchwardens to see that the
Holy Bible be in every church in the largest volumes, if convenient ; and it was
likewise ordered, that every archbishop and bishop, every dean and chief residen-
tiary, and every archdeacon, should have one of these Bibles in their cathedrals,

churches, and families. This translation was used in the churches for forty years;
though the Geneva Bible was more read in private houses.

1 1. King James's Bible, or the authorised version now in use.

The last English version that remains to be noticed, is the authorised
translation now in use, which is commonly called King James's Bible.

He succeeded to the throne of England in 1602; and, several objections
having been made to the Bishops' Bible at the conference held at Hamp-
ton Court in 1603, the king in the following year gave orders for tlie

undertaking of a new version, and fifty-four learned men were appointed
to this important labour : but, before it was commenced, seven of the
persons nominated were either dead or had declined the task ; for the
list, as given us by Fuller ^, comprises only forty-seven names. All of
them, however, were pre-eminently distinguished for their piety and for

their profound learning in the original languages of the sacred writings
;

1 Letter to the Bishop of London, p. 33.

2 Hist. Engl. Transl. p. 61.

3 Church History, Book x. pp. 44-46.
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and such of them as survived till the commencement of the work were
divided into six classes. Ten were to meet at Westminster, and to trans-

late from the Pentateuch to the end of the second book of Kings. Eight,

assembled at Cambridge, were to finish the rest of the Historical Books,
and the Hagiographa. At Oxford, seven were to undertake the four

greater prophets, with the Lamentations of Jeremiah, and the twelve

minor prophets. The four Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, and the Apo-
calypse, were assigned to another company of eight, also at Oxford : and
the Epistles of Saint Paul, together with the remaining canonical epistles,

were allotted to another company of seven, at Westminster. Lastly,

another company at Cambridge were to translate the apocryphal books,

including the prayer of Manasseh. To these six companies of venerable

translators, the King gave the following instructions:—
" 1. The ordinary Bible read in the churcli, commonly called the Bishops'

Bible, to be followed, and as little altered as the original will permit.
" 2. The names of the prophets and the holy writers, with the other names in

the text, to be retained as near as may be, accordingly as they are vulgarly used.
" ,3. The old ecclesiastical words to be kept, as the word church not to be trans-

lated congregation.
" 4. When any word bath divers significations, that to be kept which hath been

most commonly used by the most eminent fathers, being agreeable to the propriety

of the place and the analogy of faith.

" 5. The division of the chapters to be altered either not at all, or as little as

may be, if necessity so require.
" 6. No marginal notes at all to be afRxed, but only for the explanation of the

Hebrew or Greek words, which cannot, without some circumlocution, so briefly and
fitly be expressed in the text.

" 7. Such quotations of places to be marginally set down, as shall serve for the

fit references of one Scripture to another.
" 8. Every particular man of each company to take the same chapter or chap-

ters; and having translated or amended them severally by himself, where he thinks

good, all to meet together, to confer what they have done, and agree for their part

what shall stand.
" 9. As any one company hath dispatched any one book in this manner, they

shall send it to the rest, to be considered of, seriously and judiciously : for his

majesty is very careful in this point.

" 10. If any company, upon the review of the book so sent, shall doubt or differ

upon any places, to send them word thereof, to note the places, and therewithal to

send their reasons; to which if they consent not, the difference to be compounded
at the general meeting, which is to be of the chief persons of each company, at the

end of the work.
"11. When any place of special obscurity is doubted of, letters to be directed

by authority, to send to any learned in the land for his judgment in such a place.
" 12. Letters to be sent from every bishop to the rest of his clergy, admonishing

them of this translation in hand, and to move and charge as many as, being skilful

in the tongues, have taken pains in that kind, to send their particular observations

to the company, either at Westminster, Cambridge, or Oxford, according as it was
directed before in the king's letter to the archbishop.

" 13. The directors in each company to be the Deans of Westminster and Chester

for Westminster, and the King's Profcssoi's in Hebrew and Greek in the two
Universities.

" 14. These translations to be used, when they agree better with the text than

the Bishops' Bible, viz. Tindal's, Coverdale's, Matthew's, Whitchurch's, Geneva.
[" 15. Besides the said directors before mentioned, three or four of the most

antient and grave divines in either of the Universities, not employed in translating,

to be assigned by the Vice-Chancellor, upon conference with the rest of the heads,

to be overseers of the translation, as well Hebrew as Greek, for the better ob-

servation of the 4th rule above specified."] i

' The preceding rules are given from a corrected copy in the Rev. H. J. Todd's Vin-

dication of our authorised Translation and Translators of the Bible, pp. 9-1 2. London,
1819, 8vo,
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' According to these regulations, each book passed the scrutiny of all

the translators successively. In the first instance, each individual trans-

lated every book, vvliich was allotted to his division. Secondly, the

readings to be adopted were agreed upon by the whole of that company
assembled together, at which meeting each translator must have been
solely occupied by his own version. The book, thus finished, was sent

to each of the other companies to be again examined ; and at these

meetings it probably was, as Selden informs us, that " one read the trans-

lation, the rest holding in their hands some Bible, either of the learned

tongues, or French, Spanish, Italian, &c. If they found any fault, they

spoke ; if not, he read on.' ' Further, the translators were empowered
to call to their assistance any learned men, whose studies enabled them
to be serviceable, when an urgent occasion of difficulty presented itself.

The translation was commenced in the spring of 1607, and the completion

of it occupied almost three years. At the expiration of that time, three

copies of the whole Bible, thus translated and revised, were sent to Lon^
don,— one from Oxford, one from Cambridge, and a third from West-
minster. Here a committee of six, two being deputed by the companies

at Oxford, two by those at Cambridge, and two by those at Westminster,

reviewed and polished the whole work : which was finally revised by Dr.

Smith (afterwards bishop of Gloucester), who wrote the preface, and by
Dr. Bilson, bishop of Winchester. This translation of the Bible was first

published in folio in 1611.

After the publication of the present authorised translation, all the other

versions gradually fell into disuse, with the exception of the Psalms, and
the Epistles and Gospels in the Book of Common Prayer, which were
still continued, the former according to the translation of Cranmer's Bible,

and the latter according to that of the Bishops' Bible, until the final re-

vision of the Liturgy, in 1661 ; at which time the Epistles and Gospels

were taken from the present version, but the Psalms are still retained

according to the translation of Cranmer's Bible.-

Upwards of two centuries have elapsed since the authorised English

Version of the Holy Scriptures, now in use, was given to the British na-

tion. During that long interval, though many passages in particular

books have been elucidated by learned men, with equal felicity and
ability

; yet its general fidelity, perspicuity, and excellence, have deserv-

edly given our present translation a high and distinguished place in the

judgment of the Christian world, wherever the English language is known
or read. Of late years, however, this admirable version — the guide and
solace of the sincere Christian — has been attacked with no common
virulence, and arraigned as being deficient in fidelity, perspicuity, and
elegance ; ambiguous and incorrect, even in matters of the highest im-

portance. The principal antagonists of this version, in the present day,

(to omit the bold and unmeasured assertions of the late Dr. Geddes, and
others.) are Mr. John Bellamy 3, hi the prospectus, preface, and notes of

his new translation of the Bible, and Sir James Bland Burges, in his ' Rea-
sons in favour of a New Translation of the Scriptures,' (8vo. London,

1 Seidell's Table Talk, article Bible. Works, vol. iii. col. 2009.
-' About the time wlieu King James resolved on a new translation of the Scriptures,

another translation was tinished by JXIr. Ambrose Usher, the elder brother of archbishop

Usher. It is still in manuscript, and is preserved in the library of Trinity College, Dub-
lin. There are likewise extant in print several English translations of tlie Old and New
Testament, and of detached parts thereof: but as these are more or less accompanied with
notes, an account of them will be found in a subsequent part of this Appendix.

3 A notice of Mr. IJellamy's work will al^o be found in a subsC(juent part of this Ap.
pendix.
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1819,) which were designed as a defence of Mr. Bellamy against the

severe strictures of the Quarterly Review. The former of these writers,

in his octavo prospectus issued in 1818, affirmed that " no translation has

been made from the original Hebrew since the 128th year of Christ;"

and that " in the fourth century Jerome made his Latin version from
this " [the Greek] " translation ; from which came the Latin Vulgate,

and from the Latin Vulgate all the European translations have been
made; thereby perpetuating all the errors of the first translators." These
erroneous and unqualified assertions of Mr. Bellamy, as well as the asser-

tions or implications of Sir J. B. Burges, have been answered in detail

by the Rev. Messrs. Whittaker and Todd, in their works cited below, '

to which the reader is referred : and, in further refutation of Mr. Bel-

lamy's assertions, it is sufficient to refer to the account already given of

our present authorised version 2, to which we may add, that a collation

of it with different early editions of the Hebrew Bible, will prove, beyond

dispute^ that our venerable translators did not servilely follow any of the

versions then existing in the modern languages of Europe. The follow-

ing few examples will confirm this remark :—
Book. Chap. Ver.

Joshua iv. 6. The English Authorised Version reads " their fathers," in Italicks, be-

cause it was not in their copy of the Hebrew Bible. It is wanting in

Rabbi Jacob Ben Chajim's Masoretic edition (folio, Venice. 1525-6) ;

and isfound in the Anti-Masoretic editions of Munster.
. V. 1. The English Version reads '' until we were passed over :" in this ren-

dering the translators followed Chajim, and not Munster, whose editions

of 1534 and 1546 read " t/iey."

V. 7. The English Version reads " he said," as do all Munster's editions.

Chajim has " they said."

• vi. 8. The English Version reads " before the Lord," following Chajim :

Munster's two editions, above cited, read " before the Ark of the

Lord."
. X- 8. The English Version reads " thine hand " with Munster's editions, and

not " hand*," which is the lection in Chajim.

XV. 40. The English version reads " Lahmam " with Munster ; and not " Lach-
man," with Chajim.

• xxi. 16. The English Version puts and in Italic before Bethshemesh : it is want-
ing in Chajim. Munster's editions read 1, and.

xxi. 34. The English Version reads "and" in Roman letters, before Kartah.

The connecting particle 1, and, is in Munster's editions, but is absent in

Chajim.
• xxi. 36, 37. These two verses are altogether ivantingin Chajinis edition.

For the preceding examples the author is indebted to the researches

of the Rev. George Hamilton, A.M., Rector of Killermogh in Ireland
;

whose valuable contributions to Hebrew Literature are noticed in a sub-

sequent part of this volume. Similar instances, he remarks, may be ob-

served in every book of the Bible : and the only way by which he can

account for this seeming inconsistency in following sometimes one edi-

tion, and sometimes another, is, by supposing that the translators of our

1 A Vindication of our authorised Translation and Translators of the Bible, and of

preceding EnglishVersions authoritatively commended to the Notice of those Translators,

&c. &c. By the Rev. H. J. Todd, M.A. London, 1819. 8vo. — An Historical and

Critical Enquiry into the Interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures, with Remarks on Mr.

Bellamy's New Translation. By J. W. Whittaker, MA. London, 1819, 8vo.

2 See pp.77-79. supra. The seventh section of Mr. Todd's Vindication of the latter trans-

lation contains an account of the forty -seven translators who were employed on it, and of the

state of learning in their time. This does not admit of al)ridgment, but the result is highly

satisfactory, and proves that those venerable men were eminently skilled in the Oriental

and Greek languages, and consequently were, in every respect, fitted for the high and

honourable task assigned to them by their sovereign. — That Luther's German Version

was made from the original languages of the Scriptures, see p. 82. infra; and for other

European translations, see the following p^es of this section.
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authorised version executed it from an edition of one class ; and that the

Committee of Revision corrected their version by reference to an edition

of anotiier class. If this be so (and it is highly probable that this is the

case), it affords a proof of extraordinary and minute attention in our

venerable and much-traduced translators.

We shall conclude the present notice of their admirable version, with

a few of the very numerous testimonies to its value, which have been
collected by Archbishop Newcombe and Mr. Todd, and shall subjoin two
or three others that appear to have eluded their researches.

1. John Selden. '
— " The English translation of the Bible is the best translation

in the world, and renders the sense of the original best, taking in for the English

translation the Bishops^ Bible as well as King James's. The translators in King
James's time took an excellent way. That part of the Bible was given to him, who
was most excellent in such a tongue : as the apocrypha to Andrew Downs : and
then they met together, and one read the translation, the rest holding in their

hands some Bible, either of the learned tongues, or French, Spanish, Italian, &c.
If they found nny fault, they spoke; if not, he read on. There is no book so

translated as the Bible for the purpose. If I translate a French Book into English,

I turn it into English phrase, not into French-English. Ilfaitfroid ; I say/ lis cold,

not, makes cold. But the Bible is rather translated into English words than into

English phrase. The Hebraisms are kept, and the phrase of that language is kept.^'

2. Bishop Walton. -
— "The last English translation made by divers learned

men at the command of King James, though it may justly contend with any now
extant in any other language in Europe, was yet carped and cavilled at by diverse

among ourselves ; especially by 3 one, who being passed by, and not employed in the

work, as one, though skilled in the Hebrew, yet of little or no judgment in that or
any other kinde of learning, was so highly offended that he would needs undertake

' Selden, Works, iii. 2009. This is cited by Abp. Newcome, without addition. Selden
was the contemporary of the translators. He died in IGS'I, at the age of 70.

' Dr. Bryan Walton's Considerator Considered, or a Defence of his Polyglott Bible,

&c. 1659, p. 5. Tliis is not noticed by Abp. Newconie. But a most important testimony
it is. He was one of tliose most learned divines, who, in 1656, were publicly requested
to consider of the translations and impressions of the Bible, and to offer their opinion
therein to the committee for religion ; Bulstrode Whitelock having the care of this affair,

at whose house they met. They pretended to discover some mistakes in the last English
translation ; but the business came to nothing. See Lewis, &c. p. 355, Johnson, &c. p. 99.

In the above citation we have the opinion of Walton, (than whom a more competent judge
neither friends nor foes of our translation can produce), three years subsequent to this

meeting, upon the excellence of this version, together with his notice of an impotent attack

made upon it. He has also, in the Prolegomena to his Biblia Polyglotta, 1657, placed
our own in the highest rank of European translations.

3 This person was undoubtedly Hugh Broughton, fellow of Christ College, Cambridge,
who had certainly attained great knowledge in the Hebrew and Greek tongues. But a
more conceited or arrogant man liardly existed. With the Bishops' Bible he had found
great fault ; insisted upon the necessity of a new translation

;
pronounced his own suf-

ficiency to make one exactly agreeable to the original text of the Hebrew ; boasted of
encouragement to this purpose from men of all ranks; and at length excited a very war-
rantable suspicion, that, in so important a task, he was unfit to be trusted. Thus dis-

countenanced, he went abroad ; leaving behind him this quaint character, expressive at

once of his vanity and learning, " that he was gone to teach the Jews Hebrew !" See
Sir J. Harrington's Brief View of the State of the Church, 1653, p. 75. He returned to

England, however, in 161 1, and commenced his defamation against the new translation to

which Walton adverts. By tlie contents of a little tract, whicli he published in 1608,
intitled " A Petition to the Lords to examine the religion and can iage of Archbishop
Bancroft," he gives us no cause to lament that he had no share in the new translation. I
question if his countrymen would iiave understood his language ; as the case has been with
another jiartial translator, who was not of the authorised selection. Broughton thus rails

at Bancroft :
" Bancroft, seeing himself in Judaisme, as I heard in his allowed libel equal

scoffer, as of a mist soone scattered, raved against me for pearls to such, and holy things to

such !" p. 2. " Bancroft is a deadly enemy to both Testaments, and unallowable in this

course to be a teacher or to rule in karning !" p. 8. After this foolery and slander, the
reader will not be surprised to hear that he abuses Lively and Barlow also, two of our
authorised translators.
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to show hoiv many thousand places tliey hadfalsely rendered, ivhen as he could hardly

make good his nndertakmg in any one /"

5. BisHor LowTH. I — " The vulgar translation of the Bible — is the best stand-

ard of our language."

4. Bishop Horsley. -— " When the translators in James the First's time began
their work, they prescribed to themselves some rules, which it may not be amiss for

all translators to follow. Their reverence for the sacred scriptures induced them
to be as litei-al as they could, to avoid obscurity; and it must be acknowledged, that

they were extremely happy in the simplicity and dignity of their expressions.

Their adherence to the Hebrew idiom is supposed at once to have enriched and adorned
our language ; and as they laboured for the general benefit of the learned and the

unlearned, they avoided all words of Latin original, when they could find words in

their own language, even with the aid of adverbs and prepositions, which would
express their meaning."

5. Bishop Middletox.''— "The style of our present version is incomparably
superior to any thing which might be expected from the finical and perverted taste

of our own age. It is simple, it is harmonious, it is energetic; and, which is of no
small importance, use has made it familiar, and time has rendered it sacred."

6. Dr. Geddes.'—" The highest eulogiums have been made on the translation

of James the First, both by our own writers and by foreigners. And indeed, if

accuracy, fidelity, and the strictest attention to the letter of the text, be supposed

to constitute the qualities of an excellent version, this of all versions must, in general,

be accounted the most excellent. Everj' sentence, every word, every syllable, every

letter and point, seem to have been weighed with the nicest exactitude, and ex-

pressed either in the text, or margin, with the greatest precision. Pagninus himself

is hardly more literal ; and it was well remarked by Robertson, above a hundred
years ago, that it may serve for a Lexicon of the Hebrew language, as well as for a
translation."

7. Rev. J. W. WiiiTTAKER,"'—"The highest value has always been attached to

our translation of the Bible. Sciolists, it is true, have often attempted to raise

their own reputation on the ruin of that of others; and the authors of the English

Bible have frequently been calumniated by charlatans of every description; but it

may safely be asserted, without fear of contradiction, that the nation at large has

always paid our translators the tribute of veneration and gratitude which they so

justly merit. Like the mighty of former times, they have departed and shared the

common fate of mortality ; but they have not, like those heroes of antiquity, gone
without their fame, though but little is known of their individual worth. Their

reputation for learning and piety has not descended with them to the grave, though

they are there alike heedless of the voice of calumny, and deaf to the praise which

admiring posterity awards to the great and good. Let us not, therefore, too hastily

conclude that they have fallen on evil days and evil tongues, because it has occa-

sionally happened that an individual, as inferior to them in erudition as in talents and
integrity, isfound questioning their motives, or denying their qualificationsfor the task

which they so ivell performed. Their version has been used, ever since its first

appearance, not only by the church, but by all the sects which have forsaken her;

and has justly been esteemed by all for its general faithfulness, and the severe beauty

of its language. It has survived the convulsion both of church and state, being

universally respected by the enemies of both, when the established religion was

persecuted with the most rancorous malignity ; as if its merits were independent

of circumstances, and left at a distance all the petty rivalships of sectarianism, and

the effervescence of national phrensy. It may he compared with any translation in

the ivorld, luithout fear of inferiority ; it has not shrunk from the most i-igorous ex-

amination ; it challenges investigation ; and, in s^nte of numerous attempts to supersede

it, has hitherto remained luwivalled in the affections of the country."

8. Dr. Doddridge.— " On a diligent comparison of our translation with the

' Lowth, Introd. to Eng. Grammar, 2d ed. p. 93., cited by Archbishop Nevvcomo.
'^ Review of Dr. Geddes's Translation of the Holy Bible, Brit. Crit., July 1794, p. 7.

The reviewer is now known to J)ave been tlie late Bishop Horsley.
3 Dr. Middleton (late Bisliop of Calcutta) on the Greek Article, p. 328.
* Dr. Geddes's I'rospcctus of a New Translation of the Holy Bible, p. 92. Cited by

Abp. Newcome, with a long extract from the autlior. — Todd's Yiiidicalicn, pp. G8. 70.

15. 80.

^ Whittaker, Hist, and Crit. Enq. p. 92.
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original, we find that of the New Testament, and I might also add that of the Old,
in the main, faithful and judicious. You know, indeed, that we do not scruple, on
some occasions, to animadvert upon it : but yon also know, that these remarks
affect not the fundamentals of religion, and seldom reach any further than the
beauty of a figure, or at most the connection of an argument."

'

9. The testimony of Dr, John Taylor, of Norwich, author of the excellent
Hebrew and English Concordance (whose theological creed, we regret to say, was
Arian), is yet more striking.— " In above the space of one [now two] hundred
years, ' says he, " learning may have received considerable improvements ; and by
that means some inaccuracies inay be found in a translation more than a [two] hun-
dred 3'ears old. But you may rest fully satisfied, that as our Mnglish translation is,

in itself, by far the most excellent book in our langtiage, so it is a pure and 'plentiful

fountain of divine knowledge, giving a true, clear, and full account of the divine

dispensations, and of the gospel of our salvation: insomuch that ivhoever studies the
Bible, THE English Bible, is sure of gaining that knowledge and faith, which, if
dull/ applied to the heart and conversation, will infallibly guide him to eternal
life!"-

10. Dr. James Beattie.—" It is a striking beauty in our English Bible, that,

though the language is always elegant and nervous, and for the most part very har-
monious, the words are all plain and common— no affectation of learned terms,
or of words of Greek or Latin etymology." 3

11. Dr. Adam Clarke.— " Those who have compared most of the European
translations with the original, have not scrupled to say, that the English translation

of the Bible, made under the direction of king James the First, is the most accurate
and faithful of the whole. Nor," adds Dr. C, " is this its only praise: the trans-

lators have seized the very spirit and soul of the original, and expressed this almost
every luhere with pathos and energy. Besides, our translators have not only made
a standard translation, but they have made their translation the standard of our
language: the English tongue in their day was not equal to such a work— but
God enabled them to stand as upon Mount Sinai, and crane up their country's lan-

guage to the dignity of the originals, so that, after the lapse of two hundred years,

the English Bible is, with very few exceptions, the standard of the purity and ex-
cellence of the English tongue. The original, from which it was taken, is alone
superior to the Bible translated by the authority of king James." *

12. The last testimony we shall adduce is that of Professor Stuart, the most
eminent orientalist in North America. Contrasting the English version with the
Latin Vulgate, he says: " Ours is, on the whole, a most noble production for the
time in which it was made. The divines of that da}' were very different Hebrew
scholars from what most of their successors have been, in England or Scotland.

With the exception of Bishop Lowth's classic work upon Isaiah, no other effort at

translating, among the English divines, will compare either in respect to taste,

judgment, or sound understanding of the Hebrew, with the authoriseil version." ^

Notwithstanding these decisive testimonies to the superior excellency
of our authorised version, it is readily admitted that it is not immaculate,
and that a revision or con-edion of it is an object of desire to the friends

of religion, were it only to silence tlie perpetually repeated cavils of the

opposers of divine revelation ; who, studiously disregarding the various

satisfactory answers which had been given to their unfounded objections,

persevere in repeating them, so long as they find a very few mis-translated

passages in the authorised version. But that the existing translation is

so faulty in innumerable instances, and so ambiguous and incorrect even
in matters of the highest importance, as to render a new translation ab-
solutely necessary,— or that sacred criticism is yet so far advanced as

to furnish all the means that may be expected, we hesitate not to deny.

1 Dr. Doddridge's Works, vol. ii. p. 329, Leeds edit.

2 Scheme of Scripture Divinity, ch. xl. in Bishop Watson's Collection of Theological

Tracts, vol. i. p. 188.

3 Sir William Forbes's Life of Dr. Beattie, vol. ii. p. 1 98, 8vo. edit.

4 Dr. A. Clarke's General Preface to his Commentary on the Bilile, vol. i. p. xxi.

* Stuart's Dissertations on tlio Importance and Best INlethod of studying tiic Original

Languages of the Bible, p. 61.
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Indeed, when we consider the very Jexio real fauhs, which the most
minute and scrupulous inquirer has been able to find in our present trans-

lation ; when we perceive such distinguished critics as Arcbishop New-
come and Bishop Horsley (to mention no more), producing very discord-

ant interpretations of" the same text or word, we cannot but call to mind,
with gratitude and admiration, the integrity, wisdom, fidelity, and learn-

ing of the venerable translators, of whose pious labours we are now
reaping the benefit ; who, while their reverence for the Sacred Scriptures
induced them to be as literal as they could, to avoid obscurity, have been
extremely happy in the simplicity and dignity of their expressions, and
who, by their adherence to the Hebrew idiom, have at once enriched
and adorned our language. And instead of being impatient for a new
translation, we shall (to adopt the energetic expression of Mr. Todd)
* take up THE BOOK, which from our infancy we have known and loved,

with increased delight ; and resolve not hastily to violate, in regard to

itself, the rule which it records ; — forsake not an old friend, for
THE NEW IS not COMPARABLE TO HIM.'

''

" Happy, thrice happy, hath our English nation been, since God hath
given it learned translators, to express in our mother tongue the heavenly
mysteries of his holy word, delivered to his church in the Hebrew and
Greek languages ; who, although they may have in some matters of no
importance unto salvation, as men, been deceived and mistaken, yet they
have faithfully delivered the whole substance of the heavenly doctrine

contained in the Holy Scriptures, without any heretical translations or

wilful corruptions. With what reverence, joy, and gladness, then, ought
we to receive this blessing ! Let us read the Scriptures with an humble,
modest, and teachable disposition : with a willingness to embrace all

truths which are plainly delivered there, how contrary soever to our own
opinions and prejudices ; and in matters of difficulty, readily hearken to

the judgment of our teachers, and those that are set over us in the Lord ;

check every presumptuous thought or reasoning which exalts itself against

any of those mysterious truths therein revealed; and if we thus search

after the truth in the love of it, we shall not miss of that knowledge which
will make us wise unto salvation '."

Editions of the Authorised Version, ivith Parallel References. '•

L The Holy Bible, conteyning the Old Testament and the New:
Newly translated out of the Originall tongues, & with the former Trans-

lations diligently compared and reuised by his Maiestie's speciall Comande-
ment. Lnprinted at London by Robert Barker, Printer to the King's

most Excellent Maiestie. Anno Dom. 1611. folio.

This is the title of the first edition of the authorised English version : it is re-

tained in all the subsequent editions, the sjielling being modernised, and ' com-
mand' being substituted for ' comandement.' A second edition of this Bible appeared

in the same year (1611), also in folio: it is distinguishable from the first by the

larger size of its black letter type. To both these editions there are prefixed,

a Calendar of Lessons, the Genealogical Tables ascribed to the industrious anti-

quary John Speed, and an engraved map of Canaan, together with an alphabetical

' Johnson's Hist. Ace. in the conchiding paragraph. Bp. Watson's Tracts, vol. iii.

p. 100.
'^ The reader, who is desirous of perusing more minute bibliographical accounts of tlie

English Versions executed anterior to King James's (or the authorised English) version

of the Bible, is referred to Lewis's History of the principal Translations of the Bible
;

Dr. Cotton's List of Editions of the Bible ; and Dr. Dibdin's Edition of Herbert's and
Ames's Typographical Antiquities, of which work four volumes have been published.
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list of the places mentioned in the Scriptures. The first quarto edition appeared in

1612.

In some of the very numerous editions printed between the years 1638 and 1685,

an alteration is introduced in Acts vi. 5. ; where, instead of we maij apjmnt, we read

YE may appoint. This alteration has been charged upon the Independents during

the time of Cromwell's usurpation; but, as the first Bible, in which it was ob-

served, is that printed at Cambridge by Buck and Daniel, in 1638, it is in all pro-

bability an error of the press, without any design to favour any particular party.'

In 1653, an edition was printed by John Field, at Cambridge, in 24mo., whicii is of

extreme rarity and beauty: it is called the Pearl Bible, from the very small type

with which it was printed, but is disgraced by very numerous errata, some of which

are of importance.- An imitation of it was made in Holland, in J658; but the

genuine edition is known by having the four first psalms on a page, without turning

over. In 1660, the same printer executed a splendid folio edition of the Bible,

which was illustrated with chorographical i)latp«, engraved by Ogilby, an eminent

artist of that time: he also printed several other editions in 8vo. and ISmo., but

they are not considered as typographical curiosities. From the time of Field to the

end of the seventeenth century, several curious flat Bibles were printed, which are

denominated preaching Bibles, from the use made of them in the pulpit during that

period. The typographical execution of them is very clear, the type being a broad-

laced letter, upon thin paper, with a few marginal notes, which gives them a

superiority over many of the thick and heavy volumes that have since been printed.

In 1683, this translation was corrected, and many references to parallel texts

were added by Dr. Scattergood ; and in 1701, a very fine edition was published in

hirge folio under the direction of Dr. Tenison, Archbishop of Canterbury, with

chronological dates, and an index by Bishop Llo)'d, and accurate tables of Scrip-

ture weights and measures by Bishop Cumberland : but this edition is said to abound
with typographical errors. The latest and most complete revision is that made by

the late Rev. Dr. Blayney, under the direction of the Vice-chancellor and delegates

of the Clarendon Press, at Oxford. In this edition, which was printed both in quarto

and folio in 1769, the punctuation was thoroughly revised; the words printed in

Italics were examined and corrected by the Hebrew and Greek originals; the proper

names, to the etymology of which allusions arc made in the text, were translated

and entered in the margin, the summaries of chapters, and running titles at the top

of each page corrected; some material errors in the chronology rectified; and the

marginal references were re-examined and corrected, and thirty thousand four hun-

dred and ninety-five new references were inserted in the margin. * From the singular

pains bestowed, in order to render this edition as accurate as possible, it has hitherto

been considered the standard edition, from which all subsequent impressions have

been executed. Notwithstanding, however, the great labour and attention be-

stowed by Dr. Blayney, his edition must now yield the palm of accuracy to the very

beautiful and correct edition published by Messrs. Eyre and Strahan, his Majesty's

Printers (but printed by Mr. Woodfall), in 1806, and again in 1813, in quarto; as

not fewer than one hundred and sixteen errors were discovered in collating the

edition of 1806 with Dr. B.'s, and one of these errors was an omission of ccnsider-

' Another material error has crept into many modern editions of the English Bil)le in

1 Tim. iv. 16., where we read TiiJce lieed nnto thyself and thy doctrine, instead of the

doctrine. The origin of this mistake (whicli the author of this work has found in various

editions printed between the year 1690 and tiie commencement of the present century)

it is now impossible to ascertain. It was first pointed out by the eminently learned

Bishop Horsley.
" Mr. DTsraeli has an interestinjr article on tlie above noticed " Pearl Bibles and Six

Thousand P>rata," from which the following instances are copied— Rom. vi. 13. " Nei-

ther yield ye your members as instruments of righteousness unto sin " — for nnrigtiteous-

ness.— 1 Cor. vi. 9. "Knowye not that the unrighteous .?/;«// i«/ieri< the kingdom of God?"^
for shall not inherit. " This erratum," Mr. D. remarks, " served as the foundation of a

dangerous doctrine ; for many libertines urged the text from this corrupt Bible, against

the reproofs of a divine." Curiosities of Literature, (2d Series) vol. iii. p. 318. Mr.

Kilburn, who in 1659 published a curious tract, entitled, " Dangerous Errors in several

late printed Bibles," recites the two preceding instances, and adds, tliat in John ix. 21. the

words " or who hath opened his eyes, loe hunv not," are wholly omitted (p. 7.)

3 A full account of Ur. Blayney 's Collation and Revision was communicated by him to

the Gentleman's Magazine for November 1769. vol. xxxix. pp. 517-519.
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able importance. ' Messrs. Eyre and Strahan's editions may therefore be regarded
as approaching as near as possible to what bibliographers term an immaculate
text. Only one erratum, we believe, has been discovered in the edition of
1806. The following particulars relative to the above-mentioned London editions

of the Bible may not be unacceptable to the bibliographical reader, at the same
time they will shew that their claims to be considered as standard editions are not
altogether unfounded.— The booksellers of the metropolis, having applied to his

Majesty's Printers to undertake a handsome edition of the Bible, confided the

execution of it to Mr. George Woodfall in 1804. The copy printed from was the

current Cambridge edition, with which Mr. W.'s edition agrees page for page. It

was afterwards read twice by the Oxford impression then in use, and the proofs

were transmitted to the Rev. Launcelot Sharpe, by whom they were read with
Dr. Blayney's 4to. edition of 1769. After the proofs returned by Mr. S. for press

had been corrected, the forms were placed upon the press at which they were to be
worked, and another proof was taken. This was read by Mr. Woodfall's superin-

tendent, and afterwartis by Mr. W. himself, with Dr. Blayney's edition, and any
errors that had previously escaped were corrected; the forms not having been re-

moved from the press after the last proofs had been taken off! By this precaution,

they avoided the danger of errors (a danger of very frequent occurrence, and of
no small magnitude), arising from the removal of the forms from the proof-press

to the presses on which the sheets were finally worked off. Of this edition, which
was ready for publication in isoc, five hundred copies were printed on imperial 4to.,

two thousand on royal, and three thousand on medium quarto size. In the course

of printing this edition from the Cambridge copy, a great number of very gross

errors was discovered in the latter, and the errors in the common Oxford editions

above noticed were not so few as 1200! The London edition of 1806 being

exhausted, a new impression was put to press in 1810, which was completed, with

equal beauty and accuracy, in 1812, and published in 1813. It will gratify the

reader to know, that the edition of 1815 has been recommended by the General
Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of America,
to be adopted as the Standard Edition to which future editions of the English Ver-
sion of the Holy Scriptures (for the use of the members of that church) are to be
made conformable. (Journal of the Proceedings of the Bishops, Clergy, and Laity

of the Protestant Episcopal CiiurL-h in the United States of America, in a general

Convention held in the city of Philadelphia, from the 16th to the 24th day of May,
1820, p. 54. Journal of the Convention of the same Church in May 1823, p. 101.)

Of the various editions of the authorised English Version, published with parallel

texts, those printed at Oxford, (after that of Dr. Blayney in 1769, and that of

1 In Dr. Blayney's quarto edition of 1769, the following words are omitted in Rev.
xviii. 22. after the words " no more," viz. " at all in tliee ; and no craftsmen, of what-
soever craft lie be, shall be found any more." It is proper to add, that this omission was
caused in over-running the folio edition of 1769 into the quarto size. Similar errors

have been detected in other editions of the Bible, some of which are sufficiently curious.

Thus in 1632 Barker and Lucas (the King's printers) executed an edition of the English
Bible, consisting of one thousand copies, in which a very serious error was committed
by leaving out the word not in the seventh commandment, which ran thus: Thou shalt
commit adultery. This fact being proved before the high commission court, the whole
impression was called in, and a very heavy fine was imposed upon the printers. (Town-
ley's Illustrations of Biblical Literature, vol. iii. pp. 318-320.) The splendid folio Bible,

printed by Baskett at Oxford in 1716 is commonly termed the Vinegar Bible, from an
error in the running title at Luke xx, where we read the " parable of llie vinegar" instead

of the " parable ofllie vineyard !" The octavo Oxford Bible, printed in 1792, is remark-
able for a mistake in Luke xxii. 34. where PInlip, instead of Peter, is named as tlie dis-

ciple who should deny Christ : And the octavo Bible printed at the same place, in 1811,
is remarkable for this mistake in Isa. Ivii. 12. " I ivitt declare tliy rigliteoiisiiess and ituj

works, Jor tliey shali. pritfit tliee " instead of " tlwy sliutl kot profit tliee." The existence

of such errors as these presents a most powerful inducement to the superintendents of the

two university presses, as v/ell as of his Majesty's printers, to give the utmost possible

vigilance and correctness to the final revision of their proof sheets : especially as, since the

adoption of the stereotype process, a single error may be perpetuated through many thou-
sand impressions,— as many indeed as may be taken from the stereotype [jlates. (Brit.

Crit. N. S. vol. xvii. p. 201.)
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Bishop Wilson, are among the best and most copious of the larger editions. • The
Oxford minion octavo, which issued from the press in 1821, is one of the most
commodious and correct editions that has ever been printed. The medium octavo
Bible, executed by His Majesty's Printers, in 1814, is a most beautiful book.
Canne's octavo edition, 1682, and Watson's, Edinburgh, 8vo., 1722, are the most
valuable of the earlier^joe/irf editions, and are all scarce and deal'. The Rev. Thomas
Scott's Commentary on the Bible, iu 6 vols. 4to., has a very copious and judicious

selection of parallel references on the plan of Canne's Bible. The Rev. Dr. Adam
Clarke's Commentary also has a similar selection of parallel texts. The pocket edition

of the entire English Bible, published by Mr.Bagsterin 1816, contains a new selection

•of upwards of sixty thousand references to passages that are really parallel. But
the cheapcat, as well as one of the most elegant and useful of all the pocket editions,

is that published at Oxford in 1827, after Dr. Blayney's revision, at the very low
price of eight shillings in sheets, which, from its type and size, is known by the

appellation of the Oxford ruby octavo Bible.

3. The New Testament, with References under the Text in words at

lengtli, so that the Parallel Texts may be seen at one view. By the Rev.
Francis Fox, M.A. London, 1722. Second Edition, 174'2. 2 vols. 8vo.

The editor of this useful publication has given, for the most part, all the refer-

ences in the then last and fullest edition of the Bible, together with a great num-
ber collected by himself; and has further added the chronology of Archbishop
Usher, the marginal renderings, and several good notes on really difficult passages,

together with a copious index. This work is now only to be procured at a very
high price,

4. Scientia Biblica ; being a copious Collection of Parallel Passages,

for the illustration of the New Testament, printed in words at length,

the wliole so arranged as to illustrate and confirm the different clauses

of each verse ; together with the text at large, in Greek and English, the

various readings and the chronology. London, 1825. 3 vols. Svo.

There are copies of this work in royal Svo. Its design is to expound Scripture

by Scrii)ture : with this view the different verses of the New Testament are neatly

printed by themselves, in Greek and English ; and below them is placed (in words
at length) a new selection of parallel references, which is evidently the result of
great labour and research, and is calculated to save much time and trouble to

Biblical Students. The typographical execution is very neat.

Anglo-Romish Versions ofthe Bible,

\. The Holie Bible faithfvlly translated into English ovt of the Avthen-

tical Latin. Diligently conferred with the Hebrew, Greeke, and other

Editions in diuers languages. With Argvments of the Bookes, and Chap-
ters : Annotations : Tables : and other helpes for better vnderstanding

of the text : for discouerie of corruptions in some late translations : and
for clearing Controversies in Religion. By the English College of Doway.
Printed at Doway by Lavrence Kellam. 1609-10. 2 vols. 4to.

1 The following short table will convey an accurate idea of the progressive increase of

references to parallel texts in various editions of the Bible.

In the 1st edition of 161 ll -5 ^ f 6,588^ x. f S85^ S f 1,527
)

J. Hayes's, 1677
I

c S 14,629
| g; 1,409 £

j
9,857

Dr. Scattergood's, 1678 1 '^ n I 20,357 I § 1,417 I | 1 11,371 I -

Dr. Blayney's, 1769 S^ 43,318 | 1,772
j ^ 19,893

j

Bishop Wilson's, 1785 1 ^° I 45,190j ^ I 1,772
J
^ I 19,993

J

Hewlett's Commentary, vol. i. p. *45. 4to. edit, in which Mr. H. has adopted the parallel

texts in Bishop Wilson's Bible, as being the most copious, and upon the whole well

selected.

9,000
25,895
33,145

39,188

64,983
66,955
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2. The New Testament of lesvs Christ, translated faithfvlly into English

out of the authentical Latin, according to the best corrected copies of
the same, diligently conferred with the Greeke, and other editions in

diners languages : Vvith Argvments of bookes and chapters, Annota-
tions, and other necessarie helpes, for the better vnderstanding of the

text, and specially for the discouerie of the Corrvptions of diuers late

translations, and for cleering the Controversies in religion, of these dales :

In the English College of Rhemes. Printed at Rhemes by lohn Fogny.
1582. 4to.

These are the first editions of the Old and New Testament : they are not often

to be met with. Fine copies of them are in the Library of the British Museum.

3. The Holy Bible, translated from the Latin Vulgate, diligently com-
pared with the Hebrew, Greek, and other editions, in divers languages :

the Old Testament, first published at Doway, A.D. 1609; and the New
Testament, first published by the English College at Rheims, A.D. 1582.

With Annotations, References, and an Historical and Chronological Index.

The whole revised and diligently compared with the Latin Vulgate.

Dublin and London, 1825. 8vo.

This is the latest and most easily accessible edition of the Anglo-Romish version

of the Bible. It has been alteredfor the better, and made conformable to our Pro-

testant authorised version, in several instances, which had been stigmatised by Roman-
ists as heretical! (See Mr. Hamilton's Observations on the present State of the

Roman Catholic English Bible, pp. 19-21.)

In the year 1582, the Romanists finding it impossible to withhold the Scriptures

any longer from the common people, printed an English New Testament at

Rheims : it was translated, not from the original Greek, but from the Latin Vulgate.

The editors retained the words azi/mes, tunilce, holocaust, pasche, and a multitude of

other Greek words untranslated, under the pretext of wanting proper and adequate

English terms by which to render them; and thus contrived to render it unintel-

ligible to common readers. Hence the historian Fuller took occasion to remark

that it was ' a translation which needed to be translated;' and that its editors 'by
all means laboured to suppress the light of truth, under one pretence or other.'

Our learned countryman, Thomas Cartwright, was solicited by Sir Francis Wal-
singham to refute this translation : but, after he had made considerable progress in

the work, he was prohibited from proceeding further by Archbishop Whitgift ; who,

judging it improper that the defence of the doctrine of the church of England should

be committed to a puritan, appointed Dr. William Fulke in his place. By him the

divines of Rheims were refuted with great spirit and ability. Fulke's work appeared

in 1617, and in the following year, Cartwright's confutation was published under

the auspices of Archbishop Abbot; both of them were accompanied with the

Rhemish translation of the New Testament; the titles of their publications

are subjoined. The Old Testament was translated from the Vulgate at Douay
(whence it is called the Douay Bible) in two volumes 4to., the first of which

appeared in 1609, and the second in 1610. Annotations are subjoined, which

are ascribed to one Thomas Worthington : the translators were William (afterwards

Cardinal) Allen, Gregory Martin, and Richard Bristow. This translation, with the

Rhemish version of the New Testament above noticed, forms the English Bible,

which alone is used by the Romanists of this country. In 1749, a new edition of

the Anglo-Romish Bible, with some alteration's in the text, and many in the notes,

was published from the copy of Dr. Chaloner, titular bishop of Debra and one of

the vicars apostolic of the Romish Church in England. Various other editions

have been printed at different times and in different sizes, particularly one published

at Dublin, in 1816, " corrected, revised, and approved of by the most Reverend Dr.

Fraj', R. C. archbishop of Dublin." For a review of the dangerous and obnoxious

tenets in this edition, see the British Critic, N. S. vol. viii. pp. 296-508.

(l.) The Text of the New Testament of Jesus Christ, translated out of the

vulgar Latine, by the Papists of the traiterous seminary at Rheims, with argu-

ments of Bookes, Chapters, and Annotations, pretending to discover the cor-

ruptions of divers translations, and to clear the controuersies of these dayes.

With the authorised English Version, and a confutation of all such arguments.
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glosses, and annotations, as contain manifest impiety or heresy, treason and
slander against the Catholic Church of God, and the true teachers thereof, or
the translations used in the Church of England. By W, Fulke, D. D. London,
1617 & 1635. folio.

This elaborate work first appeared in 1586, and was again reprinted in 1601. That
late elegant scholar and pious divine, the Rev. James Hervey (though sometimes rather

too candid and indiscriminate in his public recommendations of books), passed the follow-
ing very just encomium on Dr. Fulke's noble performance: — He styles it " a valuable
piece of antient controversy and criticism, full of sound divinity, weighty arguments, and
important observations;" adding— " would the young student be taught to discover the

very sinews of popery, and be enabled to give an effectual blow to that complication of
errors, I scarce know a treatise better calculated for the purpose."

(2.) A confutation of the Rhemists' Translation, Glosses, and Annotations of
the New Testament. By Thomas Cartwright. London, 1618. folio.

4'. The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, newly
translated out of the Latin Vulgate, and with the original Greek, and
divers Translations in vulgar Languages, diligently compared and revised.

Together with Annotations upon the most remarkable passages in the

Gospels, and marginal Notes upon other difficult texts of the same, and
upon the rest of the Books of the New Testament, for the better under-
standing of the Literal Sense. By C.[ornelius] N.[ary] C.[onsul-
tissimae] F.[acultatis] P.[arisiensis.] D[octor.] 1718-19. 8vo.

This edition has no place or printer's name ; but Dr. Geddes says that it was
printed at Dublin. (Prospectus for a new translation, p. HO.) See a full account
of it in Lewis's Hist, of Enghsh translations, pp. 356-363. (8vo. edition.)

5. The New Testament, translated from the Latin Vulgate, with An-
notations. By R. W.[etham] D.[uacensis] P[rofessor.] 1730-33.
2 vols. 8vo.

This edition also is without place or printer's name : it is supposed to have been
printed at Douay. See an account of it in Lewis's History, pp. 363-365.

Welsh Verdi071.

Y Beibl Cyssegr-Lan. Sef yr hen Destament, a'r Newydd. Imprinted
at London by the Deputies of Christopher Barker, 1588. folio.

From an epistle of Dr. Richard Davis, Bishop of Saint David's, prefixed to the
Welsh New Testament, printed in 1567, we learn that there was a British or Welsh
version of the Pentateuch extant about (if not before the year) 1527, though the
translator's name is not known. Some other small and detached passages of
Scripture appear also to have been translated into this language in the reign of
King Edward VI., which were printed, in all probability, for the use of his Liturgy.

But it was not until the reign of Elizabeth, that efficient steps were taken to supply
the inhabitants of the principality of Wales with the Holy Scriptures in their ver-

nacular dialect. In 1 563 an act of parliament was passed, (5 Eliz. c. 28.) enacting
that the Old and New Testaments, together with the Book of Common Prayer,
should be translated into the British or Welsh tongue ; and committing the direction

of the work to the Bishops of St. Asaph, Bangor, Saint David's, Llandaff" and
Hereford. They were to view, peruse, and allow the translation, and to take care
(under a penalty of ^40 on each of them), that such a number should be printed
and distributed by March 1, 1566, as would furnish copies to every cathedral, col-

legiate and parish church, and chapel of ease, within their respective dioceses, where
Welsh was commonly spoken. In 1 567, was printed at London, the first translation

of t^e New Testament. The translators were Thomas Huet, Chanter of Saint
David's, Dr. Richard Davis, Bishop of Saint David's, and William Salesbury, a man
of great industry, learning, and piety. But there was no edition or version ofthe Old
Testament in the British tongue till more than twenty years after the publication of
the New Testament. The person chiefly concerned in rendering this important
service to the antient Britons, was William Morgan, D. D. who was bishop ofLlandaftj
in 1595, from which see he was, in 1604, translated to that of Saint Asaph. Rejirst
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translated the entire Old Testament, together vvith the Apocrypha, into Welsh, and

also revised and corrected the/o/-»2er version of the New Testament, both of which

were printed, in one volume folio, in 1 588. During the reign of James 1, the Welsh
Version underwent a further examination and correction from Dr. Parry, Morgan's

successor in the see of Saint Asaph. This corrected version, which is usually called

Parry's Bible, is the basis of all subsequent editions. It was printed at London in 1620.

Seventy years afterwards, another folio edition was printed at Oxford, under the

inspection of Bishop Lloyd, in 1690. These folio impressions were intended prin-

cipallv, if not wholly, for the use of churches : so that, for upwards of seventy

years,"^from the settlement of the reformation by Queen Elizabeth, there was no

provision made for furnishing the country or people in general with copies of the

Scriptures. The honour of the first supply of this kind is due to one or more

citizens of London, at whose private expense an octavo edition was printed 1650.

In 1654 and 1678 two other octavo editions appeared; the latter of these consisted

of 8000 copies, to the publication of which the Rev. Thomas Gouge, a learned

non-conformist minister, i not only contributed very largely out of his private for-

tune, but procured ample subscriptions from numerous opulent and benevolent

individuals. The next octavo edition of the Welsh Bible was published in 1690,

under the patronage of Thomas Lord Wharton, by Mr. David Jones; who was

assisted in the undertaking by some ministers and citizens of London. This was

the last edition that appeared in the seventeenth century, and also the most

numerous; the editor, it is said, having distributed not fewer than ten thousand

copies. 2 During the eighteenth century, six editions of the Welsh Bible were

printed chiefly, if not wholly, at the expense of the venerable Society for pro-

moting Christian Knowledge, viz, in 1718, 1727, 1746, 1752, 1769, or 1770, and

1799. This last edition consisted oHen thousand copies of the Welsh Bible, Com-
mon Prayer, and singing Psalms, besides two thousand extra copies of the New
Testament.

' Ample as this edition was, in a few years, copies of the Scriptures be-

came extremely scarce and dear in the Principality: and in 1802, some pious and

benevolent individuals projected a new impression, the circumstances connected with

which ultimately led to the formation of the British and Foreign Bible Society.'

Their attention "was immediately directed to the wants of the Principality : in 1806,

a lar^e and very correct stereotype impression of the New Testament was issued.

large edition, in crown octavo, of the Welsh Bible, with the Liturgy and Psalms.

It was executed at the press of the University of Oxford, and is one of the most

beautiful specimens of typography ever printed ; so that the inhabitants of Wales

are now abundantly supplied with the Scriptures in their native tongue.

Irish Version.

The Books of the Old Testament, translated into Irish by the care and

diligence of Dr. William Bedell, L^te Bishop of Kihnore. With the

New Testament, translated by William O'Domhnuill . [In the vernacular

Irish character.] London, 1685-81. 4to.

The New Testament having been translated into Irish by Dr. William Daniel,

archbishop of Tuam, Dr. Bedell (who was advanced to the see of Kilmore and

Arda<^h in 1620\ procured the Old Testament to be translated by a Mr. King; who

being" ignorant of the original languages, executed it from the English Version

Bedell, therefore, revised and compared it with the Hebrew, the Septuagint, and

the Italian version of Diodati. He supported Mr. King, during his undertaking, to

the utmost of his ability; and when the translation was finished, he would have

printed it in his own house, and at his own charge, if he had not been prevented

1 The reader will find a pleasing account of Mr. Gouge's various benevolent and

pious undertakings in Archbishop Tillotson's Sermon on his death. Works, vol. ii.

pp. S'10-449. 8vo. London, 1820.
, -r, ,• • c .^ tj-ui

2 Llewellyn's Historical Account of the Britisli Versions and Editions of the Bible.

^^3
See tiie Rev. John Owen's History of the British and Foreign Bible Society, vol. i.

^

pp. 1-12. 138. 150. 262. 391.
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by tlie troubles in Irelaml. The translation, however, escaped the hands of the

rebels, and was subsequent!}' printed in I6S5, at the expense of the Hon. Robert
Boyle.' What editions were printed during the eighteenth century, the author of

the present work has not been able to ascertain. The British and Foreign Bil)le

Society early exerted itself to supply the want of the Bible in the Irish language.

In 1811, an edition of the New Testament was completed; and in 1813, the

Bible was stereotyped. Another edition, in three octavo volumes, is in progress at

the expense of the Society for promoting Christian Knowledge.

Manks Version.

Yn Vible Casherick
;
goaill stiagh yn Clienn Chonaant, as yn conaant

Noa: veih ny Chied Ghlaraghyn ; dy Kiaralagh Chyndait ayns Gailck
;

ta shen dy ghra, Chengey ny Mayrey Elian Vaniiin. Poiiitit dy ve
Ihaiht ayns Kialteenyn. Whitehaven, 1775. 4'to.

Towards the close of his life, the truly venerable Bishop of Sodor and Man, Dr.
Thomas Wilson, formed a plan for translating the New Testament into the Manks
language; but he did not live to make a further progress than to procure the four

Gospels and Acts of the Apostles to be translated, and to pi"int, at his own expense,

the Gos|)el of St. Matthew. His exemplary successor. Bishop Hildesley, revised

the manuscript, and completed the version of the New Testament, which, by the

munificent aid of the Society for promoting Christian Knowledge, and of other
benevolent individuals, he was enabled to print between the years 17.56 and 17C0.

In 1766, he was encouraged, by the influx of benefactions, to undertake a Manks
Version of the Old Testament, which was completed only two days before his

decease, on the .30th November, 1772.- In 17 75, the entire Bible was printed at

the expense of the same venerable society, at Whitehaven, in one volume quarto

:

it is very neatly printed in three columns on a page.

In 1819, a beautiful and accurate octavo edition of the Manks Bible was executed l)y

His Majesty's Printers, for the British and Foreign Bible Society.

Gaelic Version.

Leabraichean an T-seann Tiomnaidh, air an tarruing o'n cheud chanain
chum Gaelic alban naich ; agus air an cur a mach le h-ugdarras ard-

sheanaidh eaglais na h-alba. Duneidin, [The Holy Bible in the Gaelic
Language. Edinburgh] 1826. 4 to.

The Society in Scotland for propagating Christian knowledge has the honour of
giving to the inhabitants of the Highlands the Holy Scriptures in their vernacular
dialect. The New Testament was translated by the late Rev. James Stuart, minis-

ter of Killin, and printetl at their expense in 1765: it bears a high character for

fidelity and accuracj'. The several books of the Old Testament were translated

and published in detached portions or volumes, at different times, as the Society's

funds would [)ermit, viz. The prophetical books, by the Rev. Dr. Smith, in 178.~,

and the remaining books b)' the Rev. Dr. John Stuart, minister of Luss (son of the

translator of the New Testament), in three parts, v, hich appeared successively in the

years 1783, 1787, and isoi. In 1796, the first edition of the New Testament being

exhausted, the Society published another, consisting of twenty tJiousand copies.

And as some of the first printed volumes of the Old Testament were so much re-

duced in number, in 1802, as to be insufficient to supply the urgent demands of the
Highlands in general, and of the Society's own schools in particular, a nc\v edition

of twenty thousand copies was printed. Three parts out of four, into which this

portion of the Bible had been divided, were rendered from the Hebrew with great

simplicity, and with as literal an adherence to the original text as the idiom of the

respective languages woukl admit. As the st\le of the fourth part (containing the
prophetical books), had receded from this simplicity, it was revised and corrected

with the utmost care. From this corrected text (a copy of which was furnished

1 Biographia Britannica, article Bedell, vol. ii. p. 1S6. 2d edition.

- Chalmers's Biograpliical Dictionary, vol. xvii. pp. 410-482. from Mr. Butler's
Memoirs of Bp. Hildesley.
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by the Society in Scotland as soon as it was finished), the British and Foreign Bible

Society executed their stereotype editions in 1807, which (as the Scottish Society

was unable to supply the urgent and very numerous demands for the sacred

writings) were purchased at reduced prices by the poor Highlanders, with the live-

liest expressions of gratitude.' In is 16, this Gaelic Version of the Bible received

the approbation of the General Assembly of tlie Church of Scotland. The quarto

edition, printed at Edinburgh, may be considered as the standard edition of the

Gaelic Bible: it was revised by a committee of clergymen well skilled in the Gaelic

lan'Tuage, who were appointed by the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland

to superintend the work. This edition, with a revised Gaelic Metrical Version of

the Tsahns and Paraphrases on certain portions of Scripture subjoined to it, was
completed in the year 1826. It was then submitted to the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland, who were pleased to approve of it, and to authorise its exclu-

sive use in the churches and chapels within their bounds in which public worship

is conducted in the Gaelic language.

[ii,] Versions in the Languages spoken on the Continent of

Europe.

J . German Versions.

Luther's Version.

As Germany has the honour of being the country where the art of printing was

first discovered, so it was distinguished in the annals of sacred literature, by being

the first in which the Holy Scriptures were issued from the press in the vernacular

language of its inhabitants. So early indeed as the year 1466, a German transla-

tion from the Latin Vulgate was printed, the author of which is unknown.-

Scarcely, however, had the Reformation commenced, when Luther meditated a new
version of the Scriptures for the general use of his countrymen. His first pub-

lication comprised the seven penitential Psalms, from the Latin of John Reuchlin.

These appeared in 1517, and were followed by the New Testament in 1522; by

the Pentateuch, in 152"; by the Book of Joshua, and the remaining historical

Books, in 1524; in which year also appeared the books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs,

Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs. In 1526 were published the prophecies of

Jonah and Habakkuk; in 1528, those of Zechariah and Isaiah; in 1529, the

apocryphal book of Wisdom; in 1550, the book of Daniel, together with the re-

maining apocryphal books ; in 1531, the entire book of Psalms; and 1531 and 1532

tiie rest of the prophetical books. All these portions of Luther's translations are

of extreme rarity : in the revision of it he received very important assistance from

the learned and candid Philip Melanctlion, who also corresponded with eminent

men on various topics of biblical criticism, in order to render the translation as

correct as possible. Further to ensure its accuracy, a select party of learned men
assembled daily with Luther at Wittemberg, to revise every sentence which he had

made directly from the Hebrew and Greek. Melancthon collated the Greek
original, Cruciger the Chaldee, and other professors the Rabbinical writings.

Justus Jona^, John Bugenhagen, and Matthew Aurogallus, also contributed their

aid. The whole Bible thus revised was first published in 1530, and again in 1554,

1541, and 1545'. Luther made his version directly fi'oin the original Hebrew and

1 Address of the Society in Scotland for propagating Cliristian Knowledge, 1803.

Owen's History of the Bible Society, vol. i. pp. 205, 206. 314-316. In 1820, a Gaelic

translation of the Book of Common Prayer was completed and printed, at the exiiense tf

the incorporated London Society for promoting Cliristian Knowledge.
2 A copy of this very rare work is in the splendid collection of Earl Spencer. See a

description of it in Mr. Dibdin's Bibliotlieca Spenceriana, vol. i. pp. 42-47.

3 For furiher particulars relative to Luther's German Version of the Scriptures, the

reader is referred to the Life of Philip Melancthon, by Francis Cox, M. A. pp.206-213.

(2d edit.), and also to Dr. Townley's Illustrations of Biblical Literature, vol. ii. pp. 271-

SOO. Of the editions of Luther's versions above noticed, the venerable Reformer be-

stowed the greatest care in revising and correcting tliat of 154 I . It was beautifully printed

in two folio volumes, and ornamented with wood-cuts. A Unique Copi/ of this edition,

which had been Ltil/icr's oim copn, and constantly used by him until his decease, was in
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Greek, and not one of his numerous enemies ever durst charge him with ignorance
of those hmguages. His translation is represented as being uncommonly clear and
accurate, and its style in a high degree pure and elegant. Having originally been
published in detached portions, as these were gradually and successively circulated
among the people, Luther's version produced sudden and almost incredible effects,

and contributed more than any other cause, to extirpate the erroneous jjiinciples

and superstitious practices of the church of Rome from the minds of a prodigious
number of persons.' Since that time it has been printed times without number

;

and as the Reformation spread, it served as the basis of several other translations, viz.

(!•) The Lower Saxon Translation was printed at Liibeck, in 1533-4. Its authors are

not known, - This version was undertaken at the suggestion of Lutlier himself, and
imder the direction of John Bugenhagen (or Bugenhagii'.sj, who wrote a preface, and sup-
plieil short notes, and also arguments to the dilierent books.

(2.) The Poineranicm Version was printed in 1583, in quarto, by the command of
Bogislaus XIII. duke of Pomerania: it was made from the Wittemberg edition of
Luther's Bible, printed in 1545.

(3.) The Danish Version was undertaken by command of Christian III. king of Den-
mark, and at tlie suggesdon of Bugenliagen : it was printed at Copenhagen in 1550, and is

of extreme rarity. Previously to the publication of tliis version, the New Testament 5 had
been translated from tlie Vulgate, as well as the Psalms, and the five books of Moses.
The Danish version was subsequently revised and corrected in the reigns of Frederick II.

and Christian IV. kings of Denmark; the revision, made by command of the last-men-
tioned monarch, is, we believe, the standard of the succeeding editions of the Danish
Scriptures, which, however, are said to vary considerably from Luther's German version.— In 1823 the Gospel of Matthew was printed at Copenhagen, in the dialect of the Danish
language spoken by the inhabitants of the Faroe Islands : the Danish and Faroese texts

are printed in parallel columns.

(4.) The Icelandic Translation of the entire Bible was printed at Holum, in Iceland,
in 1584, under the patronage of Frederick II. The New Testament had been translated

by Oddnr Gottshalkson (whose father filled the episcopal see of Holum), and printed in

Denmark, in 1539, at the expense of Christian III. This was followed by an Icelandic
Version of the Epistles and Gospels for all tlic Sundays in the year, published in 1562, by
Olaf Hialteson, the first Lutheran bishop of Holum ; wliich may be considered as a
second edition of certain portions of Oddur's New Testament, the compiler having availed
himself chiefly of that version, in writing out the lessons of which the work consists. In
1580, the Proverbs of Solomon were translated by Gissur Eincerson, the first Lutheran
bishop of Skalliolt, who also translated the book of Sirach, printed in the same year at

Holum. At length, in 1584, as above noticed, the whole of the Old and New Testaments
was printed in Icelandic, through the unremitting zeal and pious liberality of Gudbrand
Thorlakson, bishop of Holimi, who not only contributed largely to the luidertaking him-
self, but also obtained a munificent donation from Frederick il., with authority to raise a
rix-dollar in aid of the work from every church in Iceland. It is not known what share
this eminent prelate had in the translation, v/hich is considered as the production of dif-

ferent hands. Gottshalkson's version of the New Testament, as well as of some parts of the

Old Testament, was adopted, after having been revised by Gudbrand. Tliis edition has

always been very highly esteemed, on accoimt of the purity of its diction ; and, even at

tins day, it is preferred before more modern translations. A second edition of tlie Ice-

landic Bible appeared at Holum in 1G44, under the editorial care of '! horlak Skuleson,
bishop of that see ; by whom it was carefully revised and corrected. This is the standard
text from which the two most recent impressions of the Icelandic Version have bccis

printed.-^

the possession of the late Mr. Edwards (formerly an eminent bookseller) of Manor House,
near Harrow-oivthe-Hill. On the sale of his choice library by aixtion, in 1813, these

precious volumes were purchased by Geo. IliLbert, Esq. for the sum of 89/. 5s. Gd, See
a description of them copied from die sale eatalogue (No. 812.) in Mr. Dibdin's Biblio-

grapliical Decameron, vol. iii. pp. 123, 124, or in the Gentleman's Magazine, vol. Ixxxv.

part i. p. 254.
' Moslieim's Ecclesiastical History, vol. iv. p. GO.

- Another Lower Saxon Version from the Vulgate was printed at Lubeck in 1494, in

two folio volumes. Tlie reader will find a bibliographical notice of it in the Bibliotheca

Spcnceriana, vol.i. pp. 55-58.
3 An interesting account of this version is given by Dr. Henderson in his " Disserta-

tion on Hans Mikkelsen's (or the first Danish) translation of the New Testament," Co-
penhagen, 1813. 4to.

"• The above particulars are abridged from the Rev. Dr. Henderson's " Historical View
of the Praanslation and ditl'erent 1 ditions of the Icelandic Scriptures," in the second

(F)2
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(5.) The Swedish Version was made from tlie first edition of Luther's German Transla-

tion : it was begun by Laurence Andreas, and finished by Laurence Petri, and was printed

at Upsal, in 1541, by the command of Gustavus I., king of Sweden.

(6.) The Dutch Translation appeared in 15G0, and after being repeatedly printed, was

superseded by a new Protestant translation, of wliich an account is given in page 87, infra.

C7 10.) The Finnish Version was printed at Stockholm, in 1642 ', and again in

](j44 2. the Lettish (or Livonian) was made by Ernest Gluck, dean of the Lutheran

church in Livonia, who completed it between the years 1G80 and 1688 : the entire Bible

was printed at Riga, in 1689 '3; the Sorabic or Wendish (a dialect spoken in Upper

Lusatia), at Bautzen (Budissce), in 1728, and again in 1742; and the Lithuanian, at

Konigsberg (Regiomonti), in 1735.

Valuable as Lutlier's German translation of the Scriptures confessedly is, it was

severely attacked, on its publication, by the enemies of the Reformation, whose

protluctions are enumerated by Walchius.-' Luther's translation, reformed by the

Ziiino-lians and Calvinists, was printed, in various editions at Neustadt, between the

years°1679 and 1695; at Herborn in 1696, 1698, 1701-5-8, and 21 ; at Heidel-

ber'Mu 1617 and 1618, and many times since; at Cassel in 1602; and at Basle in

1651, 1659, and in the last century very frequently.

Between the years 1525 and 1529, Leo Jnda published at Zurich a German-Swiss

translation of the Scriptures. As far as he could, he availed himself of such parts of

Luther's version as were then printed. In 1 667 a new and revised edition of Leo

Juda's translation was published at Zurich : the alterations and corrections in it are

so numerous, that it is considered as a new translation, and is commonly called the

New Zurich Bible, in order to distinguish it from the Old Zurich version of Leo

Jtida. " It was luidertaken by Hottinger, Miilier, Zcller, Hoftmeister, and others,

and conducted with great care and precision. As their plan seems to have had some

resemblance to that pursued by our own admirable translators, and may, perhaps,

have been copied from it, this version is more particularly deserving of notice.

When these learned men met together, Hottinger and Miilier had each of them

the Hebrew text put into their hands ; Zeller had the Old Zurich version,

Wasser took the Italian of Giovanni Diodati and Parens' edition of Luther's Bible,

Hoffmeister had the Septuagint and the Junio-Tremellian version before him, and

Freitz the Belgian Bible. Wiien any difference arose, the point was argued by

them all ; each" was called upon to give his opinion of the translation which was

in his hands : and that reading was adopted which, after mature consideration,

seemed most agreeable to the Hebrew," ^

As the Zurich edition differs very materially from that of Luther, John Piscator

undertook another, from the Latin version of Junius and Tremellius, which he has

followed very closely. It appeared in detached portions between the year 1602

and 1604, and was repeatedly printed during the seventeenth century. Piscator's

version, having become very scarce, has lately been revised by the Biblical and

Divinity Professors, and three Pastors of the Helvetic church, who have corrected

its orthography, and such words as have become obsolete, ])reviously to an edition

of 8000 copies of the entire Bible, and 4000 copies of the New Testament, which

has been executed by the Bern Bible Society, aided by a pecuniary grant from the

British and Foreign Bible Society of London.

Besides the preceding German Versions made by Protestants, there are also

translations made by Romish divines : some of them appeared almost as early as that

volume, (p. 249-306.) of his very interesting Journal of a Residence in Iceland, during

the years 1814 and 1815, 8vo. Edinburgh, 1818.

1 This edition was accompanied with a translation in the i?x/Ao?iia7j. language, spoken

in the province of Esthland or Esthonia. It is a totally distinct language, being closely

allied to the Finnish. Bp. Marsh's History of Translations, p. 4. note. There is also a

dialect of the Esthonian, called the Dorpatian Esthonian, into which the New Testament

was translated and published in the year 1727.

'i A translation of the Scriptures into the Karelian language (spoken in Karelia, a pro-

vince of East Finland), was printed in 1822 under the direction of the St. Petersburg

Bible Society ; but it is not known whether this version is made from the Finnish, or not.

3 Henderson's Biblical Researches, p. 111. An edition of the New Testament, both in

Livonian and Esthonian, had been already printed at Riga, in 1685 and 1686. The

Lettish or Livonian is a Sclavonian dialect.

4 Walchii Bibliotheca Theologica Selccta, vol. iv. pp. 79-81.

5 Whittaker's Inquiry into the Inttrpretatit n of the Hebrew iTcriptures in Europe,

p, 33. — Cambridge, 1819, Svo,
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of Lvither, to which, hjwever, they are greatly inferior in point of perspicuity.
Three of these are particularly mentioned by Walchius, viz.

1. That of John Detemherger, wliase translation clearly evinces that he was utterly
unfit for the task he undertook, and who hesitated not to acknowledge that he was totally
ignorant of Hebrew. He took much from Lutlur, ag^iinst whom, however, he velie-

mently inveighs. His translation was first published at Mayence in 1554, and has been
several times printed since that time.

2. The Version which bears the name of John Eekius. He translated only the Old
Testament, the New l)eing executed by Jerome Emser. It was first published in 1537,
and has also been repeatedly printed.

3. The Version of Caspar Ulenberg, which was undertaken under the patrona<^e of
Ferdinand, archbishop and elector of Cologne, is jireferred by those of his own com-
munion to all the other German Versions. He follows the Sixtine edition of the Latin
Vulgate. This tranilation first appeared in 1630, and has undergone very numerous im-
pressions.

The three translations just noticed include the Old and New Testament. In
addition to them, three new versions of the New Testament have, within a few
years, been circulated very largely among the Roman Catholics of Germany, who
have evinced an ardent desire for the Scriptures, notwithstanding the fulminations
of the papal see against them. Oi two of these versions, the Ratisbon edition, and
that executed by M. Gossner, a learned Catholic priest, formerly of Munich, the
author has not been able to obtain any authentic particulars ; the third was executed
about the year 1812, by the Rev. Leander Von Ess, professor of divinity in the
luiiversity of Marburg, in conjunction with his brother. It is made directly from
the Greek, and has been recommended by the first Protestant clergymen at Dres-
den and Zurich', as well as by several authorities among the Roman Catholic
literati, as exhibiting a pure and correct version of the Sacred Original. -i

There are also two translations of the Old Testament in the dialect spoken by
the Jews in Germany, called the Jewish-German. One was made by Joseph Josel
Ben Alexander, and was printed by Joseph Athias at Amsterdam, in 1679: pre-
viously to publication it was revised by Rabbi Meir Stern, chief rabbi at the syna-
gogue at Amsterdam. The other Jewisli-German translation was executed by RabLi
Jekuthiel Ben Isaac Blitz, and was printed by Uri Veibsch Ben Aaron, also at Am-
sterdam, in 1679. Kortholt terms this translator a blasphemous impostor, and
charges him with having disguised certain prophecies relative to the Messiah, in

consequence of his Jewish predilections. Of these two semi-barbarous, unfaithful,

and now almost universally neglected translations, which can be of no use whatever
in scripture criticism, Carpzov has given an account, with specimens. 3 And as the
German Jews are at this time said to be animated by a spirit of candid inquir}', a
Jewish-German translation of the Islew Testament has lately been printed for their

benefit, at the expense of the London Society for promoting Christianity among the
Jews.

2. French Versions.

The earliest attempt towards translating the Scriptures into French, was made by
Jean de Vignay or de Vignes, who translated the epistles and gospels contained in the

Romish missal, at the request of Jane of Burgundy, queen of Philip, king of France,

in the early part of the fourteenth century. + Later in the same century, Raoul de
Presles, or Praelles, at the command of Charles V. king of PVance, translated the

' The late Rev. Dr. Reinhart, first chaplain to the court of Saxony, and the present

venerable superior of the Zurich clergy, Antistes Hess.
2 Owen's History of the British and Foreign Bible Society, vol. ii. p. 229.

3 Carpzovii Critica Sacra Veteris Testamcnti, pp. 757-786.
* Guiars de Moulins, canon of St. Pierre d'Aire, in the diocese of Tonraine, is com-

monly but erroneously considered as the first French translator o^ the Bible. Between
the years 1291 and 1294 he translated the Historia Scholastica of Peter Comestor, a

popular abstract of sacred history, which has been confounded with the Scriptures.

(Townley's Illustrations of Biblical Literature, vol. i. pp. 390, 392.) Several copies of

this translation are in the Royal Library at Paris ; and an edition of it was printed by
order of Charles VIII., to whom it was dedicated, at Paris, in 1487.
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Bible into French as far as the Psalms or Proverbs.' A very fine manuscript of liis

version is preserved among the Lansdowne MSS., No. 1 175, in the British Musciuii,'^

In 1512, James le Fevre, of Estaples (.better known by the name of Jacobus Faber,

Stapulensis,) published a translation of St. Paul's Epistles, with critical notes and a

commentary, in which he freely censures the Vulgate; and in 152.5 he published at

Paris, in a similar manner, the whole of the New Testament. This was followed

l)y detached books of the Old Testament, and by an edition of the entire French

Bible, translated by himself It was printed at Antwerp by Martin I'Empereur, in

\530, (again in 1534 and 1541), and was revised by the divines of Louvain, whose
edition appeared in 1550, and has since been repeatedly printed. The translation

of le Fevre is said to be the basis of all the subsequent French Bibles, whether exe-

cuted by Roman Catholics or Protestants. The first Protestant French Bible was
published by Robert Peter Olivetan, with the assistance of his relative, the illustrious

reformer, John Calvin, who corrected the Antwerp edition wherevei it differed

from the Hebrew. It was printed at Neufchatel, in 1555, in folio ; and at Geneva
in 1540, in large quarto, with additional corrections by Calvin. Both these editions

are of extreme rarity. Another edition appeared at the same place in 1588, revised

by the College of Pastors and Professors of the Reformed Church at Geneva (Beza,

Genlart, Jaquemot, Bertram, and others), who so greatly imjMoved Olivelan's Bible,

l)oth in correctness and diction, that it henceforth obtained the name of the Geneva
Bible, by which it is now generally known. It has gone through very numerous
editions, the latest of which is that of Geneva, 1805, in foho, and also in three

volumes, 8vo. revised by the College of Pastors, at Geneva. This is, confessedly,

the most elegant French version extant; but many Protestants have wished that it

were a little more literal, and continue to prefer David Martin's revision of the

Genevan version of the French Bible (of which the New Testament was printed in

1696 at Utrecht in 4to., and the entire Bible at Amsterdam in 1707 in two folio

volumes), or the revision of Jean-Frederic Osterval 1 ; the best edition of which is

said to be that printed at Neufchatel, in 1772, in folio, with his arguments and re-

flections on the different books and chapters of the Bible. Ostcrvald's revised text

(frequently but erroneously termed a version) has been several times printed. Ano-
ther French Protestant version (made from the Italian translation of Diodati) wr|s

published in 15'J2, which for a short time was held in estimation by the Calvinists.

The French translation of Sebastian Castalio, who was but indifferently skilled in

that language, appeared at Basil in 1655 ; being acconunodated to his Latin version

above noticed, it was liable to the same objections, and was never held in any

esteem. The translation of tb.e entire Bible by Charles le Cene, who quitted

France on the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, was published in a folio volume

in 1741, thirty-eight years after his death, by his son, a bookseller at Amsterdam.

The States of Groningen prohibited the circulation of this version in their province,

on account of its Socinian tendency. A French translation of the New Testament, by

the celebrated critic le Clerc, appeared at Amsterdam in tvv'o volumes 4to. : it is saitl

to be tainted with Socinian principles, and has never been much read. But theFrench

Protestant version of the NcwTestament, executed by MM. Beausobre and I'Enfant

(Amsterdam 1718, in two volumes 4to.) is highl}' and deservedly esteemed for its

closeness. An English translation of the Gospel of Matthew, made from this ver-

sion, was published at Cambridge in 1779, in Svo., to which was prefixed a transla-

tion of the excellent introduction which accompanied the French edition. This

volume has been several times printed.

A reformation of the Geneva Bible was undertaken by Renat Benoist (Renatus

Benedictus), professor of divinity in the cohege of Navarre. It was published with

notes in 156G : but being condemned by a brief of Pope Gregory XIII. in 1 575, a
' new edition was undertaken by the divines of Louvain, who freed it fi-om the cor-

rections of the reformed, and made it altogether conformable to the Latin. This

edition was printed at Antv.crp in 1575, and at various places since. In 1820, a

version of St. John's Gospel, in the dialect spoken at Thoulouse, and in its vicinity,

was printed at Thoulouse. ' There are several other French translations by pri-

vate individuals, as, 1. The entire Bible, translated from the Latin Vulgate by

1 Townley's Illustrations, vol. ii. pp. 8-11.
2 See a description of this MS. in the Bihliothcca Lansdowniana, pp. 284, 285.

•" Le S(?nt Ehano-ely de Nostie Seignoiir Jesus Cliri-^t seloun Si'-nf Jnn^ tr.-idnil 6n Lengc
Toulouzenzc. A Toulouso, 1B20, 12mo.
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Jacques Corbin, an advocate of the parliament of Paris, and published in \G'\o with
the approbation of the facnlty of t!;eology of Poitiers : at present, it is but little

esteemed in France;— 2. The New Testament, from the Vulgate, by Michael de
Marolles, published in 1649 : it is executed principally from Erasnms's Latin version,

but in some passages from the Vulgate, and has often been reprinted j
— .5. Father

Amelotte's Translation of the New Testament from the Wilgate was j)nblished in

1666, 1667, and 1668, in 4 volumes 8vo. with notes. It has been very justly and
severely criticised for its blunders by Father Simon. His principal design in pub-
lishing this version was, to supersede the French Protestant Translation, and
especially that of the learned Port-Royalists (which was then in the press), whose
bitter enemy Amelotte was;— 4, The version of the New Testament by the Port-
Royalists, which was depreciated before its publication by the adversaries of the
Jansenists, appeared in 1667, in two volumes 8vo. It was printed at Amsterdam
by the Elzevirs, for Gaspard Migeot, a bookseller of Mons, (whence it is sometimes
called the Testament of Mons) with the approbation of the archbishop of Cambray,
and the bishop of Namur, and with the privilege of the king of Spain; but it was
condemned by the popes Clement IX. and Innocent XI. This version (which is

from the Vulgate) was begun by Antoinele Maitre, after whose death it was finished

by his brother Isaac Louis le Maitre de Sacy, with the assistance of the celebrated

Port-Royalists, Arnaud, Nicole, Claude Sainte Marthe, and Pierre-Thomas du
Fosse. This version was greatly esteemed, especially by the Jansenists;— 5. The
version of the New Testament, by Antoine Godeau, bishop of Grasse, appeared at
Paris in 1668, in two volumes Svo. : it is made from the Vulgate, and holds a
middle way between a literal version and a paraphrase;— 6. The New Testament,
by Father Qaesnel, is made more conformable to the Vulgate than the translation

published at Mons (No. 4.), which he took for his basis: it is accompanied with
moral reflections, which are justly admired for their piety, and were commended by
pope Clement XL, who afterwards, in 1713, condemned it by the celebrated Bull

beginning with the words ' Unigenitus Dei Filius,' together with one hundred and
one propositions extracted from it, and every thing that either had been written or
should be written in defence of it ! Quesnel's version and reflections were first

printed at Brussels in 169.3 and 1694 in four volumes 8vo.; and again at Paris, in

1699. This edition is said to be more ample than the preceding, and has often

been reprinted both in Svo. and ]2mo. Quesnel's Reflections were translated into

English, and published in four volumes Svo. at London, in 1719-1725.;— 7, 8.

Between 1697 and 1703, the Jesuits, Bouhours, Michael Tellier, and Pierre Der-
nier, published another translation of the New Testament ; but this, as well as the

version of Charles Hure, also from the Vulgate, (Paris, 1702, in four volumes,
12mo.) are now nearly forgotten. — 9. The French version of the ingenious critic,

Father Simon, published with notes in 1 702, was translated into English by Mr.
Webster, in two volumes 4to. 1730. This version was condemned by an ordinance
of the cardinal de Noailles, archbishop of Paris, and also by two ' Instructions,'

issued by the celebrated Bossuet, bishop of Meaux. ' Various portions of the Bible

have been translated into French by other writers, who are not of sufficient note
to require a distinct mention.

3. Belgian Versions.

A Flemish translation of the Scriptures was made from the Vulgate in the six-

teenth century, and printed at Cologne in 1475, at Delft in 1477, and at other

places. For a long time the Protestants in the Low Countries had only the Dutch
translation, made from Luther's German Version in 156o, which has already been
noticed in page 252. But in 1618, in consequence of an order issued by the Synod
of Dort, a new translation was undertaken from the Hebrew and Greek. The
translators of the Old Testament were John Bogermann, Vvilliam Baudart, and
Gersou Bucer ; the New Testament and apocry[)iial books were assigned to James
Roland, Antony Walaeus, and Festus llommius. Their j)ortions, when finished,

were submitted to the careful revision of others. This Dutch version was first

printed in 1637, and is highly valued for its fidelity ; the Remonstrants, however,

' Schoell, Histoirc Abrcg^ de la Littc^rature Grccque, tome ii. pp. 159-166. Clialmrrs's

Biographical Dictionarv, Art, Quc.'^iit'l, vol. xxv. pp. 426-429.
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being dissatisfied vvi'h the New Testament, translated it anew from the Greek ; and
their version was printed at Amsterdam in 1680.

4. Italian Versions.

Four Versions of the Bible are extant in the Italian language. The earliest is

that of Nicolao Malermi, who translated it from the Latin Vulgate: it was first

published at Venice, in 1471, in folio. The second is that of Antonio Bruccioli, also

printed at Venice in 1 552 : he professes to have made his version from the Hebrew
and Greek ; but Walchius says, that he chiefly followed the Latin translation of
Sanctes Pagninus. A revised edition of Bruccioli's Italian Bible, rendered con-
formable to the Vulgate by Sanctes Marmochinus, was printed at Venice in 15.38.

An Italian Version has moreover been said to have been published under the
auspices of pope Sixtus V. ; but its existence is very doubtful. A Protestant
Italian version of the New Testament was published at Geneva in 1561, and of the
entire Bible in 1562, which is usually considered as a revision of Bruccioli's : but
Walchius asserts that it is altogether a new translation. It has, however, long been
superseded by the elegant and faithful version of Giovanni Diodati, pulilished in

1607. The latest Italian version is that executed, in conformity with the Vulgate,

by Antonio Martini, archbishop of Florence, towards the close of the eighteenth

century: it received the sanction of the late pope Pius VI. The New Testament
was published at Turin in 1 769, and the Old Testament in 1 77.0. Both were accom-
panied with explanatory notes, professedly taken from the fathers. Martini's trans-

lation has been repeatedly printed : the edition of Livorno (Leghorn), 1818, and
that of Italia, 1817, with the stereotype New Testament executed by T. Rutt,

Shacklewell (near London) 1815, were put into the Index or Catalogue of Books,
prohibited to be sold, by a decree dated January 15th, 1820.

'

5. Spanish Versions.

The earliest edition of the Scriptures in the Spanish language was executed
from the Vulgate, and printed at Valencia in 1478 '; it is now of very rare occur-

rence. In 1555, a Spanish version of the Old Testament was made for the Jews
by Edward Pinel ; it was printed at Ferrara. In 1650, a revised edition of it was
jjublished at Amsterdam, by Manasseh Ben Israel. A much earlier translation than
this is said to have been made by some learned Jews, which has been too hastily attri-

buted to Rabbi David Kimchi. An edition of the Old Testament in Hebrew, and
in Jewish Spanish, was printed at Vienna, in the years 18 15, 14, 15, and 16, in four

volumes, quarto, for the use of the Jews ofConstantinople, and of most of the cities

of Turkey, who are Spanish Jews. The Hebrew text is printed with vowel points,

on one half of the page, and the Jewish-Spanish, with rabbinical characters on the

other 3
; and a translation of the New Testament into the Jewish-Spanish dialect is

in progress at Constantinople, under the direction of the Rev. H. 1). Leeves. The
Gospels of Matthew and Mark have been completed. ^ Among the Christians,

Cassiodore de Reyna translated the Scriptures into Spanish, from the original

languages, but availed himself of the assistance afforded by the Latin versions of

Pagninus and Leo Juda : it was published at Basil, in 1569. A revised edition of
it by Cyprian (!e Valera, a Protestant, who consulted later versions and notes,

especially the Genevan French Bible, was published at Amsterdam in 1602. Anew
Spanish version of the entire Bible from the Latin Vulgate was published at Madrid
in 1795-4, by Don Philipe Scio de San Miguel (subsequently appointed bishop of

Segovia), in ten folio volumes ; it is adorned with three hundred engravings, copied

1 Townley's Illustrations of Biblical Literature, vol. iii. p. 483.

~ Thomson's and Orme's Historical Sketch of the Translation of the Scriptures, p. 40.

note-

3 Sixteenth Report of the British and Foreign Bible Society, Appendix, p. 24.

4 Nineteenth Report of the British and Foreign Bible Society, pp. Iv. 98. To ensure

correctness, the Rev. IJ. D. Leeves states, that the translator and his assistant passed with

him three or four mornings in every week ; and that, with his Greek Testament and va-

rious versions before him, he heard the whole read over, and allowed no phrase or word
f" pass which did not convey the sense of the sacred original. Ibid. p. 99.
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from those of Marillier and Monsiau, which were executed for the edition of Sacy's
PVench version of the Bible, printed at Paris in 17S9 and the following years. This
edition is very rare and dear even in Spain. Padre Scio's Spanish version was
reprinted at Madrid between the years 1794 and 1797, in nineteen large 8vo. vohiiiies

with plates. There are copies of this edition both with and without the Latin text.

The third edition of this version was published at Madrid in 1808, in Latin and
Spanish, in sixteen volumes, which have the appearance of small quartos : they are
very neatly executed. The Vulgate text and Spanish translation are printed in

parallel columns. To each book is prefixed a critical preface, and at the foot of the
page is a copious commentary, drawn principally from the writings of the fathers.

In 182.5, another Sj)anish version of the Bible, from the Latin Vulgate, with notes,

was commenced by Don Felix Torres Arnata. The first two volumes only have yet
reached this country; it contains the books of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, and
Numbers. Thirty thousand copies are said to have been worked offj part of which
was destined for America. '

6. Russian Versions.

" About the beginning of the sixteenth century, considerable cliangeswere intro-

duced into the Russian language, in consequence of the relations subsisting between
Russia and Poland, the progress of the Poles in grammar and lexicography, and
other powerfully operi-itive causes ; whereby a peculiar Polish Russian c'ialect was
formed, which continues to be spoken to this d ly by the conunon people inhabiting

the provinces comprehended under the name of White Russia." Into this cHalcct

the Pentateuch and other detached portions of the Scripture (which are enumerated
by Dr. Henderson, to whom we are indebted for this account of the modern Rus-
sian Bibles) were translated by Dr. Francis Skorina, a physician, who published

them between the years 1517 and 1525. The whole of the copies appear to have
been sent into White Russia: they are of very rare occurrence.

-

" The next attempt that was made to furnish the Russians with a version of the

Scriptures in their vernacular tongue, was that of Ernest Gliick, dean of the Lu-
theran church in Livonia," who, towards the close of the seventeenth centur}',

undertook a version of the whole Sclavonic (or antient Russian) Bible into the

dialect at that time spoken in Rus^ia. It has been erroneously asserted that this

version was [irinted at Amsterdam in 1698; but Dr. Henilerson states that it was
destroyed, with the whole of Gluck's library and papers, at the siege of Marienburg,
in 1702.

When, in consequence of the formation of the Russian Bible Society, the public

attention was raised to the im[)orlance of the Holy Scriptures, it was found neces-

sary to undertake a translation into the modern Russ language. The Emperor
Alexander having referred it to the members of the Holy Synod at Moscow, they
recommended the members of the Committee of Spiritual Schools to select proper
persons for the undertaking. On the completion of the four Gospels, they were
examined by a connnittee of revision, who published in 1819 two editions, consist-

ing of 1 5,000 copies each, with the Sclavonic text in parallel columns. In 1820y
50.000 copies of the Gospels and Acts were issued from the press: the epistles

were added successively, as they passed the committee of revision ; ami in 1825,

the entire New Testament was published, for the fir^t time, in the modern Russian
language. In 1822, a version of the Psalms, from the original Hebrew, was published

;

the principal labour in preparing which had fallen on the Rev. Dr. Pavsky, the
first Hebrew scholar in the empire. Of the other books of the Old Testament
(the translation of which was confided to the learned members of the Spiritual

academies of St. Petersburg, Moscow, and Kief), the Pentateuch, and the books
of Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes, were translated at the beginning of 1822, and
forwarded to the committee of revision; and the archbishop Philaret had com-
menced the translation of Isaiah. It having been ascertained that the first edition

would make several volumes, the Connnittee of the Russian Bible Society unilcr^

' Bibliotheque de la Litt^rature Etrangere pour 1823, p. 312. A copy of Torres's

translation is in the library of the British Museum.
- Dr. Henderson's Biblical Researches, pp. ^103-105. In pp. lOG-1 10. he has given

specimens of this version, with valuable philological observations.
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took an edition of 10,000 copies of the Pentateuch, or five books of Moses, Joshua,

Judges, and Ruth : but " this edition, though ready for publication at Midsummer,

1824, has not yet made its appearance; not having obtained the sanction and

blessing of the Holy Synod. Nor is it likely soon to see the light, unless the suc-

cessor of Alexander act in the spirit by which that illustrious monarch was guided

when he ordered the translation to be made." ' So far as it has been published,

the Modern Russian Version is stated to have been received with the liveliest grati-

tude both by clergy and laity.

7. Croat Version,

The New Testament in the language of Croatia was first published at Tubingen

in 1551. It was translated by the pastor Truber, and was reprinted with some cor-

rections by the translator, at the same place, in two octavo volumes, in 1581-2.

These editions are of extreme rarity. The first edition of the entire Croat Bible

appeared at Wittemburg in 1584. The New Testament is the version of Truber.

The Pentateuch, Proverbs, and Book of Ecclesiasticus were translated by the editor,

George Dalmatinus, who also wrote the preface.'-

8. Basque Version.

The New Testament, in the Basque dialect, was first printed at Rochelle, in 1571,

with a dedication in French to Joan d'Albret, queen of Navarre, by John de

Licarrague de Briscous. It is furnished with parallel passages in the margin, and at

the end are summaries of contents, indexes, &c.^ A new edition of the Gospel of

St. Matthew in this dialect was printed at Bayonne, from a copy (perhaps unique)

that was discovered 'at Cambridge. ^ It has been received and read with much
earnestness, though opposed; but this opposition has only had the effect of calling

the attention of many to the sacred volume.

^

9. Hungarian Version.

The Hungarian Protestant version was executed by Caspar Caroli, who availed

himself of the previous labours of Vatablus, Paguinus, Munster, Tremellius, and

of the Vulgate. It was first published in 1589, at Wysolyn ; and subsequently at

Hanau, in 1608 ; at Oppenheim, in 1612; at Amsterdam, in 1645, 1684, and 1685,

and at other places. Of the edition printed in Holland, in 1717, three thousand

copies are snid to have been intercepted by the Jesuits, into whose custody they

were committed, to prevent any use irom being made of them. There is also a

Popish version, made from the Latin Vulgate, by George Kaldi, and printed at

Cologne and Vienna.

10. Polish Version.

Three versions of the Scriptures have been published in the Polish language.

The first was undertaken for the use of the Roman Catholics, and was published at

Cracow in 1561 ; reprinted at the same place in 1577, 1599, and 1619, and at other

places. The second was made by the Socinians, under the patronage and at the

expense of prince Nicholas Radzivil ; it was published at Pinczow, in Lithuania,

1 Dr. Henderson's Biblical Researches, pp. 115, 116. 125-127. In pp. 119-121. 126.

3 28-130., Dr. H. has given specimens of the Modern Russian Version, with philological

remarks.
- Adlcr's Bibliotheca Biblica, part iv. pp. 131, 102.

3 Ibid, partiv. p. 151.
"• Aicliives du Christianisme pour 1826. p. 47.

5 Twenty-lliird Report of tlie Bible Society, p. vifi.
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in 1563, and is one of the rarest books ever printed.' This translation was re-

printed at Zaslau, in Lithuania, in 1572. The third Polish version was made by

the Reformed, or Calvinists, in 1596. A translation of the New Testament into

the Juda;o-Polisli dialect (which is spoken by the Jews, who are very numerous in

Polanil) has been made by the Rev. N. Solomon, at the expense and under the

patronage of the London Society for promoting Christianity among the Jews ; it

was printed in 1821.- A translation of the New Testament into the language of

Srniwgitia, a province of Poland, was printed in 1820, at the expense of the Russian

Bible Society.

11. Bohemian Version.

The first Bohemian translation was made from the Latin Vulgate, and was pub-

lished at Prague in 1488. The other, for the use of the Protestants in Bohemia,

was made from the sacred originals by Albert Nicolai, John Capito, Isaiah Coepolia,

and other learned reformers, at the expense of the baron John Zerotimus. It was

published between the years 1579 and 1593, in six quarto volumes, without any

indication of the place where they were printed, which is supposed to have been

Krai it z.

12. Romaic or Modern Greek Version,

The Romaic is a corruption of the antient Greek, so great indeed, that, compared
with the latter, it may be pronounced a new language; it is at present in genera!

use, both for writing and conversation, the antient Greek being used solely for

ecclesiastical affairs. Into this language the New Testament was translated by
Maximus Calliergi, and was printed at Geneva in 16.38, in one large quarto volume,
in two columns, one containing the antient, and the other the modern Greek. It

was published at the expense of the then United Provinces, upon the solicitation

of Cornelius Haga, their ambassador at Constantinople. The Greeks, however,
did not receive it with much favour. This translation was reprinted at London in

1703, in one volume 12mo., by Seraphin, a monk of Mitylene; who prefixed to it

a preface, which gave offence to the Greek bishops, particularly to the patriarch of
Constantinople. By his order it was committed to the flames. The edition of 1705
(which, in consequence of this suppression, has become extremely rare) vvas re-

printed in 1705; and in that edition the objectionable passages in Seraphin's preface

were omitted. A more correct edition of it was printed at Halle, in Saxony, in

1710, in one volume ]2mo., under the patronage and at the expense of Sophia
Louisa, Queen of Prussia.^ From this last edition was printed the impression exe-

cutetl at the expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society, in one thick volume
12mo. (Chelsea, 1810), the antient and modern Greek being in pyarallel columns.
To this edition the pati'iarch of Constantinople gave his unqualified approbation. -i

With regard to the Old Testament, though the book of Psalms was translated into

Romaic, and printed at Venice in 1543, and the Pentateuch (by the Jews at Con-
stantinople) in 1547, yet no entire version of the Scriptures was extant in modern
Greek, until the archimandrite Hilarion (whom the general sufiVage of the learned

Greeks concurs in rcin'esenting as best qualified for the task) undertook first to

prepare a new translation of the New Testament, and afterwards of the Old Testa-

ment, from the antient into the modern Greek. 5

13. Wallaclnan- Version.

" Previous to the year 1648, no part of the Scriptures existed in the Wallachiau
language, the Greek or Sclavonic being used in the church service, and the only

1 A copy of this translation is in the library of Earl Spencer, and is described by Mr.
Dibdin, Bib. Spenc. vol. i. pp. 85-89.

s Thirteenth Report of the London Society for promoting Christianity among the Jews,
p. 8.

3 Butler's Horre Biblicoe, vol. i. pp. 177-179.
'• Owen's History of the British and Foreign Bible Society, vol. ii. p. 358. 7iole.

' Sixtcentii Report of the British and Foreign Bible Society, Appendix, pp. 19, CO,
Seventeenth Report, p. liv. Twenty-third Repojt, p. xsix.
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Bibles in use were in those languages; but in that year the New Testament was
printed at Belgrade." Of the Bible fojr editions have been printed ; at Bukharest,

in 1668 and 1714; at Blaje, in Transylvania, in 1795; and at St. Petersburg, in

1819. " The Iranslation was made by the Metropolitan Theodosius, by order of

Jo. Scherban Woivoda, a prince of Wailachia. An edition of the New Testament
was also printed at St. Petersburg, in 1817. The number of those, by whom this

language is spoken, is estimated at nearly two millions."
'

11', 15. Bulgarian and Serbian Versions.

The Gospel of St. Matthew was translated and printed in the Bulgarian language,

at St. Petersburg, in 1823 ; but doubts being entertained of the competency of the

translator, its further progress was discontinued. The Strhian Version of the New
Testament, which was executed some years since, being deemed unfit for the press,

the Russian Bible Society engaged a native Serbian to undertake a new translation,

the printing of which was completed in 1825; but, owing to the cessation of the

Society's operations, tha distribution of the copies has hitherto been retarded.

-

16- Romanese Version?.

The Romanese language is divided into two dialects, the CliurwclscJie and

Laduiiche. The former is spoken by the inhabitants of the Engadine (one of the

loftiest valleys in Switzerland, bordering on the Tyrol); the latter, by the Ladins,

who reside on the confines of Italy. The Scriptures were translated into the

Churwelschc dialect, and published in 1657, atSchnol, a town of the l.ower Enga-

dine, and into the Ladiniche at Coire, in 1719. Editions of both these versions

have lately been printed by the Bible Society at Basle, aided by the British and

Foreign Bible Society in London.

17- Turkish Versions.

In 1666, the New Testament was printed in Turkish, at Oxfoi'd : it was translated

by Ur. Lazarus Seaman, ami was published at the joint expense of the IJon. Robert
Boyle, and of the Levant or Turkey Company of London, for the benefit of the

Christians in Turkey, by whom it was very gratefully received. In the sairie )ear

a translation of the v\hoieBible into theTurkish langnagewas completed by Albertus

Boboosky , first dragoman or interpreter to the Porte. Me undertook this arduous

work at the request of the celebrated Levin Warner, at that time ambassador from

Holland, and his tr;uislation was sent to Lcydcn, corrected and ready for the press.

Here it lay until 1814, when the Rev. Dr. Pinkerton having ascertained its value,

recommended it to the British and Foreign Bible Society. The curators of the

university of Leyden having confided the manuscript to his excellency Baron von

> Dr. IIcndc?rson's Biblical Kciearclics, pp. 249, 250.

2 Ibid. pp. 262, 263.
:"' Owen's History of the Bible Society, vol. iii. pj). \?,, 14. 257. 500. Sixtccnili Report

of the Society, Appendix, p. 17. Albertus Boboosky was born in Poland in tlie begin-

ning of the seventeenth century. While a youth he was stolen by the Tartars, and sold

to the Turks in Constantinople. By tliem lie was educated in the Mohammedan faitli,

and when he grew up became first dragoman or translator to Mahomet or Mohammed IV.
His Turkish name was Ilaii Bey. He understood seventeen languages, and is said to

have spoken French, German, and English witli the fluency of a native. To the Engiisli

language he was greatly attaclied ; and at the request of IMr. Boyle translated the catechism

of the Church of England into Turkish. He also composed several works himself, several

of which have been published : but his great work vvas the Translation of the Scriptures

above noticed. Bol)oosky also wrote a grammar and dictionary of the Turkish language.

But it is not known wliat has become of them, and of the church catechism. This won-
derful man intended to have returned into the bosom of the Christian church ; but died,

before he accomplished his design. Owen's Hist, vol. iii. p. 14, note.
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Diez, at that time counsellor of legation to the court of Berlin, this distinguished

scholar devoted the last two years of his life to its revision, and to superintending

the printing of it. On his decease, in 1817, the editing of this version was under-
taken by Ni. Kiefter, professor of the oriental languages at Paris; and in 1820, the

New Testament was finished '. The printing of the Old Testament was completed
in 1826 -, and a new and cjrrecteil eJition of the New Testament in 1827.

18. Portuguese Versions.

In 1681, the New Testament was printed in the Portuguese language at Amster-

dam ; and some portions v/ere printed in the former part of the last century by the

Missionaries at Tranquebar. A Portuguese version of the Old Testament, executed

by Joao Ferreira d'Almeida and Jacob op den Akker, was published at Batavia, in

1748-53, in two volumes 8vo. These were Protestant versions. In 1781, Antonio

Pereira published a Portuguese version of the New Testament, at Lisbon; and in

1783, the entire Bible. This translation is made from the Vulgate Latin version,

and in all doctrinal points is in unison with the church of Rome.

19. Albanian Version.

The Albanians are a hardy people, inhabiting the countries antiently known by
the names of lilyricnm and Ei)irus; numerous tribes of them are also spread over
Macedonia and the Morea or Peloponnesus. A translation of the New Testament
into their language was finished in the year 1820 by Dr. Evangelos Mexicos, under
the patronage and at the expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society. The
Albanian dialect had never been brought to a standard, until the Committee of the
Ionian Bible Society accomplished it, and printed the Gospel of St. Matthew in

parallel columns, one containing the Greek Text, the other the Albanian version.

The printing of the entire New Testament is considerably advanced'.

20. Maltese Version.

The Maltese may almost be considered as a dialect of the Arabic language. Into
this dialect the New Testament has been translated by Signor Giuseppe Cannolo,
a native of the Island of Malta, under the direction and with the assistance of the
Rev. William Jowett, M.A. one of the Representatives of the Church Missionary
Society in the Mediterranean. The Old Testament is in progress. As very few
books have appeared in Maltese, the Gospel ofJohn has been printed in this countrv,

in Maltese and English, in parallel columns ; and copies have been sent to Malta
for distribution chiefly among persons capable of forming a judgment of the Maltese,

in order to render the translation as perfect as practicable, before the entire New
Testament shall be put to press. The importance of this undertaking will be felt,

when it is considered that the crowded population of the islands of Malta and Goza
never yet possessed the Scriptures in their own tongue. The value of this trans-

lation is further enhanced, by the circumstance that it may serve as a step to

Europeans who are desirous to learn the Arabic language.

'

' See the Collection of Documents relative to the Turkish Version in the Twentietli

Report of the British and Foreign Bible Society, Appendix, pp. 124-155.
2 Twenty-third Report, p. vi.

3 Twenty-second Report of the Bible Society, pp. xxxv, xxxvi. Twenty-third Report,

p. XXV.
4 Eighteenth Report of the Church Missionary Society for 1817-18, p. 69.
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(4-.) Versions in the Languages of Asia.

[i.] Hebrew Version.

The New Testament was first translaccd into Hebrew by the learned Ellas Huttcr,
who published it in his Polyglott edition of the New Testament in twelve languages,

viz. Greek, Syriac, Hebrew, Latin, German, Bohemian, Italian, Spanisli, French,
Englisii, Danish, and Polish, at Nuremberg, in 1599, 1600, in two volumes 4to. In
his preface he states, that when meditating that work, he sought in vain for a
Hebrew version of the New Testament. No alternative therefore was left to him,
but to attempt it himself. Accordingly, laying aside every other undertaking, he
translated, corrected, and finished it in the space of one year. For a first transla-

tion, especially when we consider the shortness of the time in which it was accom-
plished, it is truly a wonderful performance. From Hiitter's Polyglott the Hebrevv
text was detached, and printed separately, v.'ith some corrections, under the super-

intendence of William Robertson, 8vo. London, 1661. It is a volume of extremely
rare occurrence, as the greater part of the impression was consumed in the great
fire of London, in 1666. Robertson's edition was beautifully reprinted in 12mo. at

London, in 1798, by t!ie Rev. Richard Caddick, with the pious and benevolent
design of enlightening the minds of the Jews, This translation not being executed
in pure biblical Hebrew, and consequently not adapted to the Jews, the London
Society for promoting Christianity ;;mong them, in 1817, completed and published

a new translation in biblical Hebrew, the purity of which has been acknowledged
by learned Jews. The Gospel of Saint Matthew was published in 1814, and the
succeeding books at different times as they couhl be completed. ' The late

Rev. Dr. Buchanan, during his researches in the interior of India, obtained a
Hebrew manuscript of the New Testament in the country of Travancore, which is

now deposited in the University Library at Cambridge. It is written in the small

Rabbinical or Jerusalem character. The translator was a learned rabbi, and the
translation is in general faithful : his design was, to make an accurate version of the
New Testament, for the express purpose of confuting it, and of repelling the argu-
ments of his neighbours, the Syrian or St. Thome Christians. His own work was
the providential instrument of subduing his unbelief; and he lived and died in the
faith of Christ. A transcrijjt of this Travancore Hebrew New Testament is in the

Library of the London Society for promoting Christianity among the Jews. -

[il] Chaldec.

The New Testament has not hitherto been published in this language ; but a

manuscript copy both of theOldand New Testament is said to exist in the Vatican
Library. 3 In the course of his missionary labours in Persia, the Rev. Mr. Wolflf

purchased the manuscripts of different [ortions of the Chak'ee Bible ; which,
though the same in langui'ge as the Syriac, is written in a different character.

These manuscripts have safely reached England, and are in courte of examination ,+

[iiil] Versions in the Oriental Ijcnigiiogcs, either translated bi/ the Baptist ]\lissivnarics

at Scrampore, or printed at the Alissiun Press.

The Baptist Missionaries entered India in 1793, and ultimately fixed themselves
at the Danish ircttlemcnt of Serampore, near Calcutta. To this mission chiefly be-

longs the honour of reviving the spirit of promoting Christian knowledge, by
translations of the Bible. Soon after their establishment at Serampore, they were
convinced that, if ever Christianity took deep root in India, it must be through the

1 There are extant various other Hebrew translations of detached books of the New
Testament, by different individuals, wliich we have not room to enumerate. The reader
will find an account of them in Dr. Clarke's Bibliographical Dictionary, vol. vi.

pp. 2I8-'J22.
- Fourth Report of the London Society for promoting Christianity among the Jews,

Appendix, p. 45.

3 Clarke's Bibliographical Dictionary, vol. vi. p. 213.
' TweiUy-third Ilejiort, p. sxxii.
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Holy Scriptures being translated and put into the hands of the various tribes who
inhabit that vast coiuitr}'. Aided by a noble fund for translations, raised by sub-
scriptions among the societies of the Baptist denomination in Great Britain, almost
from the commencement of tlieir pions labours, and also by various annual grants

of money from the British and Foreign Bible Society, from the year 1806 to the
present time, the missionaries applied themselves to the great work of translating

the Scriptures. In this undertaking, which has been honoured with the sanction of
the Marquess Wellesley, and subsequent governors general of India, the Rev. Doc-
tors Carey and Marshman, and the late Rev. William Ward, have pre-eminently
distinguished themselves; and, with their coadjutors, have continued with un-
wearieil assiduity to prosecute their arduous work.' Having formed a t\ pographical
establishment at Serampore, they have also been enabled to print translations of
the Scriptures, entire or in part, which had been made by other learned and pious
intlividuals. And when the Mission College, recently founded at Calcutta by the
late Right Rev. Dr. T. F. Middleton, Bishojj of Calcutta (one of whose special
objects, for the spiritual welfare of India, is the translation of the Bible into the
hitherto luitranslated dialects of India), shall commence its active ojierations, we
may with just confidence anticipate the ultimate triumphs of our holy religion

among the numerous tribes who inhabit that immense continent.

-

The languages spoken in India form three classes, viz.

1. The Arabic, and the languages derived from or bearing an affinity to it.

2. The Sanscrit or Sungscrit; and, 5. The Chinese, \\\t\\ the languages respectively
derived from or bearing an affinity to tliem.^

1. Modern Versions in the Arabic language, and its cogtiatc dialects.

(1.) Arabic.— A version of the entire Bible in Arabic has come down to us, of
which an account has been given in Part I. Chap. II. Sect. III. § IV. of this Volume.
Though highly valued by some oriental scholars for its general accuracy and
fidelity, it has become antiquated in its dialect, and consequently unacceptable to
the learned Arabians. On this account a new translation, in elegant modern
Arabic, was commenced by Sabat, an eminent Arabian scholar, undei- tlie su[)erin-

tendence of late Rev. Henry Martyn, B. D., one of the Hon. East India Company's
Chaplains. The New Testament was completed and published at Calcutta, in

1816, at the expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society.-* The Old Testa-
ment was continued by the Rev. T. Thomason and Sabat. An edition of the
Arabic New Testament, in Syriac characters, was printed at Paris, at the expense
of the Bible Society, in 1822. See a specimen of the Arabic version in p. 109.

infra.

' For an account of the very great care bestowed on the versions undertaken by the Mir-
sionaries at Serampore, (each of which, upon the average, was the result of seven years'

labour,) the reader is referred to the Rev. Dr. Marshman's " Brief INIemoir " relative to

their operations in Bengal (pp. 4-7. London, 1827.) which most satibfactorily repels tlie as-

sertions of their nicompetency, lately made by an anonymous writer in one of the periodical

journals.

2 As soon as it was known in England that Bp. Middleton was forming tlie Mission
College at Calcutta, the sum of ^5000 sterling was voted to him by each of the venerable

Societies, for promoting Christian Knowledge, and for the propagation of the Gospel in

foreign parts, in aid of that Institution. The same sum was voted to his Lordship by the

Church Missionary Society, without condition or restriction, in furtherance of his ])lan.

And the like sum of ^£5000 was voted by the British and Foreign Bible Society, in aid of
the translation of the Holy Scriptures.

3 Where no other authority is cited, our notices of original translations are abridged
from the " Brief View of Baptist Missions and Translations," 8vo. London, 1815 ; from
the " Periodical Accounts of the Baptist Missionary Society," No. XXX. ; from the

Supplement to No. XXXI., containing a further memoir of the translations of the sacred

Scriptures, dated March 2], 1816, 8vo. London, 1817; from specimens of Editions of
the Sacred Scriptures in the Eastern languages, translated by the Brethren of the Seram-
pore Mission, and of several others, printed at the Mission Press, Serampore, 1818, 4to.

;

and from the " Seventh JMemoir respecting the Translations of the Sacred Scriptures into

the Languages of India, conducted by the Brethren at S.rampore," 8vo. Seiampore, 1820.
The specimens of Versions in pp. 105-109. have been stereotyped from fac-similes, liberally

conunuiiicated for the use of this work; by the Rev. J. Dyer, one of the Secretaries of
that Society.

^ Buchanan's Christian Researches in Asia, pp.285-290, (London, 1811.)
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('2.) Persian.—The Persian Version, already noticed in Parti. Chap. II, Sect. III.

§ VI. of this Volume having also become antiquated and obsolete, a new one was
undertaken by Lieut. Colonel Colebrooke, who completed the Four Gospels.

They were published at Calcutta in 1804. An entire version of the New Testament,
in pure and elegant Persian, was executed by the late Rev. H. Martyn, who tra-

velled from India to Shiraz, the Athens of Persia, for that purpose. He arrived

there in June 181 1,'and by the middle of the following year he had completed his

work, with the assistance of Meer Seyd Ali, a learneil native. He next proceeded
to translate the book of Psalms into the same language; and thus rendered those

important parts of the Sacred Scriptures into the vernacular language of two hun-
dred thousand who bear the Christian name, and which is known over one fourth

of the habitable globe. A beautifully written copy of Martyn's translation was
presented by Sir Gore Ouseley, bart. his Majesty's ambassador extraordinary, to

the Sovereign of Persia, who publicly expressed his approbation of the work. ' He
subsequently carried another copy of the manuscript to Petersburg, where it was
printed in 1815, at the expense of the Petersburg Bible Society, under the super-

intendence of Sir G. Ouseley. A specimen of this version is given in page 108.

A modern Persian version of the historical books of the Old Testament is in pro-

gress also at Petersburg ; and of the poetical and prophetical books, by the Rev.
Mr. Glen, a Scottish Missionary at Astrachan. - A Persian translation of the Old
Testament has been commenced by the Rev. T. Robinson, chaplain at Poonah, with

the sanction of the late Rt. Rev. Reginald Heber, bishoj) of Calcutta. 3

(5.) PusJitoo or Afghan. — This language is spoken beyond the river Indus, by a

people, who, there is every reason to conclude (from the coincidence of their lan-

guage with the Chaldaic and from other circumstances), are descended from the ten

tribes of Israel. The eminent linguist, the late John Leyden, M. D., commenced a
translation of the New Testament; and on his death in 1812, the Baptist mission-

aries at Serampore procured men skilled in the language to complete his under-
taking. The whole of the New Testament was printed at the mission-press in

1818 ; and the Pentateuch is advanced at the press as far as the book of Leviticus.

A specimen of this version is given in page 106.

(4.) Bidoclia or Buloshee.— This language is spoken on the western banks of the

Inilus, the country of Bulochistan extending westward to Persia. Considerable
progress has been made by the missionaries in translating the New Testament into

this dialect, in which they have printed the Four Gospels. See a specimen of it

in page 107.

2. Versions in the Sanscrit or Sungskrit lanouase, and its coo-nate

dialects.

(l.) Sanscrit. — Thh, though the parent of all the languages spoken in western
and southern India, is, at present, the current language of no country, though it is

spoken_ by the learned nearly througliout hidia. The New Testament wa"s pub-
lished in Sanscrit at Serampore, in 1808; the Pentateuch and historical Books in

1811 ; the llagiographa in 1816; and the translation of the prophetic books was
finished in 1818. The Baptist missionaries are preparing a new edition of this

version, which is read with great interest by the Bramins. A specimen of it is

given in page 105.

(S.) In Western India, not fewer than iwcnttj-ninelnngwagessxe derived from the
Sanscrit, and into seventeen of these the sacred volume has been wholly or in part
translated, viz.

i. The Silh, Shcik, or Pimjabce, which is spoken in the province of Punjab, or
the country of the five rivers {^rom jninj five, anil al) water) : into this language the
entire Bible has been translated and printed at the Serampore press. See a sjieci-

men of it in page 106.

ji. The Giijurat or Gvziiraltee, which is spoken in the peninsula of Guzurat; in
this language the entire Bible has also been printed.

" Owen's Hist, of the Bible Society, vol. iii. p. 41.; vol. ii. p. 261. In pp. 265-267.
an English translation of the letter of ihe K ing of Persia is prin-ted at length. See also the
very mteresting Memoir of the Rev. Henry Martyn, B D. 8vo., London, 1819, particu-
larly pp. 341-433.

2 Twenty-third Report, p. xxxii.
3 Twentieth Report of the Bible Society, p. Hi.
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Hi. The Assamese, or language of the kingdom of Assam, in which the New Test-

ament was completed and printed in 1819. See a specimen in page 107.

The New Testament has also been translated and printed in

iv. The Kashmiree or Kashmccr, which is spoken in the extensive province of

Kashmire, in the North of Hindostan : — See a specimen of it in page 105.

V. The Wutcli or Midtanee, or dialect of Wuch, a country on the eastern bank
of the Indus, which reaches from the Punjab to Auch;

vi. The Bikaneer, which is spoken to the soutli of the Punjab, and extends

westward to the country where the Wucha begins ; and in

vii. The Kunknna, which language begins where the Guzurattee ceases to be
vernacular, and is spoken at Bombajf, and thence up the coast as far as Goa. In

this language also the Pentateuch is considerably advanced : when that portion is

finished, the Serampore brethren intended to transfer the completion of the Old
Testament to the Bombay Auxiliary Bible Society.

viii. The Maruwar or Marwar, which is spoken to the south-west of the Bikaneer

country

;

ix. The Oojuvinee, or language of the province of Oujein
;

X. The Bimdclkhundee, spoken in the province of Bundelkh-und ; and
xi. The Kcpnlese, or language of the kingdom of Nepal.
The Four Gospels have been printed in

xii. xiii. The Kanonj or Katihukoobja, and Jumboo languages.

The Gospels of Matthew and Mark have been printed in

xiv. XV. xvi. The Palpa Kausidee or Koshul, and Bhutaneer languages, and also

in

xvii. The Magiidha or Pah language, which is spoken in South Bahar. It be-

gins where the Mahratta language ends, and extends nearly to the Banks of the

Ganges, and is the learned language of Ceylon, and of the Burman Empire. This

version was commenced by the late Mr. W. Tolfrey, at Colombo, in 1813 : and on
his death in 1817, the task of finishing and editing it was confided by the Colombo
Auxiliary Bible Society to the Rev. Messrs. Chater and Clough.

(5) In Southern India, twelve dialects are spoken, that are either derived from
the Sanscrit, or bear an affinity to it, and into which the Scriptures have been
wholly or in part translated, viz.

i. In the Mahratta, of which language Dr. Carey is professor at Calcutta, the
Pentateuch and New Testament, translated by the Baptist missionaries, have long

been in circulation, and the Historical Books were printed in 1820. See a Speci-

men of it in page 105.

ii. The Hindee or Hindoostanhee, being spoken over an immense tract of country
in India, varies much in its dialects ; and not fewer than three different translations

of the sacred volume have been printed. Tlie earliest was that of the four Gospels, by
William Hunter, Esq.; whic-li was executed at the press of the college of Fort Wil-
liam. Another translation was completed by the late Rev. Henry Martyn ', in 1808,
and printed at the expense of the Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society. A revised

edition of this version, by the Rev. Mr. Bowley, (one of the missionaries of the

Church Missionary Society, who is stationed at Chunar) was finished at Calcutta
in 1820, at the expense of the same Society; and several separate books of the Old
Testament have been added. '^ In 1820 the Calcutta Society printed a large edition

of Mr. Martyn's version of St. Matthew's Gospel in Hindoostanhee, with the En-
glish on the opposite page : and of Mr. D&wley's revision, which, by the disuse of
Arabic and Persian words, is peculiarly adapted to the inhabitants of Benai'es and
the uppci- provinces, the three first Gospels were printed in the same year; and in

1825 the entire New Testament was completed. ' A specimen of the Hindoostan-
hee version in the Persian character is given in page 108.

' To this eminently learned and exemplary divine, the native Christians and others who
speak the Hindoostanhee language, are indebted for a compendium of the Liturgy of the

Anglican Church, which was translated by him, and printed in 1818, at the expense of
the Prayer Book and Homily Society of London. Mr. Martyn was the Jirst clergyman
of that church in India who introduced her service to our native subjects in Bengal. His
work, having received repeated revision and amendment, is esteemed by competent judges
to be a perspicuous and faithful version of the sublime original.

- Memoirs of Martyn, page 292. Sixteenth Jleport of the Bible Society, pp. Ixxi. 182,.
183. Twenty-third Report, p. xxxvi.

3 Tvventy.first Report, p. xlii.
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The third Hindee version of the New Testament was completed many years since

by the missionaries at Serampore, who published the Old Testament in 1818. A
new edition of the New Testament was printed in 1820, at their press, from aneiu

version, executed by the Rev. John Chamberlain, whose longresidence in the western

provinces of India, together with his intimate knowledge of the popular dialects of

the Hindoos, has eminently qualified him for the undertaking. A specimen of this

version is given in page 106.

iii. In the Bengalee, or language of the province of Bengal, the whole of the

Scriptures is published, and the book of Common Prayer has been translated by

the Ucv. Deocar Schmid. Five editions of tlie New Testament (which was com-
pleted twenty-five years since) and two of the Psalms, and some other parts of the

Old Testament, have been printed ; and a new edition of the entire I3ible is pre-

paring, in one large royal 8vo. volume, together with two thousand extra copies of

thcNewTesttiment in 12mo. For this edition the missionaries arc preparing paper

made of the stm plant {Croto/aria junce a), which, though inferior to English paper in

point of colour, is equally impervious to the worm, and far more durable. A large edi-

tion of theGospels of St. Matthew and St.John, inEnglish and Bengalee, on opposite

pages, was printed at Calcutta in 1820, chiefly for the benefit of the natives who
are attached to public offices and houses of agency. See a specimen of the Ben-
galee version in page 105.

A new Bengalee version of the New Testament, completed by the late Mr. Eller-

ton, was printed at ("alcutta in 1820': and the Rev. Mr. Yates, a learned mis-

sionary, has been appointed to prepare a version of the Psalms in Bengalee. -

iv. The Oorii/n or Orissa language is spoken in the province of that name; it has

a very close affinity to the Bengalee, but with different terminations, and a dif-

ferent character. In this language the entire Bible was translated by the Baptist

missionaries several years since : a second edition of the New Testament is nearly

completed at Serampore. A specimen of this version is given in page 106.

V. The Brij-Bhasaa language, which is spoken in the u[)per provinces of Ilindoos-

tau, contains a greater mixture of the Sanscrit than most of the other dialects of

the Hindee. Tlie four Gospels have been translated ; and the Gospel of St. Mat-
thew was printed in 1816. See a specimen of it in page 106. The Brij-Bhassa

version is likely to be more acceptable to the inhabitants of the province of Dooab
than the Hindoostanhee.

vi. The Kurnata, Cunarese, or Karnalica language is spoken in the country ex-

tending northward from Tellichcrry to Goa, and eastward from the coast of Mala-

bar to the country where the Tamul is spoken, including the whole of the Mysore.

In this language the New Testament was printed in 1 820, from the translation of

the Rev. Mr. llands. A specimen of it is given in page 107. A considerable por-

tion of the Old Testament has since been completed : and several thousand copies

of integral parts of it have been printed and circulated.''

vii. The Tmmd language is spoken in the south-eastern part of India, from Ma-
dras to Cape Comorin. Tvt'o ditlbrent translations have been made in this lan-

guage. The first was executed by the learned German mitsionaries, who were
educated at Halle, and were employed in the last century by the Danish govern-

ment. The New Testament was commenced by Bartholomew Ziegenbalg in 1708,

and finished in 1711. A printing press and paper having been provided at Tran-

quebar by the assistance of the venerable Society for promoting Christian Know-
ledge, this translation, after having been revised by Griindlei-, another missionary

who arrived after Ziegenbalg, v>'as put to press in 1714, and finished in the follow-

ing year. This Tamul New Testament was rej)rinted at Tranquebar in 1722, and
again in 1758, and also at Colombo in 1743. In the year 1717, Ziegenbalg com-
menced a Tamul version of the Old Testament; but he died in 1719, having finished

only the Pentateuch with the books of Joshua and Judges. The translation was

continued and completed by the distinguished missionary Benjamin .Schultz, who
arrived at Tranquebar in 1719 : it was printed at Tranquebar, in four volumes, in

the years 1723-26-27, and 28. The second translation of the New Testament into

Tamul was made by Fabricius, another German missionary, at Madras, where it was

' Seventeenth Report of the Bible Society, p. Ivii.

2 Twenty-third lieport, p. xxxvi.

3 Tvvciity-lhird Report, p. xxxviii.
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printed in 1777. ' In 1814 an edition of the Tamul New Testament was completed

at the Scrampore press, at the expense of the Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society;

and as the lapse of years rendered further correction of it necessary, the Rev.

T. C. E. Rhenius and the Rev. Dr. Rottler'^ at Madras were employed to revise

Fabricius's version. Their labours having l)cen highly approved by competent
judges, the Madras Bible Society in 1823 printed a revised edition of the Old
Testament. ^ The revised version of the Gospel of St. Matthew has been printed

and extensively circulated; anil the remainder of the New Testament is to follow. ^

See a specimen of the Tamul version in page 108.

viii. The TcHnga language, sometimes called the Tcloogoo, is spoken in the

Northern Circars. In this language, which appears to be a dialect of the Tamul,

the missionary Schultz, above noticed, translated tlie Bible : but it was never

printed. " A Telinga version of the New Testament was executed by the Mission-

aries at Serampore, in 1318 ; and the Pentateuch is printed as far as the book ot

Leviticus. On the completion of the Pentateuch, the honour of finisliing this ver-

sion was resigned to the Madras Auxiliary Bible Society : and some |jrogress had
been made by the Rev. Mr. Pritchett, wiiose labours were terminated by death in

1820. A specimen of the Telinga Version is given in page 106.

ix. While the Dutch had settlements in the Island of Ceylon, they were not inat-

tentive to imparting the Scriptures to such of the natives as embraced the Christian

faith. The four Gospels were translated into Cingalese, or the language of that

island, and were printed at Colombo in 1739, and again in 1780; the Acts of the

Apostles, in 1771; the Psalms in 1755, and again in 17G8; and the entire New Tes-

tament, together with the books of Genesis, Exodus, and Leviticus, were printed at

the same place in 1783. After Ceylon had become part of the British Empire, a

new Cingalese version of the New Testament was undertaken by Mr. W. Tolfrey,

aided by native assistants, under the patronage and at the expense of the Colombo
Auxiliary Society. That nothing might be omitted, which could ensure the excel-

lence of this translation, two hundred copies of the Gospels of Matthew and Mark
were printed off, and circulated among the Modeliars (native magistrates) propon-

ents and catechists at Colombo, who were the best skilled in Cingalese; several

were also sent to the settlements of Point de Galle and Matura, where that lan-

guage is spoken in the greatest purity. Pains were taken to obtain a fair and candid

opinion of the new work, and it is satisfactory to know, from the decision of nume-
rous and competent judges, that the language antl st3le of this extensive specimen
of the New Version were not only pure, and suitable to the dignity of the subject,

but also plain and intelligible. Mr. Tolfrey had gone through repeated revisions of

the whole New Testament, and had finally corrected to the end of the second

chapter of the second epistle to Timothy, when his labours were interrupted by a

sudden death, in 1817. The Cingalese New Testament was finished and printed by
the united exertions of the Rev. Messrs. Chater and Clougli (.the former a Baptist

and the latter a Wesleyan-Methodist Missionary), and of Mr. Armour, an intelligent

schoolmaster of the latter connexion ; and measures were taken for adding to it the

Old Testament, of which only the three first books of Moses had been hitherto

translated. A second edition of the Cingalese translation of the New Testament

was completed in 1820; and the Old Testament v.as printed in 1823, in three

volumes 4to. See a specimen of the Cingalese Testament, in p. 109. "^ In 1S2G an

Indo-Portuguese version of the New Testament, executed by the Rev. Mr. New-
stead, was printed in England. ^

' Bishop Marsh's History of the Translations of the Scriptures, ]>. 37.

2 The Rev. Dr. Rottlcr has also translated the book of Common Prayer into the Tamul
language : it was printed at Madras in 1819, in quarto.

' Sixteenth Report of the Bible Society, p. 183. Nineteenth Report, p. lix.

* Twenty-third Report, p. xxxvii.

5 In 1820, tlie Prayer Book and Homily Society of London made a grant of books to

be sold at ^Madras, the proceeds of which are to be applied in aid of the printing the book
of Common Prayer in the Tamul and Malayalim languages.

<5 Owen's History of the Bible Society, vol. iii. pp. 120. 323. 469. Sixteenth Report

of that Society, p. 189. In 1820, the book of Common Prayer was translated into Cin-

galese, under the direction of the Hon. and Rev. T. J. Twisleton, D. D. Archdeacon of

Colombo.
' Twenty-first Report, p. xlvii. Twenty-second Report, p. xlvi.
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X. A Translation of the New Testament into the Mnldivian language (which is

spoken in the small but very numerous Maldivian islands, that lie to the south-west

of Ceylon) has been commenced by the missionaries at Serampore, The Gospel of

Matthew has been completed.

xi. In 1612 (a few years after the establishment of the Dutch East India Com-
pany), Albert Cornelius Ruyl began a translation of the New Testament into the

Malay language, which is spoken not only in Malacca, but in Java and many other

islands of the Indian archipelago. He lived only to finish the Gospels of Matthew

and Mark, which were sent to Holland, where they were printed at Enkhuysen in

1629, and again, at Amsterdam, in 1638. In 1646 the Gospels of Luke and John,

translated by M. van Hassel, one of the East India directors, was printed at Am-
sterdam, where the four Gospels were again printed in 1651, accompanied with the

Acts of the Apostles ; and in 1668, the whole New Testament in the Malay language

was printed at Amsterdam. From this edition the Gospels and Acts were printed

at Oxford in 1677, and again in 1704. Of the Old Testament in the Malay lan-

guage, some portions were printed in the seventeenth century ; but the first edition

of the entire Malay Bible was printed in 1731 and 1733, in Roman characters.

Another edition of the whole Malay Bible was printed in the Arabic character at

Batavia, in 1758. ' This version having become extremely scarce, an edition of the

Malay Bible in Roman characters was printed at Calcutta, in 1815-17, under the

direction of the Auxiliary Bible Society there, aided by a munificent grant of 10,000

sicca rupees from the governor-general in council, on the part of the honourable

East India company. Another edition of the Malay Bible, in Roman characters,

has been completed at the expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society, and

another edition in Arabic characters, revised by the Rev. R. S. Hutchings, was com-

pleted at Calcutta in 1822, under the direction of the Auxiliary Bible Society there.

Specimens of the Malay version, both in Roman and in Arabic characters, are given

in page 109. As a dialect of the Malay is spoken at Batavia, the Java Bible Society,

in 1814, engaged the Rev. Mr. Robinson (^a Baptist Missionary), and Mr. Kool, a

native translator to the government of that island, to undertake a version of the

New Testament in that dialect, which has since been completed. The annexed

plate exhibits the Lord's Prayer in Javanese, translated by the Rev. Mr. Trowt, ano-

ther missionary from the Baptist Society.

xii. The Malayalini or Malabar language is spoken on the coast of Malabar, in

the country of Travancore. In this language the Scriptures have been translated

by, or under the direction of the Rev. Benjamin Bailey, one of the missionaries

sent to India by the Church Missionary Society. The Malayalim spoken by the

Syrian Christians of Travancore, differs greatly both in words and idioms from that

spoken in the northern part of Malabar. ^ In order to render the Malayalim ver-

sion of the Bible as correct as possible (which is now in progress), the Calcutta

Bible Society in 1820 sent a printing-press, types, and paper, to Cotym, where a

new college has been founded for the Syrian Christians, by the Rajah of Travancore

and Colonel Munro, the British resident at his court.

3. Versions in the Chinese, and the languages derived from or

hearing affinity to it.

Chinese Versions.

The Chinese language, in the characters peculiar to it, is read not only through-

out China, but also in tochinchina, and Japan, by a population of more than three

hundred millions of persons. Two versions of the entire Bible are extant in this

lanTuafTe, the translators of which have been aidctl in their arduous and expensive

undertakings by the British and Foreign Bible Society. The earliest of these was

commenced by the Rev. Dr. Marshman, at Serampore, by whom the New Testament

was printed in 1814. The translation of the Old Testament, which was executed

many years since, has.been printed in detached portions, and at different times\ The

Historical Books, which finish the Bible, were conipleted in 1821. The mission-

aries at Serampore are possessed of several sets of Ciiinese characters, both in

wooden blocks and also in metal types : a specimen from the latter is given in page

1 Bishop Marsh's History of Translations, p. S5.

i Missionary Register, for 1820, p. 48. The Gospel of St. Luke was the first portion

printed. Twenty third Report, p. xxxviii.
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107. The other version was commenced in 1812 by the Rev. Dr. Morrison, then

of Canton ', aided by the (late) Rev. Dr. Milne at Malacca (both in the employ of

the London Missionary Society), and was finished in 1823. "- The New Testament

of this version has been circulated to a considerable extent among the Chinese inha-

bitants of Java, and of the islands in the Indian seas, and with the|happiest effects. 3

An edition of the jMantchou (Tartar) Chinese version of the Gospel of Matthew
was printed in 1822, at the expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society. •*

From the Chinese language are derived seven others, which are spoken in Eastern

India. Into three of these the New Testament is now in course of translation, viz.

the Khassee or Kassai, the Munipoora, and the Burman.
i. The Khassee or Kassai language is spoken by an independent nation of moun-

taineers, lying between the eastern border of Bengal and the northern border of

the Burman empire. In this language, the Baptist missionaries have translated and

printed the four first Gospels.

ii. The Munipoora is spoken in the small kingdom of that name, which lies be-

tween Assam and the Burman empire. The Gospel of Matthew has been printed

in this language.

iii. The Burman language, which is spoken in the empire of that name, has bor-

rowed the Sanscrit alphabet. Into this language, the New Testament has been

translated by Mr. Felix Carey, son of the Rev. Dr. Carey of Serampore. The Gos-

pel of Matthew was printed by him at Rangoon, in the Burman empire, in royal

octavo, in 1817. A specimen of it is given in page 107. The Gospel and three

Epistles of John, together with the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistle of Paul

to the Ephesians, have also been translated into the Burman language by the Rev.

Adoniram Judson.

In concluding the preceding notice of the versions, executed principally by the

learned Baptist missionaries, and at their press, it is impossible not to recognise the

hand of God, who has raised up and qualified them for the arduous task to which

they have devoted their time, money, and labour ; for though they have been nobly

assisted by subscriptions and grants from Europe, yet it ought not to be forgotten

that they have largely contributed to defray the expenses of translating and printing

out of those profits which their extraordinary acquirements have enabled them to

realise. They have translated and printed the whole of the Sacred Scriptures in

five of the languages of India; the whole of the New Testament m fifteen others

;

in siv other languages it is more than half printed, and in ten others considerable

progress has been made in the work of translation. And these vast undertakings

have been accomplished within the short space of thirty years, since the com-
mencement of their first version (the New Testament in Bengalee). When we con-

sider the experience which they have gained,— the number oflearned natives whom
they have trained up and accustomed to the work of translation,— the assistance

which is to be derived from our countrj'men in various parts of India, who are

acquainted with any of its dialects,'— and the advantages now enjoyed for printing

at a moderate expense, — we may reasonably indulge the hope that, in the course

of a few years more, the word of life will be extant in all the different languages

and dialects of India.

1 To Dr. Morrison the Christians in China are indebted for a version of the Liturgy

and Psalter of the Anglican Church. Having presented tlie Chinese with the Scriptures

in their native language, this distinguished oriental scholar, (who, to his honour be it

recorded, is a conscientious dissenter from that church) was desirous of giving them a

formulary in which they might offer acceptable devotions to the throne of grace ; and as

he could find no form which so completely met his views as the Liturgy of the Church

of England, he translated it into the Cliinese language. This version was printed in

1820, at the expense of the Prayer Book and Homily Society.

2 Owen's Hist. vol. ii. p. 467. Sixteenth Report, p. Ixxvi. Nineteenth Report,

pp. Ixii.

3 Many authentic particulars were communicated to the Java Bible Society by their

late Secretary, the Rev. Mr. Supper: some of these are recorded by Mr. Owen, vol. iii.

pp. 224, 225.
* Nineteenth Report, p. Ii.
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IV. Other Asiatic Versions of the Holy Scriptures.

1. Fonnosan Version.

The island of Formosa fell into the hands of the Dutch, who expelled the Por-

tuguese thence, in 1651. During their eleven j'ears' possession of it, Robert Junius,

a native of Delft, preached the Gospel to the inhabitants, and, it is said, with great

success. For their use, the Gospels of Matthew and John were translated into the

Formosan language, and printed at Amsterdam, with the Dutch translation, in 1661,

in quarto. But the Dutch being expelled from that island by the Chinese in 1662,

the Formosan version was discontinued : and in all probability the Formosans never

received any benefit from the work just noticed. '

2. Tartar Versions. "^

The Tatars compose a distinct nation, of Turkish origin, though now totally

distinct from the Turks, and are subdivided into various tribes, each of which has

its peculiar language. Into fifteen of these languages, translations of the sacred

volume are either printed or preparing, under the direction and at the expense of

the Russian Bible Society, viz. the Nogai-Tatar,' Mongolian, Calmuck, Orenburg-
Tatar,^ Tschuwaschian, Tschercmissian, Tatar-Hebrew (spoken in the interior of

Asia), Mordwaschian or Mordvinian, Ostiakian, Wogulian, Samoiedian, Tschapogi-
nian, Zirian, Ossatinian, and a dialect of the Tatar spoken in Siberia. Of these

various translations, the Moravian missionaries at Sarepta, on the banks of the

Wolga, in Asiatic Russia, have completed the four Gospels and the Acts in the

Cnhmic language; and the remainder of the New Testament was translated by Mr.
Schmidt. The entire New Testament, in this language, was printed in 1823; as

also were the Mongolian (executed by two converted Mongolian chieftains, under
the superintendence of Mr. Schmidt), Calmuck, Tsckeremissian, and Mordwaschian
versions of the four Gospels. The Rev. Mr. Dickson, one of the Edinburgh Mis-
sionary Society's missionaries at Karass, has completed and printed a Tatar-Turkish
version of the entire New Testament, and a considerable portion of the Old Testa-

ment ; but no part of it has yet been published. In making it, Mr. D. has partially

availed himself of Albert Boboosky's Turkish Version (noticed in p. 92.), of

Bp. Walton's Polyglott, the most approved modern versions, and such lexicons and
other critical aids as are in highest repute both in Britain and on the continent of
Europe. The Tatar-Turkish language is vernacular among the Tatars of Astrakhan.
In 1816, the Rev. Dr. Pinkertou, while travelling in the Crimea, discovered, at

Dschoufout Kale, a copy of a pure Tatar translation of the Old Testament from the

Hebrew, which was made several centuries ago. This has been revised, and printed

at St. Petersburfr. ^

8. The Georgian Version.

At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the whole of the New Testament,
together with the Psalms and the Prophets, was printed in the Georgian language,
at Teflis, in Georgia, by order of the Prince Vaktangh. The entire Bible was

1 Dr. Clarke's Bibliographical Dictionary, vol. i. p. 288.
2 Towards the close of the thirteenth century, a translation of the New Testament and

of the Psalms of David into the Tatar language was made by Johannes a Monte Cor-
vino, in order to accelerate the propagation of the Gospel among the dark and idolatrous
nations to whom he had been sent as a missionary in 1288 by Pope Nicholas IV. (Mo-
sheim's Eccl. Hist, vol. iii. pp. 113. 299.) No vestiges of this Tatar version are known
to be in existence.

s For an account of these Tatar versions, see Dr. Henderson's Biblical Researches,
pp. 424, et seq.

* Dr. Henderson's Biblical Researches, pp. 427, 428. Report of the Scottish Missionary
Society for ]824, p. 16.

6 Owen's History, vol. iii. pp. 211-215. Sixteenth Report of the Bible Society,

pp. 43, 44. 55. 67. Nineteentli Report, p. b'.
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printed at Moscow in 1743, in folio, under the inspection of the Princes Arcil and

Vakuset, but at the expense of Prince Bacchar. From this edition the Moscow
Bible Society printed an impression of the New Testament in 18 IG, in the sacred

or ecclesiastical character, and another in 1818, in the common character.' Ac-

cording to the tradition of the Greek Church, the Georgian version was originally-

made in the eighth century, by Eu])hemius the Georgian, the founder of the Ibirian

or Georgian monastery at Mount Athos, where his actual autograph was discovered

in the year 1817, and is preserved to this day. As the greater part of the books of

the Old Testament of this antient version was lost in the wars in which the

Georgians were so frequently involved with the Persians and Turks, the editors of

the Moscow edition were obliged to translate most of the books of the Old Testa-

ment from the Sclavonian version. The Moscow Bible Society are taking measures

to obtain a correct transcript of Euphemius's manuscript, from which to print a

faithful edition of the Georgian Bible. '^ Two MSS. of the Georgian version of the

Gos{»els arc said to be preserved in the Vatican Library at Rome.

4. Modern Armenian Version.

A translation of the Four Gospels into the modern Armenian language, from the

antient Armenian text, has been completed by a learned Armenian resident at

Paris; who has undertaken a version of the entire New Testament, s

5. Tahitan Version.

The blessed effects with which the labours of the missionaries (sent out by the

London Missionary Society in 1796) have beencrowned, have already been noticed

in the first volume of this work. In consequence of the extraordinary success

which has recently attended the preaching of the Gospel in Otaheitc (or Tahiti, as

the natives term that island) and in Huaheine, Eimeo, and other neighbouring

islands, openings have been made of the most promising nature for the dissemination

of the Holy Scriptures. Aided by grants of paper from the British and Foreiga

Bible Society, the missionaries in 1818 printed 3009 copies of the Gospel of Luke
in the Tahitan language, and in 1820, having received further supplies, they com-
pleted five thousand copies of the Gospel of Matthew, which were sought with

avidity, and received with gratitude by all. The Gospels of Luke and John, and
the Acts of the Apostles, have also been translated and printed ; and a Tahitan

version has been completed of the Psalms, and several other Books of the Old
Testament. Five thousand copies of the books of Daniel, Esther, and Ruth have

left the press.-* At Borabora, the Epistles have been completed, and every prac-

ticable care is used to ensure fidelity. The following titles and specimens of the

Tahitan version of the Gospels of Matthew and John will not be uninteresting to

the reader.

1. Te Evanelia a Mataio no Iesu Christ to tatou fatu;
Irithia ei Parau Tahiti. ^af)itt: Printed at the Windward Mis-
sion Press. 1820. l2mo.

{The Lord's Fraijcr, Matt. VL 9—13.)

9. E to matou Medua i te ao ra, ia raa to oe ioa-

10. Ia tae to oe ra hau; ia haapaohia to oe hinaaro i te fenua nei, mai tei te ao

atoa na.

1 1

.

Homai na matou i teinei mahana tei haapaohia ra o te mahana o te maa, o te

niahana o te maa.

• Bishop Marsh's History of Translations, p. ;32. Dr. Henderson's Biblical Researches

(pp. 518-522) contain an interesting account of the editions of the Georgian version.

* Sixteenth Report of the Bible Society, pp. 33-35.

3 Nineteenth Report, p. xxi.

'' Twenty-third Report, p. xlvi.

» Twentieth Report, n. hi. Twenty-second Report, p. Ixix.

(G) 4.
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1 2.E faaore mai i ta matou hapa, mai ta matou mau amu tarahu i faaore atoahia

e matou nei.

15. E eiaha faarue ia matou ia roohia e te ati ra, e faaora ra ia matore, no oe hoi

te hau, e te mana, i te hanahana, i te mau ui atoa e ore e hope. Amene.

2. Te Evanelia a Ioane no Iestj Christ to tatou fatou; irithia

EI Parau Tahiti, ©aljfti: Printed at the Windward Mission Press.

1821, 12mo.

(John III. 14—17.)

1 4. Ma ia Mose i faa teitei i te ophi i te fenua aihere ra, oia toa te Tamaidi a te

Taata e faa teitei atoa hia ia.

1 5. Ia ore ia poe te faaroo ia'na ra, ia roaa te ora mure ore.

16. I aroha mai te Atua i to te ao, e ua tae roa te horoa mai i ta'na Tamaidi fanau

tahi, ia ore ia pohe te faaroo ia'na ra, ia roau te ora mure ore.

17. Aore hoi te Atua i tono mai i ta'aa Tamaidi i te ao nei e faa hapa i to te ao, ia

ora ra to te ao ia'na.

6. Curdish Versions.

A translation of the four Gospels into the language of the Curds, or Koords, has

been completed, and the translator is proceeding with the remainder of the New
Testament.

'

1 Twenty-thir<J Report, p. xxviii.
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FACSIMILES OF SPECIMENS
OF THE

VERSIONS OF THE SACRED SCRIPTURES,

IN THE

(3; astern Hanguagc^,

CHIEFLY

Translated hy the Brethren of the Serampore Mission.

Text. " The people that sat in darkness saw great light : and to them
which sat in the region and shadow of death, light is sprung up."

Matt. iv. 16.

SANSCRIT, or SUNGSKRIT,

In the Deva Nagree character, which is used throughout India.

BENGALEE.

fRfArc\3 ^i^rite ^1^i?i 3i\?7^ c^^ Ktufe

MAHRATTA.

^^ c^^oS t§^^-3 3I7q^?T5^I5I ^Ir I
f

KASHMIREE, or KASHMEER.

"^JT feC)=T\^Tf^n\ ^^Ttr ^TH\ VH¥i ^^ I
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OORIYA, or ORISSA.

^Sc^ Csifll^^^ S^^ ^I^ §.^§Q CtH^t I

TELINGA, or TELOOGOO.

BRIJ-BlfASSA.

^^ §T^ ^^ii km mx WT^^' t^^^i^ %^5i^

PUSHTOO, or AFFGHAN.

SIKH, SHEEK, or PUNJABEE.

HINDOOSTANHEE.
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UHUMIYA, or ASSAMESE.

BURMAN.

BULOCHA, or BULOSHEE.

CHINESE VERSION.

MOVEABLE METAL TYPES.

Text. " In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. And
the earth was without form and void, and darkness was upon the face

of the deep : and the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.

And God said, Let there be light : and there was light.

Gen. i. 1—3.

fit I* ® M 4? ^ ^
± M « ^ ?^ A& fiJ

® ^ S ^ « ;igiJ

KURNATA OR CANARESE.

rcd^ocsS c&^aSoa ^^^cCGs gl^Sg"^
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FAC-SIMILES OF SPECIMENS

OF

VERSIONS OF THE SACRED SCRIPTURES,

IN THE

GBa^tcnt jtangimgc0,

PRINTED AT THE EXPENSE OF

THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY,

AND OF

THE CALCUTTA AUXILIARY SOCIETY.

Text.— " The people that sat in darkness saw great light : and to them
which sat in the region and shadow of death, light is sprung up."

Matt. iv. 16.

HINDOOSTANHEE VERSION,

IN THE PERSIAN CHARACTER.

PERSIAN.

5^>« J^J^ ^y^ j^ ^ oU^;f;K» ^ ^Ji^yj 8»^*Uv«

t^^^Lji*^ ^A^$j kij(^^ /^jClt,

TAMUL.
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CINGALESE.

ARABIC.

U^Jbt^4atf 'U^ 5^^»^ piVJaH^ LT^JLsJ? U'UJ?

MALAY IN ROMAN CHARACTERS.

KHa\^ ni' itu ja i^ diidoldi pada IcaJam^ fudali mcli-

Iiat fawaiii tara^- jar^ besar: dan bagi fegala

'awrang jaig dudoMi pada tanah dan bajai^

mawt *ifu, tara^ pawn sudab terbit baginja.

MALAY IN ARABIC CHARACTERS.
Text.—" And Cain went out from the presence of the Lord, and dwelt

in the land of Nod, on the east of Eden." Gen. iv. 16.

(5.) Modern Versiojis in the Languages of Africa.

1. Amharic and Tigre, or the vernacular Languages of Abyssinia,

The version in the ecclesiastical or antient language of Ethiopia, noticed in

Part I. Ch. II. Sect. III. $ III. of this Volume, being confined to the churches, and
understood by few comparatively besides the clergy, M. Asselin de Cherville,

French consul at Cairo, was induced to undertake a version of the entire Bible in

the Amharic', the royal dialect spoken at the court of Gondar, which is the dialect

prevalent in the eastern parts of Africa bordering on the equator, and through
which a considerable intercourse is maintained between the natives of Abyssinia and
the Arabians and Negroes of the interior. For teji years M. Asselin employed an
intelligent Ethiopian, named Abu Rumi, (who had been the interpreter of Mr. Bruce
in Abyssinia, and the teacher of Sir William Jones in India) on this important
work, to which he devoted two entire days in every week. In order to ensure
correctness, he read with this person slowly, and with the utmost attention, every
verse of the sacred volume in the Arabic version, which they were about to trans-

late. M. Asselin then explained to him all those words which were either abstruse,

' In Ludolph's Grammatica Linguae Amharicae (pp. 54, 55.), there is an Amharic
translation, by Abba Grcgorius, of thirteen verses of the eleventli chapter of Saint Luke's
Gospel.
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difficult, or foreign to"the Arabic, by the help of the Hebrew original, the Syriac

version, or the Septuagint, and also of some commentaries. After they finished the

translation of one book, they collated it once more before they proceeded further.

This version was purchased for the British and Foreign Bible Society by the Rev.

Mr. Jowett ; who undertook a voyage into Egypt from Malta, for the express pur-

pose of completing the purchase. The printing of the four Gospels in Amhai'ic and

inEthiopic, in two separate volumes, was connnenced in 1822, under the editorial

care of the Rev. Samuel Lee, professor of Arabic in the university of Cambridge,

and completed in 1825, under the superintendence of T.P.Piatt, Esq., Honorary

Librarian to that Societj\ During Mr. Jowett's residence in Egypt, in 1819, he

employed the late Mr. Nathaniel Pearce, who had lived many years in Ethiopia

;

and who commenced a translation of the Gospels into the Tigrc, the vernacular

dialect of the extensive province of Tigr^. The Gospels of Mark and John have

been completed, together with a version of the Gospel of Mark in Amharic, which

is now superseded by the more accurate entire Amhtu'ic version of M. Asselin.

These three versions are now in the possession of the British and Foreign Bible

Society.'

2. Bullom Version.

The BuUoms are a numerous peojjle on the western coast of Africa, among whom
the missionaries sent out by the Church Missionary Society laboured for several

years. Into the language of this people, the four Gospels, and the Acts of the

Apostles, have been translated by the Rev. G. R. Nylander -, a distinguished labourer

in the service of that Society. The Gospel of Saint Matthew was printed, at the

expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society, in 1816.3

3. Susoo Versio7i.

The Susoos are also a numerous tribe on the western coast of Africa, in the

vicinity of Sierra Leone ; among whom the same Society's missionaries laboured for

several years. By these missionaries, the four Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, and
other parts of the New Testament, together with several books of the Old Testa-

ment, have been translated into the Susoo language. But their further benevolent

and pious labours are at present suspended among the Susoos and the Bulloms, by
the revival of the nefarious slave-trade on those coasts.

4. Madagascar Version.

In the island of Madagascar, the translation of the New Testament is finished,

and that of the Old Testament is in progress.*

(6.) Modem Versions in ilie Languages of America.

[i.] North American Versions.

Although the multiplicity of dialects spoken by the Indian tribes of

North America seemed to interpose an insuperable bar to the labours of

those benevolent individuals who were desirous of communicating the

Scriptures to them ;
yet this obstacle has been diminished by the dis-

covery, that so close an affinity subsists among them, that a young unlet-

tered Indian of good capacity can (it is said) make himself master of

them all. The following are the dialects into which the whole or part of

Ihe Bible has been translated.

1 Si.'cteenth Report of the Bible Society, p. 169. Jowett's Clirisdan Researches in the

Mediterranean, pp. 197-213.
- The Rev. Mr. Nylandtr has also rendered an additional service to such of the Bul-

loms as have embraced the Christian faith, by translating select portions of the Liturgy

of the Anglican church into their vernacular language. These were printed in Bullom,

and in Roman characters (that people having no characters of their own), in 1816, at the

expense of the Prayer Book and Homily Society.

3 Owen's Hist. vol. iii. p. 126.

4 Twenty -third Report, p. xlvii.
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1. Virginian Indian Version.

The Virginian Bible was translated by the Rev. John Eliot, who has justly been
denominated the apostle to the Indians, from his unwearied labours to diffuse the
blessings of Christianity among them. The New Testament was published in 1661.

The title-page states that it was " ordered to be printed by the Commissioners of the
united colonies in New England, at the charge and with the consent of the corpor-

ation in England, for the propagation of the Gospel among the Indians in New
England." The Old Testament was published at Cambridge in 1663, and the en-

tire Bible was reprinted at the same place in 1685. The following specimen exhibits

the Lord's Prayer (Matt.vi. 9-15.)

9. Yowutche yeu nuppenantamook ; Nooshun Kesukqut» quttianatamunach koowe-
suonk.

10. Peykumooutch kukketassootamoonk, Kuttenantamoonk ne n nacli olikeit neane
kesukqut.

11. Nummeetsuongash asekesukokish assamaiineau yeuyeu kesukod.
12. Kah ahquontamaiinncan nummatcheseongash, neane matcheneukqucagig nutali-

qiiontamounnonog.
IS. Ahque sagkompagunaiinncan en qutchhuaonganit, webe poliquohwussuiean wutch

matcliitut. Newutclie kutalitaun ketassootamoonk, kali menuhkesuonk, kah sohsu-

moonk micheme. Amen.

2. Tlie Delaware Indian Version.

The Delaware language is spoken through a very considerable portion of North
America. Into this language part of the Scriptures was translated by the Rev. Mr.
Fabricius, one of the Moravian missionaries to the Delaware Indians, but it does
not appear to have been printed. ' In 1818, the three Epistles of John were trans-

lated into the Delaware language by the Rev. C. F. Dencke, a missionary from the

United Brethren or Moravians. It was })rinted at the expense of the American
Bible Society, and is entitled Ne/i: Ncchotncawachglssitschik Bamhilah naga Gcsdiie-

chauchsit pnnna Johannessa Elckhrmgvj). Gischitak Klleneclmnk unUkl C. F. Dencke.

That is, The Three Ejjistles of the Apostle John, translated into Delaware Indian,

hy C- F. Dencke; New York, 1818, 18mo.
The translation is printed on the left-hand page, and the English authorised ver-

sion on the right. As copies of this Delaware Indian translation are not common,
tlie following specimen of it, from 1 John iii. 1-4. may not be unacceptable to the

reader.

Neclieleneyacligidi ink aplonngan.

Pennamook ! elgiqui penundelukquonk Wetochwink wdaoaltowoagan, wentsclii luwilch-

gussiank Gettanittowit vvdamcmensemall. Guntschi matta woacbgussiwuncen untschi

pemhakamixitink, cli pcmhakaimixit taku woliaq' Patamawossall.

2. Ehoalacligik ! juque metschi ktclli wundamcmensineen Gettanittowitink,schuknesquo

majawii elsijankstch. Schiik ktclli niaja\velendamenn\?en ngiittentscli woachquakc,

ktellitsch linaxineen, elinaxit, ktcllitsch newoanccn elinaxit,

3. Weak wemi auwcn neclipauchsit jun nhakeuchsowoagan, kscliiechicligussitetsch,

necama Patamawos elgiqui kscliicchsid.

4. Auwen metauchsit, necama ne cndclii mikindank matta wcltoq', woak cli mach-
tauchsit wuntschi mikindamen matta wcltoq'.

3. Massachussett Version.

The Psalms and Gospel of Saint John were translated by the exemplary mission-

ary, Mr. Experience Mayhew, into the Indian Massachussett dialect. They were
printed at Boston in New England in the year 1709. -

' Bp. Marsh's History of Translations, p. 99, where it is stated that another missionary,

Sclimick, translated a portion of the Gospels into tlie Ma/iican language,
2 Brown's History of the Propagation of Christianity, vol. ii. pp. 57, 58. Second Re-

port of the British and Foreign Bible Society. Appendix, p. 118.
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4. Mohawk Version,

The Mohawk language, besides the tribe from whom it takes its name, is intel-

ligible to the Five Nations, to the Tuscaroras, and to the Wyandots or Hurons.

In the early part of the eighteenth century, a translation was made of the Gospel

of Matthew, and also of several chapters both of the Old and New Testament, into

this language, by the Rev. Mr. Freeman, Some portions of the latter were printed

at New York, and reprinted at London with the English Liturgy, and the Gospel

of Mark (translated by Captain Brant) in 1787, for the use of the Mohawks, who
have a chapel at Kingston in Upper Canada, where divine service is performed in

their native tongue, by a missionary supported by the venerable Society for pro-

moting Christian Knowledge. This edition was printed at the expense of the En-
glish government. To these portions of the Scriptures were added the Gospel of

John, translated in 1804 by Captain John Norton', a chief of the Six Nation
Indians in Upper Canada. This version was printed at the expense of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, and its accuracy was, shortly after, attested in the most
favoiu'able manner by the interpreters in the Indian villages. "^

5. Mohegaji Version.

The New Testament, together with several portions of the Old Testament, was
translated, towards the close of the eighteenth century, into the Mohegan language,

by the llev. John Serjeant, sen., a missionary at Stockbridge. No part of this ver-

sion appears to have been printed. 3

6. Esquimaux Version.

In the Esquimaux language, a harmony of the Four Gospels was made by the
missionaries of the Moravian Brethren many years since. From this version the
Gospel of John was selected by the Rev. Mr. Kohlmeister, and printed by the Bible
Society in 1809. To this was added, in 1815, a translation of the other three Gos-
pels, which had been made by the venerable superintendent of the Labrador mis-
sion, the Rev. C. F. Burghardt, who possessed an intimate knowledge of the Esqui-
maux dialect, and finished his revision only a short time before his death, in 1812.
In the year 1819, the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles were printed in the
same dialect, by the Bible Society, and received (as the other portions of the New
Testament had been) with the deepest sentiments of gratitude. And in 1826 the
New Testament was completed by printing the Apocalypse. +

7. Greenlandish Version.

In 1759, the Greenlanders received from the Moravian Brethren a translation
of their harmony of the four Gospels ^ ; in 1799, the whole of the New Testament,
and in 1822 anew translation of the entire New Testament in the language of
Greenland, was printed at the expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society.

8. Creolese Version.

Lastly, the New Testament was translated into Creolese for the use of the Chris-
tian negroes in the Danish West India islands, and was published at Copenhagen,

1 Capt. Norton was adopted by the Confederacy of the Six Nations in 1791, and in
1800 appointed a chief, under the title of Teyoninliokaravven. His father was a Cherokee
and served in the British army.

2 Owen's History, vol. i. pp. 126-135.
3 Brown's History of the Propagation of Christianity, vol. ii. p. 630.
4 Owen's History, vol. i. p. 160. vol. ii. pp. 28P. 359. vol. iii. p. 483. Sixteenth Report

of the Bible Society, pp. Ixxxiii. Ixxxiv. Seventeenth Report, p. Ixxix. Twenty-second
Report, p. Ixiv. Twenty-third Report, p. Iv.

s Crantz's History of Greenland, vol ii. p. 299.
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1781, at the expense of the king of Denmark. In 1818, the Danish Bible Society

printed an edition of 1500 copies, which have been transmitted to the Danish West
Indies. '

[li.] South Ameiucan Versions.

It does not appear that the Portuguese ever gave any translation of the Scrip-

tures to the natives of South America who were subjugated by them ; and the

barbarous cruelties of the Spaniards in Mexico are recorded in the page of history.

Towards the close of the sixteenth century, however, some of the ecclesiastics and
missionaries adopted a dliferent plan from that pursued by their predecessors, by
translating some parts of tiie Scriptures into the language of the country. Bene-
dict F'ernandez, a Spanish Dominican friar, vicar of MLrleca in New Spain, trans-

lated the epistles and gospels into the dialect «poken in that province. Didacus de
S. Maria, another Dominican, and vicar of the province of Mexico, (who died in

1579) was the author of a translation of the epistles and gospels into the Mexican
tongue, or general language of the country. The Proverbs of Solomon, and other

fragments of the Holy Scriptures, were translated into the same language by Louis

Rodriguez, a Spanish Franciscan friar : and the epistles and gospels, appointed to

be read for the whole year, were translateil into the idiom of the Western Indians,

by Arnold a Basaccio, also a Franciscan friar : but the dates of these latter ver-

sions have not been ascertained. The entire Bible is said to have been translated

into the Brazilian language by an English minister, who accompanied the Dutch
to Recife, when they acquired it from the Portuguese. This version has never

been printed - In 1825, a translation of the New Testament into the Peruvian

language was completed. 3

2. Harmonies ofthe Old and Nexv Testaments.

JN'lCOLAI Alardi Bibliotheca Harmonico-Biblica, quae, praeter Histo-

riani Harmonicam, tradit Notitiam Scriptorum Harmonicorum cujus-

cunque aetatis et religionis, tarn perpetuorum quam singularium ; nee

otnissis illis, qui vel specialius quoddam argumentum sacrum, vel biiia

Oracula Spirltus Sancti ab Antilogiarum calumnia vindicarunt. Ham-
burgi, 1725, 8vo.

i. Harmonics of the Old Testament.^

1. A Chronicle of the Times and the Order of the Texts of the Old
Testament, wherein the books, chapters, psalms, stories, prophecies, &c.,

are reduced into their proper order, ancl taken up in the proper places,

in which the natural method and genuine series of the chronology re-

quireth them to be taken in. With reason given of dislocations, where
they come. And many remarkable notes and observations given all

along, for the better understanding of the text ; the difficulties of the

chronicle declared ; the differences occurring in the relating of stories

reconciled : and exceeding many scruples and obscurities in the Old Tes-

tament explained. By John Lightfoot, D.D.

This " Chronicle" is to be found in the first volume of Dr. Lightfoot's works, published

at London, in 1684, in two volumes folio, and in the second volume of the 8vo. London

1 Adler's Bibliotheca Biblica, Part IV. p. 116. Sixteenth Report of the Bible Society,

p. 127. Besides the particulars recorded in the preceding sections, there are many in-

teresting circumstances relative to the history of translations and translators, which the

limits of this work do not allow to be detailed. For these, and indeed for every thing

relative to the literary history of the Holy Scriptures, we refer the reader to the Rev. Dr.

Townley's Illustrations of Biblical Literature, London, 1821, in 3 volumes, 8vo.

- Townley's Illustrations, vol. iii. pp. 46. "iSS, note.

3 Twenty-first Report of the Bible Society, p. Iv.
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edition, printed in 1822-25. Of all the theologians of his time, this celebratetl divine

(whose opinion was consulted by every scholar of note, both British and foreign,) is sup-

posed to have been the most deeply versed in the knowledge of the Scriptures. " It was
his custom, for many years, to note down, as opportunity presented, in the course of his

talmudical and rabbinical studies, the order and time of the several passages of Scripture,

as they came under his consideration." By pursuing this method he gradually formed the

invaluable chronicle, the title of which has just been given, which was first published at

London, in 4to., and in the year 1647. In this work, Dr. Lightfoot has briefly stated the

summary or substance of the historical parts of the Old Testament, and has indicated the
^

order in which the several chapters, psalms, and prophecies are to be placed. In the

margin he has given the years of the world, and of the judges or sovereigns under whose

administration the several events took place. Notwithstanding the differences in opinion

entertained by the learned concerning the chronology of particular events, the general

method of this " Chronicle" has been, and still continues to be, held in the highest esti-

mation by all who are competent duly to appreciate its merits.

2. A Designe about disposing the Bible into an Harmony. Or, an

Essay concerning the transposing the order of books and chapters of the

Holy Scriptures, for the reducing of all into a continued history.

S

Benefits.

Difficultie.

Helpes.

By Samuel Torshel. London, 1647. 4to.

This tract was published nearly at the same time with Dr. Lightfoot's Chronicle.

It appears from the preface that Mr. Torshel was preceptor of the children of King
Charles I. under the Earl of Northumberland ; and his tract was addressed " To the Right
Honourable the Lords and Commons assembled in Parliament," whom he endeavoured
to excite to patronise the undertaking, by tlie consideration of the glory v.liich.had re-

dounded to France by the then recent publication of the Parisian Polyglott, in ten folio

volumes. The state, however, paid no regard to this address, and the design which Tor-
shel had ably sketched was never accomplished. He proposed " to lay the whole story

together in a continued connexion, the books or parts of books, and all the severall parcels

disposed and placed in their proper order, as the continuance and chronicall method of the

Scripture history requires ; so that no sentence nor word in the whole Bible be omitted, nor
any thing repeated, or any word inserted but what is necessary for transition. So as some
whole chapters or pieces be put into other places, yea, great parts of some books, and some
whole books, to be woven into the body of another book." (Torshel's Designe, p. 10.)

In the prosecution of this undertaking, besides reducing all the historical books of the Old
Testament to a continued Series, the book of Psalms, and the sermons of the Prophets

were to be inserted in their proper places, and the writings of Solomon incorporated

according to those periods of his reign when they are supposed to have been written ; and
those parts of the l)ook of Proverbs, ' whicli the men of Hezekiah copied out,' were to be
disposed in the body of the books of Chronicles, towards the end of the reign of Hezekiah,
King of Judah. In harmonising the Gospels, Mr. Torshel proposed to follow the plan

then recently adopted in the Latin Harmony, commenced by Chemnitz, continued by
Lyser, and finished by Gerhard ; and the apostolic epistles were to be distributed in the

Acts of the Apostles according to the order of time when they were written. The
writings of Saint John were to close the proposed imdertaking. The perusal of this

modest and well-written tract, several years since, suggested to the writer of these pages
the idea of attempting a harmony of the entire Bible, on the completion of the present

work. This laborious undertaking, however, has happily been rendered unnecessary by
the publication of

3. The Old Testament, arranged in historical and chronological order,

(on the basis of Lightfoot's Chronicle) in such manner, that the books,
chapters, psalms, prophesies, &c. may be read as one connected history,

in the very words of the authorised translation. By the Rev. George
TowNSEND, M.A. London, 1821 ; Second Edition, 1826. In two very
large volumes, 8vo.

This beautifully-printed and carefully-executed work (as its title-page announces) is

arranged on the basis of Dr, Lightfoot's Chronicle, above noticed : from which, however,
Mr. Townsend has deviated for the better in one very material respect. According to

Lightfoot's plan, the Old Testament would have been read as one unbroken history, with-
out any division into chapters, or any of those breaks, the omission of which causes not a
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little weariness to the reader. In order to obviate this difficulty, and also with the view
of making the Sc-ripture narrative more attractive, as well as more easily remembered,
Mr. T. has divided Iiis harmony into eight suitable periods, viz. 1. From tlic creation to
the deluge;— 2. From the confusion of tongues to the death of Jacob and the Patriarchs;
3. From the birth to the death of Moses; — 4. From tlie entrance of the Israelites into
Canaan, under the command of Joshua, to the death of David;— 5. The reign of Solo-
mon; — 6. From the elevation of Rehoboam to the liabylonisii Captivity;— 7. The
Bal)ylonish Captivity, seventy years, from bc. 606 to 536-, — 8. From the termination of
the Babylonish Captivity to the Reformation of worsliip by Nehemiah, and the completion
of the canon of the Old Testament, by Simon the Just, from b. c. 536 to about 300.
These eight periods are further subdivided into chapters and sections, tiie lengtli of which
is necessarily regulated by the subjects therein discussed ; and in settling the chronology
and order of some particular events and prophecies, the arranger has availed himself of the
labours of the most eminent modern biblical critics. A well-written introduction de-
velopes his plan and design, and points out its advantages to various classes of readers,
especially to clergymen, and those who are preparing for the sacred office, to whom this

work is indispensably necessary. The work is terminated by six Indexes;

—

\\\c first., con-
taining an account of the periods, chapters, and sections into which the work is divided,
with the passages of Scripture comprised in each;— the second, in columns, enabling the
reader to discover in what part of the arrangement any chapter or verse of the Bible may
be found ;

— the third andJourlh contain tables of the Psalms and Projjhecies, showing in
what part of the arrangement, and after what passage of Scripture, every psalm or pro-
phecy is inserted ; and likewise on what occasion, and at what period, they were probably
written, with the authority for their place in the arrangement ; — the Jifth, containing the
dates of the events according to Dr. Hales's elaborate System of Chronology ; and the
sixth, a general index to the notes, which, though not numerous, are very appropriate, and
possess the rare merit of compressing a great variety of valuable information into a small
compass. The Rev. Mr. Archdeacon Nares has justly characterised this work, as being
" digested with such skill, and illustrated with such notes, as prove the author to have
studied his task with deep attention and distinguished judgment." (Visitation Sermon,
p. 24. London, 1823.) The second edition has parallel references and the marginal ren-
derings.

ii. Harmonics of the entire Ne'ao Testament.

1. The Harmony, Chronicle and Order of the New Testament. The
text of the four Evangelists methodized. Story of the Acts of the

Apostles analyzed. Order of the Epistles manifested. Times of the

Revelation observed, and illustrated with a variet}^ of observations upon
the chiefest difficulties, Textual and Talmudical, for clearing of their

sense and language. By John Ligiitfoot, D.D. London, 1654, folio.

Also in the first volume of his works. London, 1682, folio.

In this valuable work Dr. Lightfoot has pursued the same method which he had adopted

in his Chronicle of the Old Testament. He farther published, at London, in 1644 and
1650, three parts of The Harmony of the Four Evangelists, among themselves, and ivith the

Old Testament. The fourth and fifth parts, which -were to have completed his design,

never appeared. This harmony is enriched with numerous philological and explanatory

remarks, of which many subsequent critics and harmonists liave availed themselves.

2. The New Testament arranged in Chronological and Historical

Order, in such manner that the Gospels, the Epistles and the Acts may
be read as one connected History. The Gospel on the basis of the

Harmonies of Lightfoot, Doddridge, Pilkington, Newcome, andMichaelis;

the Account of the Resurrection, on the Authorities of West, Townson,
and Crantield. The Epistles are inserted in their places, and divided

according to the Apostles' Arguments. With copious Notes on many
of the principal Subjects of Theology. By the Rev. George Townsend,
M.A. London, 1825 ; second Edition corrected, 1827- 2 vols. Cvo.

Though a distinct work in itself, this elaborate publication may be considered as the

second part of j\Ir. Townsend's Harmony of the Old Testament :the remarks on which

are equally applicable to the present work. The notes, indeed, are much more valuable,

from the extent and variety of the very important topics they discuss. The usefulness of

this portion of IVIr. T.'s labours is materially increased by the numerous and important

elucidations which he has derived from the works of Lightfoot, Schoettgen, Meuschen,
and others, which are not within the reach of every biblical student.

(h) 2
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iii. Harmonies of the Four Gospels.

1. Harmonia Quatuor Evangeliorum juxta Sectiones Ammonianas et

Eusebii Canones. Oxonii, e Typograplieo Clarendoniano. 180.5. 4to.

2. Andreae Osiandri Harmoniae Evangelicae Libri Quatuor, Graece et

Latine. In quibus Evangelica Historia ex quatuor Evangelistis ita in

unum est contexta, ut nullius verbum ullum omissum, nihil alienum im-
niixtum, nullius ordo turbatus, nihil non suo loco positum. Omnia vero
litteris et notis ita distincta sint, ut quid cuj usque evangelistae proprium,
quid cum aliis et cum quibus commune sit, primo statim adspectu depre-
hendere queas : item Elenchus Harmonise: Adnotationum liber unus.
Basileae, 1537, folio; Graece et Latine, Basileae, 1567, folio; Latine,
Lutetiae Parisiorum ex Officina Roberti Stephani, 15i-5. 12mo.

Osiander's Harmony is not of very frequent occurrence. It is liiglily estimated by
Walchius, though Michaelis ratlier liarshly observes, that he undesignedly renders the gospel
history not only suspicious, but incredible, by adopting the principle that the evangelists

constantly ^vrote in chronological order, and that the same transactions and discourses took
place twice or thrice in the life of Christ. He acknowledges, however, that Osiander did

not go so far as his successors, and that he sometimes deviates from his general principle.

3. Cornelii Jansenii, Gandavensis, Concordia Evangelica, in qua, prae-

terquam quod suo loco ponitur, quae evangelistae non servato recensent
ordine, etiam nullius verbum aiiquod omittitur. Litteris autem omnia
sic distinguuntur, ut quid cujusque proprium, quid cum aliis et cum
quibus commune, etiam ad singulas dictiones mox deprehendatur.
Lovanii, 154'9, 8vo. Antverpiae, 1558. 12mo.

Jansenius jmrlialty followed Osiander. He subsequently wrote a Commentary on his

Harmony, wliich was published together with it at Louvain, in 1571. The number of
editions through which this work passed (tkirlcen others are enumerated Ijy Walchius,
between the years 1577 and 161241 sufficiently attest the favourable opinion entertained of
its value. Walchius extols Jansenius's learning, ingenuity, and modesty.

4. Martini Chemnitii Harmonia Quatuor Evangeliorum, quam ab
eodem feliciter inchoatam Polycarpus L3fserus et Joannes Gerhardus, is

quidem continuavit, hie perfecit. Hamburgi, J 704, folio.

The best edition of a most valuable Harmony. Chemnitz compiled only the two first

books, and part of a third, which were published after his death at Frankfort, in 1593, by
Polycarp Lyser ; who wrote the remainder of the third book, and added the fourth and
part of the fifth book. These were published at difl'erent times at Leipsic and Frankfort
between the years IGOA and Ifil I : and on Lysor's death, Gerhard completed the under-
taking, with learning and industry not inferior to those of his predecessors. The entire
work, with the several continuations, was first published at Geneva, in 1628. This elaborate
work is not only a harmony but a learned commentary on the four Gospels.

5. The Harmony of the four Evangelists, and their text methodized,
according to the order and series of times in which the several things
by them mentioned were transacted. By Samuel Cradock, B.D. Lon-
don, 1668, folio, and again in 1684 and 1685.

This work was revised by the learned Dr. Tillotson, afterwards archbishop of Canter-
bury, by whom it was preserved from destruction during the memorable fire of London,
in 1666. (Chalmers's Hiog. Diet. vol. x. p. 447.) In the seventeenth century it was
deservedly held in the highest estimation ; though it is now superseded by later and more
critical works. Mr. Ciadoik has drawn up the Gospel history in an explanatory para-
phrase, in English, wliich is followed by the text of the evangelists. In the margin he has
given short but useful notes in Latin, which arc very judiciously extracted from Grotius,
Drs. Lightfoot and Hammond, and other critics. The book is by no means dear ; which
to students (who may not be able to procin-e recent and more expensive harmonies) is a
great advantage, 'ihis harmonist did not adopt the principle of Osiander.

6. Bernardi Lamy Historia, sive Concordia Evangelistarum. Parisiis,

16S9, 12mo. — Commentarius in Harmoniam sive Concordiam Quatuor
Evangelistarum. Parisiis, 1699. in two volumes, 4to,

Lamy's Comment:n-y is held in much higher estimation than his Harmony. It is justly
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cliaracterised by Micliaelis as a learned work. T\ie chronological and geographical appa-
ratus is peculiarly valuable.

7. Joannis Clerici Harmonia Evangelica, cui subjecta est historia
Christ! ex quatuor evangeliis concinnata. Accesseruiit tres Disserta-
tiones, de annis Christi, deque concordia et auctoritatc evangeliorum.
Amstelodami, 1G99, folio.

All critics unite in commendation of Le Clerc's Harmony. He has arranged the history
of the four evangelists, according to chronological order, in columns parallel to eacli otiier,

in Greek and Latin ; and under tlie text he has given a Latin paraphrase, the desi'i'n of
which is to remove apparent contradictions. Le Clerc promised to publish Annotations on
his Harmony, wliich have never appeared. A Latin edition of it was printed at Altorf in
1700, in 4to. ; and an English translation of it is said by Walchius to have been published
at London in the same year, also in 4to.

8. Nicolai Toinardi Harmonia Gra:co-Latina, Parisiis, 1 707, Iblio.

]VL Toinard drew up this Harmony for his own private use, of which only five or six

copies were taken for tiie use of his friends. After his decease, they published it (as he had
desired they would) at the time and plaq|B above mentioned. It lias long been lield in the
liigliest estimation, for the care and diligence wliich its author bestowed, in order to settle

the several circumstances mentioned by the different evangelists. Biihop Marsh pronounces
it to be of particular use to those who wish to examine the verbal agreement of the evan-
gelists ; as M. Toinard has not only placed in adjacent columns the parallel passages, but
has also parallelised even single words.

9. Jo. Reinhardi Rus, Harmonia Evangelistarum, ita adornata, ut?

investigatii sedido textus cohoerentia, nullus versus, sive trajiciatur, sive

prjEtereatur sine brevi ac succincta explicatione, quae justi commentarii
loco esse queat. Jenae, 1727-1730. 4 vols. 12mo.

Walchius pronounces this to be an elaborate and learned work. This harmonist follows
the plan of those who vindicate the chronological order of the history related by each
evangelist. The text of the sacred writers is also explained in the copious notes of M. Rus.
Walchii Bibliotheca, vol. iv. p. 881.

10. In the year 1739 and 1740, Dr. Doddridge published the two first

volumes of his Family Expositor, of which an account will be found in

a subsequent part of this Appendix. They are noticed here, because they
contain a harmony of the four Gospels, which is acknowledged to be
executed with great judgment, independently of the very valuable ex-
position and notes that accompany it.

11. The Evangelical History and Harmony. By Matthew Pilking-
TON, LI/.B. London, 1747. folio.

This harmonist professes not to adhere to any of the schemes laid down by his predeces-
sors for arranging the evangelical history. It is not disposed in columns, like the works
of Le Clerc, Toinard, and others ; but the text is exhibited in such a inanner as to relate

the various discourses and facts recorded by the sacred writers in their identical words, and
in the fullest manner i)ossil)le, yet so as to avoid tautology. The history is divided into

chapters, and these are subdivided into sections of moderate length. T«o Chronological
Dissertations are prefixed : 1. On the time of Herod's death, of the birth of Jesus Christ,
the duration of his ministry, and the year of his crucifixion, &c. &c. 2. On the time and
place of the adoration of the wise men. Notes are subjoined for the elucidation of parti-

cular passages. The work is executed with great care, and may frequently be purcjiased
at a low price.

12. The Harmony of the Four Gospels; in which the natural order of
each is preserved, with a paraphrase and notes. By J. IMacnight, D.D.
4to. 2 vols. 1756 : 2d edit. 1763 ; 3d edit. 8vo. 2 vols. Edinburgh, 1801.

Dr. Macknight closely adheres to the principle of Osiander ; but his paraphrase and
commentary contain so much useful information, that his Harmony has long l)een regarded
as a standard book among divines ; it is in the lis^Js of Bishops Watson and Tomline. The
preliminary disqui->itions greatly enhance its value. Dr. iNIacknight's work was translated
into Latin by Professor Iluckersfelder, and published in 3 vols. Svo. at Bremen and
Deventer, 1772. Bishop INIarsh says, that whoever makes use of this harmony should
compare with it Dr. Lardner's observations on it, which were first published in 1761, and
are reprinted in the eleventh volume of the octavo edition, and in the fifth volume of the
quarto edition of his works.

(a) 3
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13. An Harmony of the Gospels, In which the original text is dis-

posed after Le Cierc's general manner, with such various readings at

the foot of the page as have received Wetstein's sanction in his folio

edition of the Greek Testament. Observations are subjoined tending to

settle the time and place of every transaction, to establish the series of

facts, and to reconcile seeming inconsistencies. By William Newcome,
D.D. Bishop of Ossory (afterwards Archbishop of Armagh), London,

1778. folio.

14. An English Harmony of the Four Evangelists, generally disposed

after the manner of the Greek of William Newcome, Archbishop of Ar-

magh ; toith a Map of Palestine divided according to the twelve tribes,

Explanatorij Notes, and Indexes. London: 1802. 8vo.

The Greek Harmony of archbishop Newcome has long been held in the highest esti-

mation ; but its bulk and price necessarily place it beyond the reach of many biblical

students. In publishing this harmony the anonymous compiler (a member of the Society

©f Friends) has rendered to English readers the same service which that learned prelate

had conferred on biblical scholars by his larger Greek work. " Several trifling alterations

have been adopted in the text, and, it is hoped, generally to advantage." (Preface, p. v.)

The harmony fills four hundred and thirty-four pages ; and the " Notes and Illustrations
"

comprise thirty-six pages ; though brief, they are judiciously selected from the critical and
philological labours of Beausobre and I'Enfant, Calmet, Grotius, the Rev. Drs. Ham-
mond, Harwood, Sliavv, Doddridge, from the harmony of tlie late eminent physician. Dr.
Robert Willan, and various other sources. The volume concludes with an Index to tl)e

Parables delivered by Jesus Christ, and a Table for finding any passage of the Gospels in

this Harmony. Altogether, " the form in which this work is printed is extremely con-

venient ; so much so, that they, who can u«e tlie Greek, may be glad to consult the Englislt

octavo rather than the unwieldy folio of the Archbishop." (British Critic, (O.S.) vol. xxii,

p. 437.)

14.* An English Harmony of the Four Evangelists, disposed after the
manner of the Greek of William Newcome, Archbishop of Armagh ; •with

Explanatory Notes, and Indexes, and a new Map ryf Palestine, divided into

Tetrarcfiies, and showing the Travels of our Lord Jesus Christ. London ;

M.DCCC.XXVIl. 8VO.

Though apparently a new work, this is a mere reprint of the preceding Harmony, with
the omission in the title-page of the word " generally," (which the original compiler hact

properly inserted, as Archbishop Newcome's method was only generally followed), and
with the variation, which the re.-vder wili be able to distinguish, from the lines above printed

in Italics. The date of the original work is in Arabic figuTes ; in the volume under consider-

ation it is in Roman small ca])ital letters. Theycu' errata which the original compiler had
noticed are here coiTt'c/ef/.- but the following note, which he had prefixed to his table of
contents, viz. " The title jn'efixed to each section is designed to mark the general order aljirst

vieu', and notfaithfully to exhibit its contents,'^ is omitted : and the table of contents, which in

the original work fills seven pages in columns, is here printed in long linos, in four pages.

The thirty- ^i,r pages of " notes and illustrations " are here compressed into thirty-three f

and the " Table for finding any passage of the Gospels in this Harmony," which fills five

pages in the original edition, is here compressed into four pages. The Map is the only new
article: it exhibits Palestine, divided into Tetrarcliies, and by means of a red line shows the

travels of Jesus Christ. In one corner of it is a ground plan of the Temple at Jerusalem.
The volnme is very neatly printed.

15e A Harmony of the Evangelists in Greek ; to which arc prefixed

Critical Dissertations in English. By Joseph Priestley, LL.D. London-,

1778, 4to.

16. A Harmony of the Evangelists in English; with Critical Disserta-

tions, an occasional Paraphrase, and notes for the use of the unlearned.

By Joseph Priestley, LL.D. London, 1780. 4to.

The same method of arrangement is followed in both these Harmonies. Dr. Priestley

adopted the opinion of some antient writers, that tlie ministry of Jesus Christ lasted only
one year, or a year and a few months. For an account of these two publications see the

Monthly Review (old series), vol. iviii. pp. 8D-94,, and vol. Ixiv. pp. 81-90. 161-173„
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17. Synopsis Evangeliorum Matthaei, Marci, et Lucae, una cum lis

Joannis Pericopis, quae historiam passionis et resurrectionis historian!

complectuntur. Textum recensuit, et selectam lectionis varietatem ad-
jecit J. J. Griesbach. Haloe, 1776. 8vo. Editio secunda, emendatior
et auclior. Halae Saxonum, 1797. 8vo. Editio quarta, 1822. 8vo.

The chief purport of this synopsis, Bishop Marsh remarks, is, not to give a chronolo-
gical series of events, but to represen* in parallel columns all those sections whicli are

common to the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke ; the Gospel of John (except the

last part) being omitted, because the rest of it has so very little matter in common with

the other three. In order to make as few transpositions as possible, Mark's order is

generally retained, because it is the same with that of I^uke, as far as relates to the facts

which are common to all three. Those parts which each evangelist has peculiar to himself,

are inserted in intermediate sections. The learned translator of Michaelis pronounces the

disposition of the wliole work to be very commodious, and adds, that he knows of no har-

mony, which affords so much assistance in the investigation of the origin of the first Gos-
pels. In 1812, an English Synopsis of the three first Gospels, including the four last

chapters of St- Johns Gosjrel, was published in 8vo. on the plan of Griesbach's work, with

some variations, by the Rev. Charles Dunster, who has made the narrative of St. Luke the

standard to which the other Gospels are adapted. Valuable as Griesbach's synopsis con-
fessedly is, some of his transpositions have been deemed arbitrary, and some important
passages were omitted by him. To obviate these defects, MM. De Wette and Liicke
have compiled a new synopsis from Griesbach's third edition, so as to exhibit the entire

passages of the Gospels with their parallels : at the foot of each page they have given the

principal various lections from Griesbach's critical edition of the New Testament ; and
they have supplied brief notices of the arguments or contents of each section. The title of
this very useful publication is,

18. Synopsis Evangeliorum Matthaei, Marci, et Lucae, cum Paralleh's

Joannis Pericopis. Ex recensione Griesbachii, cum selecta Lectionum
varietate. Concinnaverunt, et Breves Argumentorum Notationes adje-

cerunt Guil. Mart. Leber. De Wette, et Frid. Lucre. Berolini, 1818.

4to.

19. Diatessaron, sive integra HistoriaDomini nostri Jesu Christi, Graec^.

Exquatuor Evangeliis inter se collatis, ipsisqucEvangelistarum verbis aptb

et ordinate dispositis confecta. Subjungitur Evangeliorum brevis Har-
monia. Edidit J.White, S. T. P. Ling. Arab. Prof. Versionis Syriacae

Philoxenianae Nov. Test. Interpres. Oxonii, e Typographeo Clarendon-

iano. 1799. small 8vo.

A Diatessaron is the result and summary of a Harmony. In the latter the whole text

of the four evangelists is given, only so arranged in columns that their parallelisms and
differences may be exactly seen : whereas, in a diatessaron, one continued narrative is

selected from the four, avoiding all repetitions of the same or similar words. Professor

White founded his beautifully and correctly- printed Volume on the excellent Harmony of

Archbishop Newcome, except in tlie part relating to the resurrection of Jesus Christ, in

which he has followed the arrangement of facts proposed by Mr. West and Dr. Townson,
in their works on this subject, which are noticed in p. 120. infra. The time and place in

which each event Iiappened, are judiciously noticed in the margins : a map of Palestine is

prefixed ; and a very useful, though concise, Evangeliorum Harmonia, which is added
at the end, connects the whole with peculiar clearness. In 1802, Dr. White's work was
translated into Latin l)y the Rev. T. Tliirlwall, who retained the chief part of the profes-

sor's title, and adopted principally the Latin version of Castellio ; although, where the

editor regarded his phrases as forced and affected (as they sometimes are), he has had re-

course to the versions of Beza, Tremellius, and the Vulgate. This publication may be of

use to those, who, in reading the Greek, are occasionally induced to consult a translation
;

Mr. Thirlwall also published, in 1803, an English Diatessaron-, or History of our Lord
Jesus Christ, compiled from the four Gospels according to the authorised Version 8vo. and
1 2mo. Some brief notes, and a concise .but useful introduction are annexed, together with

a map of Palestine.

20. Diatessaron ; or the Gospel History, from the Text of the four

Evangelists, in a connected Series. With Notes critical and explanatory,

by Robert Thomson. Edinburgh and London, 1808. 8vo.

21. The United Gospel; or Ministry of our Lord- and Saviour Jesus
(H) 4
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Christ, combined from the Narrations of the Four Evangelists. By R. and
M. WillAN. London, 1806. 8vo.

Tliis is the third edition of a very useful Diatessaron, for such the work in effect is.

The first impression appeared in 1782, and the second in 1786, under the name of the late

eminent physician Dr. Robert Willan. It professes to exhibit the events of the Gospel
history in a connected chain or order of succession ; and, by combining the accounts of
each evangelist, to relate in their own words every incident, with all its circumstances, at

full length. The notes which accompany the work are judiciously selected ; they relate

chiefly to the manners, customs, opinions, and expressions, proverbial or alleforical,

among the eastern nations, with which the generality of readers cannot be familiarlv ac-
quainted.

22. A Synopsis of the Four Evangelists ; or a regular History of the
conception, birth, doctrine, miracles, death, resurrection, and ascension
of Jesus Christ, in the words of the Evangelists. By Charles Thomson,
8vo. Philadephia, 1815.

The venerable author of this Harmony, whose translation of the Old Testament is

noticed in a subsequent page of this Appendix, considering the Gospel as memoirs of remark-
able tilings said and done by Jesus Christ, has here arranged tliem according to the dates,

places, and circumstances, which he found expressly mentioned in the several Gospels.

He has employed a literal translation of the very words of the evangelists, without any
omission or addition, excepting that he has inserted explanations of peculiar phrases and
technical terms between brackets

[ ]. It is very respectably executed ; and at the end
there are fifty pages of notes, chiefly explanatory of the manners and customs of the Jews.

23. An Harmony of the Four Gospels ; or a series of the Narratives
of the Evangelists, so collected and disposed, as to bring the whole into

one regular relation ; having the references brought under the verses,

with many historical and doctrinal notes, selected from various authors.

By John Chambers. London, 1813. 8vo.

24. A Chronological History of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

from the compounded texts of the Four Holy Evangelists ; or the
English Diatessaron ; with a map of the Holy Land, explanatory notes,

and illustrations, from late oriental travellers and rabbinical writers, &c.
&c. By the Rev. R. Warner, Bath and London, 1819. 8vo.

iv. Harmonics of particular 'parts of the Four Gospels.

1. Observations on the History of the Evidences of the Resurrection
of Jesus Christ. By Gilbert West, Esq. London, 1747- 8vo,

Tlie multiplied editions of this most valuable treatise, which places the history of the

resurrection on impregnable ground, sufficiently attest its value, and the high estimation

in which it is deservedly held. Mr. West had for a time listened to the blandishments of
infidelity ; and the treatise in question was written in consequence of the inquiries which
he conscientiously instituted into the evidences of Christianity, of which he lived and died

a bright ornament. His work is noticed here, on account of the luminous and satisfactory

manner in which he has harmonised the several accounts of the evangelical history of the

resurrection.

2. A Harmony of the Four Gospels, so far as relates to our Saviour's

Resurrection, with a commentary and notes. By Richard Parry.
London, 1765. 4to.

3. A Discourse on the Evangelical History, from the Interment to the

Ascension of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. By the late Rev.
Thomas Townson, D.D. Archdeacon of Richmond. Oxford and London,

1793. 8vo.

In this very judicious work (which was edited, after the learned author's decease, by
Dr. John Loveday), the harmony of the four evangelical accounts of the resurrection is

exhibited in four parallel columns, with a collateral paraphrase, the order of which is

illustrated and confirmed by various observations. Dr. Townson professes to tread nearly

in the footsteps of Mr, West, whose reasonings he enforces by new considerations j and
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he has Illustrated his accounts by a new arrangement, and by the introduction of some
explanatory particulars. He " accurately discriminates the respective particulare of tlie

three days of our Saviour's crucifixion and resurrection, minutely considers every circum-
stance in the different relations, reconciles apparent inconsistencies, accounts for particular
omissions, and furnishes a clear and consistent history, confirmed by considerations and
representations, in which much learninjr is displayed, without any parade." (British
Critic, O. S., vol. i. p. 73.) These " Observations" of Dr. Townson are alsoextant in
the second volume of the collective edition of his works, published at London, in 1810,
in two volumes Svo.

4. An Harmony of the Gospels, from the Resurrection to the Ascen-
sion of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ; in which the English Nar-
rations of the Four Evangelists are orderly exhibited in appropriate
columns. Observations are subjoined tending to investigate the true
evangelical sense, reconcile seeming discrepancies, and defend the order
of the facts laid down in the Harmony, By Thomas Cranfield, A. B.
Dublin, 1795. folio.

This publication was originally an academical exercise, undertaken in pursuance of a
theological subject, given by the Rev. Dr. Graves (at present Dean of Ardagh), to the
gentlemen attending his divinity class. The author professes to follow Dr. Townson's
scheme, with some few variations. His work was published with a recommendatory cha-
racter given by the Drs. Graves and Barrett (at that time the Divinity Lecturers in the
University of Dublin) ; who state that, in their opinion, " it contains mucii accurate re-
search, and much useful information; and, therefore," that they "shall not hesitate to
recommend it to the attention of the students in divinity attending their lectures."

V. Harmonies of the Acts of the Apostles and of the Apostolic Epistles,

1. The Apostolical History, containing the Acts, Labours, Travels,
Sermons, Discourses, Miracles, Successes, and Sufferings of the Holy
Apostles from Christ's Ascension to the Destruction of Jerusalem. Also
a narration of the particular times and occasions upon which the Apos-
tolical Epistles were written, together with a brief analytical Paraphrase
of them. By Samuel Cradock, B.D. London, 1672. folio.

This author, an eminent non-conformist divine, also wrote " A plain and brief Expo-
sition of the Revelation," now superseded by later and better works; " The Old Testa-
ment History methodized," folio, now also superseded by the valuable work of Mr.
Townsend, noticed in page 114. supra,- and the " Harmony of the Four Evangelists,"
likewise noticed in page 115. " Cradock's three volumes are very valuable : the two last

on the New Testament are much better than the first on the Old. His extracts in the

margin from Hammond, Lightfoot, and Grotius, are veri/ judicious ; and I think, on the

whole, I never read any one author, that assisted me more in what relates to the New
Testament." (Dr. Doddridge.) The book is by no means dear, which to students is a
great advantage.

2. A History of the First Planting of Christianity, taken from the Acts
of the Apostles and their Epistles. Together with the remarkable Facts

of the Jewish and Roman History, within this period. By George Ben-
son, D. D., 4to. London, 1735; 2d, and best edition, 1756. 3 vols, usually

bound in one.

Though this work does not profess to be a harmony of the Acts of the Apostles and of
their Epistles, it may justly be considered as one. Besides illustrating the history of the

Acts throughout, and most of the Epistles, by a view of the history of the times, the occa-

sions of the several Epistles, and the state of the churches to which they were addressed,

the learned author has incorporated a paraphrastic abstract of tliosc Epistles in the order of"

time when they were written ; and has also established the truth of the Christian religion

on a number of facts, the most public, important, and incontestable. It is indeed a most
valuable help to the study of the Epistles; but it is to be regretted that its scarcity renders

it accessible to few.

3. The Life of the Apostle Paul as related in Scripture ; but in which
his Epistles are inserted in that part of the History to which tliey are
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supposed respectively to belong ; with select Notes, critical and expla-

natory, and relating to persons and places, and a map of the countries in

which the Apostle travelled. By Joseph Gurney Bevan. London,
1807. 8vo.

The narrative of St. Paul's life, is studiously related in the very words of Scripture,

having only such additional matter as is necessary to introduce or connect the several

parts. Attention, however, has been paid to the task of selecting, from different parts of

the New Testament, such passages as belong to the regular chain of the history. The
notes are principally selected from the best critics and commentators, and tliose which are

geographical are the most conspicuous, and stamp a real value on the work; which, though

designed for young persons of his own religious communion ( The Society of Friends),

may be studied with advantage by those of every other class of Christians, especially such

as have not many commentators within tlieir reach, '• without danger of finding any

thing introduced which can give the smallest bias towards any principle that is not really

and truly Christian," (British Critic, O. S., vol, xxxiii, p. 477.)

4. A Harmony of the Epistles of the Holy Apostles, to which is added,

a Summary of the Entire. By the Rev. Peter Roberts, M.A. Cam-
bridge, 1800. 4to.

This Harmony of the Apostolic Epistles differs, In its form and structure, from the

three publications last noticed. It " consists of two columns, in the first of which a kind

of continued Epistle is formed, principally, but not entirely, from the Epistle to the Ro-
mans ; which the author considers as intended more particularly for a delineation of the

scheme of Christianity, as to the speculative part." This continued text or clue is printed

in a narrow column and a large letter, which gives room for the introduction of all the

parallel passages in the second column, which is mucli broader, and printed in a closer

form and smaller type. The whole is digested under four principal divisions. 1. Intro-

ductory address. 2. Doctrinal instruction. 3. Practical precepts. 4. Conclusion. In

this way the whole substance of the Apostolical Epistles is arranged; and any particular

passages are found by means of a table at the end of the book. Subjoined to this Har-
mony is the " Summary of the Epistles; in which the view of the contents is designed

to be completely conveyed, according to the author's system." This part is followed by

a very useful selection of notes. " Mr. Roberts deserves the highest commendation for

his zeal and diligence in thus illustrating the Epistles, and for the attention and acuteness

manifested in digesting their very various contents." (British Critic, O. S., vol. xx.

pp. 419-421.)

3. Apocryphal Books and Writings.

i. Apocryphal Books of the Old Testament.

1 HE Apocryphal Books, attached to the Old Testament, are to be
found in the various Polyglott Editions of the Bible, and also in most of

the larger editions of the Septuagint Version. Dr. Masch (Bibl. Sacr.

Part i. pp. 427-436.) has described the various editions of the Apocry-
phal Books, as well collectively as of particular Books. The following

are the principal and more easily procurable editions, including some
which have appeared subsequently to the date of his publication.

1. Libri Veteris Testamenti Apocryphi omnes, Graece, ad Exemplar
Vaticanum emendatissime expressi. [Cura Ludolphi Leusdenii] Fran-

cofurti ad Moenum, 1694. 8vo.

2. Ijbri Apocr^'^phi, Graece. Introductionem prcemisit Joh. Godofred.

Hengkius. Hala2, 1711. 8vo.

The Introduction was subsequently printed in a separate form, in 4to.

3. Eibri Veteris Testamenti Apocryphi, Textum Graecum recognovit,

et Variarum Lectionum Delectum adjecit, Joannes Christianus Gulielmus

AuGUSTi. Lipsiae, 1804. 8vo.

4. The Books of the Apocrypha, with Critical and Historical Observ-
ations prefixed to each Book : also two Introductory Discourses, the

first, explaining the Diotinctions between Canonical and Apocryphal
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Writings, estimating the Value of the latter, and ascertaining the time

when they were introduced as Ecclesiastical Books into the Service of
the Church. The second, illustrating the intimate connection between
the Old and New Testament in religious and moral views, in matters of
fiiith and practice, in stylo, composition, and allusion ; with a Sketch of
the History of the Jews from the Cessation of Prophecy in Malachi, to

the final dissolution of their State under tlie Emperor Vespasian, A.D. 70.

By Charles Wilson, D.D. Edinburgh, 1801. 8vo.

5. Sapientia Jesu filii Sirachi, Gra?ce. Textum ad fidem Codd. et

Versionem emendavit et illustravit Joh. Guil. LiNDE. Gedani, 179.5. 8vo.

6. Liber Jesu Siracidai Gra^ce ; ad fidem Codicum et Versionuni

emendatus, et perpetua adnotatione illustratus, a Car. Gottl. Buetscii-

NEiDER. Ratisbon, 1806. 8vo.

This admirable edition of the Greek Version of the book of Ecclesiasticus " deserves

to be introduced into the Library of every theological scholar. The Greek Text has, un-
doubtedly, been very much corrupted Ur. Bretschneider has spared no labour in

Ills valuable collection of readings from the Vatican and Alexandrian I\ISS., from thatM S.

on which the text of the Complutensian Polyglott was founded, and from various other

sources. ]Much interesting matter will be found in his elaborate Prolegomena, and in the

five dissertations at the close of the volume. His perpetual annotations on tlie text afford

evidence of great critical ability and theological information, but perhaps exhibit a little of
that tedious prolixity which is not uncommon in the German School." (Christian Re-
membrancer, vol. ix. p. 263.)

7. Liber Ecclesiasticus. The Book of the Church ; or, Ecclesiasticus :

translated from the Latin Vulgate. By Luke Howard. London, 1827.
royal 8vo.

" It is a miserable attempt at an English Version of Ecclesiasticus, from the Latin
translation of the Vulgate." Christ. Rememb. vol. ix. p. 263. In pp. 266-272 there is

an analysis, with specimens of this publication. ^

8. The Book of Jasher, with Testimonies and Notes explanatory of the
Text : to which is [are] prefixed Various Readings, translated into En-
glish from the Hebrew, by Alcuin of Britain. [Jacob Ilive. London,]
1751. 4to.

" In 1751, Mr. Jacob Ilive printed the Book of Jasher, said to have been written by
one Alcuin of Britain. The account given of the translation is full of glaring absurdi-

ties IMr. Ilive, in the night, time, had constantly an Hebrew Bible before

him (^sed qu. de hoc) and cases in his closet. He produced the book of Jasher, and it was
composed in private, and the same worked off" in the night-time in a private press-room."
Rowe Mores's Diss, on Founders, cited in Nichols's Literary Anecdotes of the 1 8ih cen-
tury, vol. i. p. 309.

9. Codex Pseudepigraphus Veteris Testamenti, collectus, castigatus,

Testimoniisque, Censuris, et Animadversionibus, illustratus. Accedit
Josephi veteris Christiani scriptoris, Hypomnesticon : cum versione ac
notis Johannis Alberti Fabrich. Hamburgi et Lipsia}, 1713-23. 2vols.

in 3 tomis 8vo. Editio secunda, Hamburgi, 17tl. 2 tomis 8vo.

Besides the books cotnmonly termed apocryphal, which have been deservedly re-

jected from the canon of Scripture, there are numerous spurious productions extant, ihc

earliest of which (the pretended book of Enoch) could not have been written till shortly

before the commencement of tlie Christian iera ; but by far the greatest part of them were
forged between the second and fourth centuries. 'Ihe industrious bibliographer, John
Albert Fabricius, collected fragments and notices of all for nearly all) these productions,

which he has discussed in the two hundred and forty chapters of which his Co>!cx I'seiidcj'i-

graphus Veleris Tcslamenti consists. The bare enumeration of these forgeries would
extend this article to an undue length : but there are three apocryphal productions, bearing

the names of Enoch, Isaiah, and Ezra, which have been rescued from utter oblivion by
the Rev. Dr. Laurence (now Archbishop of Casl;el\ and which are of sufficient import-
ance to claim a distinct notice.

10. The Book of Enoch the Prophet: an Apocryphal Production
supposed to have been lost for ages; but discovered at the close of the
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last century in Abyssinia, now first translated from an Etliiopic MS. in

the Bodleian Library. By Richard Laurence, LL. D. Regius Pro-

fessor of Hebrew, &c. Oxford, 1821. 8vo.

The Apocryphal Book of Enoch, in the last and preceding century, proved a prolific

subject for critical speculation and theological discussion. The circumstance of its having

been quoted by an inspired writer of the New Testament ', augmented the despair of

recovering a supposed treasure which had been long lost. It was known until the eighth

century of the Christian a?ra, after which it seems to have sunk into complete oblivion.

A considerable fragment of it, however, was discovered by Julius Caesar Scaliger, in the

Chronographia of Georgius Syncellus ; a work whicli had not then been printed. He
extracted the whole of this fragment, which he published in his notes to the Clironicle of

Eusebius. '2 Still, however, as it did not contain the passage quoted by St. Jude, doubts

were entertained, whether the apostle really referred to the same production as was cited

bv Syncellus, or derived his information respecting the prophecy of Enoch from some other

source. Since the discovery of Scaliger, much has been written, but very little if any
additional information has been obtained upon this subject. Tlie fullest account of the opi-

nions entertained by the Fathers, and the quotations which they made from this celebrated

apocryphal production, before it was lost, as well as what has since been conjectured re-

specting it by modern ciitics; are to be found in the Codex Pseudepigraphus of Fabricius,3

al)ove mentioned, who has also printed at length the Greek fragment of it preserved by

Syncellus. But though the Greek copy of this book (itself perhaps nodiing more than

a mere translation from some Hebrew or Clialdee original] seems to have been irre-

trievably lost, yet an idea prevailed, so early as the commencement of the seventeenth

century, that an Ethiopic version of it still existed in Abyssinia. Finally, researches

were made for it by the distinguished Ethiopic scholar Ludolph ; and every idea that the

book was extant in an Ethiopic version was altogether abandoned from that time until

towards the close of the last centiu-y, when our enterprising countryman, ]\Ir. Bruce, not

only proved its existence, but brought with him from Abyssinia tliree manuscript copies

of it, one of which he presented to the Library at Paris, another to the Bodleian Library

at Oxford, and the third he reserved for himself. ^ From the Bodleian MS. Archbp.

Laurence has made his translation, to which he has prefixed an elaborate preliminary dis-

sertation on the history, &c. of this apocryphal production, to which we are principally

indebted for the present outline of its contents.

Although neither the Jewish nor the Christian church ever admitted the book of Enoch
into the canon, it was regarded by a learned but in some respects fanciful writer of the

second century, TertullianS, both as an inspired composition, and also as the genuine pro-

duction of him whose name it bears ; but his opinion is contradicted by the uniform judg-

ment of the Jewish and of the Christian church the Abyssinian church alone excepted),

among whose canonical books it was never enumerated. Dr. Laurence has proved by
internal evidence, which does not admit of abridgment, that the production in question

was the composition of some unknown Jew imder the borrowed name of Enoch ; that it

must have originally been extant in Hebrew, thougii such original is now lost; and that

it was written before the rise of Christianity, by a Jew, who did not reside in Palestine,

and most probably at an early period of Herod's reign, about ninety six (perhaps one

hundred) years before the epistle of Jude was written.

The subject of the apocryphal Book of Enoch is, a series of visions respecting the

fallen angels, their posterity tlie giants which occasioned the deluge, the mysteries of

heaven, the place of the final judgment of men and angels, and various parts of the

universe seen by Enoch. The language is the purest Etl)iopic ; and his style is evidently

copied after that of the book of Daniel. In an appendix. Dr. Ijaurence lias printed a

Latin version of many chapters, executed by the learned Baron Sylvestre de Sacy from

the Paris manuscript. Dr. L. also annoiuices that Professor Gesenius of Halle has it

in contemplation to publish a transcript of the Parisian copy, accompanied with a Latin

translation.

" Tiie fate of apocryphal writings in general has been singular. On one side, from

the influence of theological opinion, they have sometimes been injudiciously admitted into

• Juc'e ver. 14, 15.

2 Pp. 404, 405. edit. Amst. 1658.
3 Vol. 1. pp. 160-224. In pp. 2'22, 3. Fabricius mentions twenty difTerent authors

\\ ho have more or less alluded to this book.
•! A short summary of the contents of the Apocryphal Book of Enocli is given in a

note to vol. ii. pp. 424-426. of the octavo edition of Mr. Bruce's travels, by the editor,

Mr. Murray.
s TertuUiani Opera, pp. 95. 150, 151, The passages arc given at kngtii l;y Dr. Lau-

rence. Pri'l. Diss. pp. xv-xvii.
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tlic canon of Scripture : wbile, on the other side, from an over anxiety to preserve that

canon inviolate, tliey have been not simply rejected, hut loaded with every epithet of con-

tempt and obloquy. The feelings, perhaps, of both parties have, on such occasions, run
away with their judgment. For writings of this description, whatsoever may or may not

be their claims to inspiration, at least are of considerable utility, where they indicate the

theological opinions of tlie periods at which they were composed." (Archbp. Laurence's
Prel. Diss, to the Book of Enoch, p. xl.) Tliis Dr. Laurence apprehends to be pecu-
liarly the case of the book of Enoch ; which, as having been written before the doctrines

of Christianity were promulgated to the world, must atford us, when it refers (as it re-

peatedly does refer) to the nature and character of the Messiah, credible proofs of what
were the Jewish opinions upon those points before the birth of Christ; and consequently
before the possible predominance of the Christian creed.

In the ajjocryphal I3ook of Enoch, "clear and distinct allusions are made to a Eting,
highly exalted with the Lord of Spirits, unler the appellations of the Son of Man
(Chap. xlvi. 1,2. xlviii. 2.,&c.\ the Elect One (Chap, xlviii. *2, &c.), the Messiah
(Chap, xlviii. II. li. 4.), and the Son of God (Chap. civ. *2.) Disputes have arisen

respecting the nature of the Son of Man described in the vision of Daniel ; and Uni-
tarians contend that his existence commenced at the birth of Christ; aflirming, without
fear of contradiction, that no Jevv of any age ever held the opinion of his pre-existence,

much less ever regarded him as an object of divine worship." But tliat the Jewish
doctrine before Christ, upon this point, was totally ditlerent from that which the Uni-
tarians .issert it to have been, Dr. Laurence has shown in his remarks upon the first book
of Ezra (pp. 320, 321.) The apocryphal work, however, which bears the name of Enocli,
affords fuller and more decisive testimony on this subject ; and as the true doctrine con-
cerning the person of Christ is of vital importance to every one who bears the Christian

name, the reader (we trust) will not be displeased to see the testimony of this Jewish
writer. "The Apocryphal Enoch," says Dr. Laurence, " evidently copies after Daniel:
so much so indeed, that his more minute delineation of the prophet's vision may be re

garded as explanatory of its meaning according to the received doctrine of the Jews in his

own day. In this point of view at least his sentiments are of considerable importance,
because necessarily uninfluenced by Cliristian prepossessions. Alluding to the Son of
Man, he says, " Before the sun and the sig7is luere created, before the stars of heaven
icere formed, his name ivas invoked in the presence of the Lord of spirits, . . . All who
dwell on earth, shallfall domi Atfu v,'orsuiv before uui ; shall bless and glorif/ him ; and
sing ])raises to him in the name of the Lord of spirits. . , . Therefore the Elect and the Con-
cealed One ExisTKD in his presence before the world was created and for ever."
(Chap, xlviii. 3, 4, 5.) Again, when speaking of the terror which shall afflict the great

rulers of the earth in the day of judgment, he expresses himself in the following man-
ner : — " Thei/ shall be astonished, and hmnhle their countenance, and trouble shall seize

them, u'hen they behold the Son of the Woman sitting %tpon the throne of his glory. Then
shall the kings, the princes, and all u'ho possess the earth, glorify him who has dominion over

all things, him who urns concealed : for, from the beginning, the Son of Man existed in
SECRST, li'hom the Most High preserved in the presence of his power, and revealed to the

elect. . . . All the kings, the princes, the exalted, and those who rule over the earth, shall

f(dl douni on their faces before him, and shall worship him. They shallfix their hopes on
this Son of Man, and shall pray to him, and petition him for mercy." (Chap. lix.

8-10. 12, 13. Prel. Diss, to Enoch, pp. xli. xlii.)

In these passages the pre-existence of the IMessiah is asserted in language which admits
not the slightest shade of ambiguity. But allusion is made in this apocryphal production
not only to the Elect One, or to the Messiah, " but also to another Divine Person or
Power ; both of whom, under the joint denomination of the Lords, are stated to have been
over the water, that is, over the fluid mass of unformed matter, at the period of creation."
" He," [the Elect One] it is stated, " sliall call to every poicer of the heavens, to all the holy

above, and to the power of God. The Cherubim, the Seraphim, and the Ophanim, all the

angels of power, and all the angels of the Lords, namely, of the Elect One, and of the

other Power, who vpon earth u'cre over their water on that day, sliall raise their nniled voice"
&c. (Chap. Ix. 13, 14.) " In this passage an obvious reference occurs to the first verse
in Genesis, in which it is said that the Spirit of God moved vpon the face of the imters. As
therefore the more full description of the Son of IMan, here given, may be considered as

the Jewish comment of the day upon tlie vision of Daniel, so also" (says Dr. Laurence)
" I apprehend must the last-quoted allusion to the book of Genesis be considered as a
comment of the same nature upon that account of IMoses, which describes the com-
mencement of creation. Here, then, we have not merely the declaration of a Plurality,
but that of a precise and distinct Trinity, of persons, inider the supreme appellation of
Lords ; two of whom, denominated the Elect One and the other [divine] Power, are repre-
sented as not less engaged than the Lord of Spirits himself, in the formation of the world.
And it should be added, that, upon these, as upon the more immediate agents in the
work of creation, a particular class of angels is mentioned as ajjpropriutely attendant
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There is no allegory here ; but a plain and clear, though slight, allusion to a doctrine,

which, had it not formed a part of the popular creed at the time, would scarcely have been

intelligible. Tlu-ee Lords are enumerated ; the Lord of Spirits, the Lord the Elect One,
and the Lord the other Power, the two latter of whom, as well as the former, are described

as Creators ; an enumeration, which evidently implies the acknowledgment of three distinct

persons, participating in the name and in tlie power of the Godhead. Such, therefore,

from the evidence before us, appears to have been the doctrine of the Jews, respecting the

divine nature, antecedently to the rise and promulgation of Christianity." (Prel. Diss,

pp. xliii. xlvi.)

11. Ascensio Isaite Vatis, Opusculum Pseudepigraphum, multis ab-

hinc seculis, ut videtur, deperditum, nunc autem apud ^thiopas com-
pertum, et cum versione Latina Anglicanaque public! juris factum. A
Ricardo Laurence, LL. D. Hebraicae Linguae Professore Regio, &c.

Oxonii et Londini, 1819. 8vo.

This volume contains a pretended history of the prophet Isaiah's ascension through the

firmament and six heavens into the seventh ; together with some pseudo-prophecies, and a

relation of the prophet's martyrdom. With a view to ascertain the date of this compo-
sition, as no satisfactory external evidence is furnished by the early writers who have inci-

dentally mentioned it. Dr. Laurence has instituted a minute investigation of the internal

testimony, furnished by the production itself. The result of this examination, which is

conducted with singular acuteness and felicity, is that the ascension of Isaiah must have

been composed towards the close of the year 68 or in the beginning of the year 69.

From the circumstance of an anonymous author liaving used in the Ethiopic the unusual

Greek word aeTco/ict for the roof of a house, while in the Hebrew and in all the versions

the word signifies, a net, (that is a lattice placed in the flat roof to light the apartment

beneath, see 2 Kings i. 2.) — the learned editor concludes that this production must
have been written in Greek. It appears, however, that this Greek word was in use in

Egypt in the second century, whence in all probability it crept into the Ethiopic language
about that period. A Jew writing in Greek, would have used that word which his own
Scriptures and the Scptuagint had previously adopted in 2 Kings i. 2. A translator

would have used the first term that suggested itself. From the prevalence of the oriental

orthography of particular words, as well as from the Hebrew Scriptures being quoted
instead of the Greek version in a passage where they difier, it seems more probable that

the Ascensio Isaice was originally written in Hebrew, the native tongue of the writer.

(See Antijacobin Review for July 1819, vol. Ivi. pp. 430, 431.)

The Ascension of Isaiah (as well as the apocryphal book of Enoch) is of considerable

value, though it is confessedly a spurious production of an un-known Jewish Christian

author. In matters of fiiith, indeed, it is to us of no authority whatever : but having been
written so early as the close of a. d. 68, or the commencement of 69, it is good evidence

of the practice, worship, and opinions which existed at the era of its composition, though
these, like all other opinions, must ultimately be brought to the test of Scripture and
rational criticism. Thus, the author of this production has distinctly spoken of the

miraculous Incarnation of Jesus Christ, and of his prior existence with the Father and the

Holy Spirit, in the same manner as the Universal Church of Christ has ever done. The
ninth chapter is particularly worthy of notice, on account of the testimony which it affords

to the divine worship of Jesus Christ and of the Holy Spirit by Christians (which many in

the present age deny to have been the fact), only thirty-two or thirty-three years after the

resurrection and ascension of our Saviour, In this chapter there is a very particular re-

lation of a vision, which the author represents the prophet Isaiah to have had of the Lord
Christ, whom a host of saints and angels were in the very act of worshipping and glorifying

;

and the prophet, who had before been forbidden to worship an angel, is by the angelic

conductor of the scene expressly directed to ivorsliip Christ. Nor is an inferior degree of

exaltation ascribed to the i/o/y Spirit. Him as well as Jesus Christ (who in this tract is

called the Beloved, the Elect, and the Son of God all the saints and angels are said to

approach, worship, and glorify. The following extract, containing the twenty-seventh to

the forty-second verse of the chapter referred to, will furnish at once the evidence and the

proof of the preceding remarks.
" Then I beheld one standing, whose glory surpassed that of all, whose glory was great

and wonderful.

And while I was contemplating him, all the saints and angels, whom I had seen,

advanced towards him. Adam, Abel, Scth, and all the saints of old (ipproachcd, wor-
shipped, and glorified him, all with united voice, I mijself also gloijied with them, and
my glorifying resembled theirs.

Immediately all the angels approached, worshipped, and glorified.

He then became changed, and appeared like an angel ;
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When instantly that angel, who was conducting me, said, ' Worship IIisi ;' and I
worshipped.

The angel added; ' This is the LORD OF ALL THE GLORY, (that is, Jesus
Christ), wliich thou hast l)eheld.'

And while I was still conversing, I perceived another glorious being, who was similar
to him in appearance, and whom the saints approached, worshipped, and glorified, while I
myself also glorified with them j but his glory was not transformed into a glory resemhlinf
theirs.

Immediately also the angels approached and worshipped.
Then I beheld the Lord and a second angel, both of whom were standin"-.

The second, which I saw, was upon tlie left hand of my Lord. I asked who tiiis

was. My conductor said to me ;
' Worship him ; for this is the angel of the HOLY

SPIRIT, who speaks by thee and other saints.'

Then the eyes of my soul being opened, I beheld a great glory ; but immediately be-
came incapable of seeing, as well the angel, who was with me, as all the angels, whom I
had before seen worshipping my Lord.

Nevertheless I perceived, that the saints w ith great strength beheld that glory.
My Lord now approached me and the angel of the Spirit, and said, ' Behold it has

been permitted thee to see God, and on thy account strength has been given to the ano-el
who is with thee.'

Then I saw that my Lord worshipped and the angel of the Holy Spirit, and that both
of them together glorified God.
When immediately all the saints approached, and worshipped.
All the saints and angels approached and worshipped, and all the angels glorified."

(Ascensio Isaia;, pp. 174. 128, 129.)

In another part of the same work, where Isaiah and the other prophets are represented
as hearing "the voice of the Holy Spirit," it is added (ch. vi. verses 8, 9.)

" And immediately when they heard it, they all worshipped the voice of the HOLY
SPIRIT, all worshipped upon their knees, and glorified the God of righteousness, the
exalted One, who exists in the world above, him, who dwells on high, the Holy One, him
who resides in the saints

;

Giving glory to Hiji, because he who had thus graciously granted an entrance to ano-
ther world, had graciously granted it to man."
On the preceding passages the learned editor of the Ascension of Isaiah remarks, with

equal force and truth, that " should not even these extracts satisfy those, who, in support
of a favourite hypothesis, advance every thing but retract nothing, proof still more con-
vincing may be adduced ; for the Son and the Holy Spirit are distinctly reco"-nised as
objects of adoration in heaven jointly with the Father. In the sixth heaven, it is said, that
" all INVOKED the first, the Father, and his Beloved, the Christ, and the Holy Spirit
with united voice." (Ibid. pp. 125. 174.)

Stronger and more decisive testimony than this it is impossible to adduce for the fact

that the first Christians did adore the Lord Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, as well as
God the Father,

12. Primi Ezrae Libri, qui apud Vulgatam appellatur quartus, Versio
iEthlopica, nunc primum in medio prolata, et Latine Angliceque reddita
a Ricardo Laurence, LL. D. &c. &c. Oxoniae, 1820. 8vo.

The first book of Esra or Esdras, as it is termed in the Ethiopic Version, forms the
second book of Esdras in the Apocrypha usually annexed to the larger editions of the
English Bible. A notice of its contents will be found in Vol. IV. Part I. Chap. VIII.
§ II. Dr. (now Archbishop) Laurence has the honour of being the first editor of the
Ethiopic Version. The Latin Version, which accompanies it, is partly original, and in

part taken frotn the Latin V^ulgate, where this could be employed. To the Ethiopic
Version are subjoined a collation of it with the Latin Vulgate, and a new EnglLsh trans-

lation: the volume terminates with an elaborate critical disquisition on the author of this

book, the time when he lived, the character and value of the Ethiopic, Arabic, and Latin
Versions, and the use to be made of the book in a theological point of view.

ii. Apocryphal Bools of the Nciv Testament.

1. Codex Apocryphus Novi Testament!, collectus, castigatus, testimo-
niisque, censuris, et animadversionibus illustratus, a Joanne Alberto
Fabricio. Partes I. et 11. Hamburg!, 1703, 2 vols. 8vo.; 1719, 2 vols.

8vo. Pars III. Hamburgi, VJ\2>. 8vo.

A curious collection of Apocryphal pieces, which is not very often to be met with
comp'e'.e. The learned Mr. Jones made great use of it, and, in fact, translated the greater
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part of it in his elaborate work on the Canons of the New Testament, which is noticed in

page 129 of this Appendix.

2. Auctarium Codicis Apocryphi N. T. Fabriciani, continens plura

inedita, alia ad fidem cod. MSS. emendatius expressa. Congessit, dis-

posuit, edidit, Andreas Birch. Fasciculus primus. Havniae, 1804. 8vo.

3. Acta S. Thomae Apostoli. Ex Codd. Paris, primum edidit, et

adnotationibus illustravit J. C. Thilo. Praemissa est Notitia uberior

novae Codicis Apocryphi Fabriciani Editionis. Lipsiae, 1823. 8vo.

4. The Apocryphal New Testament: being all the Gospels, Epistles,

and other pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to

Jesus Christ, his Apostles, and their Companions, and not included in the

New Testament by its Compilers. Translated and collected into one

volume, with Prefaces and Tables, and various Notes and References.

[By William Hone.] London, 1820. 8vo. 1821. Second Edition, 8vo.

See an Analysis of this publication, with remarks, in Vol. I. Appendix, No. I. Sect. II.

pp. 500, et seq.

II. Sacred Philology
;

Or, the Criticism and Interpretation of the Scriptures.

*** As the Authors, ivho have treated on particular branches of Sacred
Criticism and Interpretation are cited, and the titles oftheir "works are spe-

cified in the course of this tvork, under the several heads to which they pro-

perly belong, the present notice is designedly restricted to the Principal

Writers, who have treated generally on these topics.

1. T'reatiscs on the Canon of Scripture, and on Ajjocrijphal Books.

1. A. Scholastical History of the Canon of the Holy Scripture:
or the certain and indubitable Books thereof, as they are received in the
Church of England. By John Cosin, D. D. Bishop of Durham. Lon-
don, 1657. 4to. Second edit. 1672. 4to.

2. Dissertation Preliminaire, ou Prolegomenes sur la Bible. Par
Louis Ellies du Pin. Amsterdam, 1701. 2 tomes, 4to.

2. * A Complete History of the Canon and Writers of the Books of

the Old iind New Testament. By L. E. du Pin. Done into English

from the French original. London, 1699-1700. 2 vols, folio.

3. Aug. Herm. Franckii Manuductio ad Lectionem Scripturae

Sacra?. Halsc, 1693, 1704, &c. 8vo.

Tliis well-known and very useful little work was translated into Englisli by Mr.
Jacques, and entitled, " A Guide to the Reading and Study of the Holy Scriptures."

London, 1813. 8vo., afterwards reprinted in 12mo.

4. Traite Historique du Canon des Livres de la Saint Ecriture, depuis
leur premier publication jusqu'au Concile du Trent. Par Jean Mar-
1'IANAY. Paris, 1703. 12mo.

5. Bibliotheca Sacra: sive Diatribe de Librorum Novi Testamenti
Canone. QuTi primae Sacrorum N. T. Librorum CoUectionis Historiam
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ex antiquitatibus ecclesiasticis depromit, atque Caiionem nunc vulgo
receptum continere vetustissimani et genuinam illoiiun Recensionem
ostendit, Johannes Ens. Anistela;dami, 1710. 12mo.

G. Gerardi van Maestriciit Commentatio de Canone Scripturai eccle-

siastico, secundum seriem sa^culorum post Christum natum. Brema;,
1722. 8vo. Jenae, 8vo.

7. A New and Full IVIelhod of settling the Canonical Authority of
the New Testament. By the Rev. Jeremiah Jones. Oxford, 1798.
3 vols. 8vo.

The first edition of this elaborate work appeared in 1726, two years after the death of
its learned author (a dissenting minister), who died at the early age of 31. He had
previously published " A Vindication of the former part of St Matthew's Gospel, from
Mr. AVhi-^ton's Charge of Dislocations;" in which he successfully proved that our jiresent

Greek copies of that Gospel are in the same order in which they were originally written

by the evangelist. " In drawing up these works he took care to consult and examine
the originals, instead of satisfying himself with the quotations of other learned men.
They remain as monuments of his learning, ingenuity, and indefatigable industry, and
would have done credit to the assiduity and ability of a literary man of sixty. They
were become very scarce, and bore a high price, when, with the liberality and zeal whicli

reflects honour on them, tlie conductors of the Clarendon Press republislied them at

Oxford. Mr. Jones, observes Dr. Maltby, has brought together, with uncommon dili-

gence, the external evidence for the autlienticity and genuineness of the canonical books;
and he has, with equal ability and fairness, stated his reasons for deciding against the

authority of the apocryphal." (Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary, vol. xix. p. 95.)

8. The Credibility of the Gospel History ; or, the Facts occasionally

mentioned in the New Testament, confirmed by Passages of Ancient
Authors, who were contemporary with our Saviour, or his Apostles, or

lived near their time. By Nathaniel Lardnek, DD. London, Part I.

1727. 2 vols. 8vo. Partll. 1733-1755. 12 vols. 8vo. Also in the 8vo.

Edition of his Collective Works, vols. 1 to 5 : and in vols. 1 and 2 of the

4to. Edition.

The publication of Dr. Lnrdner's Credibility was received with every mark of respect

and gratitude, I)oth by members of tlie Cliurcli of England and Dissenters, and its reputa-

tion gradually extended into foreign countries. IIovv deeply the present work is indebted

to his laborious and accurate investigations our multiplied references will amply attest.

" It is indeed an invaluable performance, and hath rendered the most essential service to

the cause of Christianity. AVlioever peruses this work, will find it replete with admiraijie

instruction, sound learning, and just and candid criticism," (Dr. Kippis's Life of Dr.
Lardner, Works, vol. v. p. vi. 4to. edit.) The Abb6 Labouderie, in his historical notice

of father Colonia (see below) justly pronounces the Credibility to be a magnificent

apology for Christianity, and a chef d oeuvre of learning and criticism.

9. A Supplement to the Second Part of the Credibility of the Gospel
History, containing a History of the Apostles and Evangelists, Writers

of the New Testament, with Remarks and Observations upon every Book
of the New Testament. By Nathaniel Lardner, D.D. London, 1756,

1757. 3 vols. Svo.

This history forms the sixth volume of the 8vo. (the third volume of the 4to.) edition of

Dr. Lardner's Works, and also the second volume of Bishop Vv'atson's Collection of

Tracts ; it ' is an admirable introduction to the New Testamiiit," — and ' a storehouse

of literary information collected with equal industry and fidelity." (Bishop Marsh.)

10. La Religion Chrctienne, autorisee par le Temoignage des Anciens
Autcurs Piiiens. Par le pere Dominique de Colonia. Lyon, 1718.

2 tomes 12mo.— Seconde Edition, revue et prccedce d'une Notice His-

torique par M. I'Abbe Labouderie. Paris, 1826. 8vo.

This treatSc, though published nine years before Dr. Lardner commenced his admirable

work on the Credibility of the Go'-pel Histoiy, does not appear to have i;een known to

him. Tl)c subjects discussed by Colonia are comprised in the third volume of Dr. Lard-
ner's works, from p.ige 594 to the end, and in the fourth volume, from page 3 to page
4S0 of the quarto edition published at London in IS 15. father Colonia has collected

together numerous impcrtaiU facts; which he has illustrated with man^ valuable remarks j

VOL. n AW. (l)
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though he has not always followed strict chronological order in the arrangement of his

materials. His chapter on Mohammed is full of errors and ridiculous declamations.

Notwithstanding all its defects, his work may be read with pleasure, even after a perusal of

Dr. Lardner's volumes on the Credibility of the Gospel History ; the whole of which the

Abbe Labouderie has announced his intention of translating into French.

11. Historia Canonis Sacrique Textus Novi Foederis, a Joanne Millio

in Prolegomenis ad Novum Testamentum tradita, cum Adnotationibus

Danielis Salthenii. Regiomonti, 1733. 8vo.

12. Ferdinand! Stosch Tractatus Theologicus de Epistolis Apostolo-

rum Idiographis; quo Apostolis, non per Amanuenses, sed sua manu
Epistolas suas scripsisse, luculenter demonstratur. Guelpherbyti,

1751. 8vo.

13. Ferdinand! Stosch AnoSTOAIKON OAOKAHPON : hoc est, Trac-

tatus Theologicus de Epistohs Apostoloruin non deperditis : quo nullam

ex Epistolis ab Apostolis Jesu Christ! exaratis periisse demonstratur.

Groning.-E, 1753. 8vo.

14. Eberhardi Henricl Danielis Stosch Commentatio Historico-Cri-

tica de Librorum Novi Testament! Canone. Prsemissa est Dissertatio

de Cura Veteris Ecclesiae circa Libros Novi Testament!. Francofarti ad

Viadrum. 1755. 8vo.

15. Christian! Frideric! Schmidii Historia Antiqua et Vindicatio

Veteris Novique Testament!, libris duobus comprehensi. Lipsiae, 1775.

8vo.

An excellent treatise, in which the Canon of Scripture is most satisfactorily vindicated

from the rash criticisms anil assertions of Oeder, Semler, and other modern German
theologians.

16. Observationes ad Illustrationem Doctrinae de Canone Veteris Testa-

menti. Auctore Claudio Frees Hornemann. Hauniae, 1775. 8vo.

17. Lectures on the Canon of the Old Testament ; comprehending a

Dissertation on the Septuagint Version. By John Blair, LL.D. Lon-

don, 1785. 4to.

18. The Canon of the Old and New Testaments ascertained; or, the

Bible complete without the Apocrypha and Unwritten Traditions. By
Archibald Alexander, Professor of Didactic and Polemical Theology,

in the Theological Seminary at Princeton, New Jersey. Princeton,

1826. 12mo.

Professor Alexander published this very useful volume on the Canon of Scripture, as a

Supplement to a Treatise on the Evidences of the Christian Religion which has been very

fiivourably received in North America. His Treatise on the Canon is avowedly compiled

from the previous labours of the most eminent critics, especially Bishop Cosins's Scholas-

tical History of the Canon of the Old Testament, and the ample collections of the impar-

tial and indefatigable Dr. Lardner and the learned Jeremiah Jones, whose works are

noticed in the preceding page. The first part of Dr. Alexander's Treatise discusses the

Canon of the Old Testament ; in the second part are considered the Canon of the New
Testament, and the reasons for which the Apocryphal books are deservedly rejected from

the Sacred Canon. To divines and students (especially in North America) who may not

have access to numerous and more costly works, this treatise is a very useful and accepta-

ble present.

19. Censura Apocryphorum V. T. adversum Pontificios, imprimis Ro-

bertum Bellarminum : qufi, tum Divina et Canonica Sacrae Scripturae

Autoritas asseritur, solidissimae tum varia? Quaestiones, &c. (imprimis quae

est de Duratione Monarchiae Persicae, et de 70 hebdomadis Danielis,)

expediuntur accuratissime ; Pra^lectionibus 250 posthumis in Academia

Oxoniensi tractata, a Johanne Rainoldo, Anglo, Academioe Oxon. Prof.

Theol. Oppenhemii, 1611. 2 vols. 4to.

This elaborate work is now rare. Dr. Rainoldes was termed by Antony a Wood, the

Oxford anii.juary and biographer, "a living library and a third university." He was
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one ofthe greatest Hebrew scholars of his age (if not the greatest) ; and it was at his instance
tliat King James I. assented to the proposal for a new Translation of tlie Bible. In the

Hampton Court Conference, as well as in this work, Dr. II. strenuously opposed the

reading of apocryphal lessons in the public service of the Church.

20. Wetstenii (Joh. Rod.) Dissertatio Philologico-Theologica de His-
toria Susannae. Basileae, 1691. 4to.

21. Gottlieb Wernsdorffii Commentatio de Fide Historica Libro-
rum Maccabeorum. Wratislaviae, 1747. 4to.

22. An Epistolary Discourse concerning the Books of Ezra, genuine
and spurious : but more particularly the second apocryphal Book under
that name, and the Variations of the Arabic Copy from the Latin. To-
gether with a new Version of the Fifth Book of Esdras, &c. By Francis

Lee, M.D. London, 1722. 8vo.

23. An Essay concerning the Books commonly called Apocrypha and
the public Reading of them in the Church. London, IIA^O. 8vo.

24'. A Statement submitted to the members of the British and Foreign
Bible Society, on the impropriety of circulating the Apocryphal Books
indiscriminately intermingled with the Inspired Writings. By George
Cornelius Gorham, B.D. London, 1825. 8vo.

Though this tract was occasioned by a local controversy, the consideration of which does

not fall within tiie design of this wcrk, it is deserving of a place in the student's library,

on account of the various and interesting information which it contains, relative to the

literary History of the Apocrypha. The secont/ edition is the best.

25. Two Letters addressed to the Rev. G. C. Gorham on some points

of his Statement on the Apocryphal Books, and on some of the alleged

Doctrines of the Romish Church. By Leander van Ess, D.D. With a

Reply by G. C. Gorham, B.D. London, 1826. 8vo.

These letters of Dr. van Ess were designed as a reply to the preceding publication :

and his objections are answered by Mr. Gorham with singular ability, patience of research,

and with a spirit of Christian candour of which there unhappily are but few instances

in controversial discussions. Mr. G. has clearly established the three following facts ; viz.

1. That in the antient form of tiie Bible, from the fourth century till the reformation, the

Inspired and the Apocryphal Writings, though intermingled, were invariably distinguished

from each other by the prefaces or notices of interpolation connected with each book.

2. That, subsequently to the Ret"ormation, a new form was introduced, and these scripture

barriers were removed ; at first, cautiously and rarely ; then, after the decree of the

council of Trent, more freely and frequently ; and at last, under papal sanction, boldly

and almost universally ; and 3. That this change of form was intended to advance tlie

credit of the Apocryphal Books, and to obtain for them the estimation of inspired writings

by removing these impediments to the acknowledgment of their canonicity.

26. An Inquiry into the Truth and Use of the Book of Enoch, as to its

Prophecies, Visions, and Accounts of Fallen Angels. By John Over-
ton. London, 1822. 8vo.

2. Introductions to the Study of the Scriptures.

i. General Introductions to the entire Bible.

1. Dissertations, qui pcuvent servir de Prolegomenes de I'Ecriture

Sainte, revues, corrigees, considerablement augmentees, et mises dans un
ordre methodique. Par Augustin Calmet. Paris, 1720. 3 tomes 4to.

This publication contains the various Dissertations, prefixed by the learned father Calmet

to the different books of Scripture, and published in his commentary, with numerous cor-

rections and additions. Eighteen new Dissertations have been added ; and the whole has

been arranged in a new and commodious order, in order to render these disquisitions what

the author designed they should be, — Prolegomena to the Bible. Many important topics

are here treated at considerable lengtii. Vol. I. contains the Dissertations relating to the

scriptures generally, and to the History, Discipline, Customs, and Opinions of the Jews.

(i) 2
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Vol. II. comprises Prefaces to the several books of the Old Testament, both canoin'cal

and apocryphal. Vol. III. contains similar prefaces to the different books of the New
Testament, and thirty-one Dissertations on various subjects.

2. Antiquities, Sacred and Profane : or a Collection of Critical Disser-

tations on the Old and New Testament, translated from the French of
Don Augustin Calmet, by N. Tindal. London, 1727. ito.

This book was never completed. It originally appeared in numbers, and comprises

select dissertations on tlie Poetry and Music of the Hebrews, tlieir History and Chrono-
logy, Money and Coins, &c. &c., translated from the preceding French work of Calmet.

3. Introduzione alia Sacra Scrittura, che comprende le Prenozioni

pill importante relative ai Testi Originali e alle loro Versioni, del Profes-

sore G. Bernardo De-Rossi. Parma, 1817. 8vo.

4. Prolegomena in Scripturam Sacram. Auctore Car. Frid. Houbi-
GANT. Parisiis, 174'6. 4to.

5. Sebaldi Ravii Exercitationes Phiiologicse in C. F. Hubigantii Pro-
legomena in Scripturam Sacram. Lugduni Batavorum, 1785. 4to.

" The principles of Houbigant, who carried liis conjectures beyond all bounds, have
been very ably combated" in this work. (Bp. Marsh.)

6. Johannis Henrici Danlelis Moldenhaweri Introductio in omnes
Libros Canonicos, cum Veteris, turn Novi Foederis, ut et eos qui Apo-
cryphi dicuntur, cum Appendice, quae tradit Acta Apostoli Pauli chrono-

logice digesta- 8vo. Regiomonti, 1744.

Few treatises, professing to be Introductions to the Bible, are more useful than this

work of Professor Moldenhawer's. Having briefly shown the canonical authority of the

Bible, and noticed its various division^, he treats of each book in its order, sliowing its

author, time of writing, argument, scope, chronology, and division. He carefully points

out those passages which are more particularly worthy of consideration, or more difficult;

and under each book of the Old Testament lie specifies the types and prophecies of Jesus
Christ, and the citations from each book in the New Testament. The author lias derived

much assistance from the labours of Moldenhawer in the fourth volume of this work,

7. A Scripture Help, designed to assist in reading the Bible profitably,

by the Rev. Edward I3ickersteth. London, 1806. 18mo. Tenth edi-

tion. London, 1823. 12mo. and 8vo.

I'his work is professedly a practical introduction to the reading of the Scriptures. The
sale of upwards of 15,000 copies of the large editions, and of more than 100,000 copies of
the ISmo. abridgment, sufhciently attest the high estimation in which this manual is de-
servedly held.

8. The Sacred Interpreter : or a Practiciil Introduction towards a be-
neficial reading and thorough understanding of the Holy Bible. By
David Collier. 8vo. 2 vols. London, 1746. Carlisle, 2 vols. 8vo.
1796. Oxford, 1815. 2 vols. 8vo.

" The author of this work lived in the former part of the last century ; it not only went
through several editions in England, but in 1 750 was translated into German. It is

calculated for readers in general, and it is a good popular preparation for the study of the

Holy Scriptures." (Bishop Marsh.)

9. A General Introduction to the Study of the Hebrew Scriptures,
•with a Critical History of the Greek and Latin Versions of the Samaritan
Pentateuch, and of the Chaldee Paraphrases. By the Rev. George
Hamilton, M.A. 8vo. Dublin, 1814.

The origin and antiquity of the Hebrew language and characters, vowel points, various
readings, and the question relative to the integrity of the present text, togetiicr with an
account of the rabbinical notes on the Old Testament, are the topics principally discussed
in this small volume; and to these succeed a notice of the different versions and para-
phrases mentioned in the title. " Its general execution is highly creditable to the author's
industry and judgment; and we cheerfully recommend it to that class of students for
whose use it was chiefly designed." (Eclectic Review, (N. S.) vol. i. p. 503.)

10. A Compendious Introduction to the Study of the Bible. By
Thomas Hartwell HouNE, M.A. Illustrated with Maps and other En-
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gravings. London, 1827. 12mo. Second Edition, 1827. 12mo. Boston,

(Massachusetts) 1827. l2mo.

This little manual is an analysis or abridgment of the present work, undertaken by the

author in consequence of requests long since communicated to him, and frequently

repeated, that he would prepare such an epitome, as an assistant to the studies of those

who may already possess the present larger Introduction. At the same time this abridg-

ment has been so arranged as to form a comprehensive Guide to the study of the Bible

adapted to General Readers. In preparing this Manual for the press, the order of the

present larger Introduction has generally been followed : the Parts and Books, into which
it is divided, corresponding with the volumes and parts of volumes in this work. Those
bibliographical, critical, and other details only have been omitted, which either would not

Xidmit of abridgment, or which would be uninteresting to the generality of English readers.

The repeated and iinjirincipled attempts made to pirate the present larger Introduction to

the Critical Study and Knowledge of tlie Holy Scriptures, will perhaps justify him in the

estimation of candid readers for thus describing his own publication.

The North -American reprint is very neatly executed.

11. Apparatus Biblicus; or an Introduction to the Holy Scriptures in

three books. 1. Of the original and antiquity of the Jews. 2. Of the

canon, authors, original texts, versions, editions, and interpretations of

Scripture. 3. Of the false gods, &c. mentioned in the Scriptures.

From the French of Pere Lamy. With Engravings. London, 1728.

2 vols. 8vo. 2d edit.

12. Clavis Bibliorum. The Key of the Bible, unlocking the richest

Treasures of the Holy Scriptures. Whereby the Order, Names, Times,
Penmen, Occasion, Scope, and Principal Parts, containing the Subject
Matter of the Books of Old and New Testament, are familiarly and
briefly opened : for the help of the weakest capacity in the understand-
ing of the whole Bible. Wherein the Scripture Songs, dispersed here
and there in the Old and New Testament, are metrically translated out
of the Hebrew, and analytically explained. By Francis Roberts, D.D,
Third Edition. London, 1665. folio.

The popularity of this work, which contains a comprehensive digest of tbe most valuable

observations of the earlier biblical critics, caused it to pass thi-ough several editions between
the middle and latter part of die seventeenth century, principally in folio ; though copies

-are sometimes to be met with in two volumes Svo. The foiu'lh volume of this work is

indebted to Dr. Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum for many useful remarks. His analyses of
the different books of the Old and New Testament are, however, sometimes tediously

minute. The third edition contains, for the first time, a metrical version of the Psalms,
made immediately from the Hebrew, together with an analytical exposition of every
Psalm, and a general preface to the whole book of Psalms.

ii. Introductions to the Study of the Old Tesiament in particular, including

the Apocryphal Books.

1. Introductio ad Libros Canonicos Veteris Testamenti omnes, prse-

cognita Critica et Historica ac Auctoritatis vindicias exponens. Ador-
nata studio D. J. Gottl-ob Carpzovii. Lipsiae, 1731 ; 2d edit. 1741. 4tQ.

The reader will here find very learned disquisitions upon every book of the Old Testa-
ment, an-d a catalogue of tire most approved writers on most of them. " Carpzov was
a man of profound erudition and indefatigable industry. His work contains the principal

materials, which have been afforded by his predecessors, perspicuously arranged, and aug-
mented by his own valuable observations." (Bp. Marsh.) The third part was translated

from the Latin into Englith, with additional notes, by Moses Marcus, a converted Jew,
and published at London in 17^9, in Svo.

2. J. G. EicHHORN Einleitung ins Alte Testament.— Introduction to

the Old Testament, by J. G. Eichhorn. Leipzig, 1823-24. 4 vols. 8vo.

Best edition.

Professor Eichhorn succeeded the celebrated Michaelis in the Divinity Chair at Gottin-

gen. His works are considered classical on the subject of Biblical Criticism. Proposals

were issued, many years since, by the Rev. Dr. Lloyd, Regius Professor of IItbr«w at

(1)^3
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the University of Cambridge, for publishing by subscription a translation from the

German of Professor Eichhorn's Introduction to the Study of the Old Testament. But
tlie translation never appeared. Of this work the reader will find a copious analysis in

the Monthly Review (N. S. ) vol xxiii. pp. 481-497. Eichhorn is one of those German
Divines, who reject the inspiration of 3Ioses ; and he is of opinion that the great Jewish
Legislator compiled his primrcval history from distinct sagas or traditional documents. A
notice of his eccentric hypothesis relative to the Apocalypse will be found in a subsequent
page of this Appendix, among the commentators on the Revelation of St. John.

3. Introductio in Libros Sacros Veteris Foederis in compendium re-

dacta a Johanne Jahn. Viennae, ISO^. 8vo.

A most valuable treatise, to which the author of this work has been largely indebted, as

his frequent references to it will abundantly show. By a decree of Pope Pius VII. dated

August 26. 1822, this introduction of Jahn was put into the Index Expurgatorius, and
prohibited to be read ; as also were his Enchiridion Hermeneuticse Generalis Vet. et

Nov. Foederis, and his Archtsologia Biblica; both which treatises are noticed in a sub-

sequent page of this Appendix,

4. Introduction to the Old Testament, translated from the Latin and
German Works of John Jahn, Doctor of Philosophy and Theology ;

and Professor of Oriental Languages, &c. in the University of Vienna.

By Samuel H. Turner, D.D. Professor of Biblical Learning and the Inter-

pretation of Scripture in the General Theological Seminary of the Pro-

testant Episcopal Church in the United States of America, and the Rev.

William R. Whittingham. New York, 1827. 8vo.

This truly valuable work contains an entire translation of the preceding treatise, with

various improvements from the larger German work of Jahn, sometimes translated in full,

and sometimes abridged, and from other works of approved character.

5. Introductio in Libros Canonicos Veteris Foederis, usibus academicis

accommodata a Fouerio Ackermann. Viennse, 1825. 8vo. Price 9*.

This is a new and expurgated edition of Jahn's Introduction. Professor Ackermann
states that he has changed the text of Jalui in very many chapters, but has retained his

order and his words wherever he could. The editor introduces this work to the notice of

his readers by a profession of his profound submission to the Romish church.

6. A Key to the Old Testament and the Apocrypha : cr an account

of their several books, their contents and authors, and of the times

when they were respectively written. By Robert Gray, D.D. [now
Bishop of Bristol.] London, 1790. 8vo.

The very numerous editions which have been printed of this valuable work, attest the

estimation in which it is deservedly held. It was undertaken in imitation of the late

Bp. Percy's well-known and often printed " Key to the New Testament ;" but it is a

much more elaborate performance. Dr. Gray has diligently consulted, and brought to-

gether a great mass of information from the writings of the fathers, the antient ecclesias-

tical historians, and other original authorities which are not accessible to the generality of

students. I?p. Mant and Dr. D'Oyly have liberally availed themselves of Dr. G.'s re-

searches in their commentary on the Holy Scriptures.

7. Joh. Gattfr. Eichhorn Einleitung in die Apocryphischen Schriften

des Alton Testaments. Leipzig, 1795. 8vo.

8. Geo. Joannis Henkii Introductio ad Libros Aposryphos Veteris

Testamenti. Halae, 1718. 4to.

iii. Introductions to the Study of the New Testameiit, in particular.

1. An Introduction to the reading of the New Testament, by M. M.
Beausobre and l'Enfant. Cambridge, 1779, 1788, 180G, 1816,

1819, 8vo.

This was originally a preface to the French version of the New Testament published

by M. M. Beausobre and l'Enfant at Amsterdam in 1718. It has been several times
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printed, and is also to be found in the third volume of the Theological Tracts collected

by Bishop Watson.

2. Commentatio Critica ad Libros N. T. in genere ; cum prafatione
J. Gottlob Carpzovii. Accurante J. W. llumpaso. Lipsiae, 1757. 4to.
2d edit.

Critical questions of great variety and importance are here briefly but satisfactorily

discussed by a reference to the writers of tlic greatest credit who have treated on each of
them.

3. Jo. Gottfr. EiCHHORN Einleitung insNeue Testament.—Introduction
to the New Testament. Leipzig, 1804—15. .S vols. 8vo.

The first volume of this work is analysed in the Critical Review, Series III. vol. x.

for 1807, pp. 449—165.

4. An Introduction to the Writings of the New Testament by Dr.
John Leonard Hug, Professor of Theology in the University of Frey-
burgh, in Brisgau, <S:c. Translated from the original German by the
Rev. Daniel Guildford Wait, LL.D. London, 1827. 2 vols. 8vo.

Professor Hug (who is in communion with the Church of Rome) may be considered
as the principal and most learned writer of that class, which has opposed itself to the

scepticism and^fanciful theories of some modern German Divines. His Introduction
has long been held in the highest estimation on the Continent for the variety and im-
portance of his critical researches on the New Testament. British students of sacred
literature are under great obligations to Dr. Wait for presenting them witli Dr. Hug's
treatise in an English dress. The translator has enriched the second volume of the work
with many valuable notes ; and has prefixed to the first volume a copious preface, con-
taining an epitome of Dr. Bertholdt's Introduction to the New Testament, in which many
important topics of sacred criticism are discussed.

5. An Introduction to the New Testament, by John David Mi-
CHAELis, late Professor in the University of Gottingen. Translated
from the fourth edition of the German by Herbert Marsh, D.D. 8vo.

6 vols. Cambridge, 1802. Sd edit. 1818.

The first edition of Michaelis's inestimable work was publislied in Germany in 1750,
and translated into English in 1761. 4to. ; its value is very materially enhanced by the
notes of Bishop INIarsh (which unfortunately extend to part of the work only), who has
further added a Dissertation on the Origin and Composition of the three first Gospels.
See an ample critique on this work in the British Critic, (O. S.) vol. iii. p. 601-CO8.
and vol. iv. pp. 46-54. 170-176.

6. Introduction au Nouveau Testament, par J. D. Michaelis
; qua-

trieme edition, traduite sur la troisieme de Herbert Marsh, eveque de
Peterborough, avec une partie de ses notes, et des notes nouvelles, par
J. J. Cheneviere, pasteur et professeur en theologie a Geneve. 4
tomes, 8vo. Geneve, 1822,

7. Essai d'une Introduction Critique au Nouveau Testament, par
J. E. Cellerier, fils. Geneve, 1823. 8vo.

Partly a translation, and partly an analysis of Professor Hug's German In-

troduction to the writings of the New Testament. Though a distinct publication, M.
Cellericr's volume may lie considered as a necessary supi)lement to the French trans-

lation of JMichaelis. It can, however, be of no use to British students, after Dr, Wait's
translation of Hug's entire work into tlie English language.

8. Georgii Pritii Introductio ad Lectionem Novi Testamenti, in qua
quae ad rem criticam, historiam, chronologiam, et geographiam pertinent,

breviter et perspicue exponuntur. 1st edit. Lipsiae, 1704. 12rao. 4th
edit, by Hoffman, in 1737, 8vo. and reprinted with corrections, in a
large octavo voliune, in 1764.

" The service rendered by Carpzov to the Old Testament was performed by Pritius

for the New. The improvements of his editor, Hoflfman, on the original, are so consi-

derable, that whoever purchases the Introduction of Pritius (owrf it deserves to be pur-
cha sed by every student in dinnity) must be careful in regard to the date of the title-page."

(Bishop Marsh.)

(I) 4
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9. An IntrocUiction to the Study and Knowledge of the New Testa-
ment. By Edward Hakwood, D.D. London, 1767-1771. 2 vols. 8vo.

The learned author designed a third volume, which was to embrace the chief critical

questions respecting the New Testament. This work " contains a collection of disser-

tations, relative partly to the characters of the sacred writers, partly to the Jewish History
and Customs, and to such part of heathen antiquities as have reference to the New Tes-
tament. As these dissertations display great erudition, and contain much information
illirstrative of the New Testament, Dr. Ilarvvood's Introduction is certainly to be recoin-
monded to the Tiioological Student." ( Bishop Marsh.) Another experienced divinity-

tutor (the late Rev. Dr. Williams) has also justly remarked that this work may be read
with advantage, making allowance for the avithor's theological sentiments, (Christiarj

Preacher, p. 417.) whicii were Arian. The writer of these pages has derived many use-
ful illustrations from Dr. Harwood's labours in the third volume of this work. The value
of Dr. H.'s Introduction would not have been diminished, if he had acknowledged his

obligations to the preceding work of Pritius, to which he has been very considerably in-
debted.

10. A Key to the New Testament, giving an Account of the several
Books, their Contents, their Authors, and of the Times, Places, and
Occasions, on which they were respectively written. [By Thomas
Percy, D.D. Bishop of Dromore.] Third and best Edition. London,
1779, 12mo.

The multiplied editions of this valuable little inanual attest the high esteem in which it

is deservedly held, as a guide for younger students.

11. Antonii Blocii Chronotaxis Scriptorum Divi Pauli. Flensburgi
et Lipsiae, 1782. 8vo,

3. Treatises on the Sacred Text, its StJjle, Idiom, and Versions,

i. Treatises on Sacred Criticism generally, and on the Style and Idiom of
the Scriptures.

1. Pentateuchi Hebra?o-Samaritani Proestantia in illustrando et emen-
dando Textu Masorethico ostensa. Auctore Alexio a S, Aquilino,
Heidelberga;, 1784. 8vo.

2. The Sacred Classics Defended and Illustrated, by Anthony Black-
wall. London, 1727-31. 2 vols. 8vo.

Blackwall was a strenuous advocate for tlie purify of the Greek style of the New Tes-

tament, which he vindicates in his lirst volume. The second volume, which is the inost

valuable, contains many excellent observations on the division of the New Testament into

chapters and verses, and also on various readings. This work was translated into Latin

by Christopher V/oll, and published at Leipsic, in 1736. 4to.

3. De Paronomasia, finitimisque ei Figuris Paulo Apostolo frequenfa-

tis, Dissertatio Rhetorico-Exegetica. Scripsit Julius Fridericus Bott-
CHER, Lipsiae, 1824. 8vo.

4. Jo.Theoph.BusLAvDissertatio Ilistorico-Critico-Excgetica de Lin-

gua Originali Evangelii secundum Mattha^um. Vratislaviae, 1826. 8vo.

5. Horee Biblicce ; being a connected Series of Miscellaneous Notes

on the original text, early Versions, and Printed Editions of the Old
and New Testament. By Charles Butler, Esq. Oxford and London,

1799. 8vo.

The first edition of this judicious manual of Biblical Criticism was privately printed in

1797, for the author's friends. It has since been repeatedly printed in royal 8vo. with atj

additional volume treating on the books accounted sacred by the Moliammedans, Hindoos,

Parsees, Chinese, and Scandinavians. In }810 M. Boulard published a French transla-

tion of this work from the edition printed at Oxford, in 1799.

6. Job. Gottlob Carpzovii Critica Sacra Vctcris Tcstamenti. LIpsise,

1738. 4to.
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This elaborate work consists of three parts, treating 1. On tlic Divine Origin, Authen-
ticity, Divisions, and original Language of the Old Testament, tiie Masora, Keri, and
Ketib, and the principal MSS. and Editions of the Hebrew Scriptures; — '2. On the dif-

ferent Versions of the Old Testament, ancient and modern ; and 3. A Vindication of the
Hebrew Fcripturcs against the rude Attacks of Mr. Wliiston, in his Essay towards resto-

ring the true Text of the Old Testament. Carpzov adheres to the higli notions which in

his time continued to prevail, concerning the integrity of the Hebrew Text : but ( Bp,
Marsh remarks) " if proper allowance be made on this account, it will be found to be a
very useful work, and replete with information on the sidiject of Hebrew criticism."

(Lectures ou Divinity, part ii. p. 133.)

7- An Inquiry into the Books of the New Testament. By John Cook,
D. D. London, 1821. 8vo.

For an Analysis of this masterly treatise on Sacred Criticism, see the Eclectic Review
N. S. vol. xvii. pp. 310-324.

8. J. A. Dathii Opuscula ad Interprctationem et Crisin Veteris Tes-
tanienti. Edidit E. F. C. Rosennililler. Lipsiae, 1796. 8vo.

9. Compendio di Critica Sacra, dei Difetti e delle EniendazionI del

Sacro Testo, e Piano d'una Nuova Edizione del Dottore G. Bernardo
De-Rossi. Parma, 1811.

In this little tract. Professor De Rossi has given a very concise but interesting sketch

of the state of the Text of the Hebrew Scriptures, from the earliest period to our own
time ; and he has subjoined an outline of his plan for a new edition of the Hebrew Bible,

with select various readings.

10. Edwards (Thoma;) Duae Dissertationes : fn priore qiiarum proba-
tur, Variantes Eectiones et Menda, qujE in Sacram Scripturam irrepse-

runt, non labefactare ejus Auctoritatem, in rebus quae ad fidem et mores
pertinent : In posteriore vero, Praedestinationem Paulinam ad Gentiliuni

vocationem totam spectare. Cantabrigiae, 1768. 8vo.

11. Fabricy (Gabriel) Des Titres Primitifs de la Revelation; ou Con-
siderations Critiques sur la Purete et I'lntegrite du Texte Originale des

Livres Saints de TAnciea Testament. Rome, 1772. 2 parts 8vo.

This work contains much curious learning, urged with a considerable degree of inge-

nuity, in favour of the Masoretic system.

12. Nicolai Fulleri Miscellanea Sacra, cum Apologia contra V. CI.

Johannem Drusium. Lugd. Bat. 1622. 8vo. edit. opt. Also in the last

volume of the Critici Sacri.

13. Institutes of Biblical Criticism, or Heads of the Course of Lectures
on that subject, read in the University and King's College of Aberdeen.
By Alexander Gerard, D. D. Edinburgh, 1808. 8vo.

" Oi genera! and f/e/«e?i/flr?/ treatises," on sacred criticism, " there is none which is more
to be recommended, either for perspicuity or correctness, than the Institutes of Biblical

Criticism, published by Dr. Gerard, Professor of Div'nity at Aberdeen." (Bp. Marsh.)

l-i. Gulielmi Gesenii de Pentateuchi Samaritani Origine, IndoJe, et

Auctoritate, Commentatio Philologico-critica. Haloe, 1815. 4to.

In the North -American Review, vol. xxii. pp. 27'1-317, there is an elaborate digest,

drawn up from this dissertation and from other philological works of Professor Gesenius, of

almost every thing that is known concerning the Samaritans and the Samaritan Pentateuch.

15. Gulielmi Gesenii Anccdota Oxoniensia, Tomus Primus. Lipsia?,

1822. 4to.

This volume comprises two fasciculi, the first of which contains the Samaritan Psalms,

with an Arabic version and notes : in the second fasciculas, there is a dissertation on
Syriac Lexicons, with specimens of the hitherto inedited lexicons of Bar Ali and Bar
Bahluli.

16. Salomonis Glassii Philologia Sacra; qua totius S. S. Veteris et

Novi Testamenti Scripturae turn Stylus ct Litteratura, tum Sensus et
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Genulnse Interpretationis Ratio et Doctrina, libris quinque expenditur

ac traditur. Lipsise, 1725. 4to. Best edition.

An " inestimable and immortal work, llian which none can I)e more useful for the in-

terpretation of Scripture, as it tlirows an uncommon degree of light upon the language and

phraseology of the inspired writers." (Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. vol. v. p. 296.) The first

edition was printed at Jena in 1623, and was followed l)y several others at the same place,

in 1643, 1663, and 1668 ; at Frankfort, in 1653; at Leipsic, in 1691, 1705, 1713, and

nt Amsterdam in 1711, all in quarto. Thejirst and second books treat on the style and
meanino- of the sacred writers ; the third a\\A fourth on Sacred Grammar, and the fifth on
Sacred Rhetoric. To the edition of 1705 and the subsequent impressions is annexed a

treatise, by Glassius, on Sacred Logic, first published by Oleaiius at Jena in 1704. A
new edition of this work was published in 8vo. at Leipsic, in 1770, 1795, 1797, by the

Professors Dathe and Bauer, intilled Saloinonis Glassii Philologia Sacra his Teniporibus

accommodata. The Jirst volume, in two parts, edited by Dathe, contains the treatises de

Grammniica ct Rhetorica Sacra, which are materially improved wiihout debasing Glassius's

pious and learned expositions of Scripture by his own speculations. The second volume,

edited by Prof. Bauer of Altorf, contains the Critica Sacra. Glassius had adopted Bux-
torf's high notions concerning the integrity of the Hebrew text, which are properly modi-

fied in 13auer's revision of the work. The third volume contains Glassius's second book,

which treats on the interpretation of Scripture : as it is frequently to be met with in a de-

tached form, it is noticed in a subsequent page of this Appendix, among the works on that

branch of sacred philology.

17. These Critique sur la Langue Originale de I'Evangile selon Saint

Matthieu, soutenu devant la Faculte Protestante de Montauban. Far

Charles Grawitz, de Paris, 1827. 8vo.

In this small tract, the author ingeniously contends for the Hebrew original of St. Mat-
thew's gospel.

18. Humphredi Hody de Biblioruni Textibus Originalibus, Versioni-

bus Grsecis, et Latina Vulgata Libri Quatuor. Oxonii, 1704. folio.

" This is the classical work on the Septuagint." (Bp. Rlarsh.) The first book contains

Dr. Hody's dissertation, with improvements, against Aristeas's History, which he had before

published in 1685 in opposition to Isaac Vossius's Dissertutiones de Septuaginta Interpre-

iibus, corumque Tralntione et Chronologid : in which the latter ascribed more authority to

the Greek Version than to the Original itself. In the second book the author treats of

the true authors of the Septuagint Version, — of the time when, and the reasons why it

was undertaken — and of the manner in which it was performed. The third book contains

a history of the original Hebrew text of the Septuagint, and of the Vulgate Latin Version,

showing the authority of each in different ages, and that the Hebrew text has always been

most esteemed and valued. In the fourth and last book he gives an account of the Greek

Versions of Symmachus, Aquila, and Theodotion, and of Origcn's Hexapla, and other

antient editions; to which are subjoined lists of the hooks of the Bible at different times,

which exhibit a concise but full and clear view of the canon of Scripture.

19. The Connexion between the Sacred Writings and the Literature

of Jewish and Heathen authors, particularly that of the Classical Ages,

illustrated ; principally with a view to evidence in confirmation of the

truth of Revealed Religion. By Robert Gray D. D. [now Bishop of

Bristol.] London, 1819, in two volumes, 8vo.

The first edition of this valuable work, which is indispensably necessary to the biblical

student who cannot command access to all the classic authors, appeared in one volume 8vo.

in 1817. A multitude of passages of Scripture is illustrated, and their truth confirmed.

Classical literature is here shown to be the handmaid of sacred literature, in a style and
manner which cannot fail to instruct and gratify the reader. Independently of the main

object of these volumes,—the illustration of the Scriptures,— Bp. Gray's general criticisms

on the classic writers are such as must commend them to the student. " The remarks "

(it is truly said by an eminent critic of the present day) " are every where just, always

impressed with a candid and sincere conviction of the blessing for which our gratitude to

God is so eminently due, for His revealed word, whose various excellencies rise in value

upon every view, which the scholar or divine can take, of what have been the best efforts

of the human mind in the best days which preceded the publication of the Gospel. There

is no one portion of these volumes that is not highly valuable on this account. The praise
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is given which is due to the happiest fruits of human genius ; but a strict eve is evermore
preserved for the balance of preponderation, where the Word of Truth, enlianced by divine
authority, bears the scale down, and furnishes the great thing wanting to the sao-e and the
teacher of the heathen world. Their noblest sentiments, and their obliquities anil devia-
tions into error, are alike brought to tliis test, and referred to this sure standard. The
concurrent lines of precept or instruction, on this comparative survey, are such as establish
a sufficient ground of evidence, that all moral goodness, and all sound wisdom, are derived
from one source and origin, and find their sanction in the will of Him, of whose perfec-
tions and of whose glory they are the manifest transcripts." British Critic (New Series)
vol. xiii. p. 316., in which Journal the reader will find a copious and just analysis of Dr.
Gray's volumes.

20. Bibliotheca Criticse Sacra?, circa omnes fere Sacrorum Librorum
difficultates, ex Patrum Veterum traditione et probatiorum interpretuin
collecta. Ab uno ordliiis Carmelitarum Discalceatorum Ueligioso.
(F. Cherubiiio a S. Joseph.) Lovanii, 1704'. 4 vols, folio.

In this very prolix, but elaborate work, every possible question relative to Scripture
criticism is discussed and illustrated, from the writings of the fathers and most eminent
divines, principally of the church of Rome. The last volume contains prefaces to the
different books of the Old and Ne%v Testament, exhibiting the time when they were
written, their language, authors, and respective authority, together with copious synopses
of the contents of each book.

21. Commentatio, qua Linguae Aramaicae Usus ad judicanda et inter-

pretanda Evangelia Canonica novis exemplis defenditur. Auctore Chr.
Kaiser. Erlanga;, 1823. 4to.

22. The State of the Printed Hebrew Text of the Old Testament
considered. By Benjamin Kennicott. M. A. Oxford, 1753-1759.
2 vols. 8vo.

These dissertations preceded Dr. Kennicott's celebrated collation of Hebrew MSS.
and his edition of the Hebrew Bible, wln'ch is noticed in p. 7. of this Appendix. The
first dissertation, in two parts, contains a comparison of 1 Chron. xi. with 2 Sam. v.

and xxiii., and observations on seventy Hebrew MSS. with an extract of mistakes and
various readings. In the second, the Samaritan copy of the Pentateuch is vindicated •

the printed copies of the Chaldee Paraphrase are proved to be corrupted; the sentiments
of the Jews on the Hebrew text are ascertained; an account is given of all tl)e Hebrew
MSS. known to be extant; and also a particular catalogue of one hundred Hebrew
MSS. preserved in the public libraries at Oxford, Cambridge, and the British Museum.
Dr. Kennicott's first dissertation was translated into Latin by M.Teller, in 2 vols. 8vo.
Lipsiae, 1756.

23. Benj. Kennicotti Dissertatio Generalis in Vetus Testamentum
Hebraicum. Curavit P. J. Bruns. Brunsvici, 1783. Svo.

A neat reprint of Dr. Kennicott's Dissertatio Generalis, annexed to vol. ii. of his

edition of the Hebrew Bible, noticed in p. 7. of this Appendix.

24. Ignatii Koegler Notitia S^ S. Bibliorum Juda^orum in Imperia
Sinensi. Editio altera. Edidit C. Th. de Murr. Halae, 1806. 8vo.

25- Joannis Lanigan S. Th. D. et in Academia Ticinensi Professoris;

Institutionum Biblicarum Pars prima. Pavia, (1794) 8vo.

The second part of this work has never appeared ; nor has the writer of these pages

been able to obtain the sight even of a copy of the first portion. He has been informed

that it was suppressed in Italy. A short Analysis of the first part is given in the Monthly
Review (N. S.) vol. xxii. pp. 552-554. ; where it is said (p. 555/) that " this volume
contains a large portion of text matter, well arranged, and accompanied with many
learned notes selected from the best critics of the present age, together with a considerable

number of just remarks from the author's own pen."

26. Joannis Leusdenii Philologus Ebra^us, continens Quaestiones

Ebraicas quae circa Vetus Testamentum Ebraeum fere moveri solent#

Ultrajecti, 1656, 1672, 1695. 4to. Amstelaedami, 1686. 4to.

27. Joannis Leusdenii Philologus, Ebraeo-Mixtus, una cum spicileglo

philologico, continente decern quaestionum et positionum pra^cipub
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Philologico-Ebraicarum et Judaicarum centurias. Ultrajecti, 1663, 1682,
1699. 4-to.

Besides discussing critical questions, this volume of the laborious philologer Leusden
treats very copiously on Jewish rites and antiquities.

28. Johannis Leusdenii Philologus Ebraeo-Graccus generalis, con-

tinens quoestiones Ebraeo-Graecas, qua; circa Novum Testamentum fere

moveri solent. Ultrajecti, 1670, 1685, 1695, 4to.

Various questions relative to tlie original language of the New Testament, its editions,

versions, divisions, &c. are concisely illustrated in this volume. All the three preceding

volumes of Leusden are valuable, and may frequently be obtained at a low price.

29. Johannis Leusdenii de Dialectis N. T., singulatim de ejus He-
braismis, Libellus singularis iterum editus ab Job. Frider. Fischero. Ac-
cessit Job. Vorstii Commentariolus de Adagiis N. T. Hebraicis. Lipsiae,

1792. 8vo.

This publication contains a reprint of Leusden's critical disquisitions on the Hebraisms

of the New Testament. They are enriched with very numerous philological observations

of the learned John Frederick Fischer, who first published them in a detached form, in

8vo. in 1754.

30. Ant. Aug. Hen. Lichtenstein Paralipomena Critica circa Tex-
tum Veteris Testamenti Codicum Hebraicorum. Helnistadii, 1799. 4to.

31. MoLKENBUiR (Marcellini), Problema Criticum: Sacra Scriptura

Novi Testamenti in quo idiomate originaliter ab Apostolis edita fuit?

Paderbornae, 1822. 8vo.

32. Binterim (A. J), Propempticuni ad problema criticum, Sacra

Scriptura Novi Testamenti in quo idiomate originaliter ab apostolis edita

fuerit? A Doctore Marco Molkenbuhr nuper propositum. Moguntiae,

1822. Svo.

The object of Molkenbuhr's tract is, to revive the absurd and long since exploded
hypothesis, announced in tiie former part of the last century by fatlier Hardouin, viz. That
the Greek Testament was a translation from the Latin Vulgate. Molkenbuhr has been
most satisfactorily refuted by Binterim, and \\ith equal learning and ability.

33. MoRiNi (Joannis) Exercitationes Biblicse, de Hebraei Graecique
Textus Sinceritate, germana LXXII. Interpretum Translatione dignos-

cenda, illius cum Vulgata conciliatione, et juxta Judaeos divina inte-

gritate, totiusque Rabbinicao Antiquitatis et operis Masorethici aera,

explicatione et censurS,. Paris^iis, 1633. 4to.

34. MoRiNi (Joannis) Exercitationes Ecclesiasticae in utramque
Samaritanorum Pentateuchum. Parisiis, 1631. 4to.

35. Simeonis de Muis Assertio Veritatis Hebraicae adversus Exercita-

tiones Ecclesiasticas in utrumque SaiTiaritanorum Pentateuchum Joannis

Morini. Parisiis, 1631. 12mo.

36. HoTTiNGERi (Joannis Henrici) Exercitationes Anti-Morinianae,

de Pentateucho Samaritano, ejusque o.v'^zvtici,. Tiguri, 1644.

For an account of the controversy between Morin and his antagonists, on the integrity

of tlie Hebrew Text, kc. see Wolfius's Bibliotheca Hebraica, Part II. pp. 25. 270. and
Part IV. p. 7.

37.' Brevis Expositio Critices Veteris Foederis, auctore Hermanno
MuNTiNGiiE. Ediderunt B. Nieuwold et C. H. van Herwerden. Gro-

ninga;, 1827. 8vo.

An elegantly-written compendium of the most valuable observations of the most distin-

guislied Critics who have treated on the Old Testament. Though it is a posthumous

publication, the editors state that the author composed it some years before his death. It

consists of four chapters, in which arc discussed the original language of the Old Testa-

ment, the History of the Sacred Text, the origin of various readings, together with the
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several classes into which they may be divided, the critical aids for determining various
readings, and the best rules to be employed in settling them, and in correctin" tlie sacred
text.

38. The Veracity of the Evangelists Demonstrated, by a comparative
View of their Histories. By the Rev. Robert Nares, A.M. F.R.S.
&c. London, 1815. 1818. 2d Edit. 12mo.

39. An Inquiry into the Integrity of the Greek Vulgate, or Received
Text of the New Testament; in which the Greek Manuscripts are newly
classed; the Integrity of the Authorised Text vindicated; and the
Various Readings traced to their Origin. By the Rev. Frederick
Nolan. London, 1815. 8vo.

" We trust that tliis volume will command the attention of every scholar throughout the
kingdom; and that it will find its way into the foreign universities, and be thorourflily

scrutinized by the learned in tliem. To the Biblical Inquirer, it will present not only a
new and wide field of most curious and happy research, but a mine of the most valuable
information: to the classical inquirer it will bo a most interesting work, as it involves so
many points, both with respect to manuscripts and editions, which to him must be In'ghly

important. Of a volume, which displays so much labour in investigation, so much origi-
nality in deduction, and so much sound principle in design, we can in common justice say
no less, than that, whatever be the issue of the controversy which it has, we think very
seasonably, revived, it reflects honour on the age and nation in which it was produced."
(British Critic, N. S. Vol. V. p. 24.) See an outline of Mr. Nolan's classification of
the manuscripts of the New Testament in Part I. Chap. III. Sect. III. § I, of this voluine.

40. Critica Sacra ; or a short Introduction to Hebrew Criticism. [By
the Rev. Dr. Henry Owen.] London, 1774. 8vo.

This little tract is not of common occurrence. Dr. Owen was a learned and sober
critic, but no advocate for the absolute inerrancy and integrity of tlie Hebrew text. His
book was violently attacked by ]\Ir. Riphael Baruh in his Critica Sacra Examined.
(London, 1775. 8vo.) Dr. Owen rejoined in a learned tract entitled, Suppleinenl to

Critica Sacra ; in which the principles of that treatise are fully confirmed, and the objec-

tions of Mr. Raphael Baruh are clearly answered. London, 1775. 8vo.

41. Palaeoromaica, or Historical and Philological Disquisitions: in-

quiring, whether the Hellenistic Style is not Latin Greek ? Whether the
many new words in the Elzevir edition of the Greek Testament are not
formed from the Latin ? And whether the Hypothesis, that the Greek
Text of many manuscripts of the New Testament is a translation or re-

translation from the Latin, seems not to elucidate numerous passages, to

account for the different recensions, and to explain many phenomena
hitherto inexplicable to the Biblical Critics? London, 1823. 8vo.

The absurd reasonings and mischievous tendency of this publication (which is noticed
here to put the unwary student on his guard against itj are exposed with equal learning
and ability in the British Critic for January, February, and April, 1823; in the Rev. J.

J. Conybeare's " Examination of certain Arguments" contained in it (Oxford, 1823.
8vo.

) ; in tlie Rev. "W. G. Broughton's " Examination of the Hypothesis advanced in a
recent publication, entitled " Pala;oroma;ca." (London, 1823. 8vo.)i; and in the Bishop
of St. David's Postscript to the second edition of his " Vindication of 1 John v. 7. from
the objections of Mr. Griesbach " (London, 1823.) " The publication, entitled Palajo-

romaica," (this distinguished prelate has most justly said) " is a work of very extensive

reading and research ; and abounds with valuable quotations. But the inaterials are as

destitute of selection, as his " [the anonymous author's] " strictures are of simiilicity and
candour." (Postscript, p. 196.) The hypothesis, which the author of l'ala?oromaica

endeavours to maintain, is briefly this . — That the received text of the Greek Testament is

a servile translation from a Latin original long since lost, and that this translation was
made by a writer imperfectly acquainted with one or possibly with both of the languages in

1 In reply to the Bp.of St. David's and Messrs. Conybeare and Broughton, the author

of Palasoromaica in 1824 published a " supplement " containing many ingenious but de-

sultory observations, which however do nothing towards supporting his untenable hypothesis.

This publication drew forth an able " reply " from Mr. IJroughton, to whom the author of
Palajromaica rejoined ; and his rejoinder was satisfactorily refuted by Mr. B. in a second
reply.
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question. In support of this hypothesis, the anonymous writer has recourse to two sorts

of proof, direct and indirect.

1. The direct proof he finds in the many and obvious Latinisms which he asserts to

exist in almost every page of the Greek Text : but, besides these, the anonymous writer

has collected many others, which he has arranged under several heads or classes, which

the nature of the subject and the limits of the present notice forbid us to detail. The

reader is therefore necessarily referred to pp. 29-51. of Mr. Conybeare's examination, in

which the anonymous writer's errors are completely exposed.

2. The indirect proofs that the New Testament is a servile translation of a lost Latin

original are two-fold : first, the existence of certain analogous cases of translation from the

Latin, and particularly the Aldine edition of the Greek Simplicius ; and, secondli/, the

certainty that tlie Latin rather than the Greek was the prevalent language of Palestine and

its neiglibourhood, in the age of the evangelists and apostles.

(l.f Both the Bishop of St. David's (Postscript, pp 186. et seq.) and Mr. Conybeare

(Examination, pp. 7-16.) have demonstrated that the case of the Aldine Simplicius is

utterly inapplicable to the purpose for which it is adduced : and to their learned publi-

cations the reader is necessarily referred. It must suffice htre to remark that the case of

this Simplicius is very different from that of a book, like the New Testament, which was

in the custody of the whole Christian church, — a book in which every part of the church

took a deep interest, and of which every separate congregation had its copy or copies.

When the Aldine Greek version of the barbarous Latin translation, made by W. de

Moorbeka in the thirteenth century, was published, the Greek original was unknown, and

continued to be unknown, until it was discovered a few years since by M. Peyron :

whereas the Greek Text of the New Testament was never lost or missing.

(2.) Infull disproof of the alleged certainty of the prevalence of the Latin language, in

Palestine and its vicinity, during the apostolic age, it will be sufficient to refer to Part I.

Chap. I. Sect. II. of the present volume, which contains some evidences of the general

prevalence of the Greek Language that have escaped the researches of Bishop Burgess

and of Mr. Conybeare : and also to the fact, that the old Syriac Version of the New
Testament made in the close of the first, or at the beginning of the second century,

contains many Greek words untranslated ; — an incontestable proof this, of the previous

existence of a Greek original. For the following additional evidences of the existence of

the Greek original of the New Testament we are indebted to that learned prelate. " If,"

says he, " from the prevalence of the Greek language at the time of the Apostles, we ex-

tend our view to the state of the Christian church in its earliest period, we shall find in-

creasing probabilities of a Greek original. All the Gentile churches established by the

Apostles in the East were Greek churches ; namely, those of Antioch, Ephesus, Galatia,

Corinth, Philippi, Thessalonica," &c. Again: "The first bishops of the Church of

Rome were either Greek writers or natives of Greece. — According to Tertullian,

Clemens, the fellow-labourer of St. Paul, was the first bishop of Rome, whose Greek

Epistle to the Corinthians is still extant. But whether Clemens or Linus was the first

bishop of Rome, they were both Greek writers, though probably natives of Italy. Anen-

cletus was a Greek, and so were the greater part of his successors to the middle of the

second century. The bishops of Jerusalem, after the expulsion of the Jews by Adrian,

were Greeks. From this state of the government of tlie primitive church by Greek

ministers,— Greeks by birth, or in their writings, — arises a high probability, that the

Christian Scriptures were in Greek.
" The works " also " of the earliest fathers in the church, the conteinporaries and im-

mediate successors of the .Apostles, were written in Greek. They are altogether silent, as

to any Latiri original of the New Testament. They say nothing, indeed, of a Greek ori-

ginal by name. But t/ieir frequent mention of 7raA.ai« ai^riTvirx, without any distinction

of name, can mean only Greek originals.

" But if we have in the Greek fathers no mention of a Greek original, we have the most

express testimony of Jerome and Augustin, that the New Testament (with the exception

of the Gospel of St. Matthew, which some of the fathers supposed to have been written by-

its author in Hebrew), was originally composed in Greek. Jerome said, that the Greek

original of the New Testament ' was a thing not to be doubted.'
"

" Of all the [liatin] MSS. of the New Testament, which had been seen by Jerome (and

they must have been very numerous), the author of Palseoromaica observes, that ' the

whole, perhaps, of the Gospels and Epistles might be versions/ro/» the Greek. ' Surely

this is no immaterial evidence, that Greek was the original text ; and this will be more

evident, if we retrace the history of the Greek text upwards from the time of Jerome.

The Greek edition nearest his time was that of Athanasius. Before him, and early in the

same century, Eusebius published an edition by the command of Constantine. In the

third century, there were not less than three Greek editions by Origen, Hesychius, and

Lucianus. In the second century, about the year 170, appeared the Dialessaron of Tatian,

containing not the whole of the New Testament, but a harmony of the four Gospels. And
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in the same century we have an express appeal of Tertiillian to the avlhculicum Grcccum o^
St. Paul, whicli, whether it means the autograph of the vVpostle, or an authentic copy of it,

is, of itself, a tlccisive proof of a Greek original. Again, in tlie same century, before either

Tertullian or Tatian, we have, a. d. 127, the Apostolicon of Marcion, which, though not an
autheiilicum Graecum, was Graccum.

" To the evidence from the Greek editions of the New Testament in the second, third,

and fourth centuries, and TertuUian's testimony, we may add the language of those Greek
ecclesiastical writings whicli were not admitted into the sacred canon, but were, for the
most part, of primitive antiquity ; — I mean the Apostles' Creed, the Letter of Abgarus
to Christ, and tlie Answer to it ; the Liturgies of St. James, St. John, and St. Peter

;

the Epistle of St. Paul to the Laodiceans ; the Apostolical Constitutions, &c. These
would never have been written in Greek, if the apostolical writings had not been pub-
lished in the same language." (Postscript to Vindication of 1 John v. 7. pp. 182-185.)

Lastly, the language and style of the New Testament are such as afford indisputable
proof of its authenticity as an antient volume, and, consequently, that it was originally

written in Greek. On this topic compare Volume I. pp. 95-98.
On all these grounds, we conclude with tlie learned writers already cited that Greek

was and is the original language of the New Testament, and, consequently, that there is

no evidence whatever to support the hypothesis that it is a translation from a lost Latin
original.

42. August! Pfeifferi Critica Sacra, de Sacri Codicis partitione, edi"

tionibus variis, Unguis originalibus et illibata puritate fontium ; necnon
ejusdem translatione in linguas totius universi, de Masora et Kabbala,
Talmude et Alcorano. Dresdae, 1670, 1688, 1702, 1721. 8vo. Lipsiae,

1712. 8vo. Altoifii, 1751. 8vo. Also in the second volume of the col-

lective edition of his Philological Works, published at Utrecht in 1704-.

4to.

43. La Fionda di David ; ossia, I'Anlichita ed Autorita dei Punti
Vocali nel Testo Ebreo, dimostrata e difesa per Ippolito Rosellini.
Bologna, 1823, 8vo. I\isposta del medesimo al sign. Abate Luigi
Chiavini, respetto all' Antichitii ed autorita dei Punti Vocali. Bologna,

J 824. Svo.

These two publications defend the antiquity and authority of the IVIasoretic Vowel
Points, against the objections of Masclef, Houbigant, and other Hebraists. (Journal des

Savans pour 1825, p. 381.)

44. De la Litterature des Hebreux, ou des Livres Saints consideres

sous le Rapport des Beautes Littcraires. Par J. B. Salgues. Paris,

1825. 8vo.

45. Joannis Nepomuceni Scii^fer Institutiones Scripturistica^ usui

auditorum suorum accommodata. Pars prima, Moguntia;, 1790. Pars
secunda, Moguntiae, 1792, Svo.

46. A. B. Spitzneri Commentatio Philologica de Parenthesi in Libris

Sacris Veteris et Novi Testamenti. Lipsiae, 1773, 12mo,

47. A. B. Spitzneri Vindiciae Originis et Auctoritatis Divinae Punc-
torum Vocalimii et Accentuum in libris sacris Veteris Testamenti.

Lipsiae, 1791. 8vo.

48. Histoire Critique du Vieux Testament. Par le Pere Simon. Paris,

1678. 4to. Amsterdam, 1680. Rotterdam, 1685. 4to. Best edition.

The first edition was suppressed by the influence of tlie Jesuit le Tellier ; it is very

inferior to the subsequent impressions.

49. Histoire Critique du Texte du Nouveau Testament; ou Ton eta-

blit la Verite des Actes, sur lesquels la Religion Chretienne est fondee.

Par le Pere Simox. Rotterdam, 1689, 4to.

50. Histoire Critique des Versions du Nouveau Testament, ou Ton
fait connoitre quel a ete I'usage de la lecture des Livres Sacres dans les

principales eglises du monde. Par le Pere Simon. Rotterdam, 1690.

4to.
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51. Nouvelles Dissertations sur le Texte et les Versions du Nouveau
Testament. Par le Pere Simon. Rotterdam, 1695. 4to.

All the works of father Simon are characterised by great learning and research. " The
criticism of the Bible being at that time less understood than at present, the researches

which were instituted by Simon soon involved him in controversy, as well with Protestant

as with Catholic writers, particularly with the latter ; to whom he gave great offence

by the preference which he showed to the Hebrew and Greek texts of the Bible above

that which is regarded as the oracle of the church of Rome,—llie Latin Vulgate. " Though
I would not be answerable for every opinion (says Bp. Marsh) advanced by Simon, I

may venture to assert that it contains very valuable information in regard to the criticism

both of tlie Hebrew Bible and of th^ Greek Testament."' (Lectures, parti, p. 52.) Wal-

chius has given an account of the various authors who attacked Simon, in his Bibliotheca

Theologica Selecta, vol. iv. pp. 250-2.59. The Histoire Critique du Vieux Testament

was translated into English " by a person of quality," and published at London in 1682.

4to. The translation abounds with gallicisms in every page.

52. Joliannis Simonis Analysis ex Explicatio Lectionum Masorethi-

carum Kethiban et Karjan Vulgo dictarum, ea forma, qua illae in sacro

textu extant, ordine alphabetico digesta. Editio tertia. Halse, 1823.

8vo.

53. VoRSTii (Joliannis) De Hebraismis Novi Testamenti Commen-
tarius. Edidit notisque instruxit Johannes Fridericus Fischerus. Lipsiae,

1778. 8vo.

54. Waltoni (Briani) in Biblia Polyglotta Prolegomena. Prajfatus

est J. A. Dathe, Prof. Ling. Heb. Ord. Lipsiae, 1777. 8vo.

55. Wetstenii (Joliannis Jacobi) Prolegomena ad Testamenti Graeci

editionem accuratissimam, e vetustissimis codicibus denuo procurandam :

in quibus agitur de codicibus manuscriptis Novi Testamenti, Scriptoribus

qui Novo Testamento usi sunt, versionibus veteribus, editionibus prior-

ibus, et Claris interpretibus ; et proponuntur animadversiones et cau-

tiones, ad examen variorum lectionem Novi Testamenti. Amstelsedami,

1730. 4to.

56. Casparis Wyssii Dialectologia Sacra, in qua per universum Novi

Testamenti contextum in apostolica et voce et phrasi, a communi lin-

guae et grammaticae analogiii discrepat, methodo congrua disponitur,

accurate definitur, et omnium Sacri Contextus exemplorum inductione

illustratur. Tiguri, 1650. 4to.

" The peculiarities of the New Testament diction, in general, are arranged in this

book undt;r the following heads, viz. Dialectus Attica, lonica, Dorica, IE,o\\ca.,

Bosotica, Poetica, et Hebraica. This is very inconvenient ; inasmuch as, in this way,
many things of a like kind will be separated, and often treated of in four different places.

Moreover, the author shows, that his knowledge of Greek did not extend beyond what
was common at his time ; as the mention of a. poclic dialect evinces, and as an examination

of what he calls the Attic will render still more evident. But as a collection of examples,

which in many parts is perfectly complete, the book is very useful. In reference, also,

to the Hebraisms of the New Testament, the author showed a moderation which deserved

to be imitated by his cotemporaries." (Winer's Greek Grammar of tlie New Test.

p. 13.)

57. A Vindication of the Authenticit}^ of the Narratives contained in

the first Two Chapters of the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke, being
an Livestigation of Objections urged by the Unitarian Editors of the

Improved Version of the New Testament, with an Appendix containing

Strictures on the Variations between the first and fourth Editions of that

Work. By a Layman. London, 1822. 8vo.

In this very elaborate work, the authenticity of Blatt. i. and ii. and Luke i. and ii. are

most satisfactorily vindicated from the objections of the Editors of the Unitarian Version
of the New Testament ; wliose disingenuous alterations in successive editions of that

work are exposed in the Appendix.
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ii. Treatises on Hebretv Poet7\ij.

1. Exercitatio in Dialectum Pocticam Divinorum Carminum Veteris

Testamenti. Auctore Geo. Joh. Lud. Vogel. Helmstadii, 1764. 4to.

2. De Sacra Poesi Hebraeorum Prgelectiones Academical. Auctore
Roberto Lowth, nuper Episcopo Londinensi. Oxonii. 1821. 8vo.

The first edition of Bishop Lovvfh's Lectures appeared in 1753. That of 1821 maybe
considered as the best, as it includes, besides the additional observations of Professor

Michaelis, the furtiier remarks of Rosenmiiller, (whose edition appeared at Leipsic in

1815), Ricliter, and Weiske. Bp. Lowth's Lectures are reprinted in the thirty-first

volume of Ugolini's Thesaurus Antiquitatum.

3. Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews : transhxted from

the Latin of the Rt. Rev. Robert Lowth, D.D. Bishop of London, by
G. Gregory. To which are added the principal Notes of Professor

Michaelis, and Notes by the Translator and others. London, 1787.

2 vols. Svo. 1816, 2 vols. 8vo. second edition.

4. Sacred Literature ; comprising a Review of the Principles of Com-
position laid down by the late Robert Lowth, D.D. Lord Bishop of

London, in his Praelections and Isaiah, and an application of the principles

so reviewed to the illustration of the New Testament; in a series of

Critical Observations on the style and structure of that Sacred Volume.
By the Rev. John Jebb, A.M. [now D.D. and Bishop of Limerick.]

London, 1820. 8vo.

An analysis of the system developed in this admirable work has already been given in

Part II. Book II. Chap. II. of the present Volume.

5. Tactica Sacra : an Attempt to develope, and to exhibit to the eye,

by Tabular Arrangements, a general Rule of Composition prevailing in

the Holy Scriptures. By Thomas Boys, A.M. London, 1824. 4to.

An ingenious attempt to extend to the epistolary writings of the New Testament the

principles of composition so ably illustrated \.y Bishop Jebb. The work consists of two

parts: the first contains the necessary explanations; and the second comprises four of the

epistles arranged at length in Greek and English examples. For specimens of this work,

with appropriate Observations, see the British Review, vol. xxii. pp. 176-185.

6. J. G. EiCHHORN Commentationes de Prophetica Poesi. Lipsiae,

1823. 4to. '

7. An Essay on Hebrew Poetry, Antient and Modern. By Philip

Sarchi, LL.D. London, 1824. Svo.

iii. Treatises on the Qiiotations from the Old Testament in the Netv.

]. Joannis Drusii Parallela Sacra: hoc est, Locorum Veteris Testa-

menti cum iis quae in Novo citantur conjuncta Commemoratio, Ebraice

et Graece, cum Notis. Franeckerae, 1616. 4to.

2. B.SXo? KaraAKay'fi^, in quo secundum veterum Theologorum Hebrae-

orum Formulas AUegandi, et Modos interpretandi, conciliantur Loca

ex V. in N. T. alle<^ata. Auctore Guilielmo Surenhusio. Amstelaedami,

1713. 4to.

This elaborate Work is divided into four Books. The first treats on the formulae of

citintr the Old Testament in the New ; the second, on the modes of quotation; the third,

on the methods of interpretation adopted by the sacred writers ; and the fourth on the

mode of explaining and reconciling the seeming contradictions occurring in the genealo-

gies. Many very difficult passages are here happily illustrated.

3. Immanuelis Hoffmanni Demonstratio Evangelica per ipsuin Scrip-

turarum consensum, in oraculis ex Vet. Testamento in Novo Allegatis

Declarata. Edidit, observationibus illustravit, Vitam Auctoris, et Com-
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mentationem Historico-Theologicam de recta ratione Allegata ista inter-

pretandi, prsemisit Tob. Godofredus Hegelmaier. Tubingae. 1773-79-81,

in three volumes, 4to.

In this very elaborate work, every quotation from the Old Testament in the New is

printed at full length, first as cited by the Evangelists and Apostles, then in the original

Hebrew, and thirdly in the words of the Septuagint Greek Version. The learned author

then examines it both critically and hermeneutically, and shews the perfect harmony sub-

sistincr between the Old and New Testaments. Hoffman's Deraonstratio Evangelica is

extremely scarce, and very little known in this country.

4. The Prophecies and other Texts cited in the New Testament, com-

pared with the Hebrew original, and with the Septuagint version. To
which are added Notes by Thomas Randolph, D.D. Oxford, 1782, 4to.

Tliis valuable and beautifully-printed tract is now rarely to be met with, and only to be

procured at seven or eight times its original price. The most material of this excellent

critic's observations are inserted in the notes to our chapter on the Quotations from the

Old Testament in the New, in the former part of this Volume.

5. The Modes of Quotation, used by the Evangelical Writers, explained

and vindicated by the Rev. Dr. Henry Owen. London, 1789. 4to.

The design of this elaborate work is, 1. To compare the quotations of the Evangelists

with each other, and with the passages referred to in the Old Testament, in order to ascer-

tain the real difl'erences : — 2. To account for such differences; and to reconcile the

Evangelists with the Prophets, and with each other :— and, 3. To shew the just applica-

tion of such quotations, and that they fully prove the points which they were brought to

establish.

6. A Collation of the Quotations from the Old Testament in the

New, with the Septuagint. [By the Rev. Thomas Scott.] 8vo.

This important Collation is inserted in the ninth and tenth volumes of the Christian

Observer for the years 1810 and 1811 ; where it is simply designated by the initials of

the late venerable and learned author's name. Many of his valuable critical Observations

will be found in the notes to Part I. Chap. VI. Sect. I. of this Volume.

iv. Treatises on Manuscripts and on Various Readings.— Collations of
Manuscripts and Collections of Various Readiiigs.

(1.) Treatises on Manuscripts.

1. De Usu Palecographiae Hebraicae ad explicanda Biblia Sacra, Dis-

sertatio. Scripsit Jo. Joach. Bellermann. Halae et Erfordiae, 1804.

2. Tychsen (O. G.) Tentamen de variis Codicum Hebraicorum Ve-

teris Testamenti manuscriptorum generibus a Judseis et non-Judseis

descriptis, eorumque in classes certas distributione, et antiquitatis et boni-

tatis characteribus. Rostochii, 1772- 8vo.

3. Caroli Godofredi Woidii Notitia Codicis Alexandrini, cuni Variis

ejus Lectionibus omnibus. Recudendum curavit, Notasque adjecit Gott-

lieb Leberecht Spohn. Lipsiae, 1790. 8vo.

4. J. L. Hug de Antiquitate Vaticani Codicis Commentatio. Friburg.

1810. 4to.

5. De Antiquissimo Turicensis Bibliotheca^ Gra^co Psalmorum Libro,

in Membrana Purpurea titulis aureis ac litteris argenteis exarato, Epis-

tola : ad Angelum Mariam Card. Quirinum scripta a Joanne Jacobo

Breitingero. Turici, 1748. 4to.

6. H. C. HwiiD Libellus Criticus de Indole MS. Graeci Novi Testa-

menti Vindobonensis Lambecii 34. Accessit Textus Latinus ante-Hie-

ronymianus e Codice Laudiano. Havnise, 1785. 8vo.

Extracts from this manuscript are given in Alter's edition of the Greek Testament,

vol. ii. pp. 415-558, in which volume Professor Alter also gave extracts from various

MSS. in the imperial library at Vienna.
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7. Henr. Phil. Conr. Henke Coclicis UfFenbachiani, qui Epistolae ad
Hebraeos fragmenta continet, Recensus Criticus. Helmstadii, 1800. 4to.

This dissertation is also reprinted in Pott's and Ruperti's Sylloge Coinmentationum
Theologicarum, vol. ii. p. l-S'i.

8. Commentatio Critica, sistens duorum Codicum MStorum Biblia He-
braica continentium, qui llegiomonti Borussorum asservantur, pi aestantis-

simorum Notitiam ; cum praecipuarum Variantium Lectionum ex utroque

codice excerptarum .Sylloge. Auctore Theod. Christ. Lilienthal.
Regiomonti et Lipsiae, 1770. 8vo.

9. Codicis Manuscripti N. T. Graeci Raviani in Bibliotheca Regia Be-
rolinensi Publica asservati Examen, quo ostenditur, alteram ejus partem
majorem ex Editione Complutensi, alteram minorem ex Editione Rob.
Stephani tertia esse descriptam, instituit Georgius Gottlieb Pappelbaum.
Appendix exhibet, I. Addenda ad Wetstenii Collectionem Lectionum Varr.

Editionis Complutensis. II. Epistolam ad Geo. Travis Rev. Anglum
jam 1785 scriptam, at nondum editam. Berolini, 1796, 8vo.

10. Codicem Manuscriptum Novi Testamenti Graecum, Evangeliorum
quatuor partem dimidiam majorem continentem, in Bibliotheca Regia
Berolinensi publica asservatum, descripsit, contulit, animadversiones
adjecit G. Th. Pappelbaum. Berolini, 182i. 8vo.

11. A Catalogue of the Ethiopic Biblical Manuscripts in the Royal
Library of Paris, and in the Library of the British and Foreign Bible

Society ; also some account of those in the Vatican Library at Rome,
with Remarks and Extracts. To which are added Specimens of Ver-
sions of the New Testament in the modern languages of Abyssinia, and
a Grammatical Analysis of a chapter in the Amharic Dialect ; with fac-

similes of an Ethiopic and an Amharic Manuscript. By Thomas Pell

Platt, B.A. Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. London, 1823. 4to.

A beautifully-executed work, which is of considerable interest to Ethiopic and other

oriental scholars.

12. Programma Theologicum, Notitiam continens de antiquissimo Co-
dice Manuscripto Latinam quatuor Evangeliorum Versionem complec-
tente, et in Bibliotheca Academise Ingolstadiensis adservato. Descripsit

Codicem, Variantes ejusdem a Vulgate Lectiones inde a Marc. xii. 21.

usque ad finem hujus Evangelii excerpsit, et critice recensuit Sebast.

SeExMiller. Ingolstadii, 1784, 4to.

13. Dissertatio in aUreum ac pervetustum SS. Evangeliorum Codicem
MS. Monasterii S. Emmerani, Ratisbonae. Auctore P. Colomanno
Sanftl. [Ratisbonae], 1786. 4ta.

14. Josephi Friderici Schellingii Descriptio Codicis Manuscrip-ti He-
braeo-Biblici, qui Stutgardiae in Bibliotheca Illustris Consistorii Wirtem-
bergici asservatur, cum Variarum Lectionum ex eo notatarum Collectione.

Praemissa est Dissertatio de justo hodierni Studii, quod in excutiendis

Codicibus Vet. Testamenti MSS. coUocatur, Pretio et Moderamine.
Stutgardiae, 1773. 8vo.

15. Curae Criticae in Historiam Textus Evangeliorum, Commentationi-
bus duabus Bibliothecae Regiae Parisiensis Codices N.T. complures, spe-

ciatim vero Cyprium, describentibus, exhibitae a Joh. M. Augustino
ScHOLZ, Theologiae Doctore. Heidelbergae, 1820. 4to.

Tills publication consists of two Dissertations, the first of which contains the results of
Dr. Scholz's researches (during a residence of two years) among forty-eight Manuscripts in

the Royal Library at Paris, seventeen of which were entirely collated by him, with the

greatest care. Nine of them had never before been collated by any individual. Dr.
Scholz further announces in this dissertation his first theory of recensions, of which an ab-
stract has been already given in Part I. Chap. III. Sect. III. § 1. of this Volume. The
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second Dissertation comprises a minute account of the Codex Cyprius, a manuscript ofthe

four Gospels, of which he has for the first time given the entire collation.

16. Biblische Critische Reise in Frankreich, der Schweitz, Italien,

Palastina, unci im Archipel, in den Jahren 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821,

nebst einer Geschichte des Textes des N- T. von Dr. Joh. Mart.

Augustin ScHOLZ. Leipzig und Sorau, 1823. 8vo.

This wori< is comparatively little known in England. It contains an account of Dr.

Scholz's " Biblico- Critical Travels in France, Switzerland, Italy, Palestine, and the

Archipelago, between the years ISIS and 1S21." ' He has briefly described the manu-

scripts which came under his observation, and has extracted the most interesting various

readings. He has also given a plate of fac-similes often of the most remarkable Manu-
scripts Many of his various readings are inserted by Dr. Schulz in his third edition of

Griesbach's Greek Testament; and also by M. Dermout in the tirstpart of his Collectanea

Critica in Novum Testamentum. The most important part of Dr. Scholz's treatise is his

Outlines towards a History of the Text of tlie New Testament, containing his second

theory of recensions of MSS., an abstract of which has been given in Part I. Chap. III.

Sect. III. § 1. of this Volume.

17. Natalitia Friderici Guilielmi III. Regis [Borussiae] rite

celebranda Academia3 Viadrina; Vratislaviensis nomine indicit D. Da-

vides SciiULZ. Disputatur de Codice IV. Evangeliorum Bibliothecae

Rhedigerianae, in quo Vetus Latina Versio continetur. Vratislaviae,

1814. 4to.

The Manuscript here described, which formerly belonged to the Rhedigerian library at

Breslau, is now the property of ihe university in that city. An inaccurate account of it

having appeared in the year 1763 from the pen of J. E. Seheibel, Dr. Schulz was induced

to examine the manuscript with minute attention. It contains tlie four Gospels of one of

the most antient Latin Ante-Hieronymian versions ; and was written on vellum, in quarto,

and in uncial cliaracters, in the seventh or at the latest in the eighth century. The

external appearance, critical value, and age of this manuscript, are described at considera-

ble length by Dr. Schulz, who has inserted its most valuable various readings in his third

edition of Griesbach's Greek Testament.

18. Descriptio Codicis ManuscriptI, qui Versionem Pentateuchi Ara-

bici continet, asservati in Bibliotheca Universitatis Vratislaviensis ac

nondum editi, cum speciminibus Versionis Arabicae. Auctore G. A.

Theiner. Vratislaviae, 1823. 4to.

The manuscript described in this dissertation, formerly belonged to the Convent of

Aufustinians at Sagan : whence it was removed to the University of Breslau, together

with some other oriental manuscripts. A note, at the end, indicates the date of this MS.
to be the year 1290. It is supposed to have been written in Egypt by a Christian Copt.

(Journal de la Litt^rature Etraiigere, 1823. p. 248.)

(2.) Treatises on Various Readings.

1. Ludovici Cappelli Critica Sacra; sive de Variis, quae in Sacris

Veteris Testamenti libris occurrunt, Lectionibus Libri sex. Parisiis,

1650. folio. Halse, 1775-1786. 3 vols. 8vo.

In this work Cappel attacked the notion, which at that time obtained generally among
biblical critics, of tlie absolute integrity of the Hebrew text. So much were the French

Protestants displeased at it, that they prevented it from being printed either at Sedan,

Geneva, or Leydcn. At length Father IMoriiius and some other learned men in com-

munion with the church of Rome, obtained permission for its pidilication at Paris. It is

710U) admitted that Cappel has fully proved his })oint. He was however severely attacked

by Arnold Boott, in his Epistola JDe Texlus Hebraici Veteris Testamen li Certitudine et

Autlientin, 4to. I'arisiis, 1650, and especially by the younger Buxtorf, who in 1653 printed

his Anll-CrUicn, seu ViiulicicB VerUatis Ebraicrv adversus Ludovici Capelti Criticnm, qtiam

vocat Sacram, Ac Basilese, 4to. ; in which Buxtorf nmst strenuously advocates the au-

thority and aljsolnte integrity of the Hebrew text. This standard work, which cost its

learned author thirty six yeais' labour, exhibits in six books the various readings, which

result, 1. From a juxta-position of diti'erent parts of the Old Testament; 2. From a

collation of the parallel passages of the Old and New Testament j S. From collations
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of the Masora, Samaritan Version, and most antient printed editions of the Hcl)rew
Scriptures; 4. From a coUaiiou of the Septiiiigint with tlie Hebrew text ; 5. From
collations of the Hebrew text witli the Cliahlee Paraphrase, and the Greek versions of

Aquiia, Symmachus, and Theodotion ; with the Litin Vuliiate; and with the Masoretic
and Rabbinical commentators ; 6. The sixth and concluding i)ook treats on the errors

which are to be attributed to transcribers, and on the readings derived from conjectural

criticism. Tiie best edition of Cappel's work is the 8vo. one above noticed ; it contains

his various defences of hiins(;lf against his bitter antagonists, and was superintended by
M]\I. Vogel and Sdiarfenlierg, wiio have inserted numerous valuable notes, in which the

argmnents and statements of Cappel are occasionally examined, corrected, or refuted.

2. Adami Regheneergii Dissertatio Critica de Variantibus Novi Tes-
tamenti Lectionibus Graecis. Lipsiae, 1690. 4to.

3. Joannis Clerici Ars Critica. 8vo. Londini, 1698.

Tlie two first sections of the third part of this very valuable critical work treat on the

origin and correction of false readings, both in profane and particularly in the sacred

writers.

4. Christoph. Matt. Pfaffii Dissertatio Critica de Genuinis Librorum
Novi Testamenti Lectionibus. Amstelodami, 1709. 8vo.

, 5. J. H. ab Elswicii Dissertatio de Ilecentiorum in Novum Foedus
Critice. Vitebergte, 1711.

6- J. W. Baieri Dissertatio de Variarum Lectionum Novi Testamenti

usu et abusu. Altdorf, 1712.

7. J. L. Frey Commentarius de Variis Lectionibus Novi Testamenti.

Basil. 1713.

8. Chr. LuDERi Dissertatio de Causis Variantium Lectionum Scripturae.

Lipsiae, 1730.

9. Antonii Driessenii Divina Auctorltas Codicis Novi Testamenti,

vindicata a strepitu Variantium Lectionum. Groeningae, 1733. 4to.

10. J. A. OsiANDRi Oratio de Originibus Variantium Lectionum Novi
Testamenti. Tubingen, 1739. 4to.

11. J. A. OsiANDRi Disputatio de Prsecipuis Lectionibus Variis Novi
Testamenti. Tubingen, 1747. 4to.

12. J. C. Klemm Principia Criticae Sacrae Novi Testamenti. Tubin-
gen, 1746. 4to.

13. Jo. Geo. RrcHTER Exercitatio de Arte Critica Scripturae Inter-

prete. Ludg. 1750. 4to.

14. C. B. MiCKAELis Tractatio Critica de Variis Lectionibus Novi
Testamenti caute colligendis et dijudicandis, in qua cum de iliarum causis

tum de cautelis agitur, simulque de codicibus, versionibus antiquis, et

Patribus, partim curiosa, partim utilia, asseruntur. Halae, 174^9. 4to.

This treatise was the foundation on whicii J. D. IMichaelis built his " admirable chap-
ter" on the various readings of the Nevv Testament, as Bishop Marsh most truly terms
it. This chapter forms by far the largest portion of the first volume of his Introduction

to the New Testament. The Latin treatise of his father is of extreme rarity.

15. Jo. Jac. Wetstenii Libelli ad Crisin atque Interpretationem
Novi Testamenti. Adjecta est Recensio Introductionis Bengelii ad
Crisin Novi Testamenti, atque Glocestrii Ridley Dii-sertatio de Syria-

carum Novi Foederis Lidole atque Usu. Illustravit Job. Salomo Sender.
Halas Magdeburgica), 1766. 8vo.

The first 109 pages of this volume contain Wetstein's Animadversioiics et CcnUumes ad
Mxavien Variarum Lectionum Movi Tesaltnenli Necessaria\ wiwh were first primed in the

second volume of his edition of the Greek Testament,
i p. S59 874. They havu bt en

consulted for our observations on various readings. Wetstein's rules for judging of
various readings are given with great clearness and precision ; and the whole volume " is

a publication which should be in the hands of everv critic." (Bishop Marih.)
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(3.) Collations of Manuscripts and Collections of Various Readings.

*** Of ^^ earlier collections of Various Readings, an account 7nay be seen in Le Long's
Bibliolhcca Sacra, vol. i. pp. 460-472.

1. Collatio Codicis Cottoniani Geneseos cum Editione Romana, a viro

clarissimo Joanne Ernesto Grabe olim facta ; nunc demum summa cura

edita ab Henrico Owen. Londini, 1778. 8vo.

2. A Collation of an Indian copy of the Pentateuch, with preliminary

remarks, containing an exact description of the manuscript, and a notice

ofsome others, Hebrew and Syriac, collected by the Rev. C. Buchanan, D.D.
in the year 1806, and now deposited in the Public Library, Cambridge.

Also a collation and description of a manuscript roll of the Book of

Esther, and the Megillah of Ahasuerus, from the Hebrew copy, originally

extant in brazen tablets at Goa ; with an English Translation. By
Thomas Yeates. Cambridge, 1812. ^to.

An account of the manuscript, which Mr. Yeates has collated in this learned and

valuable publication, is given in Part I. Chap. III. Sect. I. of this Volume. For an

analysis of his work, see the Christian Observer for the year 1812, pp. 172-174.

3. Variae Lectiones Veteris Testament!, ex immensa MSS. Editorura-

que Codicum congerie hausta, et ad Samaritanum Textum, ad vetustis-

simas Versiones, ad accuratiores Sacrae Criticae Pontes ac Leges examin-

atae : a Jo. Bern. De Rossi. Parmaj, 1784-87. 4 tomis 4to. — Ejusdem
Scholia Critica in Vetus Testamentum, seu Supplementum ad Varias Sacri

Textiis Lectiones. Parmae, 1799. 4to.

This collection of various readings to the Hebrew Scriptures may be considered as an

indispensably necessary supplement to Dr. Kennicott's critical edition described in

pp. 7, 8, of this Appendix. Four hundred and seventi/-7iine manuscripts were collated

for INI. De Rossi's elaborate work, besides tu'o liundred and eighti/-eight printed editions,

some of which were totally unknown before, and others very imperfectly known. He also

consulted several Chaldee, Syriac, Arabic, and Latin manuscripts, together with a con-

siderable number of rabbinical commentaries. Vol. I. contains the Prolegomena of De
Rossi, and the various readings of the books of Genesis, Exodus, and Leviticus. Vol. IL
contains those of the books of Numbers, Deuteronomy, Josliua, Judges, Samuel, and

Kings. Vol. III. comprehends Isaiah, Jeremiah, Eztkiel, the twelve minor Prophets,

with the Song of Solomon, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther : and in Vol. IV.

are the various readings of the books of Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah,

and Chronicles. The supplemental volume of Scholia Critica, published at Parma in

1799, contains the results of M. De Rossi's further collations. His Prolegomena

are a treasure of biblical criticism. The critical labours of this eminent philologer

ascertain (as Dr. Kennicott's valuable and judicious labours had before done;, instead of

invalidating, the integrity of the sacred text, in matters of the greatest importance ; as all

the manuscripts, notwithstanding the diversity of their dates, and of the places where tiiey

were transcribed, agree with respect to that which constitutes the proper essence and sub-

stance of divine revelation, viz. its doctrines, moral precepts, and historical relations.

M. De Rossi charges the variations not merely on the co))yists, but on the ignorance and

temerity of the critics, who have in all ages been too ambitious of dictating to their

authors : and who, instead of correcting the pretended errors of others, frequently substi-

tute in their place real errors of their own.

4. Codex Criticus of the Hebrew Bible, wherein van der Hooght's

Text is corrected from the Hebrew Manuscripts collated by Kennicott

and De Rossi, and from the Antient Versions ; being an Attempt to

form a Standard Text of the Old Testament. To which is prefixed an

Essay on the Nature and Necessity of such an Undertaking. By the

Rev. George Hamilton, M.A. London, 1821. 8vo.

Much as has been accomplished by the learned researches of Dr. Kennicott, Professor

De Rossi, and other distinguished I3iblical Critics, a standard text of the Rooks of the

Old Testament is still a desideratuin in Sacred Literature, which Mr. Hainilton's work is

an able and successful attempt to supply. In his Codex Criticus, " the text of van der
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Hooght is adopted as the basis, being that to which both Kcnnicott and De Rossihave

referred their collation?. Every deviation from this text is marked by hollow letters, and
the word or words, as they stand in van der Hooght, are exhibited in the outer margin, so

that the entire of liis text is printed. The inferior margin contains such various readings

as were deemed worthy of notice, though not entitled to a place in the text ; readings pro-

6n6/y <r!<tf being marked (-]-), and those possibli/ true (|). In the text each variation is pre-

ceded i)y a numerical figure, and followed by two inverted commas (") to mark how far

it extends : the figure refers to a corresponding one in the outer margin, if it be prefixed

to a correction, in which case the margin exhibits the rejected reading, or to one in the

inferior margin, if it be but a various reading. In every case there is also a corresponding

number in the notes, which expresses the authorities by which the reading is supported,

or on which the various reading rests. This plan is in accordance with that of Gries-

bach's revision." (Eclectic Review, N. S. \o\. xviii. pp. 3)9, ,320.) " On the value

and utility of the publication before us, it is unnecessary for us to expatiate. The purity

of the text of the Bible is a subject which possesses the highest importance. This Codex
Criticus presents in a condensed and commodious, and, what is of no small consideration,

cheap form, the results of Kennicott's and De Rossi's labours in sacred criticism." (Ibid,

p. 324.)

5. C. A. Bode Pseudo-Critica Millio-Bengeliana, qua allegationes pro
Variis Novi Testamenti Lectionibus refutantur. Halse, 1767. 2 vols. 8vo.

Dr. Mill in his critical edition of the Greek Testament, not being suflSciently acquainted

witli the Oriental Versions, had recourse to the Latin translations of them in Bishop

Walton's Polyglott, for the various readings of those versions. Consequently he erred

whenever these were incorrect. Similar mistakes were committed by Bengel from the

same cause. The design of Professor Bode is to correct the defects and mistakes of

those eminent critic. Bode is considered by his countrymen as a man of most extensive

,earning, but totally destitute of elegance as a writer.

6. Joannis Albert! Bengelii Apparatus Criticus ad Novum Testamen-
tum, criseos sacrge compendium, limam, supplementum, ac tVuctum exhi-

bens. Cura Philippi Davidis Burkii. Tubingge, 1763. 4to.

The first impression of this work appeared in Bengel's edition of the Greek Testament*

published at Tubingen, in 17,34, 4to It was materially enlarged and corrected by
Burkius. Much as has been done by later critics, the researches of Bengel and his col-

lection of Various Readings are not superseded by their learned labours.

7- Jo, Jac. Griesbachii Symbolse Criticae, ad supplendas et corrigen-

das Variarum N. T. Lectionum collectiones. Accedit multorum N. T.

Codicura Graecorum Descriptio, et Examen. Halae, 1785-93. 2 tomis

8vo.

8. Criseos Griesbachianse in Novum Testamentum Synopsis. Edidit

Josephus White, S. T. P. Oxonii. 1811. 8vo.

This small volume is exactly conformable in its design to the beautiful edition of the

New Testament published by Dr. White in 1808, and noticed in p. 23 of this Appendix.

It " contains all the variations of any consequence, which can be considered as established,

or even rendered probable, by the investigation of Griesbacli. The chief part of these

readings was given in the margin of that edition, distinguished by the Origenian marks.

Here the value of each reading or proposed alteration is stated in words at length, and
therefore cannot be misapprehended. This book may therefore be considered as a kind of

supplement to that edition, or illustration of it." (British Critic, (O. S.) vol. xxxviii.

p. 395.)

9. Remarks upon the Systematic Classification of Manuscripts, adopted

by Griesbach in his edition of the New Testament. By Richard Lau-
rence, LL.D. Oxford and London, 181 1. 8vo.

For a full Analysis of this elaborate Treatise of Dr. (now Archbishop) Laurence, see

the British Critic,
i
N. S.) vol. i. pp. 17S-192. 296-315.401-428., and the Eclectic Re-

view, (N. S.) vol. iv. pp. 1-22. 173-189.

10. Sauberti (Johannis) Varia^ Lectiones Textils Graeci Evangelii

S. Mattha?i, ex plurimis impressis ac manuscriptis Codicibus collectae ;

et cum Versionibus parlim antiquissimis, partim pra^stantissimis, nee non
Patrum veteris Ecclesite Graecorum Latinorumque Commentariis col-

latae
; praemissa Epicrisi de Origine, Auctoritate, et Usu Variarum Novi

Testamenti Lectionum Grsecarum in genere. Helmestadii, 1672. 4to.
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11. @Boi f(pccv£oai^'fi iv a-a^-Ai. Or, a Critical Dissertation upon 1 Tim.
iii. 16. Wherein Rules are laid down to distinguish, in various read-

ings, which is genuine ; an account is given of above a hundred Greek
Manuscripts of St. Paul's Epistles (many of them not heretofore col-

lated) ; the writings of the Greek and Latin Fathers, and the ancient

Versions are examin'd ; and the common reading of that Text, ' God
tvas manifest in the Flesh,' is prov'd to be the true One. Being the

Substance of eight Sermons preach 'd at the Lady Moyer's Lecture, in

the years 1737 and 1738. By John Berriman, M.A. London, 1741. 8vo.

12. Examen Variarum Lectionum Joannis Millii S.T.P. in Novum
Testamentum. Opera et studio Danielis Whitby, S.T.P. In vol. ii. of

Dr, Whitby's Commentary on the New Testament, folio and quarto.

This vehement attack on Dr. Mill's Collection of Various Readings, in his critical

edition of the New Testament, was first published in 1710, and afterwards annexed to

Dr. Whitby's Commentary. " His chief object was, to defend the readings of the printed

text, and to shew that Mill was mistaken in frequently preferring other readings. But,

liow frequently soever Mill lias been guilty of an error in judgment, in the choice of this

or that particular reading, yet the value of the collection itself remains unaltered. Whitby,

though a good commentator, was a bad critic." Mieliaelis's Introd. to the New Test,

vol. ii. p. 460. In the following page he severely censures Whitby's Examen.

13. Jacobi Amersfoordt Dissertatio Pliilologica de Variis Lectionibus

Holmesianis locorum quorumdam Pentateuchi Mosaici. Lugd. Bat.

1815. 4to.

14. A Collection of Various Readings for the New Testament made
from ancient Greek Manuscripts. (In the third volume of Dr. A. Clarke's

Commentary on the New Testament.) London, 1817. 4to.

The manuscript, from which this collection of various readings is printed, formerly

belonged to the Rev. Dr. Mangey, a distinguished divine in the early part of tlie eighteenth

century: but it is not in his handwriting. V)r. Clarke has minutely descrii)ed the water-

marks of the paper on which the collection is written, but he is ignorant by whom it was
made ; nor does lie know what MSS. have thus been collated, since no description of

them appears. He states that the collector of these various readings was greatly attached

to the Latin Version, as in almost every case he has preferred those readings which agree

with the Vulgate. Many of the readings thus preferred are those which were adopted by

Griesbach, and received into the Greek Text of his edition of the New Testament.

Dr. Clarke is of opinion that this collection of various readings might have been made,
either in England or in Holland, about one hundi-ed years since, in the reign of King
George I. It commences with Matt. xxiv. 2., and ends with Rev. xxii. 7.

15. Collectanea Critica in Novum Testamentum. Auctore Jacobo
Dermout, Theol. Doct. Pars Prior. Lugduni Batavorum, 1<S25. 8vo.

This volume contains a collection of various readings (now published for the first

time) from the Codex Gronovianus l;il, a ncatiy-wriiten MS. of the four Gospels,
and the Codex Meermannianus, containing the four Gospels, Acts and Epistles, with
some chasms; both these MSS. are in the University Library at Leyden. He has also

collated two other MSS. in the same library, the readings of which had been imperfectly

given by Wetstein, viz. the Codex Fetavii 1 , containing the Acts and Epistles entire, and
the Codex Scaligeri, which contains various passages of the New Testament. These four

INISS. were collated with the Textus Receptus : and to the readings thus obtained.

Dr. Dermout has added numerous lections from Scholz's Bihlico-Crilical Travels, and
from the Codex Berolinensis, a MS. of the eleventh century, containing fragments of the

Gospels, published by Pappelbaum. All these readings are disposed in the order of
the several Books and Chapters of the New Testament by Dr. Dermout, who promises
two other portions of his Collectanea Critica, whicli are to contain accurate descriptions of
the manuscripts consulted by him, together with commentaries on select passages of the

New Testament, which have been or still are the subject of discussion among the learned.
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V. Treatises on Versions of the Scriptures.

(I.) Treatises on Antient Versions.

I. Novi Testament! Versiones Syriacte, Simplex, Philoxeniana et

Hierosolymitana, denuo examinata?, et ad fidem Codicum Manuscripto-
rum Bibliotliecarum, Vaticana?, Angelicae, Assemaiiianae Mediceae,
Regiai aliarumque ; novis Observationibus atque Tabulis sere incisis

illustratsE3 a Jacobo Georgio Christiano Adler. llafnia?, 1789. 4to,

2. G. H. Bernstein de Verslone Novi Testamenti Syriaca Hera-
cleensi Commentatio. Lipsiae, 1822. 4to.

3. Dissertatio Theologico-Critica de Vi, quam antiquissimas Versiones
qua; extant Latinae in Crisin Evangeliorum IV habeant, exhibita a
M. C. A. Breyther. Merseburgi, 1824. 8vo.

4. J. A. DoRN De Psalterio ^Ethiopico Commentatio. Lipsia?, 1825. 4to.

5. J. F. FiscHERi Prolusiones de Versionibus Graecis Librorum Veteris
Testamenti. Lipsiae, 1772. Svo.

6. Jo. Ernest. Grabii Epistola ad clarissimum, virum Jo. Millium
;

qua ostenditur, Libri Judicum Genuinam LXX. Interpretum Versionem
eam esse, quam MS. Cod. Alexandrinus exhibet; llomanam autem
Editionem, quod ad dictum librum, ab ilia prorsus diversam, atque
eandem cum Hesychiana esse. Subnexa sunt tria Novae -vav o Editionis

Specimina. Oxonii, 1705. 4to.

In this tract, which is not of common occurrence, Dr. Grabe announced and also

gave specimens of the critical edition of the Septuagint, which is described in p. 36 of
this Appendix.

7. Joh. Ernest. Grabii Dissertatio de variis Vitiis Septuaginta Inter-

pretum Versioni ante B. Origenis aevum illatis, et remediis ab ipso in

Hexaplari ejusdem Versionis Editione adhibitis, deque hujus editionis

Reliquiis tam manuscriptis quam praelo excusis. Oxonii, 1710. 4to.

A rare and valuable tract.

8. De Pentateuchi Versionis Syriacae, quam Peschito vocant, Indole,
Commentatio Critico-Exegetica. Scripsit Ludovicus Hirzel. Lipsiae,

1825. 8vo.

9. Remarques sur la Version Italique de S. Matthieu, qu'on a decou-
vert dans de fort anciens Manuscrits. Par Jean Martianay. Paris,

1695. 8vo.

10. Joan. Davidis Michaelis Curse in Versionem Syriacam Actuum
Apostolicorum, Cum Consectariis Criticis de indole, cognationibus, et

usu Versionis Syriacae Tabularum Novi Foederis. Gottingse, 1755. 4to.

11. De Origine Versionis Septuaginta Interpretum: Auctore S. T.
MuECKE, correctore Lycei Soraviensis. Zullichoviae, 1788. Svo.

Bp. Marsh pronounces tliis to ije " a very useful work, as it represents both concisely
and perspieuouslj' the several topics which suggest themselves for consideration on the
origin of the Septuagint version." (Lectures, part iii. p. I'iS.)

12. Friderici Munter Commentatio de Indole Versionis Novi Testa-
menti Sahidicae. Accedit Fragmentum Epistolse Pauli ad Timotheum, ex
membrano Sahidico Manuscripto Borgiano, Velitris. Hafniae, 1789. 4to.

13. An Enquiry into the present State of the Septuagint Version of
the Old Testament. By Henry Owen, D. D. London, 1769. Svo.

All Dr. Henry Owen's works are characterised by sound criticism and laborious research.
Bp. Marsh, who says tliat he is an excellent critic, observes that his Historical and Critical
Account of tlie Septuagint Version " should be read by every man, who wishes to be ac-
quainted with the history of that version."

14. A Brief Account, Historical and Critical, of the Septuagint
Version of the Old Testament. To which is added a Dissertation an
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the comparative Excellency of the Hebrew and Samaritan Pentateuch.

By Dr. Henry Owen, F. R.S., &c. London, 1787- 8vo,

" The learned author of this piece has bestowed very laudable pains upon his subject,

and brought into a very small compass many just remarks, and much useful information ;

which will not fail to be highly acceptable to those who are engaged in the study of the

Scriptures." (Month. Rev. (O. S. ) vol. Ixxviii. p. 266.)

15. F. V. Reinhardi Dissertatio de Versionis Alexandrinae authori-

tate et usu in constituenda Librorum Hebraicorum Lectione genuine..

Vitembergae, 1777. ^to.

16. De Syriacarum Novi Foederis Versionum Indole atque Usu Dis-

sertatio. Philoxenianam cum Simplice, e duobus pervetustis Codd.

MSS. ab Amida transmissis, conferente Glocestrio Ridley. Londini,

1761. 4to.

This very scarce tract is reprinted at the end of Semler's edition of Wetstein's Libelli ad

Crisin atque Interpretationem Novi Testamenti, (Sto. Hala;, 1766), pp. 247-339. from a

copy then in the library of the celebrated Michaelis.

17. Ern. Frid. Car. Rosenmuller de Versione Fentateuchi Persica

Commentatio. Lipsiaj, 1813. -ito.

18. Animadversiones, quibus Fragmenta Versionum Graecarum V. T.

a Bern. Montefalconio collecta, illustrantur a Jo. Gottfr. Scharfenberg.

LipsiiE, 1776. 8vo.

19. ScHLEusNERi (Joh. Frid.) Opuscula Critica ad Versiones Graecas

Veteris Testamenti pertinentia. Lipsiee, 1812. 8vo.

The first part of this volume contains observations on the authority and use of the

Greek fathers in settling the genuine reading of the Greek Versions of the Old Testa-

ment. The second part comprises observations and conjectural emendations on those

versions.

20. UssERii (Jacobi, Armachensis Episcopi) de Graeca Septuaginta

Interpretum Versione Syntagma. Londoni, 1665. 4to.

" It is divided into nine chapters, and relates to the origin of the version according to

the account of Aristeas (then supposed to be genuine), to the time when and the place

where it was written, to the alterations which were gradually made in its text, to the

corrections of Origen, to tlie modern editions, and other subjects with which these are

immediately connected. This is a work of great merit : it displays much original in-

quiry; and may be regarded as the ground-work of later publications on the Septuagint."

(Bp. Marsh's Lectures, part ii. p. 121.)

21. G. B. Winer de Onkeloso ejusque Paraphrasi Chaldaica Dis-

sertatio. Lipsise, 1820. 4to.

(2.) Treatises on Modern Versions of the Scriptures.

1. A History of the Translations which have been made of the Scrip-

tures, from the earliest to the present age, throughout Europe, Asia,

Africa, and America. By Herbert Marsh, D.D. [Bishop of Peter-

borough]. London, 1812. 8vo.

2. A Historical Sketch of the Translation and Circulation of the

Scriptures, from the earliest period to the present time. By the Rev.

W^. A. Thomson, and the Rev. W. Orme. Perth, 1815, 8vo.

1. An Historical Account of the several English Translations of the

Bible, and the Opposition they met with from the Church of Rome. By
Anthony -Johnson. London, 1730. 8vo. Also in the third volume of

Bishop Watson's Collection of Theological Tracts.

2. A Letter, shewing why our English Bibles differ so much from the
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Septuagint ; though both are translated from the Hebrew original. [By
Thomas Brett, LL.D.] London, 174-3, 8vo.

A second edition was published in 1760, entitled a Dissertation, instead of a Letter.

It has been reprinted by Bishop Watson, Tracts, vol. iii.

3. A History of the Principal Translations of the Bible. By John
Lewis, M.A. London, 1739. 8vo.

The first edition of this valuable work, to which all succeeding writers on the English
versions of tlie Scriptures are indebted, was prefixed to Rlr. Lewis's folio edition of the

venerable John Wicklifl'e's English version of the New Testament. It was reprinted

in 1818, at London, with some unimportant additions, in one volume, Svo.

4. An Historical View of the English Biblical Translations ; the ex-
pedience of revising by authority our present Translation, and the
Means of executing such a Revision. By William Newcome, D.D.
Bishop of Waterford. Dublin, 1792. Svo.

5. A List of Editions of the Bible, and Parts thereof in English,
from the year MDV. to MDCCCXX. With an Appendix, containing
Specimens of Translations and Bibliographical Descriptions. By the
Rev. Henry Cotton, D.C.L. Oxford, at the Clarendon Press, 1821. Svo.

Though the author of this unassuming but very interesting "List" modestly terms it

"an Appendix" to the latter part of Lewis's work, it will be found a very useful pub-
lication to those who may not lie possessed of Lewis's History. It is evidently the result

of deep research, and is drawn up with great care. Tlie notes, which are not numerous,
are strictly bibliographical, and contain much valuable information to the collectors of
rare books ; while considerable additional interest is imparted to the work by the speci-

mens of early translations which will be found in the appendix.

6. Dangerous Errors in several late printed Bibles, to the great
scandal and corruption of sacred and true Religion. Discovered by
William Kilburn. Printed at Finsbury, anno 1659. Svo.

This very curious tract points out numerous " pernicious, erroneous, and corrupt
Erratas, Escapes, and Faults in several Impressions of the Holy Bible and Testament,
within these late years" [during the great rebellion], " commonly vended and dispersed to

the great scandal of religion, but more particularly in the impressions of Henry Hills

and Jolin Field, Printers." A copy is in the Library of the British Museum.

7. Reasons why a new Translation of the Bible should not be pub-
lished, without a previous statement and examination of all the material

Passages, which may be supposed to be misinterpreted. [By Thomas
Burgess, D.D., now Bishop of Salisbury]. Durham, 1816. Svo.

S. Reasons in favour of a New Translation of the Holy Scriptures.

By Sir James Bland Burges, Bart. London, 1819. Svo.

9. A Vindication of our authorised Translation and Translators of the

Bible, and of preceding English Versions authoritatively commended
to the Notice of those Translators, &c. By the Rev. PI. J. Todd, M<A.
London, 1819. Svo.

10. An Historical and Critical Inquiry into the Interpretation of the

Hebrew Scriptures, with Remarks on Mr. Bellamy's new Translation.

By J. W. Whittaker, M.A. London, 1819. 8vo. Supplement, 1820. Svo.

11. Vindiciae Hebraica; ; or a Defence of the Hebrew Scriptures, oc-
casioned by the recent strictures and innovations of J. Bellamy, and in

confutation of his attacks on all preceding Translations, and on the

Established Version in particular. By Hyman Hurwitz. London,
1820. Svo.

This author is a learned Jewish Teacher ; who, while lie has exposed Mr. Bellamy's

misinterpretations with great learning, has rendered to British Christians an incalculable

service, by shewing the general excellence of our authorised English Version ; and has
also, perhaps unwittingly, silenced the Jewish objector, who used to deny the validity of
the Old Testament as cited from that version.
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12. A Letter to the Rt. Rev. Herbert [Marsh], Lord Bishop of Peter-

borough, on the Independence of the authorized Version of the Bible.

By Henry Walter, B.D. London, 1823. 8vo.

13. Observations upon the Expediency of revising the present En-
glish Version of the four Gospels, and of the Acts of the Apostles. By
John Symonds, LL. D. Professor of Modern History in the University

of Cambridge, 1789. 4to.

14. Observations on the Expediency of revising the present English

Version of the Epistles in the New Testament. By John Symonds,
LL.D. 1794. 4to.

The same method of classification is pursued in both these publications. " Of the

observations themselves it must be said, that many are just andusel'ul ; but many also are

minute and over-refined." (British Critic, O. S. vol. iii. p. 332.)

15. The Errata of the Protestant Bible : or the Truth of the English

Translation examined by Thomas Ward. Dublin, 1807. 4to.

16. An Analysis of Ward's Errata of the Protestant Bible. By
Richard Ryan, D.D. Dublin, 1808. 8vo.

17. An Answer to Ward's Errata of the Protestant Bible. By
Richard Grier, D.D. Dublin, 1812. 4to.

18. Observations on the present State of the Roman Catholic English

Bible, addressed to the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Dublin ; shewing

that it has never been edited on any uniform plan ; that the principles

adopted by the Rhemish Translators have been abandoned ; and that

the Censures of Ward's Errata are as applicable to it, as to the Pro-

testant Bible. By the Rev. George Hamilton, A.M. Dublin, 1826. 8vo.

19. A Second Letter to the most Rev. Dr. Murray, on the present

State of the English Roman Catholic Bible, contrasting the Notes re-

cently published by him, with those to which he gave his sanction before

the Committee of the House of Commons. By the Rev. George Ha-
milton, A.M. Dublin, 1826. 8vo.

Ward's Errata of the Protestant Bible, which contain a vehement attack upon our pre-

sent authorised version, were first published anonymously in the reign of James II., and

were reprinted in the former part of the eighteenth century. This book, after sleeping in

oblivion for many years, was reprinted at Dublin in ] 807, and extensively circulated under

the patronage of tiie Romish Clergy in Ireland. This called forth the two very able and
satisfactory replies of the Rev. Drs. Grier and Ryan.

In consequence of the Biblical Discussions which have taken place in Ireland, Mr. Ha-
milton was induced to collate five editions, besides the New Testament printed at Rheims
in 1582, which have been circulated under the authority of the Romish archbishops of

Dublin. The result is, that there is not one standard copy extant ; -what, however, is

most gratifying to us as Protestants is, that Dr. Murray's edition, printed in 1825, con-

tains severnl corrections nf the Aiiiilo-Romiih translation from ouk authorised Protestant

Version, which identical passages had been denounced by Ward as heretical niislransla-

tiotis ! Mr. Hamilton's second pamphlet exposes the variations which occur in the notes

bf five several editions, printed between the years 1748 and 1826 ; and further shews that

the Irish branch of the self-styled infallible Church has no fixed standard whatever, either

in the Bibles printed for adults, or in the elementary Catechisms prepared for the use of

children.

20. An Historical Account of the British or Welsh Versions and
Editions of the Bible. By Thomas Llewellyn, LL.D. London, 1768.

Svo.

A tract not of very frequent occurrence. In an Appendix, the author has printed the

dedication, which the translators prefixed to the first impressions of the Welsh Bible.

21. A Dissertation on Hans Mikkelsen's (or the first Danish) Transla-

tion of the New Testament. By Ebenezer Henderson, [D. D.J Copen-
hagen, 1813. 4to.
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22. Biblical Researches and Travels in Russia, &c. &c. By Ebenezer
Henderson, [D. D.] London, 1826. 8vo.

This very interesting volume of Travels lias a claim to be noticed in this place, on ac-
count of the numerous and important details which Dr. Henderson has communicated
respecting the antient and modern Russian Versions and editions of the Holy Scriptures,
and to which we have been largely indebted. Dr. H. has, in the course of his lengthened
tour through the southern provinces of Russia, collected many very valuable elucidations
of Scripture manners and customs. Independently of these circumstances, which neces-
sarily arrest the attention of Bible students, his volume contains much valuable statistical

information relative to the countries through which he travelled.

23. Christiani Andr. Teuberi Tractatus Philologico-Exegeticus de
Utilitate Lingute Anglicanoe in Expjicatione S. Scriptura^, ex Perioopis
vulgo Epistolicis Vernacular Versionis cum Anglicana et Fontibus collatis

demonstrata. Lipsiae, 1733. I2mo.
The design of this publication is to shew the utility of the English Language, and

also, by actual collation, the importance of our authorised English Version of the Bible
for correcting the German translation. M. Teuber has adduced several instances in
which the latter may be improved from our version.

24. Memoir of a French Translation of the New Testament, in which
the Mass and Purgatory are found in the Sacred Text : together with
Bishop Kidder's Reflections on the same : accompanied by Notes. By
Henry Cotton, LL.D. London, 1827. 8vo.

In 1690, Dr. Kidder, afterwards Bishop of Bath and Wells, introduced to the notice

of the English public a French Translation of the New Testament, which had been printed
at Bourdeaux in 1686; and he exposed the numerous falsifications of the sacred original

which the translators had made, in order to uphold the erroneous tenets and superstitious

practices of the church of Rome. Bp. Kidder's pamphlet having become extremely rare.

Dr. Cotton has rendered a valuable service to the Protestant cause by reprinting it with
some corrective notes : and he has prefixed an interesting bibliographical memoir on the

Bourdeaux New Testament.

4. Treatises 07i the Original Languages of Scripttire^ and Grammars
and Lexicons thereof.

i. Hebrerv Language.

(1.) Treatises on the Study of the Hebreiv Language, and on the
Votvel Points.

1. Linguae Hebraicae Studium Juventuti Academicae commendatum,
Oratione Oxonii habita in schola Linguarum, a Georgio Jubb, S. T. P.

Linguae Hebraicae Professore. Oxonii, 1781. 4to.

2. Dissertations on the Importance and best Method of Studying the

Original Languages of the Bible, by Jahn and others ; translated from
the Originals, and accompanied with Notes, by M. Stuart, Associate

Professor of Sacred Literature in the Theological Seminary at Andover.
— Andover (Massachussetts), 1821. 8vo.

These dissertations are three in number, and are translated from the Latin of Jahn and
Wyttenbach, and the German of Gesenius : they comprise many important observations

on the study of languages, the value of which is greatly enhanced by the original and
instructive notes of the translator.

3. Johannis Blxtorfii Tiberias, sive Commentarlus Masorethicus :

quo primum explicatur quid IMasora sit; turn Historia Masoretharum
ex Hebraeorum Annalibus excutitur ; secundo clavis Masorae traditur

;

denique Analytica Masorae explicatio in prinmm caput Geneseos pro-

ponitur. Basileae Rauracorum, 1620. 4-to.

4. Ludovici Cappelli, Filii, Arcanum Punctationis revelatum, sive de
Punctoruni Vocalium et Accentuum apud Hebraeos vera et germana
antiquitate Uiatriba, in iucem edita a Thonia Erpenio. Lugduni Bata-

vorum, 1624. 4to.
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These two works almost exhaust the controversy respecting the vowel points of the

Hebrew Language. Buxtorf maintains, and Capellus opposes them, both with equal

learning and ingenuity.

5- Jacobi Altingii Fmidamenta Punctationis Linguae Sanctae : accedit

ejusdem Synopsis Institutionum Clialdaearum et Syrarum. Francofurti ad
McEnum, 1730. 8vo.

This is usually considered as the best edition : the treatise first appeared in 1692.

It is considered by critics as indispensable to those who would penetrate the arcana of the

Masoretic Punctuation.

6. Josephi Dobrowsky de antiquis Hebraeorum Characteribus Dis-

sertatio. Pragae, 1783. Svo.

" This tract contains, in a short compass, a perspicuous statement of all the arguments
both for and against the antiquity of the Hebrew Letters: and the conclusion, which the

author deduces, is, that not the Hebrew but tlie Samaritan was the antient alphabet of

the Jews." (Bp. Marsh's Divinity Lectures, part ii. p. 1.35.)

7. A. B. Spitzneri Vindiciae Originis et Auctoritatis Divinae Puncto-
rum Vocalium et Accentuum in libris sacris Veteris Testamenti. Lipsiae,

1791. Svo.

In this treatise the author strenuously advocates the divine origin and authenticity of the

vowel points.

(2.) Hebretv Grammars, and other Treatises on the Hebreiv Language,
with Points.

[i.] In the English Language.

1. An Easy Entrance into the Sacred Language, containing the neces-

sary rules of Hebrew Grammar in English : with tlie Original Text of

several chapters, select verses and useful histories, translated verbatim
and analysed. Likewise some select pieces of Hebrew Poetry. By the

Ilev. Cornelius Bayley. I<ondon, 1782. Svo.

This " Grammar may be very useful. Its rules, though concise, are perspicuous; the

analysis and the examples illustrate their principles, and tend to facilitate the study of the

Hebrew." (Monthly Review (O. S.) vol. Ixviii. p. 190.) This Grammar has lately been

reprinted.

2. The Scholar's Instructor ; an Hebrew Grammar, by Israel Lyons.
Cambridge, 1735 ; 1757, 2d edit. ; 1810, 3d edit, revised by H. Jacob.

3. Hebrew Grammar, with the principal rules compiled from some of

the most considerable Hebrew Grammars. By Thomas Yeates. London,

1812. Svo. and various subsequent editions.

These two Grammars have long been in use in different academies, as well as in the

universities ; and are recommended by their brevity. Mr. Yeatcs's Grammar is an im-

provement of one composed by Dr. Ashworth, and printed at Cambridge in 1763.

4. A Hebrew Grammar for the use of the Students of the University

of Dublin. By the Rev. Gerald Fitzgerald, D.D. Hebrew Professor

in [the] said University. Dublin, 1799. Svo.

" A plain, easy, and useful introduction to the Hebrew Tongue, in English, for the

use of students in our universities, and particularly in the university of Dublin." (Monthly

Review (N. S.) vol. xxxiv. p. 151.) The author has pursued an intermediate method be-

tween adopting all the Masoretic notes and rejecting them altogether; viz. by retaining

the vowel points and such of the accents as are most distinguishable and useful, and omit-

ting all the other accents (tlie number of which is considerable) which he deems wholly

unnecessary in the present state of the Hebrew language.

5. Elements of the Hebrew Language, Part I. Orthography. With

notes and a vocabulary for the use of Schools and Beginners. By Hyman
HuRWiTZ. London, 1807. 8vo.
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The autlior is a respectable Jewish teaclier : the second part does not appear to have been
pubh'shed. See an account of this work in the Montlily Review (N. S.) vol. Iviii. p. 431,

6. A Hebrew Grammar in the English Language, by Joseph Samuel
C. F. Frey. London, 1813. 8vo. A new edition, with corrections and
additions, by George Downes, A.M. London, 1823. 8vo.

" The directions for tiie formation of verbs, through all their voices, modes, and tenses,

are minutely given ; and this part of the Grammar manifests the author's critical acquaint-
ance witli the language which he professes to teach.— Thougli we would not recommend
this as superseding the use of other Grammars, especially to tiie classical scholar, but
would rather advise it to be compared with tiie best of those which are written in Latin,
yet we must remark that Mr. Frey's mode of teaching tlie Hebrew is very masterly ; that

it is singularly calculated to facilitate the student's intimate knowledge of that language;
and that it makes us acquainted with the process adopted by the Rabbis in their education
of Jewish youth. The Hebrew Psalter, or Book of Psalms, is subjoined to this Grammar,
which considerably augments its value." (Monthly Review (N. S. ; vol. Iviii. p. 55.) The
edition superintended by Mr. Downes contains a glossary of the first six psalms, a com-
pendium of Chaldee Grammar, and other important additions.

7. Elements of Hebrew Grammar. In two parts. By J. F. Gyles,
M.A. London, 1814. 8vo.

Tlie difficulties which opposed his own progress in the Hebrew language originally

suggested to Mr. Gyles the plan of the present Grammar, which is characterised by sim-
plicity of manner, and clearness of illustration. His second part, which treats on the

structure and idioms of the language, contains a good selection of rules and examples
principally from the first volume of Dathe's edition of Glassius's PIdlologia Sacra, one of
the most elaborate systems of Hebrew Grammar perhaps that is extant, and which is in-

dispensably necessary to the biblical student, who is desirous o^ fully investigating the

language.

8. A Hebrew Grammar, with a copious Syntax and Praxis. By Moses
Stuart, Professor of Sacred Literature in the Theological Seminary at

Andover. Andover (Massachussetts), 1821. 8vo. Second edition, 1824. 8vo.

Professor Stuart has, with great industry, examined the copious Hebrew Grammars of
the great Oriental scholars, among the Germans, and has chiefly followed the latest and
best, viz. that of Professor Gesenius ; whose German Grammar of the Hebrew tongue is

on the continent considered as the completest system of Hebrew Grammar extant. In
regard to the plan of the work, he does not profess to be a mere translator of Gesenius,

whose Grammar is too large for common use ; but he has adopted the general method of
this writer as his model, deviating however from that eminent Hebraist, where Professor

Stuart conceives that he has good reason for differing from him, and making some im-
provements upon his grammar. The very copious paradigms of nouns, and especially of
the verbs, greatly enhance the value of this Grammar. (North American Review (N. S.)

vol. iv. pp. 473-477.)

9. Observations on the Idiom of the Hebrew Language respecting the

Powers peculiar to the different Tenses of Verbs, and the Communication
of Power from governing Verbs to Subordinates connected with them.
By Philip Gell, M.A. London, 1821. 8vo.

10. An Easy Method of acquiring the Hebrew with the points, accord-
ing to the Antient Practice. By an experienced Teacher. [Mr. .

Borrenstein] London, 1822. a folio sheet.

'= This * easy method' is comprised in a very neatly and distinctly-printed table, includ-

ing three lessons ; the first, containing the alphabet, with the collateral addition of the

Rabbinical, German, and Hebrew characters ; the second, the vowel-points with a few
useful rules ; tlie third, a sort of Praxis on the Letters and Points. A useful chart is thus

provided for constant reference." (Eclectic Review, (N. S.) vol. xvii. p. 463.)

11. Nugse Hebraicaj : or an Inquiry into the Elementary Principles of
the Structure of the Hebrew Language. By a Member of the Royal
Irish Academy. London, 1825. 4to.

12. A Comprehensive Hebrew Grammar : wherein the principles of
the Language are simply and briefly explained. Bv George Jones, A.M.
Dublin, 1826. 8vo.
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This Grammar has been especially composed for the use of the students at the Univer-

sity of Dublin. It has been the autiior's endeavour to embody in clear and concise rules

every thing essential to the radical understanding of the language. " In this design Mr.
Jones has certainly succeeded ; his work contains a summary of all that is valuable in the

Thesaurus Grammaticus of Buxtorf, presented in a manner well calculated to meet the

difficulties generally felt by beginners. The last chapter, which is devoted to Syntax,

contains a collection of useful remarks on the idioms of the language ; the conversive vau is

explained on the principles of Mr. Gell " [see No. 9. p. 159 mjirci] ; and the work con-

cludes with a brief statement of the theory of Hebrew poetry, as laid down by Bishops

Lowth and Jebb " On the whole, we cheerfully recommend this work, as

calculated to teach the principles of the Hebrew Language." (Christ. Examiner, or Church

of Ireland Magazine, February 1827.
J

13. A Grammar of the Hebrew Language, comprised in a series of

Lectures, compiled from the best Authorities, and augmented with

much original matter, drawn principally from Oriental Sources; de-

signed for the use of Students in the Universities. By the Rev. Samuel
Lee, A.m. [now B.D.], Professor of Arabic in the University of Cam-
bridge. London, 1827. 8vo.

The following are the principal circumstances in which this grammar is stated to differ

from every preceding work of the same kind ; viz. 1. In the manner in which the system

of vowel points is developed ;
— and, 2. In the mode in which the nouns and verbs are

exhibited, so as to avoid that perplexity which is presented to learners in many Hebrew
grammars. In the syntax, the character of the language is investigated according to the

analogy discoverable within itself; and the conclusions to which the author arrives are

confirmed by appeals to the Arabian grammarians. The enallages of gender and number,

which have caused so much perplexity to students in the grammars that have been formed

after the system of the celebrated Buxtorf, are here set aside : and principles are laid down,

by which it is shown that, according to the genius of the Shemitic dialects, those rules are

groundless, which make it necessary to call in these anomalies to our aid. To the syntax

is appended a short essay on the use of the Hebrew accents, showing in what way they are

to be understood as a commentary on the bearing of the context. The whole is divided

into TWENTY lectures.

14. A Grammar of the Hebrew Language, with Points ; together

with a short Sketch of the Chaldee Grammar. By Selig Newman, Pro-

fessor of the Hebrew Language. London, 1827. 8vo.

[ii.] In the Latin ai^d French Languages.

1. Joannis Buxtorffii Thesaurus Grammaticus Linguae Sanctae He-
braeae. Basileas, 1615. 8vo.

This manual is chiefly taken from the Hebrew Grammar of the Hebrew Language by

the celebrated rabbi David Kimchi, and may be considered as the standard of Rabbinical

Grammars.

2. Thomae Bennet, S. T. P. Grammatica Hebraea cum uberrima

praxi in usum tironum, qui linguam Hebraeam absque preceptoris viv&,

voce (idque in brevissimo temporis compendio) ediscere cupiunt. Lon-
dini, 1726. 8vo.

3. Alberti Schultens, Institutiones ad Fundamenta Linguae Hebraeae.

Lugduni Batavorum, 1731. 4to.

4. Institutiones ad Fundamenta Linguae Hebraeae, edidit Nich. Guil.

SciiROEDER. Editio Tertia. Groningae, 1810. 8vo. Edit. nova. Glas-

guae, 1824. 8vo.

5. Grammatica Linguae Hebraeae ; cum notis, et variis questionibus

philologicis. in quibus praecipue disseritur de natura et indole Linguae

HebrEBEP. Jacobo 11obert.son, A.M. Ling. Orient. Professore in Aca-
demia Edinburgeiia, auctore. Edinburgi, 1758. 8vo.

This Hebrew Grammar, vvhich has always been held in the liighest estimation, contains

the most useful and necessary of those principles and rudiments, which are laid down in
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the elaborate works of Professor Schultens and Schroeder. It is therefore more full and
complete tlian either,

6. Grammatica Hebraeo-Harmonica cum Arabica et Arama:a, methodo
logico-niathematica, etc. ex Altingio, Buxtorfio, Beveridgio, Bucbero,
Cbappelovvio, Dantzio, Erpenio, Gerhardi, Hasaeo, Koolhasio, Martini,
MichaeHs, PfeifFero, Schickardo, Schultens, Simonis, Vriemotio, con-
tracta et emendata ; Charta Lusoria, analytice delineata, et directorio
elucidata. Auctore J. G. Kals. Amstela;dami, 1758. 8vo.

Mr, John William Kals was for many years scholar, and afterwards assistant to the
celebrated professor Albert Schultens ; and for some time taught Hebrew at Oxford.
His work consists of three parts. 1. A Hebrew Grammar, compiled from the labours of
preceding writers on this branch of sacred philology ; 2. A Harmonic Grammar of the
Arabic and Syriac Languages; 3. An Analysis of the chief prophecies and promises con-
cerning the Messiah,

7. Gottlob Christiani Storr Observationes ad Analogiam et Syn-
taxin Hebraicam pertinentes. Tubingae, 1779. 12mo.

A very acute and accurate work : though defective in arrangement, it contains a mass
of important observations on the genius and idiom of the sacred language. Much as it

has been resorted to by modern Grammarians, it may still be considered as a valuable and
almost indispensable help to the student who is desirous of becoming thoroughly acquainted
with the Hebrew Language.

8. Christ. Theod. Waltheri Ellipses Hebraica?, sive de Vocibus
quae in Codice Hebraico per Ellipsin supprimuntur. . . . Denuo edidit et

Observationes Novas adjecit Job. Christ. Frid. Schulz. Halae, 1782.
12mo.

This work is on the plan of Lambert Bos's well-known and justly- esteemed treatise

entitled " Ellipses GrsECse :" it renders to the student the same valuable help for the

Hebrew Language which Bos has afforded to students of the Greek Language.

9. Janua Hebraese Linguae Veteris Testamenti, auctore Christiano
Reineccio. Ex recensione I. F. Rehkopf. Lipsiae, 1788. 8vo.

10. Grammatica Linguae Hebraicac. Auctore Joanne Jahn. Viennae,

1809. 8vo.

The manner in which the verbs are treated is said not to be so perspicuous as in some
other grammars ; but a learned friend informs the author of the present work, that every
other part is excellent ; the syntax, in particular, is admirable ; and upon the whole this

Grammar of Jahn is among the best which can be consulted by those who have made some
progress in the study of the Hebrew language.

11. De Radicum Linguae Hebraicae Natura nominali Commentatio
Grammatica

;
quam Lectionibus suis praemisit J. Th. Pluschke. Phil. U.

Theologiae Prof. Extr. Lipsiae, 1817. 8vo.

Tlie design of this tract is, to prove that many of the words, hitherto considered in the

dictionaries as radical verbs, are in'fact only words derived from nouns ; and 2. That even

verbs, to which no root can be assigned, are rather to be regarded as nouns than as verbs,

(Melanges de Religion et de Critique Sacree, publiees a Nismes, tom. i. Gazette Litte-

raire, p. 24.)

12. Elemens de la Grammaire Hebra'ique, par J. E. Celleuier, fils,

Pasteur et Professeur de Langues Orientales, Critique, et Antiquite Sa-

cree, a I'Academie de Geneve. Suivis des Principes de la Syntaxe
Hebrai'que, traduits librement de I'Allemand de Wilhelm Gesenius. Ge-
neve, 1820. 8vo.

To those who wish to study Hebrew untii points, through the medium of the French

language, this beautifully-printed volume will be peculiarly acceptable. That part of it

which relates to the syntax is particularly valuable, as it presents in a small compass the

results of the researches made by Professor Gesenius (noticed in page 1.59J, whose
prolixities he has abridged, while he has rendered clear what was left obscure, and has

explained what the professor had stated with too much brevity.

13. Institutiones Linguae Hebraeae, concinnatae per Joannem Nep.
VOL. II. app. (l)
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Alber, S. Scripturae Vet. Test, et Linguae Hebraeae Professorem.
Buda?, 1826. 8vo.

It appears from the author's preface, that this is a new edition of a Hebrew Grammar,
published by him in 1800. It is composed entirely after the system of the Masorites,

and is one of the most perspicuous Grammars of the Hebrew language which the writer

of these pages has ever seen. At the end there is a very useful grainmatical praxis of

ninety-five pages upon several chapters taken from various parts of the Old Testament, to

which is annexed a concise Lexicon of the Hebrew Roots.

14. Narratio de Josepho e Sacro Codice desumpta. Textum He-
braicum, punctis appositis Masoreticis, ad Analysin revocavit, notisque

philologicis iiistruxifc Stephanus Reay. Oxonii, e Typographeo Cla-
rendoniano, 1822. 8vo.

15. Linguae Hebraicae Literae, Accentus, Pronomina, Conjugationes,

Declinationes, Nomina numeralia, et Particulae. Jenae, 1822. folio.

16. Jac. Cbr. Lindberg, Chrestomathia Hebraica historici argumenti,

e libris Exodo, Numeris, et Deuteronomio, decerpta; praefatiuncula de
accentibus Hebraicis et de nominibus derivatis praemissa. Havniae,

1822. 8vo.

*^* Many important observations on Hebrew Grammar will be found in Glassius's

Philologia Sacra, noticed in pp. 137, 138, supra; from which, as well as from other sources,

Dr. Gerard lias digested much valuable information in his Institutes of Biblical Criticism,

pp. 40-51. 290-377.

(2.) Hehreiv Grammars witbout Points,

1. Francisci Masclef Grammatica Hebraica a punctis aliisque inventis

Masorethicis Hbera. Accesserunt tres Grammaticae, Chaldaica, Syriaca,

et Samaritana ejusdem instituti. Parisiis, 1731. 2 vols. 8vo.

Of all the writers of Hebrew Grammar without points, Masclef has enjoyed tlie highest

reputation. A kite eminent divine and professor of the university of Cambridge has said

of his work, " I know none more to be recommended ; as it gives rules for the Chaldee,

Syriac, and Samaritan, as well as for what is commonly called Hebrew. (Dr. Hey's Nor-
risian Lectures in Divinity, vol. i. p. 23.) — As Masclef's work is now extremely scarce

and dear, professor Hey recommends

2. Elements of Hebrew Grammar ; to vvbicb is prefixed a Dissertation

on tbe two modes of reading, vvitb or witbout points. By Charles Wil-
son, Professor of Hebrew at the University of Saint Andrews. London,
1782. Fourth edition, 1810. 8vo.

See an analysis of this work in the Monthly Review (O.S.) vol. Ixviii. pp. 424-427.

3. The Hebrew Guide ; or an English Hebrew Grammar without
points, to which is added, a View of the Chaldaic, and for the farther

satisfaction of the inquisitive, a brief Introduction to the Knowledge of

Hebrew Punctuation. By Peter Petit, M.A. London, 1752. 4to.

Though this Grammar contains nothing very extraordinary, besides what may be found
inotlier productions of the same nature, yet it may be of considerable and peculiar use to

learners. The author follows the plan of Masclef's Grammar, above noticed ; but has

reduced his work into a narrower compass, and has added a small praxis, consisting of

short sentences, to illustrate the use of the several conjugations. For the sake of the more
inquisitive scholar, who has acquired a competent knowledge of the Hebrew language,

without points, Mr Petit has subjoined a brief Introduction to the Knowledge of Hebrew
Punctuation ; which he does not give as a complete system, but as a collection of as many
substantials of the doctrine, as are generally retained even by those who would be thought

adepts in that part of learning. (Monthly Review, (O.S.) vol. vii. p. 234.)

4. A Methodical Hebrew Grammar without points : adapted to the

use of learners, and even of those who have not the benefit of a master.

To which is subjoined the Hebrew Grammar at one view. By John
Parkhurst, M.A. 8vo.
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This is admitted by all competent judges to be tha shortest and most compendious He-
brew Grammar extant in tlie Englisli language. It is prefixed to the learned author's
Hebrew and English Lexicon, which is noticed in pp. 167, 168. infra.

5. A New and Easy Introduction to the Hebrew Language, upon the
plan of Grammar in general, designed to encourage and promote the
study of that language, by facilitating the acquirement of its principles,

upon a plan, which in no work of the kind has been hitherto adopted.
By the Rev. James William Newton, M.A. London, 1808. 12mo.

" The study of the Hebrew language has been attended with considerable difficulties,

from the circumstance of there being no Grammar of that language, constructed upon the
model of grammar in general. In the present work, this impediment has been removed,
and the learner will find that in acquiring a new language, he has to contend with none of
those embarrassments that proceed from encountering a system of grammar entirely new
to him ; which to those who have been at the trouble of learning the granmiar of several

languages, is an obstacle which is not frequently to be surmounted. ..The work is con-
ducted witii a simplicity and perspicuity which aflbrd every assistance to those who may be
disposed to become acquainted with the rudiments of the Hebrew tongue. " British Critic,

(O. S.j vol. xxvii. p. 441.

6. A Hebrew Primer. To which are prefixed the opinions of Me-
lancthon, Luther, and others, on the Utility, Necessity, and Easiness of
the Study of the Hebrew Language. Durham and London, 1808. 12mo.

7. Hebrew Elements : or a Practical Introduction to the Reading of
the Hebrew Scriptures. London, 1807. 8vo.

Both these publications are by the lit. Rev. Dr. Bukgess, the present learned Bishop
of Salisbury ; and together with his engraved Copies of Hebrew letters and words, form the

simplest and clearest introduction to the reading of Hebrew without points, which perhaps
has ever been published.

A new edition of the two preceding articles, neatly printed in one volume, 12mo. issued

from the university press, Glasgow, in 1823.

8. Extracts from the Books of the Old Testament ; to which are pre-
fixed Sketches of Hebrew and Chaldee Grammar, for the Use of Students
in the University of Edinburgh. [By the Rev. Dr. Brunton]. Edin-
burgh, 1814. 8vo.

9. An Easy Introduction to the knowledge of the Hebrew Language
without the points. By James P. Wilson, D.D. 1818. 8vo.

This grammar appeared in North America in 181 8. We have not been able to obtain a

sight of it, or to ascertain the place where it was printed.

10. An Introduction to Hebrew Grammar; in which the Genius of

the Language is explained by a new and simple principle of Analysis,

applied to the Improvements of the latest and most improved Gram-
marians ; and particularly intended to reduce the Irregularities of the

inflected parts of speech to the common analogy of the Language, and
to explain the peculiarities of the construction by assimilating it to the

Idiom of the English. By the Rev. Frederick Nolan. London, 1821.

12mo.

11. A Hebrev/ Dictionary and Grammar without points; together

with a complete List of such Chaldee Words as occur in the Old Testa-

ment, and a brief Sketch of Chaldee Grammar. By James Andrew,
LL.D. London, 1823. 8vo.

The errors and crude assertions in this publication are exposed in the British Review,

vol. xxiii. pp. 180-190.

12. Three Tracts on the Syntax and Pronunciation of the Hebrew
Tongue, with an Appendix, addressed to the Hebrew Nation. By
Granville Sharp. London, 1804. 8vo.

]Many very important rules and observations are comprised in these valnal)le tracts; of

which a copious analysis appeared in the Christian Observer for the year 1804, pp. 415.

(l) 2
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(3.) Hebreiv Grammars with and without Points.

1. A Plain and Complete Grammar of the Hebrew Language, with

and without points. By Anselm Bayly, LL.D. London, 1774<. 8vo.

2. Principia Hebraica ; comprising a Grammatical Analysis of 564?

verses, selected from the Hebrew Psalms, in which are found nearly all

the radical words in common use occurring in the Hebrew Scriptures.

To which is prefixed a concise Hebrew Grammar, adapted to the

Analysis, and so arranged as to illustrate the principles of the Language,
both with and without points. By T[homas] K[eyworth], and D[avid]
J[oNEs]. London, 1817. 8vo.

In this very useful work, the Serviles are printed in hollow characters— the root and

radical sense are pointed out— those rules of grammar are referred to, which account for

the form of each word— and a literal version in English is interlined with the Hebrew
Text. " The authors have unitedly produced an introduction to the reading of the He-
brew Bible, of distinguished excellence and utility. Nothing so complete of the kind was

ever before put into the hands of the English scliolar, who is here provided with a guide

to Hebrew reading worthy of his confidence. In awarding the high praise to which the

Authors Iiavc an unquestionable claim, we cannot omit the commendation due to their

unassuming manner : tlieir learning is never used for the purpose of display, but is in-

variably employed to promote the solid improvement of those persons who may choose to

avail themselves of the means here provided for their correct instruction in the knowledge

of Hebrew. They have furnished the student with every admissible facility for his ini-

tiation and progress in the Hebrew language. The work is very judiciously constructed

for the use of the two different classes of Hebrew readers, the Punctists and the Anti-

pimctists ; it is, however, particularly adapted for the latter." Eclectic Review, iV^ot).

1818.

3. The Analytical Part of Principia Hebraica. By Thomas Keyworth,
London, 1825. 8vo.

This publication is a much improved itnpression of part of the preceding work, separate

from the grammar which originally accompanied it. '' In this new edition, which contains

a compendium and a key, the entire Hebrew Text, of which the Analysis is explanatory,

is printed by itself without remark, and is distributed into lessons, comprising examples of

nouns and verbs, the usage of servile letters and points, which are explained in the corre-

sponding portions of the Analytical Part. These sliort lessons are followed by a selection

of upwards of two hundred words, intended to familiarize the learner with the pronunci-

ation and forms of words ; and the remaining part of the compendium includes three hun-
dred verses from the Psalms arranged in classes, and forniing a series of connected subjects.

The second or analytical part of the work is a complete and very minute explanation of

the words, vowels, and various forms and modifications contained in the compendium ; the

whole of the text is here reprinted, the serviles in hollow characters, and the places of the

dropped radicals supplied by small letters, accompanied by a literal interlineary version.

The whole work may be used with any grammar, and will be found a most valuable

assistant to every student of the Hebrew language, who will find in its pages the means of
satisfying himself in respect to almost every difficulty which may occiu- to a learner."

(Eclectic Review, vol. xxv. p. 439.)

*** So great a number of Hebrew Grammars (considerably more than
SIX hundred, we believe,) has been published by distinguished Hebraists

at different times, that it is difficult to determine which is preferably to

be adopted. An experienced tutor will be the best guide, in this case,

to the Hebrew student. In the preceding pages, therefore, those only
have been specified which have some pretensions to notice for their utility

and simplicity of method.

(4.) Chaldee Grammars.

1. A short Chaldee Grammar, without points, designed for the use of
those who already understand Hebrew. TBy the Rev. J. Parkhurst,,
M. A.]
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Tliis is subjoined to Mr. P.'s Grannmai-, which is prefixed to his Hebrew Lexicon. A
Compendium of Chaldee Grammar is given in the second volume of Masclcf 's Gramma-
tica Hebraica.

2. J. D. MiCHAELis Grammatica Chaldaica. Gottingae, 1771. 8vo.

3. Joannis Jaiin Elementa Aramaicae, seu Chaldaeo Syriacae Linguae.
Latine reddita, et nonnullis accessionibus aucta, ab Andr. Fr. Oberleitner.
Viennae, 1820. Svo.

Professor Jahn's Grammar of the Aramaean Language was first published, in German,
in the year 1793. An imperial edict having enacted that the Latin language should ex-
clusively be used in all schools and academies within the Austrian dominions, Dr.
Oberleitner translated Jahn's treatise into Latin, and made various important additions.
This grammar is perspicuously written, and very neatly printed.

4. An Introduction to Chaldee Grammar; in which the Genius of the
language is explained by a new and simple Principle of Analysis: By
the Rev. Frederick Nolan. London, 1821. 12mo.

5. Elements of the Chaldee Language ; intended as a Supplement to

the Hebrew Grammar, and as a General Introduction to the Aramean
Dialects. By the Rev. W. Harris, LL. D. London, 1822. 8vo.

ii. Hebrexv and Chaldee Ijexicons.

(L) Hebrew Lexicons with Points.

1. Joannis Buxtorfii Lexicon Hebraicum et Chaldaicum. Basileae,

1634, 1645, 1675, 1720, or 1735. 8vo. Glasguae, 1824. 8vo.

2. Joannis Buxtorfii Lexicon Chaldaicum, Talmudicum et Rabbini-
cum. Basileas, 1C39. folio.

3. Petri Guarini Lexicon Hebraicum et Chaldaeo-Biblicum. Parisiis,

1746. 2 vols. 4to.

4. Christiani Stockii Clavis Linguae Sanctas Veteris Testamenti-
Jenae, 1739, 1743, 1753. (best edit.) 8vo.

5. Lexicon et Commentarius Sermonis Hebraici et Chaldaici, post J.

Cocceium et J H. Malum, longe quam antehac correctius et eraendatius

edidit Joh. Ch. Fried. Schulz. Lipsiae, 1777. 2 vols. 8vo.

Cocceius's Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary was very highly esteemed in the former
part of the last century. M. Schulz in preparing his edition for the press, omitted all the

superfluous Dutch and German words; and, in determining the signification of each He-
brew word, previously consulted the equivalent term in the Arabic and other Oriental

languages. He also restored to their true places several scattered roots, together with their

derivatives. The work is neatly and correctly printed ; and may frequently be obtained

at a reasonable price.

6. Johannis Simonis Lexicon Manuale Hebraicum et Chaldaicum or-

dine etymologico digestum : post J. Gothofr. Eichhornii curas denuo re-

censuit, emendavit, auxit Dr. Geo. Ben. Winer. Lipsiae, 1826- Svo.

7. Philipp. Ulric. Moser Lexicon Manuale Hebraicum et Chaldaicum,

in quo omnium Textfis Sacri Vet. Test. Vocabulorum Hebraicorum et

Chaldaicorum significatio explicatur, cum Indice Latino copiosissirao.

Praefatus est D. Gottlob Christian Stoir. Ulmae, 1795. 8vo.

8. Joannis Dindorfii Novum Lexicon Linguae Hebraico-Chaldaicae.

Lipsiae, 1802. 2 vols. 8vo.

9. Lexicon Hebraicum et Chaldaicum Manuale, in Codicem sacrum
Veteris Testamenti, cura Everardi Scheidii et Joannis Groenewoed.
Lugduui Batavorum, 1805-10. 2 vols. 8vo.

10. A Hebrew, Latin, and English Dictionary; containing, 1. All the

Hebrew and Chaldee words used in the Old Testament, including the

(L) 3
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proper names, arranged under one alphabet, with the derivatives referred

to their proper roots, and the signification in Latin and Enghsh, accord-

ing to the best authorities. 2. The principal words in the Latin and

English languages, with those which correspond to them in Hebrew.

By Joseph Samuel C. F. Frey. London, 1816. 2 vols. 8vo.

A book of more promise than performance, and now entirely superseded by the valuable

Lexicons of Gesenius, which are noticed below.

11. E, F. C. RosENMULLERi Vocabularium Veteris Testamenti He-
brteo-Chaldaicum, Halae (Libraria Orphanotrophei). 1822. 8vo.

12. Guilielmi Gesenii Thesaurus Piiilologico-Criticus Linguae Hebrseas

et Chaldjeae Veteris Testamenti. Editio altera secundum radices digesta,

priore Germanica longe auctior et emendatior. Lipsias, 1827. 2 torais

4to. ; also in large paper on folio.

The first edition of Professor Gesenius's Hebrew Lexicon was published at Leipsic, in

1810-12, in two thick octavo volumes. It was in Hebrew and German, and the words

were disposed in alphabetical order. In 1814, Anton. Theod. Hartmann printed at Ros-

tock a quarto volume, entitled, Supplementa ad Buxtorfii et Gesenii Lexica Hebraica.

Dr. Gesenius is considered the most profound Hebraist of the present day, in Germany ;

and his work is esteemed to I>e Ike best Hebrew Lexicon extant. In the new edition, tlie

Hebrew words are disposed according to tlie order of the Hebrew roots. There are copies

on thick folio paper, the typographical execution of which is truly beautiful.

13. A Hebrew Lexicon to the Books of the Old Testament; includ-

ing the Geographical Names and Chaldaic Words in Daniel, Ezra, &c.

By D. Wilhelm Gesenius, Doctor and Professor of Theology at the Uni-

versity of Halle. Translated from the German by Christopher Leo^

Teacher of Hebrew and German in the University of Cambridge,

and late Professor of German at the Royal Military College, Sandhurst,

Cambridge, at the University Press, 1825-28. In two vols, royal 4to.

This work is very beautifully printed; and Professor Leo has conferred an iirvaluable

service on biblical students by presenting Gesenius's admirable Lexicon to them in an

English dress. The alphabetical arrangement would alone give it a superiority over every

other ; but this is its least ])raiso. " The intrinsic value of a critical lexicon consists chiefly

in the views of lexicographyheld by the author. The leading trait of Gesenius, in thisrespect,

is judgment. He makes a sober and temperate use of the various means for determining

the si<'-nification of a Hebrew vvord. His reasoning from grammatical analogy, from the

usage of the Hebrew bngiiage, from the context, from the kindred dialects, and from the

autient versions, spontaneously commends itself to the understanding. It is not sufficient

to say that he has rejected all mystical derivations. He has also avoided the error, nearly

as dangerous, into which some modern lexicographers have run, in their extravagant use of

Arabic derivations, in disregard of the fact, that the Hebrew is a distinct dialect, and as

such has its peculiarities. But although Gesenius lias restricted himself in this particiilac j

yet his accurate knowledge of the oriental languages, especially of their constructions and

inilections, sheds a constant and powerful light on Hebrew criticism. Much too depends on

the arrangement of the various significations. Here Gesenius has been very successful in

seizing hold of the primary physical acceptation of a word. This he has placed first; and

the other significations in the order in which they might be supposed to be derived from,

the primary. Each signification and each construction is supported bj' i>eninent citations ;

which, when attended with any peculiar difficulty, are written out and accompanied with.

a literal translation." The different shades of meaning, it is truly observed in the preface,

can never be set in a clearer light than by citing the passage which presents the word in its

most distinguished situation, with relation to other words. " Such a view of the diflerent

meanings of a word is the best commentary on all the passages cited. Where the dif-

ferent significations of a root appear to have no logical connexion, they are dijstinguished

by Roman numerals ; in other cases only by Arabic numerals. Gesenius has introduced

into his lexicon many things which other lexicographers either wholly or partially omit

;

as (1) A full account of the construction of verbs with different prepositions and particles*

This is the more necessary, as the Hebrews have no composite verbs, but vary the sig-

nification of the verb by means of the preposition following, as in other languages by
the preposition in composition. (2) A full explanation of phrases and idioms,— a very-

important part of a good lexicon. (3) A notice of poetical words and inflections, with the

eorrespondmg prosaic expression. (4) A notice of the peculiarities of the more modern
Hebrew, in distinction from the more antient. (5) An account of those words wliich are
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uefectJve in some of their forms, which are therefore borrowed from some other woril, like
the anomalous verbs in Greek. Gesenius first attended to this class of words in the He-
brew." In preparing his translation for the press, Professor Leo has not confined him-
self to merely rendering the Hebrew and German into the English Language, but has
made various improvements, which render this Lexicon preferable to every otiTer. First,
he has retained the original preface of Gesenius, in which reasons are assigned for re-
taining an old expression or adopting a new one. Further, in order to afford beginners
an opportunity of becoming more readily acquainted with the various forms of the con-
jugations of the verbs, he has added to each root of them the number of conjugations in
which it occurs in the Bible. He has also verified all the citations of the Hebrew Scrip-
tures with Van der Hooght's edition, and has thus tacitly corrected many errors which had
escaped the critical eye of Gesenius. In this respect the translation has an advantage over
the original. Lastly, Mr. Leo having compared Gesenius's German abridgment of his
lexicon with his own translation, and discovered several additions and improvements, he
has interwoven them in his work; and has subjoined an appendix, containing an alphabet
of sucli anomalous words as present more than ordinary difficulty to students.

14. A Hebrew and English Lexicon to the Old Testament, including
the Biblical Chaldee, from the German Works of Prof. W. Gesenius.
By Josiah W. Gibbs, A.M. Andover (North America), 1824'. royal 8vo.
London, 1827. 8vo.

This is, strictly speaking, a new Hebrew and English liCxicon. Its basis is the German
abridgment or smaller lexicon of Prof. Gesenius, which was published at Leipzic in 1815,
in 8vo. ; but Mr. Gibbs has throughout consulted the Thesaurus or larger lexicon, and has
also made somecorrectionsfrom Gesenius's later philological works, especiallyhis (German)
Commentary on the Prophecy of Isaiah, which was published in 1820-21. Still further
to improve his Lexicon, Mr. Gibbs has not only corrected many errors and oversights

which had crept into the original works of Gesenius, but has also commodiously broken
the articles into paragraphs : making each signification of a word to commence a new jjara-

graph : and he has, in addition, mentioned under each noun, which is found inflected in

the Old Testament, the declension to which it belongs, as given in Prof. Stuart's He-
brew Grammar, which is noticed in p. 159.

The London reprint was edited, with great care, by the Rev. Lancelot Sharpe, M. A.,
who has omitted the references to Stuart's Grammar (which is but little known in Eng-
land), in order to render it more generally useful. Further, to ensure the greater cor-

rectness, the Hebrew words are printed from the second edition of Gesenius's " Neues
Hebraisches Handvvorterbuch," which appeared at Leipzig, in 1 825. This reprint is very
neatly executed.

15. Thesauri Lingupe Hebraicae, e Mischna augendi, Particula L IL
TIL Auctore Ant. Theod. Hartmann. Rostochii, 1825-26. 4to.

*^* Those who are commencing their Hebrew studies with the book of Genesis, will find

Leusden's Clavis Hebi-aka Vetcris TestameiUi (Utrecht, 1683, 4to.) and Robertson's

Clavis Pentaleuchi i Edinburgh, 1770, Norvici, 1824. 8vo.) to be very useful manuals,

as Bythner's Lyra Propltellca, noticed in page 10 of this Appendix, and IMessrs. Key-
worth and Jones's Frincipia Hcbraka (noticed in p. 164\ are to those who l)egin

with the book of Psalms. Of J. H. Meisner'^ Nova Vcleris Tcstaincnti Clavis, only two

volumes have appeared (Lipsise, 1809, 8vo.J : it is executed on the plan of Leusden's or

Robertson's works, but does not go through the Old Testament. Its value is enhanced

by the addition of the significations of Ilebrew words from the Stptuagint version ; the

differences of which from t!ie Hebrew are often examined and accounteti for with much
critical acumen.

(2.) Hebretv Lexicon without Points.

An Hebrew and English Lexicon without Points : in which the

Hebrew and Chaldee words of the Old Testament are explained in their

leading and derived senses ; the Derivative Words are ranged under

their respective primitives, and the meanings assigned to each, authorised

by references to past^ages of Scripture, and frequently illustrated and
confirmed by citations from various authors. By John Pakkhurst,
M.A. London, 1792. 4to.

The first edition of this work (the value of which is sufficiently attested by the repeated

impiessions it has undergone) appeared in 1762; the second in 1778; and the third in

(L) 4
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1792 : all in quarto. The tliird is reputed to be the best edition, as being the. last which

was corrected by the learned author himself, who closed a long life of study and of piety

in 1797. But the later ^wiM/«e London editions, in royal 8vo., being printed under the

critical eye of Mr. Parkhurst's accomplished daughter, are more easy of purchase, and

justly claim a place in the library of every student. The Hebrew and Chaldee Grammars

above noticed are prefixed to this Lexicon.

iii. Grammars and Lexicons for the Greek Testament, and for the

Septuagint Version.

(1.) Grammars and other Treatises on the Language ofthe Netv Testament.

1. A Plain and Easy Greek Grammar, adapted to the use of Learners,

and of those who understand no other language than English. By John
Parkhurst, M.A. 4to. and 8vo.

This Grammar is prefixed to the learned author's Greek and English Lexicon : which is

noticed in p. 170, itifra.

2. De Vera Natura atque Indole Orationis Gra^ces Novi Testamenti.

Auctore Henrico Planck. Gottingge, 1810.

" The little tract of Professor Planck first opened the way fully to a correct estimate

of the character of the style of the New Testament ; and unfolded tliose philological prin-

ciples of whicli tlie works of Wahl and Winer were intended to exhibit the practical

application. Though of small dimensions, it is full of large views; and has exerted a

wider influence in the critical world than all the ponderous tomes produced during the

centuries of the Attic Controversy" respecting the style of the New Testament. (North

American Review, for July 1826', vol. xxiii. p. 106.)

3. A Greek Grammar of the New Testament translated from the

German of George Benedict Winer, Professor of Theology at Erlangen.

By Moses Stuart, Professor of Sacred Literature in the Theol. Semi-
nary, Andover, and Edward Robinson, Assistant Instructor in the same
department. Andover (North America), 1825. Large 8vo.

This is a translation of Winer's " GrammatJk des Neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms,"

which was published at Leipsic in 1822. The work of Winer was designed to exhibit the

application of the same principles to the grammatical structure of the language of the New
Testament, as are developed in the preceding publication of Planck and in tite Lexicon of

Wald, which is noticed in page 171. " It is as yet the only treatise of the kind; and,

like most of the author's other works, bears marks of haste both in the conception and
execution. It contains many observations of great value. The general plan, and the

internal arrangement and classification are good ; and the principles are, for the most part,

correctly stated, and happily illustrated. On some points he has carried his views too far ;

and on some few he is probai)ly erroneous. We look upon the work as one which will

impart new and important views to the students of this country, and serve to stimulate them
to more extensive inquiry." (North American Review, July 1826, vol. xxiii. p. 107.)

The Anglo-American translators have greatly increased the value of this Grammar of the

Greek Testament, by verifying all the references to the New Testament, and by the addi-

tion of numerous learned notes, which are designated by the initials of tlieir respective

names.

4. De Modorum Usu in Novo Testamento : Quaestionis Grammatical
Pars prima, Indicativi Usum explicans. Scripsit Carolus Henricus
Adelbert Lipsius. Lipsia?, 1827- 8vo.

5. Remarks on the Uses of the Definitive Article in the Greek Text
of the New Testament : containing many new Proofs of the Divinity of

Christ, from Passages which are wrongly translated in the common
English Version. By Granville Sharp. Second Edition. Durham and
London, 1803. 12mo.

6. Six Letters to Granville Sharp, Esq. respecting his Remarks on
the Uses of the Definitive Article in the Greek Text of the New Testa-

ment. By Christopher Wordsworth [now D.D.] London, 1802. 8vo.

7. The Doctrine of the Greek Article applied to the Criticism and
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lUustration of the New Testament. By T. F. Middleton, D.D. [late
Bishop of Calcutta]. London, 1808. 8vo. Second Edition^ Cambridge
and London, 1828. 8vo.

The value of Bishop INliddleton's treatise has been too long and too well known to re-
quire any additional testimony to its merits in this place. The opposers of the doctrine
of our Saviour's supreme divinity cavilled at, but could not fairly refute the convincing
philological proofs accumulated by Bp. M. The second impression was very carefully
edited by the Rev. James Scholefield, A.M. Regius Professor of Greek in the University
of Cambridge, who has added many valuable remarks and illustrations.

8. Joannis van Voorst Animadversiones de Usu Verborum cum
prajpositionibus compositorum. Pars I. Lugduni Batavorum, 1818
Pars 11. 1822. 8vo.

It is an important philological question, whether tlie prepositions, which the sacred
writers of the New Testament have prefixed to the verbs employed by them, are useless
(as Prof. Fischer asserted), or are designed to determine, strengthen, or restrain the sense
of a word, and whether in consequence they ought to be taken specially into consideration.
M. van Voorst establishes this last opinion ; and in the second part of his disquisition he
lias happily illustrated the force and meaning of several words occurring in the New Tes-
tament. (Melanges de Religion, tom. vi. pp. 242, 243. Nismes, 1822.)

(2.) Glossaries and Lexicons to the Greek Testament.

Numerous Lexicons to the Greek Testament have been published at
different times, a list of which is given by Schleusner, at the end of the
preface to his Lexicon ; and the defects of which are considered by
J. F. Fischer in his Prolusiones de vitiis Lexicorum Novi Testamenti
(Lipsiae, 1791.) 8vo. The following are those most deserving of attention.

1. Glossarium Graecum in Sacros Novi Foederis Libros, ex MSS.
primus edidit, notisque inlustravit Joannes Alberti. Lugd. Bat. 1735
8vo.

2. Glossae Sacrae Hesychii, Graece. Ex universo illius Opere in Usum
Interpretationis Libr. Sacr. excerpsit, emendavit, notisque illustravit Jo.
Chr. Gottlieb Ernesti. Accesserunt Glossae Greecae in Psalmos, ex
Catalogo Manuscriptorum Bibliothecae Taurinensis denuo editse. Lip.-
sise, 1785. 8vo.

3. SuiD^ et Phavorini Glossae Sacrse, Graecfe, cum spicilegio Gloss.
SS. Hesychii et Etymologici Magni : congessit, emendavit, et notis
illustravit, J. C. G. Ernesti. Lipsiae, 1786. 8vo.

Schleusner has extracted the most valuable matter from these works, and inserted it in
his well-known and excellent Greek Lexicon to the New Testament.

4. Critica Sacra : containing Observations on all the Radices of the'

Hebrew Words of the Old, and the Greek of the New Testament*
By Edward Leigh, Esq. London, 1662. folio, with Supplement.

This work was first publibhcd in 1639 and 1646, in 4to. The folio impression of 166a'
is the best English edition. The Critica Sacra was translated into Latin and printed aS
Amsterdam, with additional observations by John Heeser, 1696, in folio. Mr. Leitrl?

was one of the most learned men of his time, and enjoyed the friendship of Archbishoiy
Usher. His work is a very valuable help to the understanding of the orin-inal lan^-uan-es-

of the sacred writings ; and as it may frequently be obtained at a low price, it may%e'
substituted for either of the following works, which a student may not perljaps be able to'

purchase. Tiie Critica Sacra not only gives the literal sense of every word in the Old
and New Testaments, but enriches almost every definition with philological and theolo"-icaI

notes, drawn from the publications of the best grammarians and critics then extant. To
this work most succeeding Lexicographers on the Old and New Testament have been
greatly indebted.

5. Joannis Knollii Vocabularium Biblicum Novi Testamenti ita
secundum seriem capitum atque versuum adornatum, ut in lectione
sacrorum Novi Testamenti Graeci Librorum usum praebere possit ex-
temporalem. Editio nova, auctior et emendatior, additis subinde pregter
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7\nalysin Grammaticum Vocumque Themata Locorum difficiliorum ex-
pJicationibus. Lipsise, 1777. 8vo.

6. A Greek and English Lexicon to the New Testament : in which
the Words and Phrases occurring in those sacred books, ai'e distinctly

explained : and the meanings assigned to each authorised by references
to passages of Scripture, and frequently illustrated and confirmed by
Citations from the Old Testament and from the Greek writers. By John
Parkhurst, M.A. 4to. and 8vo.

The first edition of this admirable work appeared in 1769; the second (which is consi-

dered as the best) in 1794, both in quarto; and numerous subsequent well-executed
editions in royal 8vo. have enabled the students of the Greek Testament to avail thenv
selves of the valuable stores of philology which iMr. Parkhurst has provided for them. To
the work is prefixed a plain and easy Greek Grainmar, adapted to the use of learners, and
those who understand no other language than English ; it is one of the clearest and best

summaries of Greek Grammar ever printed. While this sheet was passing through the

press, a new edition of Mr. Parkhurst's Lexicon was announced as nearly ready for pub-
lication, revised and carefully corrected by the Rev. H. J. Rose, B. D., who has enriched

the work with very numerous philological additions from the lexicons of Schleusner,

Wahl, and Bretschneider.

7. Novum Lexicon Graeco-Latinum in Novum Testamentum, congessit

et variis observationibus philologicis illustravit Johannes Friedericus

Schleusner. Lipsiae, 1819. 4 parts in 2 vols. 8vo. Glasguae, ISSi.
4to. and also in 2 vols. 8vo.

This is the fotirlh and best edition of an invaluable work : the first appeared at Leipsic

in 1791 ; the second in 1801 ; and the third in 1808. An elegant reprint of this Lexicon
was executed at the University press, Edinburgh, in 1814, in two vols. 8vo. : the Ger-
man quotations introduced by Schleusner are in this edition translated into English by
the editors, Messrs. Smith, Strauchon, and Dickenson. Another reprint of this Lexicon
issued from the Glasgow press in 1817, also in two volumes 8vo. lL\\9fimrlh Leipsic edi-

tion contains many additional words and new observations which are interspersed through
the work. The Preface contains a severe philippic against the two reprints just noticed.

The Glasgow editions of 1824 are elegantly printed both in one volume 4to. and in two
vols. Svo.i

8. Lexicon Graeco-Latinum in Novum Testamentum. Congessit Joh.

Frieder. Schleusner ; in compendium redegit Joannes Carey, LL.D.
Londini, 1826. 8vo.

" The main principle of this volume is, that it contains all Schleusner's Lexicographical

interpretations, together with his Scripture references, and this without abridgment;
while nothing is sacrificed but what, in a majority of instances, may l)e advantageously

dispensed with Dr Carey's name is a guarantee for correct impression." (Eclectic

Review, vol. xxvi. N. S. p. 180.) This manual lexicon is very neatly printed.

9. Christiani Schoetgenii Novum Lexicon Graeco-Latinum in Novum
Testamentum : post J. T. Krebsium recensuit, et variis observationibus,

philologicis et criticis, locupletavit G. L. Spohn. Lipsiae, 1790, 8vo,'

The first edition of Schoetgenius's Lexicon was published at Leipsic, in 1746" : Kreb's

corrected and enlarged edition appeared also at Leipsic, in 176.5, both in 8vo. Previously

to the appearance of Schleusner's work, Spohn's third edition was justly considered as

the best Greek and Latin Lexicon to the New Testament, for which it may be substituted

by those who cannot aflTord to purchase Schleusner's volumes.

1 Indispensable as the Lexicons of Schleusner and Spohn are to Biblical students, the

author cannot omit the following salutary advice of Bishop Jebb. — "I would," he says,

" earnestly exhort those biblical students, who may happen to use {as, ivith proper caiUion,

all advanced students will find it their advantage to use) the Lexicons of Spohn and

Schleusner for the New Testament, and those of Sclileusner and Bretschneider for the Sep.

tuagint and Apocrypha, to be particularly on their guard against alleged identity of mean-

ing, in words whose ordinary signification is any thing but synonymous. In such cases,

let the cited passages be carefully examined : and I venture to aflirm, that, instead of

synonymous, tliere will almost universally be found an important variation of meaning

between the related -members ; commonly a progress in the sense, but always such a

variation, as will quite supersede the necessity of resorting to an unusual, much less

an iinpreccdentedf acceptation of the terms employed." Bp. Jebb's Sacred Literature,

p. 51.
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10. A Greek and English Manual Lexicon to the New Testament, with
examples of all the irregular and more difficult inliections. By J. H.
Bass. London, 1820. 12mo.

This little volume is confessedly a manual Lexicon for young students of the Greek
Testament. Its author has carefully abridged the more diffuse explanations of other
Lexicons ; but it is noticed here, principally because it contains nearly ffty articles com-
monly omitted in other Lexicons of the New Testament, and which are supplied from
xhe fourth edition of Schleusner above noticed.

11. A New Greek and English Lexicon to the New Testament; in

Avhich the Quantity of all the doubtful Vowels is carefully marked, and
Genealogical Tables connected with the Sacred History are annexed.
By the Rev. Henry Laing, LL. D. London, 182L Svo.

" It is a convenient work for all, who wish to read the New Testament in the Oi iginal,

without making any further progress in the language." (British Review, vol. xxii.

pp. 409, 410.

12. Clavis Philologica Novi Testamenti, auctore M. Christ. Abraham
Wahl, Verb. Div. apud Schneebergenses Ministro. Lipsia;, 1822. 2 vols.

Svo.

This truly valuable Greek and Latin Lexicon to the New Testament is expressly de-
signed for those who cannot afford to purchase Schleusncr's Lexicon. It is founded on
the philological principles first developed by Professor Planck, in his elaborate dissertation
" De Vera Nalura ntque Indole Oralionis GrceccB Novi Testamenti," noticed in page 168,
sujrra. " It was the object of the author to bring into a moderate compass the results of
the latest and most extended investigations into both the philology and interpretation of
tlie sacred volume ; so that they might be made universally accessible, and be ada|)ted to

the daily convenience, and habitual use, of every student. The work was intended to

embrace simply the results, without the processes, of investigation ; with references to
authorities sufficient to verify those results, should the student wisii to prosecute his in-

quiries further. That such is the plan best suited to the purpose which the author had
in view, there can be little doubt; nor can we hesitate to say, that he has successfully

accomplished that purpose. The object of a lexicon is not a commentary, — not the ex-
hibition of a system of theology : it is designed simply as an instrument in the hands of
the student, by which he is to aid himself in ascertaining the sense of a writer, and makin"-
out, practically, if not formally, a commentary for himself. To do this fully, he must of
course go back to the same sources of information from wliich the Lexicon itself was
drawn. In a work of this kind, moreover, a great deal of the merit must necessarily de-
pend on the power, which the writer may possess, of condensing his thouglits, and express-
ing them in terms at once concise and perspicuous. In this respect, we think that a hio-h

rank must be assigned to Wahl ; and that he is far removed both from the diff'useness of
Parkhurst, and from that prolixity and imnecessary copiousness for which Schleusner is

distinguisiied." (North Am.erican Review for .luly, 1826, vol. xxiii. pp. 106, 107.)

13. Greek and English Lexicon to the New Testament, from the
Clavis Philologica of Christ. Abraham Vv^aiil. By Edward Robinson,
A. M. Assistant Instructor in the Department of Sacred Literature,
Theol. Sem. Andover. Andover, [Massachussctts] 1825. royal 8vo.

Though modestly announced as a translation from Wahl's Clavis, this beautifully and
covrcctly-printed work is, in fact, a new Lexicon to the New Testament, composed with
great care and accuracy. The texts cited by Wahl have all been verified and corrected

;

and not a few of the references to classic authors have been corrected, where IMr. Robin-
son could have access to the editions consulted by Wahl. Many of the definitions have
been framed de novo from tlie New Testament, rath.cr than from the very general Latin
definitions cither of Wahl or Schleusner : and where any important remark or illustiation

could be derived from Schleusner or from other soiuxes, Rlr. R. has carefully in-

troduced it. But, besides tlie labour of a general revision, he has introduced various
improvements, which greatly enhance the value of his lexicon. Wahl had partiallij given
the various constructions of verbs and adjectives with their cases : Mr. Robinson has done
this in everj' instance throiiglimU : he has further endeavoured to make each article, as far

as was ])ossible, include a reference to every passage of the New Testament, where the
word is found : the result is, that his lexicon is, to a very considerable extent, a concord-
ance of the Greek Testament. The last improvement, which deserves to be noticed,

relates to the mode of printing. In the original Clavis of Wahl, the articles are printed in
a solid form, without any divisions whatever, and on an inferior paper, which renders the
book by no means pleasant to read. l\Ir. Robinson has caused them to be printed in
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double columns, and has broken tbem into convenient paragraphs, Tlie student who can

afford to purchase this lexicon, in addition to Mr. Parkhurst's valuable work (which con-

tains a greater number, at length, of illustrations from classic autliors as well as from

modern writers), will possess a rich treasure of sacred philology.

14. Lexicon Manuale Grseco-Latinuni in Libros Novi Testament!,

auctore Carolo Gottlieb Bretschneider. Lipsiae, 1824. 2 vols. 8vo.

'

This manual lexicon exhibits a less strict adherence to the philological principles

developed by Planck and Wahl, above noticed. " The illustrations are dravvn more fre-

quently from the Septuagint and the Apocryphal Books, and also from the apocryphal

gospels publislicd by Fabricius. The work, as yet, is comparatively unknown ; and it has

acquired in Germany also less currency than that of Wahl. (North American Review,

July 1526, vol. xxiii. p. 107.)

(3.) Lexicons to the Septuagint Version.

1. Jo. Christiani Biel Novus Thesaurus Philologicus ; sive Lexicon

in LXX et alios Interpretes et Scriptores Apocryphos Veteris Testamenti.

Ex Autoris MScto edidit ac prsefatus est E. H. Mutzenbecher. Hagae

Comitum, 1779-80. 3 tomis 8vo.

Lexici in Interpretes Grsecos V. T. maxime Scriptores Apocry-

phos Spicilegium I. et II. Post Bielium congessit et edidit Jo. Frid.

Schleusner. Lipsise, 1784-86.

Lexici in Interpretes Grsecos V. T. maxime Scriptores Apocryphos
Spicilegia. Post Bielium et Schleusnerum congessit et edidit C. G.
Bretschneider. Lipsiae, 1805. 8vo.

2. Novus Thesaurus Philologico-Criticus, sive Lexicon in LXX et

reliquos Interpretes Gra^cos, ac Scriptores Apocryphos Veteris Testa-

menti
;
post Bielium et alios viros doctos congessit et edidit Johannes

Friedericus Schleusner. Lipsiae, 1820, 1821 ; in 5 parts or vols. 8vo.

Glascuae et Londini, 1822. In three thick volumes, 8vo.

On the basis of Biel's Lexicon and his continuators, Sdileusner has produced a

Lexicon for the Septuagint Greek version, which for philological research is surpassed

only by his Lexicon for the New Testament.

The edition, which in 1822 issued from the University Press at Glasgow, reflects great

credit on the printers, Messrs. A. and J. M. Duncan, as well as on the publisher (Mr.

R. Priestley), at wliose expense it has been undertaken : it is very beautifully executed.

In this edition many typographical errors, particularly in the Greek and Hebrew quotations,

have been corrected ; and the references to the chapters and verses, which in tlie foreign

edition are said to be very inaccurate, have been carefully amended. Professor Schleus-

ner's German explanations of particular words uniformly have JEnglish Trandatums

attached to them : and to the third volume there is appended an index of all the Hebrew

V.'ords xjccurring in the work, together with a collation of verses and chapters, as set out

respectively in the editions of the Greek Septuagint superintended by Wechel and Eos.

The former of these will in a great measure supply tlie want of a Hebrew Lexicon. This

Appendix, whicli fills nearly three hundred pages, is not to be found in the Leipsic edition.

3. E. G. A. BocKEL Novae Clavis in Graecos Interpretes Veteris

iTestamenti, Scriptoresque Apocryphos, ita adornatae ut etiam Lexici in

Novi Foideris Libros usum praebere possit, atque Editionis LXX. In-

terpretum Ilexaplaris, Specimina, 4to. Lipsiae, 1820.

This work was never completed. In the fourtli volume of the Commentationes

Theologicse, (pp. 195-263), edited by MM. Velthusen, Kuinoel, and Ruperti, thfre is

a specimen of a Clavis lieUquiarum Versionum Grcecarum V. T. by John Frederick

Fischer : it contains only tlie letter A. Both these intended publications are superseded by

Schleusner's elaborate Lexicon to the Septuagint just noticed.

4. A Greek and English Lexicon, originally a Scripture Lexicon,

and now adapted to the Classics, with a Greek Grammar prefixed. By
Grevile Ewing. Glasgow and London, 1827. 8vo.

* See note a nle, p. 1 70.
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The tliird edition, greatly improved, of a truly valuable Lexicon • the first edition

appeared at Glasgow in 1801, and the second in 1812. The Grammar is sold separatelv •

besides bemg a general introduction to the study of the Greek Lana-ua.re it containsmany valuable observations on. the style of the Septuagint and New Testament.

iv. Grammars and Lej:icons of the Cognate or Kindred Langua<'es.

(1.) General Treatises and Polyglott Grammars of the Cognate Lantruno-es.

1. Introductio ad Lectionem Linguarum Orientalium :

Hebraicae. Syriacae. ^thiopicae.
Chaldaicae. Arabicae. Armena.
Samaritaiiae. Persicse. Copt^e.

Consilium de earum studio fceliciter instituendo, et de Librfs quos in
Iiunc finem sibi comparare debent studiosi Per Briarum
Walton, S. T. D. Londini, 1655. 12mo.

" This little tract," says Dr. Adam Clarke, « is really well written, and must have been
very useful at the time it was published. It does not contain grammars of the different
languages mentioned in the title, but only the different alphabets, and directions how to
read thorn. At the end of his exposition of the alphabet of each lano-uao-e is a specimen
in the proper character, each line of which is included between ttvo others • tlie first of
which is a literal Latin version of the original, and the second, the letters of the orio-inal
expressed by Italics. Short as these examples are, they are of great utility to a learner."
(Bibliogr. Diet. vol. ii. p. 11.) As the copy in the Library of H. R. H. Uie Duke of
Sussex is designated as editio secunda, priori emendatior, 1655, it should seem that two
editions of this treatise were printed in the same year, (Bibl. Sussex, vol. i. part ii. p. 74.)

2. Briani Waltoni Dissertatio, in qua de Linguis Orientalibus
Hebraica, Chaldaica, Samaritana, Syriaca, Arabica, Persica, Annena
et Copta ; et de Textuum et Versionum, quae in Complutensibus, Reo-iis
Parisiensibus, et Anglicanis Polyglottis Bibliis, habentur, antiquitate
authoritate, et usu, brevitur disseritur. Accessit Johannis Wouvveri
Syntagma de Graeca et Latina Bibliorum Interpretatione. Daventria?
1658. 12mo.

'

This dissertation is sometimes, erroneously, confounded with tJie precedino- work but
it <' is entirely of a different character. It displays, like all the oUier productions of the
learned author, much sound knowledge and learning." (Bibl, Sussex, vol. i. partii. p. 74.)

3. Job. Henrici Hottingeri Grammatica quatuor Linguarum,
Hebraicae, Chaldaicae, Syriacae et Arabicae. Accedit Technologia Linguae
Arabicae Theologico-historica. Heidelbergae, 1659. 4to.

4. Stephani Morini Oratio Inauguralis de Linguarum Orientalium ad
intelligentiam Sacrae Scripturae utilitate. Lugduni Batavorum, I6S6. 8vo.

5. Simonis Ockleii Introductio ad Linguas Orientales. Cantabrigiae,

1706, 12mo.

6. Guliehni Gesenii et J. A. Hoffmanni lludimenta Orientah'a; seu
Tabulae Verborum, Nominum, et Pronominum, Hebr. et Cliald. Syr.

Samar. Nasor. Rabbin, ^thiop. cum brevi Institutione Grammatica.
Pars I. Dialectos Aramaeas cum Hebraea complectens. Lipsiae, 1825. 4to.

(2.) Polyglott Lexicons of the Kindred Languages.

1. Lexicon Heptaglotton, Hebraicum, Chaldaicum, Syriacum, Sa-

maritanum, Ethiopicum, Arabicum, conjunctim ; et Persicum separatim.

In quo omnes voces Hebraeae, Cbaldaeae, Syrae, Samaritanae, ^'Ethiopicae,

Arabicae, et Persicae, tarn Manuscriptis, quani impressis libris, cum-
primis autem in Bibliis Polyglottis, adjectis bine inde Armenis, Turci-

cis, Indis, Japonicis, &c. ordine Alphabetico, sub singulis Radicibus
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digestse, continentur, &c. Cui accessit brevis et harmonica (quantum

fieri potuit) Grammaticse omnium praecedentium Linguarum Delineatio.

Authore Edmundo Castello, S.T.D. Regiae M. a sacris : Linguae Ara-

bicae apud Cantabrigienses Professore, <Src. Londini imprimebat Thomas
Roycroft, LL. OrientaHum Tjpographus Regius, 1669. 2 vols. foho.

This work, which forms the companion to Bp. Walton's Polyglott Bible noticed in

pp. 28-30 of this Appendix, is perhaps the greatest and most perfect undertaking

of the kind hitherto performed by human industry and learning. " Dr. Castell expended

both his fortune and his life in this immense undertaking. It is true he had help from

several learned men. Dr. Murray lent him assistance in the Arabic ; Mr. (afterwards

Bishop) Beveridge, in the Syriac ; and Dr. Wansleb, in the .(Ethiopic. But the person

to whom he was most indebted was the celebrated Dr. Lightfoot, a man who, for the

amiableness of his disposition, tlie piuity of his manners, and the extent and depth of

his literary knowledge, bad, even in that age of profound learning, no superior, and

since no equal. So implicitly did Dr. Castell depend on his judgment, that when he

began that work, in 1651, he wrote to him for direction and advice, promising either to

proceed in or suppress it, as he should determine. Dr. Lightfoot not only helped on

this immortal work by his counsels, corrections, &c. but he also contributed money, and

procured subscriptions, so that Dr. Castell acknowledged there was no man in the three

kino-doms to whom he owed so much. When Dr. Castell sent him his Lexicon, he ac-

knowledged that it owed a great part of its perfection to his learning and industry, and

thought his name should occupy a distinguished place in the title-page. The Persic

Lexicon is the fruit of the joint labour of iiimself and Golius. This part of Dr. Castell's

work has been undervalued by such as either did not or could not consult it ; but it is

an excellent work ; and to it even Meninski and Richardson are indebted for a multitude

of articles. Its chief fault is want of distinct arrangement ; the works are sadly inter-

mixed, and many Persian words are printed with Hebrew types, probably because they

had but few Persian characters. Dr. Castell laboured at this work for seventeen years,

durin"- which time he maintained in his own house, at liis own cost, seven Englishmen

and seven foreio-ners, as writers, all of whom died before the work was finished. The

names of those respectable literary drudges I have not been able to find. Besides the

12,000/. of his own property, which this great man expended on this work, he was

obli'^ed to borrow 1800/. more; and not being able to raiike up this money, he was

constrained to make application to King Charles II. and entreat him, /le career esset

2>r(vmiu7ti tot laborum et sumptuum — that a prison might not be the reward of so many
labours and so much expense. This produced a letter from the king, in 1660, to all

the archbishops, bishops, dukes, lords, and nobles of the realm, recommending the work,

and earnestly soliciting pecuniary assistance in behalf of its distressed and embarrassed

author ; which was followed, tlnee years after, by one from the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, directed to all the clergy, on the same behalf; and, afterwards, by another from

twenty-nine English and Irish prelates, earnestly entreating the public not to permit

this o-ieat man to sink under his labours, and the pecuniary embarrassments brought on

liim by a work, which he had undertaken for the honour of God, the promotion of reli-

gion and learning, and consequently the good of mankind. Is it not strange, that when

the kiiiT and the clergy laid this so much to heart, and recommended it so warmly, the

author's embarrassments should still continue ? The reason seems to have been tliis—
the nation was impoverished, and the exchequer itself emptied, by the late civil wars.

" At the end of the third page of his Preface, he makes the following complaint, which

no scholar can read without pain of heart :
' Socios quidem habui in Iioc opere, sed

perexio'uo tempore mecum in illo commorantes, nescio an dicam, immensitate laboris

plane exterritos. Per plures annos, jam atate provectus, et una cum patrimonio satis

competent!, exhaustis etiam animi viribus, oculis caligantibus, corporis variis in hoc

opere confractis, ct dislccatis membris, relictus sum solus, sine amanuensi, aut vel correc-

lore ullo.' He died in 1685. Some copies of this Lexicpn have in the title, ' Londini,

Scott, 1CS6;' but this proves nothing more than a re-impression of the title; for there

never was a second edition of the work." (Clarke's Bibliographical Dictionary, vol. i.

pp. 268-270.) For other interesting particulars concerning this distinguished but ill-

requited scholar, see Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary, vol. viii. pp. 398-400.

2. V. ScniNDLERi Lexicon Pentaglotton, Hebraicum, Chaldaicum,

Syriacum, Tahtmdico-Rabbinicum, et Arabicum. Hanoviae, 1612. foho.

(3.) Syriac Grcmmars and Lexicons.

1. Johannis Leusdeni Schohi Syriaca, una cum Dissertatione de

Literis et Lingua Samaritanorum. Uhrajecti, 1658. 12mo.
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2. Caroli Schaaf Opus Aramaeum, complectens Grammaticam Chal-
daicam et Syriacam, Selecta ex Targumim, cum versione Latina, nec-
non Lexicon Chaldaicum, &c. Lugduni Batavorum, 1686. 12mo.

3. J. D. MiCHAELis Grammatica Syriaca. Halae, 1784. 4to.

4. A Syriac Grammar, principally adapted to the New Testament in

that language. By Thomas Yeates. London, 1821. 8vo.

5. Martini Trostii Lexicon Svriacum. Cothenis Anhaltinorum,
1623. 4to.

6. iEgdiii GuTBiRii Lexicon Syriacum. Hamburgi, 1667. 12mo.

7. Caroli Schaaf Lexicon Syriacum Concordantiale, omnes Novi
Testamenti Syriaci voces, et ad harum illustrationem multas alias Syri-

acas, et linguarum afKnium dictiones complectens, cum necessariis
indicibus, Syriaco et Latino, ut et catalogo nominum propriorum et

Gentilium N. T. Syr. Lugduni Batavorum, 1703. 4to.

This work was published as a companion to the beautiful edition of tlie Syriac Testa-
ment, published at Leyden in the same year. In his preface, Schaaf makes honourable
jTiention of the previous labours of Trostius, Gutbirius, and especially of the Syriac

Lexicon contained in the Heptaglott Lexicon of our learned countryman Edmund
Castell.'

8. An Introduction to the Syriac Language ; in which the Genius of
the Language is explained by a new and simple Principle of Analysis.

By the Rev. Frederick Nolan. London, 1821. 12mo.

9. A. Th. HoFFMANNi Grammaticae Syriacai Libri Tres. Halae,

1823. 4to.

(4.) Arabic Grammars and Lexicons.

1. Philippi GuADAGNOLi Breves Arabicae Linguae Institutiones. Romae,
1642. 4to.

2. Thomae Erpenii Grammatica Arabica. Cum fabulis Lokmani, et

excerptis anthologiae veterum Arabiac poetarum, Arabice et Latine. In-

terprete Alberto Schultens. Lugduni Batavorum, 1748, 1767. 4to.

The first edition of Erpenius's Arabic Grammar appeared in 1636, in 4to. Those of

1748 and 1767 are considered the best.

3. Thomae Erpenii Rudimenta Linguae Arabicae. Florilegium sen-

tentiarum et Clavem dialectorum adjecit Albertus Schultens. Lugduni
Batavorum, 1770. 4to. Best edition.

4. A Grammar of the Arabic Language, in which the rules are illus-

trated by authorities from the best writers. By John Richardson.
London, 1776. 4to.

5. Grammaire Arabe, par Silvestre de Sacy. Paris, 1810- 2 vols. 8vo.

" An immortal work, which consigns to obscurity, by its superior lustre, all previous

works of the same nature; and which lias thrown more light upon tiic forms of words, the

idiom, and tJie syntax of the Shemitish languages, than has been cast before for many cen-

turies. By this work, which contains 462 pages of syntax, Gesenius has been substantially

aided in the compilation of his Hel)rew Grammar ; and a multitude of tilings pertaining

to the grammar and idiom of the Hebrew (though they may be learned by the diligent

student without the aid of this work, so as to be useful to him,) are seen, without a know-

led-TC of De Sacy's Arabic Syntax, only as through a glass, darkly. Ue Sacy has placed

them in the meridian sun. That a work, wiiich was not designed to have the most remote

bearing upon the Hebrew Scriptures, should be thus made to contribute in a signal manner
to their illustration, ought surely to be a matter of gratitude to the Great Disposer of

1 Castell's Syriac Lexicon was reprinted at Gottingen in 1788, in two parts, forming

one volume small 4to.
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events, who can overrule the designs of men to the accomplishment of his own purposes."

(Stuart's Dissertations on studying the original languages of the Bible, p. 84.)

6. Institutiones Grammaticse Arabicse, auctore Antonio Aryda. Vin-

dobonse, 1813. 4to.

7. Institutiones ad Fundamenta Linguse Arabica^: accedunt Sententiae

et Narrationes Arabica;, una cum Glossario Arabico-Latino. Auctore
Em. Frid. Car. Rosenmullero, Theol. Doct. et in Academia Lipsiensi

Prof, ordinario. Lipsias, 1818. 4to.

Of the very numerous grammars of the Arabic Language which have been published

in the Latin language, this of Professor Kosenmiiller is considered the best. The author

has made great use of Sacy's Grammaire Arabe ; and the Chrestomathy, or selection of

passages from Arabic Writers, enhances the value of his publication.

8. Antonii Giggeii Thesaurus Linguae Arabicae ; seu Lexicon Arabi-

cum Latinum. Mediolani, 1632. 4 vols, folio.

This is a very valuable work, though greatly inferior in point of correctness to the fol-

lowing Lexicon of Golius.

9. Jacobi Golii Lexicon Arabico-Latinum, contextum ex probatior-

ibus orientis Lexicographis. Accedit Index Latinus copiosissimus, qui

Lexici Latino- Arabici vicera explere possit. Lugduni Batavorum, 1653.
folio.

" This is an invaluable work, and the best on the sidyect ever published. It is in every

respect well edited. The arrangement of the words, the definitions given, the paper,

types, and typographical execution, — are all in the first style of accuracy and elegance."

(Bibliog. Diet. vol. iv. p. 7.) A new edition of this Lexicon was announced, while t!iis

sheet was passing through the press, with very important additions and corrections by
Professor Freytag, of Bonn, whose skill and researches into oriental literature eminently
qualify him for tlie task he has undertaken. His edition is expected to form two large

volumes in quarto.

10. Jacobi ScHEiDii Glossarium Arabico-Latinum, Manuale. Lug-
duni Batavorum, 1769. 4to.

11. Johannis Jahn Lexicon Arabico-Latinum, Chrestomathiae Ara-
bicae accommodatum, et Chrestomathia Arabica, Vindobonae, 1802.
2 vols. 8vo.

For a full account of Arabic Grammars and Lexicons, the reader is referred to Schnur-
rer's Bibliotheca Arabica, in which their dates, &c. are particularly specified.

(5) Egyptia7i Grammars and Lexicons.

1. Lexicon jEgyptiaco-Latinum, ex veteribus illius Linguae raonu-
mentis summo studio collectum a Maturino Veyssiere La Croze. Eden-
tibus Christiano Scholtz et Carolo Godofredo Woide. Oxonii e

Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1775. 4to.

2. Christiani Scholtz Grammatica x^gyptiaca utriusque dialecti : quam
breviavit, illustravit, edidit Carolus Godofredus Woide. Oxonii e Typo-
grapheo Clarendoniano, 1778. 4to.

These publications are not of common occurrence, and have acquired additional value
since various fragments of the antient Coptic and Sahidic versions of the New Testament
have been published. Previously to the seventeenth century, Egyptian literature was
but slightly regarded in Europe, and might possibly have been still disregarded, if the

celebrated oriental traveller Bartolomeo De la Valle had not brought to Rome, from
Egypt, among other curiosities, some Coptic or Egyptian manuscripts, of which he gave
the perusal to Athanasius Kirclier, a voluminous but very indifferent writer in regard to

solidity and fidelity. Kircher, hovi'cver, lias tiie merit of being the first who published a
book, relating to tlie Egyptian language, under the title Lingua jE^j/pliaca Restituta

{RovKT, 164S. 4to.), which was, in fact, nothing but the manuscript dictionary or voca-
bulary of De la Valle. Theodore Petrajus, who liad been in Egypt in the same century,
enriched Europe with several valuable manuscripts; and he, well understanding the
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Eg\'ptian tongue, would have proved a restorer of Egyptian literature, had he met with

pro])cr encouragement; but he could nowhere find it, not even in London, where he

printed the first psalm as a specimen of the Egyptian language. Happily his manuscripts

were sold to the Elector of Brandenburg, and placed in liis library at Berlin. Dr.
AVilkins, a German, and La Croze, a Frenchman, distinguished themselves, in the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century, by their cultivation of the Egyptian tongue. Tlie former

met with encouragement and preferment in England ; and printed at Oxford, in 171G, the

Egyptian New Testament, in the Coptic or Lower Egyptian dialect. He also printed

tlie Pentateuch, at London, in 17:51. But being unacquainted with the Saliidic or Upper
Egyptian dialect, he mistook the Sahidic or Thebaidic manuscripts, in the Bodleian Li-

brary for faulty Coptic ones. La Croze being librarian to the king of Prussia at Berlin,

and having free access to the Egyptian manuscripts of Petrajiis in that library, compiled
from these and some other manuscripts, a valuable dictionary, which he finished in 1722.

He was much assisted in this undertaking by Dr. Jablonsky, a learned professor at Frank-
fort, who collected several materials for him in the Bodleian Library, and that of the king
of France, at Paris. Dr. Jablonsky gave La Cru/ie the first hint that, beside the Coptic

dialect, there was another of Upi'er Egypt, which is now commonly called the Sahidic or

Thebaidic dialect. He sent him likewise a transcript of a manuscript of this kind (No.
393. Huntington, in the Bodleian Library,) De Mi/steriis Literamm Gnecarioii, from
wiiicli La Croze took Collectionem vncum quarundam Sahidicarum, which is annexed to his

Dictionary. Jablonsky, who on his travels had copied several Egyptian manuscripts,

communicated them to his brother-in-law, Mr. Scholtz, chaplain in ordinary to the king
of Prussia ; wlio being furnished with the manuscripts at Berlin, and the Dictionary of

La Croze, wrote in 1750 an Egyptian Grammar of botii dialects, in two vols. 4to.

Several learned men wished that both the Dictionary and the Grammar might be published,

but they could not find a printer furnished with Egyptian types, or who would hazard the

undertaking ; till, at last, the university of Oxford, on a noble principle of public spirit,

determined to take tlie business in liand. When the Dictionary was printing Dr. Woide
was desired to make some additions to it; but this not being proposed to him till more
than half the work was printed oft", he could extend his remarks to three letters only ; and
to render the undertaking more useful, he added an index.

It was intended to print the Grammar of Mr. Scholtz, in two 4to. vols, immediately

after the Dictionary, but it being found too voluminous, Dr. Woide very properly abridged

it ; and the work, so far from losing by his abridgment, has gained very considerably
;

for Dr. W. has carefully examined, corrected, and improved the Grammar, by means of

manuscripts unknown to Mr. Scholtz, of which he gives an account 'u\ the preface pre-

fixed to the Grammar. The Sahidic part, which is now to be found in this Grammar,
was entirely supplied by Dr. Woide.
Two circumstances must particularly recommend this Grammar ; first, that the rules

laid down are illustrated and supported by examples, quoted from the above-mentioned
manuscripts ; secondly, that it exhibits both dialects, to one of which we have hitherto been
entire strangers. (Monthly Review, (O. S.) vol. Ix. p. I., Nichols's Anecdotes of Bowyer,
vol. ix. pp. 9-11.3

3. A Compendious Grammar of the Egyptian Language, both of the

Coptic, or Memphitic, and Sahidic dialects ; with Observations on the

Bashmuric ; together with the Alphabets of the Hieroglyphic and De-
motic, or Enchorial Characters, and some Explanation relative to their

Use. By the Rev. Henry Tattam, M. A. F.S.R.L. London, 1828. 8vo.

This work is so arranged as to form either a grammar of the Coptic and Sahidic Dialects,

as well as of the Hieroglyphic Characters, separately, or a convenient comparative Gram-
mar of the whole. In that part which treats on hieroglyphics, Mr. Tattam has been

favoured with some important communications by the distinguished archaeologist Dr.
Young. This Coptic Grammar is beautifully i)rinted.

JMr. Tattam has also announced a new edition of the Egyptian Lexicon by La Croze,

Scholtz, and Woide above noticed, which had become extremely rare; incorjjorating the

results of all the most recent discoveries in Egyptian Literature.

4. Fr. A. Guil. Sfoiin de Lingua et Literis Veterum iEgyptiorum.
Accedunt Granmiatica atque Glossarium ^^gyptiacum. Edidit et ab-

solvit G. SeytFarth. Pars L Lipsiae, 1825. 4'to.

VOL. II. APP. (m)
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(6-) Ethiopic Grammar and Lexicons.

1. Jobi LuDOLPHi Gramniatica Linguae Amharicas (vel M,th\o])'\cai),

quae vernacula est Hebessinorum. Francofurti ad Moenum, 1698, folio;

1702. folio. Best edition.

2. Jobi LuDOLPHi Lexicon Amharico-Latinum. Francofurti ad Moe-
num, 1698. folio.

This is commonly bound up with the first edition of Ludolph's Amharic Grammar.

3. Jobi LuDOLPHi Lexicon iEthiopico-Latinum. Francofurti ad Mce-
num, 1698. folio.

(7.) Persian Grammars and Lexicons.

1. Ludovici DE DiEU Rudimenta Linguae Persicae: accedunt duo
priora capita Geneseos ex Persica translatione Jacobi Tawusi. Lugduni
Batavorum, 1639. ito.

2. Angeli a S. Joseph Gazophylacium Linguae Persarum. Amstelo-

dami, 1684. folio.

3. A Grammar of the Persian Language. By Sir William Jones,

London, 1809. 4<to. seventh edition.

The first edition of this Grammar appeared in 1775, in 4to. ; in that of 1809 the ortlK)-

graphy is adapted to the mode of spelling adopted by Dr. Wilkins in his improved edition

of Richardson's Persian Dictionary. Sir W. Jones's Grammar forms the fifth volume of

the octavo edition of his works.

4. Francisci de Bombay Gramniatica Linguae Persicae ; accedunt dia-

logi, historiae, sententiae, et narrationes Persicae. Viennee, 1804. 4to.

5. A Grammar of the Persian Language. By M. Lumsden, LL. D.
London, 1811. 2 vols, small folio.

6. Francisci Wilken Institutiones ad Fundamenta Linguae Persarum,

cum Chrestomathia, et auctario ad Chrestomathiam. Lipsiae, 1805;
2 parts forming 1 vol. 8vo.

7. A Dictionary, Persian, Arabic, and English ; vi'ith a Dissertation

on the Languages, Literature and Manners of Eastern nations. By
John Richardson, Esq. F.S. A. A new edition with numerous additions

and improvements, by Charles Wilkins, LL.D. F. U.S. London, 1806

—

1810. 2 vols, royal 4to.

The first edition of this great and elaborate work appeared at Oxford and London in

1777, in one large folio volume. Dr. Wilkins has revised it throughout, corrected the

orthography of every word, and enlarged it to a great extent, with very numerous addi-

tions, which his long residence in India and profound knowledge of the Persian language,

peculiarly qualified him to make. As the bulk and price of this work rendered it acces-

sible to comparatively few students of Persian, Mr Hopkins compiled from it an abridg-

ment, intitled a Vocabulary, Persian, Arabic, and English, which was printed at London
in 1810, in 8vo.

8. Outlines of Persian Grammar, with Extracts. Edinburgh, 1822. 8vo,

These outlines were originally published for the use of Students in the University of

Edinburgh. 'I'he author's " view has evidently been, to simplify as much as possible, the

elements of the language. No extraneous matter has been introduced for a shew merely

of erudition ; when, in reality, it can be of use for nothing,— but to distract and impede

the learner." (Edinburgh Christian Instructor for May 1822. p. 329.)

The reader, who is desirous of further information respecting ele-

mentary works on Oriental Literature, is referred to Professor Lee's

Sylloge Librorum Orientalimn, qitibus Linguarum Biblicarum Stiidwsi

maximo cum fructu iiti queant. (Cantabrigiae, 1821. Svo.) \n this ma-
nual. Prof. Lee has particularly specified those treatises which are most
isrorlhy of the student's attention.
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5. Commentators, Interpreters, and Paraphrasts on the Scriptures.

A complete History of Commentators would require a volume of no
ordinary dimensions. The present list is therefore necessarily restricted

to an account of the Principal Commentaries and Critical Works illus-

trating the Holy Scriptures. The reader who may be desirous of pro-

secuting this subject more at length, will find much interesting information

in the elaborate works of Kosenmiiller, Dorscheus, and Simon, noticed

below. Father Simon's Histoire Critique du Vieux Testament (pp. 416—
466. 4to. 1680) also contains many valuable strictures on the Expositors

of the Old Testament. The merits and demerits of commentators are

likewise discussed in Walchius's Bibliotheca Theologica Selecta, vol. iv»

pp. 369-931.; in Ernesti's Institutio Interpretis Novi Testamenti, part

iii. cap. ix. pp. 278-311.; in Morus's Acroases Academicae, vol. ii. pp.
204-340.; and by Mr. Orme in his Bibliotheca Biblica (Edinburgh, 1824.

8vo.) -Rambach, in his Institutiones Hermeneuticae, pp. 663-726.;
Professor Keil, in his Elementa Hermeneutices Novi Testamenti ( 8vo.

Leipsic, 1811), p. 159. et seq. and Professor Beck, in his Monogram-
mata Hermeneutices Librorum Novi Foederis (8vo. Lipsiae, 1803), part i.

p. 168. et seq., have respectively noticed the principal expositors of the
Scriptures, particularly those written in the German Language, which
being understood by few biblical students in this country, all commenta-
ries in that tongue are necessarily omitted in the following bibliographi-

cal notices of commentators.

1. Jo. Georg. RosENMULLERi Historia Interpretationis Librorum
Sacrorum in Ecclesia Christiana ; ab Apostolorum aetate ad Literarum
Instaurationem. Hildburghusae et Lipsiae, 1795-1814. 5 parts 8vo.

2. Joh. Georg. Dorsciiei Biblia Numerata, seu Index Specialis in

Vetus Testamentum ad singula omnium Librorum Capita, et Commata.
Francofurti, 1674. 2 vols, folio.

This work contains a list of commentators (four hundred and ninety-one in number), who
had illustrated any book, chapter, or verse of the Scriptures, with references to the books,

chapters, and pages of their several works.

3. Histoire Critique des Principaux Commentateurs du Nouveau
Testament, depuis le commencement du Christianisme jusques a notre

tems. Par le Pere Simon. Rotterdam, 1693. 4to,

i. On the Interpretation of Scripture.

(1.) General Treatises on the Interpretation of Scripture.

1. Abichtii (Jo. Georg.) Ars distinct^ Legendi et Interpretandi

Scripturam Sacram Veteris Testamenti. Lipsiae, 1710. 8vo.

2. Hermeneutica Biblica Generalis, Usibus Academicis accommodata
ab Antonio Arigler. Viennae, 1813. 8vo.

A learned epitome of the general principles of interpretation. This author, as well as

Jahn, was a Roman Catholic professor, at Vienna ; and the works of both have been pro-

hibited within the dominions of the emporor of Austria.

3. Benner (Job. Herm.) Sylloge Thesium, Hermeneuticae Sacrae in-

servientium. Francofurti et Giessae, 1753. 12mo.

4. Joh. Benedict! Carpzov Primae Lineae Hermeneuticae et Philolo-

giae Sacrae cum Veteris, tum Novi Testamenti, brevibus aphorismis com-
prehensae. Helmstadii, 1790. 8vo.

5. Chladenii (Martini) Listitutiones Exegeticae. Wittebergae, 1725.
8vo.
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6. Danhaueri (Joh. Conradi) Hermeneutica Sacra, sive Methodus
exponendarum Sacrarum Literarum. Argentorati, IGSt. 8vo.

7. Sinopsi della Ermeneutica Sacra, o dell' Arte di ben interpretare

la Sacra Scrittura del Professore G. Bernardo De Rossi. Parma, 1819.
Svo.

8. Ernesti (Jo. Aug.) Institutio Iiiterpretis Novi Testamenti. 8vo.

Lipsiae, 1761, 1809. 8vo.

The edition of 1809 is generally considered as tiie best of Earnesti's admirable little

manual ; but the prefatory remarks and some of tlie notes of Dr. Ammon must be read

with great caution, as they are too frequently destitute of those primary and indispensable

characteristics of a good interpreter, sobrietij and discretion. Two volumes of Supple-

mentary Remarks, by Professor Morus, intitled Acroases super Hermeneutica Novi Tes-

tamenti, were published at Leipsic between 1795 and 1797, in Svo. ; they relate only to

part of Ernesti's volume, and tliey contain much valuable matter respecting the criticism

and interpretation of the New Testament.

9. Elements of Interpretation, translated from the Latin of J. A. Er-

nesti, accompanied with Notes. By Moses Stuart, Professor of Sacred

Literature in the Theological Seminary at Andover. 12nio. Andover,

(Massachussetts) 1822. London, 1827. 12mo.

A translation ofpart of the preceding article. The work of Ernesti, in passing through the

hands of its translator, has undergone some alterations Some things have been omitted ;

notes have been added where the subject appeared to require further elucidation ; and

copious extracts are translated from Slorus's Acroases, as well as from Beck's Mono-
grammata Hermeneutices Novi Testimenti, and KeiU's Elementa Hermeneuticcs Novi

Testamenti, noticed below. The London reprint was edited by the Rev. Dr Henderson,

who has increased the utility of this little manual by adding some valuable observations,

the result of his own reading.

10. Franckii (Aug. Herm.) Prasiectiones Hermeneutica^ ad viam

dextrae indagandi et exponendi Sensum Scripturse Sacrae. . . . Adjecta

est in fine Brevis et Luculenta Scripturavn Sacram cum fructu legendi

Listitutio. Halae, 1717. 8vo.

11. Franckii (Aug. Herm.) Commentatio de Scopo Librorum Veteris

et Novi Testamenti. Halae, HSi. 8vo.

12. Franckii (Aug. Herm.) Christus S. Scripturae Nucleus. Accedunt
tres Meditationes cognati Argumenti. Ex Germanico in Latinum Ser-

monem vertit Henricus Grischovius. Halae, 1724'. 8vo.

13. Franzii (Wolfgangi) Tractatus Theoiogicus novus et perspicuus

de Interpretatione Sacrarum Literarum. Wittebergae, 1619. ^to. 1708.

Svo. (best edition.)

14. Glassii (Salomonis) Philologia Sacra, his temporibus accommo-
data. Post primum volumen Dathii in lucem emissum, nunc continuata,

et in novi plane operis formam redacta a Georg. Laurent. Bauero. Tomi
secundi, sectio posterior.— Hermeneutica Sacra. Lipsiae, 1797. 8vo.

This volume, as already noticed in p. 137, 138, is a corrected edition of that part of Glass's

Philologia Sacra which relates to the inter])retation of the Scriptures. It is sometimes

to be met with as a distinct work, with a separate title-page ; and such in effect it is, the

alterations and additions being so numerous as to render it a new publication. It is un-
questionaljly of great value, and has furnished the writer of these pages with many im-

portant observations and explanations of Scripture ; but it is at the same time so strongly

characterised by that licentiousness of interpretation which so eminently marks many of

the modern divines of Germany, that tlie student cannot be put too much on his guard

with respect to Professor Bauer's volume.

15. Enchiridion Hermeneuticae Generalis Tabularum Veteris et Novi
Foederis. Authore Johanne Jahn. Viennae, 1812. Svo.

16. Appendix Hermeneuticae, seu Exercitationes Exegeticae. Auctore
Johanne Jahn. Fasciculill. Vaticinia de Messia. Viennae, 1813-15. 8vo.

17. Institutiones Hermeneuticae Scripturae Sacrae Veteris Testamenti,

quas Joannes Nepomucenus Alber, juxta Systema Theologiae novissime
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prsescriptum concinnatas, tertium edidit. Pestini [Pest, in Hungary],
1827. 3 tomis 8vo.

The first edition of this work was published in 1807. In consequence of the system of
theology, which is taught in the university of Vieima, having been introduced into that of
Pest, Professor Alber re-modelled and revised his work, in order to render it conformable
to that system. Tlie first vplume contains a summary of Biblical Archaeology ; the se-

cond, an introduction to the several bociks of the Old Testament; and the third, tlie prin-
ciples of interpretation, and an exegetical elucidation of various difficult passages of the

Old Testament.

18. Institutiones Hermeneuticee Scripturte Sacrae Novi Testamenti, quas
Joannes Nep. Alber, juxta Systema Theologiae novissirae praescriptura

concinnatas edidit. Pestini, 1818. 3 tomis Bvo.

The first volume contains general rules of interpretation, a general introduction to the

writings of the New Testament, and an apology for them ; the second and third volumes
comprise a special introduction to the various books, and an exegetical exposition of the
most difficult and important passages.

Throughout both this and the preceding work. Professor Alber evinces himself to be an
able and vehement adversary of the modern school of German neologists.

19. Thomse Hitnt de Usu Dialectorum, ac praecipuas Arabicae, in

Hebraico Codice interpretando, Oratio. Oxonii, 1748. 4to.

20. Monogrammata Hermeneutices Librorum Novi Foederis. Scripsit

Christianas Daniel Beckius. Pars Prima. Hermeneutice N. T. uni-

versa. Lipsiae, 1803. 8vo.

21. Keilii (Car. Aug. Theoph.) Elementa Hermeneutices Novi Testa-
menti, Latine reddita a Christ. Aug.Godefr.Emmerling. Lipsiae, 1811. 8vo.

22. Hierolexicon, sive Sacrum Dictionarium Variorum Sacras Scrip-

turac Sensuum, cum Locorum, in quibus hos patiuntur, Annotatione.
Opera et studio Francisci Philippi L'Alouette. Lutetiae Parisiorum,
1694-. 8vo.

A l)ook not of common occurrence. It consists in fact of three parts. In the first, are
delivered rules for interpreting the Bihle ; the second contains a summary of the contents
of the several books of Scripture, in Latin hexameter verses ; and the last part of the

volume contains an alphabetical index of the various senses of Scripture, with references

to passages which, in the author's judgment, admit of tho3e senses. Some of his inter-

pretations are rather fanciful.

23. Langii (Joachimi) Hermeneutica Sacra, exhibens primum Ge-
nuinae Interpretationis Leges de Sensu Litterali et_Emphatico investi-

gando ; deinde Idiomata Sermonis Mosaici, Davidici, et Prophetici, nec-
non Apostolici et Apocalyptici ; cum uberiori ipsius Praxeos Exegeticae
appendice. Halae, 1733. 8vo.

24-. LoEscHER (Val. Ern.) Breviarium Theologiae Exegeticee, Legiti-

mam Scripturae Sacrae Interpretationeni tradens. Wittebergae, 1719. 8vo.

25. MoNSPERGER (Joscphi Juliani, in Universitate Vindobonensi P. O.)

Institutiones Hermeneuticae, V. T. Praelectionibus Academicis accom-
modatae. Lovanii, 1787. 2 vols. 8vo.

26. Institutio Interpretis Veteris Testamenti, auctore Joanne Henrico
Pareau, Litterarum Orientalium Professore in Academia Rheno-Tra-
jectina. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1822. 8vo.

A very valuable compendium of the principles of Sacred Hermeneutics.

27. Disputatio de Mythica Sacri Codicis Interpretatione. Auctore
Joanne Henrico Pareau. Editio altera, additamento et indicibus

aucta. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1824'. 8vo.

This treatise contains a masterly investigation and refutation of the notion advocated by
the modern school of German neologists. It was originally a prize-essay, published in

1814 in the transactions of the Teylerian Society, with a Dutch translation. In this
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new edition the learned author has revised and corrected his treatise, and has enlarged it

with valuable additions at the end, and with a copious index.

28. Pfeifferi (August!) Hermeneutica Sacra, sive Tractatio luculenta

de Interpretatione Sacrarum Literarum. Dresdae, 1684. 8vo. Lipsiae,

1690. 4to. ; also in the second volume of the collective edition of his

philological works.

29. Pfeifferi (Joach. Ehrenfrid.) Institutioiies Flermeneuticac Sacra?,

veterum atque recentiorum et propria quaedam praecepta coniplexa.

Erlangae, 1771. 8vo.

30. Rambachii (Johannis Jacobi) Institutiones Hermeneuticae Sacrae,

variis observationibus copiosissimisque exeniplis biblicis illustratae. Cum
praefatione Jo. Francisci Buddei. Jena?, 1723. 8vo.

31. Jo. Sal. Semleri Apparatus ad Liberalem Veteris Testamenti In-

tcrpretationem. Halae Magdeburgicae, 1773. 8vo.

32. Jo. Sal. Semleri Apparatus ad Liberalem Novi Testanienti Inter-

pretationem. Illustrationis exempla multa ex epistola ad Romanes petita

sunt. Halae Magdeburgicae, 1767. 8vo.

" Liberal, indeed, with a vengeance ; if it be deemed liberality, to give up all material

points to those who impugn the authenticity of the sacred books."— Such is the severe

but just censure of Bp. Blomfield (Diss, on the Tradit. Knowl. of a Promised Redeemer,

p. 123.) on the first of these works of Semler, which is equally applicable to the second.

— On the value of this heterodox German critic's labours, see Conybeare's Bampton Lec-

tures for 1825, pp. 277-279.

S3. Turretini (Joan Alphonsi) De Sacrac Scripturae Interpretandas

methodo, Tractatus bipartitus. Trajecti Thuriorum, 1728. small 8vo.

Francofurti ad Viadrum, 1776. 8vo. Also in Vol. II. of the quarto

edition of his collective works, with the author's last corrections.

The edition of 1776 is considered to be the best ; it professes to be " restitutus et auctus,"

by William Abraham Teller, some of whose remarks are certainly valuable ; but others

convey doctrinal interpretations which Turretini (or Turretin as he is most usually termed)

held in utter abliorrence. The edition of 1728 is therefore to be preferred; when his

collective works cannot be consulted.

S-i. An Inquiry into the General Principles of Scripture Interpretation,

in Eight Sermons preached before the University of Oxford in the Year
1814, as the Lecture founded by the late Rev. John Bampton, M.A.
By the Rev. William Vanmildert, D.D. [now Bishop of Durham.]
Oxford, 1815. 8vo.

35. Dissertatio de SS. Scripturarum Interpretatione, secundum Patrum
.commentarios. Auctore Daniele Whitby. Londini, 1714. 8vo.

36. G. B. Winer Oratio de Emcndanda Interpretatione Novi Testa-

Bienti. Lipsiae, 1823. 8vo.

37. The State of the Protestant Religion in Germany; in a Series of

Discourses preached before the University of Cambridge, by the Rev.

Hugh James Rose, M.A. Cambridge, 1825. 8vo.

These discourses are noticed here, on account of the just and accurate representation

which they contain of the unsound and pernicious system of interpretation adopted by
many modern expositors and biblical critics in Germany ; who have applied to the inteq^re-

tation of the sacred volume an excess of philological speculation, which would not be en-

dured if applied to the explanation of a classic author. The accuracy of Mr. Rose's state-

ments the writer of these pages can in several instances attest, from actual perusal of many
of the publications vvliich he holds up to deserved censure. His statements are also corro-

borated by the details, particularly those of the learned German professor Tholuck, which

Mr. Haldane has collected in his " Second Review of the Conduct of the Directors of the

British and Foreign Bible Society" (chap, ii.) ' ; as well as by the details which have ap-

1 Mr. Haldane's pamphlet is cited, solely on account of the details above referred to.

It does not full within the plan of this work to enter into the controversy which occasioned

that publication.
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peared at various times in the course of the last six or seven years in the " Archives du
Christianisme," and other French theological journals. The statements of Mr. Rose are

further confirmed by the specimcni of interpretation from several of the antisupernaturalist

divines of Germany, which the Rev. Dr. J. P. Smith has produced in his " Scripture Tes-
timony to the Messiah," vol. ii. parti, pp. 221, 222. ; and part 2. pp 634, 635. 710. See
also the Missionary Register for INIarch 1827, pp. 160-162. Mr. Rose's publication was
vehemently attacked in Germany, particularly by Dr. Bretschneider, a translation of whose
pami)hlet was announced at London, in 1827 : but Mr. Rose most ably and satisfactorily

vindicated himself against Bretschneider's invective in the Christian Remembrancer for

October 1827, and the following month.

(2.) Treatises on the Interpretation of the Figurative Language, and on
the Spiritual and Typical Interpretation of Scripture.

1. Johannis Jacob! Rambachii Commentatio Hermeneutica de Sensus
Mystici Criteriis, ex genuinis principiis deducta necessariisque cautelis

circumscripta. Jenae, 1728 ; 1731. 8vo.

2. The Bampton Lectures for the year 1824-. Being an Attempt to

trace the History and to ascertain the Limits of the Secondary and
Spiritual Interpretation of Scripture. By J. J. Conybeare, M.A. Ox-
ford, 1824. 8vo. Price IO5. 6d.

3. A Course of Lectures on the Figurative Language of Holy Scrip-

,

ture, and the Interpretation of it from the Scripture itself. To which
are added, four Lectures on the Relation between the Old and New Tes-
taments, as it is set forth in the Epistle to the Hebrews. By the Rev.
"William Jones, M.A. London, 1786. 8vo. and various subsequent
editions.

These valuable and pious lectures were delivered in tlie learned author's parish church
of Nayland, in Suffolk: they are also to be found in the fourth volume of Mr. Jones'.s

Theological, Philosophical, and Miscellaneous Works.

4. On the Historical Types contained in the Old Testament. Twenty
Discourses preached before the University of Cambridge in the Year
1826, at the Lecture founded by the Rev. John Hulse. By the Rev.
Temple Chevallier, M.A. Cambridge, 1826. 8vo.

The subject chosen is important and interesting, and has been illustrated with ability

and judgment. (British Critic, October 1827. p. 442.)

5. The Nature and Use of a Type. By George Lavington, [D.D.
and afterwards Bishop of Exeter.] London, 1724-. 8vo.

6. A BriefView of the Figures, and Explication of the Metaphors con-
tained in 'Scripture. By the late Rev. John Brown. Edinburgh, 1803.
12mo. Also in the first volume of the author's collected smaller works.

7. A Key to open the Scripture Metaphors and Types ; to which are
prefixed Arguments to prove the Divine Authority of the Holy Scriptures.

By Benjamin Keach. London, 1779. folio.

This is usually considered as the best edition : the work was first published towards the

close of the seventeenth century. Many of the Metaphors and Types are spiritualised al-

most to absurdity ; still the work contains good materials, wliich persons of sober judg-
ment may employ to advantage.

8. Moses and Aaron ; or, the Types and Shadows of our Saviour in

the Old Testament opened and explained. By T. Taylor, D.D. Lon-
don, 1653. 4to.

This book was repeatedly printed in the course of the seventeenth century ; a circum-
stance that marks the estimation in which it was held. It was also translated into Latin,
and several times printed in Germany. It contains many fanciful analogies; a remark,
which is applicable to the two following works.

9. The Figures or Types of the Old Testament, by which Christ and
the Heavenly Things of the Gospel were preached and shadowed to the
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People of God oi" old; explained and improved in sundry Sermons. By
Samuel Mather. Dublin, 1673. 4<to.

10. Grace and Truth ; or, the Glory and Fulness of the Redeemer
displayed in an Attempt to explain the most remarkable of the Tj'pes,

Fio-ures, and Allegories of the Old Testament. By William Mac-
EwEN. Edinburgh, 1763, 12mo. and various subsequent editions.

11. A Popular Inquiry into the Doctrine of Scripture Types. By John

Wilson. Edinburgh, 1823. 8vo.

12. De Symbolis ac Typis Scripturae Sacree Dissertatio. Auctore

S. RuDELBACH. Hauniae, 1824'. Bvo.

The author does not stop to copy his predecessors ; he endeavours to give a solid

foundation to his discussion. After fixing the general nature of a Symbol and Type,

and determining the meaning of the figurative diction of the Scriptures, and the relation

subsisting in this respect between the Old and New Testament, he proceeds to apply it to

the interpretation of the Symbols and Types. He allows those propiietic images only to

be real Types, vvliich have been fulfilled in the life, passion, and death of Christ, and in the

ulterior state of the Church; and requires that such fulfilment be indicated in express

terms in the New Testament. (Revue Encyclop^diquc, Novembre, 1826. p. 410.)

13. The Character and Offices of Christ illustrated by a Comparison

with the Typical Characters of the Old Testament. In a Series of Dis-

courses, by John Crombie, A.M. London, 1827. 8vo.

(3.) Treatises on the Interpretation of Scripture Parables, Proverbs, and
Promises.

1. G. A. Van Limburg Brouwer de Parabolis Jesu Christi. Lug-
duni Batavorum, 1825- 8vo.

2. Wesselii Scholten Diatribe de Parabolis Jesu Christi. Delphis

Batavorum, 1827. 8vo.

The order pursued in each of these treatises is similar, but the mode of discussing the

particular portions is somewhat different. Each consists of two parts, in the first of which

are considered the nature of a parable, and the difterent classes into which the parables of

Jesus Christ may be divided. The second part discusses the interpretation of parables; and
each treatise contains many ingenious remarks peculiar to itself.

3. Martini Delrif Adagialia Veteris ac Novi Testamenti. Lugduni,
1614-18. 2 tomis 4to.

4. Joannis Drusii Adagia Hebraica. Apud Crit. Sacr. torn. viii. folio.

5. Andreae Schotti Adagialia Sacra Novi Testamenti Gra^co-Latina,

selecta atque exposita. Antverpias, 1629. 4to.

6. Joannis Vorstii Diatribe de Adagiis Novi Testamenti. In Crenii

Opusculorum Fasciculo III. Roterodami. 18mo. Also in Fischer's second
edition of Leusden, de Dialectis Nov. Test. pp. 168-252.

7. The Wells of Salvation opened ; or, a Treatise discovering the Na-
ture, Preciousness, and Usefulness of Gospel Promises, and Rules for the

Application of them. By William Spurstowe. London, 1655. 8vo.

Reprinted at London, 1814. 12mo.

(4.) Treatises on the Interpretation of Scripture Prophecies.

1. The Use and Intent of Prophecy, in the several Ages of the World.
To which are added four Dissertations. 1. The Authority of the second
Epistle of Peter ; 2. The Sense of the Antients before Christ, upon the
Circumstances and Consequences of the Fall ; 3. The Blessing of Judah,
Gen. xlix.; 4. Christ's Entry into Jerusalem. By Thomas Sherlock, D.D.
Bishop of London. Fourth edition. London, 1744. 8vo.
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2. Campegii Vitring.^ 1'ypus Doctrinoc Propheticoc. Franeckerae,

1708. 8vo.

3. Aug. Herm. Franckii Introductio ad Lectionem Prophetarum,

I. Generalis, II. Specialis ad Lectionem Jonae, quae in reliquis exeniplo

esse possit : Utraque directa ad comparandam fe prophetis agnitionem

Jesu Christi. Hala3, 1721'. 8vo.

4. Hermanni Venema Prailectiones de Methodo Prophetica, seu de

Arguniento Prophetiarum Veteris et Novi Testamenti ac utriusque

periodis. Quibus accedunt Sermones Academici quatuor. 40. Leo-

vardiae, 1775. ^to.

5. The Divine Origin of Prophecy illustrated and defended, in a

Course of Eight Sermons, preached before the University of Oxford, at

the Lecture founded by tiie Kev. John Bampton, M.A. By George
Richards, [D.D.] Oxford, 1800. 8vo.

6. A Key to the Language of Prophecy, with References to Texts

of the Old and New Testaments. By the Rev. William Jones, M.A.
In Vol. XI. of his Theological, Philosophical, and Miscellaneous Works.

7. The Fulfilling of the Scriptures. By Robert Fleming. London,

1726. folio.

8. Dissertations on the Prophecies which have been remarkably ful-

filled, and at this Time are fulfilling in the World. By Thomas New-
ton, D.D. Bishop of Bristol. London, 1759 or 1766, 3 vols. 8vo.

Various subsequent editions in 2 vols. 8vo. and 12mo. ; also in one

volume, 8vo.

9. History the Interpreter of Prophecy. By the Rev. Henry Kett,
B.D. Oxford, 1799, 3 vols. 12mo. and various subsequent editions in

2 vols. 8vo.

10. A Key to the Prophecies : or, a Concise View of the Predictions

contained in the Old and New Testaments. By the Rev. David Simpson,

M.A. Macclesfield, 1795; and numerous subsequent editions.

A valuable compendium of the fulfilment of prophecy, worthy the attention of students

who may not be able to procure larger or more expensive works on this subject.

11. Lectures on Scripture Prophecy. By William Bengo Collyer,
D.D. London, 1811. 8vo.

12. A Manual of Prophecy ; or, a Short Comparative View of Pro-

phecies contained in the Holy Scriptures, and the Events by which they

were fulfilled. In which are introduced several new Observations on

several of them, and particularly on difficult Passages in Isaiah and
Daniel. By the Rev. Peter Roberts, A.M. London, 1818.

13. A Dissertation on the Prophecies that have been fulfilled, are now
fulfilling, or will hereafter be fulfilled, relative to the great Period of

1260 Years ; the Papal and Mohammedan Apostacies ; the Reign of An-
tichrist ; and the Restoration of the Jews. By George Stanley Faber,

B.D. Fifth Edition. London, 1814-18. 3 vols. 8vo.

14. Les Caracteres du Messie verifies en Jesus de Nazareth [Par M.
Clemence]. Rouen, 1776. 2 tomes 8vo.

" The author determines the characteristical marks of the Messiah with precision and
accuracy ;

points out in consequence of these characters (which are drawn from the

clearest predictions) the prophecies that, taken in a literal sense, regard the Messiah; and,

by a comparison of these prophecies with the events, sets the divine mission of Christ in

the most striking light. There is a great deal of good erudition and sound judgment in

this work," (Monthly Review, O.S. vol. Ivi. p. 218.) which is now both scarce and dear.

15. Propheties concernant Jesus Christ et I'Eglise, eparses dans les

Livres Saints, avec des Explications et Notes, [Par M. le President

Agier.] Paris, 1819. 8vo.

A valuable little manual of Scripture Prophecies relative to Jesus Christ.
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Warbm-tonian Lectures on Prophecy.

*^* These Lectures were founded by Dr. William Warburton,
Bishop of Gloucester, (each course consisting of twelve Sermons, to be
preached in Lincoln's Inn chapel,) for the purpose of proving "the
truth of Revealed Religion in general, and of the Christian in particular,

from the completion of the Prophecies of the Old and Netv Testament,

which relate to the Christian Church, and especially to the apostacy of

Papal Rome." The following portions of these Lectures are all that

have been published.

Besides illustrating the completion of the prophecies, in conformity

Avith the founder's design, most of the lecturers have treated, in a

greater or less degree, upon the Symbolical Language of Scripture Pro-

phecy.

1. An Introduction to the Study of the Prophecies concerning the

Christian Church, and in particular concerning the Church of Papal

Rome. By Richard Hurd, D.D. [afterwards Bishop of Worcester.]

London, 1772. 8vo.

This elegantly written and learned volume has long been known and duly appreciated

by the public. The subject of Prophecy is here opened in the most masterly and instructive

manner by Bishop Hurd; who " discussed, in the first place, the true idea of prophecy,

and the general argument deducible from it ; then specified some prophecies of primary

importance, and more particularly those which relate to the rise of Antichrist. In relation

to this subject, he combated the prejudices most generally entertained against the doctrine;

he considered and explained the prophetic style; and after opening the style and method

of the Apocalypse, and the prophetic characters of Antichrist, he concluded by pointing

out distinctly the uses of the whole inquiry." (British Critic, O.S. vol. xxvii.

pp. 652, 653.)

2. Twelve Sermons on the Prophecies concerning the Christian

Church ; and, in particular, concerning the Church of Papal Rome.
By Samuel Hallifax, D.D. [afterwards Bishop of Gloucester.] Lon-
don, 1776. 8vo.

" Bishop Hallifax paid his primary attention to the Prophecies of Daniel, and next to

those of Saint Paul concerning the man of sin ; and he concluded by establishing the

canon and authority of the Apocalypse, and by giving a clear and ai)le view of its visions.

His two concluding discourses contain a history of the corruptions of Popery, and a just

and luminous vindication of the Reformation." (British Critic, O.S. vol. xxvii. p. 653.)

3. Twelve Discourses on the Prophecies, concerning the first Esta-

blishment and subsequent History of Christianity. By Lewis Bagot,
LL.D, [afterwards Bishop of Norwich.] London, 1780. 8vo.

" Bishop Bagot opened his Lectures by preliminary observations on the nature and

value of the evidence drawn from prophecies; including some pointed remarks on Lord
Moiiboddo and Mr. Gibbon. The subjects of his subsequent discourses were, the pro-

mise of a second dispensation under the first ; the progressive nature of the kingdom of

God ; the distinctive characters of the Messiah, and the nature of his kingdom ; the time

limited by the prophets, and the proofs of its fulfilment ; the conformity of the life of

Christ and of his kingdom to the predictions ;" the prophecies concerning the latter

times; and the general recapitulation of the whole subject." (British Critic, vol, xxvii.

p. 653.)

4. Discourses on Prophecy. By East Apthorp, D.D. London,

1786, 2 vols, 8vo.

" Dr. Apthorp began by giving the history of Prophecy. He then carefully laid down
the canons of interpretation : after which he proceeded to the prophecies relating to the

birth, time, and theological characters of the Messiah. The prophecies of tlie death of

Christ are next distinctly handled, and those which relate to liis earthly kingdom.

Finally, he traces the characters of Antichrist, gives a view of the mystic Tyre, and con-

cludes by the prophecies which he considers as announcing the Reformation. Though
some of this autlior's ajjplications will to most readers appear harsh, and some question-
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able, yet his books display altogether much knowledge of tlie subject, mucli learning, and
no small share of ingenuity." (British Critic, O.S. vol. xxvii. p.653.j

5. A Connected and Chronological View of the Prophecies relating to

the Christian Church. By Robert Nakes, A.INI. Archdeacon of Staf-

ford. London, 1805. 8vo.

These Lectures are divided into two parts, viz. I. The Prophecies which relate to our
Saviour as the Author and perpetual Head of the Christian Church; and II. Those
which foretell the fate of his disciples, whether adverse or prosperous, from the time of his

departure from them to that of his last most solemn advent.

6. Twelve Lectures on the subject of the Prophecies relating to the
Christian Church. By Edward Pearson, D.D. London, ISIL Svo.

The design of Prophecy,— the progress of Cliristianity as predicted in tlie Scriptures,— the state of the Christian Churcli as supposed to be predicted in the apostolic epistles,— the corruptions of the Christian faith as predicted by Daniel, and the various fortunes
of the Christian Church, from her first foundation to the end of tlie world as foretold in

the Apocalypse,— are the subjects discussed in these lectures: a copious analysis of which
is given in the British Critic, O. S. vol. xl. pp. 238-248. 467-479.

7. 1'welve Lectures on the Prophecies relating to the Christian Church,
and especially to the Apostasy of Papal Rome. By Philip Allwood,
B.D. Loudon, 1815. 2 vols. 8vo.

The first six of these Lectures discuss" the predictions relative to Jesus Christ ; and the

remaining Lectures are devoted to an exposition of the Apocalypse, particularly with
reference to the apostasy of the Romish Cliurch. See an analysis of them in the British

Critic, N. S. vol. ix. pp. 44-65.

8. Discourses on Prophecy, in which are considered its Structure,

Use, and Inspiration : being the Substance of Twelve Sermons preached
by John Davison, B.D. London, 1824. 8vo.

The first of these Discourses is employed in treating of the Christian Evidences in

general, and the connexion of Prophecy with the rest ; and the second, in considering the

contents of the prophetic volume as distinguished from its predictions. The four next
discuss the structure of propliecy and the cause of its dispensation : and in the six last, its

inspiration and divine prescience are examined. " The subject of the work is one of very
general importance, and which will excite an interest with every reader of Scripture.

More especially must value attach to every part of the inquiry, from the admirable prac-
tical tendency, which is every where given to it ; so that, while the student is carried for-

ward by the interest of critical research, and his understanding enlightened by the wide
and clear views opened to him, his piety will not fail to be warmed, his faith strengthened,
and his best affections exalted and improved." (British Critic, N.S. vol. xxii. p. 389.)

Besides the preceding valuable Lectures, the subject of Prophecy is discussed at consi-

derable length in the great Collection of the Boyle Lectures, published in 1739, in

3 vols, folio.

ii. Jciscish Writers and Commentators, and Illustrations of the Scriji-

tiires derived from Je'wish Sotirces.

(1.) Jewish Writers and Commentators.

1. PniLONis JuD^i, quae reperiri potuerunt, omnia. Textum cum
MSS. contulit; quamplurima e codd. Vaticano, Mediceo, et Bodlciano,
scriptoribus item vetustis, necnon catenis Graecis ineditis, adjecit ; inter-
pretationemque emendavit; universa notis et observationibus illustravit
Thomas Mangey, S.T.P. Canonicus Dunelmensis. Londini, 1742.
2 tomis folio.

This is a noble edition, equally creditable to the editor, the Rev. Dr. Mangey, and to
the printer, the late celebrated William Bowyer. Dr. M. revised the works of Philo,
whicli he collated witli tliirteen manuscripts, and corrected the Latin version of them,
which had been made by Sigismund Gesenius, Morelli, and others. Tlie dillereut trea-
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*ises are arranged in a much better order than that vi hich appears in preceding editions,

and many obscure and difficult passages are excellently corrected and illustrated,

2. Philonis JuDyEi Opera omnia, Graece et Latine, ad editionem Th.
Mangey, collatis aliquot MSS. Edenda curavit Aug. Frider. Pfeiffer.
8vo. Vols. 1-V. Erlanga;, 1785-1792.

The text of Dr. Mangey is adopted in this valuable edition, which has never been com-
pleted, in consequence of the death of the learned editor. Pfeiffer collated three Bavarian

manuscripts, and retained only such of Mangey's notes as contain either some new inform-

ation, or some emendation of the text ; to which he added observations of his own, chiefly

settling the various lections.

3. Flavii Josephi Opera, quae reperiri potuerunt, omnia. Ad codices

fere omnes, cum impressos turn manuscriptos, diligenter recensuit, nova
versione donavit, et notis illustravit Johannes Iludsonus. Oxonii, e

Theatro Sheldoniano, 1720, 2 vols, folio.

Those distinguished bibliographers, Fabricius, Harwood, Harles, and Oberthiir, are

unanimous in their commendations of this elegant and most valuable edition. The
learned editor, Dr. Hudson, died the year before its publication, but, fortunately, not till

he liad acquired almost every thing requisite for a perfect edition of his author. " He
seems to Iiave consulted every known manuscript and edition. The correctness of the

Greek text, the judgment displayed in the annotations, t!ie utility of tlie indexes, and the

consummate knowledge which is evinced of tiie history and antiquities of the time, render

this work deserving of every thing said in commendation of it. Copies on large paper are

very rare and dear, as well as magnificent." , Dibdin on the Classics, toI. ii. p. 1 1.

4. Flavii Josephi, quae reperiri potuerunt, Opera omnia, Graece et

Latine, ex nova versione, et cum notis Joannis Hudsoni. Accedunt
Notae Edwardi Bernardi, Jacobi Gronovii, Fr. Combefisii, Ezechielis

Spanhemii, Adriani Relandi, et aliorum, tam editse quam ineditae. Post

recensionem Joannis Hudsonii denuo recognita, et notis ac indicibus

illustrata, studio et labore Sigeberti Havercampi. Amstelodami, 1726,

2 vols, folio.

This is usually considered the editlo optima, because it contains much more than Dr.

Hudson's edition. The Greek text is very carelessly printed, especially that of .losephus's

seven books on the wars of the Jews with the Romans. Havercamp collated two manu-
scripts in the library of tiie university at Lcyden ; and besides the annotations mentioned

in the title, he added some observations by Vossius and Cocceius, which he found in the

margin of the edilio princcps, printed at Basil, in 1644, folio. The typographical execu-

tion of Havercamp's edition is very beautiful.

5. Flavii Josephi Opera, Graece et Latine, excusa ad editionem Lug-
duno-Batavam Sigeberti Havercampi cum Oxoniensi Joannis Hudsoni
collatam. Curavit Franciscus Oberthiir. Lipsiae, 1782-1785. Vols. L
-IIL 8vo.

This very valuable edition, which has never been completed, comprises only the Greek

text of Josephus. The succeeding volumes wiere to contain the critical and philological

observations of the editor, who has prefixed to the first volume an excellent critical notice

of all the preceding editions of Josephus. " The venerable Oberthiir is allowed to have

taken more pains in ascertaining the correct text of his author, in collating every known
MS., in examining every previous edition, and in availing liimself of the labours of his

predecessors, than have yet been shewn by any editor of Josephus." It is tlierefore

deeply to be regretted that such a valuable edition as the present should have been dis-

continued by an editor so fully competent to finish the arduous task whicli he has begun.

(Dibdin on the Classics, vol. ii. p. 1.3. 3d edition.)

6. Flavii Josephi Judaei Opera omnia [Graece]. Textum edidit Carol.

Ernest. Richter. Lipsiae, 1826. 6 tomis 12mo,

A very neatly printed edition : it forms the first portion of a Bibliotheea Patrum, which

is to be edited by M. Richter.

Several English translations of Josephus have been published by Court, L'Estrange,

and others; but the best is that of Mr. Whiston, folio, London, 1737, after Havercamp's

edition ; to which are prefixed a good map of I'alestinc, and seven dissertations by the

translator, who lias also added many valuable notes, correcting .ind illustrating the

Jewish historian. Whiston's translation has been repeatedly printed in various sizes.
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7. Mischna : sive Totius Hebraeorum Juris, Rituum, Antiquitatum ac
Legum Oralium, Systema: cum clarissimorum Rabbinorum Maimonidis
et Bartenora? Conimentariis integris Hebraice et Latine. Notis illustravit

Gul. SuRENHusius. Amstelodami, 1698. 6 tomis folio.

" This is a very beautiful and correct work, necessary to the library of every biblical
critic and divine. He wlio has it, need be solicitous for nothing more on (his subject."
(Dr. A. Clarke's Succession of Sacred Literature, p. 56.)

8. Talmud Babylonicum Integrum Hebraice. Berolini et Francofurti,

1715- 12 tomis folio.

9. Talmud Hierosolymitanum, Hebraice. Amstelodami, 1710. folio.

A few only of the Jewish Rabbins have illustrated every individual

book of the Old Testament : those only are specified which are held in

the highest estimation by the Jews.'

10. Rabbi Solomon Jarciii, Ben Isaac, usually cited as RAscHifrom
the contraction of his names, was a native of Troj'es in Champagne: he
wrote commentaries on the entire Bible, as well as the chief part of the
Talmud, and from his extensive learning is accounted one of the most
learned Jewish expositors. His style, liowever, is so exceedingly
obscure as to require an ample comment to make it intelligible. He
died A.D. 1180. Many of his commentaries have been printed in

Hebrew, and sonie have been translated into Latin by Christians ; as
that on Esther by Philip Daquin, that on Joel by Genebrard, and those
on Obadiah, Jonah, and Zephaniah, by Pontac.

11. Rabbi Abraham Aben Ezra was a native of Spain, and flourished

in the twelfth century; his Commentaries on the Scriptures, written in

an elegant style, are much esteemed both by Jews and Christians.

12. Rabbi David Kimchi was also a native of Spain, and flourished

towards the close of the twelfth century ; he wrote Commentaries on
the Old Testament, which are highly valued, particularly that on the
prophet Isaiah.

13. Rabbi Levi Ben Gershom, a Spanish Jew, was contemporary
with Kimchi : his Commentaries on the Scripture, especially on the Pen-
tateuch, are much esteemed. He accounted for the miracles from
natural causes.

14-. Rabbi Aaron Ben Elihu was an eminent Jewish teacher, who
flourished in the fourteenth century. He left a commentary on the

Pentateuch.

15. Rabbi Isaac Abarbanel, or Abravanel, (as he is sometimes
called) a Portuguese Jew, flourished in the fifteenth century, and wrote
Commentaries on the Pentateuch, the whole of the Prophets, and some
other books of Scripture : notwithstanding his inveterate enmity against

Christianity, his writings are much valued by Christians, and are highly
extolled by the Jews.

16. Rabbi Solomon Abenmelecii, a native of Spain, flourished in the
sixteenth century, and wrote Scholia on the whole of the Old Testa-

' In this account of the .Jewish Expositors, we have chiefly followed Carpzov, in his

Introductio ad Libros Canonicos Vcleris Teslamenli, p. 35. et seq. and De Rossi's scarce
work, intitled Bihliotheca Judaica Anticltrisliaiia, qua edili ct inedili Judceortim Librirecen-
seiitur. Royal 8vo. Parma, 1800. Wolfius has also treated on the Jewish Commenta-
tors in his Bibliolheca Hebrcea, torn. ii. p. 368. et passim. For an account of the Chaldee
Paraphrases, see Part I, Chap. II. Sect. I. pp. 33-28. of this Volume,
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ment, in which he has interspersed the best of Kimchi's Grammatical
Observations.

The Commentaries of these Rabbins are inserted in the Biblia Babhinicn, published by
Bomberg at Venice, in 4 vols, folio, 1518, and again in 1525 and 1526, and in Buxtorf's
edition, printed at Basle, 16 IS, in 4 vols, folio.

17. Rabbi Moses Ben Maimon, usually called Maimonides, though
not a Commentator on the whole of the Old Testament, ought not to

be omitted, on account of his Moreh Nevochim, or Teacher of the
Perplexed, a valuable work that explains difficult phrases, passages,
parables, and allegories. The best edition of this work is that of Basil,

1629, 4to. An English Translation of this Treatise was published in

1827 by the Rev. Dr. Townley, intitled "The Reasons of the Laws of
Moses." Dr. T. has enriched his translation with a life of Maimonides,
and with numerous valuable notes and dissertations. The Porta Mosis
of Maimonides was edited by Pococke (in Arabic and Latin) at Oxford,
1645, 4to. and his treatises, De Jure Pauperis, 4'C. (Heb. and Lat.) by
Prideaux, Oxford, 1679; and De Sacrijiciis, 4to. London, 1683.

Several parts of the works of the above-mentioned Rabbins have been
printed in a separate form ; viz.

1. Aaron the Karaite.— Libri Coronae Legis, id est, Commentarii
Karaitici inediti, ab Aarone ben Elihu seculo decimo quarto conscripti,
Particulam ex duobus codicibus manuscriptis, altero Jenensi, altero Lug-
dunensi, edidit, in Latinum transtulit, atque illustravit J. G. L. Kosegar-
ten. Jenae, 1823. 4to.

2. Abarbanel. — Commentarius in Pentateuchum, cura, Henrici
Van Bashuisen. Hanoverae, 1710. folio.

Ejusdem, Commentarius in Prophetas priores, curfi Augusti PfeifFer.

Lipsia^, 1686. folio.

Ejusdem, Commentarius in Hoseam, Latine, cum notis Fr, ab Husen.
Lugd. Bat. 1686.

Ejusdem, Commentarius in Nahum, cur^ J. D. Sprecheri. Helmstadt,
1703. 4to.

3. Abenmelech.— Ex Michlal Jophi seu Commentario R. Salom.
Abenmelech in Veteris Testamenti Libros, una cum spicilegio R. Jac.
Abendanae, Particula, complectens prophetiam Jonae. Heb. et Lat.
edente Ernest. Christ. Fabricio. Gottingen, 1792. 8vo.

4. Jarchi.— R. Sal. Jarchii Commentarius in omnes Veteris Testa-
menti Libros, versus et illustratus a Jo. Frid. Breithaupto, 3 vols. 4to.
Gotha?, 1713.

5. KiMciii. — R. D. Kimchii Commentarius in Jesaiam, Latine versus
a Caesare Malamineo. Florence, 1774. 4to.

6. Malachias, cum Commentariis Aben Ezras, Jarchii et Kimchii
disputationibus. Cura Sam. Bohl. Rostock, 1637. 4to.

7. Hoseas, illustratus Chaldaica Versione et philologicis celebrium
Rabbinorum Raschi, Aben Ezrae, et Kimchii Commentariis. Helmstadt,
1702. 4to. Reprinted at Gottingen, 1780.

8. Joel et Obad iah, cum Paraphrasi Chaldaica, Masora, et Com-
mentariis trium Rabbinorum. Heb. et Lat. cura Jo. Leusden. Utrecht,
1657. 4to.

9. Joiiannis Merceri Commentarii in Vates quinque priores, quibus
adjuncti sunt R. Sal. Jarchi, Aben Ezra, et Dav. Kimchii Commentarii,
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ab ipso Latinitate donati. Editio altera, cura G. C. Burklini. Gissae,

1695.

10. J. B. Carpzovii Collegium Rabbinico-Biblicum in libellum Rutb.
Heb. et Lat. Lipsiae, 1703. 4to.

This work contains the Hebrew text of the book of Ruth, the Targum, the great and
little INIasora, and four Rabbinical Commentaries, together witli Latin versions, and
copious notes by the editor, J. B. Carpzov, Calmet states, that this book will be found
of great service to those who are learning Hebrew, and will also serve as an introduction

to the reading of the rabbinical writers.

(2.) Illustrations of the Holy Scriptures, derivedfrom Jeivish Sources.

1. Christ. Theophili Kutnoel Observationes ad Novum Testamentum
ex Libris Apocryphis Veteris Testamenti. Lipsiae, 1794. 8vo.

2. Job. Benedicti Carpzovii Exercitationes in S. Pauli Epistolam ad
Hebrseos ex Philone Alexandrine. Praefixa sunt Philoniana Prolegomena,
in quibus de non adeo contemnenda Philonis eruditione Hebraica, de
convenientia stili Philonis cum illo D. Pauli in Epistola ad Hebra;os, et

de aliis nonnullis varii argumenti exponitur. Helrastadii, 1750. 8vo.

3. J. B. Carpzovii Stricturae Theologicae in Epistolam Pauli ad Ro-
manos. Adspersi subinde sunt flores Philoniani. Helmstadii, 1758. 8vo.

This is the second and l)est edition of Carpzov's Observations on St, Paul's Epistle to

the Romans ; they originally appeared in detached portions, at Helmstadt, in quarto,

between the years 1752 and 1756.

4. Christophori Frederici Loesneri Observationes ad Novum Testa-

mentum e Philone Alexandrino. 8vo. Lipsiae, 1777.

This work was preceded by a quarto tract of Loesner's, intitled Lectionum Fhilonia-

narum Specimen, puljlished at Leipsic, in 1758, The force and meaning of words are

particularly illustrated, together wit!) points of antiquity and the readings of Philo's text.

The light thrown upon the New Testament, by the writings of Philo, is achp.irably eluci-

dated by Loesner; to complete whose work there should l)e added Adami Frid. Kuhnu
SpicUegium Loesneri Observalionuni ad iV. T- e. Philone Alexandrino. Sorau, 1783, 4to,

;

2d ed. Pfortas, 1785, 8vo, The second is the best edition.

5. Jo. Baptistae Ottii Spicilegium, sive Excerpta e Flavio Josepho ad
Novi Testamenti Illustrationem. Cura Sigeberti Havercampi. Lug. Bat.

1741. 8vo.

6. Jo. Tobiae Krebsii Observationes in Novum Testamentum e Flavio

Josepho. Lipsiae, 1755. 8vo.

Both these works are necessary to the Biblical Student, as Krebs has illustrated a great

number of passages in the New Testament, from Josephus, which are not noticed in Ott's

Spicilegium. In pp. 527-612 of the latter publication, there is a curious collection of
Sixty-eight articles, omitted by Josepiuis, of wliicii he could not have been ignorant ; and
to this is annexed an interesting dissertation of C. Bos, on the genuineness of tlie celebrated
passage concerning Jesus Ciirist,

7. Mellificium Hebraicum, sive Observationes ex Hebraeorum Anti-
quiorum monumentis desumptae, unde pkirima cum Veteris, tum Novi
Testamenti, loca explicantur vel illustrantur, Autore Christophoro
Cartwrighto. Li the eighth volume of the Critici Sacri, pp. 1271-1426.

To our learned countryman Cartwright belongs the honour of being the first who ap-
plied the more antient writings of tlie Jews to the illustration of the Bible. He was fol-

lowed in the same path of literature by Drusius, whose Prceterila sive A)inotationes in
Totum Jesn Christi Testamentum (4to. Franequera;, 1612) contain many valuable illus-

trations of the Ncvv Testament. Some additions were subsequently made to his work by
BaUliasar Scheidius, whose Pnsterita Preeteritorum are included in the publication of
Meuschen, noticed in No. 10, in the next page.
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8. The Works of the Rev. John Lightfoot, D.D. Master of Catharine

Hall, Cambridge. Edited by the Rev. J. R. Pitman, A.M. London
1822-1825, 13 vols. 8vo.

The writings of Dr. Lightfoot are an invaluable treasure to the Biblical Student. By
his deep researches into the Rabbinical writings, he has done more to illustrate tiie phrasc;-

ology of the Holy Scriptures, and to explain the various customs, &c. therein alluded

to, particularly in the New Testament, than any other author before or since. Two edi-

tions of tliis learned Divine's works were ])ublished previously to that now under consi-

deration, viz. 1. The English edition of Dr. G. Bright, in two folio volumes, London,

1G84, and, 2. A Latin Edition, published at Rotterdam in '2 vols, folio, 1686, intitled

Joannis Lightfooti Opera Omnia, and again at Franelccr in three folio volumes, which

were superintended by the celebrated critic, Leusden. These foreign editions are taken

from tiie English one, the English parts being translated into Latin : the ihird volume in

Leusden's edition is composed chiefly of several pieces, which Lightfoot had left un-

finisiied, but wliich were too valuable to be altogether omitted. They were communi-
cated by Mr. Strype, who in 1700 published " Some genuine Remains of the late pious and

learned John Lightfoot, D.D." in 8vo. In preparing his edition, Mr. Pitman has adopted

for his basis the London edition of 1684, and Strypc's supplemental volume, incorpor-

ating the additional matter in Leusden's edition : and, by indefatigable researches, he

has succeeded in recovering some pieces of Lightfoot's which were never before published.

New Indexes and other facilities of reference are given in the concluding volume of this

edition. It is but justice to add that they are neatly and correctly printed, and from their

reasonable price, demand a place in every biblical library. ]n order to complete

Dr. Lightfoot's Horce Hebraias et Talmiidicrc, or Hebrew and Talmudical E.rercilaiions

on the New Testament, which proceed no further than the first Epistle to the Corinthians,

Christian Schoetgenius published

9. Horee Hebraicse et Talmudrcae in Universum Novum Testamentum,

quibus Hor£E Jo. Lightfooti in libris historicis supplentur, epistolse et apo-

calypsis eodem modo illustrantur. DresdiE, 1733. in 2 volumes, 4to.

In this elaborate work, Schoetgenius passes over the same books on which Dr. Light-

foot has treated, as a supplement, without touching the topics already produced in the

English work ; and then continues the latter to the end of the New Testament. Copies,

in good condition, generally sell from two to three guineas.

10. Novum Testamentum ex Talmude et Antiquitatibus Hebraeorum

illustratum, a Johanne Gerhardo Meuschenio. Lipsiae, 1736, 4to.

In this work are inserted various treatises by Danzius, Rhenferd, Scheidius, and others

who have applied themselves to the illustration of the New Testament from the Jewish

writings.

iii. Christian Commentators^ Interpreters, and Paraphrasts on the

Scriptures.

(1.) Commentaries by the Fathers, and other Divines oj" the Christian

Cliurch, previously to the Reformation.

The following are the principal commentators on the sacred writings,

who are to be found among the Primitive Fathers ov the Christian

Church : but, in consulting their writings, thabest editions only should

be referred to, especially those by Protestants ; as the editions superin-

tended by divines of the Romish Church are not only frequently cor-

rupted, but spurious writings are also often ascribed to the fathers, in

order to support the anti-scriptural dogmas of that church.

'

[i.] Greek Fathers.

1. Origenis in Scripturas Sacras Commentaria, quaecunque Greece

reperiri potuerunt. Edidit, partim Latine vertit, et universa notis et ob-

' See numerous proofs of this remark in James's Treatise of the Corruption of Scrip-

ture Councils and Fathers by the prelates, &c. of the church of Rome, for maintenance

of popery, pp. 1-271. London, 1688. 8vo.
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servationibus illustravit Petrus Daniel Huetius. Rothomagi, 1668. 2 tomis
folio.

Oriqen flourished in the latter part of the second and through tiie first half of the third

century : he was a native of Alexandria, where he chiefly resided, and was distiiiguislied

not more by his learning than by his piety and eloquence. Ho wrote CommetUaries on
the Old and New Testaments, the greater part of whicli is now lost : tlie best separate

edition of wliat has been preserved is this of Huet. He also wrote Scholia or short notes

explanatory of difficult passages of Scripture, in which he chiefly attended to the literal

sense. Of these Scholia some extracts only are preserved in the collection made by
Gregory Nazianzen and Basil the Great, entitled Fhilocalia, and publishctl at Paris, in

1618, 4to. His Homilies, in which he addressed himself to the capacities of the people,

as well as his numerous other works, both i)ractical and controversial, our limits permit
us not to detail ; and his critical labours on the sacred writings are noticed in anotiier

part of this woik. ' In the Commentaries above mentioned, Origen gave full scope to his

learning and imagination, in what appeared to him to l)e the historical, literal, mystical,

and moral sense of the Bible.- Origen's grand fault is that of allegorising tiie Scriptures

too much ; and tiiis method of interpretation he adopted from the Alexandrian philoso-

phers, in the hope of establishing an union between Heatlien philosophy and Christian

doctrine. His fundamental canon of criticism was, that, wherever the literal sense of
Scripture was not obvious, or not clearly consistent witli Ins peculiar tenets, the words
were to be understood in a spiritual and mystical sense ; a rule by win'ch he could easily

incorporate any fancies, whether original or borrowed, with the Christian creed. Mosheim
has justly characterised this father as one of tiie most eminent of the writers of the third

century, who distinguished themselves by their learned and pious productions; and as " a
man of vast and uncommon abilities, the greatest luminary of the Christian world that

this age exhibited to view. Had the justness of his judgment been equal to the immensity
of Iiis genius, the fervour of his piety, his indefatigable patience, his extensive erudition,

and his other eminent and superior talents, all encomiums must have fallen short of his

merit. Yet, such as he was, his virtues and his labours deserve the admiration of all

ages J and his name will be transmitted witli honour through the annals of time, as long
as learning and genius shall be esteemed among men. "3— Tiie expository writings of
Origen are to be found in the collective editions of his works ; the most complete is the

edition published by M. de la Rue, in 4 vols, folio: Paris, 1733-59; reprinted by
M. Obertiiiir at Wurceburg, in 15 vols. 8vo. 1780, and following years.

2. S. Joannis Ciirysostomi Sermones tres in Genesim;.— Quatuor
Homiliae in Psalmos ;

— Expositio perpetua in Novum Jesu Christi

Testamentum ; folio. In the varioius editions of his collective works.

JonK Chrysosto.m, who flourished in the fourth century, was a pupil of Diodorus of
Tarsus, who had himself been a disciple of Origen's. He wrote homilies on the greater

part of the Old Testament, and on the vvliole of the New Testament, with tiie exception
of the Catholic epistles. His homilies on the New Testament are every way preferable

to those on the Old. Ernesti is of opinion, that none of the productions of the fathers are

equal to those of Cbrysostom on St. Paul's JEpistles ; and that all subsequent Greek com-
mentators on them have exclusively foUovced him. On the historical books, his com-
mentary on St. Matthew is incomparably the best and most copious, and is particularly

worthy of being perused. Chrysostom's manner of expounding is this : he first takes a

verse of Scripture, which he explains ; and then investigates and elucidates the meaning
of particular words, pointing out the scope of the sacred author, whose style and genius he
examines, and rendering all Hei)raisms by equivalent intelligible Greek expressions. He
throughout adiieres to the literal sense, whicii he maintained to be the true one. The
homilies are found in the beautiful Editio Princeps of his works published by Sir Henry
Savile, in 8 vols, folio, Eton, lf)I2 ; and Montfaucon's edition, whicli is the best, pulilished

at Paris in 13 vols, folio, 1718-1738. An admirable French translation of a selection

from Chrysostom's Homilies, and other works, was printed by Auger, at Paris, 1785, in

' See Part I. Chap. II. Sect, II. of this Volume.
2 Jahn's Enchiridion Hermeneuticse Generalis, pp. 1G3, 164. A further account of

Origen's expository labours may be seen in Ernesti's Institntio Interpretis Novi Testa-

menti, pp. 286, 287., and in Morus's Acroases super Hermeneutica Novi Foederis, torn. ii.

pp. 230-236. ; in Rosenmiiller's Historia Interpretationis Librorum Sacrorum, torn. iii.

pp. 17-156., and Simon's Hist. Crit. du Vieux Test. liv. iii. cii. ix. pp. 439-442.
^ Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. vol. i. p. 270. edit. 1806. On the merits of Origen as an

interpreter of Holy Writ, see Conybeare's Bampton Lectures for 1824, pp. 131-14 3.
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4 vols. 8vo. In 1807, Matthaai published 52 of his homilies at Moscow, in Svo. witk

various readings, a comnientary and index.'

3. Theodoketi, Episcopi Cyrcnsis, Explanationes in Pauli Epistolas

omnes. Inter Opera, Parisiis, 1608, 2 tomis folio. Parisiis, 164-2,

4 tomis folio. HaliE, 1769-74-. 5 tomis Svo.

Theouoret, Bishoi) of Cyrus or Cyropolis in Syria, wrote in the fifth century : though

he chieHy follows Chrysostom in his commentary on St. Paul's Epistles, he has added

many new and striking observations of his own, and has successfully vindicated many
passan-es against the Arians, and other sectaries of his time. The critical merits of Theo-

doret as an expositor of Scripture were investigated by M. Richter in a treatise intitled

De Theodoreto Epistolarum Paulinarum luterprete, Commentatio Historico-Excgetica.

Lipsiaj, 1822. Svo.

[ii.] Latin Fathers,

1. HiERONYMi Quaestiones Hebraicae in Genesim ;
— Ejusdem Com-

mentarii in Ecclesiasten ; duae in Canticum Canticorum Homiliae, ex

Grseco Origenis ;
— Commentarii in lesaiam ;

— Homiliae novem in Vi-

siones Isaiae, ex Graeco Origenis ;
— Commentarius in Jeremiam ;

—
Conmientarii in Ezecliielem Libri XIV. ;— Commentarius in Danielem.

Homiliae Origenis XXVIII., Explanationes in Jeremiam et Ezecliielem

continentes ; — Commentarii in XII Prophetas Minores ;
— Commentarii

in Mattliaeum Libri IV. ; — Commentarii in Pauli Epistolas ad Galatas,

Ephesios, Titum, et Piiilemonem, folio. In the different editions of

his works.

Jerome, of all the Latin fathers, has rendered the most important services to the

Christian world, by his elaborate Commentary on the Scriptures, and his prefaces to the

different books. His commentary on the Prophets is reckoned the best part of his works
;

his valuable Latin version of the Scriptures has been noticed in a former part of this

Volume. The principal editions of this eminently learned father's works are those of

Paris, 1693-1706, in five vols, folio, and of Verona, 1734-1742, in eleven vols, folio.

2. Hilarii Commentarius in Psalmos et in Evangelium Matthsei,

folio, in the various editions of his works.

Hilary, Bishop of Poitiers, in the fourth century, wrote Commentaries on the Psalms,

and on the Gospel of St. Matthew, which consist more of what he borrowed from Origen

than of the results of liis own studies ; and on this account Morus is of opinion, that little

assistance can be derived from consulting them. This author mu^t not be confounded

with Hilary, surnamed the Deacon, froiu the office which he filled in the church of Rome
in tlie middle of the fourth century : and wlio wrote a Commentary on St. Paul's Epistles,

whicli is printed in the second volume of the Benedictine edition of Ambrose's works

(Paris, 1686-1690, 2 vols. folio\ to whom they are erroneously ascribed.

3. D. Aurelii Augustini Commentarii tam in Vetus quam in Novum
Testamentum, ex omnibus ejusdem lucubrationibus collecti. Studio et

labore Joannis Gastii. Venetiis, 154-3, 2 vols. 4to.

Augustine, the celebrated Bishop of Hippo in Africa, in tlie fourth century, wrote

several Tre.itises on the Scriptures, and particularly Commentaries on the Psalms, neitlier

of which are now held in much estimation, notwithstanding the higli rank he holds in

ecclesiastical history. His piety, indefatigable application, sublime genius, unwearied

pursuit of truth, and the acuteness of his wit, are universall}' allowed. " It is however

certain," says Mosheiiu, ''that the accuracy and solidity of his judgment were by no

means proportionable to the eminent talents now mentioned ; and that upon many occa-

sions, he was more guided by the violent impulse of a warm imagination, than by the

cool dictates of reason and prudence. Hence that ambiguity which appears in his writings,

and which has sometimes rendered the most attentive readers uncertain with respect to his

' Several editions of Chrysostom's Homilies are enumerated by Harles, in his Brevier

Notitia Literaturse Graec.T, pp. 739-741.; to wliich work, as well as to those of Ernesti

and Morus, above referred to, we are chiefly indebted for the following notices of the

Greek fathers.
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real sentiments; and hence also the just complaints which many have made of the contra-

dictions that are so frequent in his works, and of the levity and precipitation with which

he set himself to write upon a variety of subjects, before he had examined tliein witjj a

sufficient degree of attention and diligence." ' Jahn has remarked tliat tlie genius cf

Augustine resembled that of Origen rather than that of Jerome, to both of whom he was

greatly inferior in learning, being totally ignorant of Hebrew, and but moderately versed

in Greek.'- His Treatises on the Scriptures form the third, and his Commentaries on the

Psalms the fourth volume of the Benedictine edition of his works. He accommodates

the Scriptures more frequently to his own ideas than he accommodates these to the former,

and is perpetually /uniting out mysteries, especially in numbers.^ Such was the authority

in wliich the writings of Augustine were held, that his expositions continued to be followed

by all Latin interpreters from his time until the Reformation ; who have selected exposi-

tions not only from his professedly biblical labours, but also from his other practical and

controversial writings. Among the principal compilations of this kind is the Gloss, or

short interpretation of Strabo, which is mentioned in page 196.

[iii.] Later Divines of the Greek and Latin Churches.

Of the Doctors, or Divines of the Greek and Latin Cliurches, who
flourished between the sixth and fourteenth centuries, the following are

reputed to be the most judicious commentators.

Greek Writers.

1. Theophylacti Archiepiscopi Bulgarige Enarrationes, sive Com-
mentarii in IV. Evangelia, Graece, Romae, 15i2, folio ; Greece et Latine,

Parisiis, 1631. folio. — Ejusdem Explicationes in Acta Apostoloruni,

Graece et Latine, Colonial, 1567. folio. — Ejusdem Commentarii in

D. Pauli Epistolas, Graece et Latine, Londini, 1636. folio. — Ejusdem
Commentarii in Epistolas et in aliquot Prophetas Minores, Latine,

Parisiis, 1542. folio.

TiiEOPHYLACT, metropolitan of Bulgaria, flourished in the Ilth century: his Scholia

on the principal books of Scripture are diiefly abridged from Chrysostom. Those on the

Gospels, Acts, and St Paul's Epistles, are particularly valuable. The best edition of

his works is that published at Venice, 1754-176:3, in 4 vols, folio.

2. QEcuMENii Commentaria in Acta Apostolorum, in omnes Pauli

Epistolas, et in Epistolas Catholicas omnes. Accesserunt Arethae,

Cappadociae Episcopi, Explanationes in Apocalypsin. Graece et Latine,

cura Fred. Morelli. Parisiis, 1631. 2 tomis folio.

CEcuMENius, Bishop of Tricca in Thessaly, towards the close of the tenth century,

wrote Commentaries on the Acts of the Apostles, and the whole of the Epistles. His work

is a judicious compilation from Origen, Chrysostom, Eusebius, and others. It is worthy

of observation, that the controverted clause in St. John's First Epistle (1 John v. 7.) was

not known to this writer. The best edition is that of Paris, 1631, in 2 vols, folio.

3. Very similar to the works of Theophylact and CEcumenius above

noticed, are the Catena, or Commentaries on the Scriptures, consisting

of separate passages or interpretations of the fathers, reduced to the

order of chapters and verses of the books ; they are denominated Catenae,

because as a chain is composed of several links connected together, so

these compilations consist of numerous different passages, or the sen-

tences and expositions of different writers, so connected together as

to form one continued work.

The ea'rliest compiler of a Catena was Procopius of Gaza, whose entire work on the

Scriptures has never been printed ; though particular portions have been published, as his

' Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History, vol. i. p. 363,

2 Jahn, Enchiridion Ilermeneuticfe Generalise p. 167.

3 Rambachii Instit. Herm, p. 679.
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Catena on the Octateuch, or eight first books, in Latin, Tiguri fZurich\ 1555, folio;

on the two books of Kings and Chronicles, Gr. Lat. 4to. Lug. Bat. 1G20; a specimen

of his Catena on tlie Heptateuch, or seven first books, and on the Song of Solomon, edited

by Ernesti, Leipsic, 17 85, 4to. ; on Isaiah, edited by Courtier, folio, Paris, 1580.

Procopius was followed by Olympiodorus, who is supposed to have flourished in the

seventh century; his Catena on the book of Job was published at Venice in 1587, 4to.

A Catena on Job, Psalms, Matthew, and John, was printed by Plantin at Antwerp, in

Greek and Latin, in seven vols, folio, 1 630, and following years. One of the most

valuable works of this kind is the Catena of Nicephorus on the Octateuch, the two books

of Samuel, and the two books of Kings; it is a compilation from fifty-one writers, and

was published in Greek, in two vols, folio, at Leipsic, 1792. Possin and Corderius pub-

lished a Catena in Greek and Latin, on the four Evangelists, in 1628, 1630, 164G, and

1647, at Antwerp and Thoulouse, in four large folio volumes; and a Greek Catena of

Victor, a presbyter of Antioch, and other fathers, on the Gospel of St. Mark, was edited

by Matthoei, at Moscow, 1775, in 2 vols. 8vo.'

4. EuTHYMii Zigabeni Monachi Coinmentarii in Psalmos, Graece et

Latine ; apud Theophylacti Operum, Tom. IV. Venetiis, 1763. folio.

Euthymii Zigabeni Commentarius in quatuor Evangelia, Graece et

Latine. Textual Graecum nunquam antea editum ad fidem duoruni

Codicum Membranaceorum Bibliothecarum S. S. Synodi Mosquensis

auctoris aetate scriptorum, diligenter recenstut, et repetita Versione

Latina Joannis Hentenii suisque adjectis animadversionibus edidit

Christianus Frider. Matthaei. Lipsiae, 1792. 3 tomis 8vo.

EuTHYMius ZiGABENus, B. mook of Constantinople, in the early part of the twelfth

century, wrote commentaries on different parts of the Bible, the whole of which have not

been printed- His principal work is a commentary on the four Gospels, published by

Matthaei at Leipsic, in 1792, in 3 vols. 8vo. The hitherto inedited Greek text is dili-

gently revised from two MSS. in the library of the Holy Synod at Moscow, written in

the time of the author. Vol. I. contains the prefaces and Gospel of St. Matthew

;

Vol. II. the Gospels of St. Mark and St. Luke; Vol. III. the Gospel of Si. John, with

Hentenius's Latin Version of the whole of Euthymius's Commentary, his Critical

Remarks, and those of the learned editor. Euthymius's Commentary on the Psalms

was published with the works of Theophylact.

Latin Writers.

1. Biblia Sacra cum Glossa Ordinaria a Walafrido Strabo ; et Postilla

"Nicolai Lyrani, necnon additionibus Pauli Burgensis Episcopi, et

Matthiae Doringi replicis. Duaii, 1617. 6 tomis folio.

Walafridus Strabo or Sfrabus, who flourished in the ninth century, composed a

work on the whole Bible, which was called Glossa Ordinaria or ?)iargi7ialis j because the

entire margin, at the top and bottom, as well as on each side of the page, was filled with

annotations. His work is, in fact, a catena or collection of comments from all the Latin

fathers who preceded him, and particularly from Augustine and llabanus Maurus, whose
pupil Strabo was, and who wrote a voluminous cfl/fVin on the Gospel of St. Matthew, and
St. Paul's Epistles, besides an entire comment on the Bible, which is still in manuscript.

Strabo endeavours to show the literal, historical, and moral sense of the Scriptures, but
not always with success. For many years the labours of Strabo continued to be received

as the sole authorised interpretation of the Bible. The best edition of his work is that of
Antwerp, 1634, folio.'

Nicholas DF, Lyra or Ltranus, so called from the place of his nativity. Lire, a small town
in Normandy, is reputed to have been a Jew by descent, but having embraced Christianit)',

he entered into the religious society of Friars Minors at Verneuil. He flourished towards

' Morus (tom. ii. p. 253.) has enumerated several catenae on particular parts of the

New Testament. The best account of these compilations is to be found in Ittigius's

Tractatus de Catenis Patrum, Leipsic, 1707, 8vo. ; and in Noesselt's Observationes de

CaLenis Patrum Gracorum in JVovum Testavientum. Halas, 1762, 4to. See also Wal-
chii BibJiotheca Theologica, vol. iv. pp. 388-391.

- Much curious information relative to the Biblia Glossata, or Glosses on the Scrip-

tures, is contained in Masch's edition of Le Long's Bibliotheca Sacra, part ii. vol. iii.

cap. ii. sect. iii. p. 353. et seq.
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the beginning of the fourteentli century ; and deservedly holds a distinguished rank among
commentators, his explanations of tlie Scriptures being far superior to the manner and
spirit of tiie age in which he Houriblu'd. His compendious expositions of the Bible were-

called postUls, from iiis manner of placing them, viz. first exhibiting the sacred text, and
post ilia (after the words of the text) offering his own explication. They were repeatedly

printed in the latter part of the tifteentli century and in the early part of the sixteenth cen-
tury ; and (as in the edition above noticed) were sometimes printed in conjunction with the

gloss of Strabo. In his postills, Lyra shews a greater acquaintance with the literal sense of
Scripture than any preceding commentator, and has availed himself of his intimate know-
ledge of Hebrew to select the best comments of the most learned Rabbins, particularly

Jarchi. Being, however, less intimately acquainted with Greek than with Hebrew, he is

less happy in his expositions of the New Testament than in those of the Old. His notes

are allowed to be very judicious, and he principally attends to the literal sense, with which,
however, he occasionally intermingles the subtilties of the schoolmen. " It is no inconsi-

derable praise that, by the general soundness and justness of his expositions, he attracted

the admiration, and contributed probably in some measure to the instruction of Luther
and of his great coadjutors in the work of reformation." The best edition of Lyra's com-
mentary is that of Antwerp, 1634, in 6 vols, folio : it is also found in the Biblia Maxima,
edited by Father de la Haye, in 1 9 vols, folio. Lyra was also the author of Moralia, or

Moral Commentaries upon the Scriptures, i

2. Thomae Aquinatis, Doctoris Angelici, Commentaria in qoiosdam
libros Veteris et Novi Testament! ; scilicet, in Job ; Prima Quinquagena
Davidis ; Canticum Canticorum ; Esaiam : Jeremiam, et Lamentationes ;

in Evangelia secundum Matthaeum et Joannem ; Catena Aurea in quatuor
Evangelia, ex dictis Patrum connexa ; Commentaria in omnes D. Pauli

Apostoli Epistolas ; folio, inter operum Tomos xiii-xvi. Venetiis, 1593—4,-

besides numerous editions of detached portions in various sizes.

Thomas Aquinas, a celebrated scholastic doctor of the thirteentli century, compiled a
Catena on the four Gospels, from upwards of eighty Greek and Latin fathers, whose
words he chiefly gives, rather than their meaning, and quotes the Greek fathers from Latin
versions of their works. His comment long held a distinguished place in the Western church.

There were however a few, though but few, interpreters of better

note, who flourished during the period now under consideration, and
who followed a better mode of interpretation. We shall briefly enu-
merate them.

3. BedjE Expositio in Libros Historicos Veteris Testamenti, in librum
Tobise, Jobum, Parabolas Salomonis, et Cantica Canticorum ; Expositio
in Novum Testamentum, Retractationes et Quaestiones in Acta Apos-
tolorum, folio. In his works.

The venerable Bede, who lived in the eighth century, composed a Catena on nearly

the whole of the New Testament, from the writings of the fathers, in which he interspersed

but few remarks of his own. Deeply versed in Greek literature, he has the peculiar

praise of drawing from original sources.

4. Alcuin, the countryman and contemporary of Bede, compiled
a commentary on some parts of the Scriptures, in which he made se-

lections from Jerome, Chrysostom, Augustine, Bede, and other writers ;

not always with the best judgment. His biblical labours are contained

in the first volume of Froben's edition of his works.

(2.) Scholia on the entire Bible, or the greater part thereof.

1. Joannis Marianne Scholia in Vetus et Novum Testamentum. Paris,

1620. folio.

' Masch's edition of I^e Long's Bibliotheca Sacra, part ii. vol. iii, p. 357-362. Cony-
beare's Bampton Lectures for 1824, pp. 210-215. Lyra's commentaries were attacked

by Paul, bishop of Burgos (Pauliis Burgensis), a converted Jew, and were defended by
Matthias Doring. Ibid. pp. 363, 264. Walchii Bibliotheca Theologica, vol. iv. pp.
396, 397.
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2. HuGONis Grotii Annotationes ad Vetus et Novum Testamentutn.

The Scholia on the Old Testament were first published at Paris, in 1644: and those on
the New Testament at the same place, in three volumes, in 1641, 1646, and 1650. They
are also to be found in the fourth volume of his Opera Theologica (Basil, 1732, folio), as

well as in the Crilica Sacri, and in Calovius's Biblia I/tustrata. They were republished in

4to , with numerous corrections by Vogel, vol. i. Halae, 1775 ; vol. ii. and vol. iii. were
published in 1776 by Doederlein, who, in 1779, published an Auctarium, also in 4to.,

which was separately sold under the title of Scholia i?i Libros Poeticos Veteris Te.stamenti.

An edition oftliem was published by Mr. Moody, in two vols. 4to., London, 1727 ; and
his Scholia on the New Testament were reprinted at Krlang in 1755, and following years,

in 4to. We have been thus minute in stating the editions of Grotius's Scholia, on account
of their intrinsic value. Father Calmet has criticised many parts of them with great severity,

particularly his preface to and explanation of the Canticles. " Grotius," says Dr. Dod-
dridge, " has done more to illustrate the Scriptures, by what is generally called profane
learning, than perhaps almost all the other commentators put together ; nevertheless, he
too often gives up prophecies which, in their original sense, relate to the Messiah. His
notes on some texts are large and learned dissertations, which might have profitably been
published by themselves." " His learning," says an eminent biblical critic of the present

day, " was very extensive ; his erudition piofound; and his moderation on subjects of
controversy highly praiseworthy. No man possessed a more extensive and accurate know-
ledge of the Greek and Latin writers ; and no man has more successfully applied them to

the illustration of the sacred writings. He is, pcrha[)s justly, suspected of Socinian senti-

ments ; and is, in general, so intent upon the literal meaning of the Scriptures, as to lose

sight of the spiritual." (Dr. A. Clarke.') On the New Testament, Grotius is particu-

larly valuable for understanding the history and Hebraisms. Tlie character of Grotius as

a conmientator is both fairly and ably estimated by Mr. Conybeare in his Bampton Lec-
tures for 1824. pp. 259-263.

3. DioDATi (John) Annotations on the Bible, translated from the
Italian. London, 1664'. folio.

Diodati was an eminent Italian divine and reformer in the early part of the 17th cen-
tury ; his annotations are properly Scho/ia, rather practical than critical, but containing
many useful hints ; a considerable portion of them was introduced into the " Assembly's
Annotations," noticed in jip. 204, 205.

4. Jo. Christ. Frid. Schulzii et Geo. Laur. Baueri Scholia in Vetus
Testanientum. Norinibergae, 1783-1797. 10 vols. 8vo.

The three first volumes only of these learned Scholia were oslcnsibh/ written by Professor
Schulz 2, who states in his preface, thr.t, in imitation of Rosenmiiller's Scholia on the New-
Testament, he undertook similar short notes on the Old Testament. P'or this purpose, he
has made extracts from the best philological and critical Scholia, chiefly from German
works which are not readily accessible or intelligible by foreigners; this is no small advan-
tage; and, independently of it, Schuize 1 as added numerous critical notes of his own,
beside the contributions of his learned friends. (Maty's Review, vol. v. pp. 406-412.)
On the death of Schuize, Professor Bauer continued the work, and published the remain-
ing seven volumes on the same plan.

5. Ernest, Frid. Car. Rosenmulleri Scholia in Vetus Testamentum.
Lipsia?, 1795-1826. 18 vols. 8vo.

' The references above, as well as in the following pages, to Drs. Doddridge and
Adam Clarke, are, to the " Lectures on Preaching " of \\\<i for7ner, inserted in the fifth

volume of his detached Works, printed at Leeds, 1804, p. 471*. et scq., and to the " Gene-
ral Preface " of the latter, prefixed to vol. i, of his Commentary on the Bible, which is

noticed in a subsequent page.
- Jahn aflSrms that they were not written by Schuize himself, but by Schi/cler under his

name; and he further adds, tliat, in general, on difficult passages, an antientand a modern
interpretation is given, and the decision between them is left to the reader's judgment,
(Jahn, Enchiridion Hermeneutica; Generalis, p. 173.) Whether Schiider or Schuize wrote
the first three volumes, is not material now to knovv : useful as the work unquestionably
is, the reader should be informed that the author has adopted the fashionable hypothesis of
many German divines, that Moses was a clever imjthologue, who compiled his history from
certain mythi or traditional narratives! This hypothesis is also adopted by Rosenmiiller,
and by Dathe ; and it was embraced by the late Dr. Geddes in his version of the Bible.
See it examined, and (we trust satisfactorily) refuted, i)fra, \o\.\\. Parti. Chap. I,

Sect. II.
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6. J. G. RosENMULLERi Scliolia in Novum Testamentum. Edit. Nova,
NorimbergfE, 1801-1808. 5 vols. 8vo.

These Scholia have long had a very extensive circulation in Germany, but are now be-

ginning to be known in this country, though their high ])rice renders tliem access'ble to

comparatively few students. The Scholia on the Old Testament are written by Rosen-
niiiller the son ; and tiiose on tlie New Testament by Rosenmiiller tUvJctlher. Tlie latter

is upon the wliole a mucii safer and sounder critic than his son, wiiose Scliolia in many
passages are made conformable to the lax and (miscalled) rational system of interpretation

which for many years has been but too prevalent among the German Biblical Critics. In
the improved editions above noticed of their very valuable Scholia, the two llosenmiillcrs

have diligently availed themselves of every possible aid which tlieir own researches, or

those of their friends, could procure for them. The author of tiie present wjrk is indebted

to these eminent critics for many valuable observations on the Analysis, &c. of the Sacred

writings. In J 823, appeared at Leipsic a second edition of the younger Uosenmiiller's

Scholia on the Psalms ; in 1824, a new edition of the Scholia on the Pentateucli. In the

Christian Examiner, or Cliurch of Ireland Alagazine for INIay 1827 (p. 3S8), this new
edition of Rosenmiiller's Scholia on the Pentateuch is announced; and it is stated, that

" the learned author has not only expunged those dangerous and infidel criticisms which

were designed to shake the very foundations of revealed religion, but has substituted in

their place others of a very different tendency." In 1824 appeared a new edition of the

Scholia on Job, on Ezekiel in ] 825, on Jeremiah in 1826, and in 1827 on Obadiah,

Amos, and Jonah.

7. Reeves— The Holy Bible, containing the Old Testament and the

New, translated out of the original tongues, and with the former transla-

tions diligently compared and revised. London, printed for John Reeves,
Esq., one of the Patentees of the office of King's Printer. 9 vols, royal

4to. 9 vols, royal 8vo. 9 or 10 vols, crown 8vo.

Although the beautiful editions of the Bible here noticed do not profess to be commen-
taries, yet as they are accompanied !)y short explanatorj' and philological Scholia, it would
be injustice towards IMr. Reeves's splendid and puljlic-spirited efforts to render the Scrip-

tures attractive to the higher classes, were we to pass them in silence. On this account
Mr. Reeves's editions may justly claim a place in the present list of Scholia on the Bible.

His notes are selected with great judgment from the labours of Bishop Patrick, Lowth,
Whitby, and others ; and his mode of limiting the text is admirable. The historical parts,

which are in prose, are printed in continuous paragraphs ; and the poetical parts are divided

into verses. Each book is divided into sections, conformable to the natural divisions

of tlic several subjects ; and, to facilitate reference, the chapters and verses are distinctly

pointed out in the margin. There is a learned preface to all the editions. In our analysis

of the different books of Scripture, particularly of the Old Testament, we have frequently

adopted INIr. Reeves's sectional divisions, which are for the most part very judiciously

made. It may be proper to add that the printing of Mr. Reeves's editions was executed

by Messrs. Bidmcr & Co., anil by Mr. Benslcy, and may safely challenge competition

with the most beautiful specimens of British tyjjography. There are some copies extant

in four volumes, 8vo., without the Scholia.

(3.) The Principal Commentators on the Scriptures generaUy since the

Reformation.

[i.] Foreign Commentators on the wfiole Bible.

1. The illustrious reformer, INTartin Luiiieh, wrote Commentaries on
most of the books of Scripture. A collection of them was published at

Wittenberg, in four volumes folio, 1549. All the writings of this great
man are deservedly held in the highest estimation in Germany, especially

his Connnentaries on Genesis, and on St. Paul's Epistles to the Romans
and Galatians. His Commentary on the Galatians is best known in this

country by a translation, which was first printed in 1.580 in 4to. and sub-
sequently in folio, octavo, and in two vols. 12ino. In 1821, was pub-
lished, in 8vo. a tran.slation of Luther's Commentary on the Psalms, called

Psalms of Degrees ; in tvhich among many other valuable Discourses on
Individual, Household, and Civil Affairs, the Scriptural Doctrine respect-

(n) 4
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ing the divinely instituted mid honourable Estate ofMatrimony is explained
and defended against the Popish Perversion ofeii/orced Celibacy, Monastic
Votvs, Orders, &)C. 8^c. To ivhich is prefixed, An Historical Account of the

Monastic Life, particidarly of the Monasteries of England.

2. The biblical writings of John Calvin, another illustrious reformer,
consist of Commentaries, Homilies, and Lectures on almost the whole of
the Scriptures : they are to be found in the folio edition of his works,
printed at Amsterdam, in 1671, in nine volumes. His Harmony of the
four last Books of the Pentateuch has been much and deservedly ad-
mired for its ingenuity. The history contained in them forms a distinct

part. The rest is comprised under the following divisions : — 1. Those
passages which assert the excellence of the law, by way of preface ;—
2. The Ten Commandments, under each of which are comprehended all

those parts of the law which relate to the same subject, and this forms
the great body of the harmony ; — 8. The s-am of the Latv, containing

those passages which enjoin love to God, and love to our neighbour ;
—

4. The Use of the Lain ; and lastly, its Sa«c^/o»5 of promises and threats.

The Commentaries and other expository writings of this great man have
always been deservedly celebrated and admired : though it has been the

fashion with some modern divines to depreciate them, on account of

those peculiar dogmas which Calvin deduced from the Sacred Writings.
" Calvin's Commentaries," says the learned Matthew Poole, in the pre-

face to the ' Synopsis Criticorum Sacrorum,' noticed below, " abound in

solid discussions of theological subjects, and in practical improvements of
them. Subsequent writers have borrowed most of their materials from
Calvin ; and his interpretations adorn the books even of those who repay
their obligation by reproaching their master." The great critic Scaliger

said that no commentator had better hit the sense of the prophets than
Calvin ; and another eminent critic of our own time (Rosenmiiller) has re>

marked, that although Calvin was not deeply versed in Hebrew, yet as he
possessed an acute and subtle genius, his interpretations of Isaiah in par-

ticular, contain many things which are exceedingly useful for under-
standing the prophet's meaning. Nothing, indeed, can more satisfactorily

evince the high estimation to which the commentaries of Calvin are still

entitled from the biblical student, than the following eulogium of one of

the most learned prelates that ever adorned the Anglican Church—
Bishop HoRSLEY. " I hold," says he, " the memory of Calvin in high

veneration ; his works have a place in my library ; and in the study of

the Holy Scriptures, he is one of the Commentators whom I most fre-

quently consult." To this testimony may be added that of another ac-

complished scholar lately deceased, the Rev. J. J. Conybeare. The
commentaries of Calvin, he says, " though in the exercise of our Christian

liberty we may freely question and dissent from many points, both of

doctrine and discipline, maintained by their illustrious author, are yet

never to be perused without admiration or instruction." ' The writer of

these pages has not often had occasion to refer to the writings of Calvin

in the prosecution of this work
; yet he has never consulted them but

with advantage and with pleasure.

3. ViCTORiNus Strigelius was nearly contemporary with Luther and

Calvin, and wrote arguments and notes to the whole of the Bible, which

were published at different times between the years 1565 and 1586, and

in various sizes. '^ They are much admired for their exactness, particu-

' Conybeare's Bampton Lectures for 1824, p. f237.

2 Mascli has gi-ven the titles and dates of their respective publications ; vol. iii. pp. 424-

427.
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larly his Tffo,M,v)jfiaTa on the New Testament, which are noticed in a sub-
sequent page.

4. LuDOVici DE DiEU Critica Sacra, sive Animadversiones in Loca
quacdam difficiliora Veteris et Novi Testamenti. Anistelodanii, 1693, folio.

A work of acknowledged character : " Perhaps no man ever possessed a more consum-
mate knowledge of tlie Oriental languages than de Dieii, nor employed liis knowled'^e to

more useful purposes." (Bibliog. Diet. vol. iii. p. 123.)

5. Sebastiani Schmidii Comnientarii in Genesin, Josuam, Rutli,

Reges, Samuelem, Jobuni, Psahnos, Ecclesiasten, lesaiam, Jereniiam,
Hoseam, EvangeHuni Johannis, et Epistolas Pauli ad Romanos, Galatas,
et Hebraeos. Argentorati, 1687, et annis sequentibus. 4to.

Sebastian Schmidt was at least the most laborious and voluminous commentator of his

age (the seventeenth century). Mosheim's Ecd. Hist. vol. v. p. 296.

6. CniTici Sacri; sive Annotata doctissimorum Virorum in Vetus ac
Novum Testamentum

;
quibus accedunt Tractatus varii, Theologico-

Philologici, 9 tomis in 12 voluminibus, Amstelodami, 1698, folio.

This great work, first published at London in 1660, in 9 vols, folio, under the direction

of Bishop Pearson, John Pearson, Anthony Scattergood, and Francis Gouldman, is con-
siderably augmented in the above second and best edition. The notes of Grotius, Vata-
blus, and Drusius, IMunster, Castalio, Clarius, Junius, and Tremellius, are to be found in

this collection, besides a multitude of commentators on particular books, and numerous
valuable disquisitions on particular subjects, which are enumerated l)y Dr. A. Clarke in

the general preface to his Commentary, vol. i. p. xiii. To complete this great work, there

were published at Amsterdam, in 1701, Thesaurus Theologico-Philologicus, in 2 vols,

folio, and in 1732, in two folio volumes also, Thesaurus Novus Theologico-Piiilologicus,— two valuable collections of critical and philological dissertations by tlie most eminent
biblical critics of that day. These are necessary to complete the Critici Sacri; of which
great work an admirable abridgment has been published under the title of,

7. MATTH.iii PoLi Synopsis Criticorum aliorumque SS. Interpretum.
London, 1669-1674, 5 vols, folio. Utrecht, 5 vols, folio, 1684; also

Frankfort, 1712, 5 vols, folio, and 1694, 5 vols, large 4to.

On this most elaborate work the learned author spent <e?i years ; it consolidates with
great skill and conciseness all the Critici Sacri of the London edition into one continued
comment, besides many valuable additions from other authors of note, Hammond, &c. and
his own corrections and decisions in several places. It has many advantages over the
Critici Sacri, not only in point of size, but also in its admirable arrangement and concen-
tration of evidence, and in the author's remarks ; and it furnishes a most complete material
index to the Critici Sacri. (Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. preface, p. xviii.)

Of the various editions above noticed, that edited at Utrecht by Professor Leusden, is by
far the best and most correct. The folio Frankfort edition is not worth purchasing, on
account of its incorrectness. The 4to. edition, which is somewhat better, is nevertheless

very inaccurate : it is badly printed, and sells at a very low price.

8. Biblia Sacra Vulgata^ Editionis, Sixti V. et dementis VIII. Pont.
Max. auctoritate recognita, una cum selectis Annotationibus ex optimis

quibusque Interpretibus excerptis, Prolegomenis, novis Tabulis Chrono-
logicis, Historicis, et Geographicis illustrata, Indiceque Epistolarum et

Evangeliorum aucta. Auctore J, B. du Hamel. Parisiis, 1706. 2 tomis
folio.

The Prolegomena treat briefly on the canon and inspiration of the Holy Scriptures,

and in their transmission to our times, incorrupt ; on the authority and various editions of
the Hebrew text and antient Versions; and on the exposition of the Bible, including its

style, figurative language, and spiritual sense. A short Chronological and Geographical
Appendix is subjoined, in which the weights, measures, and money of the Hebrews are
discussed.

9. La Sainte Bible, expliquce par David Martin. Amsterdam,
1707. 2 vols, folio.

M. Martin revised the Geneva version of the French Bible, and corrected it so materially.
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that it is frequently considered as a new translation. The short notes, whicli he has an-
nexed, contain much good sense, learning, and piety.

10. JoANNis Clerici Translatio Librorum Veteris Testament]", cum
ejusdem Paraphrasi perpetua, Comraentario Pliilologico, Dissertationibus
Criticis, Tabulisque Chronologicis et Geographicis, folio, 4 vols. Amste-
lodami, 1708, 1710, 1713.— Ejusdem, Translatio ex Anglica Lingua
Henrici Haramondi Paraphrasis et Adnotationum in Novum Testa-
mentum, Animadversionibus suis illustrata. Francofurti, 1714. 2 vols.

folio.

Le Clerc's Translation and Commentary are highly commended by Bishoi Watson:
of Dr. Hammond's Paraphrase and Notes on the New Testament, some account is given
below. Many of le Clerc's observations throw great light on the Scriptures ; in others
lie has indulged his own fancy, and, what is most to be regretted, has completely frittered

away the meaning of the Prophecies concerning our Saviour. He considers miracles as
effects of nature. His commentaries on the Prophets and on the Hagiogra])ha are greatly
inferior to those on the Pentateuch. John Justus von Einem published a volume of
^nimndverdones ad Joaiinis Clerici Comiiicntarios, at Magdeburg, 1735. 8vo.

11. OsTERVALD (Jeau-Frederic ) La Sainte Bible, avec les Argumens
et Reflexions, Neufchatel, 1772. folio.

M. Ostervald was an eminent divine of tlie French Protestant church. The French
text of the Bible is that of the Geneva Version, rtivised and corrected by himself; whence
it is often considered as a new version. Ostervald's arguments and reHcctions are very
valuable, and have been liberally consulted by later commentators. A detached translation

of them, in three vols. 8vo., was published by Mr. Chamberlayne in the early part of the

eighteenth century, at the request and under the patronage of the Society for promoting
Christian Knowledge : the later editions of this translation arc in two volumes 8vo.

12. JoANNis CoccEii Commentarii in Sacras Scripturas, in ejus Ope-
ribus. Amstelodamij 10 vols, folio.

The commentaries of Cocceius are also extant in quarto and folio, under different dates

as they were published. It is the fault of this learned man, that he has in the Old Testa-
ment .?/«Vj7?(a/i5Y'd every thing to the utmost; his commentaries, however, particularly on
the jVeiv Testament, abound with valuable illustrations, and will amply repay the trouble

of perusal. He is " a commentator from whom a judicious expositor may dejive much
assistance. Often fanciful, and even fanatical, he is learned, pious, and far more dis-

cerning in the true scope of prophecy than many who succeeded him." (Dr. Apthorpe's
Disc, on Prophecy, vol. i. p. 106.)

13. Calmet.— Commentaire Litteral sur tous les Livres de TAncien
et du Nouveau Testament, par Augustin Calmet. Paris, 1719-1726,
8 tomes in 9 vols, folio.

It contains the Latin text of the Vulgate, and a French version in collateral columns,
with the notes at the bottom of each page. It has a vast apparatus of prefaces and disser-

tations, in which immense learning, good sense, sound judgment, and deep ))iety are in-

variably displayed. This is without exception the best connnent on the Sacred VWitings
ever published, either by Catholics or Protestants." (Dr. A. Clarke.) Walchius (Bibl.

Theol. vol. iv. p. 433. J has pronounced an equally strong but well-deserved eulogium on
this valuable work, to which we have been largely indebted ii the course of these volumes.

14. La Sainte Bible, en Latin et en Francois, avcc des Notes, des Pre-

faces, et des Dissertations tirees de Dom Calmet, de I'Abbe de Vence,

et d'autres Auteurs, Paris, 1820 et annees suivantes, 2.5 tomes 8vo.

Avec Atlas.

This is a reprint of the Bible published in Latin and French by L. E. RoNnET, first in

1748 in fourteen volumes quarto, and, a second time, between the years I7b'7 and 1 774.

The French translation, with the exception of a few corrections, is that of father Carriercs.

Besides the Latin Vulgate and French version, this work contains prefaces to the several

books, notes, and dissertations, chiefly taken from Calmet, but abridged in soine places, and

in others altered or enlarged : most of the alterations are pointed out. 'J here are also notes,

and several dissertations from the abb^ de Vence, and the fathers Houbigant and Carrieres,

with many additions by Rondet; though these last are not very distinctly specified.

The critical and historical dissertations, which are one hundred and seventy m nun-.bjr,
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treat on various passages of Scripture and biblical subjects. There are seven large

indexes relative to Scripture-chronology and geograpliy, to the Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac,

and Greek names, and in general to the contents of tlie text, prefaces, dissertations, notes,

&c. Tlie Atlas contains thirfy-eiglit maps and engravings. There is an edition of this

Bible printed at Nismes in seventeen volumes 8vo. (Peignot, Manuel du Bibliojihile,

torn. ii. p. 134. Month. Rev. O. S. vol. lii. p. 344. ) This Bible and Commentary are

much esteemed in France, but little known in tliis country, where we have so many supe-
rior and more jtorlable helps to the study of the Scriptures extant in our own language.

15. CiiAis.— La Sainte Bible, avec un Commentaire Litteral, et des
Notes choisies, tirees de divers Auteurs Anglois, &c., par Charles Ciiais.

Hague, \1¥6-1190. 7 vols. 4to.

Besides a French translation, wliich in general is judicious, tliis learned and elaborate
work contains a valuable comment on the Old Testament as far as the end of tlie Iiistorical

books. The seventh volume was postluimous, and was edited by the late Rev. Dr. Mac-
laine. " It is much to be regretted that the learned and pious autiior did not complete the
whole. What he has published, iiowever, at long intervals, is excellent. His notes are
chiefly taken, as he professes, from the best English Commentators, to whom he gives a
decided preference above the foreign, Houbigant, Calmet, &c. ; all of whom he appears to

have carefully studied. It may therefore be justly considered as a considerable and
valuable improvement upon his predecessors, of every description, as far as it goes."
(Dr. Hales.)

16. Houbigant.— Caroli Francisci Houbigantii Notae Critical in

Universos Veteris Testamenti Libros, cum Hebraice, turn Graece scrip-

tos. Cum integris ejusdem Prolegomenis. Francof'urti ad Mcenum,
1777. 2 tomis 4to.

A neat reprint of the Prolegomena and notes annexed by Houbigant to his Critical

Edition and Version of the Old Testament, which has already been noticed in p. C. of
this Appendix.

17- Jo. Aug. Datiiii Libri Veteris Testamenti, ex Recensione
TextCis Hebra'i et Versionum Antiquarum, Latine versi, notis philologicis

et criticis illustrati. Halae, 1773-1789. 6 vols. 8vo.

This work is in high repute on the continent : see a notice of Dathe's Latin version in

p. 56. of this Appendix. The difficult and obscure passages are illustrated by notes
placed at the bottom of the page. After M. Dathe's decease, Rosenmiiller edited a col-

lection of his Ojmscula ad Crisi/i el Inlerprctalioneiti Veteris Testameihi speclanlia, Svo.

Lipsia;, 1795. These should be added to the above work, as they contain critical disqui-

sitions on some antient versions, &c.

18. Interprctatio Sacrae Scripturae per omnes Veteris et Novi Testa-
menti Libros, ab Joanne Nep. Alber, Clerico Ilegulari e Scholis Piis,

S. Theologiae Doctore, Linguarum Orientalium et Sacrae Scriptura; in

Archiepiscopali Lyceo Professore. Pesthini [Pesth, in Hungary] 1801-
ISOk 16 large vols. 8vo.

Though published more than twenty years since, this exposition was unknown in Eng-
land until the year 1827, when a few copies were imported. Professor Alber dedicated
it to the clergy of the Romish church in Hiuigary, for whose use he undertook its com-
pilation. There are three maps, and to each volume there is a list of numerous errata,'

besides a copious supplementary list in the last volume, all of which ought to be conected
before the work can be consulted. To the first volume are prefixed about fifty ]jages of pre-
liminary observations on the various aids for the interpretation of Scripture, which are not
characterized either by novelty or depth of information. The following is the method
pursued by the author. At the beginning of each book are placed a short preface, treating

on its author, and a synopsis of its contents. The text of the Latin Vulgate is then in-

serted : and where any ])assage occurs which appears to be either difficult or obscure he
endeavours to elucidate it,—more in the way of exposition than of concise critical annota-
tions. Dr. Alber professes to have consulted the various exegetical labours, both of Pro-
testants and Romanists ; and that he has endeavoured to state the various points of dift'er-

ence between them without asperity and with Christian candour. In this endeavour, truth
requires it to be stated, that the author has succeeded. Wherever an occasion presents
itself, he fails not to impugn and to refute the notions of the antisupernaturalist divines of
Germany, as well as of the enemies of divine revelation, The profoundest reverence to
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the opinions of the fathers of the Christian Church, and to the doctrinal decisions and

decrees of the Romish church, pervades this exposition.

19. Libri Sacri Antiqui Foederis ex Sermone Hebraeo in Latinum trans-

lati ; notatione brevi praecipuae Lectionum et Interpretationum diversi-

tatis addita. Auctoribus D. Henrico Augusto Schott et Julio Friederico

WlNZER. Volumen primum. Altonae et Lipsise, 1816. 8vo.

This volume comprises the Pentateuch only. With a few exceptions, the version is

said to be close ; and the annotations, which are very brief, are strictly confined to the

indication of the principal various lections, and of the different interpretations proposed

by eminent biblical critics. The three first l)ooks were translated by Dr. Schott, and the

two last by M. Winzer. This work has not been continued.

[ii.] British Commentators on the whole Bible.

1. The Reformer's Bible.— The Holy Bible, containing the Old
and New Testaments, according to the Authorized Version ; with short

Notes by several learned and pious Reformers, as printed by Royal
Authority at the time of the Reformation, with additional Notes and
Dissertations. London, 1810. 4to.

The notes on the Old Testament in this edition are reprinted from those appended to

the English version of the Bible, published at Geneva by Coverdale, Sampson, and other

reformers, who fled to that city during the reign of Queen Mary : whence their translation

is generally known by the appellation of the Geneva Bible. An account of it is given in

p. 6& of this Appendix. The annotations on the New Testament are translated from the

Latin of Theodore Beza. Although in this edition the orthography is modernised, and

the style has in some few instances been improved, the editor (the Rev. Tliomas

Wkbster, M. a. ) states that the utmost caution has been observed, that no alteration

should be made in the senlimenU of the reformers, whose " notes and illustrations" the

late eminent Bishop Horsley (no mean judge of biblical literature) has pronounced to be
" very edifying, except that in many points they savour too much of Calvinism." The
notes on tlie Apocalypse are selected by the editor from various commentators : he has also

occasionally supplied arguments to the different books of the Old and New Testaments :

his dissertations on which, though concise, are sufficiently comprehensive for those readers

who have not leisure to consult more expensive commentaries. A few useful maps and

tables accompany the work, which is further ornamented with some neatly-executed vig-

nette engravings.

2. Hall (Bishop).—Contemplations on the Old and New Testaments.

London, 1808. 2 vols. 8vo.

These have been reprinted at various times and in different forms ; the edition now
noticed was published by the Rev. Josiah Pratt, B.D. and is very correctly printed.

Bishop Hall's Contemplations " are incomparably valuable for language, criticism, and

devotion." (Dr. Doddridge.) The Bisliop also wrote a " Paraphrastic Exposition of

hard Texts," which forms the 3d and 4th vols, of Mr. Pratt's edition of his whole works.

These expository notes Yir. D. pronouncLS to be " very valuable, especially for showing

the spirit and force of many expressions that occur." They do not, however, contain much
learned criticism. Most of them, if not all, are inserted in the valuable Commentary of

Bp. Mant and Dr. D'Oyly, noticed below.

3. Mayer.—A Commentary upon the Bible: wherein the Divers

Translations and Expositions, Literall and Mysticall, of the most famous

Commentators, both antient and modern, are propounded and examined,

by John Mayer, London, 1653. 5 vols, folio.

4. Annotations upon all the Books of the Old and New Testament:

this third, above the first and second editions, so enlarged, as they make
an entire Commentary on the Sacred Scripture ; the like never before

published in English. Wherein the text is explained, doubts resolved.

Scriptures paralleled, and various readings observed ; by the labour of

certain learned divines thereunto appointed, and therein employed, as is

expressed in the preface. London, 1657. 2 vols, folio.
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This valuable work, ("for valuable and learned it is, considering the time when it was
composed) is usually called the " Assejiblv's Annotations ;" from the circumstance of its

having been composed by members of tlie Assembly of Divines who sat at Westminster
during the great rebellion. Tiie reader will find an account of its authors in Dr. Calamy's
Life of Mr. Baxter, p. 86. et seq.

5. Poole.— Annotations upon the Holy Bible, wherein the sacred text
is inserted, and various readings annexed ; together with the parallel
Scriptures. The more difficult terms are explained ; seeming contradic-
tions reconciled ; doubts resolved, and the whole text opened. By the
Rev. Matthew Poole. London, 1683. 2 vols, folio. Edinburgh, 1803.
4 vols. 4to.

The Annotations are mingled with the text, and are allowed to be very judicious ; the
author (who was an eminent non-conformist divine) wrote tiiem onlv as far as the 58th
chapter of Isaiah ; the remainder of the notes was compiled after the same manner, by
several eminent dissenting ministers. It is no mean praise of tliis valuable work, that it is

in the list of books recommended to clergymen by Bishop Tomline.

6. Clarke.— The Old and New Testament, with Annotations and
parallel Scriptures. By Samuel Clarke, A.M. London, 1690. folio.

The selection of parallel texts is admirable ; and the notes, though very brief, are written
with great judgment. Tiie work was commended in very high terms by Drs. Owen and
Bates, as well as by Mr. Baxter and Mr. Howe. " It has been an excellent fund for
some modern commentators, who have republished a great part of it with very little alter-
ation." (Chalmers's Biog. Diet. vol. ix. p. 403.) This work, notwithstanding the learned
author was a non-conformist, is inserted in the list of books recommended by Bishop
Cleaver to the attention of the younger clergy. It is unfortunately very scarce and dear.
The purchaser must be careful that he be not misled by another Bible published also in
owe vol. folio, in 1811, in the name of S. Clarke, in numbers; and which is a very indif-

ferent compilation by some anonymous editor from various commentators, all of whom
lived long after the time of Mr. Clarke.

7. The Rev. Dr. Edward Wells published a Help for the Right Un-
derstanding of the Scripture, in various parts, between the years 1709
and 1728. As this useful work is not often to be met with complete, the
following bibliographical notice of it is copied from the Rev. Dr. Cot-
ton's List of Editions of the Bible and of parts thereof. (Appendix
pp. 163-165.)

'

Wells's Paraphrase of the Old Testament.

Part I. The Title, " An Help for the more easy and clear understanding of
" the Holy Scriptures : being the book of Genesis explained after the follo\vin<r
" method : viz. The common English Translation rendered more agreeable to the
"original. A paraphrase. Annotations." Oxford, printed at the Theatre, 1724.
" A preface to the reader," 5 pages. " The general preface," xv pages. " A dis-
" course of the year, &c. in use among the Jews," p. 1-91. " A Chronological
" Account," Sec. 23 pages, not numbered. Additional notes, 6 pages, not num-
bered. The text, p. 1-277. A synopsis to the Pentateuch, 2 pages.

Part II. Title, " An Help," &c. as before: containing Exodus, Leviticus, Num-
bers, and Deuteronomy, printed 1725. " A preface to the reader," p. i-xi. Er-
rata, 1 leaf, not numbered. Exodus, p. 1-149. Leviticus, p. 1-86. Numbers
and Deuterononi)', p. 1-256.

Part in. Title, "An Help," &c. containing Joshua, Judges, and Ruth : printed
1725. A preface to the reader, 11 pages. Joshua, p. 1-84. Synopsis, 1 leaf,

not nundiered. Judges and Rutli, p. 1-102.

Part IV. "An Help," &c. containing two books of Samuel, and two of Kino-s :

printed 1726. Preface, p. i-vi, Samuel to 1 Kings, chapter i. p. 1-182. Errata
1 leaf, not numbered. 1 Kings, chapter ii. &c. p. 1-148.

Part V. " An Help," &c. containing Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther

:

printed 1727. Preface to the reader, p. i-v. Chronicles, p. 1-136. Ezra, Ne-
hemiah, and Esther, p. 1-80. a continuation of Jewish history, p. 81-109. Chro-
nological tables, 2 pages.

Part VI. " An Help," &c. containing Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Canti-
cles : printed 1727. Preface to the reader, 2 pages. Job to Psalm Ix. p. 1-160.
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Psalm Ixi-cl. p. 1-115. Preface to Proverbs, &-c. 4- pages, unnumbered. Pro-

verbs, &c. p. 1-116.

Part Vn. "An Help," <S:c. containing Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Lamentations:

printed 1728. A general discourse, p. i-xvi. Isaiah, p. 1-162. Jeremiah and
Lamentations, p. 1-168.

Part VIIL "An Help," &c. containing Ezechiel : printed 1728. The text of

Ezechiel, p. 1-178.

Part IX. "An Help," &c. containing Daniel: printed 1716. Dedication, 4

pages, not numbered. General preface, with a table, p. 1-10. Discourse, with

four tables, p. 11-44. Daniel, p. 1-1.~4. Synopsis, 1 leaf. Various readings,

p. 137-170. N. B. This edition of Daniel was published with the New Testa-

ment : a second was printed 1728.

Part X. "An Help," &.c. containing the twelve Minor Prophets: printed 1723.

General preface, p. i-v. Preface to Hosea, p. i-vi. Hosea to Obadiah, p. 1-121.

Jonah to Zephaniah, p. 1-88. Haggai to the end, p. 1-77. N. B. A second

edition was published in 1729, containing a preface, 2 pages. Text, p. 1-244.

Paraphrase of the New Testament.

Part L "An Help," &c. containing the Gospels and Acts. Oxford, at the

Theatre, 1718. General preface, p. i-iv. Two discourses, p. v-xx. Chronolo-

gical tables, p. xxi-xxxv. The contents of St. Matthew and St. Mark, 5 pages,

not numbered. Then follows a second title, " An Help," &c. containing the

Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark, dated 1717. The text, p. 3-411.

Part n. "An Help," &c. containing St. Luke and the Acts: dated 1719. Ad-

vertisement, &c. 6 pages. St. Luke, p. 1-225. Acts, p. 1-209.

Part in. "An Help," &c. containing St. John's Gospel: dated 1719. Adver-

tisement, &c. 4 pages. Text, p. 1-195.

Part IV. A treatise on the harmony of the four Gospels, with a table. Preface,

2 pages. The treatise, p. 1-83.

Part V. " The second [tart of an Help," &c. containing the Epistle to the Ro-

mans: dated 1711. Preface, 2 pages. Prooemial discourse, p. 1-24. Text, p. 1-125.

A second edition was published in 1715, with a title professing the part to contain

all St. Paul's Epistles. General preface, synopsis, and lists of books written by

Dr. E. Wells, 6 pages, not numbered. Advertisement, &c. 2 pages. Procemial

discourse, p. 1-20. Text, p. 21-145.

Part VI. "An Help," &c. containing the Epistles to the Corinthians : printed

1714. Errata, 1 leaf. Text, p. 1-171.

Part VII. " An Help," &c. containing the Epistles to the Ephesians, Philippians,

Colossians, Timothy, Titus, and Philemon : printed 1715. The text, p. 1-173.

Part VIII. " A specimen of an Help," &c. being the Epistles to the Thessalo-

riaus and Galatians: printed 1709. Dedication, 2 pages. Preface, 5 pages.

Text, p. 1-76. N. B. In 1716 was published a second edition; the contents and

pages the same.

Part IX. "An Help," &c. containing the Epistle to the Hebrews : printed 1713.

Preface, 2 pages. Text, p. 1-95.

Part X. "An Help," &c. being the Catholic Epistles: printed 1715. Adver-

tisement, &c. 2 pages. Text, p. 1-149.

Part XI. "An Help," &c. being the Revelation ot St. John : printed 1717.

Dedication, 2 pages. Preface, 3 pages. Table and Explanation. Text, p. 1-184.

8. Patrick, Lowth, W^hitby, and Arnald's Commentary on the

Bible. London, 1727-1760. 7 vols, folio. London, 1809. 8 vols. 4to.

1821. 7 vols. 4to.

Bishop Patrick wrote die commentary on the historical and poetical books of the Old

Testament, in 2 vols. ; Mr. W. Lowth (father of Bishop Lowtli) that on the Prophets,

in one vol. ; Dr. Whitby that on the New Testament, in 2 vols. ; and Mr. Arnald the

commentary on the Apocryphal books. The four volumes of Patrick, Lowth, and Ar-

nald are justly valued, as containing one of the bi'st commentaries on the Okl Testament

and Apocrypha which we have in the English language. As Dr. Wiiitby's work on the

New Testament is very frequently found separate from tlie above commentators, the reader

will lind some account of it, infra, in the list of commentators on tiie New Testament'.

9, Henry. — An Exposition of the Old and New Testament, by the
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Rev. Matthew Henry, folio, 5 vols. ^to. 6 vols, various Editions ; also

in 6 vols. 410. London, 1827.

More than a century has elapsed since tliis Exposition was first publislied. It is chiefly

practical ; yet, without any parade of learning, it frequently contains good explanations of

difficult passages. The numerous editions through whicii it has passed sufficiently attest

the great estimation in which it has been held. It is perhaps the only commentary, " so

large, that deserves to be entirely and attentively read through. The remarkable pas-

sages should be marked : there is much to lie learned in this work in a speculative, and
still more in a practical way." (Dr. Doddridge.) The London quarto edition of 1811
was superintended by the Rev. Messrs. Burder and Hughes, and is very correct. Tlie

text of this impression has been followed in the edition of 1827, which is enriched with an
Introductory Essay by the Rev. Edward IJickersteth ; and to reasonableness of price it adds

the advantage of being beautifully printed.

10. Gill. — An Exposition of the Old and New Testaments, in which
the sense of the sacred text is given ; doctrinal and practical truths are

set in a plain and easy light; difficult passages explained; seeming con-

tradictions reconciled; and whatever is material in the various readings,

and the several Oriental versions, is observed. The whole illustrated by
notes from the most antient Jewish writings. By John Gill, D.D.
London, 1748-1763. 9 vols, folio. London, 1809. 9 vols. 4to.

In rabbinical literature Dr. Gill had no equal, and he has hence been enabled to illus-

trate many important passages of Scripture. But he has often spiritualised his text to

absurdity. " The massy volumes of Dr. Gill might almost form a class of their own, as

they comprehend every method of interpretation ; and sometimes, by giving to the same
passage too great a variety of meanings, they leave tlie weak reader to doubt whether that

l)Ook can have any certain meaning, which an ingenious expositor can interpret, or rather

torture, in so many diflerent ways." An occasional reference to this learned work is all

perhaps that can be recommended.

1 1. PuRVER.— A New and Literal Translation of all the Books of the

Old and New Testaments, with Notes critical and explanatory. By
Antony Purveu. London, 1764'. 2 vols, folio.

The author of this translation was one of the Society of Friends or Quakers ; who, imder
very considerable disadvantages, acquired a competent knowledge of the Hebrew and other

Oriental languages, and also of the Greek. His work was published at the expense of

Dr. J. Fothergill. Although it contains many im])roved renderings and useful notes, it

" has never been highly valued, and is much less literal and much less simple than tlie

habits of the man, and those of the religious community to which he belonged, might au-
thorise one to expect." (Dr. A. Clarke.) See a further account in the JMonthly Review,
(O.S.) vol. xsxii. pp. 194-'J05.

12. Wesley. — Notes on the Old and Nevv Testaments, by the Rev. J.

Wesley, M. A. Bristol, 1764. 4 vols. 4to.

In consequence of the author being obliged to retrench his notes, in order to compris-

the work within the prescribed limits of four volumes, " the notes on the Old Testament
are allowed on all hands to be meagre and unsatisfactory. The notes on the New Testa-

ment, which have gone through several editions, are of a widely dilferent description
;

though sliort, tiiey are always judicious, accurate, spiritual, terse, and impressive, and
possess the happy and rare quality of leading the reader immediately to God and his own
heart." (Dr. A. Clarke.) The Rev. Dr. Hales pronounces these notes to be " commend-
able for their conciseness, and acutely pointed to the Iiearts and consciences of his readers;"

and he mentions the notes on the Apocalypse, which are cliiefly abridged from the critical

and expository writings of Bengel, as being the most valuable part of Mr. Wesley's work.
(Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. pp. 1287,1288.) The text is inserted in continuous

paragraphs, the verses being thrown into the margin, and it contains several happy cor-

rections of the received version, which are frequently cited by Mr. Granville Sharp and
Dr. Hales.

13. The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments, accord-

ing to the present authorised English Version, with Notes, critical, ex-

planatory, and practical; all the marginal readings of the most approved
printed copies of the Scriptures, with such others as appear to be coun-
tenanced by the Hebrew and Greek originals ; a copious collection of
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references to parallel texts ; summaries of the contents of each book
and chapter, and the date of every transaction and event recorded in

the Sacred Oracles, agreeably to the calculation of the most correct

chronologers. By the Rev. Joseph Benson. London, 1811-1818.
5 vols. 4to.

An elaborate and very useful commentary on the Sacred Scriptures, which (independ-

ently of its practical tendency) possesses the merit of compressing into a comparatively

small compass the substance of what the piety and learning of former ages have advanced,

in order to facilitate the study of the Bible. Its late learned author was particularly

distinguished for his critical and exact acquaintance with the Greek Testament.

14-. BuTLEY.—The Holy Bible illustrated and explained: or, a com-
plete Treasure for every Christian. Containing, the Sacred Text of the

Old and New Testaments at large. With an Exposition and Paraphrase

of all the difficult passages, by way of Notes at the bottom of each page.

Together with the Books of Apocrypha, printed and commented on in

the same manner. By the Rev. John Butley, B. A. London, 1761.

2 vols. 4to. 2d edition.

15. Cruden.—The Complete Family Bible: or a Spiritual Exposi-

tion of the Old and New Testament ; wherein each chapter is summed
up in its context, and the sacred text inserted at large, with Notes,

spiritual, practical, and explanatory. By the Rev. Mr. Cruden. Lon-
don, 1770. 2 vols, folio.

The compiler of this indifferently-executed commentary is not to be confounded with

Mr. Alexander Cruden, author of the well-known Concordance to the Holy Scriptures.

It appears to have been originally published in numbers, which circumstance may account

for the paucity of copies now to be met with.

16. DoDD —A Commentary on the Books of the Old and New
Testaments, in which are inserted the Notes and Collections of John
Locke, Esq., Daniel Waterland, D. D., and the Rigiit Hon. Edward
Earl of Clarendon, and other learned persons, with practical improve-

ments. By W. DoDD, LL.D. London, 1770. 3 vols, folio.

In the compilation of this work, Dr. Dodd availed himself liberally of the labours of

Calmet, Chais, and Houbigant, besides the most eminent commentators of our own
country, and the manuscript collections mentioned above. The purchaser should see

that vol. i. contains a Dissertation on the Pentateuch, and vol, iii. another on the Inspir-

ation of the New Testament ; which are not unfrequently wanting, especially the first,

probably from the work being originally published in numbers. Dr. Dodd's Com-
mentary was reprinted a few years since by the late Dr. Coke, with several retrenchments

and some unimportant additions, in six handsome volumes quarto.

17. GoADBY.—An Illustration of the Holy Scriptures by Notes and
Explications on the Old and New Testaments, 3 vols, folio.

Tlie publication of this work commenced in the year 1759, and it has been frequently

reprinted. It was edited by Mr. Goadby of Sherborne; " it contains many judicious

notes :" but, " while it seems to be orthodox, is written entirely on the ^mi?i hypothesis."

(Dr. A- Clarke.) The false and erroneous interpretations contained in this work were

forcibly and ably exposed by the Rev. Walter Sellon, in his " Remarks upon certain pas-

sa-res in a work entitled an Illustration of the Holy Scriptures." London, 1765. 12mo.

18. Haweis.—The Evangelical Expositor ; or a Commentary on the

Holy Bible, wherein the Sacred Text is inserted at large, the sense

explained, and different passages elucidated, with practical observations,

&c. By T. Haweis, LL.B. M.D. London, 1765. 2 vols, folio.

19. Wilson (Bishop).— The Holy Bible ; containing the Books of the

Old and New Testaments, carefully printed from the first edition (com-

pared with others) of the present translation; with notes by Thomas
Wilson, D.D. Bishop of Sodor and Man, and various renderings, col-

lected from other translations, by the Rev. Clement Crutwell, editor,

London, 1785. 3 vols. 4to.
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This edition contains a translation of the apocryphal third book of Maccabees, which
has not appeared in any English Bibles since Becku's edition of 1551. The text and
marginal references are printed with equal beauty and correctness. " The editor lias

greatly increased the value of this edition by inserting in the margin different renderings
of the same passage, from all the translations he could procure. He also prefixed a par-
ticular account of the several Englisli translations of the Bible, and of their authors. Tlie
bishop's notes are only to be considered as brief hints either for the explanation or the
practical improvement of particular passages. As illustrations of the text, their value is

inconsiderable ; especially as the autiior frequently decides and pronounces without proof,

and falls into mistakes through inadvertency." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. Ixxiv. p. 297.)

20. YoNGE.—A Practical and Explanatory Commentary on the Holy
Bible, taking the whole in one point of view, from the Creation to the
End of the World. By I. Yonge. London, 1787. 4to.

" The point of view in which the Scriptures are here considered, is their reference to

the redemption of the world by Jesus Christ ; wiiich great event is traced througii the

historical and prophetical writings of the Old Testament, and the narrative and epistolary

records of the New, to show that the whole has one leading object and design. This
work is rather intended as a practical help to the meditations of the pious Christian, than
as a critical elucidation of the sacred writings." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. Ixxviii.

p. 173.)

21. Scott.—The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testa-
ments ; with original notes, practical observations, and copious marginal
references. By Thomas Scott, Rector ofAston Sandford. London, 1822,
6 vols. 4to. Fifth and best edition, with the author's last corrections.

The first edition of this work (the constant and increasing sale of which proves the

high estimation in which it is deservedly held), begun in 1788, and published in numbers,
consisted of five thousand copies; the second, in 180,5, of two thousand; the third, in

1810, of two thousand; the fourth, in 1812, of three thousand; and the fil'th and latest

edition, completed and published in 1 822, is stcreoli/pcd,—the largest work ever submitted
to that process. Besides these, eight other editions, consisting all together of twenty-five

thousand two hundred and fifty copies, were printed in the United States of America from
1808 to 1819; where the local and temporary prejudices, from which the writer could not
escape in his own country, having less force, its value seems to have been at once acknow-
ledged.— On the last edition of this Commentary its late learned autlior was engaged at

the time of his death, and bestowed the utmost pains upon its revision, so as to render it

as accurate as possible. More particularly, 1. As sundi-y small variations have, during
the lapse of two centuries, crept into our common Bibles, considerable pains have been
taken, by the collation of different editions, to exhibit an accurate copy of the sacred text

according to the authorised version. — 2. Not only have the marginal references throughout
been revised with the utmost care, but it will be found that the Author has inserted, in

the notes, and practical observations, frequent references to other parts of his Com-
mentary. To this improvement he attached considerable importance : and its value will,

no doubt, be felt by those readers who may bestow sufficient pains upon the subject to

enter into his design. The student may be advantageously referred to the book of
Proverbs for a specimen of this addition to the work 3. But the most important

improvement which it has received, consists in the copious critical remarks which have
been introduced. Many of these occur in the Old Testament, in all which the original

words in Hel)rew characters, pointed, have been substituted for the Englibh letters, by
which they had been before expressed, wherever any thing of the kind occurred. In the

New Testament these remarks are numerous. Here also new authorities are adduced in

support of the criticisms which had been previously made, particularly from Schleusner,

to whose valuable Lexicon of the Greek Testament the author was indebted for much
assistance. The critical remarks, it is also to be observed, are now uniformly carried to

the end of the note, instead of being interspersed in the body of it. — 4. Mr. Scott had
finished the actual revision of this great work nearly to the end of the Second Epistle to

Timothy. The last passage to wliich he put his hand, was that striking declaration of
St. Paul (2 Tim. iii. 1,2.) so apjilcible to the present times. Although several alter-

ations (and some of them of considerable importance) have been made in the fifth edition,

subsequent to the verse just named
;
yet these have not been introduced without authority,

but are taken, according to the author's directions, from a copy of the fourth edition, which
he read over soon after its publication, making such corrections as occurred. The critical

remarks also, contained in the former edition, have been, to tiie close, arranged, as nearly
as possible, according to the plan adopted in the preceding parts of the work.
" The capital excellency of this valuiible and immense undertaking, perhaps, consists

in the following, more closely than any other, the fair and adequate meaning of every

VOL. II. AFP. (o)
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part of Scripture, without regard to the niceties of human systems : it is, in every sense of
the expression, a scriptural comment. It has likewise a further and a strong recom-

'

mendation in its originality. Every part of it is thought out by the author for himself,
not borrowed from others. The later editions indeed are enriched with brief and valuable
quotations from several writers of credit— but tlie substance of the work is entirely his

own. It is not a compilation, it is an original production, in which you have the deliberate
•" judgment of a masculine and independent mind on all the parts of Holy Scripture.

Every student will understand the value of such a work. Fmther, it is the comment of
our age, presenting many of the last lights which history casts on the interpretation of
prophecy, giving several of the remarks which sound criticism has accumulated from the
different branches of sacred literature, obviating the chief objections which modern anno-
tators have advanced against some of tlie distinguishing doctrines of the Gospel, and
adapting the instructions of Scripture to the peculiar circumstances of the times in w hich
we live. I may observe also tiiat the faults of method and style which considerably
detract from the merit of some of his other writings, are less apparent here, where he
had only to follow the order of thought in the sacred book itself; whilst all liis powers
,and attainments liave their full scope. It was the very undertaking which required, less
<tkan any other, the qualifications which he did not possess, and demanded, more than
any other, those in which he excelled. It required matured knowledge of Scripture,
skill as a textuary, sterling honesty, a firm grasp of truth, unfeigned submission of mind
to every part of the inspired records, a holy temper of heart, unparalleled diligence, and
-perseverance : and these were the very characteristics of the man. When to these par-
ticulars it is added that he lived to superintend four editions, each enriched with much
new and important matter, and had been engaged above three years in a new one, in

^which for the fifth time he had nearly completed a most laborious revision of the whole
^M'ork, we must at least allow the extent and importance of the author's exertions. Ac-
'OOrdingly, the success of the work lias been rapidly and steadily increasing from the first,

not only in our own country, but wherever the English language is known It will

NSoon be in the hands of most careful students of the holy volume, whether in the first

:: instance, they agree with the author's chief sentiments or not. Nor is the time distant,
~^ when, the passing controversies of the day having been forgotten, this prodigious work
^ will generally be confessed in the Protestant churches, to be one of the most sound and
; instructive commentaries produced in our own or any other age." — (Rev. Daniel
^Wilson's Sermons occasioned by the death of the Rev Thomas Scott, pp. 33-35. 98.

^Sd edition.') To the preceding just character of this elaborate commentary, the writer of
<'ibese pages (who does not view all topics precisely in the same point of view with its late

learned authorj) deems it an act of bare justice to state that he has never consulted it in

vain on difficult passages of the Scriptures. While occupied in considering the various

objections of jniodern infidels, he for liis own satisfaction t/iovg/U out every answer (if he

may be allowed the expression) for himself; referring only to commentaries in questions

of more than ordinary difficulty. And in. every instance,— especially on the Pentateuch

]ig found, in Mr. Scott's comnientari/, brief but solid refutations of alleged contradictions,

which he couldJind in no oilier similar work extant in the English language.

22. Macrae.—A revised Translation and Interpretation of the Sa-

cred x^ci'iptures, after the Eastern manner, from concurrent authorities

of critics, interpreters, and commentators, copies, and versions ; shew-

ing that the inspired writings contain the seeds of the valuable sciences,

being the source whence the antient philosophers derived them, also the

most antient histories and greatest antiquities, and are the most enter-

taining as well as instructing to both the curious and serious. [By David

Macrae.] Glasgow, 1799. 8vo. Second Edition, 1815. 4to. ; also in

3 vols. 8vo.

We have transcribed the long title of this work, in which the author has certainly^

succeeded in introducing very many approved renderings ; but in which he has also

marred exceedingly that venerable simplicity and dignify which are so eminently con-

spicuous in the authorised version. His explanations of different passages are included

in short paraphrases, comprehended between parentheses. No sober student or cntic,

however, can approve of the manner in which the author has attempted to elucidate

" Solomon's Allegoric Song," (as he terms it) " on the mutual love of Christ and his

church, written twenhj years after his Egyptian nuptials." As this work is very liUle

known, we transcribe the first seven verses of the twelfth chapter of Ecclesiastes, contam-

ing Solomon's admirable portraiture of old age, by way of specimen :
—

_

" 1. Remember thy Creator in the days of youth, before the days of affliction come,

and the years of old age approach, wlien thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them.

2. Before the sun, and the light, and the moon, and the stars, become dark to thee,
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1

and the clouds return after rain, or one trouble come upon another. S. When (tlie arms)
the keepers of the (corporeal) lioiise shall sliake, and the strong ones^*be limbs) he feeble,

and (the teetli) the grinders shall cease, as being few (and unfit for use) ; and they tliat

look out at the windows (the optic nerves of the eyes) become dim ; 4. And the doors
be sliut in the streets (the lips ftill in, the teeth being gone), and the sounding of the
grinding (in eating) be low ; and they shall rise up at the sound of the bird (sleep being
diminished, and easily broken) ; and all the daughters of music (the accents of the voice,

and acuteness of the ear) fail. 5. Tliey shall also be afraid of (ascending) the place
whicli is high (being weak and breathless] ; and fears (of stumbling) shall be in the way

;

and (gray hairs like) tlie almond tree's leaves shall flourish ; and tiie grasshopper shall be
a burden (small matters being troublesome, as being crooked and fretful) ; and the desire
of enjoyment shall fail ; for man goeth to his long home, and the mourners go about
the streets. 6. Before the silver cord (the marrow of the back bone, with its root and
branches) be contracted ; or the golden vial (the brain's membranes) be cracked, or the
pitcher be broken at the fountain (the cavities and conveyers of the blood from the heart),

or the wheel be broken at the cistern (the returners of it from the lungs, liver, head,
hands,, and feet) ; the double, yea, quadruple, circulation, fgalal and ruts) being repeated,
be interrupted and cease. 7. Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was ; and the
spirit shall return to God who gave it.'"

23. BuLKLEY.— Notes on the Bible, by the late Rev. Charles Bulkley,
published from the author's manuscript by Joshua Toulmin, D.D.
London, 1802. 3 vols. 8vo.

" These notes are not so much of a philological as of an explanatory nature. They
are filled with what the author considers parallel passages in the Greek and Roman clas-

sics, in which the same moral precepts and sentiments occur. Sometimes the coincidence
appears to be striking ; at other times, the correspondence is far from marked. There is

a great mass of quotation, which would seem to answer no valuable purpose, unless to

produce the belief, that a book nearly as good as the Bible might be compiled from the
writings of the poets and philosophers of Greece and Rome." (Or!p,e's Bibliotheca Bib-
lica, p, 64.)

24. Priestley (Dr.)— Notes on all the Books of Scripture, for the
use of the Pulpit and of Private Families, b}^ Joseph Priestley, LL. D.
F.Il.S. Svo. 4 vols. Northumberland, (N.Am.) 1803.

These notes are well worthy of being consulted by the advanced biblical student ; for,

though the author " keeps his own creed [Unitarianism] continually in view, especially
when considering those texts which other religious people adduce in favour of theirs, yet
his work contains many invaluable notes and observations, particularly on the philosophy,
natural history, geography, and chronology of the Scriptures : and to these subjects few
men in Europe were better qualified to do justice." (Dr. A. Clarke, Commentary on the
Bible, vol. i. p. xi.

)

25. Trimmer (Mrs.)—A Help to the unlearned in the Study of the
Holy Scriptures ; being an attempt to explain the BiWe in a familiar way
adapted to common apprehensions, and according to the opinions of ap-
proved Commentators. By Mrs. Trimmer. London, 1805. 8vo.

The late amiable and benevolent authoress of this work was well known by her un%
wearied assiduity in promoting the welfare of the rising generation. Novelty of inform-
ation she did not pretend to offer ; but without approving of every sentiment asserted in

her work, it is but just to say, that it is a most useful help to the unlearned, and that

the object announced in her preface has been fully accomplished ; viz.— To render " the

study of the Bible easy and profitable to those who have but little leisure, or who may not
be able to understand expositions of Scripture, in which more learning is displayed. The
endeavour of the compiler has been, to explain wliat is difficult, as far as is necessary for
Christians in general to understand it ; and to direct the attention of the Bible student to

such passages and texts as require particular consideration, in order to produce a rational

faith, and a right practice, founded immediately upon the word of God."

26. Border.— The Scripture Expositor; a neAV Commentary, Critical

and Practical, on the Holy Bible. By the Rev. Samuel Burder, A.M.
London, 1809. 2 vols, in 4 parts, 4to.

One prominent object of this work, which is both critical and practical, is, to illustrate

the Scriptures by the assistance of Eastern customs. The author is advantageously known
by his Oriental Customs and Orijntal Literature, which publications are noticed in the sub-
sequent part of this Appendix.

(0)2
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27. Fawcett.— The Devotional Family Bible; containing the Old
and New Testaments, with copious notes and illustrations, partly ori-

ginal, and partly selected from the most approved Commentators, both

antient and modern. With a devotional exercise or aspiration at the

close of every chapter, by way of improvement. By John Fawcett,
D.D. London, 1811. 2 vols, royal 4to.

This work is wholly designed for family use, to which it is excellently adapted ; but

the marginal renderings and parallel texts have been entirely omitted. The absence of

these is inexcusable in any edition of the Bible above the size of a duodecimo volume.

28. Hewlett.— The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testa-

ment, with the Apocrypha, with critical, philological, and explanatory

Notes. By the Rev. John Hewlett, B.D. London, 1812. 3 vols. 4to.

The typographical execution of this variorum edition of the Scriptures is singularly

correct and beautiful ; the parallel texts and marginal renderings are put at the foot of

the text, and above the notes, which are selected with uncommon industry. To the first

volume are prefixed very copious prolegomena, containing every requisite information

relative to the authenticity and inspiration of the Scriptures ; the formation of the sacred

Canon, MSS. and editions of the Bible, sects, &c. with a variety of useful tables ; and to

the third volume is prefixed a compendious history of the Jews, from their restoration to

Judaea, to the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans ; the whole forming a connection

between the history of the Old and New Testament ; and the work is terminated by three

useful indexes. On many occasions we have consulted this commentary with equal plea-

sure and advantage ; there are, however, some discrepancies in the notes, which we have

observed with regret. Many of these are stated and animadverted upon in an ably con-

ducted critical journal. (See British Critic, New Series, vol. ii. pp. 339. et seq.) Several

of Mr. Hewlett's notes are elaborate critical disquisitions on important topics. Copies of

this work may be purchased with maps, and numerous well-executed engravings, after pic-

tures by the most celebrated painters. In 1816, an edition of the notes, &c. was published

uilhout the text, entitled " Commentaries and Disquisitions on the Holy Scriptures," in

5 vols. 8vo.

29. D'Oyly and Mant The Holy Bible according to the Autho-

rised Version, with Notes explanatory and practical ; taken principally

from the most eminent writers of the United Church of England and
Ireland ; together with appropriate introductions, tables, indexes, maps,

and plans, prepared and arranged by the Rev. G. D'Oyly, B.D. (now

D.D.), and the Rev. Richard Mant, D.D. (now Bishop of Down and
Connor). Oxford and London, 1817. 3 vols. 4to. New York, 1818-20.

2 vols. 4to.

This work, which is published under the sanction of the venerable Society for promot-

ing Christian Knowledge, professes to communicate only the results of the critical inqui-

ries of learned men, without giving a detailed exposition of the inquiries themselves.

These results, however, are selected with great judgment, so that the reader who may
consult them on difficult passages will rarely be disappointed; and the sale of more than

thirty thousand copies proves the estimation in which this laborious work is held.

Of the labour attending this publication some idea may be formed, when it is stated that

the works of upwards of one hundred and sixty authors have been consulted for it,

amounting to several hundred volumes. On the fundamental articles of Christian verity,

— the Deity and atonement of Jesus Christ, and the personality and offices of the Holy
Spirit,— this work may be pronounced to be a library of divinity. The maps and en-

gravings, tliough only outlines, are executed with much spirit. An index of matters is

subjoined. The small paper copies are unquestionably tiie cheapest of all the commenta-

ries extant. There is a useful concordance in 4to. edited by the Rev. T. W. Bellamy,

M. A. which is usually bound up with this commentary : and in the year 1818, the Rev.

Dr. Wilson published another index, which is much more complete than that annexed to tlie

work ; and the student, who can meet with it, will do well to purchase it. The reprint at

New York, which is very neatly executed in two large quarto volumes, was edited by the

Rt. Rev. John Henry Hobart, D.D. Bishop of the Protestant I'piscopal Church in the

State of New York ; who has greatly enhanced the value of this work by numerous addi-

tional notes, selected from the writings of upwards of thirty of the most eminent divines

(not noticed by Drs. Mant and D'Oyly\ whose names are a sufficient pledge for the or-

thodoxy of the annotations taken from their writings. Among the authors thus consulted

are Bishops Brown, Law, Leng, Mant, Middleton, and Van Mildert, of the Anglican
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Church ; Bp. Gleig, of the Scottish Episcopal Cliurch ; and Bps. Seabury and White,

of the Protestant Ejiiscopal Church in the United Slates of America; Archdeacons Pott

and Daubcny, Rev. Drs. Nott, Ilennell, Wm. Sherlock, Spry, Wordsworth, A. Clarke,

Scott, Allcstree and Bisse, &c. &c. jNIany other notes are likewise selected from several'

of the authors cited by Bp. IMant and Dr. D'Oyly. Bp. Hobart's additional notes

are twofold; 1. Critical and Explanatory; and, 2. Practical. The latter are most

numerous, and are calculated greatly to increase the value of this Commentary as a

Fa.milv Bible.

30- Clarke (Dr. A.) — The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New
Testaments : the text carefully printed from the most correct copies of

the present authorised translation, including the marginal readings and
parallel texts ; with a Commentary, and Critical Notes, designed as a

help to a better understanding of the Sacred Writings. By Adam
Clarke, LL.D. F.A.S. London, 1810-1826. 8 vols. 4to.

The commentary on the New Testament tills three volumes of this elaborate work : the

remainder is devoted to the elucidation of the Old Testament. In this commentary. Dr.

Clarke states, that the whole of the text has been collated with the Hebrew and Greek
originals, and all the antient versions; " the most difficult words are analysed and explained

;

l/ie most important readings in the collections of KennicoU and De Rossi on the Old Testa-

ment, and in those of Mill, irelslcln, and Griesbach, on the JSTew, are noticed ; the date of
every transaction, as far as it has been ascertained by the best chronologers, is marked

;

the peculiar customs of the Jews, and neighbouring nations, so frequently alluded to by
the prophets, evangelists, and apostles, are explained from the best Asiatic authorities ; the

great doctrines of the Law and Gospel of God are defined, illustrated, and defended ; and
the whole is applied to the important purposes of practical Christianity." The work con-

cludes with a copious index, and a selection of important various Readings of the New
Testament, from ten antient MSS. Tiie literary world in general, and biblical students

in particular, are greatly indebted to Dr. Clarke for the light he has thrown on many very

difficult passages.

31. Thomson.— The Old Covenant, commonly called the Old Tes-

tament, translated from the Septuagint. — The New Covenant, com-
monly called the New Testament, translated from the Greek. By Charles

Thomson, late Secretary to the Congress of the United States. Phi-

ladelphia, 1808. 4 vols. 8vo.

This translation is, upon the whole, faithfully executed, though that of the Old Testament,

being a version of a version, can hardly afford much assistance to the biblical student.

The translation of the New Testament is much improved in the punctuation, and also in

the arrangement of the objections and replies that occasion such frequent transitions in St.

Paul's Epistles. The notes which accompany this work are very brief, but satisfactory as

far as they go.

32. Bellamy The Holy Bible, newly translated from the original

Hebrew, with Notes critical and explanatory. By John Bellamy. Lon-
don, 1818-21. 4to.

Three parts only of this neiv translation have been published. The arrogant claims of

the author and his extravagancies of interpretation liave been exposed in the Quarterly

Review, vols. xix. pp. 250-280. and xxiii. pp. 290-325. ; in the Eclectic Review, vol. x.

N.S. pp. 1-20. 130-150. 280-299. ; in the Antijacobin Review, vol. liv. pp. 97-103.

193-207. .305-316.; in Mr. Whittaker's Historical and Critical Inquiry into the Inter-

pretation of the Hebrew Scriptures, and Supplement to it, 8vo., Cambridge, 1819,

1820; in Professor Lee's Letter to Mr. Bellamy, Cambridge, 1821 ; and last, though

not least in value, in Mr. Hyman Hurwitz's " Vindiciae Hebraicae, London, 1821," 8vo.

33. BooTHROYD.— A new Family Bible, and improved Version, from
corrected Texts of the Originals, with Notes critical and explanatory;

and short Practical Reflections on each chapter. By the Rev. B. Booth-
ROYD, D.D. Pontefract and London, 1818. 1821. 1823. 3 vols. 4to.

The Rev. Dr. Boothroyd has long been advantageously known as the editor of the

critical edition of the Hebrew Bible with philological notes, of which we have given an

(o) 3
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account in page 9 of this Appendix. His improved English Version of the Bible
will be found a valuable help to tlie critical understanding of the Sacred Scriptures.

Where any reading, in the original, is supported by the authority of antient MSS. and
Versions, Dr. B. has availed himself of it, and has inserted it in the text; always ap-
prising his readers of such changes, which (as we have had occasion to remark in our
chapter on various readings) are not unfrequently real improvements. The Historical

Books are printed in continuous paragraphs, the Poetical Books beirtg printed in single

lines. The two first volumes contain tlie Old Testament; the third, the New Testament.
The numbers of the different verses are judiciously thrown into the margin ; and the notes,

which are placed at the foot of each page, possess the rare merit of condensing much im-
portant critical and explanatory matter in comparatively a small compass. To the whole,

Dr. B. has prefixed a well- executed abridgment of Michaelis's Commentaries on the Law
of Moses.

Si. Williams. — The Cottage Bible and Family Expositor; con-
taining the Authorised Translation of the Old and New Testaments, with

Practical Reflections and short Explanatory Notes, calculated to eluci-

date diliicult and obscure Passages. By Thomas Williams. Lon-
don, 1825-27. 3 vols. 8vo.

This unassuming l)ut ciieap and useful commentary on the Holy Scriptures, though
professedly designed for persons and families in the humbler walks of life, is not unworthy
the attention of students of a higher class, who may not be able to purchase more bulky
or more expensive commentaries; and on this account it is here noticed. The work is

dedicated by permission to the learned and venerable Bishop of Salisbury. The first

volume contains the whole of the Historical Books, and also the Book of Job : the second
volume comprises the rest of the Old Testament. The New Testament forms the third

volume. The following is tlie plan of publication. The authorised Version is neatly and
clearly printed. Long chapters are broken into paragraphs of a suitable length, regulated

by the subject-matter of them ; and the Genealogies, Enumerations of the Tribes, and
certain Ceremonial Laws of the Jews, which are not suitable for reading in families

or schools, are printed in a smaller type, and are so distinguished that they may be omitted
in reading, without difficulty or confusion. A few words, which are not in strict accord-

ance with modern European ideas of propriety, are exchanged for others ; and to each
chapter is given a concise practical exposition, compiled from various sources, together

with brief critical notes (in which are interwoven the principal marginal renderings and
references) on difficult and obscure passages, especially such as have been alleged to be
contradictory. The editor has carefully indicated the sources whence he has drawn his

annotations ;—a practice which, it were to be wished, had been followed by the anonymous
compilers of soine commentaries now circulating in numbers, as also in volumes, who
have contrived to comprehend the most valuable remarks of others without any acknow-
ledgm.ent of the authors to whose labours they are indebted. Mr. Williams has also paid

a laudable attention to those passages against which objections have been taken by modern
sceptics ; for which portion of his work he is well qualified by his former very useful pub-
lications in reply to the cavils and objections of Paine and other infidels of the last cen-

tury. A concise Introduction is prefixed, vindicating the divine authority of the Holy
Scriptures, and the learning and fidelity of the translators of our authorised English
Version, and also pointing out the sources of Scripture difficulties, together with the means
of their removal. The fine paper copies are handsome library books.

35. Devotional Comments : being a Series of Scriptural Expositions,

with a Prayer annexed to each subject. By Mrs. Stevens. Vols. I.

—

XI. [comprising Genesis to Chronicles]. Knaresborough, 1823-28. 8vo.

36. The Comprehensive Bible ; containing the Old and New Testa-

ments, according to the authorised Version, with the various readings

and marginal notes usually printed therewith : a general introduction,

containing disquisitions on the genuineness, authenticity, and inspiration

of the Holy Scriptures, — various divisions and marks of distinction in

the sacred writings, — ancient versions,— coins, weights, and mea-
sures, — various sects among the Jews : introductions and concluding

remarks to each book : the parallel passages contained in the Rev. J.

Scott's Commentary, Canne's Bible, Rev. J. Brown's self-interpreting

Bible, Dr. A. Clarke's Commentary, and the English Version of the

Polyglott Bible, [noticed in p. 31 of this Appendix] systematically
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arranged : philological and explanatory notes. With chronological and
other indexes. London, 1827. crown 4to., demy 4to., and royal 4to.

(4.) Principal Commentators on the Old Testament^ and on detached

Books tho'eof.

[i.] Comvientators on the Old Testament.

1. Richardson (Bishop).— Choice Observations and Explanations
upon the Old Testament, containing in them many remarkable matters,

either not taken notice of, or mistaken by most : which are additionals

to the large annotations made by some of the Assembly of Divines : to

which are added some farther and larger Observations upon the whole
book of Genesis. By John Richardson, Bishop of Ardagh. London,
1655. folio.

Bishop Ricliardson has been characterised by his contemporaries as a man of profound
learning, well versed in the Scriptures, and of exact knowledge in sacred chronology.
His Harmony of the Four Gospels, in which he led the way to a more exact arrangement
of the narratives of the four evangelists, is printed in Archbishop Usher's Annals. Bishop
Richardson's Annotations were published after his death : as they sell at a low price, they

are not unworthy of the student's attention.

2. Pyle A Paraphrase with short and Useful Notes on the Books
of the Old Testament. By the Rev. Thomas Pyle, M.A. London,
1717-1725. 4 vols. 8vo.

These volumes extend to all the historical books of the Old Testament. Dr. Dod-
dridge calls it "an elegant and judicious contraction" of Bishop Patrick's work,
noticed in p. '206, supra ,- and adds, that it is " vastly to be preferred to his Paraphrase
on the Epistles," which is mentioned in p. 249, infra.

3. Marchant.— An Exposition of the Books of the Old Testament,
extracted from the Writings of the best Authors, antient and modern.
By John Marcham t. London, 1745. folio.

4. Orton. — A short and plain Exposition of the Old Testament, with

devotional and practical Reflections, for the use of families, subjoined

to each chapter, somewhat in the manner of Dr. Doddridge's Family
Expositor. By the late Rev. Job Orton. 6 vols. Svo. 1788-1791 ;

second edition. London, 1822.

The ^^ ork was published after the author's death by Mr. Gentleman of Kidderminster ;

it contains notes chiefly collected from modern expositors, of which " it cannot be said that

they are eminently critical ; but they often convey valuable instruction, and the reflections

are admirably adapted to promote the purposes of serious religion." (Biographia Britan-

nica, 2d edit. vol. v. p. 311. See also Month. Rev. O.S. vol. Ixxix. p. 329.) To form
a complete comment on the Scriptures, Mr. Orton's paraphrase may be joined with the

late Mr. Palmer's abridgment of Dr. Doddridge, noticed in page 246, infra.

5. Geddes The Holy Bible, or the Books accounted sacred, other-

wise called the Books of the Old and New Covenants, faithfully trans-

lated from the corrected Texts of the Originals, with various readings,

explanatory notes, and critical remarks. By Alexander Geddes, LL.D.
4to. London, vol.i. 1792, vol. ii. 1797- Critical Remarks on the He-
brew Scriptures, 4to. London, 1800, vol. i. on the Pentateuch.

The two volumes of Dr. Geddes's version include the historical books from Genesis to

Chronicles, and the book of Ruth. Of the doctor's heterodox commentaries and version,

the reader may see an ample examination and refutation in the 4th, 14tli, 19th, and 20th

(o) 4
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voluir.es of the British Critic, old series. The learned doctor's work is here noticed, lest

the author should be charged with designedly omitting it.

[ii.] Commentators on Detached Books of the Old Testament.

ON THE PENTATEUCFI.

1. Horae Mosaicae ; or a Dissertation on the Credibility and Theology
of the Pentateuch. By George Stanley Faber, B.D. Second Edition.

London, 1818. 2 vols. 8vo.

This elaborate Treatise contains the substance of the eight Bampton Lectures delivered

by Mr. Faber before the University of Oxford, and published in 1801. " Those who
have not the means or leisure to consult the very valuable works of Mr. Bryant, Mr.
Maurice, and Sir W. Jones in this line, will find in these volumes many of the most

striking facts brought together, and so arranged as jointly to corroborate and confirm the

events recorded in the Pentateuch. The references to other authors are numerous, nor

are these confined solely to the antients. Additional notes and illustrations are to be

found at the end of each volume." (Brit. Crit. vol, xix. O.S. pp. 382. 388.) The second

edition, published in 1818, is very materially enlarged and greatly improved by its learned

author.

2. The Character of Moses established for Veracity as an Historian,

recording Events from the Creation to the Deluge. By the Rev. Joseph

TowNSEND, M.A. Vol. I. London, 1813: vol. II. Bath, 1815, 4to.

For an analysis of this work, see the Quarterly Review, vol. xiv. pp. 96-112. and the

Eclectic Review, O.S. vol. x. pp. 32-49.

3. Annotations upon the Five Books of Moses, the Book of Psalms,

and the Song of Songs or Canticles. By Henry Ainsworth. London,
1639. folio.

This work " is a good book, full of very valuable Jewish learning ; and his translation is

in many places to be preferred to our own, especially on the Psalms." (Dr. Doddridge.)

It was translated into Dutch in 1690, and is highly esteemed on the continent.

4. A Commentary on the Five Books of Moses, with a Dissertation

concerning the Author or Writer of the said Books, and a general argu-

ment to each of them. By Richard Kidder, Bishop of Bath and Wells.

London, 1694?. 2 vols. 8vo.

.5. Johannis Marckii in praecipuas quasdam partes Pentateuchi Com-
mentarius : seu ultimorum Jacobi, reliquorum Bilhami, et novissimorum

Mosis, quae leguntur Genes, xlvii. 9. Numer. xxii-xxiv. et Deut. xxix-
xxxiii. Analysis Exegetica. Lugd. Bat. 1713. 4to.

6. A Critical and Practical Exposition of the Pentateuch : with Notes,

theological, moral, critical, philosophical, and historical. To which are

subjoined two Dissertations : — 1. On the Mosaic history of the creation,

and 2. On the destruction of the seven nations of Canaan. London,

1748. foHo.

This Exposition is compiled witli considerable industry from the labours of the best

interpreters, antient and modern. It was originally published in numbers, and was de-

signed to have been a complete commentary on the entire Bible : but not meeting with

sufficient encouragement, the author (a Mr. Jameson) proceeded no further than the

Pentateuch. It is not of common occurrence.

7. A New and Literal Translation, from the original Hebrew, of the

Pentateuch of Moses, and of the Historical Books of the Old Testa-

ment to the end of the second book of Kings; with Notes critical and

explanatory. By the late Rev. Julius Bate. London, 1773. 4to.

" It is most certainly a new translation, and so very literal, as to be really unintelligi-

ble to a plain English reader." (Monthly Rev. O.S. vol. i. p. 106.)
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8. The Pentateuch, or the Five Books of Moses illustrated ; being an

Explication of the Phraseology incorporated with the text, for the use

of FamiUes and Schools. By the Rev. S. Clapham. London, 1818.

12mo.
" As a substitute for expensive commentaries on the Bible, and as the means of provi-

ding in many interesting respects for the instruction and edification of those persons wlio

may not liave leisure to procure more copious volumes, the present work will be acceptable.

The plan of it is judicious, and the execution is on the whole respectable, and must have

cost the editor no inconsiderable expense of labour." (Eclectic Review, N. S. vol. xiii.

p. 74.)

9. An Analytical Exposition of the whole first Book of Moses, called

Genesis, and of xxiii. Chapters of his second Book called Exodus.

Wherein the various readings are observed; the original text explained;

doubts resolved ; Scriptures paralleled ; the Scripture Chronology from

the Creation of the World to the giving of the Law at Mount Sinai

cleared ; and the whole illustrated by doctrines collected from the text.

Delivered in a Morning Exercise on the Lord's Day. By George
Hughes, B.D. late minister of the Gospel in Plymouth. (Plymouth)

1672. folio.

A very elaborate and curious work ; it is not of common occurrence.

10. The Hebrew Text of the Parallel Prophecies of Jacob and Moses,

relating to the Twelve Tribes, with a translation and notes, and the various

lections of near forty MSS. &c.&c. By D. Durell, D. D. Principal of

Hertford College. Oxford, 1764. 4to.

GENESIS.

11. Joannis Mercehi Commentarius in Genesin. Genevae, 1598. folio.

12. Hexapla in Genesin : that is, a Sixfold Commentary upon Genesis,

wherein six severall Translations are compared, where they differ, with

the Originall Hebrew, and Pagnine and Montanus' Interlinearie Inter-

pretation. Together with a six-fold use of every chapter, shewing 1.

The Method or Argument ; 2 The Divers Readings ; 3. The Explana-

tion of Difficult Questions, and DoubtfuU Places ; 4. The Places of Doc-
trine ; 5. Places of Confutation ; 6. Morall Observations. By Andrew
WiLLET. London, 1608. folio.

13. A Few and New Observations upon the Book of Genesis; also a

Handful of Gleanings out of the Book of Exodus. By John Ligiitfoot,

D.D. Works, vol. i. p. 698. Lond. 1684. folio.

14. A Specimen of an Universal View of all the Eminent Writers

on the Holy Scriptures : being a Collection of the Dissertations,

Explications, and Opinions of learned Men, in all ages, concerning the

difficult Passages and obscure Texts of the Bible ; and of whatever is to

be met with in profane authors which may contribute to the better

understanding of them. By the Rev. Jonathan Smedley, Dean of

Clogher. 1728. folio.

This Specimen contains only the first chapter of Genesis ; the work which it announces

never liaving been publislied. The author proposed, 1. To exhibit at length the words of

the inspired authors ; 2. To quote the chief commentators in Pool's Synopsis, on every

subject, as they are ranged by him ; 3. To set down the judgment of antient historians,

philosophers, poets, &c.; and to reserve the last place for moderns, especially English and

French Divines. A copy of this specimen is in the library of the British Museum.

15. A New English Translation, from the original Hebrew, of the

Three First Chapters of Genesis, with marginal illustrations, and notes,

critical and explanatory. By Abraham Dawson, M.A. London, 1763.

4to.
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16. AFourth and Fifth Chapter of Genesis, translated from the original

Hebrew. By Abraham Dawson, M. A. London, 1772. 4to.

17. The Sixth and Eleven following Chapters of Genesis, translated
from the original Hebrew, &c. &c. By Abraham Dawson, M. A. London,
1786. 4to.

For an account of these publications, see the Monthly Review, Old Series, vol. xxix.

pp. 293-299. ; vol. xlvii. pp. 1-7.; and vol. Ixxvii. pp. 140-147.

18. Annotations upon Genesis, with Observations doctrinal and prac-
tical. By the Rev. Thomas Harwood. London, 1789. 8vo.

This is a compilation from various authors, " which, if not a brilliant, may in some de-
gree be considered as a useful performance." (Monthly Rev. New Series, vol, iv. p. 106.)

19. Sacred Literature, or Remarks on the Book of Genesis, collected

and arranged to promote the knowledge and evince the excellency of
the Scriptures, By James Franks, A.M. London, 1802. 8vo.

This work is nearly similar in design and execution to the preceding ; it consists prin-

cipally of extracts from other books. Tiie author " has contented himself with forming
the arrangement, which is clear and good, and inserting short passages to serve for con-
nexion and elucidation. The volume begins witli general remarks on the Scriptures, and
then proceeds through the book of Genesis in the order of the chapters ; containing in the

whole three hundred and fifteen remarks upon that book, illustrative of the matter contained

in it, and collected from the best authors of all descriptions." (Brit. Crit, O, S. vol. xxi.

pp. 680, 681.)

20. Hermanni Venema Dissertationes Selectae ad Sacram Scripturam
Veteris et Novi Testamenti : quarum Tom. I. Pars I. continet Disserta-

tiones quinque ad Librum Geneseos : Pars IL continet Commentarium ad
Gen. xlix. 1-27. Leovardiae, 1747-50. 4to.

21. Critical and Explanatory Notes on Genesis, Exodus, Isaiah, Jere-

miah, Ezekiel, Daniel, and the Minor Prophets; together with some Dis-

sertations on several difficult passages of Scripture, &c. &c. By the Rev.
Henry Dimock. Gloucester, 1804. 4to.

22. A Dissertation on the Fall of Man ; in which the Literal Sense of

the Mosaic Account of that Event is asserted and vindicated. By the

Rev. George Holden, M.A. London, 1823. 8vo.

The Scripture History of the Fall of Man has met with many strenuous adversaries,

who have endeavoured to explain it away in various ways ; while it is utterly rejected by

many of those who have rejected the doctrine of the atonement. In the fourth volume of

this work (Chap. I. Sect. II.) the literal sense of the first three Ciiapters of Genesis is

briefly vindicated ; but it has been reserved for Mr. Holden to consider the subject ino%t

fully and distinctlij. All the efforts of perverted criticism to reduce the Mosaic History of the

Fall of ]Vlan to allegory, fable, or mythos, are here examined in detail ; and the objections

of its adversaries to the literal sense of that history are minutely and satisfactorily refuted.

23. Two Dissertations:— 1. On the Tree of Life in Paradise, with

some Observations on the Fall of Man. 2. On the Oblations of Cain

and Abel. By Benjamin Kennicott, M.A. Oxford, 1747. 8vo.

24. An Essay towards a Vindication of the vulgar Exposition of the

Mosaic History of the Fall of Man. By John Witty, London, 1705. 8vo.

25. The Historical Sense of the Mosaic Account of the Fall, proved

and vindicated. By William Worthington, London, 1751. 8vo.

26. The Defence of the Veracity of Moses, in his Records of the

Creation and General Deluge ; illustrated by Observations in the Caverns

of the Peak of Derby. By Philobiblos [Thomas Rodd.] London,

1820. 8vo.

27. Stahelin (J. J.) Animadversiones quaidam in Jacobi Vaticinium,

Genes, cap. xlix, Basileae, 1827. 4to.
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27.* Brief Observations upon some of the first Chapters of the Book
of Genesis. London, 1827. 8vo.

Though not a commentary on the book of Genesis, " The Mosaic History of the
Creation of the World, illustrated by Discoveries and Experiments derived from the pre-
sent State of Science, by Tiiomas Wood," (8vo. London, 1818) deserves a notice in this

place as a very elaborate illustration of the first chapter of Genesis. Science is here ren-
dered the handmaid of Revelation. To the work is prefixed a view of the cosmogony of
the antients, which exhibits very considerable research. The religious improvements are
both natural and scriptural : the doctrine of the Trinity is here scripturally defended, and
its authorities are clearly adduced. A philosophical exposition of the first chapter of
Genesis is attempted in " The Antient Principles of the True and Sacred Philosophy, as

lately explained by John Hutchinson, Esq. Originally published in Latin by A. S.

Catcott. Translated, with Notes, and a Preliminary Dissertation on the Character and
Writings of Moses. By Alexander Maxwell." London, 1822. 8vo.

28. Hexapla in Exodum : that is, a six-fold Commentary upon the
Book of Exodus, according to the Method propounded in Hexapla upon
Genesis. By Andrew Willet. London, 1608. folio.

29. Exodus ; a corrected Translation, with notes, critical and explan-
atory. By William Hopkins, B.A. London, 1784-. 4to.

The translator has, in general, executed his task with fidelity; and " where it could be
done with propriety (or where the readings of the Samaritan copy would permit it) < he
has adopted,' he says, ' the English vulgar translation, in order to prevent any prejudices

that might be infused into the minds of the common people by uncharitable bigots.' in
the notes we meet witii little that can gratify the taste of curious and critical readers ; and
his severe reflections on the articles and liturgy of the church of England might well have
been spared in a work of this nature." (Monthly Rev. O. S. vol. Ixxii. p. 412.)

JOSHUA AND THE OTHER HISTORICAL BOOKS.

30. Josuae Imperatoris Historia, illustrata atque explicata ab Andrea
Masio. Antwerp, 1574, folio ; and also in the Critici Sacri.

A work of very considerable value, on account of its containing the readings of the

Syriac Hexaplar version, the manuscript of which Masius possessed. This manuscript is

said to have been written in the year 606, and is the only one that preserves the readings

of Joshua, as given by Origen.

31. Historia Ruth, ex Ebra^o Latine conversa et Commentario ex-
plicata. Ejusdem Historiae Translatio Gra^ca ad Exemplar Complutense,
et Notaj in eandem. Opera ac Studio Joannis Drusii. Amsterdami,
1632. 4to.

32. John. Henr. Michaelis, Chr. Ben.MicHAELis, et Joh. Jac. Ram-
BACHii, Notae uberiores in Hagiographa. HalfE, 1735-1751. 3 vols. 4to.

Of this work, the Elder IMichaelis wrote the annotations on the first book of Chronicles,

the Psalms, book of Job, and Song of Solomon ; C. B. Michaelis was the author of those

on Proverbs, the Lamentations of Jeremiah, and the Prophet Daniel ; and the notes on
the second book of Chronicles, Ruth, Esther, Nehemiah, and Ecclesiastes, vvcre written

by Rambach.

33. J. G. Dahler, de librorum Paralipomenorum auctoritate atque
fide historica. 8vo. Lipsiae, 1819.

34. Grey (Richard) The Last Words of David, divided according to

the Metre, with Notes critical and explanatory. London, 1749. 4to.

35. A. G. F. SciiiRMER, Observationes Exegetico-Criticte in Librum
Esdrae. Vratislavia;, 1820. 4to.
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ON THE POETICAL BOOKS GENERALLY.

36. The Annotations of Michaelis above noticed.

37. A Paraphrase on the Books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, and Eccle-

siastes, with notes, critical, historical, and practical. By Lawrence Hol-
DEN, ITS^. 4 vols. 8vo.

" To what class of readers this performance will be useful or agreeable, we really know
not ; but this we verily believe, that persons of taste, learning, or judgment, will find very

little in it to engage their attention." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xxxi. p. 73.) Tiie

public opinion seems to have been in unison with that of the Monthly Reviewers; the

book has never been popular, and it is to be purchased at a very low price ; on which ac-

count, this notice is inserted as a caution to the student who may be inexperienced in the

real value of books.

38. Critical Remarks on the Books of Job, Proverbs, Psalms, Eccle-

siastes, and Canticles. By D. Duiiell, D.D. London, 1772. 4to.

See an analysis of this work in the Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xlvii. pp. 119-129.

39. Job. Chr. Doederlein Scholia in Libros Veteris Testamenti Poe-

ticos. Hala;, 1779. 4to.

JOB.

40. A Translation of the Book of Job, with annotations, arguments,

and dialogues on each chapter, is given in the second tome'or part of the

celebrated Hugh Broughton's works, pp. 246-294.

41. An Exposition, with Practical Observations on the Book of Job.

By Joseph Caryl. London, 1676. 2 vols, folio.

This work was originally published in six volumes 4to. at different times. I have

never had an opportunity of examining it ; but Walchius says, that it is one of the best

commentaries extant on the Book of Job ; and that the author has investigated and ex-

plained its meaning with great diligence, and that his practical observations are excellent.

(Biblioth. Theol. vol. iv. p. 487.) A late learned divine of our own country has also

characterised this as " a most elaborate, learned, judicious, and pious work, containing a

rich fund of critical and practical divinity." (Dr. Williams.) Its bulk, however, pre-

vents it from being generally useful.

42. Francisci Vavassoris Jobus, brevi Coramentario et Metaphrasi

Poetica illustratus. Paris, 1679. Svo.

The best edition of a learned and useful work.

43. Dissertationes in Librum Jobi. Autore Samuele Wesley. Lon-

dini, 1736. folio.

This volume contains fifty three elaborate Dissertations, which embrace almost every

critical question or difficulty that is to be found in the book of Job. The learned author

collated all the copies which he could procure, both of the original Hebrew, and also of

the Greek and other versions.

44. Liber Jobi, cum nova versionc et commentario perpctuo. Edidit

Albertus Schultens. Lug. Bat. 1737. 2 vols. 4to.

Of this learned and elaborate work, an abridgment was printed at Halle, in 1773, by

Prof. Voo-el, entitled Alberti Schultensii Commentariiis in Jobum, in compendium redactus,

cum observationibus criticis et exegeticis. 2 vols. Svo.

45. Observationes Miscellanese in Librum Jobi. [Auctore D. R.

BouLLiER.] Amstelodami, 1758. Svo.

This work is an attack on the labours of Professor Schultens, whose system of explain-

ing Hebrew words and idioms, chiefly by the aid of the Arabic, is here severely criticised.

46. Elihu, or an Inquiry into the principal Scope and Design of the

Book of Job. By Walter Hodges, D.D. London, 1750. 4to.
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This work is written on the Hutchinsonian system, and is designed to shew that Elihu
was no other personage than the Son of God himself! See Monthly Rev. (O. S.) vol. ii.

pp. 219-225. 347-352.

47. A Commentary on the Book of Job, in which are inserted the
Hebrew text and EngHsh translation, &c. by Leonard Chappelow, B.D.
Arabic Professor in the University of Cambridge, 1752. 2 vols. 4.to.

See an account of this work in the Monthly Review, (O. S.) vol. vii. pp. 197-205.

48. An Essay towards a New English Version of the Book of Job,
from the original Hebrew, with a Commentary and some account of his

Life. By Edward Heath, Esq. London, 1756. 4to.

" It is but justice to this new Essay upon Job, to observe, that the translation is in many
l)laces very dillerent from that in common use ; and that, in the notes, there are many ob-
servations entirely new— all of them ingenious, and many of them true." (Month. Rev.
O. S. vol. xiv. p. 15G.)

49. A Critical Dissertation on the Book of Job. By Charles Peters,
A.M. London, 1757. 4to.

The first edition of this work appeared in 1751. (See Month. Rev. O. S. vol. iv.

pp. 401-409.) In it, the author particularly considers Bishop Warburton's account of
the Book of Job, vindicates its antiquity, and shews that the antient Jews did believe in a
future state.

50. The Book of Job in English verse, translated from the original

Hebrew ; with remarks, historical, critical, and explanatory. By T.
Scott. London, 1773. 8vo.

The first edition of this close and exact translation was published in 1773, in 4to. : and
the commentary is particularly valuable, from the author's " great knowledge of the ori-

ental languages, his diligent study of the original, and his complete acquaintance with the
best critics." (Month. Rev. O. S. vol. Ixvi. p 376.)

51. An Improved Version attempted of the Book of Job, with a pre-
liminary Dissertation and Notes, critical, historical, and explanatory.
By Charles Garden, D.D. London, 1796. 8vo.

A book of great pretensions, but indifferent execution. See an analysis of it in the
British Critic, O. S. vol. ix. pp. 168-175.

52. Jo. Jac. Reiske Conjectural in Jobum et Proverbia, cum ejusdem
oratione de studio Arabicae Linguae. Lipsiae, 1779. 8vo.

53. Jobi antiquissimi Carminis Hebraici Natura atque Virtutes. Scrip-

sit Carolus David Ilgen. Lipsiae, 1789. 8vo.

54. Animadversiones in Librum Job ; scripsit Jac. Christ. Rud. Ecker-
MANN. Lubecae, 1779. 8vo.

55. Joannis Henrici Pareau Commentatio de Immortalitatis ac Vitae

Futurae Notitiis ab antiquissimo Jobi scriptore in suos usus adhibitis.

Accedit Sermo Jobi de Sapientia niortuis magis cognita quam vivis

;

sive Jobeidis caput xxviii. philologice et critice illustratum. Daventriae,

1807. 8vo.

5Q. The Book of Job, metrically arranged according to the Masora,
and newly translated into English ; with Notes critical and explanatory,

accompanied, on the opposite page, by the authorised English version.

By the Right Rev. Joseph Stock, Bishop of Killala. Bath, 1805. 4to.

" We have now finished our remarks on this translation of the Book of Job, and find in

it much to praise, and some things to blame. In a vast variety of passages, there is a

sense brought out, striking, yet perspicuous, considerably out of the track of the common
versions; yet, in most instances, close to the letter of the Hebrew. — Of all the

versions of the different books of Scripture which have fallen under our notice in different

languai^es, this is the most remarkable for the novelty of the rendering
;
yet in general

exact, having very little supplement, and keeping close in the track of the original."

(Brit. Crit. O. S. vol. xxix. p. 507.)
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51. The Book of Job, translated from the Hebrew, by the late

Miss Elizabeth Smith ; with a preface and annotations, by the Rev.
T. Randolph, D.D. London, 1810. 8vo.

This was a posthumous publication of an amiable and accomplished young lady. —
" Considering the age of Miss Smith, and the circumstances under which she studied the

Hebrew language, her translation of the Book of Job may certainly be deemed a very

surprising work ; and had it not been characterised in the extravagant terms of commend-
ation with vvhicli Dr. Randolph has introduced it to the public, it might have borne gener-

ally a more favourable report than it will gain from that scrutiny which his eulogium seems

to challenge. — It was evidently left in an unfinished state ; and the editor felt himself

bound in honour not to make the smallest correction. We have it, therefore, just as

Miss Smith wrote it; and we receive it as a monument of her industry and genius,

though we cannot regard it as having effected much towards the elucidation of the Book
of Job." (Month. Rev. N. S. vol. Ixv. p. 152. See also a similar crititjue in the

Eclectic Review, vol. vi. partii. p. 780.)

58. The Book of Job, literally translated from the original Hebrew,
and restored to its natural arrangement, with Notes critical and illustrative,

and an introductory dissertation on its scene, scope, language, author,

and object. By John Mason Good, M.D. F.R.S. &c. London, 1812. 8vo.

" On the whole, we regard this work as a valuable accession to our stock of sacred
literature ; and we can recommend it with confidence to the biblical student, as containing
a great mass of useful information and valuable criticism." (Christian Observer, vol. xii.

p. 306.)

59. Henr. Middeldorff Curae Hexaplares in Jobum, e Codice Sy-
riaco-Hexaplari Ambrosiano Mediolanensi. 4to. Vratislaviae, 1817.

60. Le Livre de Job, nouvellement traduit d'apres le texte original

non ponctue et les anciennes versions, notamment I'Arabe etla Syriaque
;

par J. Louis Bridel, Professeur de Langues Orientales, et de in-
terpretation des Livres Saints, dans I'Academie de Lausanne. Paris,

1818. 8vo.

61. The Book of Job, translated from the Hebrew by George Hunt
Bath, 1825. 8vo.

62. A New Translation and Exposition of the very antient Book of
Job; with Notes, explanatory and philological. By the Rev. John Fry,
B.A. London, 1827. 8vo.

63. An Amended Version of the Book of Job, with an Introduction,
and Notes chiefly explanatory. By George R. Noyes. Cambridge
[North America] 1827. 8vo.

PSALMS.

64. Marci Marini, Brixiani, Annotationes Literales in Psalmos, Nov&i
Versione ab ipsomet illustratos. Editae opera et studio Joannis Aloysii
Mingarelli. Bononiae, 1748-50. 2 vols. 4to.

A learned and useful work, the author of which died in 1594. To his profound know-
ledge of Hebrew literature, the younger Buxtorf, Le Long, Turretini, and other emi-
nent philologists of the seventeenth century, have borne ample testimony. These Anno-
tations are strictly literal; and to them is prefixed the original Hebrew Text of the

Psalms, together with the Vulgate Latin Version, and a new translation of them by
Marco Marini.

65. A Brief Explication of the Psalms. By David Dickson, Professor

of Divinity in the College of Edinburgh. London, 1653-54. 3 vols. 8vo.

6Q. Paraphrases and Annotations upon the Book of Psalms. By
Henry Hammond, D.D. London, 1659. folio.

Dr. Hammond's notes are exceedingly valuable, and contain many learned observations
that had escaped preceding commentators on the Book of Psalms. They are also to be
found in the fourth volume of his collected works, published at London in 1684, in folio.
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67. David's Harp Strung and Tuned ; or an Easie Analysis of the
^vhole Book of Psalms, cast into sucli a method, that the Summe of every
Psalm may be quickly collected and remembered. With a devout Medi-
tation or Prayer at the end of every Psalm, framed for the most part out
of the words of the Psalm, and fitted for several Occasions. By William
[Nicholson], Bishop of Gloucester. London, 1662. folio.

In this work every verse of tlic Psalms is divided and subdivided with great minuteness
;

it is wholly practical and explanatory. In his explications, the Rt. Ilev. Author steers

between the two extremes of literal and spiritual interpretation, Tiie prayers at the end of
(each Psalm arc expressed nearly in tlie very words of the inspired authors. Tlioun-h the
quaint and scholastic mode which obtains in this work is somewhat repulsive, it may never-
theless be consulted with advantage by those wIk) cannot command otiier and more critical

commentaries; especially as the book may be occasionally met with at a low price. Dr.
A. Clarke lias inserted Bp. Nicholson's Analyses in his commentary on the Psalms, omit-
ting his prayers.

68. Martini Geteri Commentarius in Psalmos Davidis, fontium Ebrae-
crum mentem, et vim vocum phrasiumque sacrarum sensumque adeo
genuinum, adductis copiose locis parallelis, colJatis etiam (ubi opus) ver-
sionibus interpretumque sententiis, et enodatis difficultatibus, cum cura
eruens. Lipsiae, 1681 ; 1697 ; Amstelodami, 1685; Dresdae, 1709. folio.

Geier was an eminently learned divine of the Lutheran church, and Professor of Hebrew
at Leipsic, where the substance of his commentary on the Psalms was delivered in lectures
to the students. It is very little known in this country; but on the continent it is very
highly esteemed for its erudition and piety. (Walchius, vol. iv. p. 495)

69. The Book of Psalms, with the argument of each psalm, and a pre-
face giving some general rules for the interpretation of this sacred book.
By a Divine of the Church of England. [Peter Allix, D.D.] London,
1701. 8vo.

70. An Essa}?^ towards a New English Version of the Book of Psalms,
from the original Hebrew. By Z. Mudge, London, 174'4'. 4to.

The learned author of this work, which is now of rare occurrence, professes to give a
plain literal version, without offering to deviate into any affected ornaments. The transi-

tions of persons and scenes, which are frequent in the Psalms, are carefully indicated and
the numerous, though brief notes are designed, partly to point out the critical meaning of
each psalm, and partly to account to the reader for the changes made in the version. How
higlily Mr. Mudge was esteemed by Dr. Johnson, may be seen in the character of him
drawn by the latter, in Boswell's Life of Dr. Johnson, vol. iv. pp. 82-81.

71. A new English Translation of the Psahns, from the original He-
brew, reduced to Metre by the late Bishop Hare; with Notes critical and
explanatory; illustrations of many passages drawn from the classics; and
a preliminary Dissertation, in which the truth and certainty of that learned
prelate's happy discovery is stated and proved at large. By Thomas
Edwards, A.M. London, 1755. 8vo.

The design of this learned work was " to make Bishop Hare's discovery of the Hebrew-
metre better known ; to show its truth and certainty ; and to prove tiiat, by a judicious ap-
plication of it, great light may be thrown upon the poetical parts of the Holy Scriptures."
(Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xii. pp. 4S5-487.) Mr. Edwards v.as of opinion that Dr.
Hare's hypothesis was rejected by many persons, partly from an ovcrhasty determination,
and partly from too scrupulous a veneration for the Hebrew text. Of Dr. Hare's system
a short account is given.

72. The Psalter, in its original form ; or the Book of Psalms reduced
to lines, in an easy and familiar style, and a kind of blank verse of un-
equal measures, answering for the most part to the original lines, with
arguments pointing out the general design of each Psalm, and notes, ac-
counting for some passages in the translation ; opening and explaining
also, in some places, the prophetical views, Sec. [By the Rev. Georo-e
FenWICK, B.D.] London, 1759. 8vo.
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The object of this publication is, to show that the Psahns were written in the spirit of

prophecy, with a special and direct reference to Christ and his church, in the different ages

and periods of the Christian dispensation.

73. Phil. Davidis Burkii Gnomon Psalmorum, Stutgardiae, 1760.

2 vols. 4to.

This work " is written in a pure strain of piety, but rather too much in a technical form."

(Dr. Clarke.)

74. A New Translation of the Psalms from the Hebrew Original, with

Notes critical and explanatory ; to which is added a Dissertation on the

last prophetic words of Noah. By Wm. Green, M.A. 1762. 8vo.

This work contains " some judicious alterations in the version, and valuable criticisms

in the notes ; which throw considerable light on many obscure passages in the Psalms, and

will cause those excellent compositions, which have been the admiration and delight of

pious minds through so many ages, to be read with still more pleasure and advantage."

But " the language of the translation, though correct, hath neither that force nor har-

mony which we find in the common version in our Bibles," (Monthly Review, O. S.

vol. xxviii. p. 267.)

In 1781 Mr. Green published a thin quarto volume of " Poetical Parts of the Old

Testament, newly translated from the Hebrew, with notes critical and explanatory."

—

An account is given of it in the same critical journal, vol. Ixviii. pp. 1-8.

75. Hermanni Venema Commentarius ad Psalmos : quo singulorum

Argumentum, Tempus et Hypothesis explicandi studiose inquiritur, eo-

rumque Partes continua Paraphrasi et selectis Observationibus illustran-

tur. Leovardiae, 1762-67. 6 tomis 4to.

" Tlirough its great scarcity, the work is little known in Great Britain. "What was said

by David of Goliah's sword, may be justly said of Venema's Commentary on tlie Book of

Psalms— There is none like it." (Dr. Clarke.) It is held in the highest esteem abroad,

particularly in Holland.

76. Francisci Vatabli Annotationes in Psalmos, subjunctis Hugonis

Grotii Notis, quibus Observationes suas adspersit G. J. L, Vogel. Halae,

1767. 8vo.

77. Annotations on the Psalms, By James Merrick, M.A. Reading,

1768. 4to.

This volume is adapted to Mr. Merrick's Poetical Version of the Psalms, published in

1765 in 4to. and justly considered as the best English poetical translation extant. In

the compilation of these notes he was assisted by Bisiiop Lowth (tiien Bishop of Oxford)

and Archbishop Seeker. " A large part of them relate to the readings of the antient ver-

sions, and propose the conjectural emendations of various writers. Many of them abound

with passao-es, principally from the Greek authors, which justify the modes of expression

used by the Psalmist ; and for this part of his design Mr. Merrick was admirably qualified,

by his extensive and uncommon acquaintance with Grecian literature. Some of the notes,

which are the most curious and entertaining, are those which treat upon the plants, trees,

and animals, mentioned in the Psalms." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xl. p. 374.)

78. Mosis Amyraldi Paraphrasis in Psalmos Davidis, una cum An-

notationibus et Argumentis. Editio altera, emendatior et auctior, nova

Prsefatione Jac. Cremeri. Traj. ad Rhenum, 1762. 4to.

79. A Commentary on the Book of Psalms ; in which tlie literal or his-

torical sense, as they relate to King David and the People of Israel, is

illustrated ; and their application to the Messiah, to the church, and to

individuals as members thereof, is pointed out. By George Horne, D.D.

[late Bishop of Norwich], 4to. 2 vols. Oxford, 1771 ; f>vo. 2 vols.; 12mo.

3 vols. ; and 18mo. 2 vols. They also form vols. ii. and iii. of the collec-

tive edition of his works in 6 vols. 8vo.

The variety and number of the editions of this learned and pious work sufficiently

attest the very high estimation in which it is most deservedly held :
the critics of the day,

however, when it first appeared, were of opinion that Bishop Ilorne applied too many of

the Psalms to the Messiah. A judicious « Selection " from this work was published by
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Mr. Lindley Murray, in 12ino. 1812, comprising the most striking, pathetic, and instruc-
tive parts of the comnrientary.

80. Davidis aliorumque Poetarum Hebreoorum Carminum Libri quin-
que, e Codd. MSS. et Antiquis Versionibus recensuit et Commentariis
illustravit Jo. Aug. Stark. 8vo. vol. i. pars I et 2. Regiomonti, 1776.

These two parts contain only an introduction to the Pbalmsj tlie work was never
continued.

81. A new Literal Version of the Book of Psalms, with a Preface and
Notes. By the Rev. Stephen Street, M. A. London, 1790. 2 vols. 8vo.

The author's object in this work is to give a close literal translation of the Psalms.
In several instances, the INIonthly Reviewers state tliat this version " is an improvement
of those which have preceded it; that in some the alterations are doubtful, and that in
many otliers they are unnecessary, if not mistaken; yet that all are worthy of attention,
and may open the way to further amendments We consider this work as a useful addi-
tion to this brancli of learning. Tlie autlior may, perhaps, be too ready in advancin"-
conjectures; but he always gives notice when he does it, and he never dogmatically
affirms." (Monthly Review, N. S. vol. viii. p. 50.)

82. Notes on the Books of Psalms and Proverbs. By the Rev. H.
DiiMocK. Gloucester, 1791' 4-to.

83. J. F. Stance Anticritica in Locos Psalmorum varios. Lipsia; et
Halae, 1791-1795. 2 vols. 8vo.

84. A New and Liberal Version of the Psalms into Modern Language,
according to the Liturgy Translation, with copious Notes and Illustrations,

partly original and partly selected from the best Commentators, calcu-
lated to render the Book of Psalms intelligible to every capacity. By
the Rev. W. Wake. Bath, 179.3. 2 vols. 8vo.

The alterations in this version are by no means such as to render it intelligible to every
capacity. " This fault pervades the book, which in other respects is well executed. The
arguments in general are well drawn up, and the notes appear to be judicious. The
translation of the Psalms contained in the liturgy is by many considered to be the best,

though the most antient. At all events, as it is used so much, it ought to be duly ex-
plained. This book will, we doubt not, be well received among persons of some edu-
cation." (British Critic, O. S. vol. iv. p. 311.)

85. An Attempt to render the Daily Reading of the Psalms more
intelligible to the Unlearned, with a Paraphrase selected from the best
Conniientators, and illustrated with occasional Notes. By F. T. Travell,
A.M. Oxford, 1794-. 8vo.

The design of the work is "to make the daily reading of the Psalms more easy and
pleasant to those serious and unlearned Christians, who make it a point of conscience to

attend the pul)lic worship of God, and are desirous of joining in Ids praises with under-
standing." (Preface, p. xi.) " Mr. Travell appears to have studied carefully, and ex-

plained judiciously, the scope of the several psalms, and the sense of their distinct parts.

A jilain Christian, who takes up this book with the best of all purposes, tliat of being

made better by it, can hardly fail of success." (British Critic, O. S. vol. vi. pp. 625.

627, 628.)

86. Psalmi, ex recensione Textus Hcbraei et Versionum Antiquarum
Latine versi, notisque criticis et philologicis illustrati [a N. M. Berlin].
Upsaliae, 1805, 8vo.

This is one of the most useful Latin versions of the Psalms that has appeared in modern
times; it is faithfully executed, without being servilely literal. The notes, tliough brief,

are sufficiently explicit, and are designed to explain obscure passages; to elucidate, by a
short paraphrase, peculiar expressions that could not be rendered in the text by a single

word; to [)oint out the principal various readings worthy of note; to state briefly those

arguments for the renderings of particular words, concerning which interpreters are by no
means agreed, with references to philological works in which those arguments are more
copiously discussed ; and to suggest probable meanings to words of doubtful interpretation,

which are submitted to the reader's judgment,

87. A New Translation of the Book of Psalnss from the Original

VOL. II. APP. (p)
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Hebrew, with various Readings and Notes. By the late Alexander

Geddes, LL.D. London, 1807. 8vo.

This is a posthumous publication of Dr. Geddes, edited by Dr. Disney and Charles

Butler, Esq. The doctor's version extends only to the eleventh verse of Psalm cxviii. ;

the rest is added from an interleaved copy of Bishop Wilson's Bible, corrected by Dr. G.,

who professes to have confined himself to the direct and literal meaning of the inspired

authors, leaving secondary applications to professed commentators, " Though many
thing's have displeased us in the perusal of this work, we are not prepared to say that the

learned editors should have altogether withheld this new version from the public. Dr.

Geddes was undoubtedly a considerable scholar, and his lucubrations may be turned by

other scholars to good account, though they cannot be implicitly adopted." (British

Critic, O. S. vol. xxxiii. p. 358.)

88. Psaumes nouvellement traduits sur I'Hebreu, et mis en leur ordre

naturel, avec des Explications et Notes Critiques. [Par le President

Agier.] Paris, 1809, 2 tomes 8vo.

89. An entire New Version of the Book of Psalms ; in which an

attempt is made to accommodate them to the worship of the Christian

Church, with original Prefaces, and Notes, critical and explanatory.

By the Rev. Wm. Goode, M. A. London 1811. 2 vols. 8vo.

A learned and valuable help to the critical as well as devotional understanding of the

Psalms, which are here translated into English verse, and in various metres.

90. The Book of Psalms, translated from the Hebrew, with Notes ex-

planatory and critical. By Samuel Horsley, LL.D. late Lord Bishop

of St. Asaph. London, 1815. 2 vols. 8vo.

To this valuable and erudite publication of the eminent Bishop Horsley, we have been

indebted for many important hints in the course of the present work. For a copious and
well-written critique on his work, see the British Review, vol. xi. pp. 1-25.

91. Lyra Davidis; or, a New Translation and Exposition of the

Psalms; grounded on the Principles adopted in the posthumous Work
of the late Bishop Horsley; viz. that these Sacred Oracles have for the

most part an immediate reference to Christ, and to the Events of his first

and second Advent. By the Rev. John Fry, B. A. London, 1819, 8vo.

92. Practical Reflections on the Psalms. To which is added a Prayer
adapted to each Psalm. By Mrs. Sheriffe. London, 1821. 2 vols. 12mo.

93. The Book of Psalms in an English Metrical Version founded on

the Basis of the English Bible Translation, and compared with the ori-

ginal Hebrew; with Notes critical and illustrative. By Richard Mant,
D.D. Bishop of Down and Connor. London, 1824. 8vo.

94-. A Key to the Book of Psalms, by the Rev. Thomas Boys, M.A.
London, 1825, 8vo.

An ingenious application of Bp. Jebb's System of Poetical Parallelisms to the Inter-

pretation of the Book of Psalms. " If we have not felt ourselves at liberty to award to

Mr. Boys's labours the full measure of value which he claims for them, still we cannot

but consider them as well employed; and we may safely recommend the present work to

the attention of every Biblical Student, as deserving of a careful examination, and as en-

titling the author to his thanks for the curious and interesting discussions which it com-
prises. " (Eclectic Review, N. S. vol. xxvi. p. 25.)

95. A Literal I'ranslation of the Psalms of David, solely upon the

Authority of the Rev. J. Parkhurst, M. A. London, 1825. 8vo.

96. A Practical Illustration of the Book of Psalms. By the Author of

the Family Commentary on the New Testament. York, 1826. 2 vols.

12mo.

97- Psalms according to the authorized Version; with Preftitory Titles,

and Tabular Index of Scriptural References, from the Port Royal Au-
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thors, marking the Circumstances and Chronologic Order of their

Composition. To which is added an Essay upon the Psalms, and their
Spiritual Application. By Mary Anne Schimmelpenninck. London,
1825. 12mo.

98. Psalmi Quindecem Hammaaloth, philologice et critic^ illustrati;

a Theodoro Adriano Clarisse, Theol. Doct. Lugduni Batavorum>
1819. 8vo.

An ingenious and useful cominentaiy on Psalms cxx.-cxxxv. which are usually called

Psalms of Degrees.

99. C.G. Friedriciiii Symbolaj Philologico-criticae, et Lectionis Va-
rietatem continentes, ad interpretationem Psalmi Centesimi. Lipsiae,

1814. 4to.

100. Commentatio in Psalmum Centesimum Decimum. Auctore Jo-
hanne Theodoro Bergman. Lug. Eat. 1819. 4to.

THE WRITINGS OF SOLOMON COLLECTIVELY.

101. Salomonis Regis et Sapientis, quae supersunt ejusque esse perhi-

bentur, Omnia ex Ebraeo Latine vertit, Notasque, ubi opus esse visum
est, adjecit Josephus Fridericus Schelling. Stuttgardiae, 1806. 8vo.

PROVERBS.

102. Cartwrighti (Thomae) Commentarii succincti et dilucidi in Pro-
verbia Salomonis. Amstelodami, 1638. 4to.

103. Proverbia Regum et sapientissimi Salomonis, cum cura enucleata

a Martino Geiero. Lipsiae, 1669. 1725. 4to.

This work is executed on the same plan, and with the same ability, as Geier's Commen-
tary on the Psalms, already noticed in p. 223.

104. Proverbia Salomonis : Versionem integram, ad Hebraeum fontem
expressit, atque Commentarium adjecit, Albertus Schultens, Lugd. Bat.

1748. large 8vo. (sometimes called 4to.)

An abridgment of this elaborate work was printed at Halle in 8vo. 1769, by Professor

Vogel, who added some critical remarks. The preface was written by Semler, and an

auclarium was furnished by Teller.

105. Observations on several Passages in the Book of Proverbs : with

Two Sermons. By Thomas Hunt, D.D. Regius Professor of Hebrew, &c.

Oxford, 1775. 4to.

These observations are twenty-six in number. " They display in a very advantageous

light the critical acumen of the author, and his extensive acquaintance with the eastern

languages." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. liii. p. 302., where the result of Dr. Hunt's

elaborate criticisms is given, first in the words of the authorised translation, and then in

the version proposed by him.) As the book is neither very scarce nor very dear, it will be

worth the student's while to procure it,

106. Joannis Jacobi Reiske Conjecturae in Jobum et Proverbia Salo-

monis. Lipsiae, 1779. 8vo.

107. The Proverbs of Solomon; translated from the Hebrew, with

Notes. By the Rev. Bern. Hodgson, LL. D. Principal of Hertford

College. Oxford, 1788. 4to.

" The notes are not numerous, and, we must say, not very important. They are intended

chiefly to explain, or to justify, the version, where it departs from the usual mode of

translating. On the whole, though we do not think that Dr. H. has been singularly happy

as a translator, yet we cannot frequently charge him with wanton deviations from the com-
mon version : he has not often changed, merely for the sake of changing." (Montliiy

Review, N. S. vol. v. p. 294.)
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108. Observationes in Proverbiorum Salomonis Versionem Alexandri-

nam, scripsit Jo. Gottliebb Jaeger. Meldorpi et Lipsise, 1788. 8vo.

109. Commentarii Novi Critici in Versiones Veteres Proverbiorum Sa-

lomonis, a J F. SciiLEUsNERo. Goettingae, ITQi. 8vo.

110. An Attempt towards an improved Translation of the Proverbs (ff

Solomon, from the original Ilebrevv ; with Notes, critical and explana-

tory, and a Preliminary Dissertation, By the Rev. George Holden,

M. A. London, 1819. 8vo.

As this is the latest, so it is the most valuable help to the critical understanding of the

Book of Proverbs, extant in our language. The translation is, in substance, the same as

that in general use, with such alterations only as appear to be warranted by a critical in-

terpretation of the original Hebrew, and to be demanded by evident necessity. In those

passages where the author has deemed it right to desert the authorised translation, he has

laudably endeavoured to assimilate his version to its style and manner of expression. The

notes accompanying Mr. Holden's version, and which are, in no case, unnecessarily prolix,

are partly critical and partly explanatory. The former are designed to ascertain the full

meaning of the sacred text, by a philological inquiry into the signification of words and

phrases. In the latter, the author has explained the allusions to ancient facts and customs;

has introduced such observations as may serve to illustrate the original ; and has occasion-

ally presented, in a short paraphrase, an exposition of the meaning intended by the inspired

author of tlie Book of Proverbs. The notes on the eighth chapter will be read with pecu-

liar interest by the Christian student. Mr. Hok'en expounds the attributes there given to

Heavenly Wisdom, of tlie second Person in the Holy Trinity : and he has supported this

exposition by proofs and arguments not easily to be refuted, which he has drawn from

Scripture, and from the fathers of the church during the first tliree centuries, as well as

from the antient Jewish writers.

111. A Commentary on the Proverbs of Solomon. By R. J. Case.

London, 1822. 12mo.

ECCLESIASTES.

112. Martini Geieri Commentarius in Salomonis Ecclesiasten. Lipsiee,

171 1, best edition, 8vo.

113. A Philosophical and Critical Essay on Ecclesiastes, wherein the

author's design is stated; his doctrine vindicated; his method explained

in an analytical Paraphrase annexed to a new version of the Text from
the Hebrew ; and the differences between that new translation and the

received version accounted for, in philological Observations. By A. V.

Desvceux. London, 1762. 4tb.

In this work " the author has shewn very considerable abilities as a critic, and appears

in the character of a candid and judicious writer. He has taken infinite pains to render

his work as perfect as possible ; and those who are acquainted with the Hebrew language

will find in his philological observations many new, and some pertinent remarks."

(Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xxvii. p. 485.) Mr. Desvoeax's elaborate essay was trans-

lated into German, and published at Halle, in 1764. 4to.

114. Ecclesiastes translated, with a Paraphrase and Notes. By
Stephen Greenaway, A. B. Leicester, 1781. 8vo.

This singularly-executed volume consists of three parts, the two former of which (ori-

ginally sold for one penny and three-pence) are rarely to be met with. Besides Ecclesi-

astes, it contains translations of 2 Samuel xxiii. ver. 1. to 7. Isaiah vii. 20, 21, 22. and

ix. 1. to 5. ; also Psal. xxvii. in prose and verse. (Dr. Cotton's List of Editions of the

Sible, p. 46.)

115. Ecclesiastes: a New Translation from the original Hebrew, by
Bernard Hodgsox, LL. D. Principal of Hertford College, Oxford. Lon-

don, 1791. 4to.

The same remarks which have been oflT^red on this author's version of tlie Book of Pro-

verbs, are nearly applicable to his tran-^lation of Ecclesiastes. Sec Monthly Review, N.S.

vol. ix. p. 59.
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116. An Exposition of the Book of Ecclesiastes. By Edward Rey-
nolds, D. D, Bishop of Norwich. Revised and corrected by the Rev.

Daniel Washbourne. London, 1811. 8vo.

This work originally formed part of the collection of notes on the Bible, usually called

the Assembly's Annotations, noticed in p. 204. supra. The editor of this impression

states that the whole of the commentary has been carefully transcribed ; and that the

author's ideas are strictly and fully retained ; he has however " deemed it necessary to

alter the construction of most of ilie sentences, frequently to exchange obsolete words for

those now in use ; and in a few instances to omit redundant paragraphs." Bishop lley-

nolds's work concludes with important practical reflections.

117. An Attempt to illustrate the Book of Ecclesiastes. By the Rev.
George Holden, M.A. London, 1822. 8vo.

Of the various publications, which have been issued from the press, relative to this, in

many respects, difficult book, this " Attempt" (as its author modestly terms it) is the best

that has fallen under the notice of the writer of the present work. It is a kind of Para-
phrase I similar to that in Dr. Doddridge's Family Expositor) ; in which the expressions

of the Hebrew author are interwoven with a commentary. Mr. Holden has taken the

authorised version as his basis, from whicli he has departed only where a departure ap-
peared to him absolutely necessary, and supported upon the soundest principles of criticism.

The reasons of these deviations are stated in distinct notes. The work is further accom-
panied by useful notes, establishing the scope and design of the Book of i\-clesiastes, and
embodying such observations as seem proper to enforce and elucidate the wliole. We are

indebted to Mr. Holden's labours for the excellent view of the Scope and Synopsis of the

Book of Ecclesiastes, given in the fourth volume of this work.

SONG OF SOLOMON.

118. Caroli Maria de Veil Explicatio Litteralis Cantici Canticorum,
ex ipsis Scripturariam fontibus, Ebra^orum ritibus et idiomatis, veterum
et recentiorum monimentis eruta. London, 1679. Svo.

A rare and valuable work : the author confines himself to the explication of the literal

sense.

119. Joannis Marckii in Canticum Schelomonis Commentarius, sive

Analysis Exegetica. Amsterdam, 1703. 4to.

120. Cantici Salomonis Paraphrasis Gemina, Notis Criticis et Philo-

logicis illustrata. Auctore Joanne Ker. Edinburgh, 1727. 12mo.

This illustration of Solomon's Song is not of common occurrence. Mr. Orme says thiit

it " is a very beautiful little work. It is dedicated, in a poetical epistle, to the marquis of
Bowmont, son of the duke of Roxburgh, the head of the family of Ker. There is tlien

a long preface, giving some account of the opinions entertained of the Song, of the at-

tempts which had been made to translate and explain it, and of the origin of Mr. Ker's
translation. Then follow the two versions: the first, a kind of irregular verse ; the

second, in sapphic numbers. 'l"he notes, which are partly philological and partly ex-
planatory, are inserted at the foot of the page of both versions. The poem is dramatically

divided and arranged." (Orme's Biblioth. Biblica, pp. 271, 272.)

121. An Exposition of the Book of Solomon's Song, commonly called

Canticles ; wherein the divine authority of it is established ; several
versions compared with the original Text; the different senses both of
Jewish and Christian interpreters considered ; and the whole opened and
explained. By John Gill, D.D. 1728, 1751, folio, Ito. ; and again in

1767. In 2 vols, Svo. 1805.

This work is frequently inistaken for an extract from Dr. Gill's connnentary on the
Bible, noticed in p. 207. supra, whereas it preceded the latter by more than twenty years.

It is highly allegorical in its interpretation.

122. A Dissertation concerning the Song of Solomon ; with the
original Text divided according to the metre, and a Poetical Version.
[By Mr. GiFFOUD.] London, 1751. Svo.

123. The Song of Solomon, newly translated from the original Hebrew;
(p) 3
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with a Commentary and Annotations. [By the late Thomas Percy, D.D.
Bishop of Dromore.] London, 1764. ]2mo.

The elegance of this version, and of its accompanying criticisms, has caused it to beheld
in the highest esteem ; and all subsequent commentators have diligently availed them-
selves of it. It is now exceedingly scarce, and extravagantly dear.

124'. OutHnes of a new Commentary on Solomon's Song, drawn by the

Help of Instructions from the East: containing, 1. Remarks on its ge-

neral nature ; 2. Observations on detached places of it ; 3. Queries con-

cerning the rest of the Poem. By the Author of Observations on divers

Passages of Scripture. London, 1768; second edition, 1775. 8vo.

For this valuable work, Bible students are indebted to the Rev. Thomas Harmer, whose
Observations on divers Passages of Scripture we have already noticed ; iu it very many
difficult passages of Solomon's Song are happily elucidated, and hints are offered, of vvhicli

subsequent commentators have not failed to avail themselves. It bears a high price.

125. A Poetical Translation of the Song of Solomon from the Original

Hebrew ; with a Preliminary Discourse, and Notes, historical, critical,

and explanatory. By Anne Francis. London, 1781. 4to.

The translatress has chiefly followed the plan and illustrations of Mr. Harmer. Her
version is elegantly executed.

126. Solomon's Song, translated from the Hebrew. By the Rev.
Bernard Hodgson, LL. D. Oxford, 1785. 4to.

In this work the literal meaning only of Solomon's Song is illustrated, there being not

the slightest allusion to its mystical meaning. An account of it, with extracts, may be seen

in the Monthly Review, (O. S.) vol. Ixxvi. pp. 26-29.

127. The Song of Songs, which is Solomon's. A new Translation,

with a Commentary and Notes. By Thomas Williams. London, 1801.

Svo.

This version is as literal as our language will admit, and is rendered in conformity

with the authorised translation, whenever it was practicable. The notes are for the most
part judiciously selected from the labours of all preceding commentators, and give a sober

but practic. 1 and evangelical exposition of the allegory. Two dissertations are prefixed,

I. On the origin of language, particularly figurative and allegorical language, and on
Hebrew poetry and music; and, 2. On the nature, design, and authority of Solomon's

Song. In pp. 100-109. is given an interesting account of nearly 40 expositors and
commentators on this book. See a further account of this work in the Monthly Review,

(N. S.) vol. xlvii. pp. 302-310. A new edition of this valuable work, corrected and en-

larged, was announced while this sheet was passing tiirough the press.

128. Song of Songs, or Sacred Idyls. Translated from the original

Hebrew, with Notes critical and explanatory. By John Mason Good.
London, 1803. 8vo.

" The present work offers two versions of the original ; the one in prose, marked with

the divisions of the Bible version ; the other in couplet verses, of no inferior construction.

Each idyl is illustrated with notes, in which very various learning is displayed, with

much taste in the selection of beautiful parallelisms from a great variety of authors. —
So much elegant learning and successful illustration we have seldom seen within so small

a compass as (he present volume." (British Critic, O. S. vol. xxvi. pp. 454, 455.) See

also Monthly Review, N. S. vol. xlvii. pp. 302-312.

129. Canticles, or Song of Solomon: a new Translation, with Notes,

and an attempt to interpret the Sacred Allegories contained in that book.

To which is added an Essay on the name and character of the Redeemer.

By the Rev. John Fry, A.B. London, 1811. Svo. 2d edit. 1825. 8vo.

In this publication the author's plan is, first to give an accurate translation of tiie Song

of Solomon, and to shew the nature and design of the book. He has availed himself

of the labours of previous translators, especially Bishop Percy and Dr. J. M. Good
;

after the latter of whom he considers the Song of Solomon as a collection of idyls or

little poems, which are designed for an instruction and edification in the mysteries of our

holy religion. Though the translator has taken much pains in consulting other writers,

his work bears ample testimony that he has not servilely followed them, but has evidently

thought for himself.
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130. Canticum Canticorum illustratum ex Ilierographia Orientalium,

a J. H. KisTEMAKER. MuHstcr, 1818. 8vo.

131. A Brief Outline of an Examination of the Song of Solomon ; in

which many beautiful Prophecies contained in that inspired book of

Holy Scripture, are considered and explained, with Remarks critical and
expository. By William Davidson. London, 1817. 8vo.

The author of this work considers the Canticles as an inspired song wholly referring

to the spiritual Solomon, or Clirist and his true spiritual cinirch, and particularly to their

espousals; and as giving a general prophetic outline of lier history from the preaching

of Jolni tlie Baptist, tiie baptism of our Lord, to the conversion of tlie Jews, and that of

the wild Arabians, and their union with the Christian church. And while her particular,

often invisible, progressive state here on eartli is mentioned, and her duties are pointed

out, her outward state, trials, and persecutions do not pass unnoticed. Mr. Davidson

has diligently availed himself of the previous labours of most of the commentators on
this poem ; and at the end of his volume he has divided it into hemistichs according to

Dr. Kennicott's mode of printing the poetical parts of tiie Old Testament.

132. Canticum Canticorum. Praefatione, Versione Latina, et Commen-
tario exegetico-critico, instruxit M. F. Uhlemann. Lipsiae, 1821. 8vo.

ON THE PROPHETS, GENERALLY.

133. A Summary View and Explanation of the Writings of the Pro-

phets. By John Smith, D.D. Edinburgh and London, 1787- ]2mo.

This work is a judicious abstract of all that is valuable in the writings of Bishop Lowth,

Archbishop Newcome, Bishop Newton, and Drs. Kennicott and Blayiiey •, it was origin-

ally compiled to accompany a Gaelic version of the Prophets, and was subsequently

translated into Englisli by the author himself. The writer of this account was informed

many years since by one of the original London publishers' (and he records it with pecu-

liar satisfaction), that the late Archbishop (Moorej of Canterbury held this little work in

great estimation, and was in the habit of purcliasing copies for gratuitous distribution

among students and others who could not afford to buy many books.

134. Les Prophetes, nouvellement traduits sur I'Hebreu, avec des

Explications et Notes Critiques. [Par le President Agier]. viz.

Isai'e. Paris, 1820. 2 tomes 8vo.

Jeremie, avec una Appendice. Paris, 1821. 2 parties 8vo.

The appendix to this Version of the Predictions of Jeremiah contains the Lament-
ations, and tlie Apocryphal book of Baruch.

Ezechiel. Paris, 1821. 2 tomes 8vo.

Daniel. Paris, 1 822. 2 tomes 8vo.

Petits Prophetes. Paris, 1822. 2 tomes 8vo.

135. A Commentary on the Prophecies and the New Testament ; with

an Epitome of Ancient History, Sacred and Profane, by way of Prelude.

Printed with the Text. By John Webb Cole. London, 1826. 2 vols.

8vo.

ISAIAH.

136. A Commentary on the Prophet Isaiah, wherein the Literal Sense
of his Prophecies is brieflv explained. By Samuel White. London,
1709. 4to.

137. Campegii Vitring^ Commentarius in Librum Prophetiarum
Jesaia?. Leovardia?, 171 4, and 1720. 2 vols, folio.

In this most elaborate commentary on the " Evangelical Prophet," to which all subse-

quent expositors have been deeply indebted, the literal sense is carefully investigated ; the

different interpretations of the prophetic visions are examined ; and tlie interpretation

which Vitringa has deduced from them is confirmed and illustrated by historical docu-

• The late Mr. Kay, of the firm of Elliot and Kay.
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ments. Copious prolegomena are prefixed, treating of the prophet's personal history, the

argument of his prophecy, his style, time of writing, and canonical authority. The value

of the work is further augmented by the geographical and historical notices interspersed

throughout, concerning the B.ibylunians, Philistines, iVIoabites, Syrians of Damascus,
Egyptians, Tyrians, and olher Gentile nations ; by which not only Isaiaii, but also very

many other passages of Scripture, are admirably elucidated

138. Isaiah: a New Translation with a preliminary Dissertation, and
Notes critical, philological, and explanatory. By Robert Lowth, D.D.
Bishop of London. 4to. London, 1778. 2 vols. 8vo.

Of this sublime and admirably- executed version, a German translation was published

by M. Koppe, at Gottingen, 1779-1781, in 4 vols. 8vo. The preliminai7 dissertation is

invaluable for the light it tiirows on the genius and structure of prophetic poesy. The
merits of this work are ably appreciated in the British Critic, O.S. vol. xxix. pp. 144-
146., and the integrity of the Hebrew text was asserted against some of the bishop's

corrections in a tract that is now of rare occurrence, by Koecher in his Vindici<v Sacri

Textus He/jrtri Esai/v advcrsiis Loicthii Criticam, 8vo. Bern, 1786, reprinted at Tubingen
in 1790. The rarity of Koecher's book, however, is no great loss to the student ; for the

late eminent learned orientalist, the professor Heiiry Albert Scluiltens (of Leyden)
speaking of his book, says:—" It violates the bounds of moderation and decency by
the assertion that the text of Isaiah would not gain any thing by Dr. F.owth's con-

jectures. I am of a very dilierent opinion. When in Oxford and Ijondon, I was inli-

viatcly acquainted with Bishop Lowth, and had aii opportunity of knowing his excellent

disposition; and am therefore much vexed that Koecherus, from his fiery zeal against in-

novations, should have been induced to treat him with severity, as if the Bishop had been
a rash and petulant critic." Letter of Professor Schultens to the late Dr. Finlay of
Glasgow, cited in the Monthly Review, N. S. vol. xv. p. 504. Bishop Lowth's version

was attacked by the late Mr. Dodson, in his supplementai-y notes to his '• New Trayisla-

tion of Isaiah," (8vo. Londcm, 1790) with considerable asperity. The bishop was ably
vindicated by the Rev. Dr. Sturges, in " Short Remarks ona New Translation of Isaiah"

(8vo. London, 1790) : to tl;ese Mr. Dodson replied in 1791, in a " Letter to the Rev. Dr.
Sturges," in which he justifies the freedom vcith which he had censured Bishop Lowth's
mistakes and defects. Mr. D.'s version and notes v.'cre framed in support of Unitarian

tenets, and were published by the (Unitarian) " Society for promoting the Knowledge of
the Scriptures."

139. Esaias ex Recensione Texfus Hebraei, ad fidem quorundam Codd,
MSS. et Verss. Latine, vertit, Notasque varii argumenti subjecit, J, C.

DoEDERLEiN. Norimbcrgse, 1789, 3d edition, Svo.

Tiie first edition was publisLied at Altdorf, in 8vo., 1780; the critical notes are

excellent.

140. The Book of the Prophet Isaiah, in Hebrew and English. The
Hebrew Text metrically arranged ; the Translation altered from that

of Bishop Lowth. By the Right Rev, Joseph Stock, D.D. Bishop of
Killala. 1804'. 4 to.

" The right reverend translator had conceived a wish to see (he original language of
Isaiah reduced to a metrical arrangement, and to have this accompanied with the versiork

of Bishop Lowth, reserving to himself the liberty of adding such corrections as later

critics, or hij own investigations, might supply. These corrections multiplied to such a

degree as to assume almost the form of a new version. There is also a variety of notes

critical and explanatory, supplied partly by the translator and partly by others. IMany of

these are very valuable for their uncommon depth and acuteness, and tend to elucidate, in

a high degree, the subject matter of these prophecies." (British Critic, vol. xxviii. O.S.

p. 466.) " Bishop Stock's version is by no means to be considered as an attempt to rival

or to supersede that of Dr. Lowth. Both versions exhibit a close, nervous, and manly

style. That of Dr. Lowth may by every class of readers be perused with profit. Super-

added to this, Dr. Stock invites tlie Hebrew scholar to investigate and to compare, by tiie

Hebrew and the English meeting the eye in the same page; and may tempt even thc-

eareless to know something of that language, in which the oracles of God were originally

conveyed." (British Critic, O.S, vol. xxix. p. 146. See also the i.Ionthly Review, N. S.

vol. xiix. pp. 2o3-'i65.;

141. Caroli LudovicI Hoheiselii Observationes Philologico-Exege-

ticce : quibus nonnulia Iva-i/oTjra. Esaiac loca, ex indole lingute sanctee, ex

acccntuatione Ebrccorum, et antiquitatibus, illuslrautur et exponunturj
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aliorumque versiones et interpretationes modeste examinantur. Gedani'
1729. 8vo.

142. Critical Disquisitions on tlie Eighteenth Chapter of Isaiah, in a
Letter to Edward King, Esq. F.R.S. A.S. By Samuel [Hok.sley], Lord
Bishop of Rochester, F.R.S. A.S. London, 1801. 4to.

143. N. G. ScHROEDERi Conimentarius Philologico-Criticus de Ves-
titu Mulierum Hebra,^arum, ad Jesai, IlL v. 16-24., quo vocabuloruni
abstrusiorum tenebras, ad faceni dialectorum, discutere conatus est.

Lug. Bat. 1745, 4to.

144. Everhardi Scheidii Dissertatio Philologico-Excgetica ad Canti-
cuv^i Hiskiae, Jes. xxxvii. 9-20. Lug. Bat. 1769. 8vo.

JEREMIAH, AND LAMENTATIONS.

145. A Translation of the Lamentations of Jeremiah, accompanied by-

short notes, is given in the second tome or part of the works of Mr.
Hugh Broughton, pp. 317-323. folio.

146. Hermanni Venema Connnentarius ad Librum Prophetiarum
Jeremiae. Quo Conciones rite distinguuntur ; Sco})us, Nexus, et Series
Sermonis accurate investigatur ; perpetua Paraphrasi exponitur ; et

selectis Observatis Voces ac Phrases illustrantur, ac Inplementi demon-
stratione, ubi opus fuerit, confirmantur. Leovardias, 1765, 2 parts 4to.

147. Jeremiah, and Lamentations : a new translation, with Notes cri-

tical, philological, and explanatory. By Benjamin Blayney, D.D.
Oxford, 17S4. 4to. Edinburgh, 1810. 8vo.

This work is executed on the same plan as Bishop Lowth's version of Isaiah ; " and,
though not with equal success, yet with inuch credit to the autlior, both as a translator

and a critic. His subject is not of equal eminence with tliat which was undertaken by
the Bishop. It has less variety in the matter, and contains a less fund for curious inquiry
and critical illustration. The translation is very exact, and preserves the tone and majesty
of sacred writing. The notes are veiy copious. Man) of them are very useful, and some
discover much critical knowledge in the Hebrew language, and a good acquaintance wiili

antient history. 1 he various readings aie noticed with the most scrupulous exactness :

conjectural emendation is sometimes hazarded, but not rashly or injudiciously." (Monthly
Review, O. S. vol. Ixxi. pp. 162, 163.) Besides a valuable preliminary discourse, there is

an appendix, comprising a selection from Archbishop Seeker's manuscript notes (now de-
posited in the archiepiscopal l.brary at Lambeth), relative to tlie prophecy and lamentations
of Jeremiah.

148. J. D. MiCHAELis Observationes Philological et Criticse in Jere-
miae, Vaticinia et Threnos. Edidit, multisque auimadversionibus auxit Joh.
Frid. Schleusner. Gottingen, 1793. 4to.

Tbese observations were collecud from the loo:.e papers of that late eminent scholar,

J. D. Michaelis, by Professor Schleusner, with many additional remarks by the latter.

M. Schleusner in the same year published, at Tubingen, in 4to. Dissertfttioncs Tres, qv.se

continent Observationes ad Vaticinia Jeremia;.

149. Jeremias Vates, e Versione Judacorum Alexandrinorum, ac reli-

quorum Interpretum Graccorum emendatus, Notisque criticis iliustratus

a G. L. Spohn. Vol. I. Lipsias, 1794. Vol. II. Lipsiae, 1823. 8vo.

A continuation of the first volume of these illustrations of Jeremiah is given in Pott's

and Ruperti's Syiloge Conimentationum Theoiogicarnm. These are enlarged and com-
pleted in the second volume, whi^h was publiohed, ai'ier the author's death, by his son,

F. A. V/. Spoh.n.

150. Jertmie, traduit sur le Texte Original, accompagne des Notes
explicatives, historiques, et critiques. Par Jean-George Dahler, Stras-

bourgh, 1825. 8vo.

Professor Dahler lias conferred a considerable service on Biblical Literature, by this

tianslation of the prediciions of Jeremiah. The historical parts are printed as prose; the
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poetical parts are in hemisticlis, as in the original Hebrew. Tlie introduction and notes

are very judicious. Dr. D. announces a second volume (in tlie event of this first volume
being favourably received), which will be particularly designed for ministers of the Gospel,

and those who are studying for the sacred office.

151. Commentarii in aliquot Jeremise Loca. Auctore T. Roorda-
Groningas, 1825. 8vo.

152. Threni Jeremiae philologice et critice illustrati a Joh. Henr.
Pareau. Lugd. Bat. 1793. 8vo.

153. Cura; Exegetico-Criticse in Jeremiae Threnos ; auctore Fr. Erd-
MANN. Rostocliii, 1819. 8vo.

154. Hieronymi Pradi et Jo. Baptistae Villalpandi in Ezechielem
Explanationes, et Apparatus Urbis ac Templi Hierosolymit. Conimen-
tariis illustratus. Romee, 1596-1603. 3 vols, folio.

This is a work of extreme rarity, and the best commentary on the prophet Ezekiel that

ever was written. An extract of Vilialpandi's comment on Ezekiel, c. 40,41, 42, and

46., illustrating the prophetic vision of the temple, is to be found in the first volume of

Bisliop Walton's edition of the Polyglott Bible. Mr. Lowth made great use of this work
in his learned commentary on Ezekiel.

155. An Exposition of the Prophecy of Ezekiel. By George Green-
hill. London, 1645, and following years, 5 vols. 4to.

This work is seldom to l)e found complete ; the fifth volume is particularly scarce, A
second edition of vol. i. appeared in 1649. The author was one of the Westminster As-
sembly of Divines ; and his exposition was originally delivered in lectures to his congrega-

tion. " Like all the productions of the Puritans, it is evangelical, and stored with the

knowledge of the Scriptures ; but like most of them, it is distinguished by its sound doc-

trinal and practical views, rather than by the elegance of the composition, or the critical

acumen of the reasonings and illustrations." (Orme's Bil)lioth. Bibl. p. 217.)

156. Scholae Propheticae, ex Praelectionibus Georgii Calixti in Je-

saiam, Jeremiam, et Ezechielem, collectas. Quedlinburgi, 1715. 4to.

157. J. Fr. Starckii Commentarii in Ezechielem. Francofurti ad
Mcenum, 1731. 4to.

158. Hermanni Venema Lectiones Academicae ad Ezechielem.

Edidit et praefatus est Johannes Henricus Verschuir. Leovardiae, 1790.

2 parts 4to.

159. An Attempt towards an Improved Version, a Metrical Arrange-
ment, and an Explanation of the Prophet EzekieL By Wm. Newcome,
D.D. (Bishop of Waterford, afterAvards Archbishop of Armagh). Dublin,

1788. 4to.

This work is executed on the same plan as the version of the minor prophets noticed in

p. 237. " The numerous admirers of that valuable production will find not less to com-
mend in the present work. They will observe witli pleasure, that the right reverend author

not only pursues the path which he had before so wisely chosen, but that, instead of tread-

ing only the smoothest and most flowery parts of it, he surmounts with a firm though cau-

tious step, difficulties which the boldest traveller might shun without disgrace. Instead of

lavishing most explanation on what is most intelligible, and betraying the pride of erudi-

tion where erudition is least necessary, he successfully employs his solid judgment and

effectual learning in the elucidation of a writer who has been called the .^schylus of He-
brew Poetry." (Monthly Review, N.S. vol. iv. p. 1.)

160. RoLLOcx (Roberti) Commentarius in Librum Danielis Prophetse.

Edinburgi, 1591. 4to.

161. Hexapla, or a Sixfold Commentary on Daniel. By Andrew
Willet. Cambridge, 1610. folio.
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This " is a work of much information, as it contains tlic opinions of many authors on
each point of difficulty." The same " author has written comments on Genesis Exodus
Leviticus, Samuel, Romans, Jude, and some detached parts of books ; but in none does
lie discover more skill and judgment than in the present work." (Dr. William's Christian
Preacher, p. 4;51.)

162. A Translation of the Book of Daniel, with a Commentary in

English and in Latin, is in the first tome or part of the learned but
eccentric Hugh Broughton's Works, pp. 164—337.

163. Martini Geieri Praelectiones Academicae in Danielem Prophe-
tam. Leipsic, 1702. 4to., best edition.

One of the most valuable of all Geier's expository works.

164. Prodromus Danielicus, sive Novi Conatus Historici, Critici, in

celeberrimas difBcultates Historioe Veteris Testamenti, Monarchiarum
Asiae, &c. ac praecipue in Danielem Prophetam. Auctore Gerardo Kerk-
HERDERE. Lovanii, 1710. 8vo.

165. Observations upon the Prophecies of Daniel, and the Apocalypse
of St. John. By Sir Isaac Newton. London, 1733. -l-to.

A Latin version of this well-known and elaborate work was published by M. Sude-
mann, in 4to., at Amsterdam, 1737. All subsequent commentators are largely indebted
to the labours of Sir Isaac Newton.

166. Hermann! Venem^ Dissertationes ad Vaticinia Danielis Cap.
II. VII. et VIII. Leovardiae, H^S. 4to Ejusdem, Commentarius ad
Danielis Cap. xi. 4.-xii. 3. Leovardiae, 1752. 4to.

167- Daniel: an Improved Version attempted: with Notes, critical,

historical, and explanatory. By Thomas VVintle, B. D. London, 1807.
4to.

A very valuable translation, executed on the same plan as Bishop Lowth's version of
Isaiah, and Dr. Blayney's of Jeremiah, In the fourth sermon of his Bampton Lectures
(8vo. Oxford, 1795.), Mr. \V. has some excellent remarks on the predictions of Haggai,^
Malachi, and Daniel. See an analysis of this work in the Monthly Review, N. S.

vol. X, pp. 245-250.

168. An Essay towards an Interpretation of the Prophecies of Daniel,
with occasional Remarks upon some of the most celebrated Commenta-
tors on them. By Richard Amner. London, 1776. 8vo.

This author adopts the exploded and untenable hypothesis of Grotius (who has been
followed by Le Clerc and others), that all the prophecies of Daniel terminated in the

persecution of the Jews by Antiochus Epiphanes. This work (which is noticed only to

put the unwary reader on bis guard against it) was reprinted in 1798, with some other

tracts, tending to shew that certain passages of Scripture, which clearly announce a
future resurrection, relate to nothing more than a mere temporal deliverance ! An expo-
sure of some of this author's erroneous notions may be seen in the British Critic, O. S.

vol. xiii. pp. '290-295.

169. Observations on the Visions of Daniel, and on part of the Book
of the Revelation of St. John. With an Appendix [on the twenty-
fourth Chapter of St. Matthew, &c.] By the Rev. William Girdle-
stone, A.B. Oxford, 1820. 8vo.

170. Horae Propheticae: or Dissertations on the Book of the Prophet
Daniel. By Joseph Wilson, A.M. Oundle, 1824. 8vo.

Numerous disquisitions relative to particular prophecies of Daniel
have been published, particularly concerning the seventy weeks : the
following are the most worthy of note.

171. Adrian! Kluit Vaticinium de Messia Duce Primariutn, sive Ex-
plicatio LXX Hebdomadum Danielis. Mediob. 1744. 8vo.

172. Joannis Davidis Michaelis Epistolae de LXX Hebdomadibus
Danielis ad D. Joannem Pringle, Baronetum. London, 1773. 8vo.
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For an account of these highly- curious letters see the Monthly Review, O. S. Tol. slix,

pp. 263-267.

173. A Dissertation, by way of Inquiry, into the true Import and Ap-
plication of the Vision related Dan. ix. 20. to the end, usually called Da-
niel's Prophecy of Seventy Weeks, &c. By Benjamin Blayney, B. D.
Oxford, 1775. 4to.

Dr. Biayncy controverts some points of Professor Michaelis's opinion, which our
limits permit us not to notice. The reatlcr wili find an account of this learned tract in

the Monthly Review, O. S. vol. lii. pp. 487-491.

174 XX Hebdomadum, quas Gabriel ad Danielera detulerat, Inter-

pretati^*, Paraphrasis, Computatio, cum Vocabulorum Difficiliorum Ex-
plicatione, &c. Auctore Johanne Uri. Oxonii, 1788. 8vo.

175. A Dissertation on Daniel's Propliecy of the Seventy Weeks. By
George Stanley Faber, B. D. London, 1811. 8vo.

176. A Dissertation on the Seventy Weeks of Daniel the Prophet.

By the Rev. John Stonard, D.D. London, 1826. 8vo.

" The Dissertation is exceedingly elaborate, and for the distribution of the materials of

which it is composed, and the order and fitness of the discussion which it includes, is

intitled to high praise as the work of a Scholar." " On tlie whole, we feel bound,

both on account of the interest, importance, and difficulties of the subject to which it

relates, and of the manner in which it is executed, to recommend it to our theological

readers as highly deserving of their attention." (Eclectic Review, N. S. vol. xxvi.

pp. 244. 257.

commentaries on alx. or most of the minor prophets.

177. Victorini Strigelii Argumenta et Scholia in Duodecim Pro-

phetas Minores. Lipsiae, 1561. 8vo.

178. Joannis Merceri Commentarii Locupletissimi in Prophetas

Quinque Minores, inter eos qui Minores vocantur. Quibus adjunct! sunt

aliorum, etiam et veterum (in quibus sunt Hebra^i) et recentium Com-
mentarii. Sine anno et loco.

179. Lamberti Dan^i Commentarius in Joelem, Amos, Micham, Ha-
bacuc, Sophoniam, HaggfEum, Zachariam, et Malachiam. Genevoe,

1578. 8vo. Also with commentaries on the other four minor prophets,

in 8vo. Geneva, 1586, 1594^.

180. Johannis Drusii Commentarius in Prophetas Minores. Amstelo-

dami, 1627- 4.to.

These commentaries were originally published at different times, between the years

1595 and 1627. They are also to be found in the third volume of the Critici Sacrl.

181. As Fatidicus, sive Duodecim Prophetae Minores, Latina Meta-
phrasi Poetica expositi, partim a Jacobo Augusto Thuano, partim a Cun-

rado Rittershusio. Ambergse, 1604. 8vo.

This is a work of rare occurrence. The younger Rosenmiiller pronounces the para-

phrases of the celebrated president De Thou, and his coadjutor Rittershusius, to be exe-

cuted with great elegance. Besides the arguments to the prophecies, and the summaries

translated into Latin by Rittershusius from the Greek of Hesychius, a presbyter of the

church of Jerusalem, this volume contains, 1. Three Latin paraphrases of the Lament-

ations of Jeremiah, by De Thou, Joachim Camerarius, and Adam Siberus;.—2. A poetical

paraphrase of the first chapter of Isaiah by an anonymous French author ;—3. A paraphrase

of the third chapter of the same pro])het by Henry Meibomius;—4. A poetical paraphrase

of chapters xxxvi.-xxxviii. of Isaiah, by John Conrad Rumellius ;—5. Daniel preserved

among the lions by Rittershusius;—and, G. Nine of the I'salms of David translated into

Greek hexameters, also by Rittershusius. Rosenmiiller has frequently cited this work in

his Scholia on the IMinor Prophets.

182. A Paraphrastical Explication of the Twelve Minor Prophets.

By David Stokes. London, 1659. 8vo.
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183. Caroli Mariae de Veil Expositio Litteralis Duodecim Propheta-
rum Minorum, ex ipsis Scripturarum fontibus, Ebra^orum ritibus et idio-

inatis, veterum et recentiorum mouinientis. Londini, 1680. 8vo.

ISi. Joannis Tarnovii in Propbetas Minores Conimentarius, in quo
Textus Analysi perspicua illustratur, ex fonte Hebraeo explicatur, locis

SS. parallelis confirmatur, a pravis expositionibus vindicatur ; usus vero
ill ]ocis communibus ex ipsa Scriptura natis et probatis indicatur, cum
Praefatione Jo. Benedicti Carpzovii. Francofurti et Lipsiae, 1688, 1706.
4to.

Tarnovlus was justly considered as one of the most learned and eminent divines of his

day; His commentaries on the several prophets were published at different times in a de-
tached form, and were first collected together i)y the elder Carpzov.

185. Commentaries on the Prophecies of Hosea, Joel, Micah, and
Malachi. By Edward Pococke, D. D.

Tliese learned commentaries were published at several times between the years J667
and 1691. They are also extant in the collective edition of his " Theological Works,"
published by Dr. Twells, in 2 vols, folio. London, 1740.

186. Joannis Marckii Conimentarius in Propbetas Minores, seu Ana-
lysis Exegetica, qua Hebraeus Textus cum Versionibus veteribus con-
fertur, vocura et phrasium vis indagatur, reruni nexus monstratur ; et in

sensuni genuinum, cum examine variaruni interpretationum, inquiritur.

Amstelodami, 1696-1701. 4 vols. 4to.

These commentaries are much esteemed: they were reprinted in 1734, at TiiI)in<Ten,

in two folio volumes, under the care of Professor Pfaff", who prefixed an account of the

life and writings of Marckius.

187. Phil. Davidis Burkii Gnomon in Duodecim Propbetas Minores,
in quo, ex nativa verborum vi, simplicitas, profunditas, concinnitas, salu-

britas sensuum ccelestium indicatur. Heilbron, 1753, 4to.

The remark already offered on Burkius's Gnomon Psalmorum (p. 224. supra) is equally
applicable to his work on the minor prophets. •

188. Vaticinia Chabacuci et Nachumi, itemque nonnulla Jesaise, Mi-
cbeae, et Ezechielis Oracula, observationibus historico-philologicis ex
liistoria Diodori Siculi circa res Sardanapali illustrata. Auctore It. T.
Gottlieb Kalinsky. Vratislavise, 1748. 4to.

A work of rare occurrence in this country : it is in the list of biblical treatises recom-
mended to students by the late Bishop of LlandaiF (Dr. Watson).

189. An Attempt towards an Improved Version, a Metrical Arrange-
ment, and an Explanation of the Twelve Minor Prophets. By W. New-
come, D.D. Bishop of Waterford. London, 1785. 4to. Pontefract,

1809. 8vo.

" The notes are copious and pertinent, untainted by an ostentatious display of erudition,

iind abounding with such illustrations of eastern manners and customs as are best collected

from modern travellers. As a commentator, the learned prelate has shown an intimate

acquaintance with the best critics, antient and modern. His own observations are learned

and ingenious. It is, moreover, not the least merit of his criticisms, that they are con-
tinually enlivened by the introduction of classical quotations— an expedient by which the

tedium of grammatical disquisition is happily relieved, the taste of the commentator dis-

played, and the text, in some instances, more successfully explained, than in diffuse and
laborious modes of instruction." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. Ixxvi. p. 58.) — The 8vo.

edition above noticed is a reprint of the 4to. edition, enriched with the addition of the

most important of Bishop Horsley's criticisms on Hosea, and those of Dr. Blayney on
Zechariah. It is neatly printed, and of easy purchase, but there are numerous errata in

the Hebrew words.

190. Observationes Philologicae atque Criticae ad quaedam Propheta-
runi Minorum Loca, eubjuncta vernacula Chabacuci Interpretatione.

Auctore J. Ch. Dahl. Neo-Strelitiae (New Strelitz), 1798. 8vo.
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HOSEA.

191. An Exposition, with practical Observations, on the Prophecy of

HosEA ; first deHvered in several Lectures at St. Michael's, Cornhill. By
Jeremiah Burroughes. London, 1643-1650. 8vo.

192. The Prophecies of Hosea, translated, -with a commentary and

notes. By James Neale, A.M. London, 1771. 8vo.

193. Samuelis Henrici Mangeri Commentarius in Librum Propheti-

cuni Hoseae. Campis, 1782. 4to.

194-. Hoseae Oracula, Hebraice et Latine, perpetua annotatione illus-

travit Chr. Fr. Kuinoel. Lipsiae, 1792. 8vo.

Prof. Kuinoel has applied Heyne's mode of illustrating Virgil to the elucidation of the -

prophecy of Hosea. The text rarely varies from the Masora.

195. Hosea: translated from the Hebrew, with Notes explanatory and

critical. By Samuel Horsley, Bishop of Saint Asaph. 2d edition.

London, 1804. 4to.

This edition contains additional notes and corrections : the first edition appeared in

1801 ; the preface contains a treasure of biblical criticism. " This translation, with its

notes, forms a most valuable accession to sacred learning; and evinces at once the best

qualities of the scholar and the divine, supported by sagacity and a powerful judgment."

(British Critic, O. S. vol. xix. p. 176.) A new edition of this valuable work, with the

learned author's last corrections and alterations, forms part of the third and fourth volumes

of his " Biblical Criticism," which is noticed infra.

196. Hoseas Propheta. Introductionem praemisit, vertit, commentarium

adjecit M. C.J. Stuck. Lipsiae, 1827. 8vo.

JOEL.

197. A Paraphrase and Commentary on the Prophecy of Joel. By
Samuel Chandler. London, 1735. 4to.

198. Joel, Latine versus, et notis philologicis illustratus, ab A. Svan-

BORG, Lingg. 00. Professoris in Academia Upsaliensi. Upsal. 1806. 4to.

199. Amos Propheta, expositus, interpretatione nova Latina instruc-

tus, amplissimo commentario ex theologia Ebraea ac Israelitica illustra-

tus, cum quatuor appendicibus. Cura et studio J. Ch. Harenbergii.

Ludg. Bat. 1763. 4to.

200. Oracula Amosi. Textum, et Hebraicum, et Graecum Versionis

Alexandrinae, notis criticis et exegeticis instruxit, adjunctaque versione

vernacula [i. e. Germanica.] edidit Joannes Severinus Vater. Halae,

1810. 4to.

JONAH.

201. Aug. Pfeifferi Prslectiones in Prophetiam Jonae, recognitae et

in justum commentarium redactae, quibus emphases vocum eruuntur,

verus sacra? Scripturae sensus exponitur, sententiae varise et Jud^orum et

Christianorum adducuntur, falsae refelluntur, et quaestiones dubiae resol-

vuntur. Wittebergae, 1671, 1706; Lipsia;, 1686. 4to.

This commentary is also extant in the collective edition of Pfeiffer's works printed at

Utrecht, in two volumes 4to. in 1704. See torn, ii. pp. 1131-1165.

202. Jonah : a faithful translation from the original, with philological

and explanatory notes, to which is prefixed a preliminary discourse,

proving the genuineness, the authenticity, and the integrity of the pre-

sent text. By George Benjoin. Cambridge, 1796. 4to.
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Literally good for nothing.— In proof of this remark, see the British Critic, vol. x. O. S.

pp. 493-506. 622-636.

MICAH.

203. Johannis Tarnovii in Prophetam Micham Commentarius. Ros-
tochii, 1632. 4to.

NAHUM AND HABAKKUK.

201'. Adami Wildii Meditationes Sacrae in Prophetam Nahum. Fran-
eofurti, 1712. 4to.

A learned and elaborate work, which contributes greatly to the elucidation of the prophet
Nahum. (Walchius.)

205. Symbolae Criticae ad Interpretationem Vaticiniorum Habacuci,
etc. Auctore Henr. Car. Alex. Haenlein. Erlang. 1795. 8vo.

206. Chabacuci Vaticinium Commentario Critico atque Exegetico illus-

tratum. Edidit B. P. Kofod. Gottingae, 1792. 8vo.

207. Haggeus, the Prophet ; whereunto is added a most plentiful
Commentary gathered out of the Publique Lectures of Dr. J. J. Gr}'^-

neus, faithfully translated by Christopher Featherstone. London,
1586. 12mo.

208. An Exposition upon the Prophet Aggeus. By James Pilking-
TON, Master of St, John's College, Cambridge. London, 1560. 8vo.

zephaniah.

209. Spicilegium Observationum Exegetico-criticarum ad Zephaniae
Vaticinia. Auctore Dan. a Coelln. Breslau, 1818. 4to.

210. Hermanni Venema Sermones Academici, vice Commentarii ad
Librum Prophetiarum Zachariae. Leovardiae, 1787. 4to.

zechariah.

211. Zechariah: a New Translation with Notes, critical, philological,
and explanatory, etc. By Benjamin Blayney, D.D. Regius Professor of
Hebrew. London, 1797. 4to.

This work is executed on the same plan as the auilior's version of Jeremiah already no-
ticed in p. 233. supra. " We think it our duty to say, that Dr. Blayney has produced a
valuable illustration of Zechariah, and afforded great assistance to the biblical student."
(British Critic, O.S. vol. xiii. p. 655.) See also the Monthly Review, N.S. vol. xxviii.

pp. 26-28.

212. F. B. Koester Meletemata Critica et Exegetica in Zachariae
Prophetae partem posteriorem, cap. ix-xiv. pro tuenda ejus authentia.
Gottingae, 1818. 8vo.

213. A Commentary on the Vision of Zechariah the Prophet, with a
corrected Translation and Critical Notes. By John Stonard, DD.
London, 1824. 8vo.

" The specimens we have given will sufficiently recommend the volume to the perusal

of our readers, as highly deserving of their most careful perusal, and as entitling the learned
author to the cordial thanks of every Biblical Student." (Eclectic Review, N.S,
vol. xxiii. p. 416.) See also the Quarterly Theological Review, vol. i. pp. 329-347.)

MALACHI.

214. A Commentary upon the whole Prophesye of Malachy. By
Richard Stock. London, 1641. folio.
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This work was recominended by Bishop Wilkins as the best extant in his day on the

prophet Malachi.

215. A Brief and Plain Commentary, with Notes not more useful than

seasonable, upon the whole Prophecie of Malachy ; delivered sermon-

wise divers years since at Pitminster in Summerset. By William Scla-
TER, D.D. London, 1650. 4to.

216. Salomonis Van Til Malachias Illustratus. Lugd. Bat. 1701. 4to.

217. Hermanni Venema Commentarius ad Librum Elenchtico-Pro-

f>heticum Malachiae ;
quo variis simul aliis Scripturae Sacrae locis nova

ux infunditur. Leovardiae, 1759. 4to.

218. C. F. Bahrdt Commentarius in Malachiam, cum Examine Cri-

tico Versionum Veterum, et Lectionum Variarum Houbigantii. Accedit

Specimen Bibliorum Polyglottorum. Lipsiae, 1768. 8vo.

[iii.] Commentators on the Apocryphal Boohs of the Old Testament.

1. A Critical Commentary on such Books of the Apocrypha as are

appointed to be read in churches : viz. Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, Tobit,

Judith, Baruch, History of Susannah, and Bel and the Dragon. With
two Dissertations on the Books of Maccabees and Esdras. By Richard

Arnald. B.D. Second Edition corrected. London, 1760. folio ; also

various editions in 4'to.

This valuable Commentary on the Apocryphal Books originally appeared at different

times : it is frequently bound up with the Commentaries of Patrick, Lowlh, and Whitby
on the Canonical Books of Scripture, and is deservedly held in high estimation.

2. Liber Jesu Siracidae Graece ; ad fidem Codicum et Versionum
emendatus, et perpetua adnotatione illustratus, a Car. Gottl. Bret-
scHNEiDER. Ratisbon. 1806. 8vo.

" This work is, without contradiction, the best that has appeared on the Book of

Ecclesiasticus; and the Commentary is an excellent critique." (Classical Journal,

vol. V. p. 4.)

(5.) Princ'q^al Commentators on the New Testament^ and on detached

BooJxS thereof.

[i] Commentators on the entire New Testament.

1. Laurentii Vall;e Annotationes in Novum Testamentum, ex diver-

sorum utriusque linguae, Graecae et Latinae, codicum collatione. Parisiis,

1505. Svo.

Valla held a distinguished rank among the revivers of literature; and was one of tlie

first to consider the sense of the New Testament as a critic rather thah as a divine; whence

he was led to make many corrections in the Latin Vulgate trani.lation. His annotations

were first edited by Erasmus : they are also to be found in the Critici Sacri.

2. Desiderii Erasmi Paraphrasis in Novum Testamentum. Basileae,

1524. folio.

" Not inferior to any of the old commentators in sensible and ingenious remarks."

(Dr. Harwood.) An edition of Erasmus's Paraphrase was printed, at Berlin, 1777—

3 780, in 3 vols. 8vo. Erasmus was also author of a Latin Version of the New Testa-

ment, which, together with his annotations, is printed in the sixth volume of Le Clerc's

edition of his works, in 10 vols, folio. Leyden, 1703. The notes are chiefly grammatical,

and designed to excite his contemporaries to the study of the New Testament in the

original Grtek.

3. Augustini Marlorati Novi Testamenti Catholica Expositio Eccle-

siastica : sive Bibliotheca Expositionum Novi Testamenti, id est, Expo-
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sitio ex probatis omnibus Theologis collecta, et in unum corpus singu-
lari artificio conflata, quoe instar bibliotheca^ multis expositoribus refertaj

esse posset, Apud Henricum Stephanum, 15G1, 15GI, 1570. Genevse,
1583, 1585, 1593, 1596, 1620. Heidelbergae, 1601.. folio.

The multiplicity of editions, through which this work passed, attests the hio-h and
deserved estimation in whicli it was formerly held, though it is now but little known. It
contains Erasmus's Latin version of the New Testament, together with various exposi-
tions collected from the writings of the fathers of the church as well as from later inter-

pi-etcrs, wiietlier of tiie Reformed or Lutheran Communions, with which the author has
intermixed his own observations.

4. 'TTra/xv/juara in onines Libros Novi Testamenti, in quibus et genus
sermonis explicatur, et series concionum monstratur, et nativa sententia

testimoniis pioe antiquitatis confirniata. Edita a Victorino Strigelio.
Lipsiae, 1565. 2 vols. 8vo.

" This is another of the most valuable books of sacred criticism. The observations are

neat, and the critical judgment of Victorinus Strigelius is excellent." (Dr. Harwood.)

5. Jesu Cbristi Domini Nostri Novum Testamentum, cujus Grseco
contextui respondent interpretationes duae ; una, vetus ; altera Theodori
Bezae ; cum ejusdem Tneod. Bez.^ annotationibus. Accessit etiam
Joachimi Camerarii in Novum Foedus Commentarius, in quo et Figurae
Sermonis, et Verborum Significatio, et Orationis Sententia, ad illius

Foederis intelligentiam certiorem, tractantur. Cantabrigiae, 1642. folio.

The best edition of a most valuable work. " Beza is undoubtedly the best critic on
the Greek language of any commentator we have. There is no translation that I know
of equal to his : and his remarks on Erasmus and the vulgar Latin are wrought up to

tlie utmost degree of exactness. On the whole, it is an invaluable treasure, and deserves
to be read v/ith the utmost attention." (Dr. Doddridge.) The Commentaries of Joachim
Camerarius, which form a part of this work, are very useful : in them, the learned

author expounds the text in a grammatical and critical manner only, according to the

genius of the original languages, and without entering into any disputed points of doctrine.

They are a reprint of Camerarius's Nolatio Jigurarum sermonis in libris qualuor evunge-
liorum, et indicata verborum signijicatio et orationis sententia, ad illoruni scriptorum intelli-

gentiam certiorem. Lipsiffi, 1572. 2 vols. 4to.

6. Lucae Brugensis Commentarius in Quatuor Jesu Christi Evangelia.
Antwerp, 1606. 3 vols, folio.

" A beautifully printed book, very scarce and valuable." (Dr. Harwood.)

7. Joannis Maldonati Commentarii in Quatuor Evangelia. Paris,

1617. folio.

" A very ingenious commentator, distinguished for his elegant and neat Latinity."

(Dr. Harwood.)

8. Martini Ciiemnitii Harmonia Quatuor Evangelistarum. Hamburg.
1704, best edition, folio.

See a notice of this work in p. IIG of this Appendix.

9. Joannis Pric^i Commentarii in varios Novi Testamenti Libros.

Londini, 1660. folio.

These notes are inserted in the fifth volume of the Critici Sacri : they are greatly valued

as containing "many valuable observations, particularly illustrating the modes of diction

which occur in the sacred classics, from profane writers." (Dr. Harwood.)

10. Job. Cbristopb. Wolfii Curac Philologicae in Novum Testamentum.
Basil, 1741 ; tbe best edition, 5 vols. 4to.

This is a very valuable compilation ; as " Wolfius docs not simplji- relate the senti-

ments of others, but frequently animadverts upon them witli great critical dis'iernment."

(Dr. Williams.) A continuation of this work was publisked by John Christopher

Koecher, entitled '• Analecta Philologica et Exegetica in Quatuor Evangelia." Alten-

burg, 1766. 4to.
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11. Le Nouveau Testament de N. S. Jesus Christ, traduit en Fran-

cois, sur rOriginal Grec, avee des notes litterales, pour eclaircir le

texte: par Messieurs de Beausobre et l'Enfant. Ainst. 1741, best

edition, 4to.

To complete this excellent work, there should be welded, " Remarques historiques,

critiques, et philologiques stir le Nouveau Testament, par M. Beausobre, 4to. a la Hai/e,

1742. This, though a posthumous work, is very valuable, and contains many excellent

and judicious observations briefly expressed, but which nevertheless comprise the substance

of remarks offered by the best interpreters. An English translation of St. Matthew's

Gospel from this French version, was printed in 4to, several years since, which was re-

published in 8vo. London, 1816.

12. Novum Testamentum Graecum editionis receptae cum Lectionibus

variantibus Codicum manuscriptorum, Editionum aliarum, Versionum,

et Patrum, nee non commentario pleniore ex Scriptoribus veteribus

Hebrgeis, Grgecis, et Latinis, historiam et vim verborum illustrante.

Opera et studio Joan. Jacobi Wetstenii. Amtelsedami, 1751, 1752.

2 vols, folio.

The critical merits of this edition of the New Testament are considered in p. 17 of this

Appendix. As a merely critical comment, this of Wetslein is unquestionably one of

the most valuable :
" almost every peculiar form of speech in the sacred text he has

illustrated by quotations from Jewish, Greek, and Roman writers." (Dr. A. Clarke.)

Almost every modern commentator of note has largely availed himself of the previous

labours of Wetstein.

13. Joannis Bengelii Gnomon Novi Testamenti, in quo, ex nativa

Verborum Vi, Simplicitas, Profunditas, Concinnitas, et Salubritas sen-

suum ccelestium, indicatur. Ulm, 1763, best edition, 4to.

" This work contains an instructive preface, a perspicuous analysis of each book, with

short notes, in the true taste of judicious criticism. His plan is a perfect contrast to that

of Wolfius. Simplicemfereveritalem, sine si/lua muUarum npinionum, propono." (Dr.

Williams.) Bengel's Gnomon is a very valuable substitute for the more expensive critical

commentaries on the New Testament; he excels in shewing the connexion and harmony

of Scripture, and how Scripture is to be interpreted by Scripture. The generally cheap

price of this book greatly enhances its value.

14. 'H KAINH AIA0HKH. Novum Testamentum Domini nostri Jesu

Christi, cum Scholiis theologicis et philologicis. 8vo. 2 vols. Londini,

1768: 2d edit. 1776; 3d edit. 1820.

The editor of this work was the Rev. Mr. Hardy. " It was a very useful companion

to every biblical student, and has gone through two editions (the second in 1776), the

first of which is the best; but it must be acknowledged that the Greek text in both is

inexcusably incorrect." (Dr. Clarke.) The third edition of this work is the most correct:

it is beautifully printed. The notes are chiefly extracted from Poole's Synopsis.

15. Christ. Gottfr. Kuttneri Hypomnemata in Novum Testamentum,

quibus Grajcitas ejus expHcatur, et Scholiis, quae ex Scriptis recentiorum

quorundam magni norainis philologorum excerpta sunt, illustratur.

Lipsiae, 1780. 8vo.

16. Novum Testamentum Gra:ce, perpetua Annotatione illustratum.

Editio Koppiana. Vols. III.-X. Gottingae, 1778-1826. 8vo.

G. B. KoppE (from whom this edition derives its distinctive appellation),— a man of

extensive learning and uncommon critical acumen, in the year 17 78 published a plan of

a new edition of the New Testament, with a corrected text, short critical notes, and some

excrirsris, or somewhat more extended philological ones on particular passages ; and at the

same time gave a specimen in the epistles of Paul to the Galatians, Ephesians, and Thes-

salonians.
" A second edition of this specimen appeared in 1791, and a third in 1823, cor-

rected and enlarged by professor T. C. Tychsen, which in the title-page is called Vol. VI.

of the projected work. Koppe lived only to add another volume, numbered IV., on the

epistle to the Romans, which was published in 1783. A third edition of this volume,

with additional notes and philological excursus, by Dr. C. F. Ammon, appeared in 1825.

Since the year 1783, at very irregular intervals, L. H. Hernnchs has published Vol. 111.

in two parts, containing the Acts of the Apostles (which is more particularly noticed m
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p. 254, infra), in 1809; Vol. VII. in two parts, 1792, containing the epistles to the Co-
lossians, Pliilippians, Timothy, Titus, and Philemon ; Vol. VIII. containing the epistle

to the Hebrews, by Heinrichs, wht) published a second edition of it in 1823, and the

Apocalypse in two parts, forming Vol. X. 1821. Of the Catholic Epistles, which are to

form Vol. IX., D. J. Pott lias published two fasciculi, the first containing the epistle of

James, and the second containing the two epistles of Peter. The third fasciculus, which
is to contain the epistles of John and Jude, has not yet appeared. In 1826, Pott publislied

the first part of Vol. V., which is to comprise the two epistles to the Corinthians. Vols. I,

and II , containing the four Gospels, are undertaken by persons, whom Heinrichs declares

to be every way competent to the task.

The plan of this work appears to be excellent. There is, first of all, at the head of the

page, a corrected text, agreeing for tiie most part witli that of Griesbach's edition, with a

punctuation entirely new, and divided into paragraphs according to the sense, while the

ordinary notation of chapters and verses is given in the margin. Then follow brief notes,

strictly critical, assigning the reasons for the variations from the textus reccptus ; and be-
low these, at the bottom of the page, there are not^s of a philological nature, of consider-

able extent. These notes are precisely of the kind which are to be found in the best

critical editions of the classic^. Their sole object is, to enable the reader distinctly and
accurately to apprehend the meaning of the original writers. To illustrate a phrase of
doubtful meaning, first of all are brought forward the passages where the writer uses the

same or a similar mode of expression ; then other New Testament writers are appealed
to ; then the Greek translators of the Old Testament are cited ; then the Apocryphal
writers; and also Josephus and Philo ; and, last of all, the classical authors are referred

to. All doctrinal discussions are carefully avoided. To each book are prefixed prolego-

mena, in which questions relating to their authors' authenticity, &c. are discussed : and to

each book also are subjoined short excursus or disquisitions on passages of extraordinary

obscurity, or on phrases of frequent occurrence, or which are used in a particular sense by
the sacred writers.

With regard to the execution of the plan above detailed : — Koppe's two volumes
are by far the best of the series : he is a remarkably cautious critic and judicious interpre-

ter. But the second edition of his commentary on the epistle to the Romans contains some
very exceptionable notes by Professor Ammon : they are however carefully distinguished

from those of Koppe. lioth Heinrichs and Pott are, unhappily, tainted with that lax

system of interpretation and excess of philological speculation, which are the characteristics

of the modern theologians and biblical critics of Germany. (Christian Monitor, vol. ii.

pp. 642-644. Edinburgh, 1822, Svo.)

17. G. F. Hezel Novi Foederis Volumlna Sacra, Virorum Clarissimo-

rum opera ac studio, e Scriptoribus Graecis, illustrata. Halae, 1788. 8vo.

This work, which lias never been completed, contains the Gospels of Matthew and Mark,
cum Nolis Variorum, and embodies the labours of Wetstein, Raphelius, Palairet, Kypke,
Alberti, Bos, and others.

18. Conjectures, witli Short Comments and Illustrations of various
Passages in the New Testament, particularly in the Gospel of St.

Matthew. To which is added a specimen of Notes on the Old Testa-
ment. By Stephen Weston, B.D. London, 1795. 4to.

19. Selecta e Scholis Lud. Casp. Valckenarii in Libros quosdam
Novi Testamenti, Editore Discipulo E. Van Wassenbergh, qui Disserta-
tionem praemisit de Glossis Novi Testamenti. Amst. 1815-17. 2 vols.

Svo.

Valckenaer was one of the most distinguished critics of the last century. These extracts

from his Scholia are wholly philological. To the first volume, M. Wassenberg has pre-
fixed a dissertation on those passages which lie thinks were originally glosses, written in

the margin of manuscripts, but wliich in the lapse of ages have become incorporated with
the text. To the second volume he has also prefixed a Dissertation respecting the Tra-
jections often necessary in the New Testament. Some of these trajections or transposi-

tions are arbitrary enough. Bishop Jebb has given a specimen of them with gome just
castigatory remarks, in his Sacred Literature, pp. 128-130.

20. 'H KAINH AIA0HKH. Novum Testamentum, cum NotisTheologicis
et Philologicis. Londini, in aedibus typographicis A. J. Valpy, 1816.
3 vols. 8vo.

A work executed with equal correctness and elegance : there are a few copies on large

paper which are truly beautiful. The Greek is that of the received text, with the exception
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of some few passages, in which the editor acknowledges that he has followed Griesbach ;

and the Scholia are arranged in a similar order with those of Hardy's edition, noticed in p.

242. They are chiefly selected from Grotius, Eisner, Raplieliiis, Bos, Palairet, Kypke, and
Rosenmiiller. To eacli book is prefixed a short account of its author, occasion, and object,

drawn up in pure and elegant Latinity. For this valuable auxiliary to sacred studies, the

biblical student is indebted to the Rev. Edward Valpy, B. D. It is no mean commen-
dation of this commodious and valuable edition of the New Testament, that an eminent

prelate of the Anglican church, who has examined it, has signified his approbation of every

passage on which any controversy was likely to be occasioned ; and has stated that, had he

edited it, it would have been similarly edited.

21. 'H KAINH A1A0HKH. The New Testament ; with English Notes,

critical, philological, and explanatory. [By the Rev. Edward Valpy,
B.D.] A New Edition. London, 1826. 3 vols. 8vo.

A new and greatly improved edition of the preceding work : in preparing which for the

press, its learned editor, the Rev. Edward Valpy, has clothed his critical prefaces and an-

notations in an English dress ; which circumstance will doubtless render them more
generally useful. The erroneous interpretations of Socinian expositors are very properly

pointed out. The text is that of the editio princeps, at the foot of which are exhibited the

principal various readings ; and below these are placed the copious critical, philological, and

explanatory notes, selected with great care from Raphelius, Kypke, Palairet, Schleusner,

Rosenmiiller, and other distinguished foreign critics. Ample use has been made of the

late much-respected Bishop ]\rIiddleton's admirable Treatise on the Doctrine of the Greek

Article. Verbal criticism is also introduced, together with observations on the Greek Idiom

from Vigerus, on the Ellipsis from Bos, and on the Particles from Hoogeveen. As the

notes on the Gospel of Saint Matthew are full and copious, there was less necessity in

many instances, especially in the parallel passages, for the same extended mode of illustra-

tion ; but a frequent reference is made from one to the other ; and thus the student is

induced to consult and to compare the whole body of annotations, and is further enabled

to fix more durably on his mind the result and fruit of his industry and research. Two
well-executed Maps of Judaea adapted to the Gospel History and of the Travels of the

Apostles (both copied by permission from the Maps illustrating this work), with Greek

and English Indexes, contribute to enhance the utility of this edition, which, after a minute

examination, the author of the present manual considers as the most valuable of any that

has yet been published, with critical Asn philological apparatus, especially for students who
wish to purchase only ONE edition of the Greek Testament.

22. Testamentum Novum Graece. Cum animadversionibus Criticis, &c.

a Joanne Severino Vater. Halas Saxonum, 1821. 8vo.

See the title at length, and an account of the Notes, &c. of this edition of the New
Testament^ in p. 25 of this Appendix.

23. A Commentary or Exposition on the New Testament ; with a

Decad of Common Places. By John Trapp, London, 1647. 2 vols. 4to.

A work containing many judicious observations, collected from various sources, but

for the most part expressed in uncouth language. It is both scarce and dear. The same

author also wrote commentaries on some parts of the Old Testament, which we have not

seen.

24. A Paraphrase and Annotations on the New Testament, by Henry
Hammond, D.D. London, 1702. folio, best edition.

The first edition of this valuable work appeared in 1653 : it is in great and growing re-

putation. There are many good criticisms, but many that are much mistaken. Dr.

Hammond " finds the Gnostics everywhere, which is his principal fault; many of Le
Clerc's animadversions upon those places are very good ; and his edition of his book in

Latin I think much preferable to the original." (Dr. Doddridge.)

25- A Paraphrase on the New Testament, with Notes Doctrinal and

Practical. By the Rev. Richard Baxter. London, 1695. 8vo.— Re-
printed at London, 1810. 8vo.

The paraphrase is inserted between the verses of the text, and in a smaller type. The
annotations are at the end of the chapters. They are for the most part very short, and
contain much sound sense and piety. Mr. Baxter's " practical writings," said Dr. Bar-

row, '< were never mended, and his controversial ones seldom refuted."
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26. A Paraphrase and Commentary on the New Testament : to which
is added a Chronology of the New Testament, and an alphabetical
Table of Places mentioned in the New Testament. Bv Daniel Whitby,
D.D. London, 1761. 2 vols, folio.

This is considered as the best edition : the work was !irst published in 1703 : and the
tenth edition, in 4to , appeared in 1807. Divines of every denomination concur in pro-
nouncing Dr. Whitby's commentary to be, upon the whole, tiie best upon tlie New Testa-
ment that is extant in the English language. It is inserted in almost every list of books
that we have seen recommended to students.

27. Expository Notes, with Practical Observations on the New Testa-
ment of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; wherein the Sacred Text
is at large recited, the Sense explained, &c. &c. By William Burkitt,
M.A. London, 181 4. 4to.

The first edition of this deservedly-popular work was printed early in the last century

;

and its practical utility has caused it to be several times reprinted in folio, besides the
above-noticed edition in 4to. It does not profess to discuss critical questions, but is very
useful for the inferences it deduces from the sacred text. Biu-kitt (says Dr. DoddridgeJ
" has many schemes of old sermons ; his sentiments vary in different parts of the work,
as the authors from whom he took his materials were orthodox or not." The Reverend
Dr. Glasse published an edition of this work, a few years since, in two volumes 4to. ;

which was soon afterwards followed by an abridgment in one thick volume 8vo. for the
use of the poor,

28. The Practical Expositor ; or, an Exposition of the New Testament
in the Form of a Paraphrase, with occasional Notes, and serious Recol-
lections at the end of each Chapter. By John Guyse, D.D. London,
1739-1752. 3 vols. 4to. Various Editions are extant, in 6 vols. 8vo.

Dr. Guyse was an eminent dissenting divine of the eighteenth century, and in his

religious principles Calvinistic. His paraphrase has never been very popular, though it

" is said to display a sound judgment, intimate acquaintance with the original, and con-
siderable critical powers." (Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary, vol. xvi. p, 490.)

29. An Exposition on the Books of the New Testament, extracted
from the Writings of the best Authors, antient and modern. By John
Marchant. London, 1743. folio.

30. The Primitive New Testament. Part I. containing the Four
Gospels, with the 7\.cts of the Apostles. Part II. containing XIV. Epis-

tles of Paul. Part III. containing the seven Catholic Epistles. Part IV.
containing the Revelation of John [translated, with a few Notes, by
William Whiston]. 8vo. Stamford, 1745.

A book not of very common occurrence : to render it complete, there should be prefixed

a harmony " of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ, according to Beza's double copy of the

Four Gospels and Acts of the Apostles."

The first part is translated " according to the Greek part of the MS. of Beza, the im-
perfections of which are supplied from the Vulgar Latin ;" the second part is " according

to tlie Greek of the Clermont manuscript ;" the third and fourth parts are said to be
" all according to the Greek Alexandrian MS., according to the collations in Dr. Mills,

corrected." The modern distinctions of chapters and verses are retained.

31. The Family Expositor ; or a Paraphrase and Version of the New
Testament, with Critical Notes, and a Practical Improvement of each
Section. By Philip Doddridge, D.D. 6 vols. London, 1760-62. 4to.

Also in 4 vols. 4to. London, 1808 ; and various editions in 6 vols. 8vo.

;

also in one volume super royal 8vo. London, 1825.

The late Bishop of Durham (Dr. Barrington), in addressing his clergy on the choice

of books, characterises this masterly work in the following terms : — "In reading the New
Testament, I recommend Doddridge's Family Expositor, as an impartial interpreter and

faithful monitor. Other expositions and connuentarics might be mentioned greatly to the

honour of their respective authors, for their several excellencies ; such as, elegance of
exposition, ncutcness of illustration, and copiousness of erudition : but I know of no ex-
positor who unites so many advantages as Doddridge ; whether you regard the fidelity of
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his version, the fulness and perspicuity of his composition, the utility of his general and
historical information, the impartiality of his doctrinal comments, or, lastly, the piety and
pastoral earnestness of his moral and religious applications. He has made, as he professes

to have done, ample use of the commentators that preceded him ; and in the explanation

of grammatical difficulties, he has profited much more from the pliilological writers on the

Greek Testament than could almost have been expected in so multifarious an undertaking

as the Family Eiqjositor. Indeed, for all the most valuable purposes of a Commentary on
the New Testament, the Family Expositor cannot fall too early into the hands of those

intended for holy orders." (Sermons and Tracts, p. 150.) This admirable commentary
is in the lists of books recommended by Bishops Watson and Tomline, and almost every

other theological tutor.

An abridgment of the Family Expositor, upon a plan suggested by Dr. Doddridge
himself, was published a few years since by the late Rev. S. Palmer, intitled " The
Family Expositor abridged, according to the plan of its author ; containing his version

and the most useful explanatory notes, with practical reflections at the end of each section

entire." 2 vols. 8vo. It forms a convenient companion to Mr. Orton's Exposition of

the Old Testament, noticed in p. 215 of this Appendix.

32. The New Testament, carefull)'^ collated with the Greek, and cor-

rected ; divided and pointed according to the various subjects treated of

by the Inspired Writers, with the common division into chapters and
verses in the margin ; and illustrated with Notes critical and explanatory.

By Richard Wynne, A.iM. London, 1761'. 2 vols. 8vo.

" Mr. Wynne seems to have made his divisions into chapters and verses, with a good
deal of attention and judgment. As to the translation and many of the notes, they are

so much taken from the Family Expositor of the late Rev. Dr. Doddridge, that the

duty we owe the public obliges us to say, they are more the property of that learned

critic than of our editor." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xxxi. pp. 406, 407.) The book,

however, is useful, and not dear.

S3. The New Testament or New Covenant of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, translated from the Greek, according to the present idiom

of the English tongue. With Notes and References. By John Worsley.
London, 1770. 8vo.

The design of this version is to depart, as little as possible, from the authorised trans-

lation, while the author has endeavoured (and with some degree of success) to bring it

nearer to the original, and to make the form of expression more suited to our present

language. He professes to have paid especial attention to the correct rendering of the

jxtrlicles, many of which, it is well known, are omitted in the authoi-ised version. The
notes are very brief, and principally intended to confirm and illustrate the more literal or

various renderings at the bottom of each page. " This work may be very usefully con-

sidted ; and persons, who are unacquainted with the original, may be able from hence to

form their judgment concerning the translation in common use among us, and to improve
their knowledge of the Scriptures." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xliii. p. 12.)

34. The Christian Expositor: being a brief Explanation of the New
Testament, whereby the Holy Scriptures are rendered easy to be under-

stood by the meanest capacities. By the Rev. James Ashton. London,
1774. 8vo.

" We think Mr. Ashton seems to have assumed rather too much in his title-page.

We have looked over the volume, and find several pertinent illustrations; but we appre-

hend that this well-intended Work will admit of a great deal of improvement." (Monthly

Review, O. S. vol. lii. p. 365.)

35. An Exposition of the New Testament, intended as an Introduc-

tion to the Study of the Scriptures, by pointing out the leading sense

and connexion of the Sacred Writers. By Wm. Gilpin, M.A. 2 vols.

Svo.

This justly-admired and ably-executed work has gone through several editions : it first

appeared in one volume 4to. 1790. " The plan of the author is, to give the whole sub-

stance of the New Testament, verse by verse, in such a kind of paraphrase as may make
the historical parts run on in a pleasing style of narrative, and convey the doctrinal parts

with such connexion of the argviment and illustration of tlie sense, as may induce even

the idle to read the whole with pleasure. Sentences are occasionally thrown in for sake

of explanation ; but of this and every deviation from the apparent literal sense of the
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context, due notice is given in the notes; which are numerous, learned, and satisfactory.

We have not seen any plan more likely to attract all kinds of readers to this best of
studies; and we are happy to bear testimony that the plan is executed with good sense,

and without attectation." (British Critic, O. S. vol. iv. p. 122.)

36. A Translation of the New Testament. By Gilbert Wakefield,
B. A. Second Edition, with improvements. London, 1795, 2 vols. 8vo.

The first edition of this work v/as published in three volumes 8vo. 1792. For an ac-
count of the merits and defects of this version, see the Monthly Review, New Series,

vol. viii. pp. 241-247. and vol. xx. p. 225. It was preceded, first, by A New Translation

of the Gospel of Saint Mallhew, with Notes critical, philological, and explanatori/. 4to. Lon-
don, 1782, of which a severe account is given in the same journal, vol. Ixix. Old Series,

pp. 48-59; and, secondly, by a new Translation of those Parts only of the New Testament
tuhich are wrongly translated in our common version, 8do. London, 1789. This is a small
volume, but more valuable for reference than the work above noticed ; as it consists simply
of corrections of passages mistranslated, ivithout any comment or observations.

37. A Translation of the New Testament, from the original Greek.
Humbly attempted by Nathaniel Scarlett, assisted by men of piety,

and literature. With Notes. London, 1798. 8vo.

This translation is executed in conformity with the tenets of the Universalists. " It is

with sincere regret that we see so much piety and good intention so very expensively
misemployed as in the present volume. Nothing can be more injudicious than the

whole plan and form of the work. What advantage can possibly be expected from
printing the historical parts of the Testament like a play?" " It will hardly be cre-

dible to those who do not see the book, that this strange method is employed throughout,
whenever it is practicable." (British Critic, O. S. vol. xiii. p. 435,)

38. An Attempt towards revising our English Translation of the Greek
Scriptures, or the New Covenant of Jesus Christ, and towards illustrating

the Sense by philological and explanatory Notes. By William Newcome,
D. D., Archbishop of Armagh. 1796. 2 vols, royal 8vo.

This work, though printed so long ago as 1796, was not published till some time after

the right reverend author's decease in 1800. In his preface it is stated that his original

intention extended no further than to improve our authorised translation of the Greek
Scriptures, following the text of Griesbach's critical edition, except in a few instances.

Finding, however, that his plan would be defective without a cominent on the text of such,

a difficult book, he proceeded to add a selection of annotations from a body of notes which
he had formed or compiled, with occasional additions supplied by able commentators, or

by his own study of the sacred writings. This version was (much to the mortification of
some of the arclibishop's relatives) made the basis of the following work, which is here
noticed, merely lest the author of these pages should be charged with designedly omitting it.

39. The New Testament in an Improved Version, upon the basis of
Archbishop Newcome's New Translation: with a corrected Text, and
Notes critical and explanatory, &c. &c. &c. London, 1808. 8vo.

This version is avowedly made to support the Unitarian scheme, for though the late

learned Archbishop Newcome's name is specified in the title-page, as a kind of model, his

authority is disregarded whenever it militates against the creed of the anonymous editors.

The errors and perversions of this translation have been most ably exposed by the Rev,
Dr. Nares, in his " Remarks on the Version of the New Testament, lately edited by the

Unitarians," &c. &c. 8vo. London, ISOS, (2d edit. 1814J ; by the Rev. T. Rennell, in

his " Animadversions on the Unitarian Translation by a Student in Divinity," 8vo.

London, 18 11; and by the Rev. Dr. Laurence (now archbishop of Cashel), in his

" Critical Reflections on some important Misrepresentations contained in the Unitarian

Version of the New Testament," 8vo. Oxford and London, 1811 ; and especially in the

" Vindication of the Authenticity of the Narratives contained in the first two chapters of

the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke," by a Layman. London, 1822. 8vo. The
three last-mentioned treatises discuss various topics, which it did not fall within Dr.

Nares's plan to notice. Two short but very able critiques on the Unitarian Version may
also be seen in the Quarterly Review, vol. i. pp. 315-336. and the Eclectic Review for

1809, vol. v. pp. 24-39. 236-251.

40. The New Testament, translated from the Greek; and the Four
Gospels arranged in Harmony, where the parts of each are introduced
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according to the Natural Order of the Narrative, and tlie Exact Order

of Time. With some Prehminary Observations, and Notes critical and
explanatory. By William Thompson, A.M. Kilmarnock, 1816. 3 vols.

8vo.

Tills work the writer of these pages has never been able to procure : it is thus charac-

terised by Mr. Orme :
—" Mr. Thomson is entitled to respect for his attempt to trans-

late the New Testament, whatever opinion may be formed of his success. If a profound

acquaintance with classical and biblical Greek, solidity ofjudgment, great nicety of taste,

and acuteness of discernment, together with a command of pure and easy phraseology

in our native tongue, be essential to a good translation of the Bible, this work will not

stand the test. The author's attainments in all these respects were very moderate. The
version is ' studiously made as literal as possible.' The English idiom is continually

sacrificed to the Greek, so that grammatical propriety is often violated ; and the desire

to render the translation very faithful, and very clear, has often made it obscure and in-

correct. He never departs from the received text in a single instance ; so that, for him,

Mill and Wetstein and Griesbach have all laboured in vain. The preliminary observ-

ations contain some feeble criticism on Dr. Campbell's Dissertations. The notes to the

work are numerous, and sometimes long; but they rarely discover much ability. The
piety of the autlior and his attachment to the leading doctrines of the Gospel are very

apparent; and, with all its defects, some of the renderings are good, and many remarks

occur which are worthy of attention." (Ornie's Bibliotli. Biblica, p. 430.)

41. Recensio Synoptica Annotationis Sacrse, being a Critical Digest

and Synoptical Arrangement of the most important Annotations on the

New Testament, exegetical, philological, and doctrinal: carefidly col-

lected and condensed from the best Commentators, both Ancient and
Modern, and so digested as to form one consistent body of Annotation,

in which each portion is systematically attributed to its respective

author, and the foreign matter translated into English. The whole

interspersed with a copious body of original Annotations. By the Rev.

S. T. Bloomfield, M. a. London, 1827- 8 very large volumes, 8vo.

Copious as is the title-page of this elaborate "work, it barely expresses the nature of its

various contents. Purposely avoiding to treat on those subjects which are discussed in the

Commentaries of Bp. Mant and Dr. D'Oyly, of Dr. A. Clarke and of Mr. Hewlett, the

annotations of Messrs. Elsley and Slade, the treatises of Bps. Tomline and Marsh,

Michaelis's Introduction, and also in this work, Mr. Bloomfield has derived his exegetical

and doctrinal annotations from the Scholiasts and Glossographers, as well as from Tlieo-

pliylact, Theodoret, Euthymius, and other antient fathers of the church, especially the

eloquent and erudite Chrysostom ; while Eisner, Raphelius, Kypke, Wetstein, Koppe,
Rosenmiiller, Tittmann, Kuinbel, Wiiitby, Macknight, Doddridge, and numerous other

Critics and Commentators, both British and Foreign, have largely contributed to his

philological illustrations. Nor has he omitted to avail himself of the valuable aids for the

elucidation of the Scriptures which are contained in the works of Cartwright, Buxtorf,

Lightfoot, Pococke, Surenhusius, Schoettgenius, Meuschen, and others. Those only who
have been engaged in similar studies can appreciate the labour of Mr. Bloomfield's under-

taking, to which he has devoted many years of patient research, ainid the conflicting

opinions of critics and theologians. There is scarcely a single difficult passage which is

not elucidated ; while the genuineness of some important texts, which had been

impugned, is ably vindicated and established. Avoiding minor topics, on which real

Christians may agree to differ in opinion, Mr. B. has laudably applied his learning to the

defence of these cardinal doctrines of the New Testament, the Deity and vicarious Atone-

ment ofJesus Christ, and the Deity and Personality of the Holy Spirit. To those who have

not the means of procuring the costly and voluminous publications of foreign Commen-
tators, these volumes will be most acceptable; while such as may possess them will here

find a convenient manual of reference for their opinions on various topics. The value of

Mr. Bloomfield's work is enhanced by the numerous glossarial notes which he has intro-

duced on difficult woi"ds of rare or infrequent occurrence. The first part, which consists

of three volumes, is appropriated to the elucidation of the four Gospels; the second,

which is in five volumes, treats on the Acts and Epistles. Altogether, this is one cf the

most important works in sacred literature which has been offered to the attention of Bible

students for many years.

42. The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; trans-

lated out of the original Greek, and with the former Translations dili-
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gently compared and revised. Arranged in Paragraphs, such as the
sense requires ; the divisions of Chapters and Verses being noted in the
margin; with various Tables, &c. By James Nouuse. New York, 1827.
8vo.

The common (or authorised) translation remains unaltered ; the paragrajilis are gene-
rally copied from those in Knappe's critical edition of the Greek Testament, noticed in
p. 23. of this Appendix ; though sometimes the paragraphs of Bengel's edition are pre-
ferred. A critical analysis of ttie contents is placed at the head of each page. A few
notes are given on the punctuation of several passages, togcHher with a short introduction
on the origin and proper use of the Divisions into Chapters and Verses ; an outline of an
Harmony of the Gospels, arranged from Archhisliop Newcome's ; a table of the Order and
Date of the Books of the New Testament, and an Index of Quotations from the Old
Testament.

43. The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. With
Notes and an Introduction. By J. A. Cummings. Second edition,
revised and improved. Boston, 1827- 12mo.

44. The New Testament : with a Plain Exposition for the use of Fa-
milies. By the Rev. Thomas Boys, M.A. London, 1827. 4to.

[ii.] Commentators on Detached Books of the Netv Testament.

COMMENTATOKS ON THE HISTORICAL BOOKS.

\. Novi Testament! Libri Historic!, GrjEci et Latini, perpetuo Com-
mentario illustrati, a Baldvino Wal^eo. Lugd. Bat. 1653 ; et AmsteJ.
1662. 4to.

This may, with great propriety, be termed an edition of the four Gospels and Acts of
the Apostles, cum notis varionim. The notes of I5eza, Grotius, Drusius, Heinsius, and
others, arc here inserted in regular order, the reader being left to decide for himself
which interpretation he will prefer. As the book sells at an easy price, it may be advan-
tageously substituted for the larger editions of those eminent critics, where they cannot be
conveniently referred to.

2. A Paraphrase on the Four Evangelists. By Samuel Clarke, D. D.
London. 2 vols. 8vo.

To form a complete paraphrase on the New Testament, there are usually associated with
this valuable work of l3r. Clarke, a " Paraphrase on the Acts and Epistles," 2 vols. 8vo.
and a " Paraphrase on the Revelations," in one volume 8vo. by T. Pyle, M.A. Their
deserved popularity has caused thein to pass through repeated editions. " Dr. Clarke's

paraphrase on the Evangelists deserves an attentive reading; he narrates a story in hand-
some language, and connects the parts well together; l)ut fails much in emphasis, and
seems to mistake the order of the histories." (Dr. Doddridge.) Pyle's Paraphrase on
tlie Epistles Dr. D. considered to be inferior in ability to that on the Old Testament
already noticed.

3. Samuelis Friderici Bucheri Antiquitates Biblica; ex Novo Testa-
mento selector, consuetudines, ritus, formulas veterum examinantes.
Vitembergai et Lipsia;, 1729. 4to.

A collection of notes— some of which arc sufficiently prolix— on the four Gospels,

elucidating them principally from the rabbinical writers.

4. Explanatory Notes upon the Four Gospels in a new method, for the
use of all, but especially the unlearned English reader: in two parts; to

which arc prefixed three discourses. By Joseph Trapp, D.D. London,
1748. Oxford, 1805. 8vo.

The design of this very useful work is to take notice only of difficult texts, to correct

the authorised version, and explain the diction of the sacred writings, but chiefly to recon-

cile apparently contradictory passages. The three discourses prefixed explain with much
perspicuity many prophecies of the Old Testament that are cited in the New, The nu-
merous impressions which this work has undergone sufficiently attest the high estimation

in which it is deservedly held.
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5. A Commentary, with Notes, on the Four Evangelists and the Acts
of the Apostles ; together with a New Translation of Saint Paul's First

Epistle to the Corinthians, with a Paraphrase and Notes, to which are

added other Theological Pieces. By Zachary Pearce, D.D. late Bishop

of Rochester. London, 1777. 2 vols. 4to.

" On the whole, Dr. Pearce deserves to be ranked with other writers of eminence who
have employed their philological learning in illustrating the sacred writings." (Monthly

Review, O. S. vol. Ivi. p. 205.) " To Dr. Z. Pearce, Bishop of Rochester, we are in-

debted for an invaluable commentary and notes on the four Gospels," &c. " The deep

learning and judgment displayed in these notes are really beyond all praise." (Dr. A.

Clarke.)

6. Pericopa; Evangelicaj. Illustravit Christ. Theoph. Kuinoel. Lip-

sia2, 1796, 1797. 2 vols. 8vo.

This work contains critical and expository annotations on the Gospels for every Sunday

in the year, according to the ritual of the Lutheran church, in which these portions of the

New Testament usually form the subjects of the preacher's discourse. The passages se-

lected are nearly the same as those used in the Liturgy of the Anglican church. The
notes in this work are much enlarged and corrected in the ensuing article.

7. D. Christiani Theophili Kuinoel Commentarius in Libros Novi
Testamenti Historicos, vols. 1-3. Lipsiae, 1808-1812; vol.4. Lipsiae,

1818. 8vo.

This is one of the best philological commentaries on the Historical Books of the New
Testament : the text is not inserted. Vol. i. contains the commentary on Saint Matthew's

Gospel; vol. ii. those on the Gospels of Saint Mark and Saint Luke; vol. iii. that on
Saint John ; and vol. iv. that on the Acts of the Apostles. To each book are prefixed

well-compiled prolegomena, in wliich the author's life, the authenticity of his narrative,

the time, place, and the language in which he wrote, as well as his style and manner of

writing, are fully discussed. New editions of vol. i. were published in the years 1816

and 1822, the second edition of vols. ii. and iii. in 1817, and the third edition of vol. ii.

in 1823, and of vol. iii. in 1824.

8. The Harmony of the Four ^Gospels. By J. Macknight, D. D. 4to.

2 vols. 1756; 2d edit. 1763; 3d edit. 8vo. 2 vols. Edinburgh, 1804.

See a notice of this excellent work, in p. 1 17 of this Volume.

9. The Four Gospels translated from the Greek ; with preliminary

Dissertations and Notes. By George Campbell, D.D. F.R.S. Edin-

burgh ; Principal of Marischal College, Aberdeen. 4to. 2 vols. London,

1790; 2 vols. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1807: 3d edit. London, in 3 vols. 8vo.

The extensive circulation of this valuable work, which has placed the author higli in the

rank of biblical critics, sufficiently attests the esteem in which it is held. Although his

version has not altogether answered the expectations entertained of it, yet the notes which

accompany it form an excellent philological commentary on the four Evangelists ; and the

dissertations are a treasure of sacred criticism. The narratives of the sacred writers are

arrano'ed in sections, regulated by the subject matter, and the divisions of chapters and

verses are retained in the margin. Professor Campbell's work is in Bishop Tomline's

list of books for students.

10. Annotations on the Four Gospels, and the Acts of the Apostles.

Compiled and abridged for the use of Students. 2d edit. London, 1812.

3 vols. 8vo.

Though published anonymously, this work is known to be the production of the Rev.

Mr. Elsi.ey, vicar of Burenston near Bedale ; by whom the annotations on tlie Gospels

only were first published in 2 vols. 8vo. 1799. " Altogether, we say without the smallest

reserve, we never saw a book more admirably adapted for the use of students, more cre-

ditable to an author's sagacity, diligence, and erudition, or more likely to make the inves-

tigation of the New Testament easy and agreeable." (British Critic, O. S. vol. xvi. p.

236. See also Monthly Review, N. S. vol. xxx. p. 441. and vol. Ixxvi. p. 381.)

11. Evangelia Quatuor Novi Testamenti, c sua recensione, cum Com-
mentationibus Isagogicis, Notis suis pcrpetuis, et quibusdam Excursibus,
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edita a C. F. A. Fritsche. Tomus I. Evangelium Matth^i complectens.
Lipsiae, 1825. 8vo. Tom. II. Evangelia Marci et Lucac, Lipsia;, 1827. 8vo.

The grammatical meaning of words is admirably investigated in this work • but the
theological interpretations are in the very worst style of the neologian school of Germany.

SAINT MATTHEW AND SAINT MARK.

12. Caroli Mariae de Veil Explicatio Litteralis Evangelii secundum
Matthaeum et Marcum, ex ipsis Scripturarimi fontibus, Ebraeorum riti-

bus et idiomatis, veterum et recentiorum monimentis, eruta. Londini,
1678. 8vo.

SAINT MATTHEW.

13. A New Version of Saint Matthew's Gospel, with Select Notes ;

wherein the version is vindicated, and the sense and purit}^ of several
words and expressions in the Original Greek are settled and illustrated.
By Daniel Scott, J. U. D. London, 1741. ^to.

14. Gottfridi Olearii Observationes ad Evangelium Matthaei. Lipsiae,

1743. 4to.

Professor J. B. Carpzov mentions this as an excellent commentary on St. Matthew's
Gospel.

15. Jacobi Elsneri Coramentarius in Evangelia Matthaei et Marci.
Zwollae, 1767, et annis sequentibus. 3 vols. 4to.

16. Commentatio de Vi et Memento Infanticidii Herodiani in Historia
Jesu Christi. Auctore T. L. Danz. Jenae, 1823, 4to.

SAINT mark.

17. Georgii Friderici Heupelii Commentarius in Evangelium Marci.
Argentorati (Strasburg), 1716. 8vo.

Carpzov has indicated this Commentary as being an excellent one ; we have never

seen it.

SAINT LUKE.

18. Sam. Frid. Nath. Mori Pra^lectiones in Lucas Evangelium, edidit

C. A. Donat. Lipsiae, 1795. 8vo.

19. The Gospel of St. Luke, with English Notes. By the Rev. J. R.
Major, A. M. London, 1826. 8vo.

This work is avowedly designed for students, who may not have access to more bulky or

more expensive publications. Mr. Major has availed himself of every accessible source

for the elucidation of the evangelist; and has succeeded in comprising within the compass
of a single volume that information, which the inexperienced student could not otherwise

obtain without great research and expense. The notes have been compiled principally

with a view to the divinity examinations in the university of Cambridge. The volume is

beautifully printed.

19. * A Critical Essay on the Gospel of St. Luke, by Dr. Frederick

Schleiermacher. With an Introduction by the Translator [Mr. Connop
Thirlwall], containing an account of the Controversy respecting the Ori-

gin of the Three first Gospels since Bishop Marsh's Dissertation. Lon-
don, 1825. 8vo.

Dr. Schleiermacher is justly considered as one of the most distinguished Greek scholars

in Germany : of this work the reader will find a copious account, together with a refuta-

tion of Dr. S. 's hypothesis respecting the Gospel of St. Luke, in the British Critic and
Theological Review for October ISiil, pp. 342-398. The translator's Introduction is

an admirable disquisition for the variety of important information which it condenses into

a small compass,

20. De Procuratore, Parabola Jesu Christi ex Re Provinciali Romano-
rum illustrata, Commentatio Historico-Exegctica ad Luc. XVI. 1-9.

Auctore C. G. L. Grossmann. Lipsiae, 1824. 4to.
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SAINT JOHN.

21. Joannis Clarisse, Pro Evangelii Joannei 'AT0ENTEIA Dissertatio
Critico-Theologica. Harderovici, 1806. 8vo.

22. Caroli Gottlieb Bretschneider Probabilia de Evangelii et Epistola-
rum Joannis Apostoli Indole et Origine. Lipsiae, 1820. 8vo.

23. Caroli Gulielmi Stein, Authentia Evangelii Joannis contra Bret-
schneideri Objectiones defensa. Additur Specimen Novi Lexici Joannei.
Brandenburgi, 1821. Svo.

This publication contains a satisfactory vindication of the genuineness of the writings of
Saint John, against the objections of M. Bretschneider ; who, in his ' Probabilia' had asserted,

contrary to all evidence, that the writings which bear that apostle's name, were compiled
after his decease by some Gentile Christian in tlie beginning of the second century, who
passed himself for the apostle! ' The six following publications were also occasioned by
Dr. Bretschneider's Probabilia.

24'. H. A. ScHOTT Programma, quo examinantur dubitationes quasdam
de authentia Evangelii Joannis nuperrime ex prioribus quatuor capitibus

a Bretschneidero excitatse. Jena;, 1820. 4to.

25. Th. Ph. Ch. Kaiser Commentationes III de apologeticis Evan-
gelii Joannei consiliis authentiam ejus commonstrantibus. Erlangae, 1821-
24-25. 4to.

26. A. F. G. M. Glaser Dissertatio Exegetico-Historica de Johanne
apostolo, Evangelii, quod ejus nomen prae se fert, vero auctore, respectu
recentiorum quarundam dubitationum atque criminationum. Helmstadii,

1823. 4to.

27. A. Th. Calmberg, De antiquissimis Patrum pro Evangelii Joan-
nei av^evTtia, Testimoniis. Lipsia? et Hamburgi, 1823. folio.

28. Michaelis Weberi Authentia Capitis Ultinii Evangelii Johannis,

hujusque Evangelii totius, et Primae Johannis Epistolae, Argumentoruni
Internoruni Usu vindicata. Halis, 1823. 8vo.

29. Leonardi Usterii Commentatio Critica, in qua Johannis Evan-
gelium genuinam esse, ex comparatis IV Evangeliorum de coena ultima

et de passione Jesu Christi narrationibus, ostenditur. Turici, 1823. Svo.

30. An Exposition of the Gospel of Jesus Christ according to John.

By George Hutcheson, Minister of the Gospel at Edinburgh. London,
1657. folio.

A book not of common occurrence . it contains many valuable observations.

31. Commentarius Analytico-Exegeticus, tarn literalis quam realis,

Evangelii secundum Johannem. Authore Fred. Adol. Lampe. Am-
stelsedami, 1724-1726. 3 vols. 4to.

This is unquestionably the most valuable work on Saint John's Gospel that was ever

piiblished, every thing which the learned author could possibly collect, in order to illus-

trate the Evangelist, being here concentrated. It is, however, a work better adapted to

' In the Jena Literary Gazette for January 1827 fSupplt. No. 1.), it is stated that Dr.

Bretschneider, in the preface to the 2d edition of his Handbuch der Dogmatik (Manual of

Dogmatic Theology), declares, that in his biblical criticisms he has, without any hesitation,

used as genuine sources the writings of St. John ; because the doubts respecting the ge-

nuineness of those writings, which he some time since laid before the public, were regarded

by him merely as suggestions which might give occasion to a more minute and fundamental

investigation of the proofs of such genuineness, which proofs at that time had appeared to

him to be still incomplete ; and also because he trusted that this inquiry would be fully

accomplished by the publications respecting it that have already appeared, as well as by
those which are announced as preparing for publication.
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the mature scholar than to tlie student in divinity, wlio may not always be able to select

witli judgment from these ample tomes. I^ampe also composed two quarto volumes of
Disscrtationcs Pliilologico-Theologica;, on Saint John's Gospel, which were published in

1737, by Dr. Gerdes. They are replete with solid erudition.

32. Paraphrasis Evangelii Johannis, cum Notis et Cantabrigiensis Co-
dicis Latino Textu, a Joanne Salomone Semlero. Halae, 1771. 8vo.

Semler was one of the most celebrated biblical critics of Germany, during the last

century : his writings, whicli illustrate with great ability many philological difficulties,

bear a high price ; but ho espoused such ralioiuil dogmas, in certain points of doctrine,

which are of fundamental importance, that the student cannot be too much on his guard
against them.

33. Sam, Frid. Nathan. Mori Recitationes in Evangelium Joannis

;

animadversiones subjecit Tho. Imm. Uindorf. Pragae, 1795. 8vo. Lipsiae,

1808. 8vo.

34. Notes, Critical and Dissertatory, on the Gospel and Epistles of Saint

John. By the Rev. R. Shepherd, D.D. F.R.S. London, 1796. ^to.

Tliough bearing the date of 1796, this volume was not published until the year 1801.

See an analysis of it in the Monthly Review, N. S. vol. xxxviii. pp. 145-150.

35. Caroli Tittmanni Meletemata Sacra, sive Commentarius Exege-
tico-Critico-Dogmaticus in Evangelium Joannis. Lipsiae, 1816. 8vo.

The author of this work was superintendent of the diocese of Dresden. Without vouch-
ing for every opinion Dr. Tittmann has offered, we have no hesitation in saying that his

work is, upon the whole, the most valuable commentary on Saint John's Gospel extant

in the compass of a single 8vo. volume; and though it does not render Lampe's expensive

work unnecessary, it may be advantageously substituted for this, where the student cannot

obtain access to it.

36. Symbolae ad Interpretationem Evangelii Johannis ex Marmoribus
et Numisj maxime Graecis. Auctore Fr. Munter. Hauniae, 1826. 4to.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

37. The Apostolical History of Mr. Cradock, Dr. Benson's History of

the first planting of Christianity, and Mr. Bevan's Life of Paul, all of

which have been mentioned in pp. 121, 122. of this Appendix, deserve to

be noticed in this place, among those writers who have materially illus-

trated the Acts of the Apostles.

38. Casparis Stresonis Commentarius Fractions in Actorum Aposto-
lorum, per Lucam Evangelistam descriptorum, capita priora sedecim,

Amstelodami, 1658. 4to. Ejusdem, Commentarius in capita duodecim
posteriora. Amstelodami, 1659, 4to. FLifniae, 1717. 4to.

This work originated in the author's sermons (in Dutch) on the Acts of the Apostles :

they were afterwards translated into Latin, and so arranged as to form a commentary on

the Acts of the Apostles. Streso's work is commended by Walchius for its learning and

piety.

39. Caroli Maria; de Veil Acta Sanctorum x-ipostolorum ad litterani

explicata. Londini, 1684. 8vo.

This is one of the scarcest of Dr. de Veil's expository publications : it was translated

into English, and entitled A Literal Explanation of the Aclx of the Holy Apostles. Written

in Latine, by C. M. du Veil, D.D., now translated into English out of a copy carefully

reviewed and corrected by the Author. I'o tvhich is added, a learned Dissertation about

Baptismfor the Dead. 1 Cor. xv. 29. Written in Latine, by thefamous Fridericus Span-

hemius, Filius. London, 1685. 8vo.

40. Joannis Pearsonii S. T. P. Cestriensis nuper Episcopi Lectiones in

Acta Apostolorum. 4to.

These lectures are prefixed to Bishop Pearson's Opera Chronologia edited by Mr. Dod-

well, Londini, 1688, 4to. They extend from tlie first to the ninth chapter of the Acts of
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the Apostles ; and (as may be expected) contain many valuable critical and chronological

observations for the elucidation of St. Luke's narrative.

41. The History of the Acts of the Holy Apostles confirmed from
other authors, and considered as full evidence of the Truth of Christianity.

By Richard Biscoe, D.D. London, 1742. 2 vols. 8vo.

This learned and elaborate work contains the substance of Dr. Biscoe's sermons
preached at Mr. Boyle's lecture between the years 1736 and 1738. Dr. Doddridge fre-

quently refers to it as a work of great utility, and as showing, in the most convincing

manner, how incontestably the Acts of the Apostles demonstrate the truth of Christianity.

42. Acta Apostolorum Graece, perpetua annotatione illustrata a Car.

Hen. Heinrichs. Gottinga:;, 1809. 2 parts or vols. Svo.

This forms a part of Koppe's edition of the New Testament, with notes, mentioned in

pp. 242, 243. of this Appendix. Some of the expositions in this work are characterised by
that lax system of interpretation wliich is adopted by some modern expositors and critics in

Germany, and against which the student cannot be too much upon his guard.

43. Actions of the Apostles, translated from the oi'iginal Greek, by
the Rev. John Willis, B. D. London. 1789. Svo.

This work " is divided into several sections, to which are added notes, styled Proofs
and Illustrations. Some of the author's alterations, we think, are real improvements;
others, the contrary ; some are very fanciful; and there are others, for which we cannot
at all account." (Monthly Review, N. S. vol. iii. p. 154.)

44. Sam. Frid. Nathan. Mori Versio et Explicatio Actuum Apostoli-

corum. Edidit, animadversiones recentiorum suasque adjecit, Gottlob
Immanuel Dindorf. Lipsiae, 1794. 2 vols. Svo.

45. nPAHEIS TflN AnoSTOAON. Acta Apostolorum. Variorum Notis

tum Dictionem tum Materiam illustrantibus suas adjecit Hastings Ro-
binson, M. A. Cantabrigias, 1824. 8vo.

Tliis beautifully-executed edition of the Acts of the Apostles contains the text of Gries-

bach. from which the editor has very rarely deviated ; and beneath it are placed critical

and philological Scliolia. " This edition is well calculated to illustrate the peculiar ex-

pressions and grammatical construction of the Acts of the Apostles, and the author"

[editor] " has judiciously added to his own remarks those of the best critics and theo-

logians. Within a small compass much is contained. ...We should imagine it well adapted

to the purposes of college-lectures, and of public schools, as intended by the writer;—
and it is a book which the more advanced critic may add with advantage to his library."

(Universal Review, vol. ii. p. 173.)

46. D. Paulus Apostolus in Mari, quod nunc Venetus Sinus dicitur,

Naufragus, et Melitse Dalmatensis Insulae post naufragium Hospes ; sive

de Genuino Significatu duorum Locorum in Actibus Apostolicis, cap.

XXVIL 27. cap. XXVIH. 1. Inspectiones Anticriticse. Auctore Ignatio

Georgio. Venetiis, 1730. 4to.

The author of this learned treatise supports the notion which was afterwards main-

tained by Mr. Bryant, that the island on which St. Paul was wrecked, was not Malta,

but Melita in the Adriatic Sea, on the coast of Dalmatia.

Many valuable philological and historical illustrations of the Acts of the Apostles are

likewise to be found in Johannis Erncsti Immanuelis Walchii Dissertationes in Acta

Apostolorum. 4to. 3 vols. Jena, 1756-59.

COMMENTATORS ON THE WHOLE OR GREATER PART OF THE
EPISTLES. ^

47. Joachimi Langii Commentatio Historico-Hermeneutica de Vita et

Epistolis apostoli Pauli, ita adornata, ut isagogen generalem et specialem

' Though not a commentary, in the strict sense of the terra, the author cannot pass in

silence Bishop Burgess'* Initia Paulina, sive Inlroductio ad Lectionem Fault Epistolarum,

12mo. London, 1804. It is adapted indeed for the exclusive use of those who are study-
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historico-exegeticam praebeat in Acta Apostolorum et Pauli Epistolas,

nee non in ipsam Hermeneuticam Sacram. Halae, 1718. 4to.

A most valuable work, wliicli is not of coimnon occurrence : both Walchius and Mi-
chaelis concur in stating that it throws great light on St. Paul's Epistles, of which it pre-
sents very copious analyses. The Appendix contains similar analyses of the epistles of
Peter, James, and Jude ; and also numerous apliorisms on the Interpretation of Scrip-
ture, and particularly of the phraseology of St. Paul's epistles. The latter were corrected,

enlarged, and reprinted at Halle in 17;5n, in a separate volume, the title of which is given
at length in p. 181, no. 24, siipj-a.

47. * Jo. Francisci Buddei Ecclesia Apostoliea, sive de Statu Ec-
clesiae Christianas sub Apostolis Commentatio Historico-Dogniatica

;

quae et introductionis loco in Epistolas Pauli caeterorumque apostolorum
esse queat. 8vo. Jenne, 1729.

Buddeus has briefly treated this important subject with great judgment, and referred to

a great variety of useful writers.

4^3. Gulielmi Estii in omnes Pauli et aliorum apostolorum Epistolas
Commentarius. Paris, 1679. folio.

Tlie best edition of a most valuable work which Roman Catholics and Protestants

alike concur to recommend as an excellent critical help to the exposition of the apostolic

Epistles. Tlie Prefaces of Estius are particularly valuable. A very useful ^Abridgment
of this work, as well as of the Commentary of Cornelius a Lapide, so far as concerns St.

Paid's Epistles, was published by John Van Gorcum, at Antwerp, in 1620. 8vo. The
best edition is that of Louvain, intitled— Epitome comtnentariorum Gulielmi Estii S. Tli.

Doctoris, et Corn, a Lapide, e Soc. Jesu Theologi, in omnes D. Pauli Epistolas, per Johannem
a Gorcum, Presbytcrum, collccta. Editio nova, D. Pauli texlu et G. Estii Prcefationibus

aucta, Lovanii, 1754. Svo,

49. A New Litei-al Translation, from the Original Greek, of all the
Apostolical Epistles ; with a Commentary and Notes, philological, cri-

tical, explanatory, and practical. To which is added, a History of the
Life of the Apostle Paul. By James Macknight, D.D, Edinburgh,
1795 ; 4to. 4 vols. London, 1806. 8vo. tvHh the Greek Text, 6 vols.

2d Edition, with the Life of the Author. Without the Greek Text, in

3 vols. 4to. and 4 vols. Svo.

This work, together with the harmony noticed in p. 117 of this Volume, is in Bishop
Tomline's list of books for clergymen. A specimen of it, containing the Epistles to

the Thessalonians, was published in 4to, in 17S7 ; and the work itself, we are informed
in Dr. M.'slife (vol. i. Svo. p. xv.), was the unremitting labour of nearly thirty years,

during which period seldom less than eleven hours a day were employed on it. " We
apprehend that few persons who shall peruse this work with competent judgment and due
respect for the sacred writings, will hesitate to acknowledge that Dr. M. is also entitled to

approbation and applause, as a faithful translator, a learned and able commentator, and a
pious divine." (Monthly Review, N. S. vol. xviii. p. 41 1.) " It is a work of theological

labour not often paralleled, and an ample storehouse of observations to exercise not only
the student but the adept of divinity. If we do not always implicitly coincide with the

autiior in opinion (which in such various matter cannot reasonably be expected), we can
always praise his diligence, his learning, and his piety

;
qualities which confer no trifling

rank on any scriptural interpreter or commentator." (British Critic, O. S. vol. vii.

Preface, p. ii.)

ing the Epistles of Saint Paul in the original language. This little volume contains

1. Pauli Epistolam ad Pliilij)p. Gra'cc et Anglice, cum bievibus notis Kuttneri ; 2. Theo-
phylacti Procemia Epistolarum ; 3. Ejusdem Interpretationem Epistolas ad Philipp. ;

3. Rosenmiilleri Scholia ad eandem. Quibus pra;eunt Kuttneri Obscrvata dc Idioma-
tibus Novi Testamenti. Though not specified in the title-page, there are added two
valuable extracts from Henry Slepliens's and our learned countryman Gatakcr's Dis-
sertationes de Stylo Novi Testamenti ;

" thus collecting some of the most valuable illus-

trations of the style of Saint I'aul's Epistles that can be offered to the attention of the

student." (British Critic, O. S, vol. xxv. p. 413.) This valuable work is at present out
of print, and extremely scarce and dear.
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50. A Paraphrase and Annotations upon all Saint Paul's Epistles.

Done by several eminent men at Oxford, corrected and improved by the
late Right Rev. and learned Dr. Fell, Bishop of Oxford. London, 1703.
3d Edition, 8vo.

'' Fell on the Epistles is very short ; but most of his notes are worthy of remark. The
collection of parallel Scriptures is judicious, and the translation in some places altered for

the better." (Dr. Doddridge.

)

51. A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistles of Saint Paul to the Ga-
latians, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Romans, Ephesians. To which is prefixed

An Essay for the understanding of Saint Paul's Epistles by consulting

Saint Paul himself. By John Locke. London, 1783. 4to. (Works, vol.

iii.) : also various editions in 4to. and 8vo.

52. A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistles of Saint Paul to the

Colossians, Philippians, and Hebrews, after the manner of Mr. Locke.
To which are annexed, several Critical Dissertations on particular Parts

of Scripture, &c. <S:c. By the late reverend and learned Mr. James
Pierce of Exon. London, 1733, second edition, 4to.

53. A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistles of Saint Paul to the

Thessalonians, Timothy, Philemon, and Titus ; and the Seven Catholic

Epistles by James, Peter, Jude, and John, Sec. &c. By George Benson,
D.D. London, 1752, 1756, best editions, 2 vols. 4to.

" Locke, Pierce, and Benson inake up a complete commentary on the Epistles ; and
are indeed all in the number of the most ingenious commentators I have ever read.

They plainly thought very closely, and attended much to connection, which they have

often set in a most clear view. But they all err in too great a fondness fo- new inter-

pretations, and in supposing the design of the apostles less general than it seems to have

been. It must be allowed that Benson illustrates the spirit of Paul sometimes in an ad-

mirable manner, even beyond any former writer. See especially his Epistle to Philemon."

(Dr. Doddridge.)

54. A Practical Paraphrase on the Epistles of Saint Paul to the Ro-
mans, Galatians, and the Epistle to the Hebrews, after the manner of

Dr. Clarke's Paraphrase on the Four Evangelists. London, 1744. 8vo.

55. The Epistles of Paul the Apostle translated, with an Exposition

and Notes. By the Rev. Thomas Belsham. London, 1822. 2 vols. 4to.

also in 4 vols. 8vo.

Mr. Belsham is one of the reputed editors of the " Improved Version " of the New
Testament, noticed in p. 247, supra. This exposition of Saint Paul's Epistles (which is

noticed here only that the author may not be charged with designedly omitting it) is ex-

ecuted on the same principles. Able critiques on it may be seen in the Eclectic Review
for May and June, 1823, in the fourth volume of the New Edinburgh Review, in the

thirteenth volume of the Quarterly Review (in reply to which Rlr. Belsham published " A
Vindication," in 1825), and lastly, in the twenty-second volume of the British Review,

Some very acute and learned observations, exposing Mr. Belsham's erroneous inter-

pretations, will be found in the Christian Reii;embrancer for the year 1827.

56. Gottlob Christiani Storu, Interpretatio Epistolarum Pauli ad
Philippenses, ad Colossenses, et ad Philemonem, ac etiam in Epistolam

Jacobi. 8vo.

These valuable philological commentaries on the above-mentioned Epistles are inserted

in the first and second volumes of Dr. Storr's Upuscula jlcadcmica ad IiUerpretationem

Librorum Sacrorum perlinentia, 8vo. Tubingen, 1796, 1797. Vol. ii. of the same col-

lection also contains some valuable historical notices, which materially contribute to elu-

cidate Saint Paul's Epistles to the Corinthians. We are further indebted to the same

learned author for a similar philological commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians, in

vol. ii. of Velthusen's and Kuiniiel's collection of Commentationes TheologiccB.

57. Versio Latina Epistolarum Novi Testamenti, perpetua Annotatione

illustrata a Godofr. Sigism. Iaspis. Lipsise, vol. i. 1793. vol. ii. 1797. 8vo.

A new edition of this work, very materially enlarged and corrected, was published at

Eeipsic, in 1821.
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58. Annotations on the Epistles, being a continuation of Mr. Elsley's

Annotations on the Gospels and Acts, and principally designed for the
use of Candidates for Holy Orders. By the Rev. James Slade, M.A.
London, 1816. 2 vols. 8vo.

This work is executed on the same plan as Mr. Elsley's Annotations on the Gospels,
noticed in p. 250 of this Appendix, to which it is designed as a continuation.

59. A Harmony of the Epistles of the Holy Apostles, to which is

added, a Summary of the Entire. By the Rev. Peter Roberts, M.A.
Cambridge, 1800. 4to.

Though not a commentary in the strictest sense of the word, this work affords so valu-

able an help towards ascertaining the doctrinal agreement of the Epistles, that it deserves

special notice in this place. See a farther account of its plan and execution, in page 122.

of this Appendix.

60. General Observations on the Writings of Saint Paul. By John
Hey, D.D. Buckingham, 1811. Svo.

This volume was not printed for sale : it contains many profound as well as pleasing

remarks on the style and writings of the apostle Paul.

61. Jo. Jac. Rambachh Introductio Historico-Theologica in Epis-

tolam Pauli ad Romanes. Adjecta est Martini Lutheri aurea prefatio,

variis observationibus exegeticis atque apologeticis illustrata. Halae,

1727. Svo.

Though not a commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, this Introduction may very

advantageously be substituted for one : not a single point is omitted that can throw any
light on the author, time and place of writing, the external and internal state of the

Christian church at Rome, the scope and style, and the canonical authority of this ad-

mirable Epistle. The preface of Luther truly deserves the epithet oi golden ; it illustrates

the peculiar phraseology of the apostle, and his arguments of the chapters are singularly

perspicuous. In our analysis, &c. of Saint Paul's Epistle to the Romans, we have been

largely indebted to Ilambach's publication.

62. A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistle to the Romans ; to which
is prefixed, a Key to the Apostolic Writings, or an Essay to explain the

Gospel Scheme and the principal Words and Phrases the Apostles have
used in describing it. By J. Taylor, D.D. Second and best edition,

1747. 4to.

Tlie first edition of this celebrated and learned work appeared in I74.'j; two others

were printed in the years 1754 and 17G9. Archbp. Magee pronounces the system deve-

loped in this key, to be " nothing more than an artificial accommodation of Scripture

phrases to notions utterly repugnant to Christian doctrine." Dr. Taylor's scheme (which

was Arian) is examined by Archbp. Magee in the first volume of his Discourses on the

Atonement, pp. 181-8S. 199-201. 322-333. Dr. Taylor's work contains however

several valuable philological illustrations of the Epistle to the Romans, of which we have

availed ourselves in the course of this Introduction.

63. Clavis Apostolica: or a Key to the Apostolic Writings; being an

Attempt to explain the Scheme of the Gospel and the principal Words
and Phrases used by the Apostles in describing it. By the Rev. Joseph

Mendham, A.m. London, 1821. 12mo.

This small volume is a republication of a scries of papers which originally appeared in

the sixth volume of the Christian Observer, in opposition to the principles of Dr. Taylor's

Key to the Epistle to the Romans. " Mr. Mendlmm's work is well entitled to our ap-

jirobation, not less for the temperate and judicious manner in which it is written, than for

the importance of the subject to which its discussions relate." (Eclectic Review, N. S.

vol. xxi. p. 527.
j

64. A Paraphrase, with Critical Annotations, on the Epistles of Saint

Paul to the Romans and Galatians. By Timothy Edwards, A.M. Lon-

don, 1752. 4to.

Vol. 11. app. (k)
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We notice this work, which is judiciously compiled from the best previous commenf-
aries on these two Epistles, because it is occasionally to be purchased at a cheap rate.

" The author appears to us to have been a person of learning, judgment, and candour,

and well acquainted with the sacred writings. He endeavours, in the first place, to give

his readers a distinct view of the whole Epistle, to discover the true occasion of the

apostle's writing it, tiie main subject of it, the principal branches of which it consists, and
the subdivision of them into their proper sections, paragraphs, and periods; and then to

clear up the connexion of these several particulars, the seeming perplexity of the argu-

ments, and the hidden force of the reasonings, in order to set forth the true meaning and
coherence of the whole discourse in a clear light." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. vii.

p. 412.)

65. Jacobi Welleri Adnotationes in Epistolam Pauli ad Romanes.
Brunswick, 1754<. 4to.

Walchius states, that this work holds a high rank in Germany, among the best commen-
taries on Saint Paul's Epistle to the Romans; and that Weller's exposition is both learned

and solid.

66. Jo. Sal. Semleri Paraphrasis Epistolae ad Romanes, cum Notis,

translatione vetusta, et dissertatione de duplici Appendice hujus Epis-

tolae, in cap. XV. xvi. Halae, 1769, small 8vo.

Semler also published similar paraphrases on the following Epistles ; viz. I & 2 Co-
rinthians, Halse, 1770. 1776; Galatians, ibid. 1779; James, ibid. 1781 ; 1 V^ter, ibid.

1783 ; 2 Peter and Jude, ibid. 1784 ; Revelation, Neustadt, 1785, and 1 John, to which

is added by Professor Noesselt a Disquisition, entitled Narratio de Semlero ejusque meritis

in inlerpretatione S. S. 8vo. Riga, 17 92. Semler totally rejects those doctrines concern-

ing original sin, &'C. which are received as orthodox by the Protestant churches. His
works are all scarce and dear in this country, — so that the student will not sustain any
loss, who may not be able to procure them.

67. A Paraphrase on the Eleven First Chapters of Saint Paul's Epistle

to the Romans. By the Rev. Thomas Adam. London, 1771. 8vo.

" This appears to be the performance of a sensible man, who desires to deliver the true

sense of Scripture as far as he can attain it, and to advance the cause of piety among men.
His method is, to lay a small number of verses before the reader at one view, in which
are inserted a few words to illustrate and explain them, and then he adds several observ-

ations upon the sense of the passage, with some practical remarks. On the whole, this

paraphrase, not abounding in criticism, as some might expect, appears however to be a

candid, vvelUraeant, practical, and useful performance." (Monthly Review, O.S. vol. xlv.

pp. 400, 401.) What further recommends this useful work, is the low price at which it

may frequently be procured, it having been frequently reprinted.

68. Chr. Frid. Schmidii Annotationes in Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos.
Lipsiae, 1777. 8vo.

69- Sam. Frid. Nath. Mori Praelectiones in Epistolam Pauli ad Ro-
manos, cum ejusdem versione Latina, locorumque quorundam Novi
Testamenti ditficiliorum interpretatione. Edidit J. T. T. Holtzapfel.

Lipsiae, 1794. 8vo.

70. Epistola Pauli ad Romanos, Graece, ex recensione novissima
Griesbachii, cum commentario perpetuo. Edidit Chr. Fr. Boehme.
Lipsiae, 1806. 8vo.

71. Pauli Epistola ad Romanos. Interprete Ern. Godofr. Adolpho
Bockel. Gryphiae, 1821. 8vo.

72. Horae Romanae : or an Attempt to elucidate St. Paul's Epistle to

the Romans, by an original Translation, Explanatory Notes, and New
Divisions. By Robert Cox, M.A. London, 1824. 8vo.

" While possessing merit of a high order, it is entirely free from display. The simpli-

city of the author's plan, and the extremely judicious manner in which lie has executed it,

entitle him to a measure of our praise which we have not often an occasion of awarding."
(Eclectic Review, N. S. vol. xxiii. p. 72.) See also the Quarterly Theological Review,
vol. ii pp. 72-76.
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73. Notes on the Epistle to the Romans, intended to assist Students
in Theology, and others, who read the Scriptures in the Originals. By
Samuel H. Tukneu, Professor of Biblical Learning, and of the Inter-
pretation of Scripture in the General Theological Seminary of the Pro-
testant Episcopal Church. New York, I82'it. 8vo.

These "Notes" are strictly exegctical, not polemical; and are designed to explain the
force and connection of St. Paul's arguments. This object is completely attained by
Professor Turner, who has made considerable use of the labours of the German biblical
critics, against whose extravagant interpretations and critiques he has, very properly, cau-
tioned his readers. A translation of Koppe's Latin Introduction to the Epistle to the
Romans is prefixed ; and the work concludes with a well-written ' Essay for the consider-
ation of Theological Students.'

74. A Critical Exposition of the Ninth Chapter of the Epistle to the
Romans, as far as is supposed to relate to the Doctrine of Predestina-
tion. By J. Fawcett. London, 1752. Svo.

75. St. Paul's Wish to be accursed from Christ illustrated, and vindi-
cated from Misconstructions. With an Appendix, containing a Collection
of the most material Observations upon the Text by antient and modern
Writers. By Bartholomew Keeling. Oxford, 1766. Svo.

1 AND 2 Corinthians.

76. Pauli ad Corinthios Epistolae, Graece, perpetua annotatione illus-

tratae, a Fr. Aug. Guil. Krause, vol. i. complectens Epistolem priorem.
Francofurti, 1792. Svo.

77. A Paraphrase of Saint Paul's First Epistle to the Corinthians, with
Explanatory Notes. By the Rev. J. G. Tolley. London, 1S25. Svo.

78. Commentarius in priorem Divi Pauli ad Corinthios Epistolam.
Auctore Aug. Ludov. Christ. Heydenreich. Vol. L Marburgi, 1827. Svo.

This volume contains the first eight chapters of St. Paul's First Epistle to the Corin-
thians. In the prolegomena, tiie author has given a concise account of the city of Corinth,
the introduction of Christianity, and the state of the Christian church, together with the
occasion and argument of the epistle, its canonical authority and authenticity ; and a list

of the best commentators on this particular epistle. The commentary is principally

philological.

79. Animadversiones ad Cap. III. et XIII. Epistolas Pauli I. ad Co-
rinthios. Scripsit Dr. Ant. Georg. Holmann, Eccles. et Schol. Due.
Oldenburg. Antistes Generalis. Lipsiae, 1819, Svo.

This tract elucidates certain words and difficult passages in the third and thirteenth

chapters of St. Paul's first Epistle to the Corinthians.

80. Observationes ad Versus postremos Capitis XIII. prioris Pauli ad
Corinthios Epistolae recte intelligendos. Auctore A. Scuot r. Jena»,

1823 4to.

81. A Paraphrase on the Fifteenth Chapter of the First Epistle to the
Corinthians, with Critical Notes and Observations, and a preliminary

Dissertation ; a Commentary, with Critical Remarks, on the Sixth, Se-
venth, and Part of the Eighth Chapters of the Ronmns, <S:c. By John
Alexander. London, 1766. 4to.

See an account of tliis tract, in the Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xxxiv. pp. 443-451.

82. Pauli ad Corinthios Epistola secunda, perpetua annotatione illus-

trata, a Jo. Georg. Frid. Leun. Lemgoviae, 1804. Svo.

83. Epistola Pauli ad Corinthios posterior, Graece. Perpetuo Com-
mentario illustravit A. G. Emmerling. Lipsiae, 1823. Svo.

84. Disputatio de altera Pauli ad Corinthios Epistola, et observanda
in ill^ Apostoli indole et oratione, quam pro sunnnis in theologia honori-

(R) 2
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bus in Academia Rheno-Traject., publico examini submittit Herm. Jo.

Ro-VAARDS. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1818. 8vo.

Tliis well-compiled academical dissertation consists of three parts, in which the author

examines, 1. The second Epistle to the Corinthians; 2. The character of Saint Paul;

and, 3. The language and style of the apostle. The second division is particularly valuable.

85. C. F. A. Fritsche, De nonnullis Posterioris Pauli ad Corinthios

Epistolae Locis Dissertationes Duae. Lipsiae, 1824. 8vo.

86. Alberti Gerhardi Becker, Conjectanea in Locum Paulinum 2 Co-
rinth. XTI. 7-9. Magdeburgi, 1822. 8vo.

GALATIANS AND EPHESIANS.

87. Sam. Frid. Nath. Mori Acroases in Epistolas Paulinas ad Ga-
latas et Ephesios. Lipsia?, 1795. 8vo.

88. A Commentary on Saint Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, translated

from the Latin of Martin Luther. 8vo. and 2 vols. 12mo.

There are also editions extant in folio and 4to. of this valuable work, which completely

expose the doctrine of justification by works alone. We may apply to it in particular

what Erasmus is recorded to have said of Luther's commentaries in general : — " There
is more solid divinity contained in one page tlian could be found in many prolix treatises

of schoolmen and such kind of authors." (Middleton's Biograpliia Evangelica, vol. i.

p. 230.) Walchius states that Protestants and Catholics have both concurred in their

commendations of Luther's work. '^^Biblioth. Theolog. vol. iv. p. 607.)

89. A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistles of Saint Paul to the

Galatians and Ephesians, with Doctrinal and Practical Observations,

together with a Critical and Practical Commentary on the Two Epistles

of Saint Paul to the Thessalonians. By the late learned Samuel Chand-
ler, D.D. London, 1777. 4 to.

" The paraphrase clearly and fully expresses the meaning of the sacred writer ; the

notes are enriched by original quotations from Greek and Latin authors, in order to

illustrate and confirm the learned commentator's own criticisms, and many doctrinal and
practical observations are interspersed, with a view of farther explaining the tendency of

the apostle's reasoning, and improving the moral temper and conduct of the reader."
" The commentary on the two Epistles to the Thessalonians is more diffuse : the author

has every where introduced references to original writers, with wliom none were more
conversant, and omitted no opportunity of subjoining practical reflections, adapted to the

various passages, which he had previously explained by learned and liberal criticism."

(Monthly Review, O.S. vol. Ivi. pp. 161, 162.)

90. Interpretatio Epistolae Pauli ad Galatas, auctore E. A. Borger.
Lugd. Bat. 1807. 8vo.

91. Pauli ad Galatas Epistola. Latine vertit, et Commentario Perpetuo
illustravit Doctor et Professor G. B. Winer. Lipsiae, 1821. 8vo. Editio

secunda, aucta et emendata, Lipsiae, 1827- 8vo.

92. Gottlob Frid. Gude de Ecclesiae Ephesinaj Statu imprimis sevo

apostolico, Commentatio Historico-Exegetico-Critica. Accedit Vita S.

Apostoli Pauli per Georgium Majorem descripta. Lipsiae, 1732. 8vo.

93. Joannis Tarnovii Commentarius in Epistolas Pauli ad Ephesios,

ad Philippenses, ad Colossenses, et ad Thessalonicenses. 4to. Rostochii,

1636.

94. A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistle to the Ephesians, by
Samuel Chandler, D.D. See No. 89, supra.
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PHILIFPIANS.

95. INIeinartli Henrici Sciiotani Analysis et Commentaiius in Episto-

1am Paulli ad Pliilippenses. Franeckera:, 1737. 4to.

96. Antonii Friderici Buschingii Introductio Historico-Theologica

in Epistolam Paulli ad Philippenses. Ilalae, 174'6. 4to.

97. Pauli Apostoli Epistola ad Philippenses, Graecc, ex Recensione

Griesbachiana, nova Versione Latina et Annotatione perpetuii illustrata,

a J. G. Am-Ende. 8vo. Viteberga^, 1798.

98. Specimen Academicum Inaugurale de Ccetus Christianorum

Philippensis Conditione primaeva, ex Epistola iis ab Apostolo Paulo

scripta praecipue dijudicanda: a Johanne HooG. Lugduni Batavorum,

1825. 8vo.

The origin and state of the cluirch at Philippi, the date, place where written, scope and

argument of the Epibtle to tlie Philippians, are discussed in this academical dissertation,

which happily elucidates many passages of that epistle.

COLOSSIANS.

99. Expositio Epistolae D. Pauli ad Colossenses, per reverendum in

Christo Patrem, Joannem [Davenant] Episcopum Sarisburiensem jam
primuni edita: olim ab eodem, Dominaj Margaretas in Academiu Canta-

brigiensi Professore Theologico, dictata. Cantabrigise, 1627. folio.

100. An Exposition upon the Epistle to the Colossians. Wherein not

only the text is methodically analysed, but the sense of the words, by
the help of writers, both antient and modern, is explained. By N. By-

field. London, 1615. folio.

101. The Epistles of St. Paul to the Colossians, to the Thessalonians,

to Timothy, and to Titus, and the General Epistle of St. James: a new
Version from the Greek, and chiefly from the Text of Griesbach. By
Philalethes. [John Jones, LL.D.] London, 1820. 12mo.

Of this translation, which in many instances is made to support the scheme of the

modern Socinians, the reader will find an account in the Eclectic Review (N. S. ) vol. xiv.

pp. 277-283,

1 AND 2 THESSALONIANS.

102. An Exposition upon the Two Epistles of the Apostle Saint Paul

to the Thessalonians. By the Rev. Father John Jewel, late Bishop of

Sarisburie. London, 1583. 12mo. Reprinted in 1811. 8vo.

This valuable Commentary on the Epistles to the Thessalonians is printed in the folio

edition of Bp. Jewel's works (London, 1609), and also in the seventh volume of the

compilation, intitled the " Fathers of the English Church."

103. Joannis Alphonsi Turretini Commentarius Theoretico-practicus

in Epistolas Divi Pauli ad Thessalonicenses. Basilea;, 1739. 8vo. also

in the second volume of the collective edition of Turrctin's Works,

in 4to^

104. The Greek of the Epistle of Saint Paul to the Thessalonians ex-

plained. By John Phillips. London, 1751. 4to.

" This work contains the Greek text, but no translation. The Notes arc very consider-

able. They are philological, critical, and tiieological. It was designed as a specimen of

a work upon all the Epistles, but which was never completed. It is exceedingly scarce."

(Orme's Biblioth. Uibl. p. :549.j

105. Pauli Epistolae ad Thessalonicenses. Recensuit, veterum recen-

tiorumque notas selectas congessit, suasque adjecit, et tamquam speci-
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men novae editionis Epistolarum Pauli edidit F. Schleiermacher. Be-
rolini, 1823. 8vo.

106. Specimen Academicum Inaugurale de Ccetus Christianorum
Thessalonicensis Ortu Fatisque, et prions Pauli iis scripta; Epistolae

Consilio atque Argumento. Auctore Joanne Jacobo Burgerhoudt.
Lugduni Batavorum, 1825. 8vo.

Tliis Dissertation may be considered as a valuable introduction to the first Epistle to the

Thessalonians: every topic, which is necessary to the correct understanding of it, is satis-

factorily discussed.

1 AND 2 Timothy, Titus, and Philemon.

107- D. Pauli Epistola; ad Timotheum, Titum et Philemoneni, Obser-
vationibus grammaticis, historicis, logicis, theologicis illustrata ab
Abrahamo Sculteto. Francof'urti, 1624'. 4to.

108. S. Pauli Apostoli Epistola utraque ad Timotheum, cum Com-
mentario Joannis Cocceii. Lugduni Batavorum, 1667. 4to,

109. Beckharis (Joach. Frid.) Specimen Observationum Critico-Ex-
egeticarum de Vocabulis a7ra| AtyofxEvoK et rarioribus dicendi Formulis
in prima ad Timotheum Epistola Paulina obviis, AuthenticE ejus nihil

detrahentibus. Lingae, 1810. 8vo.

110. Petri VON Haven Comnientatio Analytica in Epistolam Paulli

ad Titum. Halse, 1742. 4to.

111. A Commentary on the Epistle of Saint Paul written to Titus. By
Thomas Taylor. Cambridge, 1612. 4to. 1658. folio.

Walchius speaks very highly of this cominentary both in a philological and in a prac-

tical point of view. (Bibl. Theol. Select, vol. iv. p. 723.) The learned author was a

frequent preacher before Queen Elizabeth ai;d King James I.

112. Henrici Hummelii Explanatio Epistolae Apostoli Paulli ad Phi-

lemonem. Tiguri, 1670. folio.

113. Pauli ad Philemoneni Epistola, Graece et Latine, illustrata a Lebr.

Gottl. ScHMiDio. Lipsiac, 1786. 8vo.

HEBREWS.

114. An Exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews, with preliminary

Exercitations. By John Owen, D.D. folio. 4 vols. London, 1668-1674.
8vo. 7 vols.

This work is particularly valuable for its illustration of the Epistle to the Hebrews by
the aid of Rabbinical earning : a well executed abridgment of it was published in 4 vols.

8vo. 1790, by the lat Lr. Edward Williams, of which a new edition was printed in 1815.

4 vols. 8vo.

115. Joannis Braunii Commentarius in Epistolam ad Hebracos, cum
indicibus locupletissimis et quibusdam tabuiis aeneis elegantissimis. Am-
stel. 1075. 4to.

Professor Braun or Braunius is well known for several valuable pieces, elucidating

sacred antiquities. His commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, in the opinion of

J. B. Carpzov, is one of the best ever edited. It is indeed truly valuai)le for its illustra-

tions by the aid of Rabbinical learning ; and the author is particularly able in refuting

the perverse interpretations of the celebrated Socinian teacher, Schlichtingius.

116. An Exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews, by Mr. Robert
Duncan, minister of the Gospel. Edinburgh, 1731. 8vo.

A useful and cheap exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

117. Joannis Benedict! Carpzovii Exercitationes in Pauli Epistolam
ad Flebreeos ex Philone Alexandrino. Helmstadt, 1750. 8vo.
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A work of singular utility in explaining the phraseology of St. Paul's Epistle to the

Hebrews.

118. A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistle to the Hebrews. To
which is prefixed an Inquiry into— the Author of this Epistle ; wlien it

was written ; the manner of citing the Old Testament ; and the method
of reasoning in it, &c. By Arthur Ashley Sykes, D.D. London, 1755
4to.

" This production cannot fail to throw much useful light on that part of divine revela-

tion which it is intended to illustrate." (Monthly Review, O.S. vol. xiii. p. 225.)

119. Joannis Augusti Ernesti Lectiones Academicae in Epistolam ad
Hebraeos ad ipso revisae, cum ejusdem excursibus theologicis edidit

;

Commentarium, in quo multa ad recentissimorum imprimis interpretum

sententias pertinentia uberius illustrantur, adjecit Gotlib Immanuel
Dindorf. Lipsiae, 1815; royal 8vo.

These Academic Lectures of Ernesti were delivered by that eminent scholar and divine

while he was professor of divinity at Leipsic. They have been edited from liis corrected

copy, with various important additions by Professor Dindorf, who succeeded him in the

Hebrew chair at Leipsic. These are included between brackets, with the initial letter D.

,

and require to be read with caution, Prof. Dindorf's sentiments on the person of Christ

not being tlie most correct. On some of the earlier chapters there are also some marginal
observations of an anonymous pupil of Ernesti's, which are distinctly marked. Altogether,

this may be pronounced the most complete critical commentary on the Epistle to the

Hebrews that is extant.

120. Adr. Leon, van der Mesch, Specimen Hermeneuticum, in lo-

cum ad Hebraeos ix. 14. Lugd. Bat. 1819. 8vo.

121. A Paraphrase and Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews.
By Archibald Maclean. London, 1819. 2 vols. 8vo.

" We arc acquainted with no expository work in our language, which, within so small

a compass, contains so much valuable matter, and truly scriptural illustration. It is not

a work of imagination, but of judgment. It deals not in conjectures or random inter-

pretations ; but in solid, judicious investigation. It discovers no fondness for novelty,

nor any silly attachment to the suffrage of antiquity. It is uniformly calm, serious, and
scriptural. The illustrations of the divinity, the sacrifice, the priesthood, and the covenant

of our Lord Jesus Christ, are most excellent, though on some points he differs from ex-

positors of established reputation. Some of the subjects on which he rather dissents from
very generally-received opinions, are taken up in an appendix to the second volume. It

contains an essay on the doulile sense of prophecy; one on the administration of angels,

previous to Christ's resurrection and exaltation ; and another on the commencement of

theexercise of Christ's office as high priest." (London Christian Instructor, July 1819.)

122. Epistola ad Hebraeos, Laline versa et largo explicata commentario,

a Chr. Frid. Boehme. Lipsiae, 1823. 8vo.

123. F. A. Seyffartii, De Epistolae, quae dicitur ad Hebraeos, Lidole

maxime peculiari Librum composuit Trangott Augustus Seyffarth.
Lipsiae, 1821. 8vo.

An elaborate investigation of the style, scope, &c. of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

124. Petri HofFstede de Groot Disputatio qua Epistola ad Hebraeos

cum Paulinis Epistolis comparatur. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1826. 8vo.

The Epistle to the Hebrews is here collated with the other writings of St. Paul : at the

end there is an index, shewing under various heads the coincidence between them. It is

a very valuable tract.

(R) 4
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THE SEVEN CATHOLIC EPISTLES.l

125. A Practical Paraphrase on the Seven Cathohc Epistles, after the

manner of Dr. Clarke's Paraphrase ou the Four Evangelists. By Samuel

Collet. London, 1734. 8vo.

126. Epistolaruni Catholicarum Septenarius, Grace, cum nova versione

Latina, ac scholiis grammaticis atque criticis, opera Jo. Ben. Carpzovii.

HalK, 1790. 8vo.

saint JAMES, AND 1 AND 2 PeTER.

127. A Practical Commentary, or an Exposition with Notes, on the

Epistle of James. By Thomas Manton. London, 1653. 4-to.

128. Sam. Frid. Nathan Mori Prselectiones in Jacobi et Petri Epistolas.

Edidit C. A. Donat. Lipsiae, 1794. 8vo.

129. A Commentary on the First Epistle of Peter, by Robert Leigm-

ton, D.D. Archbishop of Glasgow. 2 vols. 8vo. Various editions.

This admirable commentary, which fills the first two volumes of Archbishop Leighton's

works is wholly practical, and has long been admired for its piety. Dr. Doddridge, in

his paraphrase on this Epistle, has acknowledged himself deeply indebted to Archbishop

Lei^hton for many important hints. Dr. Storr, in his " Opuscula Academica," (vol. ii.

pp. 367-415.) has a valuable dissertation on the occasion and design of writing the Ca-

tholic Epistles, as they are called.

130. A Dissertation on 2 Pet. i. 16-21o in which the Force of the

Apostle's reasoning is shown, and the Connection of the whole passage

is explained. By William Primatt. London, 1751. 8vo.

131. A Dissertation upon the controverted Passages in St. Peter and

St. Jude concerning the Angels that sinned, and who kept not their first

Estate. By Samuel Henley. London, 1778. 8vo.

1, 2, AND 3 John.

132. Sam. Frid. Nath. Mori Praelectiones Exegeticae in tres Johannis

Epistolas, cum nova earundem paraphrasi Latina. Cura C. A. Hempel.
Lipsiae, 1797- 8vo.

This work contains a free Latin version of Saint John's three Epistles, as it was dic-

tated by the late celebrated Professor Morus in his Divinity Lectures, together with his

observations on it, and two critical Excursus, one of which relates to the disputed passage

in 1 John v. 7, 8.

133. A Commentary upon the First, Second, and Third Epistles of

Saint John. By Thomas Hawkins. London, 1808. 8vo.

134. Joh. Jac. Rambonnet, Specimen Academicum de Secunda Epis-

tola Johannea. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1819. 8vo.

135. Versio Latina Epistolarum et Libri Visorum Joannis Novi Testa-

menti, perpetua adnotatione illustrata a M. Godofr. Sigismund. Iaspis.

Editio altera, novis curis emendata & aucta. Lipsiae, 1821. 8vo.

136. An Exposition of the Epistle of Jude. By William Jenkyn.
London, 1652-54. 2 vols. 4to.

' The Paraphrases of Dr. Benson on these Epistles have already been noticed in p. 256
of this Appendix.
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137. A Practical Commentary, or an Exposition with Notes, on the

Epistle of Jude. By Thomas Manton, B.D. London, 1G58. 4to.

138. Hermanni Witsii Commentarius in Epistolam Judaj. Lug. Bat.

1703. 4to.

A learned, elegant, and perspicuous illustration of the Epistle of Jude.

139. Epistola Juda?, Greece, commentario critico et annotatione per-

petua illustrata, a Henr. Carl. Alex. Haenlein. Erlanga;, 1799. 8vo.

140. Collectanea, sive Notae Critics et Commentarius in Epistolam

Judae. Accedunt de fonte Doctrinae, et Dictionis Judas genere et co-

lore, Dissertationes dua^. Auctore M. T. Laurmann. Groningse, 1818.

Svo.

141. A. Jessien, de AvSsvTEia EpistoLe Judae Commentatio Critica.

Lipsiae, 1820. Svo.

THE REVELATION OF SAINT JOHN.

142. In the second tome or part of Mr. Hugh Broughton's works,

(pp. 408-522) there is an exposition or interpretation of the Revelation

of Saint John, intitled " A Revelation of the Holy Apocalypse." The
learned writer expounds it chiefly of the corruptions of the Church of

Rome.

143. Clavis Apocalyptica ex innatis et insitis Visionum Characteribus

eruta et demonstrata a Josepho Mede. — Ejusdem Commentarius in

Apocalypsin, et Appendix ad Clavem Apocalypticam.

These excellent treatises " of the pious and profoundly learned " Josepli Mede (as he

is justly styled in the title-page to tiie collective edition of his works) were originally pub-
lished in 4to., but now form, together with some other disquisitions on prophecy, the

second volume of the folio edition of his works. Mede is universally allowed to have led

the way to a correct and rational interpretation of the Apocalypse. Tlie examination of his

Clavis occupies the chief part of Bishop Kurd's tenth sermon on the study of the prophecies ;

and that euiinent prelate, after adverting to the numerous and abortive attempts to explain

this mysterious book, which were made soon after the Reformation, has the following

striking remark concerning Mede. — " The issue of much elaborate inquiry was, that the

book itself was disgraced by the fruitless efforts of its commentators, and on the point of

being given up as utterly impenetrable, when a sublime genius arose in the beginning of

the last century, and surprised the learned world with that great desideratum — a key to

the lievelaliims. (Works, vol. v. p. 270.) The tenth of Bishop Kurd's sermons on
the prophecies discusses, after Mede, the interpretation of the Apocalypse.

144. Anacrisis Apocalypseos Joannis Apostoli, qua in veras interpre-

tandse ejus hypotheses diligenter inquiritur, et ex iisdern interpretatio

facta, certis historiarum monumentis confirmatur et illustratur, turn quo-

que quae Meldensis Praesul Bossuetus hujus libri commentario supposuit,

et exegetico Protestantium systemati in visis de Bestia ac Babylone
Mystica objecit, sedulo examinantur. Auctore Canipegio Vitringa.
Amstelaedami, 1719. 4to.

145. A Perpetual commentary on the Revelation of Saint John, with
a Preliminary Discourse concerning the Principles upon which the said

Revelation is to be understood. By Charles Daubuz, M.A. New mo-
delled, abridged, and rendered plain to the meanest capacity, by Peter
Lancaster, A.M. London, 1730. 4to.

The best edition of an elaborate and very useful work, of which later writers have not
failed to avail themselves. Daubuz's work was first printed in folio, 1720.

146. The Scripture Preservative against Popery ; being a Paraphrase
with Notes on the Revelation of St. John. By Thomas Pyle, M.A. Lon-
don, 1735. Svo. 1795, 2d edition.
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This volume completes (he Paraphrase on the New Testament, after the manner of Dr.
Clarke. Mr. Pyle's Paraphrase on the Acts and Epistles is noticed in p. 249, supra.

147. A Paraphrase and Notes on the Revelation of Saint John. By-

Moses LowMAN. 2d edit. London, 1745. 4to. London, 1807. 8vo.

4th edition.

Bishop Tomline includes this work in his list of books for clergymen and biblical

students. Dr, Doddridge has said of it, that lie " has received more satisfaction from it,

with respect to many difficulties" in the book of Revelation, than he " ever found else-

where, or expected to have found at all." (Works, vol. ii. Leeds edit. p. 37.) He has

given an abstract of Mr. Lowman's scheme of interpretation in his 229th lecture. (Works,

vol. V. pp. 410-414.) Lowman's scheme of the seven seals is also approved by the late

Rev. David Simpson, in his " Key to the Prophecies," (p. 582.) as more consistent with

history than that of Bishop Newton, printed in the second volume of his dissertations on
the prophecies.

148. Bengelius's Introduction to his Exposition of the Apocalypse;

with his preface, and the greatest part of the conclusion of it ; and also

his marginal Notes on the text, which are a summary of the whole ex-

position. Translated from the High Dutch, by John Robertson, M.D.
London, 1757. 8vo.

See an account of this work in tlie Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xviii. pp. 25-28. The
substance of Bengel's expository writings on the Apocalypse is given in the Rev. John

Wesley's notes, mentioned in p. 207 of this Appendix.

149. The Revelations translated, and explained throughout, with

keys, illustrations, notes, and comments ; a copious introduction, argu-

ment and conclusion. By W. Cooke, Greek Professor at Cambridge,

&c. 1789. 8vo.

" A writer who can discover " (as Mr. Cooke has done) " the Jewish church in the

Iliad, and Christianity in the Odyssey, may certainly find whatever he pleases in the Book

of Revelation ; but it is not equally certain that he is qualified to delect the fallacies of

Joseph Mede, and to prove him mistaken, false, and erroneous. Though the author

professes to ' have lighted the taper of God's truth from the kindled incense of prayers,'

and though he may expect that it will ' flame like a fire-brand, fling and bounce, and run,

sino-eing and scorching wherever it touches,' we have been so unfortunate as not to re-

ceive from this flaming taper a single ray to guide us through tliis region of darkness."

(Monthly Review, N. S. vol. iii. p. 148.J

150. Commentavius in Apocalypsin Joannis. Scripsit Jo. Gothofr.

EiCHiioRN. Gottingse, 1791. 2 vols, small 8vo.

The hypothesis of the celebrated Professor Eichhorn is, that the Revelation of Saint

John is a prophetic drama, tlie true subject of wliich is the spiritual victory of Chris-

tianity over Judaism and Paganism. His eccentric scheme of interpretation has found

but few supporters even in Germany. As tiiis Commentary on the Apocalypse is not of

very frequent occurrence in this country, the following abstract of his scheme may not be

unacceptable to the reader. He divides the Apocalypse into four parts, viz. 1. Tlie Title ;

2. The Prologue itself; — 3. The Drama itself;— and 4. The Epilogue.

1. The Title, (i. 1-3.)

2. The Prolcue (i. 4. - iii. 22.), in which it is stated that the argument of the drama

belono-s to the Christians ; Epistles to the churches being added, which in the symbolic

style of the poem are represented by the number seven.

3. The Drama itself (iv. l.-xxii. 5.) which consists of a prelude and three acts! ! !

In the Prelude (iv. 1. - viii. 5.), the scenery is prepared and adorned.

Act I. Jerusalem is taken, i e. Judaism is conquered by the Christian Religion.

(vii. 6. -xii. 17.)

Act II. Rome is captured; i.e. Paganism is subdued by the Christian Religion.

(xi. 18. -XX. 10.)

Act III. The New Jerusalem descends from heaven; or the happiness of the life to

come, which is to endure for ever, is described, (xx. 11. - xxii. 5.)

4. The Epilogue, (xxii. 6-21.)

a. Of the Angel, (xxii. 6.)

b. Of Jesus Christ, (xxii. 7-16.)

c. Of Saint John, who denounces a curse against those who shall add to or diminish
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the predictions contained in this book (xxii. 16-20.), and concludes with an apos-

tolical benediction, (21.)

The hypothesis of Eichhorn (we understand) was attacked and refuted l)y INI.Lange, in

his German translation of the Apocalypse.

151. A commentary on the Revelations. By Bryce Johnstone, D.D.
Edinburgh, 1794-. 2 vols. 8vd.

This work we have not had an opportunity of seeing : it is stated by the late Dr. E.
Willianis to be " well calculated for general use, being written with great perspicuity, and
in a popular practical strain." (Christian Preaciier, Appendix, p. 437.)

152. Reflections sur I'Apocalypse. Par E. Gibert, Ministre de la

Chapelle Royale, et Recteur de St. Andre dans I'lsle de Guernsey.
Guernsey, 1796. 8vo.

Plain, pious, and practical. The learned author has chiefly followed the exposition

given by Bishop Newton in the second volume of his Dissertations on the Prophecies.

153. Practical Observations on the Revelation of Saint John, written

in the year 1775. By the late Mrs. Bowdler. 2d edit. Bath, 1800.

12mo.

Tliis work is expressly designed for tliose who have not leisure or inclination to exa-

mine tlie proplietical meaning of the apocalypse. " Many such readers will doubtless be
found ; and whoever takes up the book with a serious mind, will be edified by the good
sense, piety, and modesty of the writer." (British Critic, O. S. vol. xvi. p. 561.)

154. A Commentary on the Revelation of Saint John, accompanied
with historical testimony of its accomplishment to the present day. By
the Rev. E, W.WmxAKER. London, 1802. 8vo.

The present work is an enlarged edition of a small work on the prophecies, originally

printed in 1795. The author " has the peculiar merit of compelling the historian Gibbon
to give testimony, in almost every instance that falls within the limits of his chronology,

to the fulfilment of the prophecies." The points insisted on by Mr. Whitaker, " he has

succinctly handled, and reasoned upon each in such a manner as to render his work, if

not decisive upon the subject, yet too important not to become a book of reference and
authority to future commentators." (Britiih Critic, vol. xxiii. O. S. Pref. p. iv. and

p. 252.)

155. Brief Commentaries upon such parts of the Revelation and other

Prophecies as immediately refer to the present times ; in which the

several allegorical types and expressions of those prophecies are trans-

lated into their literal meanings, and applied to their appropriate events,

&c. &c. By Joseph Galloway, Esq. London, 1802. 8vo.

" In the work before us, much ingenuity is displayed, as to the explanation of some
of the apocalyptic visions; though in other parts solutions are offered, whicli appear to us

to be but very weakly supported." — " Mr. Galloway deserts many of the old interpret-

ations for applications invented by himself; and though we often dissent from liis com-
ments, we are pleased by the spirit of his admonitions." (British Critic, vol xxiii. p. 537.

and Pref. p. iv.)

156. The Apocalypse, or Revelation of Saint John, translated, with

Notes critical and explanatory. To which is prefixed a Dissertation on

the divine origin of the book, in answer to the objections of the late

Professor Michaelis ; with a biographical chart of writers in the early

Christian church who appear to have afforded evidence in favour of

the Apocalypse. By John Chappel Woodhouse, D.D. London, 1806.

royal 8vo.

" This," said the late Bishop Hurd, " is the best book of the kind I have seen. It

owes its superiority to two things, — the author's understanding, for the most part, the

apocalyptic symbols in a spiritual, not a literal sense : Secondly, to the care he has taken

to fix the precise import of those symbols, from the use made of them by the old pro-

phetical and other writers of the Old and New Testament. Still many difficulties remain
and will remain to the time of the end." (^Manii script note of the late Bishop Ilurcl) on a

blank leaf of a presentation copy of this worlc, in the library of Hartleburi/, See Gentle-
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man's iNIagazine, vol. Ixxviii, part ii. p. 702.) After such commendation, any further

observation is unnecessary. The text of the Apocalypse is handsomely printed in three

columns, containing the Greek text of Griesbach's second edition of the New Testament,

Dr. W.'s own translation from it, and the authorised version, from which he never departs

but when the sense requires it Tiie reader who is desirous of seeing analyses of this most
excellent work, may consult the British Critic, O. S. vol. xxix. pp. 190-200. ; and the

Eclectic Review, O. S. vol. ii. part ii. pp. 914-222.

157. England Safe and Triumphant; or Researches into the Apoca-
lyptic Little Book, and Prophecies, connected and synchronical. By
the Rev. Francis Thruston, M.A. Coventry and London, 1812. 2 vols.

8vo.

" Among many interpretations of the Divine Book of the Revelation, here is one
which expressly views in it the permanency of the church of England, and its prevalence

over all other denominations of the Cliristian world ! Much as we are inclined to believe

that there is a strong foundation of truth in what this author urges, in conformity with

other sound interpreters, or built on their positions, we cannot but think in many places,

particularly towards the latter end of his work, he is ralhor too rajiid in forming his

deductions and conclusions ; in some of which we confess ourselves unable to follow him."

(British Critic, O. S vol. xxxiii. pp. 593. 595.
J

It may be proper to remark, that Mr.
Thruston has followed the line marked out by Mr. Faber in his works on prophecy al-

ready noticed.

158. A Dissertation on the Dragon, Beast, and False Prophet of" the

Apocalypse ; in which the number 666 is satisfactorily explained : and
also a full illustration of Daniel's Vision of the Ram and fle-Goat. By
James Edward Clarke. London, 1814. 8vo.

" We cannot agree with the author in many of his explanations
; yet we have read his

•work with some degree of satisfaction, and think he has succeeded in throwing additional

light on some of the obscure subjects which he undertakes to illustrate." (Eclectic Re-
view, N. S. vol. iv. p. 289.

159. The Prophetic History of the Christian Revelation Explained:
or a Brief Exposition of the Revelation of Saint John. By the Rev.
George Schmuckrr, Pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, York
Town, Pennsylvania. Vol. I. Baltimore, 1817. 8vo.

160. M. T. Laurmann Praelectio de imaginum sive figurarum poeti-

carum, in Apocalypsi Joannea, indole atque pretio. Groninga;, 1822.

Svo.

161. The Chronology of the Apocalypse, investigated and defended.

By John Overton. London, 1822. 8vo.

162. A concise Exposition of the Apocalypse, so far as the Prophe-
cies are fulfilled ; several of which are interpreted in a different way
from that adopted by other Connnentators. By J. R. Park, M. D.
London, 1823. 8vo.

Tlie author of this work regards the Apocalypse as being altogether a spiritual and not

a political prophecy ; that is, as relating exclusively to the progress of true religion, and
not to the history of the Roman Empire. This general principle is derived from the ex-
cellent work of Dean Woodhousc, noticed in p. 267, to which Dr. Park acknowledges his

obligations, and which he has for the most part taken as his guide. " This concise expo-
sition deserves to be recommended as a useful outline of the Apocalyptic Predictions and
their fulfilment." (Eclectic Review, N. S. vol. xxii. p.S-JI.)

163. Dissertations introductory to the Study and Right Understanding
of the Language, Structure, and Contents of the Apocalypse. By
Alexander Tilloch, LL.D. London, 1823. Svo.

These dissertations are seven in number. In the two first Dr. Tilloch has, very inge-
niously, but we think not satisfactorily, endeavoured to shew that the Apocalypse was one
of the earliest written books of the New Testament ; but the weight of historical evidence
we have shewn in the fourth volume of this work (see Part II. Chapter V. § II. ) is

decidedly in favour of the /ate date of the Apocalypse. The remaining five dissertations
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contain many ingenious observations on the language and style of this prophetic book.
«' There is much ingenuity displayed in tliese pages, and many remarks occur in them,
tliat are deserving of consideration : but we regret to be obliged to add, tliat the learned
author has frequently ventured assertions wholly gratuitous, in order to supjiort a favourite
hypothesis, to which he had obviously determined that every fact should be made to bend
and that he has conducted many of the discussions in the volume before us in a maimer
that must be pronounced by every impartial reader, not only unfair, but in some instances
disingenuous." The author " may fairly be represented as having brought under the

notice of biblical students some very interesting topics, and he has furnished many iniTonious

and curious remarks on the several subjects of his Dissertations, although in but too many
cases, he has exhibited them in a crude and unsubstantial form." (Eclectic Review, N. S.

vol. xxiii. pp. 343. 360.)

164'. An Explanation of the Apocalypse or Revelation of St. John.
By Alexander Smyth. Washington City, 1825. I'imo.

The author of this publication (who is a general in the army of the United States of
America, and a representative in congress from Virginia) announced it in a pompous ad-
vertisement, in which he " certified on honour that he had discovered the meaning of the

Apocalypse, which, with the exception of a few passages in the second and third ciiapters,

has never been approached by any expositor." The pamphlet (for it contains only fifty-

seven loosely-printed pages, exclusive of the title-page) is published as the result of twenty
years' study ; and, as it is utterly unknown in this country, the following concise outline

of its contents may perhaps gratify the curiosity of the reader. Contrary to all historical

evidence, he aflirms that the Apocalypse is not mentioned by any of the Fathers until

about the close of the second century— that the several passages which are common to

their writings and this book, are quotations from the former by the author of the latter,

and not vice versa, as is commonly supposed, because the Book of Revelation is a much
more masterly and perfect production than the others, and the world is in a state of pro-

gressive improvement, as the rude hut precedes the splendid palace (General Smyth's book
is therefore superior to all the productions of antiquity ! !) — that " the fall of the mystical

Babylon is, unquestionably, the destruction of Byzantium by the forces of Severus, in

the year 195; and this event is the beacon which we must keep in view, while searching

for the other events, enigmatically related in this book,"— that Irenpcus, bishop of Lyons,
must have been the author oF the Apocalypse, because he wrote several books, in one of
which he mentioned the anlient copies of the Apocalypse, and was also acquainted with
several persons who figured in the history of the destruction of Byzantium — that it is a
compilation from the prophets, the theology of the Rabbins, the Pastor of Hernias, and
tlie more antient Apocalypses, applied by the writer to the history of his own time— and
that it is a pious forgery, written in the spirit of insatiable revenge ! The mystical number
P66 he finds in the name of Decimus Clodius ^Ibiinis, although the Latin numerals con-
tained in that name amount only to 231 S ! Such is the outline of this author's plan, whose
fallacy, ignorance, and presumption have been very severely and deservedly exposed in the

Literary Journals of North America.

165. An Introduction to the Study of the Apocalypse ; being an
Attempt to make that Portion of God's Word profitable to the Generality
of Readers. To which is added a Brief Outline of Prophetic History,

from the Babylonian Captivity to the commencement of the Nineteenth
Century, selected chiefly from the best and most approved Writers on
the Subject. By the Rev. Richard Murray. Dublin, 1826. 8vo.

166. The Apocalypse of St. John, or Prophecy of the Rise, Progress,

and Fall of the Church of Rome ; the Inquisition ; the Revolution of
France ; the Universal War ; and the Final Triumph of Christianity.

Being a new Interpretation by the Rev. George Croly^, A.M. London,
1827. 8vo.

" AVith all the exceptions that lie against the author's scheme of interpretation, this is an
original and not iminteresting volume, abounding with historical information and splendid

writing, and suggesting ample materials for thought ; although it supplies one instance

more, in which the sagacity of an ingenious man has been baffled by the difficulties of the

subject." (Eclectic Review, N. S. vol. xxviii. p. 129.)
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(6.) Expository Lectures and Sermoiis on the Scriptures, and on Detached
Portions thereof.

1. A Popular Commentary on the Bible, in a Series of Sermons, fol-

lowing, in the Old Testament, the Course of the first Lessons at Morning
and Evening Service on Sundays. Designed for Parish Churches, or for

reading in Private Families. Vols. I. II. [comprising the Old Testament.]

By the Rev. James Plumptre, B.D. London, 1827. 8vo.

This work, it is believed, is the first attempt to present a compendious view of the

entire Scriptures in tiie form of popular commentary, in a series of sermons. Mr.
Plumptre has drawn up these plain and practical discourses for the edification of such

persons as cannot, or who do not at present, read at home ; and who would, therefore, from
the mere routine of the Sunday Lessons read in the service of the English Church, be able

to form but a very imperfect idea of the Bible as a whole. He dwells chiefly upon the

Lessons, but gives an account of the Books and the Writei-s of them; and of the chapters,

and sometimes of whole books, passed over between. So that, in the course of the fifty-

two Sundays in the year, he goes through the whole of the Old Testament in perhaps as

convenient a form as could well be accomplished from the pulpit. The first four Discourses

are introductory. In preparing this work, Mr. P. has availed himself of the best sources

of information, to which he has honourably acknowledged his obligations. The clearness

and perspicuity of the style render the facts and historical information pleasing and in-

structive ; and, from the manner in which he has executed this portion of his undertaking,

it is to be hoped that he may receive suflicient encouragement to prosecute the remainder of

the design announced by him, viz. of publishing a similar commentary on the New
Testament.

2. Horae Homileticae, or Discourses (in the form of Skeletons) upon
the whole Scriptures. By the Rev. Charles Simeon, M.A. London,
1819-20. llvols. 8vo.

3. Sacred Biography ; or, the History of the Patriarchs [and part of

the History of Jesus Christ] : being a course of Lectures delivered at

the Scots Church, London Wall. By Henry Hunter, D.D. London,
1783, <S:c. 7 vols. 8vo.; seventh edition, 1814. 5 vols. 8vo. also 1826.

2 vols. 8vo.

4. Lectures on the Four last Books of the Pentateuch, designed to

shew the divine origin of the Jewish religion, chiefly from internal evi-

dence ; in three parts. By the Rev. Richard Graves, D.D. (now Dean
of Ardagh.) London, 1815. 2 vols. 8vo.

The first edition of this valuable work appeared in 1807; in this impression it is very

materially improved, and is indispensably necessary to the biblical student.

5. Expository Discourses on the Book of Genesis, interspersed with

practical reflections, by Andrew Fuller. 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1806.

The late respected author of this work has long been known by his able publications

on the absurdity of deism, and the immoral tendency of Socinian tenets. 'J'hese " Ex-
pository Discourses," which are short and fifty-eight in number, were originally delivered

as lectures to Mr. Fuller's congrcgration at Kettering. " The author selects a paragraph

of convenient length, and furnishes a concise exposition of its leading circumstances, ac-

"companied with a few practical reflections, and occasionally with a useful criticism. The
paragraphs are not inserted at length, but referred to by the initial and final verses. Much
originality of critical remark must not be expected, nor must the reader be surprised, if

he often meet with a trite and obvious reflection : but we will venture to promise him,

much more frequently, a manly, judicious, and useful train of observation, expressed in

simple and vigorous language." (Electic Review, O. S. vol. ii. part ii. p. 896).

6. Lectures on the Book of Genesis. By J. Rudge, D.D. London,

1823. 2 vols. 8vo.

7. Lectures upon some Important Passages in the Book of Genesis.

By Henry Thomas Austen, M.A. London, 1820. 8vo.

8. Lectures on the History of Joseph. By John Davies. Bath,

1823. l2mo.
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9. The Book of Genesis considered and illustrated in a Series of
Historical Discourses. By the Rev. Francis Close, A.M. London,
1/S26. 8vo.

10. The Christian Exodus: or the Deliverance of the Israelites from
Egypt practically considered in a series of Discourses. B}- the Rev.
R. P. BuDDicoRN, M.A. London, 1826. 2 vols. Svo.

11. Davidica. Twelve Practical Sermons on the Life and Character of
David King of Israel. By Henry Thompson, M.A. London, 1827. Svo.

12 Lectures on the History of Joseph. By George Lawson, D.D.
Edinburgh and London, 1812. 2 vols. 12mo.

13. Lectures on the Book of Ruth. By G. Lawson, D.D. Edin-
burgh and London, 1805. 12mo.

14. Lectures on the Book of Esther. By G. Lawson, D.D. Edin-
burgh and London, 1809. 12mo.

15. An Exposition of the Book of Proverbs. By the late George
Lawson, D.D. Edinburgh, 1821. 2 vols. 12mo.

" These works were chiefly intended for the instruction of Christians in the ordinary
walks of life. They are pious and sensible, full of sound doctrine, and salutary admo-
nition, and instruction. There is rarely any thing of a critical nature to be found in them
which indeed was not the writer's object; but they every where discover a minute ac-

quaintance with the Bible and the human heart, and a deep concern to profit the reader.

The style is plain, and the illustrations [are] generally very brief. " (Orme's Biblioth.

Biblica, p. 287.)

16. An Exposition of the Book of Psalms, Explanatory, Critical, and
Devotional, intended chiefly to aid private Christians in the enlightened

perusal of Compositions, in which the national history of the Jews and
the personal experience of David are often blended with the Spirit of

Prophecy. By the Rev. John Morison. London, 1828. 2 vols. Svo.

This exposition is now in course of publication, in parts, which will form two
handsomely-printed octavo volumes.
As Bishop Horsley's posthumous work On the Book of Psalms (which has been noticed

in page 226. of this Appendix) is chiefly adapted to the use of the scholar and Biblical

Critic, while the well-known and splendid commentary of Bishop Home has been thought

by many to partake too much of the systematically prophetic and mystical interpretation

;

Mr. Morison has performed a very acceptable service to private Christians, as well as to

critical students of the sacred volume, in his exposition of the Book of Psalms. The plan

which he has adopted is in every respect deserving of commendation. Adhering strictly

to the literal meaning of the text, he is careful at the same time not to overlook eitiier its

prophetical or typical character. The authorised version is properly retained, and the

exposition follows each successive verse ; while the critical notes, often very instructive, are

commodiously placed at the foot of the page. Mr. Morison is advantageously known as

theautlior of a volume of Lectures on the Reciprocal Obligations of Life ; in which some
important topics of Christian ethics, not commonly discussed from the pulpit, are concisely

explained and earnestly enforced on Christian principles and motives.

17. A Practical Exposition of the Hundred and nineteenth Psalm.

By Thomas Manton, D.D. London, 1681. folio.

18. An Exposition of Psalm CXIX. By the Rev. Charles Bridges.
London, 1827. 12mo.

19. A Practical Exposition of the Hundred and thirtieth Psalm. By
John Owen, D.D. London, 1669. 4to. and various subsequent editions.

20. Six Lectures on the Penitential Psalms. By Edward Berens,
M.A. Oxford, 1823- 12mo.

21. Lectures on the Book of Ecclesiastes. By Ralph Wardlaw,
D.D. Glasgow and London, 1821. 2 vols. Svo.

" This is a very elegant Commentary on an exceedingly difficult portion of Scripture."

(Orme's Biblioth. Biblica, p. 459.)
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22. Lectures on the Prophecies of Isaiah. By Robert Macculloch,
D.D. London, 1791-1805. 4 vols. 8vo.

These lectures were delivered in the ordinary course of his pastoral labours by Dr. M.

,

who was a minister in the church of Scotland. " They contain many ingenious eluci-

dations of the text, and many judicious and useful reflections. The author appears to

have taken much pains to understand the phraseology of the Prophet, and to investigate

his original design ; lie marks distinctly the leading divisions of the prophecies, and ex-

plains, at the beginning of each division, its peculiar object." (Monthly Review, N. S.

vol. XX. p. 226.) Dr. Macculloch has made great use of Vitringa's elaborate com-
mentary on Isaiah.

23. An Exposition of the Prophet Jonah, in Sermons. By George
Abbot, D.D. London, 1613. dto.

24. Lectures upon Jonas. By John King, D.D. Bishop of London.
London, 1618. 4to.

25. Theological Lectures to the King's Scholars at Westminster Abbey,
with an Interpretation of the New Testament, &c. &c. By John Heylin,
D.D. London, 1749, 1761. 2 vols. 4to.

The first part of this work contains the interpretation of the four Gospels, the second

part comprises the Acts of the Apostles and the several Epistles. " This interpretation,

though far from l)eing elegant, appears to us, in general, to be accurate and judicious,

and shews that the author had carefully studied the original. The whole contains evi-i

dent marks of solid judgment, critical skill, and considerable learning. In several parts

of the work, indeed, the reader will perceive a small tincture of mysticism ; and accord-

ingly we are told, in the preface to the second part, that the author was deeply i-ead in the

writings of the mystic divines, and was styled by some the mystic doctor." [Monthly

Review, O. S. vol. xxv. p. 33.)

26. Lectures on the History of Jesus Christ. By James Bennett.
London, 1825. 3 vols. 8vo.

27. Lectures on the Gospel of Saint Matthew, delivered in the parish

church of Saint James, Westminster, in the years 1798, 1799, 1800, and
1801. By the Right Rev. Beilby Porteus, Bishop of London. London,

1802. 2 vols. 8vo. 1823, in one vol. 8vo.

The multiplied editions of these admirable lectures sufficiently attest how highly they

are esteemed. " They are " indeed " calculated alike to do good to the learned and the

unlearned; the aged as well as the inexperienced, the grave and the reflecting, the gay

and the thoughtless. They are learned without ostentation, pious without any tincture

of enthusiasm, argumentative without pedantry, and perspicuous without losing sight of

the graces of style and diction. (British Critic, O. S. vol. xx. p. 306.)

28. Sermons extracted from the Lectures of Bishop Porteus. By
Thomas Baker, M.A. London, 1817. 8vo.

29. An Exposition of St. Matthew's Gospel, with suitable Lectures
and Prayers. By the Rev. Thomas Adam. London, 1805. 2 vols.

]2mo. ; 1822, in one voluntie 8vo.

30. Expositions and Sermons upon the ten first Chapters of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ, according to St. Matthew. By Christopher Black-
wood. London, 1659. 4to.

31. Lectures on the Gospel according to St. John. By Charles Abel
MoYSEY, D.D. Oxford, 1821. 8vo.

32. Practical Lectures upon the Ten First Chapters of the^Gospel of
Saint John. By the Rev. J. R. Pitman, M.A. London, 1822. 8vo.

33. Five Lectures on the Gospel of Saint Johnj'^as bearing Testimony
to the Divinity of our Saviour. By C. J. Blomfield, D.D. [now Bishop
of Chester.] London, 1823. 12mo.

34. Contemplations on the last Discourses of our Blessed Saviour with
his Disciples, as recorded by St. John. By John Brewster. London,
1822. 8vo.
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35. Lectures on the Acts of the Apostles, explanatory and practical.
By Richard Stack, D.D. 2d edition. London, 1805. 8vo.

36. Lectures on the Acts of the Apostles, delivered in the Parish Church
of Stockton-upon-Tees, during Lent, in the Years 1803, 1804^, 1805, and
1806. Illustrated with maps. ]iy John Brewster, M.A. London,
1807. 2 vols. 8vo.

" Both these authors profess to imitate the Bishop of London's (Porteus) excellent
Lectures on St. Mattliew's Gospel. By a mere comparison of bulk it is evident that Dr.
Stack's lectures must be more slight and cursory than those of Mr. Brewster^ the one
being twice the extent of the other." Dr. Stack's lectures " contain little more than a
recapitulation of the subjects of the chapters in other words. Nor have we been able to
discover any remarks in his book but what are so extremely plain and obvious, that they
seem to be hardly worth committing to paper, much less to the press. Mr. Brewster
proceeds in a very different style. He is full of illustrations from the fathers and divines
of various ages ; and his own remarks are not trite, but lively as well as just. Mr. B.'s
lectures may be justly recommended, as approaching much more nearly to the model
which both undertook to imitate, and as not only instructive, but pleasing and attractive."

(British Critic, O. S. vol. xxx. pp. 133, 134. 136. See also Eclectic Review, O. S. vol,
ii. p. 408.)

37. Lectures on the Acts of the Apostles. By John Dick, D.D.
Glasgow. 2d edition, 1822. 8vo.

The first edition of these Lectures was in two volumes, which were published at dif-

ferent times. Dr. Dick is advantageously known as the author of a sensible and well-
written essay on the inspiration of the Scriptures. Speaking of the first volume of the
first edition, some critics have remarked that his discussion of the principal topics related
in the Acts of the Apostles " is fully calculated to establish the faith of Christians in
tlieir holy religion, and furnishes them with some excellent practical rules for the regu-
lation of their moral conduct. Upon the whole, we cheerfully recommend the present
volume to the attention of the public." (Electic Review, O. S. vol. ii. pp. 438. 440.)
The same critics (vol. v. part ii. p 834,), speaking of the two volumes collectively, ob-
serve, that they contain altogether an useful illustration of many important passages of
the Acts; they are full of good sense and orthodox divinity, conveyed in a perspicuous
and easy style. The second edition of these lectures has been carefully revised.

.MB. Discourses on Passages selected from the Book of the Acts of the
Apostles. By Henry Thomson, D.D. London, 1822. 8vo.

The object of these expository discourses is, from select passages in the seven first

chapters of the book of Acts, to mark the fulfilment of prophecy in the qualifications,

labours, and success, of the first propagators of Christianity : and this design the author
has successfully accomplished. For an analysis of the volume, with a well-merited com-
mendation of its execution, the reader is referred to the Edinburgh Cliristian Instructor,

for June, 1S23. pp. 404-409.

39. Jo. Alphonsi Turretini in Paulli Apostoli ad Romanos Epistolae

capita priora undecim Praelectiones criticae, theologicae, et concionatoriae.

Lausannae, 174'1. 4to.

These lectures, which were first published after the author's death, are also to be found
in the second volume of Turretin's collective works, printed at Leuwarden, in 1775, in

quarto. They are truly excellent. Tlie prolegomena discuss, with great ability, the date

of the Epistle to the Romans, the place whence it was written, the state of tiic Cluistians

at Rome, the causes of the difficulty of St. Paul's epistles generally, and of that to the

Romans in particular; the controversies agitated at that time, and various other topics

which are necessary to the right understanding of that epistle.

40. Lectures, explanatory and practical, on the Epistle of St. Paul to

the Romans. By the Rev. John Prv, A.B. London, 1816. 8vo.

41. Paulus Parochialis ; or, a Plain and Practical View of the Object,

Arguments, and Connection of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans: in a

Series of Sermons, adapted to Country Congregations. By the Rev, Wm.
Lisle Bowles. Bath, 1826. 8vo.

42. Lectures on St. Paul's Epistles to the Corinthians. By the Rev.
William Lothian. London, 1827. 8vo.

vol. II. AFP. (s)
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4.3. Expository Lectures on St. Paul's Epistle to the Philippians. By
the Rev. John Acaster. London, 1827- 8vo.

44. A Familiar Exposition and Application of the Epistle of Saint

Paul to the Colossians, in a course of Eight Sermons ; including an Exa-

mination of the General Nature and Use of the Epistles of the New
Testament. By Thomas Gisborne, M.A. London, 1816. Svo.

For an analysis of this very useful little work see the Christian Observer for 1816,

vol. XV. pp. 524-534.

4.5. Four Lectures on the Epistle of Saint Paul to the Hebrews ; shew-

ing the Harmony between the Mysteries, Doctrines, and Morality of the

Old and New Testament. By the Rev. William Jones, M.A. Svo.

These valuable Lectures form part of the fourth volume of " Tlie Theological, Philoso-

phical, and Miscellaneous Works" of the learned and venerable ]Mr. Jones, of Nayland,

46. Discourses, Explanatory and Practical, on the Epistle of St. Jude.

By William MuiR, D.D. Glasgow, 1822. Svo.

47. Expositorj'^ Discourses on the Apocalypse, interspersed with

Practical Reflections. By the late Rev. Andrew Fuller. London,

1815. Svo.

This posthumous publication, consisting of thirty-one discourses delivered in the years

1809 and 1810, after undergoing several revisions, was finished by the learned author, a

short time only before his decease. " There is however but little novelty in the work, but

little to gratify the anxious curiosity of the age, or to elucidate the unfulfilled and more

diflHcult parts of the Revelation. The general outline of the prophetic scheme is boldly

sketched, and its various ramifications are marked with that precision which was common
to the writer : but in general there is an extreme of modesty and diffidence, with scarcely

any attempts to pass the usual boundaries of thought on these subjects, or any adventurous

flight of speculation." (Morris's Memoirs of Mr. Fuller, p. 249.) An abstract of

Mr. F.'s scheme of the Apocalypse is given in the same work (pp. 250-260.), and in

Mr. Jones's Biblical Cyclopedia, article ylpocalypse.

48. An Exposition of the Book of Revelation. Being the substance

of forty-four Discourses preached in the parish church of Olney, Bucks.

By the Rev. Henrj' Gauntlett. London, 1821. Svo.

This work " affords ample proofs of his " [the author's] " piety, good sense, and in-

dustry. His interpretations of the prophecies, whether fulfilled or expected to be so, are

mostly supported by venerable authorities ; and where he differs from them, it is with due

modesty and candour." (British Review, vol. xviii. p. 396.)

49. Practical Discourses upon our Saviour's Sermon on the Mount.
By Offspring Blackall, D.D. Bishop of Exeter. London, 1717.

8 vols. Svo.

50. Several Sermons upon the Fifth of St. Matthew; being Part of

Christ's Sennon on the Mount. By Anthony Horneck, D.D. Third

Edition. London, 1717. 2vols. Svo.

These discourses were published after the author's death by Dr. Kidder, Bishop of Bath

and Wells, who prefixed a Memoir of Dr. Horneck. The bishop's character of the

writings published by himself, is equally applicable to his Sermons on Matt V. " There is

a great vein of piety and devotion which runs through them ; they savour of the primitive

simplicity and zeal, and are well fitted to make men better." (Life, p. xxxix.)

51. Christian Blessedness; or, Discourses upon the Beatitudes of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. By John Norris. London, 1690. Svo.

" Norris is a fine writer for styleand thought, and commonly just." (Dr. Waterland's

Advice to Students, Works, vol. vi. p. 320.)

52. Our Saviour's Divine Sermon on the Mount, contained in the

Vth, Vlth, and Vllth chapters of St. Matthew's Gospel, explained ; and
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the Practice of it recommended in diverse Sermons and Discourses. To
which is prefixed a Paraphrase on the whole Sermon on the Mount. By
James Blaik, M.A. London, 1722, 5 vols. 8vo ; also in 4 vols. 8vo. Lon-
don, niO, with a recommendatory Preface by the Rev. Dr. Waterland.

" His Commentary on Matt, v.-viii. is tlie best extant. — He appears to have been a
person of tlie utmost candour, and has solicitously avoided all unkind and contemptuous
reflections on liis bretln-en. — He has an excellent way of bringing down criticisms to
common capacities, and has discovered a vast knowledge of Scripture in the application
of tbem." (Doddridge's Works, vol. v. p. 438.)

53. Lectures upon our Lord's Sermon on the Mount. By James
Brewster. Edinburgh and London, 1809. 8vo.

Tills volume " contains a statement of Christian morality, always clear, generally judi-
cious, and sometimes discriminating, traced up to Christian principles, and followed up by
an appeal to the conscience, at once calculated to convict the reader of his deficiencies, and
to persuade him to adopt and act upon the author's statement." (Christian Observer for

1809, vol. viii. p. 780.)

54. Sermons sur le Discours de notre Seigneur Jesus Christ sur la

INIontagne. Par feu M. Jean Scipion Vernede. Amsterdam, 1779.
4 tomes Svo.

" His Sermons on the IMount arc recommended, as containing an accurate description

of the extent, the beauty, and the sublimity of evangelical morals, and the force of the
motives by which they are produced. They contain many useful and pious observations."

(Cobbin's French Preacher, p. 560.)

55. The Resurrection of Lazarus. A Course of Sermons on the
Eleventh Chapter of the Gospel according to St. John. From the French
of Beausobre. By Henry Cotes. London, 1822. 8vo.

" These Discourses are a paraphrase rather than a translation of the third and fourth

volumes of the Sermons of M. de Beausobre. They are intended for the use of those

who have leisure and opportunitj' to compare the leading evidences of Christianity in a
connected series of discourses upon one of the most reraarka'ole of our Saviour's miracles,— the resurrection of Lazarus." (Author's Preface.)

5Q. Practical Discourses on the Nature, Properties, and Excellencies

of Charity, above all the gifts and graces of the Holy Spirit ; as they are

described in the thirteenth chapter of the first Epistle of St. Paul to the

Corinthians. By Matthew Hole, D.D. Oxford, 1725. Svo.

Besides tliis volume. Dr. Hole also wrote six volumes of Discourses on the Liturgy of

the Church of England (which are very rarely to be obtained complete), and two volumes

on the Catechism. They are all characterised by good sense and sober piety.

57. Explication des Characteres de la Charite selon St. Paul dans sa

premiere Epitre aux Corinthiens, ch. 13. Geneve, 1824. Svo.

A new edition, with a few trifling verbal corrections, of an admiraljle exposition of

] Cor. XIII. which first appeared in the former part of the eighteenth century. The

author is unknown.

58. Practical Discourses upon the Parables of our Blessed Saviour.

With Prayers, annexed to each Discourse. By Francis Bragge, B.D.

London, 1702-4. 2 vols. Svo.

59. Practical Observations upon the Miracles of our Blessed Saviour.

By Francis Buagge, B.D. London, 1702-6. 2 vols. Svo.

60. Discourses on the Miracles and Parables of our Blessed Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ. By William Dodd, LL.D. London, 1757. 4 vols.

Svo. Second Edition, 1809. 4 vols. Svo.

61. Discourses on the Parables of our Blessed Saviour, and the

Miracles of his Holy Gospel. With occasional Illustrations. By
Charles Bulkley. London, 1771. 4 vols. Svo.

(s) 2
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62. A Delineation of the Parables of our Blessed Saviour. To which
is prefixed a Dissertation on Parables and Allegorical Writings in

general. By Andrew Gray, D.D. London, 1777. 8vo. Second Edition.

1814. 8vo.

This " Delineation will be of great use to the reader in the study of the parables of

Jesus, and will enable him to comprehend their full force and meaning. The author has

explained and illustrated them with perspicuity, and pointed out the several important in-

structions that may fairly be deduced from them." (Monthly Review, O. S. vol. Ivii.

p, 19G.)

63. Lectures on Scripture Miracles. By William Bengo Collyer, D.D.
London, 1812. 8vo.

64. Lectures on Scripture Parables. By William Bengo Collyer, D.D.
London, 18 J 5. 8vo.

Q5. Sermons on the Parables. By John Farrer, M.A. London,
1809. 8vo.

66. Sermons on the Parables and Miracles of Jesus Christ. By
Edward Grinfield, M.A. London, 1819. 8vo.

67. Lectures on Parables, selected from the New Testament. London,
1822. 8vo.

68. Lectures on Miracles, selected from the New Testament. Lon-
don, 1823. 8vo,

(7.) Treatises on reconciling the Contradictions alleged to exist in the

Scriptures.

1. Michaelis Waltheri Harmonia Biblica ; sive brevis et plana Con-
ciliatio locorum Veteris et Novi Testamenti, adparenter sibi contradicen-
tium. Noribergge, 1654, 4to. 1696, folio.

This work first appeared at StrasJnirg ( Argentorati) in 1626, and has been repeatedly

printed in Germany: the edition of 1696 is reputed to be the best and most correct. Wal-
ther's Harmonia Biblica is a work of considerable learning and industry, which illustrates

many difticult passages with great ability. He has, however, unnecessarily augmented
the number of seemingly contradictory passages ; a defect which is common to most of the

/"•writers of this class.

2. Christiani Matthi/E Antilogiae Biblicas ; sive Conciliationes Dicto-
rum Scripturse Sacrtc, in speciem inter se pugnantium, secundum seriem
locorum theologicorum in ordinem redactae. Hamburgi, 1500, 4to.

3. Symphonia Prophetarum et Apostolorum ; in qua, ordine chrono-
logico, Loci Sacrse Scripturae specie tenus contradicentes conciliantur,

ut et ad quaestiones difficiliores chronologicas et alias Veteris Testamenti
respondetur ; in duas partes divisa. Auctore D. M. Johanne Scharpio,
Scoto-Britanno, Andreapolitano, pastore. Genevae, 1525, 4to.

4. The Reconciler of the Bible: wherein above two thousand seeming
Contradictions throughout the Old and New Testament are fully and
plainly reconciled. By J. T. London, 1656. 8vo.

5. The Reconciler of the Bible enlarged, wherein above three thou-
sand seeming Contradictions throughout the Old and New Testament
are fully and plainly reconciled. By J. T. and T[homas] M[an], Lon-
don, 1662, folio. '

6. Johannis TuADDiEi Conciliatorium Biblicum. Amstelodami, 1648,
12mo. Londini, 1662, folio.

The last is reputed to be the best edition, and professes to be considerably enlarged.
This work follows the order of the several books of the Old and New Testament. The
remark a!)ove made, on Waltlier's Harmonia Bihlica, is e<jually applicable to Mr. Man's
work, to the Cunciliaturium JiiUicum of Tliaddaeus, and also to
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7. The Dividing of the Hooff: or Seeming Contradictions throughout
Sacred Scriptures, distinguish'd, rcsolv'd, and apply'd, for the strength-

ening of the faith of the feeble, doubtfull, and weake, in wavering times.

Also to bring the soule (by prayer and spirituall appHcation) into more
famih'ar acquaintance with the Lord Jesus, the onely David's-Key, to

unlock the cabinet of Jacobs God, to fetch out that secret, why he
should lay his hands thus crosse when he gave his children this blessing,

HelpfuU to every household of faith. By William Stiieat, M. A. Lon-
don, 1654>. 4to.

This work is occasionally found in booksellers' catalogues, where it is marked as both

rare and curious. It is noticed here merely to put the student on his guard not to pur-
chase it. The critical information it contains is veri/ meagre ; and the quaint title-page,

which we have copied, sufficiently indicates the enthusiastic spirit of the autiior.

8. Joannis Pontasii Sacra Scriptura ubique sibi constans ; seu Diffici-

liores Sacrae Scripturae Loci, in Speciem secum pugnantes, juxta sanc-
torum ecclesia2 sanctae patrum celeberrimorumque theologorum senten-

tiam conciliati. Parisiis, 1698, 4to.

IM. Pontas was distinguished for his knowledge of casuistical theology. His design in

this publication was to have reconciled all the seeming contradictions of the Scriptures,

but he proceeded no furtiier than through the Pentateuch. It is a work of considerable

learning and research.

9. The Harmony of Scripture ; or an attempt to reconcile various

passages apparently contradictory. By the late Rev. Andrew Fuller,
8vo. London, 1817-

This posthumous tract contains fifty-five judicious observations on so many apparently
contradictory texts of Scripture. They were originally written for the satisfaction of a

private individual.

10. Lectures on the Harmony of the Scriptures, designed to reconcile

apparentl}' contradictory Passages. By James John Hayter Cox. Lon-
don, 1823.

(8.) Principal Collections of Observations on the Scriptures, Critical,

Philological, and Miscellaneous.

1. Fr. Lud. Adresch, Animadversiones ad /Eschylum ; accedunt Ad-
notationes ad quajdam Loca Novi Testamenti. Medioburgi, 17-1-3. 2 vols.

8vo.

2. Cornelii Adami Observationes Theologico-Philologica^: quibus
plurinia Sacri Codicis, Novi Testamenti praesertim, Loca ex moribus et

ritibus diversarum gentium illustrantur. Groningse, 1710. 4to.

3. Cornelii Adami Exercitationes Exegeticae de Israelis in ^gypto
Multiplicatione et Oppressione ; Nativitate et Institutione Mosis in Sa-

pientia xEgyptiorum ; Conversione sancti Paulli aliorumque magnorum
peccatorum ; malisque Romae paganae et hodiernae Moribus. Accedunt
Scholia ad decern loca ex Actis Apostolorum. Groningae, 4to.

Walchius speaks in very high terms of the erudition of i)otli these publications. (Bibl.

Theol. Select, vol. iv. p. S.'Je.)

4. Joannis Alperti Observationes Philologicas in Sacros Novi Foederis

Libros. Ludg. Bat. 1725. 8vo.

5. Joannis Alberti Periculum Criticum : in quo loca quaedani cum
Veteris ac Novi Foederis, turn Hesychii et aliorum, illustrantur, vindi-

cantur, emendantur. Lugduni Batavorum, 1737. 8vo.

6. Caroli Aurivillii Dissertationes ad Sacras Literas et Philologiam

Orientalem Pertinentes. Gottingen, 1790. 8vo.

7. Miscellanea Sacra: containing an Abstract of the Scripture His-

tory of the Apostles in a new method. With Four Critical Essays —
(s)3
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1 . On the Witness of the Holy Spirit : 2. On the Distinction between
Apostles, Elders, and Brethren : 3. On the Time when Paul and Barna-
bas became Apostles : 4. On the Apostolical Decree, &'c. &c. [By John
Shute, Viscount Barrington.] A new edition, with large additions

and corrections. London, 1770. 3 vols. 8vo.

The merit of this work is generally allowed. Dr. Benson acknowledged himself much
indebted to it in his history of the first planting of Christianity, and in some other of his

works.

8. Jo. Hermanni Benner Otia Sacra, de Divinis quibusdam Oraculis

occupata. Gissae, 1736. 8vo.

9. The Sacred Classics defended and illustrated, by Anthony Black-
wall. London, 1737. 2 vols. 8vo.

This work '' gives many well-chosen instances of passages in the classics, which may
justify many of those in Scripture that have been accounted solecisms. They illustrate the

beauty of many others, and contain good observations on the divisions of chapters and
verses, by which the sense of Scripture is often obscured." (Dr. Doddridge.)

10. Zachariaj Bogan Homerus *E,3pa;^av ; sive Comparatio Homeri
cum Scriptoribus Sacris, quoad normam loquendi. Oxonii, 1658. 8vo.

In the preface to this learned work the author states that it is not his intention to insti-

tute any comparison between the sacred writers and their opinions and Homer, but simply

between their idioms and ways of speaking. The author added to his book Hesiodus
'E^pai^uu ; in which he shews how Hesiod expresses himself nearly after the same manner
as Homer.

11. De Constanti et i?])quabili Jesu Christi Indole, Doctrina, ac Do-
cendi Ratione, sive Commentationes de Evangelic Joannis cum Matthaei,

Marci, et Lucas Evangeliis comparato. Scripsit E. A. Borger. Lugd.
Bat. 1816. 8vo.

A work of deep research. Its design is to demonstrate the credibility of the four evan-

gelists by internal arguments, deduced from the mutual comparison of their writings.

12. Lamberti Bos Exercitationes Philologicae, in quibus Novi Foederis

loca nonnulla ex auctoribus Graecis illustrantur, aliorumque versiones et

interpretationes examinantur. Franeq. 1710. 8vo..; edit. 2. 1713. 8vo.

13. Lamberti Bos Observationes Miscellaneae ad loca quaedam cum
Novi Foederis, tum exterorum Scriptorum Graecoruni. Franequerae, 1707.
8vo.

l^. Lamberti Bos Ellipses Grseca;, editae a Schaefer. Lipsiae, 1808.
or Glasgow, 1813. 8vo.

15. Critical Conjectures and Observations on the New Testament,
collected from various Authors, as well in regard to Words as Pointing,

with the reason on which both are founded. By William Bowyer, F. S. A.,

Bishop Barrington, Mr. Markland, Professor Schultz, Professor Michaelis,

Dr. Owen, Dr. Woide, Dr. Gosset, and Mr, Weston. A Series of Con-
jectures from Michaelis, and a Specimen of Notes on the Old Testament,
by Mr. Weston, are added in an Appendix. 4th edit. London, 1812. 4to.

For an account of the former impressions of this valuable work, see Monthly Review,
O. S. vols. xlvi. p. 5.55. and Ixvii. p. 113. ; and for an account of the present edition, see

the British Critic, O. S. vol. xl, p. 507. el seq. In the preface to which journal (p. vi.)

it is truly observed, that Mr. Bowyer's work " is for the learned only, and for those

among the learned who can discriminate and judge for themselves. Conjectures on the

sacred text are at best extremely hazardous ; hence it is that the work, though valuable,

can deserve only a partial recommendation."

16. Observations upon the Plagues inflicted upon the Egyptians ; in

which is shown the peculiarity of those judgments, and their correspond-

ence with the rites and idolatry of that people, &c. &c. By Jacob Bryant.
London, 1794 ; 2d edition, 1810. 8vo.

" The same depth of thought, the same brilliancy of fancy, and the same extent of eru-

dition, are proportionably conspicuous in this smaller production, as in the larger work of
the Analysis" of Antient Mythology. (British Critic, O. S, vol. iv. p. 35.)
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17. Observations upon some Passages of Scripture which the Enemies
to ReHgion have thought most obnoxious, and attended with difficulties

not to be surmounted. By Jacob Bryant. London, 1803. 4to.

" On the wliole, we have discovered in this work much learning, much ingenuity, and
an uniform good intention ; liut trutli compels us to add, that it displays a detect in judg-
ment, and a too evident propensity to support a favourite hypothesis." (British Critic,

O. S. vol. XXV. p. 5S.)

18. Dav. Renakli Bullerii Dissertationum Sacrarum Sylloge. Am-
stelodami, 1750. 8vo.

19.^ Reponses Critiques h. plusieurs Difficult^s proposees par les Nou-
veaux Incredules sur divers Endroits des Livres Saints. Par. M. Bullet.
Besan(^on, 1819. 4 vols. 8vo. and 12mo.

These volumes were published at different times, many years since : the author of the

fourth volume is not known. Many passages of Scripture, which were the subject of cavil

to Voltaire and the infidels of the last century, are here elucidated ; and their sceptical ob-
jections are shown to be utterly destitute of foundation.

20. Joannis BuxTORFnDissertationes Philoiogico-Theologicae, et Abar-
banelis aliquot Dissertationes. Basil, 1662. ^to.

21. The Classical Journal, 8vo. London, 1810, and following years.

Forty volumes of this much-esteemed literary journal have been published. Though
principally devoted to classical literature, biblical criticism forms an important article in its

contents; and many valuable elucidations of the Scriptures will be found in its pages.

22. Commentatio de Felice, Judsese Procuratore. Auctore Joanne
Daniele Claudio. Jenge, 1737. 4<to.

23. Pauli CoLOMESii Observationes Sacrae. Londini, 1688. 12mo..

24. Four hundred texts of Holy Scripture, with their corresponding
Passages, explained to the understanding of common people, and ar-

ranged under the following heads:— 1. Texts which appear contra-
dictory. 2. Not to be understood literally. 3. Improperly translated.

4. Better translated otherwise. 5. Requiring explanation. 6. Wrested
or perverted. 7. The Parables.— The whole compiled with a view to

promote religious knowledge, and facilitate the reading of the Divine
Writings. By Oliver St. John Cooper, A.M. London, 1791. small 8vo.

25. The Practical Expositor of the more difficult texts that are con-
tained in the Holy Bible : wherein the dreams in Daniel, and the visions

of all the Prophets, and the two mystical Books of the Canticles and the
Revelation, are all clearly opened. By Richard Coore, D.D. London,
1683. 8vo.

26. Salomonis Deylingii Observationes Sacrae. Lipsiae, 1735. 5 vols.

4to.

27. Ambrosii Dorhout, Animadversiones in Loca Selecta Veteris
Testamenti. Leovardiae, 2 vols. Svo. 1765.

28. Joannis DouGHTiEi Analecta Sacra, et Nortoni Knatchbullii
Animadversiones in Libros Novi Testamenti. Amstelodami, 1694. 8vo.

29. Drusii (Joannis) Animadversionum Libri Duo. Amstelodami,
1634. 4to.

29.* Tobiae Eckhardi Observationes Philologicae ex Aristophanis

Pluto, Dictioni Novi Foederis illustrandac inservientes. Accedit ejusdena

generis Dissertatio, ex Homeri Iliade. Quedlinburgi, 1733. 4to.

30. An Inquiry into four remarkable Texts of the New Testament,
which contain some difficulty in them, with a probable resolution of them.
By John Edwards, D.D. Cambridge, 1692. Svo.

(s) 4
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31. Exercitations, Critical, Philosophical, Historical, Theological, on
several Important Places in the Writings of the Old and New Testament.
By John Edwards, D. D, London, 1702. 8vo.

32. H. F. Elsner, Paulus Apostolus et Jesaias Propheta inter se com-
parati. Vratislaviae, 1821. 4to.

33. Jacobi Elsner Observationes Sacrae in Novi Foederis Libros, qui-

bus plura iilorum Librorum ex auctoribus potissimum Grsecis, et Anti-

quitate, exponuntur, et illustrantur. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1720. 1728.
In two volumes 8vo.

34. Jo. Aug. Ernesti Opuscula Theologica. 8vo. 2d edit. Lipsise,

1792.

35. Synopsis Selectiorum e Philoiogiii Sacra Quaestionum. Disputatio

I.-III. quam praes. M. Augusto PfeifFero publicae o-u^^t^o-e* sistit Samuel
Fischer (in opp. PfeifFeri). Ultrajecti, 1704. 4to.

36. Fleck (F. F.) De Regno Christi Liber, Quatuor Evangelistarum
Doctrinam complectens. Cum excursibus argument! critici, exegetici,

atque historici. Lipsiae, 1827. 8vo.

37. C. F. A. Fritsche Conjectanea in Novum Testamentum. Speci-

men I. Lipsiae, 1825. 8vo.

38. Nicolai Fulleri Miscellaneorum Sacrorum Libri Duo. Lugduni,
1625. 8vo.

39. D. G. GoETZii Variae Celebriorum Medicorum, Observationes, qui-

bus multa loca Novi Testamenti docte illustrantur. Altdorf, 1740. Svo.

Questions of considerable difficulty are in this work briefly but judiciously illustrated.

40. Jo. Jacobi Griesbachii Opuscula Academica. Edidit Jo. Philip-

pus Gabler. Jenae, 1824-25. 2 vols. 8vo.

41. Theodori Hackspanii Notae Philologico-Theologicae in varia et

difficilia Veteris Testamenti. Altdorf, 1664. 3 vols. 8vo.

42. A free and impartial Study of the Holy Scriptures recommended

;

being notes on some particular texts, with discourses and observations on
various subjects. By Jos. Hallet, junior. London, 1729, 1732, 1736.
3 vols. Svo.

Many important topics of Scripture criticism and interpretation are discussed in these

volumes. If the reader is Not always convinced by the arguments of the learned author,

he cannot fail of being pleased with the ingenuity and spirit of candour and piety which
pervade tlicm. Those discourses which treat on the evidences of Christianity, are pecu-

liarly valuable, for the lucid and forcible reasoning displayed in them. The nature of

personal identity, in particular, with its application to the resurrection of Jesus Christ, is

admirably illustrated in two discourses contained in tiie second volume.

43. Jo. Christ. Harenberg Otia Gandershemensia Sacra, exponendis
Sacris Litteris et Historiae Ecclesiasticas dicatae. Traj. ad Rhen. 1740. 8vo.

44. The Biblical Repertory ; or a Collection of Tracts in Biblical Li-

terature. By Charles Hodge, Professor of Oriental and Biblical Litera-

ture in the Theological Seminary at Princeton, New Jersey, assisted by
the Rev. Dr. Alexander, and Professor R. B. Patton. Vols. I-III. New
York, 1825-7. 8vo.

This vi-ork is still in progress : it consists of selections from the writings of the most
distinguished Biblical and Oriental scholars, both British and continental. The subjects

discussed are— the Criticism of the Sacred Text, Antient Versions, Critical Editions,

Discussions relative to the Interpretation and Literary History of the Holy Scriptures,

Bil)lical Antiquities, Exegetical Treatises on important passages of Scripture, Biographical

Notices of Biblical Writers, accounts of the most important Biblical Works, &c. The
volumes arc handsomely printed.
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45. Danielis Heinsii Exercitationes Sacrae ad Novum Testamentum.
Cantab. 1640. 4to.

46. Annotata in Loca nonnulla Novi Testamenti. Edidit Wesscl AI-
bertus van Hengel. Amstela^daml, 1824. 8vo.

The author of this erudite volume is a pastor of the Dutch IlcTormed Church, and also

a professor at Amsterdam. The passages %vhich are tlie subject of his researches are
seventeen in number, and among the most difficult wliich occur in the New Testament.
M. van Hengel's method of interpretation is very severe and rigorous. He first examines
each word in eveiy verse ; he then traces it in classical authors and parallel passages ; dis-

cusses its various meanings ; and states the grounds of tiie signification which he adopts
;

and, after having thus drawn up a dictionary of the verse, he re-construes it with scrupulous
fidelity. The result of all these laborious inquiries is, the eliciting of a clear and simple
meaning to every passage which he has undertaken to elucidate. (Revue Protestante,
torn. i. p. 264.

)

47. L. HiRZEL De Versionis Pentateuchi Syriaci Indole Commentatio
Historico-Exegetica. Lipsiae, 1824. Svo.

48. A .Th. Hoffmann Observationes in Difficiliora Veteris Testamenti.
Particula prima, Jeuse, 1823. 4to.

49. The Scripture Testimonies to the Divinity of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, collected and illustrated by the Rev. George Holdex, M. A.
London, 1820. 8vo.

50. The Scripture Testimony to the Messiah : an Inquiry, with a View-
to a satisfactory Determination of the Doctrine taught in the Holy Scrip-
tures concerning the Person of Christ. By John Pye Smith, D.D.
London, 1818-21. 3 vols. 8vo.

Both these truly valuable works were published in defence of that cardinal doctrine of
the Christian revelation,— the supreme Deity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : but
they claim a distinct notice in this place, on account of the very numerous philoloi^ical

and critical explanations of important passages of Scripture which they contain. From
frequently consulting them, the writer of these pages can with confidence state, that they
are works of which the student will never regret the purchase : each contains most valu-
able matter peculiar to itself; and, together, they form the most elaborate defence and
proof of the Deity of Jesus Christ extant in our language.

51. Joh. Friderici Hombergk Parerga Sacra; sive Observationes quae-

dam ad Novum Testamentum. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1712. 4to.

52. Specimen Exercitationum Criticarum in Versionem LXX. Inter-

pretum, ex Philone. Auctore Claudio Frees Hornemann.— Specimen
prinium, Gottingae, 1773. Specimen secundum, Hauniae, 1776. Specimen
tertium, Hauniae, 1778. Svo.

53. Gerardi Horrei Animadversiones Sacrae- Profanae ad selecta

Novi Foederis, Scriptorumque exterorum Graecorum, Loca. Harlingae,

1749. 8vo.

54. Petri Horrei Miscellaneorum Criticorum Libri duo : quorum
alter ex variis Graecis, Latinis, varia Sacrorum, exterorum Scriptorum
complectitur : alter vocabuli f/iarvv; Originem, Usum, apud seniores et re-

liquos, ubi loci plures LXX. &c. illustrantur, emendantur, vindicantur,

tractat. Leovardiae et Harlingae, 1738. 8vo.

55. Biblical Criticism on the first fourteen Historical Books of the Old
Testament; also on the first nine Prophetical Books. By Samuel
HoRSLEY, LL. D. Bishop of St. Asaph. London, 1820. 4 vols. 8vo.

Besides the critical pieces mentioned in the title-page, these volumes (which are edited

by the author's son, the llev. Heneagc Horsley) contain three valuable disquisitions,

published in the bishop's lifetime, viz. 1. A general view of the first three chapters of
Genesis, together witli an enquiry into the etymology and import of the Divine Names of
Eloah, Elohim, El, Jehovah, and Jab ; which originally appeared in the British Critic,

for 1802, in a review of the late Dr. Geddes's remarks on the Hebrew Scriptures. 2. A
Critical Disrjuisition on the Eighteenth Chapter of Isaiah ; and, 3. The Translation of
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the Prophecy of Hosea (noticed p. 238, supra). These are inserted as revised by their

author. At the end of the fourth volume are translations of several Sacred Songs, with

Critical Notes on them, and on a few other Sacred Pieces, of which the bishop has not

given versions.

56. Jo. Jac. HoTTiNGERi Opuscula, philologica, critica, atque herme-
neutica. Lipsiae, 1817. 8vo.

57. Conracli Ikenii Dissertationes Philologico-Theologicae in diversa

Sacri Codicis utriusque Testamenti loca. Lugd. Bat. H^Q, 1750. 2 vols.

4to.

58. Car. Aug. Theoph. Keilii Opuscula Academica ad N. T. Inter-

pretationem Grammatico-historicam, et Theologise Christianae Origines,

pertinentia. Edidit J. D. Goldhorn. Lipsiae, 1821. 8vo.

59. Remarks on Select Passages in the Old Testament ; to which are

added eight sermons. By the late Benjamin Kennicott, D.D, London,

1777. 8vo.

For an account of this work, see Monthly Review, O.S. vol. Ixxviii. pp. 477-489.

60. Petri Keuchenii Annotata in Novum Testamcntum, cum Prse-

fatione Joannis Alberti. Lugd. Bat. 1775, 8vo. best edition.

61. Morsels of Criticism, tending to illustrate some few Passages in the

Holy Scripture upon Philosophical Principles, and an enlarged View of

Things. By Edward King, Esq. F.R.S. and F.S.A. 4to. London,
parti. 17S4-, part ii. 1800; also a second edition, 8vo. in 3 vols. Lon-
don, 1800.

" Mr. King's particular aim is, to provide answers to the more subtile opponents of

Christianity, and to trace the completion of the sacred oracles." " We cannot take our

leave of this valuable work without expressing our admiration of the singular union of

ingenuity and piety which appears in every page. Few readers perhaps will follow the

author's steps with the same alacrity with which he proceeds through the most curious

and subtile enquiries ; but all must readily grant, that such an application of ingenuity,

diligence, learning, and philosophical knowledge, is in a higli degree praiseworthy."

(British Critic, O. S. vol, xvi. preface, p. iv. and p. 667.)

62. Geo. Chr. Knappii Scripta varii Argumenti, maximani partem

exegeticam. Halae, 1805. 2 vols. 8vo. Editio altera, Halae, 1823.

2 vols. 8vo.

63. Jo. Bern. Koehleri Observationes philologicae in loca selecta co-

dicis sacri. Ludg. Bat. 1766. 8vo.

64. Wilhelmi Koolhaas Observationes Philologico-Exegeticae in

quinque Mosis Libros, aliosque Libros Historicos Veteris Testamenti.

Amstelodami, 1751. 8vo.

65. Joannis Guilielmi Krafftii Observationes Sacras : quibus varia

Scripturae Loca illustrantur. Marpurgi, 1753-55. 2 parts 8vo.

66. Jo. Tob. Krebsii de Usu et Praestantia Romanae Historiae in Novi

Testamenti Tnterpretatione Libellus. Lipsiae, 1745. 8vo.

67. Car. Frid. Krumbholzii Operae Subsecivae ; seu Animadversiones

Sacrae in Loca quaedam Novi Foederis Selecta. Norimbergae, 1737. 8vo.

68. G. C. KiJcHLER De Simplicitate Scriptorum Sacrorum in com-
mentariis de Vita Jesu Christi. Lipsiae, 1821. 8vo.

69. Christiani Theophili Kuinoel Observationes ad Novum Testa-

mcntum ex Libris Apocryphis V. T. Lipsiae, 1794. 8vo.

70. C. G. Kuttneri Hypomnemata in Novum Testamentum. Lipsiae,

1780. 8vo.

71. Geo. Dav. Kypke Observationes Sacrae in Novi Foederis Libros.

Vratislaviae, 1755. 2 vols. 8vo.
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72. Jo. Gothofr. Lakemacheri Observationes Philologicae
; quibus

Varia Antiquitatis Ilebraicae atque Graeca) capita, et nonnulla S. Codicis
Loca nova luce collustrantur. Helmstadii, 1729-33. 10 parts, forming
three volumes 8vo.

73. Caroli Henrici Lancui Observationes Sacra?, quibus varia N.
Test. Loca, ex antiquitatibus et Philologia Sacra illustrantur. Lubecac,

1737. 8vo.

74. The Complete Works of Dr. Lardner. London, 1789. 11 vols.

8vo. London, 1817. 5 vols. 4to. London, 1827. 10 vols. 8vo.

In the applause of Dr. Lardner all parties of Christians are united, regarding liim as

the champion of their comirion and holy faith. Archbishop Seeker, Bishops Porteus,
Watson, and Tomline, and Doctors Jortin, Hey, and Paley, of the Anglican church;
Doctors Doddritlge, Kippis, and Priestley, amongst the Dissenters; and all foreign Pro-
testant biblical critics, have rendered public homage to his learning, his fairness, and his

great merits as a Christian apologist. The candid of the literati of the Roman Catliolic

communion have extolled his labours: and even Morgan and Gibbon, professed unbe-
lievers, liave awarded to iiim the meed of faithfulness and impartiality. With his name is

associated the praise of deep erudition, accurate research, sound and impartial judgment,
and unblemished candour. The publication of his works constituted a new a;ra in the

annals of Christianity : for, by collecting a mass of scattered evidences in favour of the

autlienticity of the evangelical history, he established a bulwark on the side of truth which
infidelity has never presumed to attack. His " Credibility," and his " Collection of
Jewish and Heathen Testimonies," may be said to have given the deistical controversy a
new turn, and to have driven the assailants of the Gospel from the field of Christian

antiquity, in which they esteemed themselves securely entrenched, into the by-paths of
sarcasm and irony. How amply we are indebted to the elaborate researches of the
learned and accurate Dr. Lardner, the numerous references to his writings in the course of
the present work will sufl!iciently attest. The quarto edition has corrected indexes. The
octavo edition of 1S2T is sold at a very reasonable price, and its typographical execution is

truly beautiful. Our references to Dr. Lardner's works are made to the quarto edition,

and also to the octavo edition of 1789.

75. Joannis Henrici Maii (filii) Observationes Sacrae
;
quibus diversa

utriusque Testamenti Loca ex linguarum Indole, et Antiquitatibus po-
tissimum illustrantur. Francofurti, 1713-15, in 4 books or parts 8vo.

76. Critical Notes on some Passages of Scripture, comparing them
with the most ancient Versions, and restoring them to their original

reading or true Sense. [By Nicholas Mann.] London, 1747. 8vo.

These " Notes" are not numerous, but they contain some good illustrations of con-
fessedly difficult passages of Scripture : they were published anonymously.

77. Jo. Dav. MicHAELis Commentationes in Societate Regia Scientia-

rum Goettingensi per annos 1758-1762, praelectae. Editio Secunda.
Bremae, 1774. 4to.

78. Johannis Georgii Michaelis Observationes Sacrae, in quibus
diversis Sacrae Scripturae utriusque Foederis Locis selectioribus, ex
Linguae Ebraeae aliarumque Orientalium indole, priscorum item populorum
ritibus et institutis, lux adfunditur : nonnulla ctiam Antiquitatum Judai-

carum capita ex Lege Mosaica ct Magistrorum placitis excutiuntur,

adque Sensum Spiritualem traducuntur. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1738.
8vo. 2da editio. Arnhemii, 1752. 8vo.

79. Jo. Georg. Michaelis Exercitationes theologico-philologicai'

Lug. Bat. 1757. 8vo.

80. Observationes Selectae in varia loca Novi Testamenti : sive Laur.
Ramiresii de Prado Pentecontarchus, Alexandri Mori in Novum
Fcedus Nota', et Petri Possini Societatis Jesu Spicilegium Evangclicum :

cum praefatione Jo. Albert! Fabricii et tab. aen. Hamburgi, 1712. 8vo.

One of the rarest little books of sacred criticism. Dr. Harwood calls this a very
useful collection, containing many excellent notes on particular passages of the Nc-v
Testament.
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81. Sam. Frid. Nathan Mori Dissertationes Theologicae et Philo-

logical, vol. i. Lipsise, 1787. vol. ii. ibid. 119^. 2d edition, ibid. 1798. 8vo.

82. Miscellanea Hafniensia Theologici et Philologici Argumenti.
Edidit Fridei-icus Munter. Tom. I. II. Hafniae, 1816-21<.

83. Casp. Frid. Munthii Observationes philologicse in Sacros Novi
Testamenti Libros, ex Diodoro Siculo coUectse. Hafniae et Lipsise,

1755. 8vo.

84. H. MuNTiNGHE Sylloge Opusculorum ad doctrinam sacram perti-

nentium. Lugd. Bat. 1791. 1794. 2 vols. 8vo.

85. Augusti Hermanni Niemeyeri de Evangelistarum in narranda

Jesu Christi in vitam reditu Dissensione, variisque Veterum Ecclesiae

Doctorum in ea dijudicandii et coniponenda Studiis, Prolusio. Halae,

1824. 8vo.

86. Jo. Aug. NoESSELTi Opusculorum ad interpretationem sacrarum

Scripturarum, Fasciculus, I. 8vo. Halae, 1785; Fasciculus II. ibid. 1787.

—Ejusdem, Exercitationes ad Sacrae Scripturae interpretationem. Halae,

1808. 8vo.

87. Geo. Lud. CEderi Observationum Sacrarum Syntagma, 8vo.

Weissenberg, 1729. — Ejusdem, Conjecturarum de difficilioribus SS.

locis centuria, 8vo. Lipsiae, 1738.— Ejusdem, Animadversiones sacrae.

Brunswigae, 1747- 8vo.

88. Eliae Palairet Observationes Philologico-criticae in sacros Novi

Foederis Libros. Lugd. Bat. 1752. 8vo.— Ejusdem Specimen Exercita-

tionum Philologico-criticarum in Sacros Novi Foederis Libros, 1775, 8vo.

89. Augusti Pfeifferi Opera Omnia. Amstelodami, 1704. 2vols. 4to;

The first volume contains his Dubia Vexata Scriptural, 400 notes on difficult passages

of Scripture, Ebraica atque Exotica Nuvi Testamenti e suisfontihus derivata, an explanation

of Hebrew and other foreign words occurring in the New Testament, and ten dissert-

ations on passages of peculiar difficulty in the sacred writings. The second volume

consists of treatises on the criticism, interpretation, antiquities, &c. of the Bible.

90. Remarks on several Passages of Scripture, rectifying some errors

in the printed Hebrew Text, pointing out several mistakes in the versions,

&c. By Matthew Pilkington, LL.B. Cambridge and London, 1759.

8vo.

91. Extracts from the Pentateuch compared with similar passages

from Greek and Latin authors, with notes. By Edward Popham, D. D.

Oxford, 1802. 8vo.

Of this learned and ingenious work, the reader will find an analysis in the British

Critic, O. S. vol. XX. pp. 289-294.

92. Porschberger (Christiani) Theocritus Scripturam Sacram illus-

trans: sive Sententiae ac Phrases e Poetis Gra^cis ad illustranda Sacri

Codicis Oracula. Dresdse et Lipsise, 1744, 8vo.

93. Georgii Raphelii, Ecclesiarum Lunenburgensium Superintenden-

tis, Annotationes in Sacram Scripturam; Historicae in Vetus, Philo-

loo-icae in Novum Testamentum, ex Xenophonte, Polybio, Arriano, et

Herodoto collectae. Lugduni Batavorum, 1747. In two volumes 8vo.

94. Reinecke (C. F. C.) De Constanti et ^quabili Jesu Christi Indole

et Ingenio, Doctrina et Docendi Ratione: sive Commentatio de Evan-

gelio Johannis cum Matthaei, Marci, et Lucae Evangeliis conciliato.

Hannoverae, 1827. 8vo.

95. Fr. V. Reinhardi Opuscula Academica. Lipsiae, 1808-9. 2 vols.

8vo.
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96. An Joannes in exhibenda Jesu Natura, reliquis Canonicis libris

repugnet, examinare conatus est F. W. Rettberg. Gottinga;, 1826. 8vo.
The writer states the doctrine of St. John relative to the divine and human natures of

Jesus Christ, and then compares them witli the writings of the three first evangelists, and
the remaining hooks of the New Testament. The conclusion to which the author arrives
is, that the evangelist is not an impostor, and consequently that tlie writings bearing his
name are his genuine productions.

97. Corrections of various passages in the English Version of the Old
Testament, upon the authority of antient manuscripts, and antient ver-
sions, by the late W. H. Roberts, D. D. Provost of Eton College. Pub-
lished by his son W. Roberts, M.A. London, 1794'. 8vo.

" The biblical scholar will infallibly receive with pleasure these remarks, from a man
of undoubted learning and ingenuity. The chief intention of Dr. Roberts seems to have
been that of lessening the number of words supplied in Italic in our public version, as
not answering literally to any words in the Hebrew, by shewing that in some cases they
are necessary, and that in some, the sense may be filled up by other means. There are
also many remarks of a more general kind." In these observations, " candour, modesty,
and ingenuity will be found adorning learning." British Critic, O. S. vol. iv. p. 648.
and pref. p. vi.

98. Commentationes Theologicae. Ediderunt E. F. C. Rosenmuller,
G. H. L. Fuldner, et F. V. D. Maurer. Lipsiae, Vol. I. 1824. Vol.11.
1826. 8vo.

99. Discours Historiques, Critiques, Theologiques, et Moraux, sur les

Evenemens les plus memorables du Vieux et du Nouveau Testament.
Par M. Saurin. Avec des planches. A la Haye, 1735-1739. 6 vols.

folio.

Mr. van der Marck formed a design of representing on copper-plates the most memo-
rable events in sacred history ; and he engaged Mr. Saurin to write an explanation of
the plates; this gave rise to the discourses here published. There is an edition of them
in 1 1 vols. 8vo. Tliey are deservedly held in the highest esteem.

100. Dissertations, Historical, Critical, Theological, and Moral, on the
most memorable events of the Old and New Testament. Translated
from the French of M. Saurin by John Chamberlayne. Vol. I. [all

published] London, 1732. folio.

101. Dissertationes Philologico-Exegeticse Everardi Scheidii. Harde-
rovici, 1769, 1770. 8vo.

102. Biblical Fragments. By M. A. Sciiimmelpenninck. London,
1821, 1822. 2 vols. 8vo.

These fragments are not critical elucidations of particular texts ; but they are written
with much elegance, and the authoress has introduced some of the finest practical and
devotional thoughts of the Jansenist writers, particularly the accomplished and much-
traduced recluses of Port Royal. But her critical remarks on the authorised English
Version are not always correct.

103. Joannis Friderici Sciileusneri Opuscula Critica ad Versiones
Gra^cas Veteris Testamenti pertinentia. Lipsia;, 1812. 8vo.

The Tracts contained in this volume are 1, Observaliones nonnuU(e de Patnun Grce-
coruni Auctoritate in Constituenda Versionuni Grcecartim Veteris Testumenti Lectione "e-

nuina : the object of which disquisition is, to prove that, in citing the words of the Old
Testament, the Fathers were in many respects inaccurate, partly from tiieir using faulty

MSS , and partly from a failure of memory, which led them sometimes to substitute not
only one word for another, but even to change whole members of a sentence : and 2.

Si/lloge ObservcUionu7n et Emendatioiiuvi Conject. in J''t'rss. Gr. Veteris Testamenti.

lO^. C. F. Schnurrer Dissertationes Philologico-CriticaB. Gothse,
1790. 8vo.

These dissertations, fifteen in number, are highly valued on the continent. Tliey treat

on the difficulty of determining the age of Hebrew Manuscripts, on the Arabic Penta-
teuch in Bp. Walton's Polyglott, and illustrate various passages of Scripture.

105. Opuscula Exegetica, Critica, Dogmatica. Scripsit, recognovit,
variisque additamentis locupletavit H. A. Schott, Theol. Doctor et Prof.
Ordin. Academia; Jenensis. Jena?, 1817, 1818. 2 vols. 8vo.
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105.* Albert! Schultens Animadversiones Philologicae et Criticae ad
varia loca Veteris Testament!; in quibus, ope praecipue Linguae Arabicae,

multa ab interpretibus nondum satis intellecta illustrantur, quampluriraa

etiam nova explicanda modeste proponuntur. Amstelodami, 1732. 8vo.

106. Jo. ScHULTHESsii, De Charismatibus spiritus Sancti. Pars prima

De vi et natura, ratione et utilitate Dotis Linguarum, in primes Disci-

pulos Christi coUatae, atque in posteros omnes deinceps ad finem usque
sec. peren. Lipsise, 1818. 8vo.

107. C. Segaar Observationes Philologicae et Theologicae in Lucae

XL Capita priora. Trajecti, 1766. 8vo.

108. Johannis Henrici a Seelen Meditationes Exegeticae, quibus varia

utriusque Testamenti loca expenduntur et illustrantur. Lubecae, 1730-

32-37. 3 parts 8vo.

109. Gottlob Cbristiani Storr Dissertationes in librorum Novi Testa-

menti Historicorum aliquot locos, parts i.-iii. Tubingen, 1790-91-
94^. 4to.

110. Gottlob Cbristiani Storr Opuscula Academica ad interpretatio-

nem Librorum Sacrorum pertinentia. Tubingen, 1796. 1799. 1803.

3 vols. 8vo.

Besides various critical disquisitions of groat merit, this work contains several commen-
aries on detached books of the New Testament.

111. Car. Chr. Tittmanni Opuscula Theologica. Lipsiae, 1803. 8vo.

Various questions of sacred criticism are illustrated in this work Mith singular ability.

112. Dissertations on some Parts of the Old and New Testaments,

which have been supposed unsuitable to the Divine Attributes. By
Richard Twopenny, M.A. London, 1824. 8vo.

113. Commentationes Theologicae, editae a Jo. Casp. Velthusen, C.

Theoph. Kuinoel et Geo. Alex, lluperti. Lipsiae, 179L 1799. 6 vols.

8vo.

The first volume of this capital collection of critical tracts (in which various passages

of the Old Testament are particularly illustrated) is now exceedingly scarce on the con-

tinent. A supplement to it was published by Messieurs Pott and lluperti, at Helnistadt

entitled Sylloge Commentatiomim Theologicarum, in 8 vols. 8vo. 1800-1807.

114. Joannis Verpoortenii Fasciculus Dissertationum ad Theologiam,

maxime exegeticam, et Philologiam Sacram. Coburgi, 1739. Svo.

115. Verschuirii (J. H.) Opuscula, in quibus de variis S. Litt. locis,

et argumentis exinde desumptis critice et libere disseritur. Edidit atque
animadversiones adjecit J. A. Lotze. Trajecti, 1810. 8vo.

116. Campegii Vitring^, patris, Observationum Sacrarum Libri iv.

Franequerae, 1700. Libri v. et vi. 1708. 4to.

117. Campegii ViTRiNGiE,j^/«, Dissertationes Sacrae, cum animadver-

sionibus Hermann! Venemse. Franequerae, 1731 4to.

118. Emonis Luci! Vriemoet Observationum Miscellanearum, argu-

menti praecipue philologici et theologici, quibus multis locis S. Codicis

aut nova aut uberior lux adfunditur, Liber primus. Leovardiae, 1740.

4to.

119. Silva Critica, sive in Auctores Sacros Profanosque Commentarius
Philologus. Concinnavit Gilbertus Wakefield, A.B. Cantabrigiae,

1789-1795. 5 parts 8vo.

The design of that eminent scholar Mr, Wakefield, in the plan of this work, was the

union of theological and classical learning, — the illustration of the Scriptures by light

borrowed from the philology of Greece and Rome, as a probable method of recommending
the books of revelation to scholars. How ably this design was executed, the reader may
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see in the different critical journals of that time, where Mr. W.'s peculiar notions on

some points are considered. (See particularly the Monthly Review, N. S. vol. v. p. 54.

et seq. vol. viii. p 571. and vol. xvi. p. 235.) An Exanien of his work was publislied

by H. C. A^Haenlein, in four small tracts, printed at Erlang, in 4to. 1798-1801.

120. Walchii (Jo. Geo.) Observationes in Novi FcEcleris Libros, qua-

rum prima pars ea continet loca, quae ex bistoria pbilcsopbica illustrantur.

Jenas, 1727. 8vo.

121. Scripture Vindicated; in answer to a Book intitled " Cbristianity

as old as tbe Creation."' By Daniel Waterland, D.D. London, 1730.

—1734. Svo. also in tbe sixth volume of Bp. Vanmildert's edition of bis

Works. Oxford, 1823. 8vo.

Though published in reply to Tindal's declamatory libel against revealed religion, this

publication claims a distinct notice, on account of its satisfactory elucidation and vindi-

cation of many, and some of them difficult passages, in the Old Testament. They are

arranged, not in the desultory way in which Tindal introduced them, to give point to his

jests and sarcasms, but as the texts stand in holy writ; so as to form a regular series of

expository illustrations. Part I. comprises the book of Genesis; Part II. carries on
the examination of texts from the book of Exodus to the second book of Kings ; and
Part HI. extends through the remaining books of the Old Testament. Various pas-

sages in the book of Job, the Psalms, and the Prophets, charged by infidel writers with

inconsistency, injustice, or absurdity, are here examined ; and, occasionally, some collateral

topics are entered into, tending to their further elucidation. Bp. INIant and Dr. D'Oyly
have made considerable use of Waterland's labours. For an account of the controversies,

into which the publication of " Scripture Vindicated" compelled that learned and accom-
plished divine to enter, the reader is referred to pp. 153-173. of his Life by Bp. Van-
mildert, forming vol. I. part I. of his edition of Dr. Waterland's Works.

122. Biblical Gleanings ; or a Collection of Passages of Scripture, that

have generally been considered to be mistranslated in tbe received En-
glisb Version, with proposed corrections ; also the important various

readings in both Testaments, and occasional notes interspersed with a

view to the illustration of obscure and ambiguous texts, with several

other matters tending to the general elucidation of the Sacred Writings.

By Thomas VVemyss. York. 8vo.

The ample title-page of this work sufficiently indicates the design of the industrious

compiler: in the compass of little more than 250 pages, it presents a variety of important

corrections of a multitude of obscure or ambiguous passages in the sacred writings, com-
piled from the biblical labours of upwards of fifty of the most distinguished critics, both

British and foreign. In the event of a new translation or revision of our authorised

version of the Holy Scriptures, this little book cannot fail of being eminently useful. Its

value would have been enhanced if the compiler had specified the sources or authors of

each emendation.

123. An Illustration of tbe Method of explaining the New Testament

by the early opinions of Jews and Christians concerning Christ. By
W. Wilson, B.D. Cambridge, at the University Press, 1797- 8vo.

" Though not expressly presented to the public as a refutation of Dr. Priestley's

' History of Early Opinions,' and other works concerning the person of Christ, this per-

formance is^ Htiquestionably to be received in this light. The author constantly keeps in

view the arguments of this work just mentioned, and nearly passes over tlie same ground,

in order to prove that the historical fact, relating to the opinions of the first Christians,

is tlie reverse of that which the doctor has represented, and consequently tliat the inference

respecting the true meaning of the New Testament is directly contrary to that of the

unitarian hypothesis. — It would be injustice to the ingenious writer of this reply" to

Dr. Priestley, " not to allow him, unequivocally, the praise of having written, in a per-

spicuous and correct style, a learned and well-digested tract, and of having conducted his

part of the controversy with urbanity and candour. (Analytical Review, vol. xxvi. pp. 368.

372.)

124. Job. Dieterici Winckleri Disquisitiones Philologicae, Scripturae

Sacrae quaedam loca, et antiquitatis tam ecclesiasticae quam profantc mo-
menta, illustrantes. Hamburg!, 1741. Svo.— Ejusdem, Hypomnemata phi-

lologica et critica in diversa Scripturae Sacrae, tam Veteris quam Novi Tes-

menti, illustrantes. Hamburgi, 1745. 8vo.— Ejusdem, Animadversiones
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Philologicae et Criticae ad varia Sacri Codicis utriusque Foederis loca.

Hildesiae, 1750-52-53. 3 parts 8vo.

All the puldications of Winckler are both scarce and valuable : they are said, by Wal-
chius, to illustrate many difficult passages of Holy Writ with great learning and industry.

(Bibl. Theol. Select, vol. iv. pp. 812.)

125. Hermanni Witsii Miscellaneorum Sacrorum Libri Quatuon
Lug. Bat. 1736. 2 vols. 4to.

126. Hermanni Witsii Meletemata Leidensia ;
quibus continentur

Praelectiones de Vita et Rebus Gestis Pauli Apostoli, necnon Disserta-

tionum Exegeticarum Duodecas ; denique Commentarius in Epistolam

Judae Apostoli. Basileae, 1739. 4to.

127. Hermanni Witsit jEgyptiaca et A£na(/)uXov ; sive de ^gyptiaco-
runi Sacrorum comparatione cum Hebraicis Libri tres, et de decern tri-

bubus Israelis Liber singularis. Accessit Diatribe de Legione Fulmina-

trice Christianorum sub iraperatore Marco Aurelio Antonino. Basileae,

1739. 4'to.

128. Martini Caspar! Wolfburgi Observationes Sacrae in Novum Tes-

tamentum ; seu Adnotationes Theologico-Criticae in voces plerasque

Novi Testamenti, ordine alphabetico, et Dicta praecipua turn Veteris

quam Novi Foederis. Flensburgi, 1717. 4to. Hafniae, 1738. 4to.

129. An Impartial Enquiry into the case of the Gospel Demoniacks.

By William Worthington, D.D. London, 1777. 8vo.

130. Petri ZoRNii Opuscula sacra ; hoc est, Prograramata, Disserta-

tiones, Orationes, Epistolae, et Schediasmata, in quibus praeter selectissima

Historian Ecclesiasticse et Literariae capita, etiam plusquam sexcenta

Scripturge loca, partim ex utriusque linguae sanctioris genio, partim ex

Antiquitatum Hebraicarum Gra^carum et Romanarum apparatu, illus-

trantur ac vindicantur. Altonaviae, 1731. 2 vols. 8vo.

6. Concordances and Dictionaries, Common Place Books, Indexes,

and Analyses of the Bible.

i. Concordances to the Scriptures.

(1.) Concordances to the Hebretv Bible.

1. Mariae de Calasio Concordantiae Bibliorum Hebraicorum et La-

tinorum. Romae, 1621, folio, in four volumes Londini, 1747, et ann.

seqq. Edente Gulielmo Romaine, folio, in four volumes.

The original of this work was a Hebrew Concordance of Rabbi Nathan, a learned Jew,

published at Venice in 1 52?^, in folio, with great faults and defects. A second and much
more correct edition of Nathan's work was printed at Basil by Froben. The third edition

is the first impression of Calasio's Concordance, who has extended Nathan's work into

four laro-e volumes, by adding, 1. A Latin Translation of the Ral)bi's explanation of

the several roots, with additions of his own ; 2. The Rabbinical, Chaldee, Syriac, and

Arabic words derived from, or agreeing with, the Hebrew root in signification ; 3. A
literal version of the Hebrew text ; 4. The variations between the Vulgate and Septua-

gint versions ; and, 5. The proper names of men, rivers, mountains, &c. — Buxtorf's

Concordance (noticed below) was properly the fourth edition of Nathan's work, as

Mr. Romaine's edition is the fifth. The last is a splendid and useful book.

2. Joannis Buxtorfii Concordantiae Hebraicae et Chaldaicse. Basilae.

1632. folio.

This is a work of great labour : it was abridged by Christian Ravius, under the title

of Fons Zvmis, sive Concordanliarum Hebraicarum, el CItaldaicarum, Jo. Buxtorfii Epi-

tome. Berolini, 1677. 8vo.
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3. Cliristiani Noldii Concordantiae Particularum Ebraeo-Chaldai-

carum, in qiiibus partium indeclinabilium, quae occurrunt in fontibus et

hactenus non expositae sunt in Lexicis aut Concordantiis, natura et

sensuum varietas ostenditur. Cum annotationibus J. G. Tympii et

aliorum. Jenae, ITS^. 4to. editio secunda.

The particles of all languages, and especially those of the Hebrew, are not only of
great importance, but very difficult to be fully understood. The Hebrew particles indeed

were very imperfectly known, even by the best critics, before the publication of Noldius's

work. His Concordance of tliem is so complete, that it has left scarcely any thing un-
finished ; and it is of ti>e greatest importance to every biblical student and critic. The
first impression appeared in 1650. The second is the best edition ; and, besides the valu-

able notes, and other additions of J. G. and S. B. Tympius, it contains, by way of
appendix, a Lexicon of the Hebrew Particles, compiled by John Michaelis and Christo-

pher Koerber. (Bibliographical Dictionary, vol. iii. p. 45.)

4. The Hebrew Concordance adapted to the English Bible ; disposed

after the method of Buxtorf. By John Taylor [D.D.] of Norwich.
London, 1754-57. In two volumes, folio.

This is one of the most laborious and most useful works ever published for the advance-
ment of Hebrew knowledge, and the understanding of the Old Testament in its original

language. It is, in fact, a Grammar, Lexicon, and Concordance, founded on the Con-
cordance of Buxtoi-f, all whose errors Dr. Taylor has corrected. He has also inserted the

word or words, by which any Hebrew word is translated in the English Bible : and where
the Hebrew is not literally rendered, a literal translation is added. In general, all change
or difference in the two texts is diligently remarked ; and Dr. T. has added all the words
(about one hundred and twenty-one in number) which Buxtorf had omitted ; together with
the particles out of Noldius. This invaluable work was published under the patronage
of all the English and Irish bishops, and is a monument to their honour, as well as to the
learning and industry of its author. The price of this Concordance varies from nine to

twelve guineas, according to its condition.

(2.) Concordances to the Septuagint Greek Version.

1. Conradi Kircheri Concordantiae Veteris Testamenti Graccae,

Ebraeis vocibus respondentes, izoXv^p'OTot- Simul enim et Lexicon Ebraico-
Latinum. Francofurti, 1607. 2 tomis 4to.

This laborious work, which is a Hebrew Dictionary and Concordance, is strongly re-

commended by father Simon, when treating on the best methods to be adopted in under-
taking any new translation of the Scriptures. It contains all the Hebrew words in the Old
Testament, introduced in an alphabetical order, and underneath is the Greek version of
them from tlie Septuagint, followed by a collection of the passages of Scripture, in which
those words are diflerenlly interpreted. Considered as a first essay, Kircher's Concordance
possesses considerable merit. It is, however, now superseded by

2. Abrahami Trommii Concordantiae Graecae Versionis vulgo dictae

i,xx.Interpretum. Amstelaedami et Trajecti ad Rhenum. 1718. 2 vols.

folio.

In this elaborate and valuable work, the order of the Greek Alphabet is followed ; the

Greek word being first given, to which are subjoined its different acceptations in Latin.

Then follow the diflerent Hebrew words, which are explained by the Greek word in the
Septuagint version. These different Hebrew words are arranged under the Greek in
their alphabetical order, with the passages of Scripture, where they occur. If the word in

question occurs in Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, or any of the other antient Greek
interpreters of the Old Testament, the places where it is found are referred to at the con-
clusion of the quotations from the Scriptures ; and immediately after these all the passages
in the Apocrypha are specified, where the word occurs. The work is terminated by a useful
Index, a Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon, a Greek Lexicon to Origen's Hexapla (by
Montfaucon), and a succinct collation (by Lambert Bos) of the Frankfort and Roman
editions of the Septuagint. This work is beautifully printed. (Bibliographical Dictionary,
vol. iii. p. 42.)

VOL. II. APP. (t)
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(3.) Concordances to the Greek Testament.

1. Concordantiae Grsecas Novi Testament!, ab Henrico Stephano.
Genevae, 1594. folio. Et cum Supplement©, Genevse, 1600. folio.

This Concordance is noticed here, to put the student on his guard, as it may generally

be purchased at a low price. It is so carelessly executed, that some critics suppose Henry
Stephens not to have heen the editor of it ; and that he lent his name to the work for pecu-

niary considerations,

2. Novi Testamenti Greeci Jesu Christi Tameion, aliis Concordantise
;

ita concinnatum, ut et loca reperiendi, et vocum veras significationes, et

significationum diversitates per collationem investigandi, ducis instar esse

possit. Opera Erasuii Schmidii, Gra^c. Lat. et Mathem. Prof. Accedit
nova prasfatio Ernesti Salomonis Cypriani. Lipsiae, 1717. folio. Londini,

1819. 2 vols. 8vo.

The best Greek. Concordance to the New Testament. The London reprint is most
beautifully executed.

3. A Concordance to the Greek Testament, with the English version

to each word ; the principal Hebrew roots, corresponding to the Greek
words of the Septuagint ; with short critical Notes, and an Index. By
John Williams, LL.D. ^to. London, 1767-

" The lovers of sacred literature will find this work very useful in many respects : it is

compiled with great pains and accuracy.—(Monthly Rev. O. S. vol. xxxvi. p. 400.)

(4.) Concordance to the Latin Vulgate.

Sacrorum Bibliorum Vulgatas editionis Concordantise, Hugone
Cardinali auctore, ad recognitionem jussu Sixti V. Pont. Max. adhi-

bitam, recensitae atque emendata^ opera et studio Francisci Lucse
Brugensis. Antverpiae, 1606. foho ; 1612. 1617. 4to. Venetiis, 1612, 4to.

Lugduni, 1615. 4to. Genevse et Francofurti, 1625. 4to. Parisiis, 1635.

1638. 1646. 4to. Colonise Agrippina;, 1684. 8vo, Avignon, 1786.

2 tomis 4to.

The first attempt towards a concordance to tlic Latin Bible was made in the middle of

the thirteenth century by Cardinal Hugo de Sancto Caro, of whose invention of the divi-

sion of cliapters an account is given in Parti. Chap. IV. p. 168. of this volume. He
is said to have e\x\^\oy i:i\ five hundred monks of the Dominican order in selecting, and ar-

ranging in alphabetical order, all tlie declinable words of the Old and New Testaments
;

but the fact of so many monks being employed is questionable. It is supposed that the

work was, at first, less voluminous than it afterwards became, and that it increased by fre-

quent revisions and improvements. (Townley's Biblical Illustrations, vol. i. p. 483.) Le
I^ong has given a list of several Latin Concordances (Bibl. Sacia, tom. i. pp. 457, 458,

folio edit.) ; but tlie revision of Cardinal Hugo's work by Lucas Brugensis is considered

to be the best of the niunerous editions through vvhich it Las passed. Tiiat printed at Co-
logne is reputed to be the most beautiful ; but tlie Avignon edition is the most complete.

(5.) Concordances to the English Bible.

1. A Concordace, that is to sale, a Worke wherein by the ordre of the

letters of the A. B. C. ye male redely finde any worde conteigned in

the whole Bible, so often as it is there expressed or mencioned. By
Jhon Marbek. London, imprynted by Richard Grafton, m. B. I. folio.

The first Concordance to the English Bible : an account of it maybe seen in Dr. Town-
ley's Biblical Illustrations, vol. iii. pp. 118-120. It was preceded by a Concordance to

the New Testament, compiled and printed by Thomas Gibson, about the year 1536.

2. A Complete Concordance to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament, or a Dictionary and Alphabetical Index to the Bible.
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In two parts. By Alexander Ckuden, M.A. London, 1763 ; 1810;
1824.; 4to.

Tlie first edition of this well-known and most useful Concordance appeared at London
in 1737. The edition of I 76:5 is tlie l/iird and last of those corrected by tlie author, and
is usually considci'ed as l/ie best, from his known diligence and accuracy in correcting the

press. The value of Cruden's Concordance has caused it to be repeatedly printed, Ijut

not ahvays with due regard to accuracy. Tlie London edition of 1810, however, is au
honourable exception ; every word, with its references, having been most carefully ex-

amined by Mr. Deodatus Bye (formerly a respectable printer), who voluntarily employed
some years in this arduous task; for which he is justly entitled to the thanks of every

reader of the Holy Scriptures. The London edition of 1824 is a reprint of that published

in 1810. Another very accurate edition was printed a few years since at the press of

Messrs. Nuttall and Co. of Liverpool, who employed a person to collate and verify every

word and reference.

3. A New Concordance to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New
Testament ; or a Dictionary and Alphabetical Index to the Bible,

together with the various significations of the principal words, by which
the true meaning of many passages is shewn. By the Rev. John But-
TERWORTii. London, 1767; 1785; 1816; 8vo.

This is in a great measure a judicious and valuable abridgment of Mr. Cruden's Con-
cordance. Singular pains were bestowed by its compiler, in order to ensure correctness,

by collating every word and reference in the proof sheets with the several texts of the Bible.

The second edition of 1785 is considerably improved. The third impression of 1816 has

some alterations in the definitions, made by Dr. A. Clarke ; who lias reprinted the original

of the passages so altered. Those who cannot afford to purchase Cruden's work, will find

this of Mr. Butterworth extremely valuable.

4. A Concordance of Parallels collected from Bibles and Commen-
taries, which have been published in the Hebrew, Latin, French, Spanish,

and other Languages, with the Authorities of each. By the llev. C
Crutwell. 4to. London, 1790.

This is a very elaborate vi-ork, and will amply repay the labour of consulting; though

the parallelisms are not always to be traced, and are sometimes very fanciful. But for this

the industrious author is not to be censured, as he every where cites his authorities, which

are very numerous.

5. A Concordance to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Tes-

tament. By the Rev. John Brown, of Haddington. London, 1808,

18mo. Glasgow, 1825, 18mo.

There are several editions of this Concordance extant, which being printed with diamond
(or the smallest) type, it is from this circumstance commonly termed the diamond concord-

ance. Its portability is its principal recommendation; as its very minute type requires no

common strength of sight to read with pleasure. Tlie edition of 1825 was revised !)y the

llev. Wm. Smith, of Glasgow; .and is very neatly stereotyped on a clear and legible type

at the Glasgow university press.

6. The Scripture Harmony; or Concordance of Parallel Passages,

being a Commentary on the Bible from its own Resources ; consisting

of an extensive Collection of. References from all the most esteemed
Commentators, &c. &c. 4to. royal 8vo. and ISmo. London, 1818.

Tlie contents of this useful compilation are comjirised in three particulars : viz. 1. The
Chronology, in which Dr. Blayney is followed, his being deemed the best fitted for gene-

ral utility. 2. The various Readings, in the giving of which great care has been liestowM,

'i'hese various readings are stated to be " printed on a plan which to the unlearned reader

will be more clear than the usual method, and which the narrow limits of the margin of a

Bible could not admit : in this the very words of the text are printed at length, and the

various readings are presented in a diflerent type ; so that while both are at one view before

the reader for his choice, as the connexion and analogy of faith may direct, the usefulness

of the work is increased, because it becomes thereby adapted to every edition of the Bible :"

and, 3. Tlie Scripture Ileferences ; a laborious compilation of half a million of Scripture

references, chiefly from the Latin Vulgate, Dr. Blayney, Canne, Brown, Scott, and other

valuable writeis, who have devoted their services to this useful mode of illustraiing the

Scriptures. It is proper to remark, that in this compilation of references the publisher pro-

fesses only to have collected a mass of texts from various authors of the highest character for
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success in this useful and pious labour, and then to have arranged their varied contributions

into regular order; the verse of the chapter under illustration is first marked ; then follow

the parallel passages in the book itself in which the chapter stands ; afterwards the refer-

ences are placed regularly in the order of the books of Scripture. The remark on Mr.

Crutwell's Concordance of Parallels may be extended to the present work.

ii. Dictionaries of the Bible.

1. Dictionnaire Historique, Chronologique, Geographique, et Litteral

de la Bible. Par Augustia Calmet. Paris, 1730. 4 tomes folio.

A translation of this truly valuable work (which is tlie basis of all other modern dic-

tionaries of the Bible), with occasional remarks, was published in 1732, in three folio vo-

lumes ; which having become extremely scarce, an edition was published in 1801, in two

thick 4to. volumes, by Mr. Taylor, with a volume of additions from books of voyages and
travels, &c. under the title of " Fragments." A new edition, enlarged and greatly im-

proved, was published in 1 823, intitled,

2. Calmet's Dictionary of the Holy Bible, Historical, Critical, Geogra-
phical, and Etymological : wherein are explained the Proper Names in

the Old and New Testaments ; the Natural Productions, Animals, Vege-
tables, Minerals, Stones, Gems, &c. ; the Antiquities, Habits, Buildings,

and other Curiosities of the Jews; with a Chronological History of the

Bible, Jewish Calendar, Tables of the Hebrew Coins, Weights, Measures,

&c. &c. Fourth Edition, revised, corrected, and augmented with an ex-

tensive series of plates, explanatory, illustrative, and ornamental, under

the direction of C. Taylor. London, 1823. 5 vols. 4to.

This work is beautifully printed. Vols. I. and II. comprise the Dictionary, in an

alphabetical series, the supplements of former editions being incorporated ; Vols. III. and

IV. contain 750 Fragments, with the Natural History of the Bible. The additions, made
under the title of " Fragments," are extracted from the most rare and authentic Voyages

and Travels (antient and modern) into Judaja and other oriental countries ; and they com-

prehend an assemblage of the most curious and illustrative descriptions, explanatory of

Scripture incidents, customs, and manners, that could not possibly be explained by any

other medium. Bp. Mant and the Rev. Dr. D'Oyly have made great use of Calmet in

the Notes to the Bible, published by the venerable Society for Promoting Christian Know-
ledf^e; and in their list of books, to which they acknowledge their obligations, they par-

ticularly specify the " Fragjients" annexed to this Edition of Calmet. — Vol. V. con.

tains an Atlas of Plates and Maps, with their corresponding explanations, in alphabetical

order. These Engravings are very neatly executed, and many of them throw great light

upon oriental customs. In its present improved state, Mr. Taylor's edition of Calmet's

Dictionary is indispensably necessary to every biblical student who can afford to purchase

it. An Index of Matters and of Texts cited and illustrated, was published separately, in

1827.

3. A Dictionary of the Holy Bible, on the plan of Calmet, but prin-

cipally adapted to common readers : containing an Historical Accoujit

of the Persons ; a Geographical and Historical Account of the Places
;

a Literal, Critical, and Systematical Description of other Objects, whe-

ther natural, artificial, civil, religious, or military ; and the application of

the Appellative Terms, mentioned in the Old and New Testament. By
the Rev. John Brown, of Haddington. 2 vols. 8vo. various Editions.

The author was a minister in the Secession-church of Scotland ; and in his doctrinal

views Calvinistic. Allowance being made for some of his sentiments, his work may be

advantageously substituted for the preceding, the price of which necessarily places it above

the reach of many persons. The first edition of this work appeared in 1769; the best

edition of Mr. Brown's dictionary is said to be the Jifth, which costs about eighteen shil-

lino-s. A professed abridgment of this work was published in 1815, in two small volumes,

18mo. The " Compendious Dictionar!/ of the Holy Bible," first published by Mr. Button

in 1796, and since reprinted with additions and corrections in 12mo. is a judicious abridg-

ment of Brown's Dictionary. " By means of a very small but clear tyjie, a vast quantity

of matter is comprised within the compass of this little volume. The book, without

doubt, may be serviceable to many." (British Critic, Old Series, vol. x. p. 201.)
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4. Dictionnaire Genealogique, Historique, et Critique de I'Ecriture

Sainte, ou sont refutces pliisieurs fausses assertions de Voltaire, et autres

Philosophes da dix-huitii-me siecle
;
par I'Abbe** * [Serieys], revue,

corrige, et publie par M. I'Abbe Sicard. Paris, 1804?. 8vo.

Sacred geography and antiquities form no part of this work, which is specially devoted

to a refutation of the sopliistries and falsehoods of Voltaire and tiie infidel pseudo-philo-

sophers of France, during the eighteenth century. The author (M. Sicard states) was
one of the victims of the French Revolution in tiie beginning of September 1792.

5. A Dictionary of the Bible ; Historical and Geographical, Theolo-
gical, Moral, and Ritual, Philosophical and Philological. By Alexander
Macbean, A.m. London, 1779. 8vo.

A useful book in its day, but now completely superseded by the following work of the

Rev. Dr. Robinson. It may frequently be procured for a trifling price.

6. A Theological, Biblical, and Ecclesiastical Dictionary; serving as a

general note-book to illustrate the Old and New Testament, as a guide to

the Practices and Opinions of all Sects and Religions, and as a Cyclo-
paedia of Religious Knowledge. By John Robinson, D.D. London,
1815. Svo.

It is no small commendation of this work that, within a few months after its publication,,

it was recommended by several dignitaries of the Anglican cliurch to the attention of can-

didates for the ministerial office. It is very closely printed, and presents a valuable digest,

witli references to autliorities at the end of each article, of almost all that has hitherto been

written on biblical literature. Most cordially do we join in the following commendation
of it in a modern critical journal. " It is clearly the work of a man of much industry in

collecting, and of much judgment in arranging his matter. To every theological stu-

dent, who has not access to an extensive library, this volume will prove a very useful sub-
sidiary ; to many, indeed, who have neither attainment nor abilities for research, it will be-

come necessary." (Brit. Crit. N. S. vol. vii. p. 30.5.) We cannot however help ex-

pressing our regret that, on some topics. Dr. R. should have referred to writers whose
publications though useful in some respects) are calculated to subvert the fundamental
doctrines of the Gospel ; and though we cannot but difier from the learned author in some
of his positions, yet we have no hesitation in saying, that it is the most compendious
Dictionary of the Bible extant in our language. The work is illustrated by several

neatly-engraved maps. It may be proper to add that it is noticed with merited com-
mendation in tile Evangelical Magazine for 181 7. vol. xxv. p. 486. and in the Antijaco-

bin Review, vol. xlix. pp. 1-15.

7. The Biblical Cyclopaedia; or. Dictionary of the Holy Scriptures,

intended to facilitate an acquaintance with the inspired writings. By
William Jones. 1816. 2 vols. 8vo.

The compiler of this work is advantageously known to the public as the author of a

valuable " HiUori/ of Ike Waldcnses." The plan of his Biblical Cycloptcdia is less extensive

than that of Dr. Robinson's Dictionary, before which some parts of it appeared, though it

bears date one year later than the latter work.

8. A Dictionary of the Holy Bible: containing an Historical Account
of the Persons; a Geographical Account of the Places; a Literal, Criti-

cal, and Systematical Description of other objects, whether natural, arti-

ficial, civil, religious, or military; and an Explication of the Appellative

Terms mentioned in the Old and New Testament. Extracted chiefly

from Brown, Calmet, &c. collated with other works of the like kind, with

numerous additions from various Authors, and a considerable quantity of
original matter. By the Rev. James Wood. Seventh Edition, London,
[1822.] 2 vols. 8vo.

9. The Pocket Dictionary of the Holy Bible ; containing an Historical

and Geographical Account of the Persons and Places, and an Explana-
tion of the various Terms, Doctrines, Laws, Figures, tkc. in the Sacred
Oracles. Selected and arranged from Calmet, Brown, Newton, Hurd,
and other Writers. By W. Gurney, A.M. London, 1826. 18mo.

10. The Scripture Lexicon: or a Dictionary of above four thousand
(t) 3
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Proper Names of Persons and Places mentioned in the Old and New
Testament ; divided into Syllables with their proper accents. By Peter

Oliver. Oxford, 1810. 8vo.

11. Thesaurus Ecclesiasticus, e Patribus Grgecis, ordine alphabetico

exhibens qusecunque Phrases, Ritus, Dogmata, Haereses, et hujusmodi

alia hue spectant, a Johanne Casparo Suicero. Amstelodami, 1728.

2 vols, folio.

This is the best edition of a most valuable work ; which, though indispensably neces-

sary for understanding the writings of the Greek fathers, incidentally contains many illus-

trations of Scripture. It is said to have cost the learned author twenty years' labour ;
the

iirst edition appeared at Amsterdam in 1682, in two volumes folio.

ill. Common Place Books to the Bible.

1. Christian Institutes, or the Sincere Word of God collected out of

the Old and New Testaments, digested under proper heads, and delivered

in the very words of Scripture. By Francis Gastrell, D.D. Bishop of

Chester. 12mo.

This valuable little work, which may perhaps be considered as a Concordance of parallel

passages at full length, was first published in 1707, and has since been repeatedly printed

in ]2mo. It may be very advantageously substituted for any of the subsequent larger ami
more expensive works. The " Economy of a Christian Life," published by the Rev. W.
Bingley in 180S, in 2 vols. 12mo. is similar in design, but upon the whole better arranged

than Bp. Gastrell's little manual.

2. A Common-Place Book to the Holy Bible, or the Scriptures' Suffi-

ciency practically demonstrated : wherein the substance of Scripture

respecting doctrine, worship, and manners, is reduced to its proper heads.

By John Locke, Esq. A new edition, revised and improved by the Rev.
William Dodd,LL.D. 4to. London, 1805; 8vo. London, 1824.

Though tl'.is work is ascribed to the celebrated philosopher, Mr. Locke, we have not

been able to ascertain whether it was really compiled by him. The second edition of it

bears the date of 1697: an edition was published by the unfortunate Dr. Dodd, from
which the present impression was made. It certainly is a very useful book.

3. A System of Revealed Religion, digested under proper heads,

and composed in the express words of Scripture ; containing all that

the Sacred Records reveal with respect to Doctrine and Duty. By John
Warden, M.A. London, 1739. 4to. 1819. 2 vols. 8vo.

This work is exceedingly valuable as a common-place book, or harmony of passages of

Scripture. It was recommended by Dr. Robertson the historian, and other eminent

divines of the Scottish church. In this work the author has collected all that the Scriptures

contain relating to any one article of faith or practice under each respective head, in the

very words of the sacred writers, with the occasional insertion of a brief note at the foot of

a page, and a remark or two at the end of some i^^^w chapters. The texts are so arranged

as to add to their perspicuity, and at the same time to illustrate the subject ; and the chap-

ters are so constructed airtl disposed, that each may form a regular and continued discourse.

The work is executed with singular ability and fidelity, and the late reprint of it is truly an

acquisition to biblical students.

4. An Analysis of the Holy Bible ; containing the whole of the Old
and New Testaments, collected and arranged systematically. By Matthew
Talbot. Leeds and London. 1800. ^to.

This work has been justly characterised as "a book of good arrangement and convenient

reference, and calculated to augment, by very easy application, our stores of sacred know-
ledge." (British Critic, O. S vol. xviii. pp. iii. 88, 89, ) It is divided into thirty books,

which are subdivided into 285 chapters, and 4144 sections. This " Analysis " is of great

rarity and high price.
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5. Common-Place Book ; or Companion to the Old and New Testa-
ments ; being a Scripture Account of the Faith and Practice of Christians;

consisting of an ample Collection of pertinent Texts on the sundry Ar-
ticles of Revealed Religion. A new edition, corrected, compared, and
enlarged, by Joseph Strutt, 8vo. London, 1813. 1814.

The edition of 1813 is a reprint, with numerous corrections and additions, of a work
originally printed at Dublin in the year 1763. The arrangement, though not equally

good with that of some of the works above noticed, is clear ; the selection of texts is suffi-

ciently ample: and a useful index will enable the reader to find passages of Scripture ar-

ranged on almost every topic he can desire. The book is neatly printed : and as it is of

easy purchase, it may be substituted for any of the larger common-place books already-

noticed. The edition of 1 824 is considerably improved.

iv. Indexes and Analyses of the Bible.

1. An Index to the Bible: in which the various Subjects which occur
in the Scriptures are alphabetically arranged : with Accurate References
to all the Books of the Old and New Testament. Designed to facilitate

the Study of these invaluable Records. Stererotype edition. London,
1811.

This useful Index is printed in various sizes to bind up with Bibles : it is said (but on
what authority we know not) to have been drawn up by the late Dr. Priestley.

2. Mosis P. Flacheri Analysis Typica omnium ciim Veteris turn Novi
Testamenti Librorum Historicorum, ad intelligendam rerum seriem et

memoriam juvandam accommodata. Basileae, 1587. folio ; 1621. 4to.

Londini, 1597. 4to.

3. Jacobi Brandmylleri Analysis Typica Librorum Veteris Testa-
menti Poeticorum et Propheticarum. Basileae, 1622, ^to.

4. Salomonis Van Til Opus Analyticum, comprehendens Introduc-
tionem in Sacram Scripturam, ad Joh. Henrici Heideggeri Enchiridion
Biblicum lEPOMNHMONIKON concinnatum. Trajecti ad Rhenum. 1720.
2 vols. 4to.

A most minute Analysis of every Book and almost of every Chapter in the Scriptures.

Heidegger's Enchiridion Biblicum, on which Van Til's work is a commentary, was first

published at Zurich (Tiguri) in 1681, and was frequently reprinted in Germany, in the
course of the last century. It contains prefaces to the different books of the Old and New
Testament, together with very minute analyses of the different books. Wliere Heideg-
ger's statements were correct, Van Til lias corroborated tliem ; where he was in error, the

latter has corrected his mistakes, and supplied his oinissions.

7. Treatises on Biblical Antiquities^ and on other Historical Circum-
stances of the Bible.

i. General Treatises on Biblical Antiquities.

1. Thesaurus Antiquitatum Sacrarum, complectens selectissima claris-

simorum virorum Opuscula, in quibus veterum Hebrajorum Mores, Leges,
Instituta, Ritus sacri et civiles, illustrantur ; auctore Blasio Ugolino.
Venetiis, 1744-1769. 34 tomis folio.

An Analysis of the contents of this great Collection of Jewish Antiquities is given iii

Mr. Harris's Catalogue of the Ijibrary of the lloyal Institution, pp. 11-20. 2d edition.
" Many other books, treating of Jewish antiquities, have been published ; but those who
have a taste for such sort of reading, will find this collection far more useful to them than
any other of the kind." (Bishop Watson.)
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2. The Antiquities of the Jews carefully compiled from authentic

sources, and their customs illustrated by modern Travels. By W. Brown,
D.D. London, 1820. 2 vols. 8vo.

3. Christ. Bhunings Compendium Antiquitatum Hebrasorum. 8vo.

Francofurti, 1766.

4. Compendium Antiquitatum Graecarum fe profanis sacrarum, collegit,

natural! ordine disposuit, ad sacrarum literarum illustrationem passim
accommodavit Christianus Brunings. Francofurti, 1759. 8vo.

5. Petri Cuntei de Republica Hebraeorum Libri tres ; editi a Jo. Ni-

colai. 4to. Lug. Bat. 1703.

The best edition of a very learned work ; which, till lately, continued to be a text-book

whence the continental professors of Hebrew antiquities lectured.

6. The Manners of the Antient Israelites, containing an account of

their peculiar Customs, Ceremonies, Laws, Polity, Religion, Sects, Arts,

and Trades, &c. &c. By Claude Fleury. London, 1809. 8vo.

For this third and best edition, the public are indebted to Dr. Adam Clarke, who has

enlarged the original work with much valuable information from the principal writers on
Jewish antiquities. The Al)b^ Fleury's work was translated many years since by Mr.
Farnworth. The late excellent Bishop of Norwich (Dr. Home) has recommended it in

the following terms: '• This little book contains a concise, pleasing, and just account of

the manners, customs, laws, policy, and religion of the Israelites. It is an excellent

introduction to the reading of the Old Testament, and should be put into the hands of

every young person."

7. Moses and Aaron : or, the Civil and Ecclesiastical Rites used by
the Ancient Hebrewes. By Thomas Godwin. London, 1634. 1641. 4to.

This compendium of Hebrew antiquities is now rather scarce. It was formerly in great

request as a text book, and passed through many editions. A Latin translation of it was
published at Utrecht in 1690, and again at Franeker in 1710, in 12mo.

8. Apparatus Historico-criticus Antiquitatum sacri codicis et gentis

Hebraeae. Uberrimis annotationibus in Thomae Goodwini Mosen et

Aaronem subministravit Johannes Gottlob Carpzovius, 4to. Franco-

furti, 1748.

The most elaborate system of Jewish antiquities, perliaps, that is extant : besides the

annotations of Carpzov, it contains a Latin translation of Goodwin's treatise.

9. Jewish Antiquities, or a Course of Lectures on the Three first Books
of Godwin's Moses and Aaron. To which is annexed a Dissertation on
the Hebrew Language. By David Jennings, D.D. 8vo. 2 vols. Lon-
don, 1766 ; Perth, 1808, and London, 1823, in one volume 8vo.

This work has long held a distinguished character for its accuracy and learning, and has

been often reprinted. " The treatises of Mr. Lowman, on the liitual (Svo London,

1748), and on the Civil Governvient of the Hebrews (Svo. London, 1740), may properly

accompany this work." (Bishop Watson.)

10. Antiquitates Hebraicae secundum triplicem Judaeorum statum, ec-

clesiasticum, politicum, et ceconomicum, breviter delineatae a Conrado
Ikenio. 12mo. Bremae, 1741. editio tertia ; 1764. editio quarta.

There is no difference between these two editions, excepting that the errors of the press

in the third edition are corrected in tlie fourth. The first edition appeared in 1737. This

book of Ikenius is valuable for its brevity, method, and perspicuity. It continues to be a

text-book in some of tlie universities of Holland (and perhaps of Germany.) In 1810,

there was published at Utrecht, a tliick 8vo. volume of Professor Schacht's observations on

this work, under the title of Jo. Herm. Schachtii Tlieol. et PliiloloL Harderov. Animad-

versiones ad AiUiquitales Hebraas olim delinealas a Conrado Ikenio Theol. Bremens. Fatre

mortuo, edidil Godfr. Jo. Schacht. This volume only discusses the first of Ikenius's sec-

tions, on the ecclesiastical state of the Hebrews ; it contains many valuable additions and

corrections, with references to other writers. Independently of its being an imperfect
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w-ork, this volume is too bulky to be of use to students generally, but would prove Talu-

able in the hands of any one wlio should compose a new treatise on biblical antiquities.

11. Archaeologia Biblica in Epitomen redacta a Johanne Jahn. Editio

secunda emendata. 8vo. Viennae, 1814.

An elaborate compendium of biblical antiquities, abridged from the autlior's larger

work on the same subject in the German language (in five large 8vo. volumesj and ar-

ranged under the tliree divisions of domestic, political, and ecclesiastical antiquities.

" Although it conies short, from the nature of the case, of the excellence of the original

(German) work, for extent and variety of learning, and vividness and conciseness of state-

ment, it is a book which is very rarely surpassed." (North Am. Review, N.S. vol. viii.

p. 136.) At the end of the volume are upwards of sixty pages of questions, framed upon
the preceding part of the work ; the answers to which are to be given Ijy students. A
faithful English translation of " Jahn's Biblical Archaeology" was published at Andover,
(Massachussetts) in 18'J3, by Mr. M. Upliam (assistant teacher of Hebrew and Greek in

the Theological Seminary at that place), with valuable additions and corrections, partly

the result of a collation of Jahn's Latin work with the original German treatise, and partly

derived from other sources. Tlie third volume of this Introduction (as our references will

show) is much indebted to Jahn's Archa3ologia Biblica.

12. Archaeologia Biblica breviter exposita a Four. Ackermann.
Viennae, 1826.

This is an expurgated edition of the preceding work, executed on the same principle as

professor Ackennann's edition of Jahn's Introductio ad Libros Veteris Foederis, noticed

in p. 134. of this Appendix, and with renewed declarations of the editor's submission to

the Romish church. To render the work more complete, Dr. A. has subjoined a concise

sketch of the History of the Jewish Nation, from the time of Abraham to the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Romans. In revising our third volume for the press, constant reference

was had to this work.

13. Origines Hebraeae : or the Antiquities of the Hebrew Republic.

By Thomas Lewis, M.A. London, 1724-.5. 4 vols. 8vo.

This is a laborious compilation, from the most distinguished writers, whether Jews or

Christians, on the manners and laws of the Hebrews.

14. Melchioris Leydekkeri de Republica Hebraeorum Libri xii. Am-
stel. 1704-1710. 2 vols, folio.

15. Johannis Pareau Antiquitas Hebraica breviter delineata. Trajecti

ad Rhenum. 1817. Edit. Secunda, 1824. 8vo.

An Appendix and Index to this summary of Hebrew Antiquities was published at

Utrecht in 1825. 8vo.

16. Hadriani Relandi Antiquitates sacrae veterum Hebraeorum recen-

suit, et animadversionibus Ugolinianis-Ravianis auxit, Georgius Joannes
Ludovicus Vogel. 8vo. Halae, 1769.

The best edition of a valuable little summary, which for many years continued to be the

text-book of professors.

17. The History and Philosophy of Judaism : or a Critical and Philo-

sophical Analysis of the Jewish Religion. By Duncan Shaw, D.D.
Edinburgh and Lendon, 1788. 8vo.

An ingenious treatise, which is divided into four parts : 1. On the Divine origin of the

Law; 2. Of the duration of the Mosaic economy ; 3. That the Gospel is the last dis-

pensation of God's grace to mankind in the way of religious discovery; 4. Corollaries

arising from the subject of the work : in tlie course of which the author takes occasion to

vi.idicate the genius, divine origin, and authority of the Jewish religion, and its connexion

with the Christian, against the objections and misrepresentations of modern infidels.

18. Caroli Sigonii de Republica Hebraeorum Libri vii. ; editi a Jo. Ni-

colai. Lug. Bat. 1701. 4to.

19. Ernesti Augusti Sciiulzii Theologiac Doctoris, et Professoris quon-

dam in Academia Viadrina celeberrinii. Compendium Archaeologiae He-
braicae. Cum figuris aeri incisis, edidit, emendavit, addenda adjecit,

notisque locupletavit Abr. Phil. Godefr, Schickedanz. Dresdae, 1793.

8vo.
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This is, perhaps, the best summary of Hebrew antiquities extant in the Latin language

;

but, unfortunately, it is incomplete, the author having executed only two books which treat

of the political and ecclesiastical antiquities of the Hebrews. Professor Schulze and his

editor have diligently availed themselves of the labours of all previous writers on this

topic, and have arranged their materials in a manner equally concise and valuable.

20. Ferclinandi Stosch Compendium Archaeologiee Q^lconomicas Novi
Testament! ducentis thesibus comprehensum, et aliis aliisve notis illus-

tratum. 8vo. Lipsias, 1769.

A small volume, of considerable rarity in this country ; it treats of the private life and
manners of the Jews, as mentioned in the New Testament, and may serve as a supplement
to the imperfeet work of Schulze, last noticed.

21. Lectures on Jewish Antiquities; delivered at Harvard University

in Cambridge, A.D. 1802 and 1803. By David Tappan, D.D. late

Hollis Professor of Divinity in that Seminary. Boston [Massachussetts]

1807. Svo.

The nature and design of the Jewish Constitution, political and religious, are discussed

in these lectures, which were publislied after the author's decease. The tendency of the

Hebrew Ritual to promote the glory of God and the happiness of man are frequently

illustrated in a pleasing and devout manner.

22. A. G. Waeiineri Antiquitates Hebra;orum et Israeliticse Gentis.

Gottingen, 174'1. 2 tomis 8vo.

This work is incomplete, the author having died before its publication ; it contains much
valuable information relative to the literature of the Jews.

ii. Treatises on particular Subjects in Biblical Antiquities.

(1.) Scripture Geography.

1. Onomasticon Urbium et Locorum Sacrae Scripturae ; seu Liber de

Locis Hebraicis, Graece primum ab Eusebio Ceesariensi, deinde Latin^

scriptus ab Hieronymo, in commodiorem vero ordinem redactus, variis

additamentis auctus, Notisque et Tabula Geographica Judyeae illustratus,

opera Jacobi Bonfrerii, recensuit et animadversionibus suis auxit Joan-

nes Clericus. Accessit Brocardi Descriptio Terrae Sanctae. Amste-

lodami, 1707- folio.

2. Samuelis Bocharti Geographia Sacra; cujus Pars prior, Phaleg, de

Dispersione Gentium, et Terrarum Divisione facta, in aedificatione Turris

Babel : Pars posterior, Chanaan, de Coloniis et Sermone Phcenicum, agit.

Cadomi (Caen) 1646, folio. Francofurti ad Moenum, 1674. 1681, 4to. Also

in the third volume of the folio edition of Bochart's Collective Works.

3. Johannis Davidis Michaelis Spicilegium Geographiae Hebraeorum

exteras post Bochartum. Partes i. ii. Gottingen, 1760, 1780. 4to.

Some observations on the first part of this learned work, which is not always to be pro-

cured complete, were published by John Reinhold Forster, intitled Epistola ad J. D,
Michaelis, hujiis spicilegiut7i Geogr. Hehr. jam conjirmnnles, jam castigantcs. Gottingas,

1772, 4to. It is desirable to unite this with the work of Michaelis; but vmfortunately

both works are extremely rare and dear.

4. Friderici Spanhemii Introductio ad Geographiam Sacram, Patri-

archalem, Israeliticam, et Christianum. Lugduni Batavorum, 1679. Svo.

Also in the first volume of Spanheim's Collected Works.

5. Hadriani Relandi Palaestina ex monumentis veteribus et tabulis

adcuratis illustrata. Traject. Batav. 1714. 2 tomis 4to.

This elaborate work is also to be found in the sixth volume of Ugolini's Thesaurus

Antiquitatum Sacrarura.
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6. An Historical Geography of the Old and New Testaments. By Ed-
ward Wells, D.D. 4 vols. 8vo. 2 vols. 8vo.

Tliis learned work was originally published in four detached parts or volumes: it has
frequently been printed at the Oxford press, and is too well known to require commend-
ation ; a new edition, revised and corrected from the discoveries of Sir William Jones
and other eminent scholars, was published by the English editor of Calmet's Dictionary

in 4to. in the year 1S04. There are also copies in two or three vols, crown 8vo. Dr.
Wells's Geography of the New Testament was translated into German by M. Panzer,
with numerous additions and corrections, in two vols. 8vo. Nuremberg, 1764.

7. Sacred Geography : or, a Gazetteer of the Bible, containing, in al-

phabetical order, a Geographical Description of all the Countries, King-
doms, Nations, and Tribes of Men, with all the Villages, Towns, Cities,

Provinces, Hills, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, Seas, and Islands, mentioned
in the Sacred Scriptures or Apocrypha. By Elijah Parish, D.D. Bos-
ton [Massachussetts] 1813. 8vo.

This geographical dictionary of the Scriptures is chiefly compiled from the Onomasticon
of Eusebius and Jerome, the Historical Geography of Wells, the great dictionary of
father Calmet, and the publications of various modern travellers. The book is very
neatly printed, and has furnished many articles to our Geographical and Historical Index,
in the third volume of this work.

8. Jo. Matth. Hash Regni Davidici et Salomonaei Descriptio Geo-
graphica et Historica ; una cum Descriptione Syrian et ^^gypti. Norim-
bergse, 1739. folio.

9. Car. Christ. Sigism. Bernhardi Commentatio de Caussis, quibus
eftectum sit, ut Regnuni Judse diutius persisteret, quam Regnuni Israel.

Cum Tabula, Geographica. Lovanii, 1825. 4to.

This was a prize dissertation, composed (as the author states in his prooemium) under
considerable disadvantages, and with no other literary aid than the Scriptures and Haver-
camp's edition of Josephus. It is a very' interesting publication, to which the first

chapter of our third volume is indebted for some valuable observations.

10. Observationes Philologicae et Geographies; : sive Geographia^
Sacra3 Specimen primum. Quo Urbes ac Regiones, quarum in Sacris

Litteris litmentio, breviter describuntur, iisdemque verus situs, justaque
nomina redduntur. Amstelodami, 1747. 8vo.

Tiie deficiencies of Calmet and some other writers on geograph)', are supplied in this

little work, which treats on the city of Jerusalem, the country of Elijah, the city of
Hebron, the region of Ophir, the country of Abraham, the city of Eglain, and a few
other places.

11. The History of the Destruction of Jerusalem, as connected with
the Scripture Prophecies. By the Rev. George Wilkins, A.M. Second
edition. Nottingham, 1816. 8vo.

12. Hadriani Relandi de Spoliis Templi Hierosolymitani Liber sin-

gularis. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1716. 8vo. Edit. 2. 1775. With a preli-

minary Disquisition and Notes by Prof. Schuize.

13. Ferdinandi Stosch Syntagma Dissertationum Septem de Nomini-
bus totidem Urbium Asia?; ad quas D. Joannes in Apocalypsi Filii Dei
Epistolas direxit. Guelpherbyti, 1757. 8vo.

14. An Historical Map of Palestine or the Holy Land, exhibiting
the peculiar features of the country, and of all places therein, connected
with Scripture History ; interspersed with ninety-six vignettes illustrative

of the most important circumstances recorded in the Old and New
TestamiCnts.

The size of this beautifully-executed map is 40 inches by 27J. The vignettes will be
found very amusing to young persons, while they serve to impress on tlio mind the leading-

points of sacred iiistory and geography. The map is accompanied by a folio sheet of
letter-press, containing explanatory references to the vignettes The design of the latter

is to embodjf and connect with the names of places marked upon the map, the principal
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incidents in Jewish history — by placing the texts of Scripture in which such incidents are

mentioned close to the name of the place where the transaction occurred. The sheet of
letter-press also comprises a brief outline of the history of Palestine from the earliest

period— the stations of the tribes— and Buhle's oeconomical calendar of the country, ex-

hibiting the stale of the weather in the Holy L;md throughout the different months of the

year, and containing useful remarks on the various productions of the soil.

Most of the general treatises on sacred geography are illustrated with maps. There is

also an excellent map of Palestine in D'Anville's Antient Atlas ; it has been consulted for

the maps accompanying this work, which have been drawn with great care, and corrected

from the researches of modern Geographers. The quarto Atlas, published by the late

Rev. Thomas Scott, as an accompaniment to his commentary on the Bible, possesses the

double merit of being correct as well as cheap. Tlie Scripture Atlas, published by Mr.
Leigh, is executed in a superior style, and has had a very extensive sale. Mr. Wyld's
Scripture Atlas is a neat publication.

Various Treatises on Sacred Geography will be found in the fifth, sixth, and seventh

volumes of Ugolini's Thesaurus Antiquitatum Sacraruni.

It may be proper to add, that most of the questions relative to the history, geography,

&c. of the Bible are noticed in Schleusner's valuable Lexicon to the Septuagmt ver-

sion, and also in his Greek and Latin, and in Messrs. Parkhurst's and Robinson's Greek
and English Lexicons to the New Testament; where they are illustrated with equal

learning and accuracy.

(2.) Natural Historij of the Bible.

1. Physica Sacra: hoc est Historia Naturalis Biblise a Joanne Jacobo
ScHEUCHZERO cdita, et innumeris iconibus aeneis elegantissimis adornata,

August. Vindel. 1731-1735. 4 vols, folio.

This is one of the most beautiful and useful works which has appeared on the natural

history of the Bible: the engravings, 750 in number, were executed by the most eminent
artists of that day. A German translation appeared at Augsburgh, at the same time wiih

the Latin edition, to which it is preferred on account of its having proof impressions of the

plates. The French translation, published at Amsterdam, in 1732-1738, in 4 vols, folio,

is inferior to both the preceding editions as it respects the plates, though the text and typo-

graphical execution are equally valuable. From the costly price of this work, it is chiefly

to be found in great public libraries.

2. The Natural History of the Bible: or a Description of all the

Quadrupeds, Birds, Fishes, Reptiles, and Insects, Trees, Plants, Flowers,

Gums, and Precious Stones, mentioned in the Sacred Scriptures. Col-

lected from the best Authorities, and alphabetically arranged by
Thaddeus Mason Harris, D.D. Boston (Massachussetts), 1820. 8vo.

London, 1824. 8vo.

The Natural History of foreign countries was very little known at the time when the

authorised version of the English Bible was executed : it is no wonder, therefore, that

we find in it the names of animals, &c. which are unknown in the East. Our venerable

translators, indeed, frankly acknowledge in their preface the obscurity experienced by

them in Hebrew words occurring but once, and also in the names of certain birds, beasts,

precious stones, &c. These difficulties have been materially diminished since their time,

and especially within the last hundred and twenty years ; not only by the successful re-

searches of eminent orientalists, who have applied their knowledge of the eastern dialects

to the elucidation of Scripture, but also by the successful labours of Bocliart, Celsius,

Forskiil, Scheuchzer, and other naturalists, historians of the Bible, as well as those of

Shaw, Hasselquist, Russell, Bruce, and other distinguished travellers. To all these

sources, together with many others which it is not necessary to enumerate. Dr. Harris

acknowledges his obligations. Tliough he claims no praise but that of having brought into

a regular form such information as he could collect from the best and most imcxception-

able authorities ;
yet he is not a mere compiler. He has enlivened his general illustrations

with many instructive and useful facts, observations, and reasonings : and in the course of

his work he has introduced new translations of a great many detached passages and of

some entire chapters of Scripture. Of these, future commentators will doubtless avail

themselves, especially as Dr. H. has accompanied such translations with remarks and
illustrations correcting the errors which were the consequence of their being misunder-

stood, and pointing out the precision and force, the emphasis and beauty, which they derive

from an accurate knowledge of the object in natural history to which they originally
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referred. A Catalogue is subjoined of the principal authorities quoted in his work, which
is accompanied witli useful indexes of matters and of texts illustrated, and particularly

witli an Index or List of the several articles, according to the English Translation, fol-

lowed by the original Hebrew names, to which are subjoined the Linntean or other
modern scientific appellations. In a work embracing such a variety of particulars, some
articles must necessarily be found defective: these however are not very numerous. In
conclusion, the writer of these pages cheerfully adopts the following just critique of a
trans-atlantic reviewer :

— " Dr. Harris is entitled to the thanks of the public, for having
brought within a reasonable compass the most valuable materials on the subjects of which
he treats ; for having arranged them in a convenient method, and in general for having
arrived at his own conclusions on the best evidence which the subjects admit."
" On the whole, we clieerfully recommend the work both to the learned and the unlearned
reader, as containing all that can be known on the subjects which successively occur.

Many of the articles will be read with great interest: anil in those, in which curiosity is

most concerned, the author, in a form as much abridged as their nature would admit, has

exhausted all the learning of naturalists and travellers: and, as we believe, has generally
come to the right results." (North American Review, vol. x. New Series, pp. 91, 92.)
The London reprint is beautifully executed. A German Translation of this work was
published at Leipzig, in 1825, in 8vo.

3. Samuelis Bocharti Hierozoicon, sive de Animalibus Sacrae Scrip-

turae. 'tth edit, folio. Lug. Bat. ITl^; also in 3 vols. 4to. Lipsiae, 1793,
and following years.

This last is unquestionably the best edition ; it was published by Professor llosen-

miiller, to whose researches biblical students are so largely indebted; and who has cor-

rected it throughout, as well as enlarged it with numerous facts from the writings of
modern travellers, &c.

4. Hierozoici ex Samuele Bocharto, Itinerariis variis aliisque Doctis-
simorum Virorum Conimentariis ac Scriptiunculis, accommodatae ad plu-

rimorura usus compositi, Specimina tria. Auctore Frid. Jacobo Schoder,
Tubingae, 1784-6. 8vo.

5. Jo. Henr. Ursini Arboretum Biblicum, in quo Arbores et Frutices,

passim in S. Literis occurrentes, ut et Plantae, Herbae, et Aromata, notis

philologicis, philosophicis, theologicis, exponuntur et illustrantur. No-
rimbergae, 1699. 2 tomis 8vo.

6- Olavi Celsii Hierobotanicon, sive de Plantis Sacrae Scripturae Dis-

sertationes Breves. Upsalae, 1745-47 ; Amstelaedami, 1748. 2 tomis 8vo.

7. Hierophyticon, sive Commentarius in Loca Scripturse Sacrae, quae

Plantarum faciunt mentionem. Auctore Matthaeo Hillero. Trajecti

ad Rhenum, 1725. 4to.

8. Petri Forskal Descriptiones Animalium, Amphibiorum, Piscium,
Insectorum, Vermium, quae in Itinere Orientali observavit. 4to, Hauniae
(Copenhagen). 1775. — Ejusdem Flora iEgyptio-Arabica. 4to. Hauniae,

1775. Ejusdem Icones Rerum Naturalium, quas Itinere Orientali de-
pingi curavit. 4to. Hauniae, 1776.

]\L Forskal was a learned Swedish naturalist, who was sent in I 761, at the expence of
his Danish Majesty, to investigate the natural productions of the East, in company with

the celebrated traveller Niebuhr. He died at Jerim in Arabia, in 1763, and his unfinished

notes, valuable even in their imperfect state, were published by his colleague in the three

works just noticed.

9. Scripture illustrated by Engravings, referring to Natural Science,

Customs, Manners, &c. By the Editor of Calmet's Dictionary of the

Bible. 4to. 1802.

Many otherwise obscure passages of the Bible are in tliis work happily elucidated from
natural science, &c. Though it does not profess to be a complete natural history of the

Scriptures, yet it illustrates that interesting subject in very many instances.

10. Remarks on the Mustard Tree mentioned in the New Testament.
By John Frost, F.S.A. London, 1827. 8vo.
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11. Joli. Gottlieb Buhle Calendarium Palsestina3 Qiconomicum, Goet-
tingae, 1785. 4to.

12. Georgii Friederici Walchii Calendarium Palaestinae fficonomicum
Prasfatus est J. D. Michaelis. Goettingae, 1785. 4to.

In the year 1785, tlie directors of the University of Gottingen proposed as a prize-

subject, the compilation of an CEconomic Calendar of Palestine from Itineraries, with a

view to the better elucidation of the Sacred Writings. The prize was adjudged to the

composition of M. Buhle ; to which, in r.Iicliaelis's judgment, the Calendar of Walch was
next in point of merit. Each of these publications contains much valuable matter peculiar

to itself; and both together throw much light on the physical geography of Palestine.

A translation of Buiile's Calendar is inserted in the Fragments annexed to" Mr. Taylor's

edition of Calmet's Dictionary of the Bible, Nos. 455-468.

13. A Comparative Estimate of the Mineral and Mosaical Geologies,

revised and enlarged with relation to the latest Publications on Geology.

By Granville Penn, Esq. Second Edition. London, 1825. 2 vols. 8vo.

The first edition of the " Comparative Estimate " was published in 1822, and a " Sup-
plement " to it. In its present improved state, INIr. Penn's work forms a most powerful

proof and vindication of the harmony subsisting between geological discoveries and the

Mosaic History.

14-. Scriptural Geology, or Geological Phenomena, consistent only

with the Literal Interpretation of the Sacred Scriptures, upon the sub-

jects of the Creation and Deluge. [By the Rev. George Bugg, B.A.]

London, 1827. 2 vols. 8vo.

(3.) Political Antiquities of the Jevos.

Treatises on the laws, government, coins, &c. of the Jews.

1. Rabbi Mosis Maimonidis More Nebochim ; seu Doctor Perplex-

orum, ad dubia et obscuriora Scriptura? loca rectius intelligenda, veluti

Clavem continens. Latine conversus a Joanne Buxtorfio, filio. Basileae,

1629. 4to.

2. The Reasons of the Laws of Moses, from the " More Nevochim"
of Maimonides. With Notes, Dissertations, and a Life of the i\.uthor.

By James Townley, D.D. London, 1827. 8vo.

The More Nevochim, or " Instructor of the Perplexed," is considered as one of the

most valuable productions of the learned Jewish Rabbi, IVIoses ben Maimon, better known

by the name of Maimonides. " It is a critical, philosophical, and theological work, in

which he endeavours to explain the difficult passages, phrases, parables, allegories, and

ceremonies of the Old Testament ; and is rendered particularly important by ' an excellent

Exposition of the Grounds and Reasons of the Mosaic Laws,' to which many of our most

eminent biblical critics and commentators have been decjily indebted." It was originally

written in Arabic, and translated into Hebrew by Rabbi Samuel Aben Tybbon. The Rev.

Dr. Townley (to whose life of Maimonides, p. 17, we are indebted for the preceding par-

ticulars) has given an account of tlie various editions of the original work of Maimonides
;

among which that of 1629 is usually reputed to bo the best.

Dr. T. has conferred no small obligation on l)iblical students in presenting this treatise

of Maimonides to them in an Englibh dress ; and in addition to a memoir of the original

Jewish author, he has enriched his translation with upwards of one hundred pages of

valuable notes, together with nine dissertations on t!ie Talmudical Writings, and on

various other topics tending to elucidate the ' Reasons of the Laws of Moses.'

3. Wilhelmi Zepperi Legum Mosaicarum Forensium Explanatio, Her-

bornae Nassoviorum. 1604. 8vo.

4. Joannis Spenceri de Legibus Hebra^orum Ritualibus et earum Ra-
tionibus Libri IV. Accessit Dissertatio de Phylacteriis Juda^orum. Re-
censuit, et indices adjecit Leonardus Chappelow, S,T. P. Cantabrigiae,

1727. 2 vols, folio, best edition.
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5. Commentaries on the Laws of Moses. By the late Sir John David
MiciiAELis, K.P.S. F.R.S. Professor of Philosophy in the University

of Gottingen ; translated from the German by Alexander Smith, D.D.
London, 1814<. 4 vols. 8vo.

The spirit of the political and ceremonial law, contained in the writings of Moses, is

copiously investigated in tliis work. Valuable as tliLse " Commentaries " of Michaelis are

in many respects, it is much to be regretted that they are not free from that licentiousness

of conjecture and of language, as well as tendency to scepticism, which are tiie too fre-

quent characteristics of some distinguislied modern biblical critics in Germany. Great
caution, therefore, will be necessary in consulting this work,

6. A Dissertation on the Civil Government of the Hebrews : in which
the true Design and Nature of their Government are explained. By
Moses LowMAN. London, ITiO ; 2d edition, 1745; 3d edition, 1816.

8vo.

7. A Short Account of the Laws and Institutions of Moses ; shewing
that they were worthy of their Divine Author, being fitted for the accom-
plishment of the most important purposes. By Henry Fergus. Dun-
ferailine and London, [1811] 8vo.

This essay is detached from a History of the Hebrews, on which the author was
employed ; but which has not yet been published. " In the short account before us, Mr.
Fergus has given evidence of his having studied the subject; and his pamphlet displays in

a concise yet luminous manner the several topics which the civil and ecclesiastical govern-
ment of the Hebrews includes." (Month. Rev. N. S. , vol. Ixvi. p. 37.)

8. Joannis Seldeni De Synedriis et Praefecturis Juridicis Veterum
Ebra2orum Libri IIL Amstelodami, 1679. 4to.

9. Petri Wesselingii Diatribe de Judaeorum Archontibus ad Jnscrip-

tionem Berenicensem ; et Dissertatio de Evangeliis jussu Imp. Anastasii

non emendatis in Victorem Tununensem. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1738. 8vo.

10. Thomae Bartholini de Cruce Christi Hypomnemata IV. Hafniae,

1651. 8vo. Amstelodami, 1670. 8vo.

11. Dissertatio Philologica de Ritu dimittendi Reum in festo Pas-

chatis Judaeorum ; conscripta a Job. Conrado Hottingero. Tiguri,

1718. 8vo.

12. Jacobi Lydii Syntagma Sacrum de Re Militari. Dordraci, 1698,

4to.

13. Edwardi Brerewood Liber de Ponderibus et Pretiis Veterum
Nummorum, eorumque cum recentioribus Collatione. Londini, 1614. 4to.

:

also in the first Volume of Bp. Walton's Polyglott.

14. Adriani Relandi De Nummis Veterum Hebrajorum, qui ab in-

scriptarum literarum forma Samaritanoruni appellantur, Dissertationes V.

Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1709. 8vo.

15. Casparis Waseri De Antiquis Numis Plebraeorum et Syrorum,
quorum S. Biblia et Rabbinorum Scripta meminerunt, Libri II. Tiguri,

1605. 4to.

16. Casperis Waseri de Antiquis Mensuris Hebraeorum, quarum S.

Biblia meminerunt Libri III. Heidelbergae, 1610. 4to.

17. An Essay towards the Recovery of the Jevv'ish Measures and
Weights, comprehending their Moneys ; by help of ancient standards

compared with ours of England. By Richard CuxMbekland, D.D. [after-

wards Bishop of Peterborough.] London, 1686. 8vo.

18. Observationes ex Numis Antiquis Sacrae. Auctore Gottlob Scbas-

tiano Margraae. Vitembergac, 1745. 4to.
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19. Petri Zornxi Historia Fisci Judaic! sub Imperio Veterura Roman-
orum, Altonae, lYS^. 8vo.

(4'.) Sacred Antiquities of the Jews.

[i.] Treatises on the ritual and sacred ceremonies of the
Jews.

1. A Rational of the Ritual of the Hebrew Worship. In which the

wise Designs and Usefulness of that Ritual are explained. By Moses
LowMAN. London, 1748. 8vo.

2. Jacobi Gronovii Decreta Romana et Asiatica pro Judaeis, ad cul-

tum divinum per Asiae Minoris urbes secure obeundum, ab Josepho col-

lecta in Libro XIV. Archaeologiae. Lugduni Batavorum, 1712. 8vo.

3. Bernardi Lamy de Tabernaculo Foederis, de Sancta Civitate Jeru-

salem et de Templo ejus, Libri Septem. Parisiis, 1720. folio.

4. Salomonis Van Til Commentarius de Tabernaculo Mosis et Zoolo-

gia Sacra. Dordraci, 1714'. 4to.

5. Johannis Buxtorfii, patris, Synagoga Judaica : hoc est Schola Ju-

daeorum, in qua Nativitas, Institutio, Religio, Vita, Mors, Sepulturaque

ipsorum graphice descripta est. Hanoviae, 1604. 12mo. ; Basileae, 1680.

8vo.

6. Campegii Vitringa de Synagoga Vetere Libri tres : quibus turn

de Nominibus, Structura, Origine, Praefectis, Ministris, et Sacris Synago-

garum agitur : turn praecipue Formani Regiminis et Ministerii earum in

Ecclesiam Christianam translatam esse demonstratur : cum Prolegome-

nis. Franequerae, 1696. 4to.

7. Mariani Kaserer AIArPA<I>H Studii Scripturistici in Synagoga.

Pars Prima. Salisburgi, 1774. 4to.

A compilation from various German and other authors who have treated on Sacred

Antiquities: it discusses the Canon of the Bihle received by the Hebrews, the Talmud,

Taro-ums, Masoretic Books, and the Cabbala ; the Schools and Sects of the Jews, and their

Teachers or Doctors and Pupils.

8. The Temple Service, as it stood in the Days of our Saviour. By
John LiGHTFOOT, D.D. London, 1649. 4to ; also in the folio and octavo

editions of Dr. Lightfoot's Works.

9. The Temple-Musick : or, an Essay concerning the method of sing-

ing the Psalms of David in the Temple, before the Babylonish Captivity.

By Arthur Bedford. London, 1706. 8vo.

[ii.] Treatises on the religious notions of the Jews, on the cor-

ruptions of religion among them, and on the sects into WHICH
THEY WERE DIVIDED.

1. A Dissertation on the Religious Knowledge of the Ancient Jews

and Patriarchs concerning a Future State. [By Stephen Addington,

D.D.] London, 1757. 4to.

2. Christologia Judaeorum Jesu Apostolorumque ^tate, in Compen-

dium redacta, Observationibusque illustrataa D. Leonhardo Bertholdt.

ErlangjE, 1811. 8vo.

3. A Dissertation upon the Traditional Knowledge of a promised Re-

deemer, which subsisted before the Advent of our Saviour. By Charles
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James Blomfield, B.D, [now D.D. and Bishop of Chester.] Cam-
bridge, 1819. 8vo.

4. Capita Theologiae Juda^orum Dogmaticse e Flavii Josephi Scriptis

collecta. Accessit Tia^t^yov super Joseplii de Jesu Christo testimonio.

Auctore Carolo Gottlieb Bhetschneider. Lipsise, 1812. 8vo.

5. Joannis Jacobi Crameri Goel Israel, sive Theologia Israelis : qua
Goelis Officium ac Mysterium, ad contirmandam Jesu Christi Deitatem et

Officium, ex Hebraicis potissimum Scriptis proponitur, et varia alia Philo-

logica ac Theologica pertractantur. Franequerte, et Lipsiae, 2 tomis 4to.

6. The Traditions of the Jews, or the Doctrines and Expositions con-

tained in the Taluiud and other Rabbinical Writings : with a preliminary

Preface, or an Enquiry into the Origin, Progress, Authority, and Useful-

ness of those traditions ; wherein the mystical Sense of the Allegories in

the Talmud, &c. is explained. [By the Rev. Peter Stehelin, F.R.S.]

London, 1742. In two volumes 8vo.

This is a work of extreme rarity and curiosity; it bears a very high price, which neces-

sarily places it beyond the reach of Biblical students. But most of the information which

it contains will be found in

7. Modern Judaism ; or a Brief Account of the Opinions, Traditions*

Rites, and Ceremonies of the Jews in Modern Times. By John Allen.
London, 1817, 8vo.

The various traditions, &c. received and adopted by the modern Jews (that is, by those

who lived during and subsequently to the time of Jesus Christ), are fully and perspicuously

treated in this well-executed volume, whicli illustrates various passages in the New Testa-

ment with great felicity.

8. Miscellaneous Discourses relating to the Traditions and Usages of

the Scribes and Pharisees in our Saviour Jesus Christ's time. By W.
WoTTON, D.D. London, 1718. In two volumes 8vo.

This is a very curious work. Volume I. contains a discourse concerning the nature'

authority, and usefulness of the Misna ; a table of all its titles, with summaries of their

contents ; a discourse on the recital of the Shema (that is, of Dent. vi. 4-9., so called from
the first word, i. e. hear), on tlie Phylacteries and on the Afezitzoth or schedules fixed on
gates and door posts ; together with a collection of texts relative to the observance of

the Sabbath, taken out of tlie Old and New Testaments and Apocryplial Books, with an-

notations thereon. Volume II. contains two treatises from the Misna, in Hebrew and
English ; one on the Sabbath, entitled Shabbatli ; and another, entitled Eriivin, concerning

the mixtures practised by the Jews in the time of Jesus Christ to strengthen tlie observa-

tion of the Sabbath. Dr. Wotton has given copious notes to both these treatises, which

illustrate many passages of Holy Writ.

9. Joannis Seldeni de Diis Syris Syntagmata II. cum Additamentis

Andreaj Beyeri. Amstelodami, 1680. 8vo.

The best edition of a learned treatise, in which the Syrian idols mentioned in the

Bible are particularly discussed. This work is inserted in the twenty-third volume of

Ugolini's Thesaurus Antiquitatum Sacrarum, which contains nearly thirty other treatises

on the idols mentioned in the Scriptures.

10. Trium Scriptorum illustrium Syntagma de tribus Juda^orum Sectis :

in quo Nic. Serarii, Joannis Drusii, Jos. Scaligeri, Opuscuhi, quae eo

pertinent, cum aliis junctim exhibentur. Accedit Jac. Triglandii Dia-

tribe de Secta Karaeorum. Delphis, 1703. 2 tomis 4to.

11. Epistolae Samaritanae Sichemitarum ad Jobum Ludolphum, cum
ejusdem Latina Versione et Annotationibus. Accedit Versio Latina

persimilium Literarum k Sichemitis ad Anglos datarum [a Christophoro

Cellario,] Cizse, 1688. 4to.

Both the preceding publications are inserted in the twenty-second volume of Ugolini's

Thesaurus, in which are printed several treatises on the Jewish sects.

VOL. II. Al'P. (U)
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12. Memoire sur I'Etat Actuel des Samaritains. Par M. Silvestre de
Sacy. Paris, 1812. 8vo.

13. Jo. Christ. Friedrich Discussionum de Christologia Samaritano-
rum Liber. Accedit Appendicula de Columba, Dea Samaritanarum.
Lipsiae, 1821. 8vo.

14. Guilielmi Gesenii Commentatio de Samaritanorum Theologia, ex
fontibus ineditis. Halae, 1823. 4to.

(5.) Domestic Antiquities, Literature-) and Sciences of the Jetus.

1. Johannis Braunii de Vestitu Sacerdotum Hebrseorum, Libri II.

Lugduni Batavorum, 1680. 4to.

2. Coramentarius Philologico-Criticus de Vestitu Mulierum Hebrae-
arum ad Jesai. III. vs. 16-24. Quo vocabulorum abstrusissimorum tene-

bras ad facem dialectorum discutere conatus est Nicol. Guil. Schroede-
Rus. Praemissa est preefatio Alberti Sciiultens. Lugduni Batavorum,
1735. 4to.

3. Antonii BvNiEi de Calceis Hebraeorum Libri II. Dordraci, 1682.

12mo. ; 1695. 4to.

4. Joannis NicoLAi Disquisitio de Substratione et Pignoratione Ves-
tium. Giessae, 1701. 12mo.

5. Joannis Nicolai Libri IV. de Sepulchris Hebraeorum. Lugduni Ba-

tavorum, 1706. 4to.

6. J. G. PuRMANTsr Arch^ologiae Georgicae Specimen : de Re Rustica

Hebraeorum. Francofurti ad Mcenum, 1786-87. 4to.

7. Jo. Francisci Buddei Introductio ad Historiam Philosopliiae Ebrae-

orum. Accedit Dissertatio de Haeresi Valentiniana. Halae Sax. 1702. 8vo.

8. De Excellentia Musicae Antiquae Hebraeorum, et eorum Musicis

Instrumentis, Tractatus. [Auctore F. P. de Bretagne.] Monachii,

1718. 8vo.

9. Guilielmi Ader Enarrationes de iEgrotis et Morbis in Evangelic.

Tolosee, 1620. 8vo. Also in the 6th volume of the Critici Sacri.

10. An Historical Essay on the State of Physic in the Old and New-

Testament, and the Apocryphal Interval. With a particular Account of

the Cases mentioned in Scripture, and Observations upon them. By-

Jonathan Harle. London, 1739. 8vo.

11. Ricardi Mead Medica Sacra ; sive de Morbis insignioribus, qui in

Bibliis memorantur, Commentarius. Londini, 1749. 8vo.

12. Medica Sacra: or, a Commentary on the most remarkable Dis-

eases mentioned in the Holy Scriptures. By Richard Mead. Translated

from the Latin by Thomas Stack, M. D. London, 1755. 8vo.

(6.) Miscellaneous Illustrations of Biblical Antiquities, from Voyages and

Travels in the East, andfrom other oriental Sources.

1. Observations on Divers Passages of Scripture, placing many of them

in a light altogether new, by means of circumstances mentioned

in books of voyages and travels into the East. By the Rev. Thomas

Harmer. London, 1816. 4 vols. 8vo. best edition.

As books of voyages.and travels are for the most part voluminous, the late reverend and

learned Thomas Harmer formed the design, which he happily executed, of perusing the
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works of oriental travellers, with the view of extracting from them whatever might illus-

trate the rites and customs mentioned in tlic Scriplnres. His researches form four volumes
in 8vo., and were published at chll'erent times, towards the close of the last century. The
best edition is that above noticed, and is edited by Dr. Adam Clarke, wlio has newly
arranged the whole, and made many important additions and corrections. In this work
numerous passages of Scripture arc placed in a light altogether new ; tiie meanings of
others, which are not discoverable by the methods commonly used by interpreters, are
satisfactorily ascertained ; and many probable conjectures are offered to the Biblical

Student. The mode of illustrating Scripture from oriental voyages and tra\ jIs, first ap-
plied by I\Ir. Harmer, has been successfully followed bj' the laborious editor of tiie "Frag-
ments" annexed to tiie quarto editions of Calmet's Dictionary of the Bible, and also by
Mr. Vansittart in his " 01)servations on Select Places of the Old Testament, founded on a
perusal of Parsons's Travels from Aleppo to Bagdad," 8vo. Oxford and Loudon, 1812.

2. Oriental Customs ; or an Illustration of the Sacred Scriptures, by an
Explanatory Application of the Customs and Manners of the Eastern
Nations, By the Rev. S. Burder, A. M. 6th edition. 1822. 2 vols. 8vo.

This is an useful abridgment of Harmer's Observations, with many valuable additions
from recent voyagers and travellers, arranged in the order of the Books, Chapters, and
Verses of the Bible. It was translated into German, by Dr. E. F. C. Ilosenmiiller,

(4 vols. 8vo. Leipsic, 1819), with material corrections and much new matter. Such of
these, as were additions to the articles contained in the " Oriental Customs," have been
translated and inserted in the sixth edition above noticed. But those articles which are
entirely new, being founded on texts not before brought under Mr. Burder's consider-
ation, are translated and inserted in

3. Oriental Literature, applied to the Illustration of the Sacred
Scriptures ; especially with reference to Antiquities, Traditions, and
Manners, collected from the most celebrated writers and travellers, both
antient and modern, designetl as a Sequel to Oriental Customs. By the
Rev. Samuel Burder, A.M. London, 1822. 2 vols. 8vo.

4. The Eastern Mirror; an Illustration of the Sacred Scriptures, in

which the Customs of Oriental Nations are clearly developed by the
writings of the most celebrated travellers. By the Rev. W. Fowler. Svo.
Exeter. 1814.

An abridgment of Harmer's Observations, and the earlier editions of Burder's Oriental
Customs, with a few unimportant additions.

5. Oriental Observations, and occasional Criticisms, more or less illus-

trating several hundred Passages of Scripture. By John Callaway.
London, 1827- 12mo.

The author of this volume resided about ten years as a Missionary at Ceylon. As the

usages of the Ceylonese frequently bear a resemblance to those of the Jews, he has applied
them to the explanation of the Sacred Writings, in many instances with great success. He
has also introduced many hints from the last edition of Calmet, and from tiic illustra-

tions of Scripture contained in IMr. Ward's History, &c. of the Hindoos. This little, but
unassuming volume contains many valuable elucidations of the Sacred Volume, which will

be sought in vain, in some of its more voluminous predecessors,

6. Illustrations of the Holy Scripture, in three Parts. By the Rev.
George Paxton. Edinburgh, 1819. 2 vols. 8vo. Reprinted at Philadel-

phia, 1821. 2 vols. Svo. Edinburgh, 1825. second edition, 3 vols, Svo.

7. Scripture Costume exhibited in a Series of Engravings, represent-
ing the principal Personages mentioned in the Sacred Writings. Drawn
under the Superintendence of the late Benjamin West, Esq. P. R, A., by
R, Satchwell, with Biographical Sketches and Historical Remarks on the
Manners and Customs of Eastern Nations. London, 1819. Elephant 4to.

8. Jewish, Oriental, and Classical Antiquities ; containing Illustrations

of the Scriptures, and Classical Records, from Oriental Sources. By the
Rev. Daniel Guildford Wait, LL.B, [now LL,D.] Cambridge, 1823.
Svo.
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The object of this work is, to illustrate Biblical and Classical Antiquities from oriental

writings. This volume is exclusively devoted to a demonstration of the coincidence which

subsists between these different departments of study : and that coincidence the author has

satisfactorily shown by various examples.

iii. Treatises on the Genealogies mentioned in the Scrijjtures.

1. The Genealogies recorded in the Sacred Scriptures, according to

every Family and Tribe. With the line of our Saviour Christ observed,

from Adam to the Blessed Virgin Mary. By J[ohn] S[peed.] London,

1615. 4to.

These Genealogical Tables were first published anonymously in 1611, when they were

prefixed to the first edition of our authorised Version of the English Bible. They are here

ascribed to the industrious antiquary John Speed, on the authority of the Biographia

Britannica. (Art. Speed.)

2. Scripture Genealogy from Adam to Christ ; exhibiting, in a Series

of thirty-six engraved Tables, a distinct View of the Nation, Tribe,

Family, Lineal Descent, and Posterity of every person mentioned in the

Bible, so far as they can be traced from Sacred or Profane History.

London, 1817. royal ^to.

The Tables, contained in this elegantly-executed volume, are an improvement upon

those of Speed. To the name of each person mentioned in every table, chronological

dates are affixed on the very respectable authorities of Usher and Blair; and likewise re-

ferences to passages of Scripture, where the respective names are to be found. Altogether

this is a very useful and agreeable companion to the Biblical Student.

3. Genealogia Sacra: or Scripture Tables, compiled from the Holy

Bible. By William Berry. London, 1819. 4to.

These tables are neatly stereotyped, and are chiefly confined to the patriarchs and de-

scendants of our first parents, with references to the chapters and verses of the several

books of the Old and New Testament, where the names are mentioned. The chronolo-

gical dates are taken from Blair, Usher, and others. An alphabetical index is subjoined,

which facilitates reference to this unassuming publication.

4. Jo. Michaelis Langii Dissertationes Theologicae de Genealogia

Christi ex patribus secundum carnem. Noribergae, 1703. 4to.

5. The Genealogies of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, as recorded

by St. Matthew and St. Luke, critically examined, explained, defended,

and reconciled to each other and to the Scriptures of the Old Testament.

By Edward Yardley, B.D. London, 1739. 8vo.

6. The Genealogies of Jesus Christ in Matthew and Luke explained,

and the Jewish Objections removed. London, 1771. 8vo.

7. A newly-invented Table for exhibiting to the View, and impress-

ing clearly on the Memory, the Genealogy of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, as given by St. Matthew and St. Luke ; also the Differ-

ence of their Accounts explained : with Notes on the most illustrious

persons from whom our Lord descended, and the Objections to Matt.i.

11, 12. answered, from all the best Commentators. By Robert Berkley

Greene. London, 1822. 8vo,

This Table is ingeniously constructed ; the notes exhibit, in a small compass, the result

of much laborious research.
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iv. Treatises on Sacred Chronology.

1. Ludovici Cappelli Clironologia Sacra ab orbe condito ad Chris-
tum, 4to. Paris, 1655.

This work is reprinted by Bishop Walton, in the prolegomena to his edition of the
Polyglott Bible.

2. Gerhardi Johannis Vossii Clironologia; Sacrae Isagoge. Hag. Com.
1659. 4to.

3. Annales Veteris et Novi Testament!, a primft, mundi origine deducta
ad extremum Reipublica; Judaicae excidium, a Jacobo Usserio, Archi-
episcopo Armachano. Genevae, 1722. folio.

The best edition of a most valuable work ; the chronology of archbishop Usher is fol-

lowed in the margins of all our large Bibles. His Annales first appeared at London, in

1650-54, in two vols, folio j and an Englisii translation of them was publislied in 1658,
in one volume folio.

4. Joannis Pearsonii S. T. P. Cestriensis nuper Episcopi Opera
Posthuma Chronologica, &c. viz. De Serie et Successione Primorum
Romae Episcoporum Dissertationes Duae : Quibus praefiguntur AN-
NALES PAULINI, et Lectiones in Acta Apostolorum. Singula Praelo

tradidit, edenda curavit, et Dissertationes novis Additionibus auxit H.
Dodwellus, A. M. Londini, 1688. 4to.

5. A Translation of Bishop Pearson's Annals of Saint Paul ; to which
are added Geographical and Critical Notes, illustrative of the Life and
Labours of that Apostle, taken from the most approved Annotations.

By J. M. Williams. Cambridge, 1826. 12mo.

Bp. Pearson's Annales Paulini have long been held in high estimation on account of
the varied and profound learning of their Rt. Rev. Author. Bp. Randolph has, very pro-

perly, given them a place in his very useful manual for clerical Students, entitled Enchiri-

dion Tlieologictun. The English translation is enriched with a great number of annota-

tions selected from the best sources : and among them the translator has largely borrowed
from the present work.

6. The Scripture Chronology demonstrated by Astronomical Calcu-

lations. By Arthur Bedford. London, 1730. folio.

7. Chronologic de I'Histoire Sainte. Par Alphonse de Vignolles.
Berlin, 1738. 2 vols. 4to.

8. Chronological Antiquities; or the Antiquities and Chronology of the

most antient kingdoms from the creation of the world. By the Rev. John
Jackson. London, 1752. 3 vols. 4to.

9. A New Analysis of Chronology, in which an attempt is made to ex-

plain the History and Antiquities of the primitive Nations of the World,
and the Prophecies relating to them, on principles tending to remove the

imperfection and discordance of preceding systems. By the Rev.
William Hales, D.D. 4to. 3 vols, in four parts. London, 1809-1812.

The title of this work very inadequately describes its multifarious contents. Not only is

it the most elaborate system of chronology extant in our language ; but there is scarcely a
difficult text in the sacred writings which is not illustrated. Dr. Hales follows the chro-

nology of Josephus, whose genuine numbers he conceives that he has restored; and that,

by a comparison with the Septuagint and the other texts, he has ascertained the true series

of primeval times. The longer chronology, established by Dr. H. with great success, is

unquestionably preferable to tliat founded on the Masoretic text, as it removes many of
those difficulties with wliich the Scripture history is encumbered in that text. His " New
Analysis " ought to have a place in the library of every biblical student who can procure it.

10. The Chronology of our Saviour's Life ; or an Inquiry into the True
(u) 3
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•

Time of the Birth, Baptism, and Crucifixion of Jesus Christ. By
C[hristopher] Benson, M. A. CambridgCj 1819. 8vo.

11. Select Discourses, I. Of the Correspondence of the Hebrew-
Months with the Julian, from the Latin of J. David Michaelis, Royal
Professor of Goettingen. II. Of the Sabbatical Year. From the same.
III. Of the Years of Jubilee, from an Anonymous Writer, in M. Mas-
son's Histoire Critique dela Republique des Lettres, vol. v. Art. II. p. Ix.

&c. London, 1773. 12mo.

These discourses were translated by the celebrated printer, William Bowyer. (Nichols's
Lit. Anecd. of the 18th Century, vol. iii. p. 146.) The Jirat discourse contains an in-

genious attempt by professor Michaelis, to reconcile the discrepancies between the Mosaic
Institutions and the Jewish Calendar : the writer of these pages has not been able to ascer-

tain where it first appeared. This discourse has been reprinted in the Calendarium
Palestinae (see the next article). The second discourse, which treats on the Sabbatical

Year (it appears from Michaelis's Commentaries on the Laws of Moses, vol.i. p. 391.)
is a translation of the ninth of his Com?ne)ilationes Societati Regice Goetlbigensi, per annos
1758-1765, oblatce. The substance of this discouise is inserted in his Commentaries,
vol. i. pp. 387-416, with some additional observations. The design of the «/;/?(/ discourse,

on the years of Jubilee, is to show that the year of Jubilee was every forty-ninth year,

being included in the seventh Sabbatical year ; and that it probably began in the time
of Seleucus Nicator. Mr. Bowyer's little volume is uncommonly scarce : a copy of it is

in the very valuable library belonging to the president and fellows of Queen's College,

in the University of Cambridge, which has been examined for the present article.

12. Calendarium Palestinae: exhibiting a Tabular View of the princi-

pal Events in Scripture History : the Jewish Festivals and Fasts, with
the Service of the Synagogue; the Outlines of a Natural History of Sy-
ria To which are added an Account of the different Modes of
computing time, adopted by the Hebrews, and a Dissertation on the He-
brew- Months, from the Latin of J. D. Michaelis. By William Carpen-
ter. London, 1825. 8vo.

This publication consists of two parts ; 1. The Calendar of Palestine, which presents in

a concise form various information relative to the Jewish year ; and, 2. " A Dissertation

on the Hebrew IMonths [from the Latin of J. D. Michaelis]," which is reprinted from the

preceding small volume of Mr. Bowyer.
The Calendar of Palestine is also neatly printed on a large sheet, to be hung up in the

study for perpetual reference.

13. Historiae Universae Tabulae Ethnographico-Periodico-Synchronis-

ticae, ab rerum primordiis ad nostram diem, post doctissimorum virorum
curas iisque ducibus ad praestantissima temporis putandi exempla juxta

seram vulgarem dispositae ; adjectis clarissimarum gentium genealogiis

copiosoque rerum quarumJibet indice : praemissa etiam aerarum inter se

comparata delineatione, item totius historias adfiniumque doctrinarum
Botitia literaria, in usum historiae amicorum adornatae studio Francisci

Josephi DuxMBECKii. Berolini, 1821. folio.

These chronological tables claim a place in the student's library, not only for their

cheapness, but also for their utility. They are noticed here on account of the clear exhibi-

tion which they contain of sacred chronology and the affairs of those nations with whom
the Jews had any intercourse. The modern events are brought down to the year 1820.

l^. Les Pastes Universels, ou Tableaux Historiques, Chronologiques, et

G^ographiques, contenant, sifecle par siecle, et dans des colonnes dis-

tinctes, depuis les terns les plus recules jusqu'a nos jours :
—

1. L'Origine, les progres, la gloire, et la decadence de tous les peuples,

leurs migrations, leurs colonies, I'ordre de la succession des Princes, &c.

2. Le Precis des epoques et des evenemens politiques
;

. 3. L'Histoire generale des religions et de leurs differentes sectes ;
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4. Celle de la philosopliie et de la legislation chez tous les peuples
anciens et moderns

;

5. Les decouvertes et les progres dans les sciences et dans les arts
;

6. Una notice sur tous les hommes celebres, rappelant leurs ceuvrages

ou leurs actions. Par M. Buret de Longchamps. Paris, 1821. At-
las 4to.

This work contains tlie most copious set of Clironological Tables that is extant in any
language. That part of it which includes sacred chronology is displayed with gi'ot

perspicuity.

V. Connections oj' Sacred and Profane History.— Histories of the Bible,

and Scripture Biography.

*^* Much valuable information relative to the history of the Moabites, Philistines,

Babylonians, and other nations mentioned in the Scriptures, is exhibited by Vitringa, in

his Commentary on Isaiah, by Bishop Newton in his Dissertations on the Prophets, and
by Rt'land in his Palccstina ; to whom, perhaps, may be added Rollin in his Antient His-
tory of the Greeks, Assyrians, &c. 8 vols. 8vo.

1. The Sacred and Profane History of the World, connected from the

Creation of the World to the Dissolution of the Assyrian Empire. By
S. Shuck^ord, M.A. 8vo. 4 vols. London, 1743. best edition. This well-

known and valuable work has been several times reprinted.

2. The Old and New Testament connected in the History of the Jews,
and neighbouring Nations, from the Declension of the Kingdoms of
Israel and Judah to the time of Christ. By Humphrey Prideaux, D.D.
Svo. 4 vols. London, 1749. 10th edit, reprinted in 4 vols Svo. 1808.

3. The Connection of Sacred and Profane History, from the Death of
Joshua until the Decline of the Kingdoms of Israel and Judah. Intended
to complete the works of Shuckford and Prideaux. By the Rev. M.
Russell, LL.D. London, 1827. in 2 vols. 8vo.

4. Histoire des Juifs depuis Jesus Christ. Par Jaques Basnage. A la

Haye, 1716. 15 tomes 8vo. best edition.

5. The History of the Jews since the time of Jesus Christ, translated

from the French of M. Basnage. London, 1708. folio.

" The learning and research manifested in this work are amazing ; and ou the sub-

ject, nothing better, nothing more accurate and satisfactory, can well be expected." (Dr.
A. Clarke.)

6. The History of the Old Testament Methodized; to which is an-

nexed a short History of the Jewish Affairs, from the end of the Old
Testament to the birth of our Saviour. Bv Samuel Cradock. London,
1683; 1695. folio.

This work was translated into Latin, and published at Leyden, in 1685, in Svo.

Though noiv superseded by the improved edition of Stackhouse's History of the Bible,

which is noticed in the next page, it may yet be consulted with advantage by the student

who may not have access to that work. Mr. Cradock 's volume may frequently be pro-

cured for a few shillings.

7. A Compleat History of the Holy Bible, in which are inserted the

Occurrences that happened during the space of about four hundred
years, from the days of the Prophet Malachi to the birth of our Blessed

Saviour. The whole illustrated with Notes. By Laurence Howel, M.A.
London, 1725, 3 vols. Svo. A new edition, London, 1806, 3 vols. 12mo.

The new impression of this compendious History of the Bible was corrected and edited

by the Rev. George Burder, M.A., by whom it lias been so materially corrected and
improved, as almost to form a new work.
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8. A New History of the Holy Bible, from the Beginning of the
World to the Establishment of Christianity, with answers to most of the
controverted questions, dissertations upon the most remarkable passages,
and a Connection of Profane History all along. By Thomas Stackhouse,
A.M. London, 1752. 2 vols, folio.

This work has always bt'en highly esteemed for its utility and the variety of valuable
illustration which the author has brought together from every accessible source. A new
edition of it was publislied in 1817, in three volumes 4to. with important corrections and
additions, by the Rev. Dr. Gleig, one of the bishops of the Scotch episcopal church.

9. Commentaries on the Affairs of Christians before the time of Con-
stantine the Great : or an enlarged View of the Ecclesiastical History of
the first three centuries. Translated from the Latin of Dr. Mosheim,
by R. S. Vidal, Esq. London, 1813. 2 vols. 8vo.

10. Jo. Francisci Buddei Historia Ecclesiastica Veteris Testamenti. Ed.
tertia. Halae, 1726. 1729. 2 vols. 4to.

11. Jo. Georgii Walchii Historia Ecclesiastica Novi Testamenti ya-
riis observationibus illustrata. Jenae, 1734. 4to.

12. Ecclesiastical Annals from the Commencement of the Scripture
History to the Sixteenth Century : being a compressed Translation (with

notes) of the Introductio ad Historiam et Anfiqiiitates Sacras of Professor

Spanheim, of Leyden; and containing a succinct notice of the principal

events, and the state of the Church in each century. To which are pre-

fixed the Elements of Chronology, Chronological Tables, and the Geo-
graphy of Palestine. By the Rev. George Wright. London, 1828. 8vo.

Numerous ecclesiastical histories of the Old and New Testament were published on the

Continent in the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries ; an account of which
maybe seen in Walchii Bibliotheca Theologica Selecta, vol. iii. p. 145-180. Among
these, Professor Spanheim's ' Introductio ad Historiam Sacram' enjoyed a high reputa-

tion. The most complete edition is to be found in the collection of his works. As these,

from their size and price, are not accessible to ordinary students, Mr. Wright has conferred
a favour on them by presenting to them the substance of Spanheim's learned treatise in an
English dress.

13. Scripture Characters: or, a Practical Improvement of the Princi-

pal Histories in the Old and New Testament. By 'I^homas Robinson,
M.A. London, 4 vols. 8vo. and 12mo. various editions.

An abridgment of this well-known, and deservedly-esteemed work, was published in

1817, in 12mo.

14. Female Scripture Characters, exemplifying Female Virtues. By
Mrs. King. Tenth edition. London, 1826. 12mo.

The pious and accomplished authoress of this excellent work, which was first published
in IS] 1, composed it expressly for the use of females, in order to supply the absence of
Female Scripture Characters in Mr. Robinson's volumes, in which two women only are
introduced. Mrs. King's work is much and deservedly used in schools as well as in

private families,

15. Female Scripture Biography ; including an Essay on what
Christianity has done for Women. By Francis Augustus Cox, M.A.
London, 1817. 2 vols. 8vo.

16. Scripture Biography ; or, Lives and Characters of the Principal

Personages recorded in the Old and New Testaments. By John Wat-
kins, LL.D. London, 1809. 12mo.

17. Scripture Portraits : or Biographical Memoirs of the most Distin-

guished Characters recorded in the Old Testament and in the Evange-
lists. By Robert Stevenson. London, 1817-20. 4 vols. 12mo.

18. Biographic Sacree, par A. L. C. Coquerel. Amsterdam, 1825-
26. 4 tomes 8vo.
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These volumes, which are neither scientific nor elementary, are designed for well-in-

formed but not learned readers : each article, in alphabetical order, contains a narrative of
facts drawn from the Bible, an explanation of difficulties, a sketch of the character, and
finally a short summary of tlie principal texts of Scripture, in wliicli tlie person is mentioned,
besides those which immediately relate to his history. Tiie work is, upon the whole, exe-
cuted with ability : the objections of infidels are fairly met, and satisfactorily answered,
and many judicious reflections are interspersed.

19. A Critical History of the Life of David, in which the principal

events are ranged in order of time : the chief objections of Mr. Bavle
and others against the character of this prince, and the Scripture ac-

count of him, and the occurrences of his reign, are examined and re-

futed ; and the Psahiis which refer to him are explained. By the late

Rev. Samuel Chandler, D.D. London, 1766. 2 vols. 8vo.

A book above all praise ; it was occasioned by the publication, in 1762, of a vile and
blasphemous tract entitled " The History of the ]\Ian after God's own heart." Dr.
Chandler has illustrated many of the Psalms in an admirable manner,

20. An Historical Account of the Life and Reign of David King of
Israel : interspersed with various Conjectures, Digressions, and Disquisi-

tions. Li which, among other things, Mr. Bayle's criticisms upon the

conduct and character of that Prince are fully considered. [By Patrick
Delany, D.D.] London, 1741-42. 3 vols, 8vo.

A respectable and useful work, but greatly inferior to Dr. Chandler's masterly " Cri-

tical History of the Life of David :" it was published anonymously, and has been repeat-

edly printed ; and may frequently be obtained at a low price.

21. The Great Exemplar of Sanctity and Holy Life according to the
Christian Institution ; described in the History of the Life and Death of
Jesus Christ. With Considerations and Discourses upon the several parts

of the story, and Prayers fitted to the several mysteries. By Jeremy
Taylor, D.D. Bishop of Down and Connor, folio : also in 2 vols. 8vo.
various editions.

This work is also to be found in tlie second and third volumes of the Collective Work*
of Bishop Taylor, edited by the Rev. J. R. Pitman, with a memoir of the Bisliop's life

and writings by the late Bishop Heber ; who has given an able and interesting analysis of

the ' Great Exemplar,' and has pointed out some important particulars, " in which tliis

great and good man has departed from the usual sense of the church, and the general ana-

logy of Scripture." (Bp. Taylor's Works, vol. i. pp. cxxix-cxxxix ) An abridgment of

the ' Great Exemplar' was published by the Rev. W. Darnell, London, 1818. 8vo.

22. The History of the Life of Jesus Christ, taken from the New Tes-
tament, with Observations and Reflections, proper to illustrate the Ex-
cellency of his Character and the Divinity of his Mission and Religion.

By George Benson, D.D. London, 1764. 4to.

23. Observations on the History of Jesus Christ, serving to illustrate

the Propriety of his Conduct and the Beauty of his Character. By
David Hunter, D.D. Edinburgh, 1770. 2 vols. Bvo.

This work contains many ingenious and instructive remarks on the character and con-
duct of Jesus Christ, which are either not at all noticed, or but imperfectly considered by
preceding writers who have discussed the evidences of the Christian religion.

In the present as well as in the preceding sections of this number of

the Appendix, the Author has endeavoured to bring forward the principal

commentators and biblical critics, both British and foreign. Many of them
indeed are too costly to be purchased by the generality of biblical

students; but a considerable portion, if not the whole of them, is to be
found in our public libraries, and it is desirable to know in what works
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the best information is to be procured, even though we may not in every
instance be able to purchase them, as well as to be on our guard lest

we should be misled in buying cheap books which are of comparatively
little utility. Ample as these lists are, they might have easily been
enlarged, if the limits of the present volume would have permitted it.

The reader, however, who is curious in seeing what has been written

on the subject of Sacred Philology may (besides the authorities already
referred to in p. 179. of this Appendix) consult the first volume of the

classed Catalogue of the Library of the President and Fellows of Queen's
College, Cambridge, (London 1827- royal 8vo.) pp. 22—91.; and also the
Bibliotheca Piersoniana, or Catalogue of the Rev. Dr. Pierson's Library
(sold by auction in May 1815). The Sale Catalogues of the principal

theological Booksellers of London are particularly valuable in a biblio-

graphical point of view, for the numerous commentaries and other
works on sacred criticism which they contain, both British and foreign,

especially the latter.

On the choice of commentators, it would be presumptuous in the

author of this work to offer an opinion ; the student will doubtless be
regulated by the judgment of judicious friends or theological tutors.

Bishops Barrington, Cleaver, and Tomline, have respectively published
lists of such as they recommend to those who are preparing for the

sacred office ; and the Rev. Dr. Hales, in his Analysis of Sacred Chro-
nology (vol. ii. pp. xiii.-xx.), has given a useful list of the best biblical

works generally, including editions of the Scriptures, Commentators,
Lexicons, &c. &c. which are most deserving of attention. Nor, should
the list be passed in silence which the late Rev. Dr. Edward Williams has
inserted in the " Preacher's Library" (pp. 4'00-4'38.), appended to his

useful collection of discourses by Bishop Wilkins, M. Claude, Professor
Franck, Drs. Watts, Doddridge, &c. relative to the pastoral office, in-

titled "The Christian Preacher," 2d edition, London, 1809. 12mo.



ADDENDA,
Conqnising Notices of Biblical Pforks, c^r. obtained after the preceding

Pages had been printed off.

Page 24. last line, after Biblical Critic add, a new and very neatly printed edition of
this Greek Testament appeared at Tubingen, in 1827, in 2 vols. 8vo.

Page 25.— 43.* H KAINH AIA0HKH. Novum Testamentum, curante

Jo. Fr. BoissoNADE. Parisiis, ISSi. 2tomis 18mo.

In tliis beautifully printed edition of the Greek Text, Professor Boissonade states tliat

he has followed tiie best copies, particularly that of Dr. Griesbach
;
yet not so servilely, but

that he has availed himself of the judgment of other critics, and especially of the Vulgate
Latin Version. The value of this edition, considered as a critical one, is much diminished

by the total omission of any notes, to apprise the reader when the editor has departed from
the received text, as also on what authority he has adopted particular readings. To specify

two or tliree instances : — On the authority of Griesbach, he omits the doxology of the

Lord's prayer in Matt. vi. 1.3. On the same authority, in Acts xx. 28. he reads ttjz/

eKK\7](riav tov Kvpiov, Church of the Lord, instead of tow Qfou, of God, notwithstanding this

last reading is supported by the Vatican manuscript. So also, in 1 Tim. iii. 16. he reads
'6 ((pawepwbr], ivhich (mystery) was manifested, instead of ©eos, God. But the much disputed

clause in 1 John v, 7. is printed as in the Complutensian and other editions, without any
intimation that its genuineness has been denied ; although that clause is omitted in Gries-

bach's edition, and is now generally considered to be spurious.

Page 2.5.— 44.* Novum Testamentum Grgece etLatine, expressum ad
binas editiones a Leone X. adprobatas, Complutensem scilicet et Erasmi
Roterodami. Additae sunt aliarum novissimarum Recensionum Variantes

Lectiones Grsecae, una cum Vulgata Latina Editionis Clementinae, ad
exemplar ex Typographic, Apostolica Vaticana Roraae, 1592, correctis

corrigendis ex Indicibus Correctoriis ibidem editis, necnon cum additis

Lectionibus ex Vaticanis Editionibus Latinis, de annis 1590, 1592, 1593,

1598, Variantibus ; adpositisque locis parallelis. Studio et cura D. Le-
andri Van Ess. Tubinga;, 1827. 8vo.

A very neatly printed edition of the Greek Testament, The revised texts, consulted

for it by Dr. Van Ess, are the original Complutensian, the five editions of Erasmus,

Robert Stephens's edition, printed at Paris in 1546, with the preface mirijicam, &c.,

Mattha;i's second edition, published at Wittemberg in 1803-1807, and Griesbach's ma-
nual edition, published at Leipzig in 1805, with select various readings. Tlie following is

the plan followed by Dr. Van Ess in the Greek text of his edition :
—

1. The text adopted is fundamentally that of Erasmus's fifth edition ; and it is preferably

retained in all those places where the revisions above enumerated vary from that edition.

2. Where the text of the Complutensian and Erasmus's fifth edition agrees (as most

frequently is the case) that text alone is uniformly adopted.

3. Where these two texts diff'er, that reading of one or other of them is retained, which

is supported by tlie authority of Griesbach's text.

4. All the readings of the five recensions above enumerated, wliich vary from the text

of Van Ess's edition, arc placed in notes at the foot of the page : and, where no various

reading is specified, the texts of the several editions uniformly agree.

The Latin text of the Vulgate is printed opposite to tlie Greek, on each page, according

to the edition printed at the Vatican press, at Rome, in 1592, with the requisite cor-

rections from the Roman "Index Correctorius." References to parallel passages are

added in the notes, together with the various readings from the editions of the Latin Vul-
gate, printed at the same press in the years 1590, 1592, 1593, and 1598.

The ordinary divisions of chapters and verses are retained j but there are no sum-
maries or tables of contents.
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Page 27. line 5. for 1827 read 1828.

Page 27.—46.* 'H KAINH AIA0HKH. Novum Testamentum. Acce-
dunt Parallela S. Scripturae Loca, necnon Vetus Capitulorum Notatio, et

CanonesEusebii. Oxonii e Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1828. royal 18mo.

For this very commodious edition of the Greek Testament, junior biblical students (for

whose use it is especially designed) are indebted to the Right Rev. Charles Lloyd, D. D.
Bishop of Oxford. The plan of it is as follows :

—
The text, which is that of Dr. Mill, is printed in paragraphs, with the division into sec-

tions, and the punctuation of John Albert Bengel : the numbers of the chapters and
verses are placed in the margin on the left of each page, in which are inserted the Kfcpa\ata

or chapters found in antient manuscripts, of which an account is given in Part I. p. 169.

of this volume. These are printed from Kuster's edition of the Greek Testament, for the

convenience of those who may wish to consult manuscripts for particular passages of the

New Testament. In the other margin there are printed select but hi;rhly valuable Parallel

References to Scripture, according to the edition of Courcelles (or Curcellasu«i). The
Epistle to Carpianus and the Canons of Eusebius (of which an account is given in Part I.

p. 274. of this volume) are prefixed, for the purpose of enabling any one who may be so

disposed, to compile for himself a harmony of the four gospels.

Whether we consider the type, paper, or press-work of this edition, it is confessedly one

of the most beautiful specimens of the typographic art, which has issued from the Cla-

rendon press.

Page 27.— 47. 'H KAINH AIAQHKH. Novum Testamentum Graece,

secundum editiones probatissimas expressum ; cum Ariae Montani Inter-

pretatione Latina. Curante Carolo Christiano Leutsch. Lipsiae. 1828.

Svo.

A neat reprint of the Greek text after that of Dr. Knappe's critical editions, with the

Latin version of Arias Montanus, which from its general fidelity is held in high estima-

tion by Protestants and Romanists. The Greek text and the Latin translation are printed

in columns on each page: the ordinary divisions of chapters and versions are retained.

Page 32. line 2. after literature add:—
Novi Testamenti Biblia Triglotta : sive Graeci Textus Archetypi, Ver-

sionis Syriacae, et Versionis Latinae Vulgatae Synopsis : cui accedunt Sub-

sidia Critica varia. Evangelia. Londini. 1828. 4to.

Those who may not be able to procure any of the more costly polyglotts, will find a cheap

substitute for them in this handsomely printed volume. The Greek text is printed after the

editions, with improved punctuation, of Knappe and Vater : this is accompanied by the

Syriac Version, after the text of Professor Lee's accurate edition, printed in 1816; and

at the foot of the page is the Latin Vulgate Version, according to the Sixtine recension,

printed from the Antwerp edition of 1603, which was superintended by John Moret. To
the work is prefixed Prof. Vater's Index of Critical Subsidia ; and in an Appendix there is

o-iven his selection of Various Readings, with the .authorities by which they are supported.

Page 48.— 8. Evangelii secundum Matthaeum Versio Francica saeculi

IX. necnon Gothica saec. IV. quoad superest. Edidit J. Andrseas Schmel-

LER. Stuttgart und Tubingen, 1827. 8vo. •

Tills work was published by Professor Schmeller, to illustrate his lectures on the German
LanTuatre and Literature, delivered in the University of Munich. It contains the Gospel

of St. Matthew in the Prankish dialect, from a MS. of Tatian's Harmony, of the ninth

century, preserved in the Library at St. Gall, in Switzerland. The fragments of the

Gothic Version are given according to the Codex Argenteus, and the remains of the Go-

thic Version, discovered by Mai and Count Castiglioni. A comparison of these two

versions will show, that the Prankish and Gothic languages are only dialects of the same

antient language, which in the lapse of ages have gradually deviated from each other.

Page 77. — 5. A New Self-Interpreting Testament, containing many
thousands of Various Readings and Parallel Passages, collected from the

most approved Translators and Biblical Critics, including all those of the

authorised Version ; and set under the text in words at length. With In-

troductory Arguments, concerning the Origin, Occasion, and Character,

of each Book ; a Reconciliation of seeming Contradictions ;
and the Mean-

ing and Pronunciation of Scripture Proper Names. By the Rev. John

Platts. London, 1827. royal 4to. ; also in 4 vols. 8vo.
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The plan of this work differs from that adopted in the publication, intitled " Scientia

Biblica." In the first place, the Greek Text is omitted ; and the parallel passages here
given at lengtii are much less numerous. The compiler professes to have proceeded on a
principle of selection, and to have inserted only apposite texts, while he has rejected all such
as were not reallj' parallel. Little that is new is confessedly to be found in this publication,
in preparing which the editor honourably acknowledges his obligations to the previous la-

bours of Mr. Fox, of whose edition of the New Testament a notice is given in page 77.
No. 3. of this Appendix, and of Mr. Cruttwell, in his edition of the Biljle with Bishop Wil-
son's Notes, and the various renderings of preceding translators. The introductions to each
book are necessarily brief. Several genealogical tables are prefixed, and the work termi-
nates with a reconciliation of thirty-eight seemingly discrepant passages of the New Tes-
tament, togetiier with various miscellaneous observations for understanding it; a collection

of the principal prophecies of the Old Testament relating to the Messiah and his King-
dom ; the meaning and pronunciation of the New Testament Proper Names ; a Table of
Scripture Weights, Measures, and Time ; and an Index to the New Testament History,
which is copied from that usually annexed to the yuarto editions of our authorised version.

Page 95. last line but 6. for late Rev. Henry Martyn, B. D. read the
Rev. T. Thomason, M. A.

Ibid, last line but 3. delete the words, " the Old Testament
was continued by the Rev. T. Thomason and Sabat," and add— A second
edition of the New Testament, much revised and improved, was printed
in 1826 at the press belonging to the Bishop's College, Calcutta.

Page 121.— 4.* The Burial and Resurrection of Jesus Christ, according
to the Four Evangelists. From the German of John David Michaelis.
London, 1827. 12mo.

Page 129.— 9.* The Veracity of the Gospels and Acts of the Apostles,
argued from the undesigned Coincidences to be found in them, when com-
pared, 1. With each other, and, 2. With Josephus. By the Rev. J. J.

Blunt, Fellow of St. John's College, Cainbridge. London, 1828. 8vo.

This work forms an admirable supplement to Dr. Lardner's "Credibility of the Gospel
History," and to Dr. Paley's " Hora; Paulina;." Many new and very important coin-

cidences are here happily illustrated.

Page 133. — 11.* Hermeneutique Sacree, ou Introduction a I'Ecri-

ture Sainte en general, et en particulier a chacun des Livres de I'Ancien
et du Nouveau Testament, a I'Usage des Seminaires

; par J. Hermann
Janssens. Traduit du Latin par J. J.Pacaud. Paris, 1828. 2 tomes 8vo.

This is a translation of a Latin treatise, published by Professor Janssens at Liege in
1818. It consists of five parts or chapters, in the first of whicli, the autlior endeavours to

establish the canonical authority of all the books enumerated as sacred in the canon of the
assembly or council of Trent. The second chapter treats on their divinity and inspiration

;

the third, on their authenticity; the fourth, on the substantial integrity of the original text,

its authority, and the use to be made of it, as well as on antient versions of the Bible,

and particularly on the Vulgate. The fifth and last chapter contains general and particular

rules for the understanding and interpretation of the Scriptures : and in a short appendix
there is given an outline of the Geography of Palestine, and the divisions of time, festivals,

sacrifices, weights and measures of the Hebrews. This work is intended for members of
the Romish church, to whose dogmas the author bows most submissively. The original

Latin edition called forth some very severe anonymous strictures, intitled " Amandi a
Sanctd Cruce, Dicec Leod. Presbyteri, Animadversiones Critkee in Hermenenticam Sacrum,
Mosaci, IS'i'O :" in this publication, the errors of M. Janssens on some topics, and his de-
ficiencies in others, are pointed out. Although the French translator professes to have
availed himself of these critical remarks, to explain or correct tlie original work, in some
instances, yet he has left others unnoticed. It was to be expected, that M. Janssens
would maintain, at all hazards, the genuineness of the disputed clause in i John v. 7. j but
it will scarcely be credited that he should rely on the Codex Havianus, (which has been
demonstrated, l)y actual collation, to be a mere transcript of the Greek Testament printed

in the Complutensian Polyglott,) and that he has cited the English manuscript (I\Ianu-

scrit d'Angleterre, the Codex Britannicus cited by Erasmus,) and that of Dublin, as tivo

separate authorities ; whereas they are but one and the same manuscript, now generally
known under the appellation of the Codex Montfortianus, whicli was not wiitten till

the close of the fifteenth century. The most useful part is the third chapter, in which the
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objections of Deists, and of the modern German neological divines, Eck and Paulus, are
examined in detail, and refuted.

Page 144.— 54.* Briani Waltoni, S. T. P. in Biblia Polyglotta Prole-
gomena Specialia recognovit Dathianisque et variorum Notis suas immis-
cuit Franciscus Wrangham, A. M. S. R. S. Clevelandise Archidiaconus.
Cantabrigiae, typis ac sumptibus academicis, 1828. 2 tomis 8vo.

One hundred and seventy years have elapsed since the publication of Bishop Walton's
special Prolegomena to his Polyglott Bible j the variety, accuracy, and extent of the in-

formation contained in which have concurred to give it a high place among standard critical

works on the sacred text. In the long interval that has elapsed since the first appearance
of tliat work, many topics have been controverted, and much additional light lias been
thrown on all the subjects discussed in Bishop Walton's Prolegomena by the researches of
various learned men. As Professor Dathe's oclavo edition had become extremely scarce, Mr.
Archdeacon Wrangham has conferred no small obligation on biblical students by presenting
to them a new edition of the Prolegomena. It is executed on the following plan :—The text

of Walton has been accurately printed, and the punctuation amended and improved, and
errors in numbers have been carefully corrected. The observations which Dathe had col-

lected in the preface to his edition, not in the best possible order, are here inserted in the

notes, under the topics to which they referred ; and with them Mr. Wrangham has inserted

very numerous observations of his own, explaining, confirming, or correcting the text of
Walton, which are derived from the best critical som-ces, both antient and modern, besides
references to the best writers who have treated on sacred criticism. Many critical canons
of Wetstein, Houbigant, and other editors of the Holy Scriptures, the rarity and high price

of whose works place them beyond the reach of ordinary students, are here inserted; and
where particular subjects required a more copious discussion, Mr. Wrangham has treated

them at length at the end of each chapter, in excursus, after the plan adopted by Ileyne in

his admirab'e edition of Virgil. Among the subjects thus copiously illustrated we may
enumerate the disquisitions on the Square Samaritan Characters, the Antiquity of the

Vowel Points, the Matres Lectionis •>

i n !<> the principal Manuscripts of the New Testament,
particularly the Codex Alexandrinus, Various Readings, the Septuagint Version, Antient
and Modern Latin Versions of the Scriptures, the Samaritans and the Samaritan Penta-
teuch, the Chaldee Paraphrases and their Uses, Editions of the Syriac Version, the agree-

ment between the Hebrew and Arabic dialects, and the Persic Versions.

Fac-similes of eight of theMSS, of chief note are prefixed ; and in the courseof the work
there are inserted alphabets of the principal modern languages; viz. Hebrew and Chaldee,
with the rabbinical letters, the Samaritan, Syriac, with the Nestorian and antient Estrangelo
letters, Arabic, Persic, Ethiopic, Armenian, Coptic or Egyptian, lUyrian, Dalmatian,
Georgian, and Gothic; together with a specimen of Chinese characters, and tables of the

dates of the principal modern versions of the Scriptures.

The work is beautifully executed at the expense, and press, of the University of Cam-
bridge, by whose munificence Mr. Archdeacon Wrangham is enabled to oifer to critical

students of the Scriptures the results of his learned researches at a price, for which they

could not otherwise be afforded. There are a few copies on large paper, which are a
chef-d'auvre of typographical skill.

Page 146- — 7. Passages cited from the Old Testament by the writers

of the New Testament, compared with the Original Hebrew and the Sep-

tuagint Version. Arranged by the Junior Class in the Theological Semi-

nary, Andover, and published at their request under the superintendence

of M. Stuart, Associate Professor of Sacred Literature. Andover,
Massachussetts, 1827- 4to.

In this beautifully printed pamphlet the quotations are arranged in a different order

from that adopted in pp. 205—246. of our second volume. There, we have printed the

Hebrew, Septuagint, and Greek texts of the New Testament in three parallel columns,

with English versions of each. In the Anglo-American tract, the quotations are given

in three columns, thus : Septuagint, Hebrew text, and passages from the New Testa-

ment. The Hebiew texts are taken, with points, from Michaelis's edition, printed in

1720 ; those from the Septuagint version are from Mr. Valpy's edition after the Vatican

exemplar ; and those from the New Testament are from Dr. Knappe's second edition.

The formula of quotation are included in brackets, in order that the eye may readily seize

them. The tract concludes with " an Index of Passages, in which the writers of the

New Testament have referred to the Old, without formally quoting it :
" this is stated to

be selected from Dr. Knappe's Recensus Locorum, &c. appended to his edition of the

New Testament. There are no notes to account for seeming discrepancies in the quo-

tations, nor are there any hints or suggestions to enable students to classify them.
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Page 167.— 16. Dictionnaire Hebreu-Fran^ais
; par Marcliand En-

NERY, Professeur aux Ecoles Israelites cle Nancy. Paris, 1827. 8vo.

Page 169.— 9. Christiani Abrahami Wahl Commentatio de Particulae

Ei et Praepositionis E<? apud N. T. Scriptores Usu et Potestate. Lipsiae,

1827. 8vo.

Page 203.— 14. * Sainte Bible de Vence, en Latin et en Fran^ais, avec
des Notes Litteraires, critiques et historiques, des Prefaces, et Dissert-

ations, tirees du Commentaire de Dom Calmet, Abbe de Senones, de
I'Abbe de Vence, et des autres auteurs les plus celebrcs, pour faciliter

I'intelligence de I'Ecriture Sainte ; enrichie d'un Atlas et de Cartes Geo-
graphiques. Cinqui^me edition, soigneusement revue et augmentee
d'un grand nombre de Notes par M. Drach, Rabbin converti, et enrichie

de nouvelles Dissertations. Paris, 1827 et annt'es suivantes. 25 tomes 8vo.

A new and greatly improved edition of the work, noticed in p. f20'2. No. 14. The
superintendence of it is confided to M. Drach, a learned Jewish Rabbi, who has em-
braced the Christian faith as professed in the Romish church. Besides the correction of
typographical errors, this edition is announced to contain the following among other im-
provements ; viz. I. New Dissertations relative to alleged difficulties drawn from geology,
astronomy, chronology, the zodiac of Dendera, &-c. &c. by various distinguished scholars,

especially the Abbe Halma ; — 2. References to the best authors who have refuted, in

detail, tlie objections of modern infidels ;
— 3. Numerous notes by M. Drach ; — 4. A

new and corrected Atlas, on thirty-seven plates, consisting of maps and other engravings,
to illustrate the Scripture History ; — and, 5. A notice of the best works treating on the

Bible generally, and on each book in particular. Four volumes only of this Commentary
have been published : and as M. Drach in his notes refers to his " Lettres d'un Rabbin
Converti aux Israelites ses freres, " (Paris, 1825-1827. Svo. ) it will be desirable to add
these letters to the work itself.

Page 237. — 191. Propheta? Minores Annotatione perpetua illustrati

jl Conrado Ackermann. Tom. i. Viennae, 1827. 8vo.

Page 249 45. Analecta Theologica. A digested and arranged Com-
pendium of the most approved Commentaries upon the New Testament.
By the Rev. William Trollope, m. a. London, J 828. 2 vols. Svo.

The object of this work is to compress into as condensed a form, as is consistent with
perspicuity, the opinions, illustrations, and expositions of the principal theologians and
biblical critics. The several arguments are digested and arranged in such a manner that

tlie merits of any question may be seen at one view, without reference to the authors

themselves ; the bulk and high price of many of whose works place them beyond the

reach oijunior biblical students, for whose use Mr. Trollope's publication is especially de-
signed. Those writers, who have taken different sides in certain questions are distinctly

marked ; and the student is directed to that interpretation of the several disputed texts,

which seems to be best supported, and most generally approved. It is a primary and
very important feature of this work, that it gives the whole of the arguments on any con-
tested topic in a perspicuous and connected form : whereas in some of those collections

of notes which are much in use among junior students, the heads of such arguments only-

are given, leaving the inexperienced reader in a maze of conflicting opinions, and unable

to form his own judgment without consulting the writers themselves ; whose works in

many cases he may not have the opportunity or the means of procuring.

Page 251. — 7.* Novi Testamenti Libri Historici Gra^ce. Textui Re-
cepto appositae sunt Lectiones Griesbachiana?, cum Commentariis D.
Christiani Theophili Kuinoel. Londini, 1828. 3 tomis 8vo.

An accurately executed reprint of Kuinoel's valuable philological Commentaries on
the Historical Books of the New Testament, with the various readings of Griesbach sub-

joined to the textus receptus of those books. This edition is preferable to those ])rinted

at Leipzig, not only for the beauty of the typography (wliich is from the oriental press of

Mr. Richard Watts), but also in the reasonableness of its price, for which biblical students

are indebted to the liberal enterprise of Mr. Richard Priestle}'.

Page 259. — 73.* The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans;
with an Introduction, Paraphrase, and Notes. By C. H. Terrot, A. M.
London, 1828. Svo.
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The design of this elaborate publication is, to bring together such information as may-

assist young students of divinity, in obtaining a riglit understanding of St. Paul's Epistle

to the Romans. As a useful apparatus towards a fair examination of the Epistle, the

author has prefixed, 1. A Chronological Table of the Acts of that Apostle, abridged from
Bishop Pearson's Annales Paiilini ; 2. A brief Exposition of the occasion, date, and ge-
nuineness of the Epistle ; 3. An Analysis of its contents ; 4. A Critical Inquiry into the

meaning of the theological terms, which in our authorised version are rendered justify

and justification, failh, law, and loorks of the law,JIesli, and impute ; and, 5. A List of all

the Passages of the Old Testament quoted in the Epistle to the Romans. The Greek
text follows, according to Dr. Knappe's third edition, (Hala;, 1824,) and on the opposite

page is given the author's paraphrase. The volume concludes with a collection of valu-

able notes, in the composition of which Mr. Terrot has availed himself of the previous
works of the most distinguished British commentators and divines, especially Bishops
Pearson and Bull, Drs. Whitby, Doddridge, Macknight, Taylor, and Paley, and also of
the philological labours of the most eminent continental critics, particularly Semler,
Koppe, and his editor Ammon, Schleusner, Noesselt, Rosenmiiller, and Morus. In
these notes, the glosses of Socinian interpreters are not only ably refuted, but much light

is thrown on numerous difficult passages of this v(;ry important portion of the New
Testament.

Page 263. last line but 8. delete the words F. A. Seyffarth.

Ibid, last line but 5. after Hebrews, add, the main object of which is to disprove the

Pauline origin of this Epistle. M. Seyffarth's hypothesis is refuted by Professor Stuart,

in his Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, vol. i. sect. 28.

Page 263.— 125. A Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews.
By Moses Stuart, Associate Professor of Sacred Literature in the Theo-
logical Seminary at Andover, United States. Vol. I. Andover, 1827. 8vo.

London, 1828. 8vo.

This masterly work originated in the arduous duties incident to the office which Pro-

fessor Stuart has for some years filled with equal credit to himself, and benefit to the Theo-

logical Seminary at Andover. To borrow the just character given of his labours by the

English editor (the Rev. Dr. Henderson): — " It was impossible for any person who
had perused the former works of our author, not to hail with high anticipations the present

production as a most valuable accession to biblical literature. Intimately acquainted

with the minutije of Hebrew Grammar; familiar with the diversified style of the sacred

writers; trained by long study of the laws of biblical exegesis to a refined and matured

tact in seizing the point, the bearing, the various shades and ramifications of meaning

couched under the sacred phraseology ; imbued with a sincere love of divine truth, and a

profound reverence for its dictates ; and, withal, endowed with a manly and richly culti-

vated intellect, he possesses qualifications peculiarly fitting him for the perfonriance of a

work replete with so many difficulties as that of a Translation and Critical Commentary
on the Epistle to the Hebrews. The ordeal, to which this important portion of Scripture

has been subjected by the wild and extravagant hypotheses of some of tlie master-spirits of

German theology, rendered it a matter of imperious necessity, that some champion,

completely accoutred and disciplined to the battle, should step forward and take up the

gauntlet which they have so fearlessly and vaiuitingly thrown down. If we mistake not,

such a champion has here entered the field, and won the day. Questions respecting style,

authorship, and interpretation, which men of such celebrity as Eichhorn, Bertholdt, De
Wette, and others, were considered to have completely s^t at rest, have been submitted to

a fresh and rigid investigation ; and in most instances triumphantly, in all more or less

satisfactorily, the very reverse of their conclusions has been shown to be in accordance

with the real facts of the case." (Preface to English edition, p. v.)

The topics discussed in the riasr volujie, in forty sections, are— the form of the

Epistle ; to what church or churches it was addressed ; its antiquity and canonical autho-

rity ; the external and internal evidence that it was written by the apostle Paul, who is

most decisively shown to have been its author. The various objections of Bertholdt,

Schulz, SeyflTarth, De Wette, and Boehme, are discussed, and satisfactorily refuted : to

them succeeds a consideration of the style of the epistle, and of the hypotheses advocated

by some learned men, who have severally ascribed it to Barnabas, Luke, Clement of Rome,

and to Apollos. These hypotheses are shown to be destitute of foundation. The volume

concludes with a brief notice of the " Critical and Excgetical Helps" to the study of this

epistle. The second volume. Professor Stuart states, will commence with a new trans-

lation of the epistle to the Hebrews, the object of which is to give a more exact view of

the features of the original Greek, than is presented by the authorised English Version.

This translation will be followed by a continuous commentary upon the whole epistle.

When difficulties demanded special and extended investigation, he has thrown the result
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of such investigation into an excursus at the end, after the method pursued by Hcinrichs,

Koppe, Dindorf, and other German phiiolo^ers and critics ; because difficult subjects can
there be treated and studied with more convenience, and also more fully, than if intermixed

with the usual series of exogetical notes. From the specimens of hermeneutical and exe-

gotical ability given by Professor Stuart, in his letters to Dr. Channing on the Trinity and
Divinity of Jesus Christ, (third edition, Andover, 1819,) now before us, we are justified in

expecting a translation and commentary of no ordinary value.

The original American edition is very neatly printed ; but its typographical execution is

surpassed by that of the London reprint, which has been edited with great care by the

Rev. Dr. Henderson.

Page 268. — 156.* Annotations on the Apocalypse or Revelation

of St. John. To which is prefixed a concise View of the Evidence for the

Authenticity and Divine Inspiration of the Apocalypse, together with a
Vindication of it from the Objections of the late Professor J, D. Michaelis.

By John Chappel Woodhouse, D. D. Dean of Lichfield and Coventry.
London, 1828. 8vo.

This publication is designed to complete the series of annotations on the New Testa-

ment, commenced by Mr. Elsley (noticed in p. 250. of this Appendix), and continued by
Dr. Slade. (See p. 257.) The notes are partly new, and partly abridged from Dr. Wood-
house's larger work on the Apocalypse (see p. 267. No. 25fi.), which has long been out of
print, and with difficulty to be procured. The Greek text and tlie improved version of
Dr. W. are here omitted ; and the text of St. John, according to the authorised English
translation, is divided into parts and sections, with a view to a more complete arrangement
and illustration of this prophetic book.

Page 270.— 4.* Ten Lectures on the Philosophy of the Mosaic Re-
cords of the Creation, delivered in the Chapel of Trinity College, Dublin.

By James Kennedy, B. D. Donnellan Lecturer for the Year 1824. Lon-
don and Dublin, 1827. 2 vols. 8vo.

The design of these elaborate lectures is, " to connect the biblical records of the

creation, as closely as their language and arrangement admit, with physical science ; and
to estimate the degree of evidence which arises out of the comparison of the inspiration of
their author." Many important geological facts are adduced, which concur to the con-
firmation and illustration of the Mosaic history.

Page 273.— 41.* Discourses, explanatory and practical, on the Ninth
Chapter of Paul's Epistle to the Romans. By J. Jarrom. Wisbech,
1827. 12mo.
Page 280.— 36.* Critical Essays on Genesis, Chap. XX., and on Saint

Matthew, Chap. XL 17, 18. : with Notes. By the Rev. Charles Forster,
B.D. Dublin and London, 1827- 8vo.

The professed aim of Mr. Forster, in the publicationjof these essays, is to lower the modern
continental system of biblical interpretation. With this view, in the first essay, he examines,

and most satisfactorily refutes, the hypothesis of Father Simon, on the supposed transloca-

tion of the twentieth chapter of Genesis. In the second essay, the learned author considers

the connection between the prophecy of Jeremiah (xxxi. 15.) with respect to the voice of

weeping heard in Ramah, and the account given by Saint Matthew (ii.) of the slaughter

of tlie innocents at Bethlehem. His hypothesis is, " that Jeremiah diverted from its proper

object to his immediate purpose the prophetic type, Gen. xxxv. 16— 19., in the way of ac-

commodation ; and tiiat the evangelist, by referring the prediction in Jer. xxxi. 15. to the

massacre at Bethlehem for its true fulfilment, has accomplished the final design of the Holy
Spirit in permitting the temporary diversion of the foregoing place of Genesis by the pro-

phet ; viz. the authoritative re-union of this prophetic type with its real antitype, through
the medium of a prophecy, couched in terms sufficiently affecting to do justice to the

deeply tragical event, to which it was meant ultimately to be applied."—" The view, taken

by Mr. Forster," of the connection between Jer. xxxi. 15. and Matt, ii., " is, we believe,

original ; and even those, wlio find difficulty in subscribing to this interpretation of Saint

Matthew's allusion, will have none (we think), in admitting its ingenuity, or the ability

with which every suggestion in its favour is brought forward." (British Critic and Theo-
logical Review, vol. i. p. ,'345.)

Page 292. after line 5. add

:

(6.) Concordance io the French Bible.

Concordance, en forme de Registre, pour trouver facilernent cliaque

VOL. II. APP. (x)
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passage du Nouveau Testament. Premiere Partie : contenant les quatre

Evangiles et les Actes des Ap6tres. St. Petersbourg, 1824. 8vo.

This concordance was announced to be in two parts or volumes. The first part only

has been published ; it is a concordance to the four Gospels and Acts of the Apostles,

according to the French version of De Sacy. The second part will be a concordance to

the Epistles of Saint Paul and to the Catholic Epistles.

Page 293.— 4.* Dictionnaire Abreg^ de la Bible de [Pierre] Chom-
PRE. Nouvelle Edition, revue et considerablement augmentee par M.
Petitot. Paris, 1806. 12mo.

M. Chompre was a distinguished classical teacher of youth, in the former part of the

eighteenth century, at Paris ; where he first published his abridged Dictionary of the

Bible, in 12mo. The new edition by M. Petitot is considerably enlarged and improved

by the addition of numerous articles, particularly those relating to the manners, legislation,

and sects of the Hebrews, and a Chronological Table.

Page 301.'— 10.* Scripture Natural History: or, a Descriptive Account
of the Zoology, Botany, and Geology of the Bible, illustrated by Engrav-
ings. By William Carpenter. London, 1828. Svo.

" Without that pretence to originality, which in the present day is as much distinguished

by personal vanity as it is at variance with truth, Mr. Carpenter has, we think, presented

to the public an interesting and useful work." (Christian Remembrancer, April 1827.

p. 261.)
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